Eureka: The Solver·
How to use Eureka:
nyone and
The Solver
everyone who
It's easy.
routinely works with
1. Enter your equation into
equations needs
the full-screen editor
2. Select the "Solve" command
Eureka: The Solver
3. Look at the answer
It solves the most com
4. You're done

A

plex equations in seconds.
Whether you're a scientist,
engineer, financial analyst,
student, teacher, or some
other professional, you
need Eureka: The Solver!

You can then tell Eureka to
• Evaluate your solution
• Plot a graph
• Generate a report, then send the
output to your printer, disk file
or screen
• Or all of the above

Any problem that can be
expressed as a linear or non-linear
equation can be solved with Eureka.
Algebra, Trigonometry and Calculus
problems are a snap.
Eureka: The Solver also handles
maximization and minimization
problems, does plot functions,
generates reports, and saves you
an incredible amount of time.

X+exp(X) = 10
solved instantly instead
of eventually!

Eureka: The Solver includes

s'
s'
B
s'
s'
s'
s'
s'
s'

A full-screen editor
Pull-down menus
Context-sensitive Help
On-screen calculator
Automatic 8087 math
co-processor chip support
Powerful financial functions
Built-in and user-defined
math and financial functions
Ability to generate reports
complete with plots and lists
Polynomial finder
Inequality solutions

Imagine you have to "solve
s'
for X," where X
exp(X) = 10, and
"Introd uctory price - good
you don't have Eureka: The Solver.
What you do have is a problem,
because it's going to take a lot of
time guessing at "X." Maybe your
guesses get closer and closer to the
right answer, but it's also getting
closer and closer to midnight and
you're doing it the hard way.
With Eureka: The Solver, there's
no guessing, no dancing in the dark
you get the right answer, right
now. (PS: X
2.0705799, and
Eureka solved that one in .4
of a second!)
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Some of Eureka's
key features
You can key in:
A formula or formulas
A series of equations-and
solve for all variables
s' Constraints (like X has to be
<or= 2)
s' A function to plot
s' Unit conversions
s' Maximization and minimization
problems
s' Interest Rate/Present Value
calculations
s' Variables we call 'What hap
pens?," like "What happens if I
change this variable to 21 and
that variable to 2 77"

s'
s'

All this power for only
$99.95!
Equation -solving used to be a
mainframe problem, but we've
solved that problem.
Eureka: The Solver is all you
need-and it's yours for only
$99.95!
That kind of savings you can
calculate with your fingers!
System requirements
IBM PC, AT. XT. Portable, 3170 or lrue compatibles.
PC -DOS (MS-DOS) 1. 0 and la ter. 384K

TurboProlo
' ' If you're at all interested in
artificial intelligence, databases, expert
systems, or new ways of thinking about
programming, by all means plunk down
your $100 and buy a copy of Turbo
Prolog.

Bruce Webster. BYTE 9/86 ' '

Only
$99.95!

N

ew! Turbo Prolog
Toolbox

Our new Turbo Prolog Toolbox~
enhances Turbo Prolog-with more
than 80 tools and over 8,000 lines of
source code that can easily be
incorporated into your programs. It
includes about 40 example programs
that show you how to
use and incorporate your
new tools.

It's the complete developer's
toolbox and a major addition to
Turbo Prolog. You get a wide variety
of menus-pull-down, pop-up, line,
tree and box-so you can choose the
one that suits your application best.
You'll quickly and easily learn how to
produce graphics; set up communica
tions with remote devices; read
information from Reflex,9 dBASE Ill,"
Lotus 1-2-3 9 and Symphony 9 files;
generate parsers and design user
interfaces. All of this for only $99.95.

New Turbo Prolog
Toolbox features include.·
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Turbo Prolog, the natural language
of Artificial Intelligence, is the most
popular Al package in the world with more
than 100,000 users. It's the 5th-generation
computer programming language that
brings supercomputer power to your IBM
PC and compatibles. You can join the Al
revolution with Turbo Prolog for only
$99.95. Step-by-step tutorials, demo
programs and source code included.

Business graphic generation
Complete communications package
File transfers from Reflex, dBASE Ill,
1-2-3, Symphony
~ A unique parser generator
~ Sophisticated user-interface design
tools

Only
$99.95!

System requirements
Turbo Prolog: IBM PC. XT, AT or true compatibles. PC-DOS (MS
DOS) 2.0 or later. 3B4K Turbo Prolog Toolbox requires Turbo
Prolog 1.10 or higher. Dual-floppy disk drive or hard disk. 57 2K

Turbo Pascal®
The power and high performance of
Turbo Pascal is already in the hands of
1'.Tew! Turbo
more than half-a-million people. The tech 
Numerical
nically superior Turbo Pascal is the de facto
worldwide standard and the clear leader.
Toolbox

,J, Y

Pascal
Methods

The Turbo Pascal family includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turbo
Turbo
Turbo
Turbo
Turbo
Turbo
Turbo

Pascal 9 3.0
Tutor 9 2.0
Database Toolboxe
Editor Toolbox 9
Graphix Toolboxe
GameWorks 9
Pascal Numerical Methods

Toolbox~

Only
$99.95!

What our new Numerical Methods
Toolbox will do for you now:
~ Find solutions

to equations
~ Interpolations
~ Calculus: numerical derivatives

and integrals
Turbo Pascal, 1he 'M>ridwide· srand.Jrd;,,
high-speed rompilers. and family.

' ' The language deal of the century.
Jeff Duntemann, PC Magazine
' '
81·1103

~ Differential equations
~ Matrix operations: inversions,

determinants and eigenvalues
~ Least squares approximations
~ Fourier transforms

As well as a free demo FFT pro
gram, you also get Least Squares
Fit in 5 different forms:
7. Power
2. Exponential
3. Logarithm
4. 5-term Fourier
5. 5-term Polynomial
They're all ready to compile
and run.

All this for only $99.95 !
System requirements
IBM PC, XT, AT or true compatibles. PC
DOS (MS-DOS) 2.0 or later. Turbo Pascal
2.0 or later. Graphics module requires
graphics monitor with IBM CGA, IBM
EGA, or Hercules compatible adapter
card. and requires Turbo Graphix
Toolbox. BOB7 or B02B7 numeric co
processor not required, but recom
mended for optimal performance. 2561C
Turbo Pascal 3.0.
Includes BOB7 & BCD features for 76-bit
MS-DOS and CP/M-B6 systems. CPIM-BO
version minimum memory: 48K; BOB7
and BCD features not available. 72BK

Turbo Basic®
I

ntroducing Turbo
Basic, the high
speed BASIC you'd
expect from
Borland!
It's the BASIC compiler you've
been waiting for. And it's so fast
that you'll never have to wait
again.
Turbo Basic is a complete devel
opment environment; it includes a
lightning-fast compiler, an inter
active editor, and a trace debug
ging system.
. .
Because Turbo Basic 1s compat
ible with BAS/CA, chances are that
you already know how to use
Turbo Basic.

With Turbo Basic your
only speed is Full
Speed Ahead11!
11

You probably already know us
for both Turbo Pascal® and Turbo
Prolog.'" Well, we've done it again!
We created Turbo Basic,
because BASIC doesn't have to be
slow.
In fact, building fast compilers is
a Borland specialty; both our Turbo
Pascal and our Turbo Prolog out
perform all their rivals by factors,
and with Turbo Basic, we're proud
to introduce the first high-speed
BASIC compiler for the IBMsPc. If
BASIC taught you how to walk,
Turbo Basic will teach you how
to run.I

The Critics' Choice
' ' Borland has succeeded in
stretching the language without
weighing us down with unneces
sa1y details . . . Turbo Basic is the
answer to my wish for a simple yet
blindingly fast recreational utility
language .. . The one language
you can't forget how to use, Turbo
Basic is a computer language for
the missus, the masters, the
masses, and me.
Steve Gibson, lnfoWorld

Borland's Turbo Basic has advan 
tages over the Microsoft product,
including support of the high
speed 8087 math chip.
John C. Dvorak ' '
81- 1103

Turbo Basic ends the
basic confusion
There's now one standard:
Turbo Basic.
It's fast BAS/CA-compatible, and
because Turbo Basic is a Borland
product, the price is right, the .
quality is there, and the power 1s
at your fingertips. You see, Turbo
Basie's part of the fast-growing
Borland family of programming
languages-we call it the "Turbo
Family." Hundreds of thousands of
users are already using Borland's
languages, so you can't go wrong.
So join a whole new generation of
smart IBM PC users---get your
copy of Turbo Basic today. You get
an easy-to-read 300+ page
manual, two disks, and a free
MicroCalc spreadsheet-and an
instant start in the fast new world
of Turbo Basic. All of this for only
$99.95-0rder your copy of Turbo
Basic today!

A technical look at
Turbo Basic

S'I'
S'I'
S'I'

S'I'

Full recursion supported
Standard IEEE floating-point
format
Floating-point support, with full
8087 (math co-processor)
integration. Software emulation if
no 8087 present
Program size limited only by
available memo1y (no 64K
limitation)

S'I'
S'I'

EGA and CGA support
Access to local, static, and global
variables

S'I'

Full integration of the compiler,
editor, and executable program,
with separate windovvs for
editing, messages, tracing, and
execution
Compile, run -time, and 110 errors
place you in the source code
where error occurred
New long integer (32-bit) data
type

S'I'
S'I'
S'I'
S'I'
S'I'

Full BO-bit precision
Pull-down menus
Full window management

Free spreadsheet included,
complete with source code!
Yes we've included MicroCalc. our sample
complete with source code.
so that you can get started right away with
a "real program." You can compile and run
it "as is," or modify it.

spr~adsheet.

System requirements
IBM PC. XI: AT and true compatibles. PC-DOS (MS
005) 2.0 or later. One floppy drive. 256K.

Turbo
T

urbo C: The
fastest most
efficient and easy
to-use C compiler at
any price
Compilation speed is more than
7000 lines a minute, which makes
anything less than Turbo Can
exercise in slow motion. Expect
what only Borland delivers: Quality,
Speed, Power and Price.

Turbo C: The C compiler
for amateurs and
professionals
If you're just beginning and
you've "kinda wanted to learn C,"
now's your chance to do it the easy
way Like Turbo Pascal, Turbo C's
got everything to get you going.
If you're already programming
in C, switching to Turbo C will
considerably increase your
productivity and help make your
programs both smaller and faster.
Actually, writing in Turbo C is a
highly productive and effective
method-and we speak from exper
ience. Eureka: The Solver and our
new generation of software have
been developed using Turbo C.

I
S.77
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Turbo C: a complete
interactive development

Technical Specifications

B

Compiler: One-pass compiler
generating linkable object modules
and inline assembler. Included is
Borland's high performance "Turbo
Linker." The object module is com
patible with the PC-DOS linker: Sup
ports tiny, small, compact, medium,
large, and huge memory model
libraries. Can mix models with near
and far pointers. Includes floating
point emulator (utilizes 8087180287
if installed)

B

Interactive Editor: The system
includes a powerful, interactive full
screen text editor. If the compiler
detects an erro1; the editor auto
matically positions the cursor
appropriately in the source code.

B

Development Environment: A
powerful "Make" is included so
that managing Turbo C program
development is highly efficient.
Also includes pull-down menus
and windows.

B

Links with relocatable object
modules created using Borland's
Turbo Prolog into a single program.

B

ANSI C compatible.

r-.;::--:----.:e:n:_:vironment
Like Turbo
Pascal and
Turbo Prolog,
Turbo C comes
with an interactive editor that will
show you syntax errors right in your
source code. Developing, debug
ging, and_running a Turbo C
program 1s a snap.
Free MicroCalc
spre~-h
flllith ..~ eet
source code

Turbo C: The C compiler
everybody's been
waiting for. Everybody
but the competition
Borland's "Quality, Speed, Power
and Price" commitment isn't idle
corporate chatter. The $99.95 price
tag on Turbo C isn't a "typo," it's
real. So if you'd like to learn C in a
hurry, pick up the phone. If you're
already using C, switch to Turbo C
and see the difference for yourself

@ Start-up routine source code
included.

System requirements
IBM PC. XT, AT and true compatibles. PC·DOS (MS·
DOS) 2.0 or later. One floppy drive. 320/C

@ Both command line and integrated
environment versions included.
·introductory price-good through July 1, 1987
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smARTOORK. Keeps
Getting Smarter
Smarter Artwork

New smARTWORK Features

Three years ago, Wintek engi
neers created smARTWORK to
reduce the time and tedium of
laying out their own printed-circuit
boards. Thousands of engineers
have since discovered the ease of
use and sophistication that makes
smAR1WORK the most popular
PCB CAD software available. And
thanks to them. smARTWORK keeps
getting better.

D Silkscreen layer for component
placement and identification
D Text capabilities for all three
layers
D Selectable trace widths and
pad shapes and sizes
D User-definable library
D Ground planes created with a
single command
D Solder-mask and padmaster
plots generated automatically
D Quick printer 2X checkplots
D Additional drivers for printers
and plotters
O Optional drill-tape and
Gerber photoplotter utilities
D AutoCAD® .DXF file output
D Completely updated
manual
J 800 number for free
tArhnirril ric:c:i<:trinri::>

The Smart Buy. Guaranteed.
Still priced at $895, smARTWORK
is proven, convenient and fast.
Our money-back guarantee lets
you try smARTWORK for 30 days
at absolutely no risk. Call toll free
(800) 742-6809 today and put
smARTWORK to work for you
tomorrow. That's smart work.

System Requirements

sITV-\1<1 vvu1<K nansrorms
your IBM PC into a PCB CAD system

Interactive routing, continual
design-rule checking, pad shav
ing, and production-quality 2X
artwork have always been a part
of smARTWORK. And now that
many customer suggestions have
become a part of the software,
smARTWORK is an even better

Camera-ready
2Xartwork from an HI or HP pen plotter

2" by 4" section of a 1a' by 16" doublesided board with silkscreen layer

D IBM PC, PC XT, or PC AT with 384K
RAM and DOS V2.0 or later
D IBM Color I Graphics Adapter with
RGB color or B&W monitor
D IBM Graphics Printer or Epson
FX / MX/ RX-series printer, and / or
D Houston Instrument DMP-40, 41. 42,
51. 52, or Hewlett-Packard 7470,
7475, 7550, 7580, 7585, 7586 pen
plotter
D Optional Microsoft M ouse

offer
Wintek Corporation
1801 South St.
Lafayette, IN 47904
Telephone: (800) 742-6809
In Indiana: (317) 742-8428
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD

Using an Epson or IBM dot-matrix
printer, you can create 2X artwork and
1X or 2X checkplots in a fraction of the
time hand-taping requirer

Inqui ry .1:12

Currenl Versions
11 VVll <t

.mARTWORf

V1 .Oro
V1 .2r6
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EDITORIAL

The Enigma of the Amiga 2000
What is a 4.77-megahertz 8088 doing in
side a 7-MHz 68000 system like the
Commodore A2000 (aka Amiga 2000),
covered this month in our lead feature
article'l Running lBM PC software, of
course. The Amiga 2000 is the first of
several new personal computers that
offer IBM compatibility as one of several
features. The Amiga 2000 has a lot going
for it: the open architecture, with seven
internal expansion slots; the Janus card.
an IBM PC XT clone that shares dual
port RAM with the 68000; and the ability
to use several slots for IBM -compatible
cards, like card-mounted hard disks and
disk controllers. and thereby to open up
the entire world of IBM-compatible
peripheral devices to the Amiga.
Besides the seven main expansion
slots, the Amiga 2000 has two special
slots: one for a CPU and another for a
video controller. Try as we might, we
were unable to pry out of Commodore
any s ignificant information about plans
for those two slots. If the CPU slot
should receive a 68020 with memory
management unit and floating-point chip
soon. the Amiga 2000 may emerge as a
powerhouse. Commodore already has
projects involving the 68020 under way
in its labs but says nothing about what
will emerge or when. If the video slot
should receive a card that provides 640
by 400 noninterlaced video, one of the
strongest objections to the Amiga would
be overcome.
After much discussion, we decided
against making the Amiga 2000 a cover
story. With both the CPU slot and the
special video slot unused, the Amiga
2000 is a very much enhanced Amiga
1000 rather than the foundation of a new
series of machines. The Amiga 2000
does open up the Amiga 1000 more than
the Macintosh Plus opened up the Mac
intosh. But as with the Mac Plus, the
Amiga 2000 has the same processor run
ning at the same clock speed with the
same display controller as the previous
machine in the series.
We have not yet had access to Atari's
new Mega STs. its $499 IBM PC com
patible with built-in EGA compatibility.
or its $1500 laser printer. We will cover
these products as soon as we get our
hands on them. We also await the new
Commodore IBM PC compatibles intro
6
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contenders and running simulations of
various user loads.
By the time you read this. we should
have selected a vendor and be in the pro
cess of installing the new system . lf wc
should encounter performance problems
before the new system is up. rest assured
that hardware capacity will soon triple.

New Staff for Microbytes Daily

duced at the Consumer Electronics
Show.

New BIX Hardware
BIX, the BYTE Information Exchange,
now has more than 12,000 users, the es
timated capacity for the 1986 Arete
supermicrocomputer running BIX. The
system continues to perform well despite
the heavy work load, but it is clear that
the hardware must be expanded dramati
cally to support the substantial growth
planned for 1987 and beyond. Indeed,
we stopped promotional mailings for
several months in order to avoid swamp
ing the current 88-port BIX system. We
will replace the system with a new one
capable of supporting 250 simultaneous
users, with NFS (network file server)
networking capability to provide for
expansion to even greater size. Approxi
mately 20 companies were invited to sub
mit proposals for the next generation of
BIX hardware, and most did so. Bidders
were required to submit hardware con
figurations permitting growth to 500 and
then I 000 simultaneous users.
As of this writing. the number of bid
ders has been narrowed to four by our
technical team at McGraw -Hill in New
York. Two supermicrocomputer compa
nies and two superminicomputer compa
nies remain in contention. We are install
ing BIX software on all the remaining

We are pleased to announce that manage
ment has authorized expansion of the
staff of the Microbytes Daily news ser
vice that operates on BIX. These staff
additions will enable us to provide com
prehensive product coverage in the
microbytes.hw and microbytes.sw sec
tions , as well as to expand our coverage
of technology news and preannounce
ment product news in the general micro
bytes/items section and timely feature
articles in the microbytes/features
section.
The entire news service is available at
standard BIX rates - vastly less than the
rates charged by other on-line news ser
vices. Furthermore , the Microbytes
Daily news service is interactive. If you
want coverage of a specific topic and
can't find it by using the "search" com
mand. please send BIX electronic mail to
"microbytes" and let us know. We' II do
our best to dig out the information you
need . Before major computer shows, we
post the 1ist of scheduled exhibitors and
ask BIX users to tell us which exhibits
they are most interested in . We then visit
those exhibits at the show. All in all.
Microbytes Daily is well worth consult
ing before you make any purchasing de
cision about computer products.

80386 Events
If your interests lie in 80386-based sys
tems, you shouldn't miss the rich related
events on BIX. The os386 conference has
fascinating in-depth discussions of sys
tems software issues. Users386 has an
exchange of user opinions and reactions
to the early 80386 machines. Finally,
BIX's Compaq conference has a lively
topic on the Compaq 386. We'll publish
some highlights in BYTE, but we don't
have room for nearly enough of the valu
able information found in these three
conferences.

-Phil Lemmons
Editor in Chief

smar/crm·

The Next Evolutionary Step
in Communications Software

I:

n the world of communications,
the result of natural selection
isn't always "terminal".
You can access your mini computer
using standard terminals. But the
smarter alternative is an IBM* com
patible PC and SmarTerm terminal
emulation software-an advanced
species of communications software.
Persoft began where most terminal
emulation software companies strive
to end-with exact, feature-for
feature emulation. Then Persoft
took SmarTerm software to the next
stage of evolution: superiority.
SmarTerm 240, the latest in the
SmarTerm series, not only provides
the ReGIS* and Tektronix* graphics
capabilities of a DEC* Vf240* termi
nal, but adds capabilities that are
only possible through the power
of a PC.
Features like error-free data transfer
(using Kermit or XMODEM protocols)
and programmable softkeys. And now
with the new add-on network kit, you
can communicate through several
popular networks.
SmarTerm 240 is just one example of
the most advanced line-up of DEC,
Data General* and Tektronix terminal
emulation software in the industry.
Make the "natural selection." Ask your
local dealer about SmarTerm terminal
emulation software. Or contact:

Persoft, Inc.
465 Science Drive
Madison, WI U.S.A. 53711
(608) 273-6000
Telex 759491

•

persnirSmarTerm Terminal Emulation Software
... The Natural Selection
• Persofl and Sma rTerm are registe red tr adema rk s of Persofl, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of lnternalional Business Machi nes, Inc. DEC. VT and HeGIS are tradema rk s of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Tektronix is a registe red lrade mark ol Tektronix . Inc. © Persoft, 1987 . Alt rights reserved.
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Genetic-Management Software Helps Biologists
Save Endangered Animals
Biology researchers at the University
of California's San Diego campus have
proven what a lot of people have
suspected for a long time-computers
are for the birds. Biologists here are
using Ped-Pak, a genetic-management
program originally written to help save
certain endangered captive species
such as the California condor. The
program, written by professor Mike
Gilpin, consists of a database that con
tains all known pedigree information
about an endangered species (the "stud
book") and a projection model that
makes offspring predictions (based on
hypothetical matings) two or three
generations away. Different species can
be monitored by simply using the
projection model with a different
database.
The purpose of the program, accord
ing to Gilpin, is to prevent harmful in
breeding among endangered animals in
captive environments like zoos. "As
the in-breeding coefficienl goes up, so
does the death rate," Gilpin explained.
By tracking the ancestry of captive
animals and making projections along
the way, biologists can avoid problems

NANOBYTES
The Astronomical Society of
the Pacific has published a list
of microcomputer software for
stargazers and planet watchers.
The eight-page ' 'Computer Soft
ware for Astronomy" contains
annotated listings of 89 astron
omy-related programs. The non
profit group will send you a
copy if you send a $2 donation
to ASP, Computer List Dept.,
1290 24th Ave .. San Francisco,
CA 94122. Add $1 for postage if
you live outside the United
States .... For $4995, Sym
metric Computer Systems (San
Jose, CA) is selling a 22-pound
transportable computer called the
375, based on a 10-MHz NS
32016, that comes with a 50
megabyte Winchester disk.
I-megabyte 5 'A-inch floppy
drive, 2 megabytes of RAM ,
four serial ports. one parallel
port, 4.2 BSD UNIX. and eight
languages: C, FORTRAN,
Pascal, BASIC. APL, Prolog.
LISP. and Assembler .... The
Apple Programmers and Devel
opers Association (Renton.
WA), a project of the Seattle
based A. P. P. L. E. Go-op, is
offering the Macintosh Pro-.
grammer's Workshop. an assem
bly language environment that
includes an edi tor/command
interpreter plus an assembler.
linker. debugger. ROM inter
faces , resource editor. resource
compiler/decompiler. and util
ities. I sells for $100. APDA
annual dues are 520; you .:an
phone them at (206) 251
6548. . . . Top speed awards go
to gallium arsenide: R '~ca rchers
at Hughes Aircraft built an
integrated circuit that runs al 18
GHz. and scientists at Bell
Northern Research fabricated a
multiplier chip that can multiply
two 4-bit numbers in I nanosec
ond .... Asahi Glass (Tokyo)
and Komag (Milpitas. CA) are

as far as five years away.
Gilpin wrote the program in VAX-II
BASIC on a UCSD computer. Since
few. if any, zoos have access to a
mainframe, Gilpin ported the program
first to a Macintosh and then to an
IBM PC. The early microcomputer
versions were coded in both C and
Microsoft BASIC. Since· the pedigree
tracking portions of the program de
pend upon recursive algorithms,
however, he switched to True BASIC,
which supports recursion for the final
version of the program. "The only dif
ficult part of the programming was
making the software user-friendly
enough," Gilpin said. He said that had
he used the Macintosh Toolbox rou
tines, "it would have been much
simpler. but I knew I would have to
port it to the IBM PC, since not very
many zoos have Macs."
Virtually every zoo in the US and
Eiurope is taking pan in a program
established four years ago to control
the breeding of endangered captive
animals. Gilpin said he expects Ped
Pak will be adopted as part of the
program.

_.,.

Sensor Provides Inside Look at Integrated
Circuits
An electro-optic sensor that lets
engineers look inside the circuitry of
integrated circuits and make on-chip
measurements has been developed by
researchers at Stanford University's
Ultrafast Electronics Laboratory (Stan
ford, CA). The sensor, which uses
laser beams and fiber optics. has so
far been able to measure microwave
signals of up to 40 gigahertz on
gallium arsenide devices, but resear
chers believe the device should be able
to measure signals in the 100-GHz
range. Frequencies measured on silicon
devices have been in the
200-megahertz range.
When probing a circuit, a laser
beam is split into two parts, with one
part aimed at a standard reference
point and the other at the junction

region or gate. The two beams are
then reflected and combined. The
resulting optical index produces a
"very efficient readout" and can then
be measured. said professor Bert Auld.
who, along with professor David
Bloom, developed the sensor. Silicon
integrated circuits are measured in
real time, while stroboscopic snapshots
are taken for measurements of GaAs
chips.
Semiconductor manufacturers have
expressed interest in the sensor
because such a device will enable
them to quickly test a chip as it is be
ing developed. "As they process the
chip, [they can] measure what the
electrical properties are. so that if
something goes wrong at a certain
stage, they can correct it," Auld said.
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developing glass substrates for
use in high-capacity sputtered
thin-film disks. The joint venture
says the first glass disks will let
designers build 5 1A-inch Win
chesters with capacities as high
as 90 megabytes and 3 1/2-inch
drives that can store 40 mega
bytes . ... Infoscience Services
(Northbrook, IL) has scheduled
its Computer Aided Laboratories
Symposium and Exhibition fo r
May 12-14 at the Sheraton
O"Hare in Chicago. The sym
posium will focus on laboratory
automation and will include ses
sions on lab networking, com
munications . chemometrics, arti
ficial intelligence, robotics, and
d<i ta acquisition. To acquire
more data, phone (312) 291
9161.... MicroPro Interna
tional (San Rafael, CA) said it's
planning a new version of Word
Star 2000 for this year, which
will have desktop publishing
teatures. and a publishing
package being designed by Island
Graphics . . . . Vanna White fans,
get ready. ShareData (Chandler,
AZ) will be coming out with
software games based on televi- I
sion shows "Wheel of Fortune,"
··Jeopardy." and "Family
Feud."... We'd like to close
with a fond farewell to The
Homebrew Computer Club,
which held its last meeting in
December. Long-time moderator
Lee Felsenstein said the group,
which served as a breeding
ground for computer innovations
and Silicon Valley companies.
w rn Id meet again on "special
occasions.·· At the last meeting,
one member speculated, " If it
wasn't for Homebrew, the first
personal computer might have
come out of Route 128 in Boston
and been called The Maple or
something. "
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Art and Technology a Wonderful Mix;
Remember, Michelangelo Was an Engineer
Akram Midani , dean of the College
of Fine Arts at Carnegie Mellon
University (Pittsburgh). stated in a
recent interview that . contrary to
popular belief, art and technology have
historically been closely intertwined
and that computers will have a
tremendous impact on art, probably
creating new art forms. Midani thinks
the debate between art and technology
is somewhat artificial. The artist, he
says, deals with a whole body of
technical knowledge of some sort.
Midani points to Leonardo da Vinci
and Michelangelo as artists who were
highly proficient in technology.
Leonardo's technical prowess is well
known, but few realize that
Michelangelo was also an engineer
and an architect.
We are now. according to Midani, at
the very early stages of development of
art with a computer. Rock music, says
Midani, explores technology fully.
Much of today's rock is the result of
devices such as synthesizers, digitizers ,
and samplers.
Midani thinks too many computer
artists expend too much effort on the
same old thing: creating printouts. He

claims computer artists are merely try
ing to create prints without getting
their hands dirty. Computer art should
be "art of time ." not just art of space,
he says.
He sees four stages in the develop
ment of a new artistic technology. In
the first, there is an ambiguous
fascination with the capabilities of the
new technology. In the second stage
comes an understanding of the useful
ness and efficiency provided by the
technology. In the third stage, the new
technology begins extending and alter
ing longstanding views. And the fourth
stage marks the dawning of a tremen
dous change, which is really a new art
form . Midani believes that computers
are now somewhere between the first
and second stages.
Microcomputers, according to
Midani, are having an enormous effect
on art. He compares them to the paint
tube, which freed artists from having
ro mix their own paints and opened up
the art form to large numbers of
amateurs. Like the paint tube, the
microcomputer invites novices to ex
plore the new artistic possibilities of
the medium.

Synaptics Hopes to Cast Neural Nets in Silicon
The father of the Z80 microprocessor
and one of the developers of silicon
compilers have joined a Silicon Valley
company that's trying to make com
puter chips that mimic the nervous
systems of animals. If Synaptics Inc.
(San Jose, CA) can make the concept
work, the payoff could include much
faster computers, with far more power
ful database management capabilities.
The firm was founded to turn the
theories of neurobiologist Gary Lynch
into useful semiconductors. Lynch
developed a model of how nerve cells
transmit and store information, the so
called neural net. Neural nets are
much more highly parallel than
present-day computers, with processing

power distributed throughout the net.
T!hey store and access information
based on content rather than a specific
location. By casting neural nets in
silicon, researchers hope to bring these
capabilities to computers.
Among the people working with
Lynch at Synaptics is Frederico Fag
gin, who worked on the design of the
8080 microprocessor for Intel and then
moved on to cofound Zilog and help
design the Z80. The company's most
recent acquisition is Carver Mead,
who helped develop silicon compilers
to speed the process of turning chip
designs into silicon. In addition, Mead
is an expert on how the neurons in the
human eye process data.
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Atari to Roll Out'Number-Crunching STs
Atari Corp. (Sunnyvale. CA) confirmed
that it plims to introduce 32-bit-bascd
ST \\' 1rksta1ions sometime in the sec
oml ha! f of this year. .. Basically there
are two hardware components: a
number cruncher and a hi'!her-resolu
tinn ST.·· said Neil Harris~ director of
Ill
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marketing communications for Atari.
'The number cruncher plugs into the
OMA port on either the current ST or
the enhanced-resolution ST."
Harris said the '·number cruncher"
is a 68020-based system with a math
coprocessor (68881) and memory man-

..



agement unit. It will run UNIX
System V software "or something
close to it," said Harris. The work
station will use the Atari ST as a front
end or as a kind of "genius terminal"
(using the OMA port) and the ST's
keyboard, graphics, and other I/O.

We invented
the modem that
makes fewer demands
onyourPC.
The Ven-Tel Half Card"' modem. All the power and speed of our
regular modems, but with some major advantages for people who
demand versatility from their.PC.
Regular modems plug into one of your
computer's full-size slots.Just like expan
sion boards-color boards, graphics cards
and memory expanders.
The Ven-Tel Half
Card modem is different.
It plugs into a short slot,
freeing up a long slot so
your PC can handle an addi
tional function. And while
other modems have about
300 components, ours has 70.
So it not only demands
less space from your computer
-it also demands less power
and generates less heat. Your PC
stays cool and stress-free.
Competitively priced, the Half Card modem is avail
able in both 1200 baud and 2400 baud speeds. And it's
backed by Ven-Tel's free five-year warranty. No other
major manufacturer even comes close.
If you make a lot of demands on your PC ...
demand the le -demanding modem: The Ven-Tel
PC Modem Half Card.

Ven::rel

Modems

Our free 24-page booklet, "How To Select The Correct Modem;' contains
specific information about our full line of modems. To request your copy, call
800-5 38-5121.ln California, call 408-727-5721.
Inquiry
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Process Uses Neutron Beams to Test GaAs,
Silicon Crystals
Although neutron beams are often
associated with future weapons sys
tems, they may also provide a lower
cost way of producing semiconductor
chips. The reason for this is a newly
proposed method of testing for
crystalline defects in semiconductor
wafers. Canada's Chalk River National
Laboratory has made available for
commercial use a testing process in
which neutron beams from a nuclear
reactor are used to spot flaws in
gallium arsenide or silicon crystals.
The test is based on the phenom
enon of neutron extinction . Simply

stated . a beam of neutrons can be
reflected by a crystal structure. but the
intensity of reflection varies with the
perfection of the crystal. Significantly,
since the reflection occurs in the body
of the crystal, not just at the surface,
the reflection intensity is a measure of
the perfection of the whole crystal at
once. The test method is said to be
nondestructive. and induced radioac
tivity is said to be minor.
Most semiconductor wafers are cur
rently tested using an ·'etch" test in
which three wafr;rs are picked from a
group of about 20. The three samples

are destroyed in the process, and the
quality of the remaining wafers is ex
trapolated from the results of the test.
Since the Chalk River tes ~ is non
destructive, rapid, and inexpensive, it
can be used to test all wafers and can
thus achieve more accurate results.
Chalk River has tested the tech
nology with GaAs and silicon wafers
and is negotiating with a number of
semiconductor manufacturers. Accord
ing to Paul Browne, business develop
ment manager for the laboratory. the
new testing method should eventually
lower chip production pri.:es.

VLSI Could Be Approaching Its Limits
Very-large-seal€ integration may be ap
proaching the limits of its growth, ac
cording to a panel of experts at the In
ternational Electronic Devices Meeting
in Los Angeles. The basis of VLSI is
cramming more devices . such as tran
sistors, onto a single piece of silicon .
For the past 20 years or so, the device
density per square inch of integrated
circuits has doubled every few years,
resulting in more powerful micropro
cessors, higher-capacity memory chips ,
and less-expensive computers.
According to the panelists , this pro-

cess can't continue for more than one
or two more generations. A combina
tion of fundamental roadblocks, tech
nology problems, and soaring costs
will put an end to the cycle.
As device density increases, devices
have to become smaller. Today, 2- to
3-micron geometries (the minimum
distance between features on the chip)
are standard; many advanced chips are
using I-micron geometries, and
0.1-micron geometries are being ex
plored. Devices will eventually become
so small that the effects of electric cur

rent flowing through the circuit will
tend to cause connections to break.
This is called "electromigration wear
out." Another form of wearout, "hot
electron wearout," will affect the
thinner oxide layers of the smaller
devices. The result is that IC reliabili
ty and life expectancy will decrease.
But high costs might curb VLSI
before device physics does. Each
generation of chips has been more ex
pensive to design and produce. and the
panelists agreed that the trend shows
no sign of abating.

Common LISP Acquiring Object-oriented Features;
Seeking a Standard
Common LISP, the standard version of
the LISP programming language. took
several years to evolve, so it is no sur
prise that the evolution of an object
oriented (00) enhancement to Com
mon LISP will be a similarly lengthy
task.
At a meeting of an ANSI subcom
mittee in Dallas, an administrative
framework was set for the development
of the new standard 00 enhancement.
The LISP community is said to have
already made it clear that it favors the
Common LOOPS dialect as the basis
for the new enhancement. There are,
however, two other candidates: Flavors.
from Symbolics (Cambridge, MA),

and Object LISP, from LISP Machine
(Andover, MA). Their respective pro
ponents are expected to lobby for in
clusion of some of the stronger
features of these dialects. By the time
of the next meeting, scheduled for this
month, a tentative spec for the new
00 extension will be circulated; a
final spec is not expected until early
1988.
Despite the lack of an 00 standard,
implementors of LISP on microcom
puters are going ahead with variations
on at least two of the above-mentioned
dialects.
ExperTell igc nce (Santa Barbara.
CA), which is now offering a full ver

sion of Common LISP for the Macin
tosh Plus, is including an 00 capabili
ty similar to an enhanced version of
Flavors. Coral Software (Cambridge,
MA) will offer a version of Common
LOOPS with its Mac-based Common
LISP system, which it hopes to have
available by summer.
And Gold Hill (Cambridge. MA).
which now sells a subset of Common
LISP for the IBM PC AT, will offer
another variation of Flavors for its full
Common LISP system for the AT and
80386 systems. due around April.
Gold Hill said it might also offer ver
sions of the other two dialeccs if
customers request them.

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. 711e news sraff at BYTE is always interested in he«ring about new rechnologieal and
scientific developmenrs that might have w1 impact on microcomputers and the people who use them. We also want to keep
rrack of innovative uses of thca rechnology. If you know of advances or projecrs rhat invoh·e research relevanr ro microcom 
puting and wam ro share rhea information , please conracr us. Call rhe Microbytes sraff ar (603) 924-9281, send mail on
BIX ro Microbyres, or wrire ro us ar One Phoenix Mill um e. Pererborough, NH 03458.
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THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES
Have you ever noticed how time seems
to change everything? Fashions change.
Technology changes. Even the microcom
puters we use change. Maybe that's why
so many of our customers are saying
goodbye to IBM in favor of a "good buy"
from Wells American.
As time goes by, more and more com
puter users are realizing what an extraor
dinary value our A*Star II® truly is. It's
the only AT class microcomputer that can
run at 6, 8, 10 and 12 MHz! It's also the
only PC/AT compatible that's "network
ready." Better yet, each A *Star II now
comes with your choice of keyboards 
the original AT version or the enhanced
"RT" style. Best of all, A*Star II prices
start at only $995!
But what about quality and support?
Don't worry! Weve been making micro
computers longer than IBM! And it shows.
Our A*Star® computers have been top

rated by leading industry trade journals.
Even so, we've heard that some "big blue"
old-timers still worry about trading their
IBM "security" blanket for better priced,
higher performance equipment. (Remem
ber how difficult it was to give up your
baby blanket?) That's why we've arranged
THE A*STAR II IS MADE IN THE USA.

for RCA, one of the world's largest tech
nical service organizations with 18,000
employees, to provide low cost, nation
wide maintenance for our A*Star II.
And if that's not enough, every unit in
cludes free schematics and a no risk
money-back guarantee.
Still need a blanket? We've got you
covered! Try out one of our A*Star ll's
and we'll send you one. It's baby blue,
monogrammed and ... it's absolutely free!
We'll also include a $395 option, at no
charge, with your first A* Star II purchase.
This offer is limited, so call or write us to
day. Just because you'll be saying goodbye
to IBM doesn't mean you'll have to say
goodbye to quality, support or security.
Besides, at least you'll still have your
memories ... and your money!

+

WeDsAmerican.

Corporate Headquarters: 3243 Sunset Boulevard• West Columbia, South Carolina 29169 • 8031796-7800 •TWX 510-601 -2645
IBM. Personal Compu1erAT and AT are trademarks of lnl ernational Business Machines
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"Rampage· With 2 Megabytes Of
Memory Is The Perfect Addition
To Our InstaJled Base Of PC/XTs.
For years we've equipped
all of our PCs with AST products,
like SixPakPlus~ But, Debbie
. . . here in accounting ... needed
more than 640K for her Lotus'"
1-2-3" expanded memory
spreadsheet. She suggested an

AST Rampage board with two megabytes
of expanded memory
We bought her the Rampage and the
results were incredible. Now, Debbie is
able to fully use her expanded
memory applications.
Debbie has been promoted .
And now all of our older PCs
and XTs have Rampage boards!"

Set
In
"With SixPakPremium/EGA We Have a Versatile,
Multifunction/Memory/Graphics Solution In A
Single Slot.
Meet Tony, our Financial Officer. He uses
expanded memory for large spreadsheets, a parallel
port for his printer, a serial port for a mouse and
EGA capabilities for eye dazzling color graphics.
His XT is equipped with SixPakPremium/EGA.
It delivers all the features of SixPakPremium with
complete graphics capabilities-on a single board.
And it's compatiblewith popular monochrome,
color and enhanced color displays.
Tony has talked about his
graphics capabilities so much

1-1
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"For New PC/XTs, SixPak.Premium™
Gives UsThe Right Combination
Of Multifunction Features and
Expanded Memory In A Single Slot.
Today is Jim's first day His nev-;
PC XT is equipped with AST's
SixPakPremium. It gives him all
the features ofa SixPakPlus and
Rampage-combined into a
single slot.
Even though Jim only needs

one megabyte of memory now, as he develops his
skills and projects, he'll be able to add a second
megabyte ofmemory to the
SixPakPremium board.There's
also a serial port, parallel
port and battery-backed
clock/calendar.
Jim represents a new
generation in the company
So does SixPakPremium.
They're the future'. '

LeS.. Boards Give Us
PCs~
Tailoring
that now other departments are reg uesting
SixPakPremium/EGA ... Engineering, Sales, even
Advertising.
We trust Tony to know finances.
And he's found us a bargain in
SixPakPremi um/EGA'.'
"How We Increased Our
Productivity With
The AST Premium Series!
To take full advantage
of expanded memory,
AST includes an operat
ing enviromnent soft
ware package with
every Premium Series
board. With it Jim,
Debbie and Tony
can load applications
into memory once in the
morning.Then they're able to
move instantly between the appli
cations and even execute multiple
tasks at the same time.
For example, theycansorta
dBASE III"' file, calculate a Lotus 1-2-3

spreadsheet and edit a WordStar"' document all at the
same time ... on the same PC'.'
ToLearnMoreCallASTTodayat(714)
863-1480. Or send the coupon to AST Research, Inc.,
2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine California 92714-4922,
Attn:M.C.
AS T markc:t5 products worldwide - in 1:·wvpc call: 441568 4350; iii tlzc: Far Emt call: 852
0499 9113: in Canadacal/4/6 826 7514 .AS'f. the ASTlo<~o. Rrmzpagc rm~ SixPa/.'f'ills n;i.:i~fcred
trademarks mu/ Prcmiw11 Sc,.ic:s and SZ:\PaJ.: Premi11m tradc:morks ofAST Rcsi:arclt Inc. Lotus
mu/ 1-2-3 rcgis/c:red tmdcmarks of Lollis Dc:11elopmc:11/ C01p. dlJASE Ill re,i:islcrcd trademark

rfAsltto11-Tatc. WOrdSfttr n·,e,i.~tcred trademark ofMicmPro l11 fl'nwtimwl . Copyr(f.!lrl c'" 1986

AST Rcscarclz. Inc. All rz"g,hls rrJ.rn':rtl.

YES! Send me more information today on ASTs Premium Series.
Name
Title

Company
Address

City/StJte/Zlp
ltlephone (
Send to: AST Research, Inc., 2I2 1 Alton Avenue,
Irvine, Calil omia 9 271 4-4922, Attn : M.C.
01 B BOSH BOJ PC
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All Together Now
As the user of an Amiga text editor and
word processor at home, and of two dit~
ferent word processors at the two offices
where I work, I feel that there is a need
for a low-level text-editing standard.
For example, to move the cursor to the
end of the line it's on requires a different
command for each of the word processors
I use. An agreed-upon standard employ
ing intuitively simple keystrokes like Ctrl
right arrow (the arrow keys, once unavail
able to many CP/M users with dumb
terminals, are now built into every "real"
computer except the Macintosh) to move
the cursor to the right end of the line
would greatly simplify things for many
users. All universal editing functions, such
as cursor navigation, search and replace,
block delete and copy, and help cues,
could be invoked with the same key
strokes. Software vendors could benefit
through reduced learning time, due to
familiar commands. This would increase
the appeal of their products.
Major changes to existing software
needn't be implemented. Rather, devel
opers might just include a software tog
gle whereby users could choose between
using a program's own unique editing
commands and the standardized com
mands. All such a standard needs to
become a reality is backing from a major
software company.
Jeff Mings
Hauula, HI

Radon Attention
Referring to the letters from Howard Mark
and Forrest Mims III ("CRT Radiation."
November 1986), I must point out that
there is already a large body of academic
literature on this topic. The Health Physics
Joumal and National Institutes of Health
studies indicate that CRTs do not emit
harmful amounts of radiation . Recently,
it was speculated that radon gas may be
a radiological health hazard. The Health
Physics Journal published a study that in
dicates that CRTs attract radon gas
because of the electric field created by the
scanning electron gun.
Although it is possible to measure the
radiation emitted by CRT devices outside
the laboratory, the results reported by Mr.
Mims must be interpreted as "below the
lower limit of detection" because of the
statistical nature of radiation detection. I
16
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encourage readers of BYTE to measure
the radiation emitted by CRTs. However,
they should use proper statistical methods
when analyzing the results.
Mitchell F. Wyle
Zurich, Sll'it-;:.erla11d

Assorted Flavors
I'm pleased that Seymore J. Metz knows
an outrageous claim when he secs one
("Sort Run Times," December 1986), and
I certainly wouldn't want to be taken
seriously about a linear time claim for a
sort algorithm. My distinction between
theory and practice was meant to indicate
that, although no general algorithm will
sort in less than 11 log /1 time, it is some
times possible within practical situations
to achieve results that are effectively
linear. Specifically, within a wide range
of sizes useful to me, I was able to sort
files with exactly two reads and two writes
per record.
My original description was undoubted
ly less than clear, especially since I hadn't
had any reason to generalize the sort
beyond its two-pass version. The gen
eralized version turns out to be a varia
tion on the merge sort. The following may
help to clarify:
Sorts come in at least three flavors: soi1s
that will fit entirely into RAM, sorts of
data many times the size of available RAM
but which fit entirely on direct-access
storage (disks), and sorts of data too big
for available disk space, which require
multiple tape drives. My situation re
quired the sorting of a disk file several
hundred times the size of RAM job space,
in a format our sort utility couldn't han
dle. The specific memory and file sizes
aren't important, only relative sizes.
Sooner or later, everybody is going to have
to do an external sort. Just hope you can
do it without resorting to tape.
Sort objectives come in any number of
flavors. Since I was planning on late-night
runs, my sole concern was total elapsed
time for the job, which meant minimiz
ing disk access and Jetting the CPU cycles
fall where they might.
The common choice for external sort
ing is the merge sort, which is primarily
a tape sort. A file with 11 records is read
into available memory 111 records at a time,
sorted, and written out to two new tapes,
which will then contain 11/m groups (or
runs) of 111 records each. The two tapes

are merged to produce two new tapes with
11/2m runs of length 2m. These produce
tapes with 11/4m runs of length 4m, and
so on, until one tape contains one run of
length 11. The merge sort runs in /1 log /1
time. specifically (11 log 2 (11/111)) or there
abouts. A simple improvement uses mem
ory as a buffer to increase the size of the
output runs and therefore increases the
speed of the sort by about a factor of 2.
My suggestion is to use internal mem
ory to increase, not run size. but the
number of runs being merged . After the
initial pass, we have 11/ m runs of length
Ill . On the next pass, why not create 11/111 2
runs of length 1112, then 11/1113 of length 1113,
and so on? Note that this won't work with
tape, but on disk it's easy to treat one in
put file as multiple segments via record
access.
The time of this sort (in disk access) is
still /1 log 11, but it's about 11 log,,11. With
only 300 records in memory, this could
still cut elapsed time by 75 percent over
the improved merge sort. A file of 90,000
records would be sorted in two passes in
stead of about six with the improved
merge. A hefty JOO million records is
finished in four passes, not fourteen .
There is some increased CPU overhead
with this variation, but, in my case, I
could afford it.
In fairness to my former employers, a
few million in sales and a staff of 40 may
not be multinational, but we liked to think
of ourselves as far from trivial or irrele
vant. In Northeast Ohio we know a dif
ferent big word-unemployment.
John W. Ward
Waynesburg, OH

Updating ASCII
Robert Sneddon has hit on an idea I have
been kicking around for about a year now
(" In Search of Cheaper Transmission,"
rn111i1111Pd

LETTERS POLICY: To be considered f or pub
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RCHID'S JET 386:
POWER FOR THE FUTURE NOW

Jet 386 is the Ultimate Accelerator Upgrade for Your AT
Announcing an end to obsolescence.
Orchid Technology's Jet 386 rn accel
erator card extends the !ife of your
computer investment into the 1990s
it puts power in your AT that you
won't outgrow.

T

hree Times Faster
than an AT

It's up to three times faster than an
AT depending on the application, and
speed is just one benefit. Unequalled
compatibility and provisions for
upcoming 386 software mean your
Jet 386 will handle whatever the future
has in store: CAD, spreadsheets,
networking ...
Inquiry 211 for End-Users.
Inquiry 212 for DEALERS ONLY.

Easy Upgrade

13

Easy to use, there's nothing new
to learn and no new programs to buy.
At 25% of the cost of buying a new 386
PC, it's easy on your pocketbook, too.

rom the People
Who Started It All

F

Orchid combined 80386 power with
the technology perfected for the XT in
the TinyTurbo and PCturbo 286e. Like
these critically acclaimed accelerators,
Jet 386 is built for lasting value.
Call Orchid to find out how you can
experience the future today. And ask
how Orchid can modernize your
whole office with turbos, graphics,
networking, and multifunction
products.

Jet 386, PCturbo 286e and Tiny Turbo 286ore trademarks of Orchid Technology. All other products named ore
tr<Jdemilrks of their manufoctUr<!rS.

Norton SI

5.7
1.0

I
I

IBM XT

IBM AT

JET 386

Building for the Future
45365 Northport Loop West
Fremont, CA 94538
415/490-8586 Tix: 709289

The Only EGA

A fully compatible 256k EGA card with a parallel
port for only $209. If you buy any display card:
Color, Monochrome, Hercules, or EGA, without
reading this ad, you're probably throwing away a
lot of money.
-----

-

--

-

This really is the only display
board you may ever need. Regard
less of what monitor you buy today,
this card is a clear upgrade path for
the future, and the best choice
today, even if you are only going to
use a Monochrome Display. This
means one board today does
monochrome 640x350 bit mapped
graphics and text, and provides a
clear upgrade path to 640x350
Enhanced Color Display with no
change of display board. It also
runs with the 640x200, 320x200
Color Display.

All boards come with a full 256k of
memory, and a parallel printer
port. That means no extras for later,
and 16 simultaneous colors dis
played from a palette of 64 colors,
and crisp clear text on both Mono-

No Risk Gaarnlee
I If you are not completely

Of course, many of you will want to
take advantage of the EGA card
right away, so we are offering a
special deal when you buy the board
together with a Basic Time HR
31-350 monitor - you get both for
just $649, or the card only, for $219.
In addition to our fine products,
Oubie' offers unparalleled service
which includes our 30-Day No Risk
Guarantee, one year warranty, 48
hour turnaround and Federal Express
on warranty repairs, and our Tech
nical Support Line open Saturdays 8
- llam PTZ.

QUBIE'

satisfied with your
purchase, you may return it within 30 days of
purchase for a complete refund, including the
cost to send it back. If you can get any dealer or
competitor to give you the same I• lisk S...ut•.

Department B
507 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, California 93010

buy both and return the one you don't like.

Inside California

VISA '
For fastest delivery, send cashier's check,
money order, or order by MasterCard/Visa.

Personal Checks allow 18 days to clear.
Company purchase orders accepted, call for
prior authorization. California residents add
6% sales tax.

18

chrome and Enhanced Color Dis
plays - features or options that are
not available on some EGA boards.
Since all your current software will
run, you're set for today, and
prepared for the standard of the
future.
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805-987-9741
Outside California

800-821-44 79
London (01) 223-4569 Sydney (02) 579-3322
Paris (01) 321 -5316
Canada (403) 434.9444
Hours: M-F Sam - 5pm PTZ
Sat Sam · llam PTZ
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November 1986). He mentioned updating
the ASCII character set and 16-bit micros,
but did not link the two. That is the key
to what I wanted to do. Text compression
wasn't the main aim of the technique I
worked out. I decided to take advantage
of the 16-bit word length of most sensible
computers. I decided that the enormous
investment in 8-bit (ASCII) software .
would prevent any drastic changes. Then
I looked at ASCII closely. Most text can
be written using only 7 bits; 7-bit ASCII.
The eighth bit is wasted on obscure graph
ics characters (which are not standardized
anyway). I decided to use 7-bit ASCII as
a basis for a standard using 16-bit words.
If bits 7 and 15 are both 0, a word rep
resents two 7-bit ASCII characters. If
either is set, then the word as a whole
represents something else. This leaves
48K characters in the standard character
set. Effectively, the ASCII character set
is mapped 128 times into a 64K set. Los
ing some space in the map is an accept
able compromise if it avoids taking up
twice as much space for text.
I had wondered what to put into the set
after Greek, Chinese, Arabic, and Japa
nese characters. Perhaps I should look
closer at the word count in representative
samples of text. It would be easy to in
clude, say, 4000 words in the standard set.
Personally, I would include all of the most
commonly used words plus all of those
spelled differently in the U.K. and the
U.S. You, too, could write English!
In addition to all of the usual text char
acters, the character set would include
control codes for font changes, paragraph
end, soft hyphen, boldface, underline,
proportional spacing, and all the other
functions needed in typesetting text. If this
develops into a real standard, it should
control the way unsupported functions
should be handled. It may be quite a while
before anyone develops flashing ink.
Colour (I did say English) is a problem.
It would be possible to use 16 codes for
foreground and 16 for background
colours. This seems too limiting. Now that
computers are starting to use colour
seriously, it might be better to use an
escape sequence. One character would
represent the message "The word follow
ing this is a binary representation of the
new foreground colour." For the near
future, 64K foreground and 64K back
ground colours should be enough. Until
the new 32-bit character set is introduced,
of course.
There are practical problems in apply
ing this new standard to existing ma
chines. Most of them can be dealt with by
using filter programs, which would ex
pand the nonASCII codes into escape se
quences, possibly the ANSI codes.
continued

Inquiry 249

Engineeringcalculation raised to anewpower.
The only software program
to combine the flexibility of a
blackboard, the simplicity of a
calculator, and the power of
a personal computer.
Now you can write
calculations on
your PC in stan
dard math nota
tion- mixing text,
formulas and
graphics with the
same free-form ease you have on a
blackboard or scratchpad.

No new languages to learn.
Simply type equations anywhere
on the screen and MathCAD auto
matically calculates and displays

your results as numbers or graphs
exactly as you want to see them.
Change anything, and MathCAD
instantly recalculates the results.
Add text at any point to support
your work. Then print and save
your entire calculation as an inte
grated document.

Powerful built-in functions.
MathCAD handles both real and
complex numbers and does auto
matic unit conversion and dimen
sional analysis. It has a full range
ofbuilt-in functions including inte
gration, differentiation, fft's and
cubic splines. Or you can define
your own. No wonder thousands of
engineers use MathCAD every
day, for everything from robotics

to signal processing and thermo
dynamics to fluid mechanics.

Call us today.
We're convinced that MathCAD
belongs on every engineer's desk.
At $249, with our no-risk, 30-day
money-back guarantee, you really
can't afford not to try it. To place
your order or to request further
information, call us now at:

1-800-MathCAD
(in Massachusetts: 617-577-1017)

MathCAD. Once you've tried it,
you'll wonder what you ever did
without it. Order today.
Requires IBM PC~ or compatible, 512KB RAM, graphics card.
IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation. MathCAH"" MathSoft, Inc.

Math CAD

MathSoft, Inc., I Kenda ll Sq., Cam bridge, MA 02139

Inquiry 181
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CProgrammers!
db_\/15TA":high-speed DBMS
written exclusivelyf ore
NOW offers SQlrbased query
High-Speed data retrieval and access ..
just two benefits of using Raima's network
model DBMS. db VISTA. Combine these
design benefits With those of C-speed.
portability. efficiency. and you begin to
understand db VISTA's real measure.. .
performance. 

Says, Dave Schmitt,
Presiden t of Lattice, Inc.
"If you are looking for a sophisticated C
programmer's database. db_VISTA is it. It
lets you easily build complex databases
with many interconnected record types.
Raima's customer support and documen
tation is excellent. Source code availability
and a royalty-free run-time is a big plus:·

clb_QUERY''": new simplicity

retains performance!
db_QUERY, our new C-linkable. SQL
based, ad-hoc query and report writing
facility ... provides a simple, relational view
of db_VISTA's complex network database.
No longer will you give up performance for
simplicity ... combine db_QUERY with
db_VISTA ... you have both!

•Written in C
• Royalty-Free
•Source Code Available
•Multi-user and LAN capability
•Fast B-tree indexing method
• Transaction processing
• Faster without Data Redundancy
•Complete Documentation
•Operating systems: MS-DOS,
PC-DOS, UNIX. XENIX. SCO XENIX.
UNOS, ULTRIX. VMS
• C compilers: Lattice, Microsoft, IBM.
DeSmet, Aztec, Computer Innova
tions, XENIX and UNIX

30-day Money-Back Guarantee
Royalty Free
Price Schedule
db_VISTA

Single-user
Single-user w/Source
Multi-user
Multi-user w/Source
NEW:
VAX Multi-user
VAX Multi-user
w!Source

•

$
$
$
$

db_QUERY

195
495
495
990

$
$
$
$

195
495
495
990

$ 990

$ 990

$1980

$1980

Call Toll-Free Today!

1 (800) db-RAIMA
(that's 1-800-327-2462)
-ORCall l-206-828-4636

RAIMA:"
COl=1POl=1ATION

3055-112 N.E ., Bellevue, WA 98004 USA
(206) 828-4636 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW
20
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Level-0 compliance could be that simple.
The real problem will be persuading chip
manufacturers to produce the new char
acter set ROMs. A full 48K character set
in a 16- by 16-pixel dot matrix would be
l.5 megabytes. This is no problem for
computers, but it is too much to expect
low-cost printers to include a ROM of that
size until plain-vanilla ASCII is the excep
tion instead of the rule.
So far, the whole idea is still in my
head; this is the first time I have put any
thing down in writing. Does anyone else
have any ideas?
Bernard Peek
Watford, Hertfordshire, UK.

Speeding Mandelbrots
Programs that plot the Mandelbrot set can
be significantly speeded up by checking
for repeating values.
Consider the point (0,0i). Repeatedly
iterating this value under z <-- z2 + c
always yields the value (0,0i) . Indeed, if
any value comes up a second time, it can
be said to be "caught" in a repeating cycle
of some finite period. Once this occurs,
further iterations are a waste of time, and
the program can immediately go on to the
next point, rather than waiting until some
arbitrary number of iterations has been
performed.
It turns out that almost all of the points
that lie within the Mandelbrot set proper
eventually enter a cycle like this. To check
for a repeated value, I use a method
discussed by A. K. Dewdney in "Com
puter Recreations" (Scientific American,
August 1985) for detecting attractors.
First, declare two arrays, · one for real
and one for the imaginary components of
the value being computed. The arrays
should range from l to the maximum
numberof iterations you expect to perform
for each point. Now, as each new z is com
puted, compare its components against the
array elements (iteration count/2). If they
don't match, store the values in the array
elements (iteration count). If they do
match, you have found a repeat and can
go on to the next point. I have found that
this method cuts the number of iterations
needed to determine if a point lies within
the set by about 80 percent.
Note that this has no effect on those
points that surround the set but don't
belong to it. You must still check to see
how long it takes these points to exceed
a size of 2. Also, the time required to enter
a cycle increases for points close to the set
boundary, so that the speed increase is
greatest for those points that lie deep
within the set.
Finally, it is instructive to color-code the
number of iterations that occur before a
point within the set enters a repeating
cycle. It appears that on the boundary

itself, the point never repeats the same
value and never grows beyond a size of2.
This region is infinitesimally thin and
marks the transition between two very dif
ferent sorts of behavior of the function.
I would very much like to hear from
anyone who has found better algorithms
for computing this and other fractal ob
jects. Please feel free to write me.
Paul McGregor Carlisle
202 West Harrison
Royal Oak, MI 48067
Peter Schroeder's article, "Plotting the
Mandelbrot Set" (December 1986) con
tains a number of points that merit fur
ther clarification.
First, the basic generating formula
given at the bottom of the second column
on page 207 is in error; it should read

z

= . z2

+ c.

Second, the Mandelbrot set is the set
of points con the complex plane for which
the sequence of complex numbers
Zo

= 0,

Z;+1

= Z; + c,

i

+ l, 2, 3, 4,

does not diverge, as i tends to infinity.
Schroeder gives undue significance to
the magnitude of z 1000 , the number 1000
deriving perhaps from Dewdney's article
in Scient{fic American. This number is
based on the assumption that if the se
quence does not diverge after 1000 itera
tions, it will never diverge.
As a practical matter, any other "large"
number could have been chosen instead.
In fact, we have found that the resulting
graphic renditions are not materially
altered if a cutoff value of, say, 256 is used
instead. In so choosing, of course, the
computation required for the plot is sub
stantially reduced if the plot includes
many points that are members of the set.
Because of the long running times re
quired, here is an application for which
optimization assumes real importance. I
would suggest that one consider the use
of fixed-point arithmetic at the assembler
level for the iterative calculation itself.
This would require treating z and c as
16-bit numbers with i integer bits and
16 - i fractional bits, which can be put
back into the original 16-bit format with
a (16 - i)-bit arithmetic right shift. This
approach will realize significant improve
ments in running time, especially if an
8087 is unavailable.
Benjamin E. Chi
Albany, NY

More Updates for ATOMCC
The purpose of this letter is to inform all
the users of AlDMCC (written in FOR
TRAN 66) that, because of all the bugs
continued

The
Programmer's
Choice.
Multi-user versions
for LANs and Xenix.
When your applications need to
network, Btrieve's multi-user versions
connect you to the industry's most
popular LANs: IBM PC Network,
Novell Advanced Netware, or
any DOS 3 netw_ork. Btrieve. is a~so
available for Xemx and multitasking
operating systems such as MultiLink
Advanced, Microsoft Windows
and IBM Topview.

Help is just
a phone call
away. Need
technical support?
You've got it!
Btrieve users
receive 30 days of
unlimited phone
support at no
charge. This
"Direct Connect"
policy is renewable
for a full year at
low cost. And try
SoftCraft's free
bulletin board for
technical tips,
seven days aweek.

Thorough documentation,
easy implementation. Getting
started with Btrieve is easy: the
manual is packed with step-by-step
instructions and examples of every
Btrieve function in BASIC, Pascal,
COBOL and C.

I

W

hether you're a programming
pro or just beginning, there's
one thing to remember when devel
oping applications: Btrieve.
The Btrieve file manager is an
alternative to all those DBMSs that
promise ease of use-buf deliver ·
.
something far different. Like languages
that take weeks to master. Performance
that fizzles instead of sizzles. Pro
grams that won't network. Of course
you can write applications with
these "revolutionary" p<ickages. But
someday you11 wish you hadn't.
If you know a programming
language, you already have what it
takes to build better applications. All
you need is Btrieve.
.
Btrieve is the programmer's chotce
for file management. But you don't
have to be a professional programmer
to use it. With Btrieve loaded in your
PC, your programs can use simple
subroutine calls to retrieve, store and
update records.

Btrieve has built-in security features
and the ability to handle four billion
bi;te files. And there are no roi;alties
on Btrieve applications.

~
SoftCraft
P. 0. Box 9802 #917
Austin, Texas 78766
(512) 346-8380 Telex 358 200

Suggested r·etail prices: Btrieve, $245; 111ulti-user
Btn'eve, $595; Xtrieve, $245; mu/tr-user Xtneve,
$595 ([or r~port generation, add $145 single-user and
$345 111 ulti-user). Available fro111 SoftCraft and
selected distn'butors. Requires PC-DOS or MS-0052.X ,
3.X, Xenix. Btrieve is a r~gistered tmde111ark and
Xtrieve is a trade111ark of SoftC mft lrrc.
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B-tree based for high
performance. Performance
is all-important, especially as
your database grows. That's
why Btrieve implements the b-tree
file structure-the most efficient
data access method known. With
Btrieve your applications run fast.
Database queries, report
writing. Add Xtrieve™ to your
Btrieve applications for a fully
relational DBMS. Xtrieve's menu
driven interface lets you look up
information easily-without
programming. Add our report
writer option to produce custom
reports and forms.

Interfaces to C,
BASIC, Pascal,
COBOL. Don'twastetime
learning a proprietary
language! With Btrieve
you can use the language
you know best-and
immediately begin
programming the right
way. Over 15 language
inte1faces
are available.

Fault tolerant.
Btrieve insures
against database
disasters. TUXJ levels
of fault tolerance
guamntee data integ
rity during accidents
or power failures
no extra program
• ming required.
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in it, I am no longer supporting it. I have
recently finished the writing and testing
of AlOMFT, versions 1.10 and 2.10.
Version l.10 was written to satisfy the re
quest made by Jet Propulsion Laboratory
for the capability of solving problems with
any number of user-defined functions. The
FT in AlOMFT stands for function. Also,
ATOMFT is written in FORfRAN 77. It
is bug-free! And it is perfectly portable.
The same code can be used for all micros,
as well as all mainframes.
Version 2.10 was written to solve con
trol problems, otherwise called DAEs

.
AskThe Reviewers . . .Speed

(differential algebraic equations).
The charge is $200 for the source code
of version I.IO; $30 for the object code
of version 1.10 (for use with Microsoft
FORTRAN 3.30 or later); $1000 for ver
sion 2.10 source code.
Y. F. Chang
Claremont. CA

Call for Papers
Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility will be sponsoring a sym
posium, "Directions and Implications of
Advanced Computing," in Washington,

sE ,,, pws compatibility. ..
Adds dBA
,,

"FoxBASE+ Maint~in~h!t~~~~~t the dBASE-compatible/la:;~ December 9, 1986.
FoxBASE+ zooms o
-Glenn Hart. PC N aga
,
k t"
ASE roduct on the mar e .
" BASE+ is the fastest and easiest·IO·~;e~,BData :ased Advisor, November, 1986.
Fox
-George
ASE program t
an every dB
dBASE ltt PLUS AWAY!! ... r
"FoxBASE+ BLOWS
hatsoever.f"
u s society Newsletter,
ith NO changes W
G tes Atlanta Data Base ser
Ncrvember, 1986.
had W
-James a •

D.C., in July.
The adoption of current computing
technology, and of technologies that seem
likely to emerge in the near future, will
have a significant impact on the military,
on financial affairs, on privacy and civil
liberty, on the medical and educational
professions, and on commerce and
business.
The aim of this symposium is to con
sider these influences in a social and
political context as well as a technical one.
The social implications of current com
puting technology, particularly in artificial
intelligence, are such that attempts to
separate science and policy are unrealistic.
We therefore solicit papers that directly
access the wide range of ethical and moral
questions that lie at the junction of science
and policy.
We request papers that address, but are
not limited to, such topics as: research
funding, computing in a democratic socie
ty, defense applications and computers in
the public interest.
For more information, call Jonathan
Jacky at (206) 548-4117 or Doug Schuler
at (206) 783-0145.
Doug Schuler
Computer Professionals
for Social Responsibility
Box 85481
Seattle, Wi4 98105

Call for Help
Help! I'm an absent-minded professor
who's in trouble. I am trying to locate a
machine-language simulator for the Apple
II family, which I recall having seen about
two years ago. The particular simulator I
have in mind breaks each operation into
its micro-operations, displaying them on
the screen as the graphics demonstrate
their execution.
My only problem is that I've forgotten
the name of this program! Can anyone
help me find it? Any leads will be appre
ciated. Please call (414) 652-3996 if you
have any suggestions.
Charlotte J. Chell
Carthage College
Kenosha, WI

ZBasic Defended
I have used ZBasic for almost a year on
a CP/M system. I could not let the com
ments from Edward L. Tottle ("Not Your
Basic BASIC," November 1986) go un
answered.
First, while ZBasic has some dif
ferences from MBASIC, it is certainly no
worse than going from, say, MBASIC to
Color Computer BASIC (to say nothing
of CBASIC). In addition, the differences
usually favor ZBasic. Having used several
varieties of BASIC over the years, I have
continued
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New! ln•a• Vision is Compatible with Auto CAD

FREE AutoCAD Translator
from MICROGRAFX!

e created ln•a.Yision

W just for you. The
engineer who needs

more productive
drafting support.
The designer who
needs versatility
for alternate
ideas or quick re
visions. The ar
chitect who needs
to manage a vari
ety of working
drawings. And the
businessman who
needs first-class
presentation mate
rials as well as de
tailed flow charts
and organization charts.

Point. Click. Draw.
Now all you do to create complex
technical drawings, systems designs,
blueprints, diagrams, illustrations,
and proposals is point, click and
draw. With ln•a.Yision's mouse
support, windowing, icons,

and pull-down me
produce drawings more
quickly, accurately and
efficiently than ever
before. ln•a.Yision's
advanced technology
includes many features
not found on compar
able systems costing thou
sands more. For example, you
can pan around in a user-definab1e
drawing space up to 68" x 68" and
zoom in on specific areas for

When you purchase ln•a.Yision
we'll give you a free copy of our new
AutoCAD"' translator. The
Micrografx AutoCAD
TRANSLATOR (retail value
$100) bi-directionally
transforms all drawing
attributes including colors, line
styles, overlays, fonts, views and
object hierarchy. (Send

greater
detail. Scale,
rotate and dimen
sion symbols, fill an
area with your
choices of pre
defined colors and
patterns, as well as
draw lines with multiple styles
and widths. Other features in
clude overlays, predefined and
user-definable page sizes, rulers,
grids, and templates to speed
popular applications.

proof of purchase and your
registration card to
Micrografx and we'll return
your free translator*.)
We're confident
you'll agree  ln•a.Yision will
make your complex drawing tasks
simple and make you more pro
ductive. Satisfaction guaranteed.

TO ORDER
CALL:
800-272-3729

Multi-tasking in a PC
based CAD system.
ln•a.Yision uses
multi-tasking to
enable you to
continue
drawing
while printing
hard copies or edit
multiple drawings simultaneously.

Demo disk** or
brochure available
to qualified
customers. In
Texas or for cus
tomer support, call
(214) 234-1769.
MICROGRAFX, Inc ., 1820
North Greenville Avenue,
Richardson, Texas 75081.
Inquiry 188

(Most popular graphics cards, plotters, and printers supported.)

Microsoft Windows-compatible. Call for specific operating
environment rcqu'1rcmcnts.
•Offer good only on purchases after January I, 1987
.. Demo requires MS Windows. full demonstration system for

users without Windows available for S49.00.

MICROGRAFX™
The Picture of Success.

Au10CAD is a trademark of Autodesk INC .
In- a.Vision, Micrografx AutoCAD TRANSLATOR, and
MICROGRAFX arc trademarks of MICROGRAFX, Inc.

Microsoft is a iradcmark of Microsoft, Inc.
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yet to see two totally compatible versions.
As for Microsoft's "Gee, I didn't know
you had to put a space there" solution to
the embedded-word problem, I would
question whether it is any better, especial
ly as it is all but undocumented in any in
formation I have seen on MBASIC.
Second, if you want a forced floating
point divide in ZBasic, use 1\3 instead
of 113 and you will get the correct answer.
This is clearly stated in the ZBasic
reference manual.
Third, as far as digits of precision, you
can only set this on the configuration op
tion. As a standard, the precision is 6
digits for single precision and 16 digits for
double precision, which is the same as
MBASIC. In this or any other type of
BASIC, special configuration information
should be put in REM statements.
Now, let us review some features of
ZBasic that reader Tottle dismisses.
One very nice feature is being able to
use labels or line numbers for branching.
This makes programs much more under
standable (i.e., GOTO "main program
start" is much more understandable than
GOID 1000).
ZBasic allows you to write structured
programs easily while still allowing you
to be flexible. Commands like LONG IF,

LONG FN, and the three types of loop
ing allow a program to be written to allow
for easy understanding when improving or
maintaining programs. ZBasic also allows
for libraries to be built of common com
mands and subroutines, and added from
disk for easy programming.
Another feature that speeds up program
debugging is the fact that programs can
be run in an interpreted mode. You can
check for syntax errors and the like quick
ly, and repair them using the built-in
editor. After debugging, you can compile
to disk with one command and, if neces
sary, increase your memory to allow for
large arrays. I have used up to 32K bytes,
but more is possible. (And while running
CP/M. Try that with MBASIC.)
ZBasic is also available for an Apple
Ile, Ile, and Macintosh, TRS-80 I, ill, and
4, IBM PC (and compatibles), and CP/M
systems. With that many systems sup
ported, it might not totally eliminate
rewriting code when going from one ma
chine to another, but it will simplify it.
Machine-language support in ZBasic is
very good. With the MACHLG statement,
it is possible to put machine-language rou
tines in your BASIC code and to use
ZBasic variable names in those routines.
This allows for special routines to be writ

ten and installed in your programs easily.
Zedcor gives good support for ZBasic.
In fact, their support by phone and mail
is better than some computer dealers have
given in person.
While ZBasic is not perfect, if you are
looking for a BASIC that can either com
pile or interpret, and is fast in either
mode, ZBasic is a good choice. It is also
much cheaper than Microsoft's BASIC in
terpreter and compiler.
bavid Postier
Elgin, IL

FIXES
Photographic Switcheroo
In the December 1986 What's New sec
tion, we mistakenly ran a photo of a ·
graphic produced with the Stella Business
Graphics program where we should have
shown an image generated by VCN
Concorde 1.01 (see page 30). Two pages
later, we ran the VCN Concorde graphic
where the Stella image belonged. Our
apologies to all, and particularly to Stella
Systems and Visual Communications
Network. •

The Personal PAL® Developer's Success-kit

DOS Compatible . ..

SOFTWARE CONTROLLED
RS232C SWITCH
MODEL 7344
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
PCSS-8

• Add PAL® design capability to your IBM PC

• Select one of 8 RS232C devices from the keyboard
• Use multiple serial devices without modifying
application software
• May be used for real-time event driven
applications
• Works like an eight position A-B switch

• Supports development, functional test, and
programming of 20 and 24 pin devices
• PALXASM Compiler included
· • Program devices from existing JEDEC files
• Acomplete solution-programmer, cable, and
software

Also available - Personal EPROM systems, OEM programmers , and production programmers/ duplicators
DRAWER 1346
BAY ST. LOUIS, MS 39520

< TEK
1

,INC.

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800·255-GTEK (4835)

GTEK. PALXASM, MS-DOS. PC-DOS, & PAL are registered trademarks
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- ----BOB STANTON HAD AGREAT IDEA.
AN HOUR LATER HE WAS TESTING IT.
Appointments. Everybody
takes them - dentists, auto
body shops, dance instructors.
And lots of computer applica
tions need appointment
screens.
Bob thought that a calen
Al'POll'lllDlfS FOR
APR c:t . t rm7
dar made a terrific graphic rl'~lllJ!!llllP=~
metaphor for taking appoint
9:118 J . .....
9:38 ........
ments. Simply use the arrow
1e:ll8 .......
keys to pick an open date, then
1.8 :311 ' · Fredrick•
~..i.-.
press the Enter key, and up •==11==1 ~r;:
12 :118 t..lnch - llot.l"!I
pops an appointment window.
.12 :38 -u...
Lucky for Bob, he's a
CLARION programmer, one of
a fast growing cadre of super-productive application developers.
With CLARION's Screener utility, he painted a white calendar on a black back
ground. Then he drew a white-on-blue track around the page and between the days.
He typed in the days of the week - and voila! - a calendar!
CLARION knows that a PC monitor is refreshed from memory, so it treats a
screen layout like a group of variables. Just move data to a screen variable, and it
shows up on the monitor.
Bob set up dimensioned screen variables for the days of the month and a screen
pointer for selecting a date, and he was done. Then Screener generated the code .
Then Bob drew the appointments window, built an appointment file, filled in the
connecting code and tested it - ONE HOUR AFTER HE STARTED!
Testing was a breeze. Screener doesn't just write code, it compiles your source,
displays a screen, gets the changes, then replaces the old code in your program.
So here are Bob's appointment screens. You can see the source listing to the right.
We marked all the code Screener wrote for him.
n11~nAY
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WHY CLARION?

Why are application developers everywhere
iiiJiiiii)ill!l!i!i!ll changing to CLARION?
Because CLARION gives you all the tools
!iiiiiitii!illfll!llll•

~~~o~~~~~dhcl~l~~~~~it~~~; ~~di:~~;i1~C:~~~t _;~:',.· ·.' -.~~_',.-:~;-.:-.·-=-·_: :_-'- =~_,.:~:.·~_-·

--lll(iliiii!llmmll utility; a sort/backup/restore utility; a format

_

ted file dump; a DOS shell - and much more.
Because with CLARION 's comprehensive · ----- -- 
data management routines, records can be
locked and files shared on Novell®, 3COM®,
IBM® PC Net & Token Ring, Multi Link®, and most other networks.
Because CLARION is not hardware locked or copy protected. Run-time systems
are free and soon you will be able to translate CLARION into native machine code
(.EXEs).
And best yet, the price of CLARION vl.l is just $395 plus shipping and handling.
You'll need an IBM PC or true compatible with 320KB of memory and a hard disk drive. CLARION vl.1
also comes with a 30-day money back guarantee.
So call now and order CLARION vl.l. or ask for our
detailed 16-page color brochure and reprints of major reviews.

acLARION®

800/354.5444
150 EAST SAMPLE ROAD

'-from BARRINGTON SXS1EMS, INC.

POMPANO BEACH, RORIDA 33064

305/785-4555

Copyright 1986 Barrington Systems, Inc. CLARJON is a registered trademark of Barrington Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines C.Orporation
Novell is a registered trademark of Novell, Inc.
3COM is a registered trademark of3roM Corporation
Multi Link is a c~istered trademark of Software Link, Inc.
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Tech PC Twin Multiuser

Starting From $1699
Tech P088® base unit with 640K,
and two 360K disk drives.
'IWo high resolution monitors, two
selectric style keyboards, SO feet of
shielded cable to separate the two
stations.
Sf§tem supports up to six

printers.
Full software support with multi
level file, security, electronic
me~ fai;ilityto send, and
~messages between userS;
password logon system, and
system operator command level.
System supports all popular
software such as \\brdstar1",
dBaseill™, Lotus 123"'',
Multimate"'', etc.

'Jech ro 'Iliad Multiuser
Starting From $2599
Tech POSS® base unit with 640K,
and two 360K disk drives. .
Separate Intel 80188
microprocessor running at 8 MHz
and 512K for each terminal.
Three high resolution monitors,
three Sefectricn.• style keyboards,
SO feet o'fshielded cable to
sepatiltw the three stations.
System expandable to 32
workstations.
System supports up to six
printers.

Full support for multitasking
multiterminal use with print.
.sp()Oling for multiple printers.
background monitoring of the
system, dial up bulletin board
support, passwork protection,
and file/record locking supportiftg
PC Network™ protocol.
System supports all ,popular
sCitware such as 1\brdStar™,
dBaselII'"'', Lotus~.
Multimate™, etc.

Tech PC Quad Multiuser

PC Netw.orJ<TM protocol.
System supports all popular
software such~ WordSUix1M,
dBaseill™, Lotus 123™,
Multimate"'', etc.

Tuch PC Turbo
Quad Multiuser

Stuting.From $5999

Tech PC/88® base unit in~ ·

configuration with 640K, mUliiple

serial portl, three Tech OC
terminals, connectiJ\g cables and

starting From $4499

networkings~.

Tech Twbo PC/286® base unit in
portable or desktop configuration
with 256K, multiple serial ports,
three Tech PC terminals, connect
ing cables, and networking
software.
Four users e¥partdable to nine
users over dumb terminals or PC's
with terminal emulation software.
Capacity for up to 16 printers at
remote sites with up to 6 local
19rinters a tached tQ the main unit..
Each user can access 512K of RAM
with memory expa sion boards.
Full support for multitasking
multiterminal use with print
spooling for central or terminal

Separate NEQ!:t V!tl808i8~!tr.~i-;
compatible 8 MHz CPU
1 MB RAM for each termiMl cm
th system.
Two fully functional seiW ports
per terminal.

amue

Faurusers~-

~

over dumb terminals or Pei~·
terminal emulation software.
'Capacity forunlimi ed number of
local printers.
Full support fer m~
multitmn~-use Wllt~l

spooling for multiple pt'll'lte;.'S~
background monitoring of the
system, dial up bulletin board
support, password prote«ion,
and File/Record l~gsUprort

printing, background m~ring
. ing PC Network"' ptotoco1
of the system, dial up bulletin·
System supports all popUlar
board support, password protec
tion, and File/Record locking using software such as Wordstar_.,
dBaselll™, Lotus 123™,
Multimate™, etc.

XT.AT and PC·DOS•are regisl~ t.radamarks or International Business Mll~hines Corpo111tion. '.\\S·DOS and Xenix an.> registered Lrademai'ks or ~1icrosoft

From the Leader in Quality,
Performance, and State of the Aft
Computer System Engineering...
Introducing... A New Profile
Desktop Series of IBM~
Compatibles.
The PC II Series of IBM XT
compatible computers are
designed to provide enhanced
capacity and processing power to
XT type computer systems.
Combined with a 12 inch, 800 by
400 line amber monochrome
monitoro a 14 inch, 1280by 800
black and white monochrome
monitor you've got state of the art
staring straight back at you. If 4.77
.MHz 8088 power isn't fast enough
for you ...Try the Tech.:rurbo PC/88
II® with its 4.77 to 8 MHz 8088 or
optional V20 CPU. The Tech-Turbo
PC/88 II gives you the strongest
most powerful 8088 unit perfor
mance available from anyone,
anywhere. . . Need some heavy
duty memory, order the unit with
2 to 8 megabytes of expanded
memory... Your choice. How
about hard disks ... We've got
those too.
At Tech PC we're out to capture
your corporate microcomputer
business. No one matches our
diverse line of high performance
products, or our comprehensive
system of support, warranty, and
third party maintenance service
options through Momentum
Service Corporation.
Call or write Tech Personal
Computers for more information
on our full line of Desktop,
1
Portable, Multi-User Computer
Systems and Computer System
Accessories.

Tech-Turbo PC/88 II®
$629.00 Gives You:
19 fnch Desktop Sized Sturdy Case
4.77 to 8 MHz 8088 CPU
8087 Math Co-Processor Socket
640KRAM
Eloppy Disk Controller
One, 360K Floppy Drive
Eight 8 Bit Expansion Slots
15(:) Watt DC Fan Power Supply
AT Style Soft.:fouch Keyboard
ne Year Warranty
Third Party Maintena , e Options

$829.00 Gives You:
Tech PC/88 II Turbo System with
Monochrome Monitor, and
Hercules® Compatible Mono/
Graphics Card.
$1279.00 Gives You:
Ted)!furbo PC/88 II System with
Monochrome Monitor, Hercule#'
Compatible Mono/Grap'hics Card,
and 20 MB Hard Disk.
Complete MS-DOS, PC-DOS,
Xenex Compatibility
Runs Lotus 123~dBase~
Framework~and All Other
XT® Software.

)
I

I
\

Tech PC 188 II®
$529.00 Gives You:
19 Inch Desktop Sized Sturdy
Case
4.77 MHz 8088 CPU
8087 Math Co-Processor Socket
640KRAM
Floppy Disk Controller
One, 360f< Floppy Drive
Eight 8 Bit Expansion Slots
150 Watt DC Fan Power Supply
AT Style Soft-Touch Keyboard
One Year Warranty
Third Party Maintenance Options

$729J)O Gives You:
Tech PC/88 II System with
Monochrome M<;mitor, and
Hercules® Compatible Mono/
Graphics Card.
$1179.00 Gives You:
Tech PC/88 II System with
Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono
Graphics Card, and 20 MB Hard
Disk,

THIRDPAKn'
MAINTENANCE OPrION
AVAILABLE THROUGH
MOMENTIJM SERVICE
CORPORATION
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(714) 385-1711

1911 Betmor Lane. Anaheim, CaUfonila 9280S
1elex 272006 Answer Back • TECH FAX: 7141851523

Inquiry 302 for End-User.;.
Inquiry 303 for DEALERS ONLY

1'ech PC~ II. li?ch~Turbo P(/K8II arl' registered tmd.rm..trkitd1't!dli 1\·rsonal
C(1mpU1l·rb.lnc.

Corporation.

Lotu~

J-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus De\'elo pmcnt Curporation. dBas" Ill and Fram

\'OJ' ·

an: registered trademark.~ of ,\shton-Tate.
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WHAT'S NEW

Create PostScript
based Illustrations
with the Mac

T

he Adobe Illustrator
enables you to create
your own illustrations or trace
scanned images from a
photograph, logotype,
blueprint, rough sketch, or
MacPaint image. With the
Adobe Illustrator's pen, you
trace the shapes, then fill in
all or part of the image, ad
just lines to any weight, and
add captions. You can also
combine two images into one,
rotate part or all of a drawing
to any angle, and scale, skew,
and manipulate a drawing.
You can move or change ob
jects within the drawing,
zoom in on details, and
preview the drawing before
printing.
You can print your
documents on any PostScript
equipped printer, Adobe
reports, resulting in a resolu
tion from 300 dots per inch
up to 2540 dots per inch .
Price: $495.
Contact: Adobe Systems Inc.,
1870 Embarcadero Rd., Palo
Alto, CA 94303, (415)
852-0271.
Inquiry 576.

Atari's PC Clone

T

he Atari PC is the com
pany's first move into the
world of IBM clones. The
low-cost system is based
around an 8086 microproces
sor running at either 4.77 or
8 MHz. There's also a socket
on the motherboard for ad
ding an 8087 math co
processor.
The system comes with a
single 5 'A-inch floppy disk

-

Inquiry 7 for End-Users.
Inquiry 8 for DEALERS ONLY.

Clipboard, one of Metro's pop-up application-management tools.
drive and has provisions for
an external 5 1.4- or 3 V2-inch
drive. It comes with 512K
bytes of RAM, and memory
can be expanded to 640K
bytes on the motherboard. On
the rear panel, there are
serial, parallel, video, and
Atari ST-style disk ·ports.
There's also a mouse and a
mouse p01t based on
Microsoft's Inport chip.
There's no room in the box
for adding circuit cards, but
the company says it will in
troduce an external expansion
box later.
For graphics, the Atari
machine provides Hercules,
IBM monochrome, CGA, and
EGA capabilities. An optional
monochrome monitor supports
all the display modes using
gray scales to represent color.
The Atari PC system unit
measures 22 inches square by
2 inches high and comes with
an "XT-style" keyboard. The
company claims that it's 100
percent compatible with soft
ware designed for the IBM
PC.
Price: $699 with mono
chrome monitor and EGA
capability; $499 less monitor
and EGA capability.
Contact: Atari, 1196 Bor
regas, Sunnyvale, CA 94088,
(408) 745-2000.
Inquiry 577.

Pop-Up Desktop
Accessories with Metro

M

etro, a memory-resident
desktop manager
from Lotus Development Cor
poration, can be used as a
companion to 1-2-3, Sym
phony, Manuscript, and other
Lotus programs or can be
used alone.
The program's pop-up
application-management tools
include a text editor, a DOS
file manager, a clipboard, an
HP-12C-style financial
calculator, a notepad, a phone
book, a list manager, and a
macro generator. You can
configure your system's
memory by loading in the ap
plication tools that you need.
The text editor offers word
processing capabilities in a
familiar Lotus interface and
enables you to create and edit
files without leaving 1-2-3,
Symphony, or other applica
tion programs you're working
with. The clipboard lets you
cut and paste data between
Metro and other Lotus ap
plication programs, and the
DOS file manager formats
disks and creates su bdirec
tories also without leaving the
main application.

Metro's macro generator
features a command language,
which includes IF .. .THEN
branching with variable
definitions and GOSUB
routines. A learn mode
records a series of keystrokes
and commands that you can
execute with a single key. The
generator also enables you to
create your own menus,
templates, and text screens.
The program uses the same
TSR (terminate but stay resi
dent) kernel used by the
Lotus Express communica
tions program. Metro is based
on Lotus's adaptation of
Spotlight, a TSR-based pro
gram created by Software
Arts, a recent Lotus acquisi
tion. In creating Metro, Lotus
added to Spotlight the
memory configuration
capability, text editor, list
manager, DOS filer, clip
board, and macro generator.
Spotlight users can upgrade to
Metro for $40, Lotus reports.
To run Metro, you'll need
an IBM PC, XT, AT, or com
patible with at least 80K bytes
of RAM available for the
RAM-resident portion of the
program. MS-DOS or PC
DOS 2.0 or higher is
necessary, along with two
floppy disk drives. (Lotus
recommends a hard disk drive
for optimal performance.)
Price: $85.
Contact: Lotus Development
Corp., 55 Cambridge
Parkway, Cambridge, MA
02142, (617) 577-8500.
Inquiry 578.

Four New 80386
Products

I

ntel Corporation has intro
duced four new products
for the 80386 line.
The 80386/20 is a 20-MHz
version of the 80386. It's
continued
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available in production quan
tities immediately.
The 80387 numeric co
processor, which was first an
nounced in October 1985, is
now available, also in produc
tion quantities.
For system designers, the
82380 OMA controller is a
32-bit, 8-channel, 32-mega
byte-per-second controller that
includes OMA, DRAM con
trol, interrupt controller, pro
gram interval timers, and
other control logic.
Finally, the 82385 cache
controller has features such as
bus watching and posted
writethrough. It will be
available in production quan
tities by the end of 1987.
Prices: $599 for the
80386/20, quantity of 100;
$350 (80387, quantity IOOO) ;
$145 (82380, quantity IOOO).
82385 pricing not yet
available.
Contact: Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Ave., Santa
Clara, CA 95051, (408)
987-8080.
Inquiry 579.

HP's Symbolic Math
Calculator

C

oinciding with the fif
teenth anniversary of the
HP-35, the world's first hand
held scientific calculator,
Hewlett-Packard has intro
duced the HP-28C, which the
company claims is the first
calculator capable of doing
symbolic mathematics. With a
4-line by 23-character liquid
crystal display, 128K bytes of
ROM, and separate alpha and
numeric keyboards, you can
view, edit, and use complex
numbers, matrices, vectors,
lists, algebraic expressions,
and other data types. A built
in operating system lets you
mix direct entry of algebraic
expressions with reverse
Polish notation.
Equations can be entered
and stored in whatever terms
you choose with the HP-28C's
equation-solver capability.
The unit then solves an equa
tion for any unknown variable
anywhere in the equation.
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The HP-28C calculator performs symbolic mathematics.
The display can graphically
depict any single-valued func
tions and plot statistical data.
Once an expression is plotted
in the display, you can locate
an appropriate root, press a
key to record the coordinates,
then use the equation solver
to calculate the root with
12-digit accuracy.
The HP-28C weighs 8
ounces and measures 7 V2
inches by 6 1A inches by 1h
inch when open . An optional
coinpact printer is available
that can be used to record
keystrokes, show stored data,
or selectively print the display
contents. It communicates
with the HP-28C via an
infrared beam.
Price: $235; printer, $135.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard,
1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo
Alto, CA 94303, (800)
367-4772.
Inquiry 580.

Xerox's Hardware
Spelling Checker

D

eveloped by Xerox's Palo
Alto Research Center,
PC Type Right is a hardware
spelling checker that plugs in
between the keyboard and
· system unit of any IBM PC
or AT-compatible computer
system, thus taking up neither
disk nor RAM space. The
spelling checker instantly
checks words as they're
entered against its built-in dic
tionary and beeps at you if it
detects an error. The volume

and tone of the beep are ad
justable, and you can also in
corporate a 1200-word per
sonal dictionary.
Xerox claims that PC Type
Right recognizes far more
words than competing spelling
checkers, including proper
names, place names, and
technical terms. It will also
let you know if you type two
identical words in a row (e.g.,
the the) .
Price: $199.95.
Contact: Xerox Corporation,
Xerox Square 006, Rochester,
NY 14644, (716) 423-5078.
Inquiry 581.

Split-Screen Text
Editor for Under $30

T

he Mix Editor was
designed to work with
the Mix C Compiler, although
it features automatic indenting
for languages such as C or
Pascal, automatic line
numbering for BASIC, and
fill and justify for English.
Several of the editor's
features simplify the develop
ment of source code in high
level languages. For instance,
you can move text between
windows with the screen split
horizontally or vertically. And
over 100 predefined com
mands are included, on which
you can build macros.

The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
MS-DOS or PC-DOS 2.0 and
higher and on CP/M-80
systems. The MS-DOS ver
sion has a macro for compil
ing directly from memory,
and if the program discovers
an error, it places the cursor
on it and displays an error
message.
Mix Software reports that
the editor is designed for
novice programmers in that it
generates functional programs
that are larger but slower than
those generated by profes
sional C compilers.
Price: $29.95; the Mix C
Compiler sells for $39.95.
Contact: Mix Software Inc.,
2116 East Arapaho, Suite 363,
Richardson, TX 75081, (214)
783-6001.
Inquiry 582.

Mailman for the 386
PM Systems has an
nounced an electronic
mail system for 80386-based
systems. The program, called
Mailman, runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles while
the heart of the system resides
on an 80386 PC.
The interface is a set of
windows that enable you to
see where you are in the
system at all times. A built-in
word processor lets you create
mail messages. Other func
tions of the system include
reading new and old mail,
sending, checking the user
list, and withdrawing a mail
message before it is sent.
Mailman is PC-Net LAN
compatible, and you can use
it as a node on a PC-Net
LAN or attach it to other
LANs through an RPM
interface.
You'll need an 80386
system with UNIX V or
XENIX V and an IBM PC or
compatible running MS-DOS
or PC-DOS 2.0 or higher.
Price: $2000.
Contact: RPM Systems, 13
Corporate Plaza, Newport
Beach, CA 92660, (714)
720-0226.
Inquiry 583.

R

continued

UPTO
25 USERS.
MADE FOR
THE 80386.

RUNS DOS
PROGRAMS.

Doors.
TRADEMARK ACKNOWLE•GEMENTS: MultiLink• i; a registered trademark d The Software Link, Inc. PC-MOS/386:™ MultiLink 0 Advanced, and LANLink TM are trademarks of The Software Link, Inc.
Lotus 1-2-3, WordStar, dBASE III, & WordPerfect are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp., MicroPro, AshtonTate, & WordPerfect Corp., respectively. Prices and technical specifications subject to change.
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MicroPro Announces
New Version
of WordStar
ordStar Professional 4.0
has 129 new features,
which include an on-line
220,000-word thesaurus, line
and box drawing capability,
programmable macros and
function keys, and file locking
for local area network sup
port. A local area network
file-server version and a LAN
node version are· available as
well.
Also available with Word
Star Professional is a
6000-word legal, 68,000-word
medical, and 8500-word
financial dictionary that you
can use with the 87,000-word
dictionary for CorrectStar,
which is included . The
specialized dictionaries sell
for $25 each.
MicroPro reports that you
can install the program to be
completely or. partially
RAM-resident.
The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
MS-DOS or PC-DOS 2.0 or
higher with at least 256K
bytes of RAM (you'll need
320K to use the thesaurus).
The LAN versions are
available for Novell NetWare,
3Com Ethernet, and IBM
PCNet, and the program sup
ports the IBM Color Graphics
Adapter card or monochrome
adapter.
Price: $495 for the single
user version; $595 for the
LAN file-server version; $150
for the LAN node documenta
tion and license registration
forms.
Contact: MicroPro Interna
tional, 33 San Pablo Ave.,
San Rafael, CA 94903, (415)
499-1200.
Inquiry 584.

GfX-IOOR to function as a
normal modem.
Price: $895.
Contact: A-0 Electronics,
2137 Flintstone Dr., Tucker,
GA 30084, (404) 491-8044.
Inquiry 587.

W

High-Speed 386 Board
for 286 Machines

0

rchid Technology has
rolled out Jet 386, its
entry into the 80386 add-in
board market. Running at 16
MHz, the Jet has a socket in
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A Color Dot-Matrix
Printer/Plotter

H

MicroPro's HbrdStar Professional 4.0.
to which you plug the 80286
processor that you remove
when you install the board .
You can then switch between
the 286 and 3 86 via a toggle
switch on the rear of the
board .
Jet 386 supports both 80287
and 80387 arithmetic co
processor chips and has 64K
bytes of cache memory. Or
chid claims the board is 100
percent compatible with AT
compatible software and
add-ins.
Price: $1499
Contact: Orchid Technology,
47790 Westinghouse Dr., Fre
mont, CA 94539, (415)
490-8586.
Inquiry 585.

GCLISP for the
Compaq Deskpro 386

G

old Hill Computers has
announced the Golden
Common LISP 3 86 Developer
for the Compaq Deskpro 386.
You can integrate C programs
with artificial intelligence ap
plications with GCLISP 386,
according to Gold Hill. The
program features a large
memory interpreter and com
piler, an on-line help system,
and an enhanced editor that
has over 150 commands, uses
EMACS key-chord bindings,
and gives you the option of
defining your own key-chord
bindings. Also supported are
lexical scoping, packages, and
transcendental functions,
which enable you to port

Common LISP programs to
personal computers.
Price: $1195.
Contact: Gold Hill Com
puters, 163 Harvard St., Cam
bridge, MA 02139, (617)
492-2071; in MA, (800)
242-5477.
Inquiry 586.

1200-bps Security
Modem

B

esides being a Bell 212A
compatible modem that
uses the Hayes AT command
set, the GfX-IOOR from A-0
Electronics can be used to
turn computers or other
equipment on and off from a
remote location. The modem
incorporates dial-back
verification and password
security so that only author
ized users can get through the
modem to power up equip
ment. After access is at
tempted, the GTX-IOOR hangs
up and searches for the call
ing number in an "authorized
directory" stored in CMOS
RAM. If a number is found,
it dials back, re-establishes
contact, and asks for a pass
word. As a further security
measure, after several un
successful password entry
attempts, the GTX-IOOR
removes the telephone number
from its authorized list.
The remote-on feature can
also be disabled, allowing the

oneywell Information
Systems Italia has rolled
out the 4/66P, an 18-pin color
dot-matrix printer with plotter
capability that is compatible
with the Hewlett-Packard
7475A plotter and the
Hewlett-Packard graphics
language.
Used as a plotter, the 4/66P
has three choices of resolu
tion: 144 by 72 dots per inch;
144 by 144 dpi, and 288 by
144 dpi (all at 13.3 inches per
second). The maximum plot
ting area is 15.6 by 19.6
inches.
Used as a printer, the 4/66P
is compatible with Epson and
IBM control codes. It prints
in up to seven colors at 480
cps for draft quality, 180 cps
for near letter quality; and 75
cps for letter quality. The unit
will print on paper up to 17
by 24 inches. You can also
switch between cut-sheet and
continuous-form paper with
out having to remove the con
tinuous paper.
Price: $2995.
Contact: Honeywell Informa
tion Systems Italia, 390
Fourth St., San Francisco, CA
94107, (415) 974-6116.
Inquiry 588.

Toshiba Enhances
Top-of-Line Printer

T

oshiba's P351 Model 2 is
an enhanced version of
the company's top-of-the-line
24-pin dot-matrix printer.
·
New features on the Model 2
include the ability to select
print quality, font, and pitch
from the front panel. The
unit's DIP switches are
located directly beneath the
front cover for easy access.
And to meet government and
continued
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accounting requirements, the
P351 Model 2 can print sixpart forms.
The Model 2 has a 4K-byte
buffer and prints at 300 cps
in draft mode, 250 cps in
condensed mode, and 100 cps
in letter-quality mode. It
comes with Prestige elite and
Courier fonts built in, and the
company offers a wide selection of fonts on both cartridges and disks.
The P351 can emulate the
Qume Sprint 11 and the IBM
Graphics Printer and takes
paper up to 15 inches wide.
Both unidirectional and
bidirectional tractor feeds and
single- and double-bin sheet
feeders are available as
options.
Price: $1599.
Contact: Toshiba America
Inc., Information Systems
Division, 2441 Michelle Dr.,
Tustin, CA 92680, (714)
730-5000.
Inquiry 589.

Computer Service Kit
he CSK-16 from Davie
Tech is a portable computer service kit packaged in
a black zipper vinyl case that
measures 11% by 7 1/2 by JI.Ii
inches. The kit contains IC
inserters with pin
straighteners, an IC extractor
with pin straightener, an antistatic wrist strap, a desoldering tool, a soldering iron,
solder, soldering aid tools, a
lead nipper, and a lead shear.
Price: $61.
Contact: Davle Tech Inc. ,
2-05 Banta Place, Fair Lawn,
NJ 07410, (201) 796-1720.
Inquiry 590.
T

Controller Handles All
Floppy Drives
c

omputer Peripheral's
Drivemaster is a floppy
disk controller for the IBM
XTIAT that operates both
51A-inch and 3 V2-inch drives
and handles both 360K and
1.2-megabyte capacities. The
board's built-in ROM software
supports all DOS version 2
and 3 commands. This feature
allows you to use a 3 1h-inch
34
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disk drive in your computer
without the need for DOS
3.2. Up to four drives can be
hooked up to the Drivemaster,
and the board includes a
built-in buffer that backs up
data when media with different storage capacities are
used together.
Price: $249.
Contact: Computer
Peripherals, 2635 Lavery Ct.,
Suite 5, Newbury Park, CA
91320, (805) 499-5751, (800)
854-7600.
Inquiry 591.

Designing Newsletters
with PageMaker

p

ageMaker Portfolio:
Designs for Newsletters
from Aldus contains 21
newsletter formats. The
PageMaker accessory enables
you to incorporate your own
copy, headlines, and artwork
into your project.
The program runs on the
Apple Macintosh with
PageMaker version 1.2.
Price: $79.
Contact: Aldus Corp., 411
First Ave. S., Suite 200, Seattie, WA 98104, (206)
622-5500.
Inquiry 592.

Maxi-Keyboard: 122
Keys Plus Software

T

he Ultra Memory Pro
keyboard from MaxiSwitch is a 122-key keyboard
that's fully compatible with
all IBM-type systems. It has
25 function keys, separate
cursor and numeric keypads,
and switchable key click.
Of the 25 function keys, 12
are compatible with the IBM
enhanced keyboard, while the
other 13 can be quadrupled
when used with the Shift,
Alt, and Control keys.
The software lets you define
key pauses, delays, and fixed
and variable fields and allows
automatic loading of key
definitions from soft-key files.
Soft keys can also be programmed to have different
macros for different pro-

grams, with individual macros
up to 45,000 characters long.
Price: $250.
Contact: Maxi-Switch, 9697
East River Rd., Minneapolis,
MN 55433, (612) 755-7660.
Inquiry 593.

poration, 18005 Cortney Ct.,
City of Industry, CA 91748,
(818) 810-1291.
Inquiry 595.

Charting the 68000

T

M

icro Logic Corporation's
Micro Chart reference
card for the Motorola 68000
is the 15th of the company's
series. The two-sided chart
measures 8 1/2 by 11 inches
and is made of plastic. It
covers detailed instruction
descriptions, instruction cycle
times, addressing modes, condition definitions, flag states,
registers, exception processing
and vectors, supervisor and
user states, stacks and queues,
operand conventions, pinouts,
ASCII, and miscellaneous
notes.
Among the other 14 reference cards available are
8086/8088, Z80, and 6502
microprocessor references, a
WordStar reference card, and
cards for BASIC, C, and
UNIX.
Price: $5.95 (plus $1
shipping) .
Contact: Micro Logic Corporation, P.O. Box 174, 100
2nd St., Hackensack, NJ
07602, (201) 342-6518.
Inquiry 594.

Taxan Big Screen
RGB Monitor
D

esigned especially for
CAD/CAM, desktop
publishing, and business
graphics, the Taxan Model
840 is a 16-inch RGB color
monitor. When used with
Taxan's 557 Gold Card, the
system will automatically
switch the monitor modes
from CGA (640 by 200) to
EGA (640 by 350) to TGA
(Taxan Graphic Adapter-640
by 400).
The 840 has a bandwidth of
25 kHz, weighs 40 pounds,
and measures 13 V2 by 15 by
16 1h inches.
Price: $ll95.
Contact: Taxan USA Cor

RS-232C
Converter/Buffer tor
the Commodore
ecTrans's 98064 con
verter/buffer allows you
to connect your Commodore
64 or 128 to any computer,
modem, or printer that uses
an RS-232C serial interface.
The unit works bidirectionally
and has a 32K-byte input buf
fer and a 32K-byte output
buffer.
The converter/buffer can
handle speeds between 225
and 57,600 bps, and protocols
(issued from the keyboard)
are stored in CMOS memory.
Price: $149; AC power
supply, $15.
Contact: TecTrans, 6925
Rosemead Blvd ., San Gabriel,
CA 91775, (818) 285-3121.
Inquiry 596.

Quick, Erase
Those EPROMs

D

esigned for low-volume
users of EPROMs, the
model PE-140T UV erasing
lamp erases up to nine
EPROMs at a time in as little
as 13 minutes. This portable
unit includes a conductive
foam pad for protecting
EPROMs against static charge
and a 60-minute automaticshut-off timer.
The high-intensity short
wave UV tube is enclosed in
an anodized aluminum housing with a safety interlock
mechanism to protect users
against exposure to UV radiation. The PE-140T is UL
listed and meets OSHA safety
standards.
Price: $139.
Contact: Spectronics Cor
poration, 956 Brush Hollow
Rd., P.O. Box 483, Westbury,
NY 11590, (516) 333-4840.
Inquiry 597.

YOU ARE ABOUT TO BE SEDUCED
BY POWER AND MONEY.
Admit it. You're intrigued
with the idea of Cprogramming.
You maybe working in BASIC,
Pascal or Assembler now But
you're drawn to the power, por
tability and flexibility of C. And if
money is what motivates you,
imagine having it all for just $75
with Mark Williams Let's C.'"

EVERYTHING YOU COULD
ASK FOR IN AC COMPILER.
Let's Cis no mere training
tool. It's a complete, high quality C
compiler. With the speed and code
density to run your programs fast
and lean. It won't get you side
tracked on some quirky aberration of C; Let's Csupports
the complete Kernighan & Ritchie Clanguage-to the
letter. And it comes from the family of Mark Williams
Ccompilers, the name chosen by DEC, Intel, Wang and
thousands of professional programmers.

POWERFUL UTILITIES ARE A REAL BONUS
Let's Cdoesn't stop with being a high performance
Ccompiler. It includes utilities you'd expect to pay extra
for-like a linker and assembler plus the MicroEMACS full
screen editorwith source code included. Having the
source code not only allows you to customize the editor, it
offers a close up, fully commented view of Cprogramming
at its best.

REVIEWERS ARE SOLD ON LET'S C, TOO.
"Let's Cis an inexpensive, high-quality program
ming package.. .with all the tools you will need to
Features
• For theIBM-PCand
• Supported by dozens of third
Compatibles
party libraries
• Upgradeable to CProgram
• Fast compact code plus
register variables
ming System for large scale
• Full Kernighan & Ritchie C
applica lions development
and extensions
• Not copy protected
• Full UNIX compatibility and
Let's C Benchmark Done on an
complete libraries
IBM-PC/Xl no 8087.
• Small memory model
Program: Floating Point
• Many powerful utilities includ
from BY TE. August, 1983.
ing linker. assembler; archiver.
Exec Time in Seconds
cc one-step compiling, egrep.
Let's C
134
pr, tail, we
MS 4.0
147
• MicroEMACS full screen
editor with source
MARK WILLIAMS LET'S C
$75
60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

create applications."
-William G. Wong, BYTE, August 1986.
"Let's Cis a thoroughly professional C
environment loaded with tools and pro
gramming utilities .. .another fine Mark
Williams product."
-Christopher Skelly, COMPUTER
LANGUAGE, February 1986
........ , .. 1 ~
"The performance and
l/ ...~
documentation of the $75
'
")1 Let's Ccompiler rival those of
\
"'~ Ccompilers forthe PC currently
J-·'/ 'll t being sold for $500 ...
t~r:~
)~ highly recommended.. ."
.\"'
-Marty Franz, PC TECH
JOURNAL, August 1986
...-..-.:-~

J : __.\
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ADD THE csd DEBUGGER AND CUT
DEVELOPMENT TIME IN HALF.
Invest another $75 and you've got
Mark Williams revolutionary source level
debugger. csd lets you bypass clunky
assembler and actually debug in C.
That's a big help when you're learning
Cand indispensable when you're
programming. csd combines the
interactive advantages of an inter
preter with the speed of a compiler,
slicing development time in half. This is how Byte Maga
zine summed it up: "csd is close to the ideal debugging
environment." William G. Wong, BYTE, August 1986

ARE YOU STILL RESISTING?
If there's any doubt that now's the time to get your
hands on the power of C, consider Mark Williams 60-day ·
money back guarantee. You can't lose. But with Let's C
and csd, imagine what you could gain.
Ask for Let's Cand csd at your software dealer's, in
the software department of your favorite bookstore,
through the Express Program at over 5500 Tandy stores
or order now by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.*
' In Illinois coll 312·472-6659

-~f~~ms

Company

1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, \llinois 60614
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@ 1986. Mark Williams Company

Let's Cis a registered trademark of the Mark Williams Company
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs.

MARK WILUAMS LET'S C. ONLY $75.

WHAT'S NEW

•

SYSTEMS

English PC Compatible
Comes to the States

develop their own custo111 ap
plications. the co111pany also
offers plug-in EPROM
111e111ory 111odules in four dif
ferent sizes. Other options are
available as well.
Price: $295. 16K EPROM
111odule. $39: 32K EPROM
111odule. $69: 64K EPROM
111odule. $139: 128K EPROM
111odule. $249: 32K RAM
with battery backup. $179: bar
code interface. $200:
RS-232C interface. $95.
Contact: Hand Held Pro
ducts. P.O. Box 2388.
Charlotte. NC 28211. (704)
541-1380.

B

rentwood. England-based
Amstrad has started
distributing its low-priced
IBM PC clone in the United
States. The PC 1512 comes
standard with 512K bytes of
RAM. an 8-MHz 8086 pro
cessor. and an integrated
motherboard that contains
monochrome/CGA circuitry.
serial and parallel ports. a
clock/calendar, and three full 
length expansion slots.
Either monochrome or col
or monitors are available. and
a two-button Microsoti
compatible mouse is included.
The unit is available wi th one
or two 360K 5 1A-inch floppy
disk drives or with one floppy
disk drive and a 20-megabyte
hard disk.
Standard software includes
MS-DOS 3.2, Digital
Research's DOS Plus (which
will run multitasking MS
DOS and CP/M applications),
and DRl's GEM (Graphics
Environment Manager). in
cluding GEM Desktop, GEM
Paint, and GEM Locomotive
BASIC 2.
Price: $799 with single floppy
drive and monochro111e
monitor: $899 with dual flop
py drives and monochro111e
monitor: $999 with single
floppy drive and color
111onitor: $1099 with dual
floppy drives and color
monitor: $1299 with single
floppy drive, 20-megabyte
hard disk. and 111onochro111e
111onitor: $1499 with single
floppy drive. hard disk, and
color 111onitor.
Contact: Video. 1915 Har
rison Rd .. Longview. TX
75604. (214) 297-4898.
Inquiry 598.

AT Clone Has
12 Expansion Slots

F

iveStar's Korean-built
FS286 is an IBM PC AT
co111patible with a nu111ber of
unique features . The unit
co111es with 12 expansion slots
(six 16-bit and six 8-bit)
backed up by a 242-watt
.~6
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The Amsrrad PC 1512. a lmv-cost PC clone.

power supply. FCC-approved.
the FS286 also co111es stan
dard wi th one 111egabyte of
RAM (expandable to 16
111egabytes) and five halt~
height peripheral drive slots
(four external and one inter
nal). A l.2-111egabyte or
360K-byte floppy disk drive is
included in the base unit.
The FS286 runs at 8 MHz
(software switchable to 6
MHz) and has a built-in
clock/calendar. MS-DOS 3.1
is included with the syste111.
and it has a three-year
warranty.
Price: $1695 wit h single flop
py disk drive.
Contact: FiveStar Electronics
Inc .. 12900 Valley Branch
#400. Dallas. TX 75234. (214)
484-4850.
Inquiry 599.

Low-Cost 65SC02
Single-Board Computer

T

he LCM-32 from !ntrep
Corporation is a low-cost
single-board co111putcr that
uses the 65SC02
microprocessor. the. CMOS
version of the 6502. The
board includes SK bytes of
CMOS RAM and a 28-pin
socket for including an ap
plications progra111 in
EPROM.
The LCM-32 has 32 in
dividually progra111111able 1/0

lines, wi th four CMOS 6522
16-bit timer/counters. Two
standard 26-pin headers are
provided for connection to the
outside world. and there's an
on-board 5-volt DC regular so
that the syste111 can be
powered via a battery or wall
transfor111er.
Price: $56.95.
Contact: Intrep Corporation.
874 Jackson St.. P.O. Box
5381. Napa. CA 94581. (707)
224-6000.
Inquiry 600.

Pocket-Size
6800 System

H

and Held Products has
rolled out the Advanced
Pocket Co111puter (APC). a
6800-basecl co111puter for ap
plications that require the
ulti111ate in portability.
Measuring just 5.1 by 3.1 by
I. I inches. the APC weighs
10 ounces and gets its power
from a standard 9-volt
alkaline battery. It has a fu ll
alphanu111eric keyboard. a
2- line by 16-character liquid
crystal display. and 64K bytes
of RAM.
The APC is progra111111able
using its own BASIC-like
language. It can also be used
as a full-function calculator
and can be progra111111ed with
up to eight di ffcrent alar111s
using its built-in
clock/calendar.
For those who want to

Inquiry 601.

Three Speedy AT
Clones

T

he Master Series fro111
Intronics includes three
high-speed IBM PC AT
clones. The top of the line is
the AT/12. which runs at a 12
MHz. With a software
switchable speed between 6
and 12 MHz . the AT/12 is
able to run all AT co111patible
software. The AT/12 co111es
with one 111egabyte of RAM.
a single l.2-111egabyte tloppy
disk drive. and a co111bined
floppy/hard disk controller
that can drive two tloppy and
two hard drives. It also has
eight expansion slots (six
16-bit. two 8-bit) and a
200-watt power supply.
The AT/IO runs at 10 MHz
and co111es wit h 512K bytes of
RAM. Otherwise. it's con
figured identically to the
AT/12. Finally. there's the
AT/10 Mini. a slightly
stripped-down version or the
AT/IO. The Mini also runs at
IO MHz and has: six: instead
of eight expansion slots. This
results in a syste111 with a
smaller footprint than the
other 111odels.
Price: $2895 (AT/12): $2595
(AT/10): $2495 (AT/10 Mini).
Contact: Intronics Co111puter
Corp .. 1212 Knoxville St..
San Diego. CA 92110. (800)
422-3366.
Inquiry 602.

We Invite You to Compare ...

The EVEREX Difference:
Compatibility, Reliability and Performance.
Buy modems from the company that has one of the most extensive and
in-depth product lines in the industry - EVEREX. Over 400,000 boards
shipped and still working strong.
If you can find a 2400 Baud modem with better compatibility, reliability

and price/performance ratio, buy it! We're so confident in our products
that we offer a 30 day money back guarantee.
Features
*Hayes· AT compatible
* 300/ 1200 baud
* SW VOL control
* Runs in slot 8 of IBM XT"
* Runs with all versions of
Smartcom II"
* ROM test on command
* Simplex communication
*Phone-off-hook detect
* Auto voice-to-data switching
*Format (speed & parity)
ID on command
* Speed Mismatch message
* Works with call waiting

EVERCOM II Leading Edge
1200 Baud
Model "L"
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
NO
NO

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

Features

EVERCOM24 Leading Edge
Model "L"
2400 Baud

*Hayes· AT compatible
* 300/ 1200/2100 baud
* Runs in slot 8 of IBM XT"
* Runs with all versions of
Smartcom II"
* Runs with multi-line phones
* Phone-off-hook detect
* Auto data-to-voice switching
* Allows "at" in lower case
* Fonnat (speed & parity)
ID on command
*Speed Mismatch message
* Adaptive dialing
* Leased line operations
* Programmahle response to DTR
* CCITT guard tones
*Self-test (RDL)
* Installation program

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

EVEREX. EVER fo r Excellence and EVERCO M are lrademarks o f EVEREX Sys tems. Inc .. "L eading Edge is a registe red trademark and Mode l ·· L·· Series is a
tra demark of Leading Edge Pro ducts. Inc . "Hayes and Smartcom II are registered tradema rks of Hayes Micr ocom puter Pro ducts , Inc . "IBM XT is a tr ademark of
International Business Machines Corp. ©1986 EVEREX Systems. Inc. All rights reserved .
1"'I" "·' I04 for End - l '''°''· ln•.lll"' 105 fllr DEALERS ONLY.

WHAT'S NEW
PERIPHERALS

Oasys Rolls Out
Laser Printer
he LaserPro 814 from
Oasys is an eight-pageper-minute laser printer that
uses the Ricoh print engine. It
comes standard with 1.5
megabytes of RAM (expandable to 3 megabytes) and is
compatible with the HewlettPackard graphics language.
The 814 emulates the HP
LaserJet Plus, HP 7475A, Epson FX-80, Diablo 630, ANSI
3.64, and a standard line
printer.
Office Automation Systems'
proprietary EXPRESS command language is also included with the 814. EXPRESS
allows users to access all
printer features using Englishlike commands. Also included
is the Pyramid Font System, a
custom font-generation system
that allows you to vary
parameters such as typeface
and point size through direct
commands. OASYS claims the
PFS reduces the need for additional font cartridges.
The LaserPro has a duty
cycle of 10,000 copies per
month and a rated life of
600,000 copies before overhaul.
Price: $5650.
Contact: Office Automation
Systems Inc., 8352 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego,
CA 92111, (619) 576-9500.
Inquiry 603.
T

Wise Old Owl
SCSI Hard Disk Drive

x

ebec has introduced two
5 'A-inch hard disk drives
for the Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI). The
Owl III Model 40 is a halfheight drive with a formatted
capacity of 40 megabytes; the
Owl III Model 80D is a fullheight hard disk with a formatted capacity of 80
megabytes.
Both models incorporate
controller and drive elecIronies on a single circuit
board. The Owl III drives use
a rotary voice-coil positioner
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with an average access time
of 40 milliseconds and a data
path that uses a dual-port data
buffer with 1: 1 sector
interleave.
Because of the dual actuators, dual data path, and
the multiplexing capabilities
of the SCSI, Xebec claims the
drives are particularly well
suited for multiterminal/multitasking systems.
Price: $750 (Model 40);
$1295 (Model 80D).
Contact: Xebec, 3579
Highway 50 East, Carson
City, NY 89701, (702)
883-4000.
Inquiry 604.

Two LED Printers
from Kaypro

K

aypro's Page Printer I is
a nonimpact printer that
uses LED technology. Kaypro
reports that it has the print
quality of laser printers but
requires less repair and
maintenance.
The Page Printer I is rated
at eight pages per minute,
5000 copies per month, and
an average life of 300,000
copies between major
overhauls. The unit is controlled by an 80186
microprocessor, has 128K
bytes of RAM, and can
emulate a Diablo 630. It has
a 250-sheet input hopper, a
250-page output stacker, and
can handle letter size, legal
size, and most standard
envelopes.
The panel of the Page
Printer I has a two-line by
16-character LCD that shows
machine status, current font in
use, possible system errors,
and notification of
maintenance or service needs.
The Page Printer II is an
upgraded version of the Page
Printer I. Also 80186-based, it
has 1.5 megabytes of RAM
and can handle full-page bitmapped graphics (300 by 300
dpi) using HPGL (HewlettPackard Graphics Language).
The unit also emulates a

graphics plotter, the HP
LaserJet, and the Diablo 630.
Like its little brother, the
Page Printer II has a
250-sheet input hopper, a
250-page output stacker, and
can handle letter size, legal
size, and most standard
envelopes.
Price: $2995 (Page Printer I);
$3995 (Page Printer II).
Contact: Kaypro Corp., P.O.
Box N, Del Mar, CA 92014,
(619) 481-4300.
Inquiry 605.

A Galaxy of
Starcom Modems

s

COA Systems has intraduced a new line of
external and internal 1200
and 2400-bps modems. All
are compatible with the Hayes
AT command set and meet
Bell 103/212A standards. The
external modems have configuration DIP switches that
are easily accessible from the
front panel, eight LED status
lights, and a single RJ-llC
jack. The internal modems
have dual RJ-l!C jacks. All
models feature a built-in
speaker and a volume control
on the rear panel. All use an
8039 microprocessor and a
40-character command buffer.
Price: 1200 SE (external 1200
bps), $299; 1200 SH (internal
1200 bps), $249; 2400 SE
(external 2400 bps), $599;
2400 SB (internal 2400 bps),
$579.
Contact: SCOA Systems,
2100 Golf Rd ., Suite 100,
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008,
(312) 640-8782.
Inquiry 606.

Multi-Compatible
2400-bps Modem

T

he Evercom-24 from
Everex Systems is a halfslot 2400-bps modem that
offers full worldwide compatibility. Besides conforming
to Hayes and Bell 212A/103
standards, the unit also accommodates European, Asian,
Australian, and South
American CCITT Y.22bis

standards. The Evercom uses
adaptive equilization for im
proved performance on noisy
communications lines and
comes with both installation
software and BITCOM communications software. The
Evercom-24 includes built-in
diagnostics with local analog
loopback with self-test, local
digital loopback, and remote
digital loopback tests. For
users who install an Evercom
at both ends of the line, datato-voice switching can be
done automatically.
Price: $289.
Contact: Everex Systems
Inc., 48431 Milmont Dr. ,
Freemont, CA 94538, (415)
498-llll.
Inquiry 607.

High-Speed
Laser Printer

T

he Tataris 1500 is a 15
page-per-minute laser
printer with a resolution of
300 dots per inch and a full
page bit-map controller for
mixing text and graphics. The
1500 features 21 standard
fonts and a dual-page buffer
in the 68000-based print controller that comes standard
with 3.5 megabytes of RAM.
You can store up to 60 fonts
in the system, which is com
patible with the Diablo 630,
Qume Sprint, and Tektronix
4014 printers.
The 1500 uses the Ricoh
LP4150 print engine, which
the company claims has a
lower maintenance cost than
comparable speed print
engines, and has a duty cycle
of between 5000 and 25,000
copies per month.
The unit uses Talaris's
QUIC programming language
and is compatible with the
company's other software
products.
Price: $11,990.
Contact: Talaris Systems Inc.,
5160 Carroll Canyon Rd., P.O.
Box 261580, San Diego, CA
92126, (619) 587-0787.
Inquiry 608.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
For information contact:

~Nantucket

Nantucket Corporation®
12555 Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 390-7923

CLIPPER™ NETWORKS DBASE APPLICATIONS
LOS ANGELES, California ... Nantucket's Clipper now lets developers and business persons
plug an unlimited number of workstations together to run their dBASE III and dBASE III PLUS
applications, using Clipper's new networking capabilities.
This new release compiles programs to run on networks that support DOS 3.l calls for
networking functions, plus single-user programs for DOS 2.0 or greater.
Compiled Applications can be distributed freely, need no runtime module, no licensing fee
or royalty. And there is no extra cost per user, regardless of how many users are connected to a
Clipper network. Plus the new release now packs even more of Clipper's famous speed. on both
single-user and networking applications.
The new Clipper also sports Expanded Memory support, additional functions and improved
memo fields. The new release, dubbed Autumn '86, is not copy protected.
Clipper Autumn '86 is available for a suggested retail price of $695. Registered users of
Clipper may upgrade to the new version for $139. Otherp7~~eerandNantucket are tradem
C[ S

k
tradernarked by others. c~~Ysr~fh~~~:c~er Corporation.
. anrucker Corporation.
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PRINCETON. The
•ID

And much more:
FuU EGA and CGA support. Princeton EGA monitors
bring you 64 brilliant colors and bright sharp images in
enhanced graphics mode, with 640 x 350 resolution.
Your EGA software never looked better. Plus our HX-12E
and HX-9E automatically switch from EGA to CGA mode,
when needed.
CompadblUty. Princeton monitors are 100% compatible
with leading personal computers like IBM®, Compaq®, and
more. No matter what system you have, there's a Princeton
monitor that's right for you.
Q~

Image. A .28mm dot pitch (the finest dot pitch of
all leading EGA displays), bright colors, and sharp
resolution give Princeton monitors a quality image that
cannot be beat.

Easy Viewing and ErRonomlc. Design. Princeton
monitors are aesignedToreasy use, too. You get easy
viewing with the HX-12E's black matrix tube and etched

nonglare screen. The lines are crisp, the characters sharp,
and the colors even, so you're more productive. Controls
are located on the front, where you can reach them.

ReUablUty. Princeton monitors are designed and
manufactured to meet your most demanding needs. Only
the finest components are used. The result: dependable
performance day in and day out.
Value. No other monitor gives you more for the money than
Princeton. Compare for yourself. Feature for feature there's
not a better value around.
Avallablllty. Princeton monitors are as easy to get your
hands on as they are easy to use. You can find them at
computer stores around the world.
Reputadon. More and more, people are making Princeton
Graphic Systems their number one choice in personal
computer displays. Because people know Princeton delivers
the ultimate in compatibility, reliability, and performance.

·oot pitch is the measure of the distance between phosphors of like
color (dots) on the display screen. The smaller the dot pitch, the
closer the dots are to each other. Thus, there are more picture
elements which can be displayed on the screen which results in a
higher resolution.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machine. Inc. Compaq is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corp.
Wall Street Journa l is a registered trademark of Dow Jones. Inc.
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finest dot pitch
EGA monitors.
Andthe Finer the dotpitch,
the sharper the image.

~
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for the no-compromise enhanced graphics monitors, look for the
Princeton Graphic Systems name. Princeton delivers everything you
need In a quality EGA display, from crisp, clear, full EGA support to
rugged rellablllty. When you choose Princeton you choose the best.
HX-9L The first IBM compatible 9" high reso

HX-12L The first IBM compatible high

lution color monitor to support EGA Has a
.28mm dot pitch black matrix tube and etched
nongl< ·e screen for sharp, crisp displays and
features a built-in tilt/swivel stand and
green/amber switch.

resolution color monitor to support EGA with a
.28mm dot pitch. The HX-12E builds on the
award winning features of the HX-12 and
features 640 x 350 resolution for sharp, crisp
text and colorful graphics.

Saloo
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COMPANY

601 Ewing Street, Bldg . A Pr inceton, NJ 08540, Telex: 821402 PGSPRIN, (609) 683- 1660, (800) 221-1490, Ext 1804
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WHAT'S NEW
ADD - INS

12.5-MHz PC
Accelerator

0

rchid"s latest 80286 ac
celerator board runs at
12.5 MHz. The full-length
add-in board doesn"t require
that the system's current pro
cessor be replaced. and it can
be selected or deselected via
software. so the PCturbo
286e-12 can work in systems
with soldered-in processor or
non-8088 processors such as
V20, 8086. 80186. or 80286.
The board comes with one
megabyte of RAM and can
support up to 4 megabytes of
EMS or extended memory. It
will also take an 80287 math
coprocessor.
Price: $1499.
Contact: Orchid Technology,
47790 Westinghouse Dr., Fre
mont. CA 94539, ( 415)
490-8586.
Inquiry 609.

Fast88 Upgrade
Speeds PCs

M

icrospeed has introduced
an enhanced version of
it Fast88 accelerator for IBM
PCs and most clones. The
Fast88 speeds up your system
by replacing your micropro
cessor with a faster 8088-2 or
an optional NEC V-20. It also
replaces the normal 4.77-MHz
system clock with a circuit
that allows the computer to
run at either 6.1 MHz , 6.7
MHz. or 7.4 MHz.
The Fast88 installs inside
the computer system unit
without using an expansion
slot. The new version allows
software switching of speed.
though an external switching
control module is optional.
Also included with the new
Fast88 is a device driver that
allows high-speed lloppy-disk
lormatting and copying.
M icrospeed is also oftering
an upgrade program for exist
ing Fast88 users.
Price: $129: $149 with V-20
option; $149 with external
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control option: $169 with ex
ternal control option and
V-20: $50 for upgrade for
existing Fast88 users.
Contact: MicroSpeed Inc..
5307 Randall Place. Fremont.
CA 94538. (415) 490-1403.
Inquiry 610.

Real-World Controller/
Communicator
esignecl to interface with
up to 72 discrete inputs
or outputs (in groups of four)
and up to eight latchable in
terrupts, PX-XIO from Step
Control Limited lets you con
trol/communicate with elec
trical apparatus or electronic
instruments such as test
equipment, assembly or in
spection devices, robotics, or
process contra I.
The board can be con
figured via jumper selection
or inputs and outputs in
groups of four. and the eight
interrupts can be wired to any
1/0 point on the board.
The PC-XIO comes with
software and documentation
for use with Microsoft
BASIC, Turbo Pascal, Lattice
C, and 8088 assembly lan
guage. Five feet of ribbon
cable is also included.
Price: $445.
Contact: Step Control Ltd ..
910 St. Vincen t Ave. Suite 4.
Santa Barbara. CA 93101,
(805) 966-9553.
Inquiry 611.

D

Data Acquisition
for 1-2-3 Users

M

icrostar Laboratories'
Data Acquisition Pro
cessor is a singl e-slot add-in
card that works with Lotus
1-2-3 for real-time data 1/0.
Using an on-board 80186 pro
cessor and a custom ROM
resident multitasking operating
system. the board performs
complex real-time computa
tions such as fast Fourier
transforms. digital filtering,
and thermocouple compensa
tion. The board then sends
the results directly to a 1-2-3

spreadsheet. The Data Ac
quisition Processor can sam
ple at speeds as fast as 17,500
samples per second and can
process data 1000 times faster
than 1-2-3 alone. All data
manipulation is done by the
board. and results are bu!~ ·
terecl to prevent data loss. The
Data Acquisition Processor
comes with custom interface
software. Lotus 1-2-3 is re
quired for operation.
Price: $1595 to $2500 (de
pending upon configuration).
Contact: Mic rostar Lab
oratories. 2863 152nd Ave.
NE, Redmond. WA 98052.
(206) 881-4286.
Inquiry 6U.

SCOA's Multi
Compatible Graphics
Board
he Star EGA from SCOA
Systems comes equipped
with 256K bytes of RAM and
is compatible (through soft
ware switching) with the IBM
Enhanced Graphics Adapter,
Color Graphics Adapter.
monochrome display adapter,
and the Hercules Graphics
Card. It provides graphics
resolt.tion or 640 by 350 pix
els in 16 colors using an
enhanced color display and
either 640 by 200 or 320 by
200 pixels in 16 colors using
a standard color display. The
board can be jumpered for
operation at 4.77. 6. 8. or IO
MHz and has a light pen in
terface as wet I a connector for
an RGB monitor and a stan
dard RCA video jack.
The Star EGA Plus acids a
serial and para Ilei port to the
basic package.
Price: $499: $599 for Star
EGA Plus.
Contact: SCOA Systems.
2100 Golf Rd . Suite 100.
Rolling Meadows. IL 60008.
(312) 640-8782.
Inquiry 613.

T

Taxan Color Card
for all Standards
he 557 Gold Carel from
Taxan USA is designed
for total compatibility with all
software designed for use with
color. The board automatical
ly adjusts itself to accom
modate the software you·re
using and switches among
Color Graphics Adapter.
Enhanced Graphics Adapter.
and Taxan Graphics Adapter
mode, with a resolution of
640 by 400 pixels.
Although the 557 Gold
Card is matched to Taxan·s
line of high-resolution
monitors. it will operate in
EGA and TGA on any moni
tor with a 25-kHz scan rate.
Price: $495.
Contact: Taxan USA Corp ..
18005 Cortney Ct .. City of
Industry. CA 91748. (818)
810-1291.
Inquiry 614.

T

Multifunction Floppy/
Hard Disk Controller
he SMC40!3-PC from
·
Standard M icrnsy~t ems is
a full -slot expansion card that
will control up to four disks:
two standard Winchester hard
disks and two 5 1.4 - inch lloppy
disk dri ves_ The board is
based on several of Standard
Microsystems' own MOS/
VLSI circuits. including the
HDC9224 Universal Disk
Controller. the HDC9226
Digital Data Separator. the
HDC9223 Analog Data Sepa
rator Support Circuit. the
FDC9268 Floppy Disk Con
troller and Digital Data
Separator. the SMC30002
Personal Computer I me rl~ 1cc
Circuit. and the SMC30501
Logic Array
Price: Si95.
Contact: Standard
Microsystems Corporation. 35
Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge.
NY 11788. (516) ::!73-3100.
Inquiry 615.
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c:iage-StyJe Reports
umn-StyJe Reports

\

A POWERFUL RELATIONAL DATABASE THAT IS EASY TO
LEARN, VERSATILE AND BEST OF ALL, INEXPENSIVE!
Dae-Easy Base is indeed both powerful
and easy to use. It offers a multitude of
unique features to help you organize,
locate, and sort all kinds of alphabetic
and numeric data. Dae-Easy Base
continues the low price/high
performance tradition of the Dae-Easy
Series. With worldwide sales of over
300,000 systems, Dae-Easy has become
the new leader in software designed for
small businesses.
FLEXIBLE MENU SYSTEM

Dae-Easy Base is actually two systems
in one. If you are a novice you will
appreciate the special Beginner Menu
which contains the most commonly
used features for creating, editing, and
printing files. The more experienced
database user will find the Advanced
Menu allows instant access to each and
every one oi the powerful routines. In
both menus, you are only a keystroke
away from the context-sensitive help
screens. The help screens in Dae-Easy
Base are so complete you may never
have to consult the accompanying 200
page manual.
EASY FILE. AND REPORT CREATION

Design professional-looking data input
screens without leaving the menu
structure. There is no need for complex
programming. Once created, the edit
screen allows you to input and edit
your information in a matter of
minutes. Also attach special notes to
any of your records with the built-in
MemoWriter. The MemoWriter is the
perfect way to attach specific
information to a single record.
Custom reports are easy to create
without using the available

programming language. Column or
page-style reports can be created
quickly, and viewed on your computer
screen or printed to paper. As with all
reports generated by Dae-Easy Base,
you can select which records will be
included in your report and how they
will be sorted. Special headings and
subtotals can be added to give you the
exact information you need.
GREAT FOR ADVANCED USERS

Yes, Dae-Easy Base is easy to use, and
it is also very powerful. An unlimited
number of records with up to 60 fields
per record, ability to access up to three
files at a time, date arithmetic
capability, formula fields for
calculations within files, dynamic
abbreviations, and keyboard macros
are just a few
of the powerful
features
11111 i111111i11111i1111111111111mn1
available at
your fingertips.
Dae-Easy Base
can read and
convert dBASE
lj
11 files and can
run DBASE II
,,.,
.•
programs.

$49.95

GREAT FOR THE HOME

There are unlimited uses for Dae-Easy
Base around the home. Keep track of
mailing lists, birthday lists, check
books, household inventories, stamp
collections, recipes, client lists; and the
list goes on and on. Dae-Easy Base is
so easy to learn you will create your
first database in no time. Call now and
take advantage of the tremendous
benefits of organized data.

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-992-7779
(IN TEXAS CALL 1-214-458-0038)
Mail to: ~ dac software, inc.
4801 Spring Yailey Rd, Bldg. 110-8
Dal la s, TX 75244

Yes,

please rush me _ _ copies of
Dae-Easy Base today. I have enclosed $49 . ~JS
(Texas residents add 71/1% sales tax) for each
copy + $7.50 for shipping.
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Company _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - -- - - - - - 

30 D,\Y MONEY BACK GU,\RANTEE

Dae offers a 30 day unconditional guarantee on all
products bought directly from Dae Software (less
shipping charges) There is a $10.0U restocking fee
if the disk envelope is opened.
Minimum Hardware Hequirements:
IBM or other compatibles, 2SGK memory, MS-DOS or PC
DO S 2.0 or later, two DSDD drives. color or monochrome
monitor.
IBM and l'C-DOS are registered trademarks of lnternation<il
Business Machines. MS-DOS is a trndenwrk of MicrosSolt
Corp. dl1ASE II is a trndemark of Ashton-'lille. Inc. Dae-Easy
is a trad emark, and Dae-Easy 11asc is a trademark or Dae
Sortware. Inc

lny uin XO

City - --

- - -- - -- - - - 

State _ _ __ Zip - - - - - - - 
Pho ne - - - - - - - - - - --



Compute r Bnmcl _ __ _ __ _ _ __

* * *0* Check
Method of Payment * * * *
0 Money Order
0 VISA 0 AMEX 0 MC
CODE 82i

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE• PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND AIDS

Turbo Prolog Toolbox
Announced by Borland

T

he Turbo Prolog Toolbox
for IBM PCs contains
over 80 tools, 40 sample pro
grams:· and source code, with
which you can build expert
systems, spreadsheets,
database systems. communica
tions programs, and compilers
in Turbo Prolog. A report
generator enables you to print
reports that look the same as
the screen layout, and the
screen editor lets you create
screen 1/0 functions. You can
also set up context-sensitive
help menus with windows
containing text and graphics.
For designing communica
tions programs, the toolbox
offers you a serial com
munications sample program,
and guidelines are provided
for implementing the
XMODEM protocol.
Built-in predicates allow
you to incorporate status Ii nes
into your program. construct
a terminal-emulation program.
and import data from other
programs. The source code is
provided for the predicates.
The toolbox also features a
parser generator, which you
can use to build a parser by
specifying the grammar for
the language that is to be
built.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Borland Interna
tiona 1. 4585 Scotts Valley Dr..
Scotts Valley. CA 95066.
(408) 438-8400.
Inquiry 616.

Creating Prototypes
on the Macintosh

P

ro tot) pi.:r. a program for
creating prototyped ap
plications. demonstrations.
and user-interface designs. has
been announced by
SmethersBarnes. You use win
dows. pull-down menus. con
ditional statements. arithmetic
operations. sounds. and
scrolling graphics through a
step-by-step process to create
the double-clickable. stand-

4-ll
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Borland 's Tttrbo Prolog Tho/box.

alone applications.
Price: $185.
Contact: SmethersBarnes.
P.O. Box 639, Portland. OR
97207, (503) 245-7270.
Inquiry 617.

Building Applications
with dBASE Ill

0

ccidental Computer
Systems has announced
a dBASE application builder
and program-development tool
called dbTEMPLATE. It in
cludes a toolkit of standard
ized application program
shells, complete programs.
and callable procedures to
perform add, change. and
delete file functions.
The program shells prov ide
you with structured code that
you can modify. A Main shell
provides the program that
calls all subsequent functions.
The ACDL shell provides
Add. Change, Delete, and
Look file functions. Submenu
offers standard menu and
submenu functions. and the
Report shell is tor generating
single or dual file reports.
The programs and callable
procedures inc lude the Menu
program ll1r main menus and
submenus. TTL title programs
that provide for long or short
title high Iights and centering.
and MSG procedures that
center and display messages
in a standard or blinking fl1r
mat to the desired row.

You also get a library of 10
dBASE III utility programs,
which include Indent func
tions wi th or wi thout connec
ting lines and line numbers,
Find functions for single or
multiple strings, Structure
with DOS options, DCopy
after dates, Change for string
replacement, dbTree for pro
gram call reference, and
NDXKey to list a dBASE or
Clipper index with DOS
options.
The program requires an
IBM PC or compatible with
256K bytes of RAM and
dBASE Ill.
Price: $96.
Contact: Occidental Com
puter Systems Inc ., 21201 Ox
nard St., Woodland Hill s. CA
91367. (818) 712-90!1.
Inquiry 618.

Common LISP
ransLISP Plus is a Com
mon LISP system that in
terfaces to Microsoft C and
runs on the IBM PC. The in
terface to Microsoft C enables
you to customize LISP or
combine C functions with
LISP programs.
Over 400 Common LISP
primitives come with
TransLISP Plus. and you can
create your own as well.
Thirty sample programs are
also included. along with an
integrated editor. a trace

T

facility, and cross-referencing.
Solution Systems reports that
you can port your programs
to other Common LISP
systems on micro, mini, or
mainframe computers.
TransLISP. a smaller ver
sion of the program, is·
available for programmers in
terested in learning LISP. It
includes a tutorial, demo pro
grams, and over 300
primitives, and it enables you
to wr ite up to 12,000 lines of
code. An optional run-time
program is also available for
TransLISP Plus.
TransLISP Plus runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
320K bytes of RAM and a
360K floppy disk drive.
Price: $195 for TransLISP
Plus; $95 for TransLISP ver
sion; $150 for the run-time
version.
Contact: Solution Systems,
335 Washington St., Norwell,
MA 02061, (617) 659-1571.
Inquiry 619.

Ada Compiler
for the IBM PC

M

eridian Software has
introduced an Ada
language compiler and
development system. The
company reports that AdaVan
tage implements all Ada
language features, including
tasking. exceptions, fixed
point, generics, and separate
compilation, without addi
tional memory or coprocessor
boards.
A set of tools for managing
an Ada program library
database is included with
AdaVantage. Utility packages
are also available that enable
you to interface with MS
DOS , compute transcendental
math functions. and examine
the program environment.
AdaVantage runs on the
IBM PC XT. AT. and com
patibles.
Price: $129.95.
Contact: Meridian Software
Systems ·inc .. 23141 Verdugo
Dr .. Suite 105. Laguna Hills.
CA 92653. (714) 380-9800.
Inquiry 620.
Clllllilllll'd

WIZARDS'

APPRENTICE
PACKAGE

PACKAGE

$}99

$99

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Separate Compilation
w/ inter-module typechecking
Native Code Generation
Large Memory Model Support
Most Powerful Runtime Debugger
Comprehensive Module Library
Maintainability
Translator fr.om Tur:bo and
AN!BIPascal

-

APPRENTICE PACKAGE

-

WIZARDS' PACKAGE

-

•Wri1c to Logi tech. Inc. for a reg istratio n card

$199

This package contains our Plus Compiler-for
professional programmers or for those who just want
the best. The Plus Compiler with Integrated Editor
requires 512K and takes advantage of the larger
memory to increase compilation speed by 50%. Our
Turbo Pascal to Modula-2 Translator is also includ
ed at no extra charge.

Switz~rland

Return your Modula-2 Registration Card or
a reasonable facsimile~ postmarked between
March l, 1987 and May 31.1987 to be included
in a once-only drawing!
Grand Prize: One week excursion for 2 in
Zurich,Switzerland including a guided tourof
ETH. the University where Modula-2 was
created by Niklaus Wirth. European custom
ers may substitute a trip to Silicon Valley,
California.
Second and Third Prizes: LOG lTECH C7
MouseorLOGITECH Bus Mouse with Paint
& Draw soitware-a S219 value, absolutely
free!

$99

Everythingyou need to begin producing reliable
maintainable Modula-2 code. Includes the Compiler
with 8087 support. integrated Editor, Linker, and
BCD Module. We're also including FREE our Turbo
Pascal to Modula-2 Translator!

WIN A FREE TRIP TO

HOMELAND OF MODULA-2

MAGIC TOOLKIT

To place an order call
toll-free:

800-231-7717
In California:

800-552-8885

••• •••••• •• •••••• • •••••••••
•
•
•
•
••
••
•

WINDOW PACKAGE

$99

ROM PACKAGE AND CROSS
RUN TIME DEBUGGER

$299

fur those who want to produce rommable code.
You can even deb ug code runnin~in ROM from
,your PC.
'ifurbo Pascal is a regisrered tr,ademark otB orland fnternational.

D
D
D
D
D

I want the spellbinding power •
•
of LOG !TECH Modula-2'

$99
$199
$99
$49
$299

Apprentice Package
Wizards' Package
Magic Toolkit
Window Package
ROM Pkg/Cross RTD

add applicable sales ta.x. Prices valid in U.S. only.

••

.••
•

•
:

Total Enclosed s____

D VISA D Mas terCard D Check Enclosed
Exp iration Date

Card Numbi.;r

SiJ..:nature

Address

•
•

•
•
•
••
•

City

State

Zip

Phone

~

•
•
•
•
•

•
••

Name

$49

Now you can build true windowing into your
Modula-2 code. Features virtual screens, color sup
port, overlapping windows and a variety of borders.

YES'•

Add 56.50 for shi ppi ng: and hand lin g. Calif. re sidents

We've put dur most powerful development tools
in to one amazingT©olkit for use with either the
A pp re mice or Wi7.ards' packagesJfighlighted by our
Runtime Debugge~. the finest deb.ugging tool avail
<1ble :agy..yhere, lhe Toolkit also includes our Post
Mon em Se'b'ugge~. Di a embler, Cross: Relerence
utility and Version which keeps track of oifferent
.versions of one program. Our MAKE Utility figures
out modul·e dep·egdem:ies and automatically seleel:s
thuse affected by code changes to minimize recom
pilatio n and relinking. We also prov.ide. sour.ce code
of o"1F ma.jar llbrary ll)Qt1ulesfor you to cu rnmize
or just play with.

facsimile.

Inquiry 170

Call for information about our
VAX/VMS version, Site License, University
Discounts. Dealer & Distributor pricing.

LOGITECH

LOGITECH. Inc .
805 Veterans Blvd. Redwood City. CA 94063
Te l: 415-365-9852
In Europe:
LOGITECH SA. Switzerland
Tel: 41-21-879656 •Te lex 458 217 Tech Ch
In Ital)':
Te l: 39 -2- 21 5-5622

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE• SCIENTIFIC AND

ENGINEERING

Fast Fourier
Subroutines

Digital Electronics
Analysis on the IBM
PC
icro-Logic II is a system
for designing and ana
lyzing digital electronics. It
includes a mouse-driven
schematic editor, component
library editor. shape editor.
data channe I. and clock
wavetlmn pattern editors. The
schematic editor can handle
up to 1000 components or in
tegrated circuit packages per
drawing, Spectrum reports.
The program ofters a high
speed logic and timing
simulator that enables you to
display simulation results in a
graphical form that is similar
to logic analyzer displays, ac
cording to Spectrum Software.
The simulator can handle net
works of up to I0,000
equivalent two-input gates.
Micro -Logic ll runs on the
IBM PC. XT. AT, and com
patibles with 640K bytes of
RAM.
Price: $895.
Contact: Spectrum Software,
1021 South Wolfe Rd .. Sunny
vale. CA 94086. (408)
738-4387.
Inquir y 621.

M

Micro-Logic II, a digital elcctro11ic design and analysis program.

You can view objects from
many vantage points using
three perspective modes with
Space Ed it. You can choose
to display your objects in wire
frame or in a solid format.
using the hidden-I ine removal
capability. The changes you
make to your objects
automatically update the area
and dimension lines.
P r ice: $625.
Contact: Abvent, 9903 Santa
Monica Blvd .. Suite 268.
Beverly Hills. CA 90212.
(213) 659-5157.
Inquiry 622.

CAD on the Mac

A

bvent has introduced
Space Edit, a three
dimensional computer-aided
design program that runs on
the Macintosh. Abvent reports
that the size of your vector
based documents created with
Space Edit is limited only by
the RAM in your system.
You can use a mouse. a
graphic tablet. or a keyboard
frir input, and you can output
to a variety of plotters and
laser printers without using
any special interfaces. since
Space Edit has built -in drivers
frir many pen plotters. Your
drawings can be sent by the
clipboard to MacDraw. Mac
Draf"t. MacPalette. and other
programs. Space Edit offers
such capabilities as hidden
line removal. multilayering.
and access to a three
dimensional library.
-16
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pair of fast Fourier
transform subroutines.
written in assembly language
for the 8086 family. is
available from J.W. Hartwell
and Associates.
One of the subroutines is
designed for 16-bit integer
data and is used in real-time
applications when computa
tion speed is important. Hart
well reports that a forward
transformation of 1024 real
valued samples typically re
qu ires less than 150 ms. on a
6-MHz IBM PC AT. and the
same sequence of points can
be transformed in about 580
ms. on an 8088 running at
4.77 MHz.
The second subroutine is
for single-precision tloating
point data and requires an
8087 or 80287 coprocessor. It
is designed for uses in which
accuracy is important. Hart
well reports that a real-valued
sequence of 1024 points can
be t ransfrirmed in less than
770 ms. on a 6-MHz IBM PC
AT with an 8-MHz 80287.
Price: $149 each or $249 for
both.
Contact: J.W. Hartwell and
Associates. P.O. Box 515.
Hillsborough. NC 27278.
(919) 732-7951.
Inquiry 625.

A

Data Acquisition
Software for $125

U

nkelScope Junior is a
data-acquisition program
that can replace strip-chart
recorders. x-y plotters. or
oscilloscopes. according to
Unkel Software. The menu
driven program displays.
stores, and retrieves data. and
you can port that data to
other programs as wcl I. Cur
sor scrolling techniques are
lcatured. enabling you to
move two independent cursors
through stored data with the
cursors· numerical voltage and
time values displayed.
UnkelScope Junior requires
an IBM PC. XT. AT. or a
compatible running MS-DOS
or PC -DOS 2.0 or higher:

You also need a data
acquisition board and an IBM
graphics board or compatible.
Price: $125.
Contact: Unkel Software Inc ..
62 Bridge St.. Lexington. MA
02173. (617) 861-0181.
Inquir y 623.

Macintosh Statistical
Analysis
tatYiew 512+ enables
you to perform statistical
analysis. including descriptive
and comparative statistics.
multivariate factor analysis.
and nonparametric tests. The
program runs on the 512K
RAM Macintosh and you can
import data from other
Macintosh applications. using
text files or the clipboard.
Using text ti Ies. you can
gather data from other
computers.
With StatYiew 512+. you
can define variables. run
analyses. and produce graphic
views in table. scattergram.
line chart. pie chart. or hox
plot kmn. Any changes you
make to variables. specifica
tions. or presentations arc
automatically recalculated by
the program. You can also
enter alphanumeric data.
Price: $349.95.
Contact: Brainpower Inc ..
24009 Ventura Blvd . .
Calabasas. CA 91302. (81H)
884-6911.
Inquiry 624.

S

PlotSMITH

F

ulton Findings has an
nounced PlotSMITH. a
program that creates rec
tangular plots in ASCII from
data you enter by the
keyboard or through disk
files. You can show IO sets or
data with up to 250 points.
The files PlotSMITH creates
are in ASCII tl1rmat.
PlotSMITH runs on IBM
PCs with 256K RAM.
Price: $59.
Co nt a ct: Fulton F indings.
1251 West Sepulveda Blvd.
Suite 800. Torrance. CA
90502. (213) 518-5045.
Inquiry 626.
CfJJ1fi11tU'd

LOGITECH
C7MOUSE

$99

BEST DEALS
'.' .. To .1111n up my f eelings about this mouse
and menu generating system: this is the one
I want."
Phil Wisivell
PC Magazine. Jan 27. 1987
At LOGITECH we've spent years perfecting
our high-quality mouse hardware and software.
And every LOGITECH Mouse reflects the engi
neering we've devoted to it.

MAXIMUM COMPAfIBILITY
The programmable LOGITECH Mouse
works with virtua ll y ALL hardware and application
software.

BEST MOUSE TECHNOLOGY
The opto-mechanical LOG!TECH Mouse
offers the best of all worlds. Mechanical tracking
(a ball) and optical decoding (precise, reliable
optical encodersl.Every major computer manufac
turer. including Apple, IBM and DEC, has chosen
opto-mechanical mouse technology. LOGITECH
offers the on ly opto-mechanical mouse on the
retail market.

BEST MOUSE FOR GRAPHICS & CAD
High (200 dot per inch) resolution, precise
tracking, and a J-button design are essential for
graphics and CAD.

BEST MOUSE FOR DESKTOP
PUBLISHING
Ergonomic styling is a must for all mouse
intensive desktop publishing applications. High
resolution is essential for high-resolution screens.

BEST MOUSE FOR SPREADSHEETS &
WORD PROCESSING
The smooth-tracking LOGITECH mouse is a
productivity tool for all types of data entry and
editing. We've even created a special mouse inter
face for 1-2-J which makes 1-2-Jusers up to 30%
more productive!

We offer either our C7 or Bus mouse. with Plus
software, packaged with some of the most exciting
applications on the market, at very exciting prices.

LOGIPAINT

Special Offer!

$149

The LOGITECH Mouse with PC Paintbrush
is the most advanced paint set available for the
PC. It offers 11 type fonts, a pallet of 16 colors,
and the ability to import and embellish files
from other applications.

LOGICADD

$189

The LOG !TECH Mouse packaged with
Generic CADD and Dot Plot turns your PC
into a complete CADD workstation. Generic
CADD offers the features and performance
of high priced CADD a t an unbelievably low
price. DotPlot is the add on utility that enables
you to produce crisp, high resolution drawings
from your dot matrix printer.

LO GIPAI T-&-DRA\

$219

The LOGITECH Mouse packaged with
LOGIPAINT and LOGICADD. Together they
are the complete graphics toolkit for com

- ig
n a:
~::1::d

• LOGITECH Mou se!

D LOGITECH C7 Mouse w/ Drivers $99 :

•

•
•
:

D LOG !TECH C7 Mouse
w/ Pl us Software
D LOGITECH BUS Mouse
w/ Plus Software and Lo giPaint
Additional Software
(with C7 and Plus o r Bus Mouse and
D LOGIPAI NT
D LOGICADD
D LOGIPAINT-&-DRAW

•

Alkl 56.50 for ship pin g and han dl inl.!. C a lif. res ide nts
ad d a ppl ic a ble sa les ta x. Pri ces val id in U.S. o nl y.

•

•
•
•

••

•

.•

:
•

$119

•

$149
$189
$219

Tota l E nd o st:d S _ _ __
30-D ay Mo nt:y -IJ ack Gua ra nt e d 3-Yea r Warranty

•
•
•

To place a credit card order call our
special toll-free number:

800-231-7717
Call toll-free in California:

800-552-8885
D VI SA D Maste rCard D Ch ec k Encl osed

100% Microsoft Bus Mo us e Compatible'
It has all the features of the LOG ITECH
C7 MOUSE. plus it leaves the serial port
on your computer free for other peripherals.
It comes standard with o ur-top-of-the-lin e
Plus Software and
LogiPaint.

.,~
.....

Car el Nu mbe r

Name
Add ress

••

Ci ty

Sta te

Z ip

P hone

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

~

Plus Package adds an excellent
m enu builder (with use f!il examples}, a fast
windowing text editor, and an outstanding
Lotus 1-2-3 interface."
Ezra Shapiro
Byre, D ec. '86, JJt . 324

Locusa ncl 1·2·3 i.lrc trndcnw rks o f Lo tus 0 1 ~ vdon m c n t Co rp. Generic
C1\DD i.s a tr:.n.k mark o f G i.:ncri c Softwa re . Inc. PC P;iin1hr ush is a
n:).!i sterccl tra<lemark o f ZS1•ft Cor p.

Expira tio n D a te

Sh! nat ure

•

••

Plus.)

•

•

•

$149 :

$149 with LogiPaint

"Logite ch:~

Inquiry 171

:

:

: c hni: :drnwin

BEST MOUSE SOFfWARE

Our Plus Software also includes our Microsoft
compatible drivers, and CLICK which sets the
mouse automatically for any application.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
I want th e opto-mechanical •

•• YES'

LOGITECH

LOG ITECH . Inc .
805 Ve terans 81 vd. Redwood City. C A 94063
Tel: 41 5-365-985 2
In Europe:
LOG lT ECH SA. Swit ze rlan d
Te l: 41-21-879656 • Te le x 458 217 Tech Ch
In Italy:
Tel: 41-2 1-8796 56

•
•

••

..••
•
•

••
•

•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

.•

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
~ 1 Ml.C'H l 987• B Y T E
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE• BUSINESS AND OTHER

Risk Analysis
and Simulation

Price: ProofWriter. standard
version , $250; international/
scientific vers ion, $125; other
versions range from $300 to
$475.
Contact: Image Processing
Systems, 6409 Appalachian
Way, P.O. Box 5016, Madison,
WI 53705, (608) 233-5033.
Inquiry 630.

P

RISM uses probabilites
and simulation techniques
to enable you to model uncer
tain or risky situations. It
makes use of Monte Carlo
simulation and lets you define
the modules with graphic
representation of probability
distributions and a high-level
programmable modeling
language. Prism's output
shows potential risks and
payoffs, and you can also
generate a spreadsheet of
results.
The program runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and com
patibles with at least 512K
bytes of RAM .
Price: $895.
Contact: Tempus Develop
ment Corp., 1941 North Ver
mont St., Arlington, VA
22207-9990, (703) 522-3780.
lnquiry 627.

Linking Laptops
and IBM PCs

T

he Brooklyn Bridge lets
you transfer files between
3 Y2-inch disk laptops and
5 1.4-inch disk IBM PCs. Ac
cording to White Crane
Systems, the program
transfers files at 115,200 bits
per second, attaining a
throughput of lOK bytes per
second.
Besides transferring files,
you can use the program to
edit on a remote machine, ac
cess remote drives from
within a program, and direct
ouput to a laser printer, plot
ter, or other device.
One IBM-compatible serial
port is required on each
machine. The program comes
with one disk for each system
and a connector cable for 9
or 25-pin models.
Price: $129.95.
Contact: White Crane
Systems, 6889 Peachtree In
dustrial Blvd., Suite 151, Nor
cross, GA 30092, (404)
454-7911.
Inquiry 628.

48
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Mathematical Tool
with Graphics

C

PRISM provides risk analysis using Monte Carlo simulation.

Two Word Processors
for the IBM PC
elebrity and ProofWriter
are word processors that
feature spelling checkers and
mail-merge capabilities. Both
require an IBM PC or com
patible with 256K bytes of
RAM.
Celebrity offers a
calculator, an appointments
and reminder calendar, a
forms and reports system with
mail-merge functions, a file
cabinet capability, and macro
and command-file capabilities.
The program also enables you
to work in up to four win
dows simultaneously.
Price: $89.95.
Contact: Good Software
Corp. , 5429 LBJ Freeway,
Suite 720, Dallas, TX 75240,
(214) 6085.
Inquiry 629.

C

P

roofWriter offers word
processing in color and

foreign language and scientific
symbol capability. Optional
versions enable you to print
symbols that aren 't included
in the IBM PC character set,
and a character generator lets
you construct any printed
symbol on a dot-matrix
printer.
Other options offered by
ProofWriter include underlin
ing, superscripts and sub
scripts, software-generated
shadow and bold type, italics,
condensed print, and page
numbering options. Proof
Writer's editor offers
WYSIWYG (what you see is
what you get) word process
ing, which gives you desktop
publishing mark-up
capabilities.
ProofWriter is available in a
standard version for use with
the IBM PC character set and
an international and scientific
version. Other versions are
available for a variety of
boards.

WHERE DO NEW PRODUCT ITEMS COME FROM?
171e new products listed in this section of BYTE are chosen from
the thousands of press releases, letters , and telephone calls we
receive each molllhfimn manufacturers, distributors, designe1~~. and
readers. 771e basic criteria for selection for publication are: (a) does
a product match our readers ' imerests? and (b) is it new or is it
simply a reintroduction of an old item? Because of the volume of
submissions 11e must sort through eve1y month, the items we publish
are based on vendors' statements and are not individually verified.
If you wall/ your product to be considered for publication (at no
charge) , send full information about it, including its price and an
address and telephone number where a reader can get further in
formation, to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458.

ompMath is a menu
driven mathematical pro
gram that runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles with
256K bytes of RAM and PC
DOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or
higher. It covers general
mathematics, complex
arithmetic, matrix operations,
engineering, and basic
statistics.
You can create two
dimensional statistical and
vector operation graphs in
cartesian and polar coor
dinates. The mathematical
program also enables you to
store and retrieve numerical
data disk files for basic
statistical analysis.
An IBM color graphics
adapter or equivalent is re
quired to run CompMath.
Price: $59.95.
Contact: Esoft Software, 444
Colton Rd., Columbus, OH
43207, (614) 491-0832.
Inquiry 631.

Photographic
Switcheroo
In the What's New section
of our December 1986
issue, we mistakenly
swapped two photos. The
screen pictured on page 30
was produced by Stella
Business Graphics and
should have run on page
32. The screen on page 32
was produced by VCN
Concorde and should have
been on page 30. Our
apologies to all, and par
ticularly to Stella Systems
and Visual Communica
tions Network.

Free on-site service an

IBM AT·JO Mb
• 8 MHz• 512K • 30 Mb IBM Hard
Drive (Full Height. w/controller) • 1. 2
Mb Half I Height Floppy • Eight
Expansion Slots • IBM Enhanced PC
Keyboard • Serial I Parallel Adapter •
Free 90-day, On-Site Service Contract
• Color or Monochrome Monitor
Available as Option.
• Purchase Price: $4, 195

Lease For

$171

per month

IBM
XT 286-20 Mb
• 6 MHz • 80286 Based CPU • Zero
Wait States • 640K • 1.2 Mb Half I
Height Floppy • 20 Mb Full I Height Hard
Drive • Serial I Parallel Adapter • Eight
Expansion Slots-(5) 16-Bit, (3) 8-Bit •
IBM PC Enhanced Keyboard• Free 90-Day,
On-Site Contract • Color or Mono
chrome Monitor Available as Option .
• Purchase Price: $3,199

Lease For

$126 per month

IBM XT-20 Mb

AT&T 6JOO

• 512K • 20 Mb IBM Full Height Hard
Drive • 360K Floppy Drive Half I Height
• Eight Expansion Slots • IBM
Enhanced PC Keyboard • Asynchronous
Communications Adapter• Free
90-day, On-Site Service Contract•
Color or Monochrome Monitor Available
as Option.
• Purchase Price: $2, 299

• 640K RAM Memory • One 360K
Floppy Drive • Seven Expansion Slots •
AT&T Keyboard • High-Resolution
Monochrome Graphics Card • High
Resolution Monochrome Graphics
Monitor • Serial & Parallel Ports
• GW Basic and MS . DOS. Free
90-Day, On-Site Service Contract. Color
Monitor Optional.
• Purchase Price: $1 ,699

Lease For

$98

per month

Lease For $7~ per month

LOWEST PRICE
COMMITMENT-

FREE ON-SITE SERVICE
You receive 90 days of
free service at your facility
on any purchase or lease
of a system. Over 96
authorized service centers
to serve you throughout
the U.S. with an average
4 hour response time.

Because we are
the largest direct
distributor, our
buying power
allows us to offer
the lowest possible
prices on our wide
range of products.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
Buy it today, use it
tomorrow on
orders totaling
over $100. [111A tr
certain restri ctions,
some bulk items
and orders under
$100 are shippec
UPS FREE (within
Cont. U.S.).

LOGICSOFT
CUSTOMER
SERVICES

On-line
computer system
allows instant
access to
customer
information.
Call 1-800-431-9037.

LOGICLEASE
Allows affordable low
monthly payments, helps
eliminate equipment
obsolescence, offers
outstanding flexibility
plus possible tax
benefits. 24 hr. lease
approval by phone
(on orders over $1000).

SYSTEM CUSTOMIIATIO 
Jr system customized
to your needs plus Free
48 hour configuration,
testing and burn-in
service so your system is
ready to run upon delivery.

• No surcharge !or MasterCard, VISA, American Express. C.O.D .. money order. check or PO's (please call lor price verilicalion) • No sales tax on orders shipped outside N.Y. State • Please
add 2% lor insurance and handling (SJ.OD minimum) (inl'I orders add'I) • We do not bill until we ship. All products covered by mtg·s warranty. Detective merchandise may be returned lor
repair or exchange only. We do not guarantee compatibility. Any goods returned for credit are subject to a 10% restocking charge. All prices and policies subject to change wilhout notice.

d overnight delivery

Compaq Deskpro
186-40 Mb

Compaq Deslcpro
286-JO Mb

NK APC IV-40 Mb

AND EGA CARD

Enhanced Leading Edge
Model D

16. 8 & 4 MHz Clock Speeds • 1 Mb
lam Memory • 80386 Based CPU •
lne 40 Mb Hard Drive (w/controller) •
lne 12 Mb Hall / Height Floppy Drive•
> Expansion Slots • Compaq 101 Key
:nhanced Keyboard • One Serial One
'arallel • Color or Monochrome
\vailable as Option.
• Purchase Price: $5,349

• 640K RAM Memory • 80286 Based
CPU • One 30 Mb Hard Drive
(w/controller) • One l 2 Mb Hall/
Height Floppy Drive • Seven Expansion
Slots • Compaq Keyboard • Graphics
Card • One Parallel Port • Free 90-Day,
On-Site Service Contract • Color or
Monochrome Available as Option.
• Purchase Price: $3,799

• 80286 Based CPU • 640K RAM
Memory • 6 + 8 MHz Clock Speed •
l 2 Mb Floppy Drive • 40 Mb Hard
Drive • NEC MultiSync Monitor • EGA
Display Card • 8 Expansion Slots• (2)
Serial and (1) Parallel Port • 213 Watt
Power Supply • MS DOS and GW Basic
Included • 1 Year Warranty
• Purchase Price: $3,695

• 512K RAM Memory• 1200B
Internal Modem• Two 360K
Half I Height Floppy Drives • Four
Expansion Slots • Keyboard • Text
Display Card • Monochrome Monitor•
One Serial and Parallel Port •
Software Bundle • Color Monitor
Option Available.
• Purchase Price: $1,375

_ease For

$203 per month

Lease For

$150 per month

Zenith Z·181

Blue Chip/
by Hyundai
IBM PC/XT
Compatible

Laptop

• 512K Ram Memory• 4.77 MHz•
:Jne 360K Half I Height Floppy Drive •
Six Expansion Slots • Low Profile
Keyboard • Serial I Parallel Ports • 130
Watt Power Supply • High Resolution
Monochrome and RGB Display Card
Standard.
• Purchase Price:

$649

$79

$145

per month

Toshiba Laptop
T-1100 Plus (Dual Floppy)

(Dual Floppy)

• 640K RAM Memory • CMOS 8088
Running at 4. 77 MHz • Two 720K 3.5"
Floppy Drives • Supertwisted Backlit
LCD Screen • RGB/ Monochrome
Composite Card • One Parallel and
Serial Port • Clock Calendar • External
Floppy Drives Optional • Carrying Case
Included
• Purchase Price: $1 ,849

Lease For

Lease For

per month

• 640K RAM Memory • CMOS 80C86
Running at 7.1 MHz• Two 720K 3.5"
Floppy Drives • 0ne Expansion Slot •
TOSH IBA Keyboard • LCD Display •
Color Graphics/Monochrome Composite
Card • One Parallel and Serial Port •
Clock Calendar • External Floppy Drives
Optional.
• Purchase Price: S1 ,849

Lease For only

$79 per month

Lease For

$59

per month

Toshiba 3100 Laptop
• AT Power in a Compact Size • Gas
Plasma Screen • 8 MHz • 640K Ram
Memory• One 3.5 720K Floppy Drive •
10 Mb Hard Drive • Parallel/ Serial Port.
• Purchase Price: $3,699

Lease For

$146

per month

New NEC Multlspeecl
laptop
• Supertwisted LCD Screen • 9.45 +
4.77 MHz clock speeds • 640K Ram
Memory• Two 3.5" 720K Floppy Drives
• CALL FOR PRICE

5DFT®

---------=--==
---= -------- --- - ---10 Bi-County Blvd., Dept. 543.
armingdale, NY 11735

To order, call our National Hotline:

1·800·645-M91

NY STATE: 1-800-235-6442 (516) 249-8440

ewYork• 516-249·8440

San Francisco• 415-621-4411

Boston• 617-247·6406

Chicago• 312-372-0939

Boca Raton• 305-492-3300

To Receive Technical Assistance,
call: (516) 249-8440
Customer Service:
1-800-431-9037 NYS: (516) 249-8440
Houston• 713-227-0201

Europe• 020-834864

1rgest selection of peripherals
ee overnight delivery!

w/0K . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
w/384K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
w/576K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
Logic (AST Comp) 110
Mini Half Card . . . . . . . . 105
TECMAR
Captain (384K) . . . . . . . . . . 199
QUADRAM
Quadboard (384K) . . . . . . . . 155
Silverboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
Ems w/256K . . . . . . . . . . . . 349
Liberty(AT)128K(6-8MHz). 315
INTEL
Above Board (PS/AT)
w/128K . . . . . . Low Price Call!
(PC) w/64K . .. . .. Low Price Call!
(AT)w/128K .. . . . Low Price Call!
(PS) 64K ........ Low Price Call!
(PS) 256K ... . ... Low Price Call!
8087-2 Ma th Co-Processor . 179
8087-3 Math Co -Processor . 139
80287 Math Co -Processor . 199
GRAPHICS BOARDS

AST
Preview . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $239
Six Pack Premium/EGA
. . .. . . ..... . .. LowPriceCall!
ORCHID
Turbo EGA . . . . . . . . . . . . . 569
Evergraphics . . . . . . . . . . . 106
HERCULES
Monochrome Graphics
Card .. . .. ........... 199
Color Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
Graphics Card Plus . . . . . . 209
LOGICSOFT
Logic (Hercu les Comp.)
Color Graphics Board . . .

Logic (IBM Comp.)
Enhanced Graphics
Adaoter(EGAl . . . . .

Modular Graphics Card . . .
Color/Mono. . . . . . . . . . . . .
QUAD RAM
EGA Plus Graphics . . . . . . .
VIDEO 7
VEGA (V2 Card) . . . . . . . . . .
VEGA Deluxe ('h Card) . . . .
STB
Chauffeur . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EGA Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TECMAR
Graphics Master.. .... . . .
EGA Master . . . . . . . . . . . .

249
139
369
339
395
209
309
475
275

Logi c (Hercules Comp.)
99
Monographics Board . .
PARADISE SYSTEMS
Auto Switch EGA Card . . . . 359

MOUSE INPUT DEVICES

MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse w/DR Halo 2 .. Special
MICROSOFT
Microsoft Mouse(Serial) .. $135
Microsoft Mouse (Buss) . . . 125

AST
5251 -11 Plus . . .. . .. . .. . . $655
5251-11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 609
DCA
IRMA Board . . . . . . . . . . . . 779
MODEMS

AST
Reach 1200 Half Card .... .
EVER EX
Evercom II .... . . . .. . . . . .
HAYES
Smartmodem 1200 . . . . . . .
Smartmodem 1200B
w/Smartcom II . . . . . . . .

$225
149
389
359

-----

Smartmodem 2400 . . . . . . .
Smartmodem 2400B
w/Smartcom II .... . .. .
LOGICSOFT
Logic (Hayes Comp.) 1200
Baud External Modems .
Logic (Hayes Comp.) 2400
Baud External Modem . .

5~
5~

74
87

13~

CORE
20 Mb Int (AT) . .. . Low Price Cal
30 Mb lnt(AT) . . .. Low Price Cal
40 Mb Int (AT) . ... Low Price Cal
72 Mb lnt(AT) .... Low Price Cal

IRWIN
lrwin11010Mblnt . . . .... .
20Mblnt . ... . .. ... . .. . .
20MB325(AT)E xt.D ......
Masterpiece Plus .. ... . .. $119
CURTIS
Diamond. . ...... . ......
39
Emerald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Ruby . . . . . _. .. .. . . . . . . . 59

4!
5!
7i

LOGICS OFT

KEYBOARDS

KEYTRONIC
5151 (Delu xe) .. . .. .. _... .
5153 (w/touch Pad) . . . . . . .
3270 PC . . ....... . ... .. .
5151(AT&T) ....... .... ..
Keytronic Jr. 5151 . . . . . . . .

$169
279
235
189
169

Logic 60 M b Intern al Cartridg
Tape Backup Kit . . . . . . . 72
Logic 25 Mb Intern al Cart ridge
Tape Back up Kit . . . . . . . 56'

IOMEGA
Bernoulli Box (10 + 10) .. . $1999

78

599
549

SYSGEN
Image Tape Backup
10Mblnt .... ..... .. ..
Image Tape Backup
20Mblnt ... ... . . . . . ..
Image Tape Backup
20MbE xt ............

59
64

TECMAR
QIC60AT(lnt) .... .. .. . . . 123
QIC 60 Ext Tape Backup . . . 157
QIC60HostAdapterCard . 12
CORE
159
60 Mb Ext . . . . . . . . . .

179
309
Bernoulli Box (20 Mb) . . . . 1899
Bernoulli Box (20 + 20) . . .. 2499
Bernoulli Box Plus. . . . . . . 4199
HARD DISK DRIVES

Logic (Hayes Comp.) 1200B
Internal Modem with
Mirror (Cros stal k Clone)
Software .. . . . . . . . . . . . 129
Logic 2400B Internal Modem
24008 w/Software . . . . 299
PROMETHEUS
Pro-modem 1200 . . . . . . . . . 279
Pro-modem 1200B
w/software . . . . . . . . . . . 239
TOSHIBA
1200B Laptop Modem
(T1100 Plus) .... . . . .... 329

4E

CARTRIDGE TAPE BACK-UP

MEMORY STORAGE

. ' ifj,;:;.:- __ __ __ __

20Mb1h Ht Int .. .. . .....
30Mb 1h Ht Int . . ........
20MbFull Ht(AT) . _. .. ...
30MbFull Ht(AT) . . . ... ..
40 Mb Full Ht (AT) . . . . . . . .
80 Mb Full Ht (AT) ..... ...

SURGE PROTECTORS

COMMUNICATIONS
BOARDS

89

249

VEN-TEL
PC Modem 1200 Half Card
359
1200 Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329
PC Modem 2400 Half Card . 469

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
Hard Drive Card (20 Mb)
or (30 Mb) .. . _ Low Price Call!
PRIAM CORP
60 Mb Internal Hard Drive
. .. ... .. .... . ... . ... .. 1389
lnnerspace ID 40 Mb ...... 1349
PLUS+
Hard Card 10 Mb ... . .. . . . 399

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

Panasonic 360 K 1h Ht. .. .. $11'
Tandon TM -100 360 K F/Ht. . 12
Tandon TM-100 360 K 1h Ht. 10
Toshiba 360 K V2 Ht. . . . . . . 11
BACK UP POWER SUPPLIES

DATA SHIELD
200Wt(PC) . . .. . . .. . . . .. $24
300 Wt (XT) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 '

'2,ai;a ehl e ld'

Hard Card 20 Mb. . . . . . . . .
SEAGATE
10 Mb 1h Ht Int . . . . . . . . . .

675
465

500Wt(AT) .. .. . ... . ....
800Wt(AT)

' Due to we ig ht restr icti ons, Printers and Mon itors and some mi sc. bulk it ems are shipped UPS- free. Al l prices and poli ci es subject to c hange wit hout notic e.

56'
63.

5 YEAR WARRANTY
Look for the items printed in red
to identify Logicsoft's own line of
computer hardware products.
They are fully compatible with, but
priced well below, the major
manufacturers. You save-not by
our use of inexpensive labor and
parts-but through state-of-the
art technology.
Each product carries our
5 year unconditional replace
or repair warranty.

Sale! Save s50

The Nation's It
and fr
LO 1000 (136 column)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Low Price Call!
LO 2500 (136 column,
324 cps) ...... Low Price Call!
NEC
Pinwriter P-5 Series
... . ..... . .. . . Low Price Call!
Pinwriter P-6 . . . . . . . . . . . . 489
Pinwriter P-7 . . . . . . . . . . . . 669
P6 Color Printer . . . . . . . . . 599
P7 Color Printer . . . . . . . . . 799
OKI DATA
182 Plug & Play . . . . .
223
192 Plus(IBM) . . . . . . . . . . . 379
193 Plus (IBM) . . . . . . . . . . . 558
290 Series ...... Low Price Call!
2410PPlug&Play . . . ... . 1759

NEC MULTISYNC MONITOR
WITH SWIVEL BASE
The resolution solution. This state of
the art color monitor scans all
frequencies between 15.75 KHz and 35
KHz allowing compatibility with all
current color graphics boards. The last
color monitor you 'll ever need.
Our regular low price

s599

PANASONIC
KX 1091 i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 299
KX 1080 i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
219
KX1595 .. .... . . . .. . .. .. 599
TOSHIBA
P/S321(1BM) .. . ....... .. 489
P341 . . . .. . . . . . . . .
695
P/S351 (IBM) ... .. . . . . . . . 1049

Take full advantage of the NEC
multisync monitor color capabilities.
The Vega 'h card supports resolution up
to 640 x 350. Includes Monochrome
Graphics, Color Graphics, Hercules
Graphics and Enhanced Graphics.
High technology at a low price.
Our regular low price

saa·a

If purchased . Buy both and save SSO
separately·

$938

.

Hurry-sale ends Marc h 31. 1987

PRINTERS*

EPSON
EX 800 (80 column, 300 cps)
........ . ... . . LowPriceCall!
EX 1000 (136 column,
300 cps) ...... Low Price Call!
FX-85 (80 column) Low Price Call!

(")

~

FX-286 (136 column)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Low Price Call!

Multi-sync color
w/swivel base . . . . . . . . .
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
RGB HX-12(690X240)
RGB HX-12E(EGAComp.) ..
RGB SR-12 . . .. . .. . . .. . .
RGBSR-12P ............
Amber Max 12 E . . . . . . . ..
QUADRAM
Amberchrome 12" . . . . . . .
Enhanced Graphics
Monitor w/swivel . . . . . .
TAX AN
66012" EGA . . . . . . . . . . . .
720 14" CGA . . . . . . . . . . . .
11812"Green ... . .. ... . .

599
449
535
569
689
159
145
525
525
399
109

MULTI-FUNCTION BOARDS

CITIZEN
MSP10 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
MSP15 ... .. . . .. . . . .. ..
MSP20 ......... . .. . . ..
MSP25 ... .. .. .. .... . ..
Premier 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

QUA DRAM
Microfazer Series
........ . . . . .. LowPriceCall!

AST RESEARCH
Six Pack Premium . .. .. .. $309
Six Pack Plus(384K) . . . . . . 229
Rampage w/256K . .
249
Rampage (AT) w/512K . . . . . 449
Advantage (128K) . . . . . . . . 359
1/0 Mini Half Card . . . . . . . . 119
1/0 Plus II. . . . . . . . . . . . .
125
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
Overachiever 512K . . . . . . . 349

LASER PRINTERS*

LOGICSOFT

289
379
339
499
509

PRINTER BUFFERS

VIDE0·7 VEGA BOARD

NEC

r --;::=:::=:::::::===:--1

CANON
Laser Printer LBP8A 1 .... $1985
Laser Printer LBP8A2 . . . . 3089
HEWLETT PACKARD
Laser Jet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2489
Laser Jet Plus .. . .. . . . .. 3199
LaserJet500(+) ... . .. . . 4299
PLOTTERS*

HEWLETT PACKARD
7475A ... . .............
7550 ..................
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DMP41 ... . ..... . ... . .
DMP42 ...... . ...... ..
DMP51 .. . . . . . ........
DMP52 .......... . . . ..
DMP52 MP ... . . .. .....

Logic Board (Lotus/Intel/
Microsoft Expanded
memory specification) . . 189

1629
3349
899
2549
2549
3849
3849
4889

Logic (AST Compatible) Multi
function Board w/©K . . . 99
155
w/384K . . . . . . . . . . . .

MONITORS*

AMDEK
Color600 RGB .......... $
Color 722 (EGA Comp.) . . .
Color 725 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12" Amber310A . . ..... . .

389
499
559
149

Logi c (AST Compatible) AT
Multifunction Board w/128K
(Expandable to 2.0 Mb) .
199

IBM
Color Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . 545
Monochrome Monitor . . . . 225
Logi c (AST Compat ible)
Enhanced Color Display. . . 679
576K Ram Board 'h Card
Circle #400 on reader service card.

Free overnight delivery on software
for all your IBM PC applications!
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MANAGING
YOUR MONEY

LOTUS
HAL

PC MOUSE WITH
DR. HALO II

~

"
~

#1
Personal Finance Package
by Andrew Tobias

Use English-like commands for
easier use of 1-2-3.

Movement at your fingertips .
The #1 selling optical mouse
complete with pad and software.

o
~

~

~

NOW ONLY

$115.00

NOWONLY

$115.00

NOW ONLY

o

~

~

$119.00

0

0
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WORD PROCESSING
DisplayWrite IV ... .... $359
Easy Writer II . . . . . . . . . 209
Microsoft Word 3 . . . . . . 279
Multimate . . . . . . . . . . . 259
MultimateAdvantage. . 309
OfficeWriter . . . . . . . . . 245
PFS Professional Write . 115
Volkswriter 3 . . . . . . . . . 147
Word Perfect . . . . . . . . . 209
Wordstar............ 179
Wordstar Pro Pak . . . . . 239
Words tar 2000 . . . . . . . . 245
Wordstar2000 Plus ... . 295
XYWritelll ... . ....... 219
WORD PROCESSING
ADD·ONS
Fancy Font .......... $139

Punctuation & Style
Turbo Lightning . . . .
Word Finder . . . . . .
Word Perfect Library

...
...
...
...

75
59
55
69

DATABASE MGMT.
Cornerstone ....... . .
d Base Ill Plus .. ......
d Base Ill Lan Pak . . . . .
Knowledgeman/2 . . . . .
PFS Professional File . .
Paradox . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Powerbase . . . . . . . . . .
Q&A .. ........ .. ...
R:Base5000 .........
R: Base System V . . . . .
Reflex.... ..... ... . .
Revelation . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 69
419
629
309
145
449
185
245
265
359
95
519

$95

GRAPHICS
Chartmaster .........
Diagram Master ......
Energraphics (New) . .. .
Freelance Plus .......
Graphwriter Combo . . .
Harvard Presentation ..
Map Master .. ..... ...
Microsoft Chart .... ...
Sign Master ..........

$215
195
309
319
305
249
229
179
149

$349
139
149
99
229
149
149
459

·SPREADSHEET/
INTEGRATED
Ability ... .. .. . .... . .
Enable .... . . . .... ...
First Choice . . . . . . . . . .
Framework 11 . . • . • • . . .
Lotus 1-2-3 .. .... , . . . .

$ 69
349
95
419
329

LOTUS REPORT
WRITERThe next step for
the Power User!
Format your own
reports, forms and
mailings using
1-2-3 files.
only

FASTBACK
A low cost
alternative to tape
backup hardware.
Back up 10 Mb in
less than 8
minutes using 5'/4''
diskettes.
only

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Click Art Personal
Publisher .. . ... . ... $115
ScLaser Plus ...... . .. 349
Spellbinder Desktop
Publisher .......... 349

DATABASE MGMT.
ADD·ONS
Clipper .. . . . ...... . ..
Clout2 .......... . ...
dGraph Ill . . . . . . . . . . .
Ext Report Writer . . . . . .
Genifer . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quickcode Ill. ........
Quick Report. . . . . . . . .
Quicksilver . . . . . . . . . .

2 NEW FREE CATALOGS.

FINANCIAL
Managing
Your Money .... .. Special
Dollars N' Sense ...... $107

CALL TODAY!

SPREADSHEET ADD·ONS
Cambridge Spreadsheet
Analyst . . . . . . . . . . . $ 65
HAL ........... . .. Special
Lotus Report Writer . . . .
99
Note It . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
Quickcode for 1-2-3 . . . .
85
Sideways . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
Smart Notes . . . . . . . . . 49
Spreadsheet Auditor . . .
99
SQZ...... . . . .. . ....
65

$45

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Harvard Total 2 Low Price Call
Microsoft Project ....
237
Super Project Plus ....
295
Timeline . . .. . ... .. ..
235

ACCOUNTING
BPI Entry .......... .
Computer Associates .
(formerly IUS)
Dae Easy ....... ... .
Great Plains ... ......
Open Systems (3.0) .. .
Real World 4.0 (New) ..

$309
349
49
447
417
379

MISC/UTILITIES
Carbon Copy ........
Concurrent PC DOS ..
Copy II PC .... . .....
Crosstalk XVI
Dan Bricklin's Demo ..
Disk Optimizer .......
Fastback .... . .. . ...
Homebase .. ...... ..
Microsoft Windows .. .
Norton Commander ..
Norton Utilities ... . ..
PCDOS3.2 ... .. ....
Prokey4.0 . .... .....
Remote .. ... . .... ..
Sidekick ....... . . ...
Superkey ....... ....
Traveling Sidekick ....
XTREE . ......... ...

1·800·645·J491

. • Brand new Productivity Guide • Full line catalog of software
enhancements for the business professional • Full descriptions of
templates, memory management. menu management, backup
software. training, and much more.
Circle #400 on reader service card.

• Brand new Programmer's Language and Utilities Guide • A
convenient and valuable listing of timesaving tools for the
programming professional • Complete with product description

119
475
285
459

SIDEWAYSNow you can
create extra wide
printouts of your
spreadsheets without
the mess of staples,
glue or tape.
only

$99
CAD/CAM
Auto CAD 2.5 .... . . . . $2249
Auto CAD Basic .....
247
Drafix 1 ..... . .......
239
Generic CAD . .... ...
119
Pro Design 11 .. ... .. .
179
LANGUAGES
BASIC Compiler (MS) . $245
279
C Compiler(MS) (4.0) ..
425
COBOL Compiler ~MS)
FORTRAN Compi er
(MS) .. ... .. . ... . .
217
Lattice C Compiler
259
Macro Assembler (MS)
97
Pascal Compiler(MS) .
183
Quick Basic (MS) .. .. .
67
True Basic ..........
119
Turbo Pascal (plus BCD
&8087) . . .. .......
65

Microsoft M ultiplan . . .
Smart Integrated .... ..
Supercalc IV (NEW). . . .
Symphony . . . . . . . . . . .

$139
259
35
99
65
35
95
45
67
49
55
85
79
99
47
45
55
39

EVENTS AND CLUBS
March 1987

EVENTS
Spring National Design Engineering Show
and Conference, Chicago, IL. Show
Manager, Spring National Design Engineer
ing Show, 999 Summer St., Stamford, CT
06905, (203) 964-0000. March 2-5
Second International Conference on CD
ROM, Seattle, WA. Microsoft Corp., 16011
NE 36th Way, P.O. Box 97017, Redmond, WA
98073-9717, (206) 447-1986. March 3-5
Hannover Fair CeBIT '87, Hannover, West
Germany. Deutsche Messe- und Ausstel
lungs-AG, Messegeliinde, D-3000 Hannover
82, West Germany, tel: (05 II) 89-1, telex:
9 22 728 messed . March 4-/l
Securicom 87: Fifth Worldwide Congress
on Computer and Communications
Security and Protection, Paris, France.
Securicom, 8, rue de la Michodiere, 75002
Paris, France, tel: 47.42.41.00, telex: 250303
PUBLIC X PARIS. March 5-7
FOSE '87: Federal Office Systems Expo,
Washington, DC. National Trade Produc
tions Inc., 2lll Eisenhower Ave., Suite 400,
Alexandria, VA 22314, (800) 638-8510; in
the Washington area, (703) 683-8500.
March 9-12
SMIA Meeting on Artificial Intelligence,
Puebla, Mexico. Sponsored by Mexican
Society of Artificial Intelligence. Mat. War
ren Greiff, Department of Computer Sys
tems Engineering, University of the
Americas, Apartado Postal 220, Sta.
Catarina Martir, 72820 Puebla, Mexico.
March 12-13
Tenth Annual PACS Computer Festival,
Philadelphia, PA. Stephen Longo, Philadel
phia Area Computer Society, c/o La Salle
University, Philadelphia, PA 19141, (215)
951-1255. March 14
Computer Fair ll: People and Computers
Now, Kenosha, WI. David Kanecki, Applied
Computer Science, University of Wisconsin
Parkside, P.O. Box 2000, Kenosha, WI
53140. March 21
NGCA's Computer Graphics '87,
Philadelphia, PA. National Computer
Graphics Association, 2722 Merrilee Dr. ,
Suite 200, Fairfax, VA 22031, (703)
698-9600. March 22-26

CLUBS
Video Computer Animation at Compu
graph Designs/MTI. Sponsored by
NYC/ACM SIGGRAPH and New York Uni
versity. Ed Kramer, Compugraph Designs/
MT!, 885 Second Ave., New York, NY
10017, (212) 355-0510. March 24

Coastal Area Atari Users' Group and
BBS, David E. Warner, P.O. Box 5098,
Biloxi, MS 39534; BBS: (601) 388-3490.

Amygdala, newsletter of the Mandelbrot Set;
Box 219, San Cristobal, NM 87564.

Southcon/87, Atlanta, GA. Electronics Con
ventions Management, 8110 Airport Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90045-3194, (213)
772-2965. March 24-26

Fourth Ge11eratio11 ( +), newsletter for SQL
and expert system users; Performance Com
puting Inc., 25 East Washington St., Suite
1500, Chicago, IL 60613, (312) 984-0431.

Third International Conference on
Creating Patient Information Systems
(Computerization of Medical Records),
Chicago, IL. Institute for Medical Record
Economics Inc., 121 Mount Vernon St.,
Boston, MA 02108, (617) 720-2229.
March 24-27

Ma l11formatio11 Clearinghouse Newsletter,

Student Computer Fair '87, Camillus, NY.
Boces Regional Computer Center, 6820
Thompson Rd ., P.O. Box 4866, Symcuse,
NY 13221, (315) 433-8319. March 28

Tugboat newsletter, Technical and User
Groups Network (TUG-NET), P.O. Box 705,
Yan Nuys, CA 91408-0705.

Small Computers in Libraries '87, Ar
lington, VA. Meckler Publishing, 11 Ferry
Lane West, Westport, CT 06880, (203)
226-6967. March 30-Apri/ 1
IEEE INFOCOM '87: Global Networks
Concept to Realization, San Francisco,
CA. Izhak Rubin, IEEE INFOCOM '87,
6731 Boelter Hall, Electrical Engineering
Dept., University of California, Los
Angeles, CA 90024, (213) 825-2327. March
30-Apri/ 2
1987 IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Automation, Raleigh, NC.
Harry Hayman, ExeterC3037, Boca Raton,
FL 33434, (305) 483-3037.
March 30- Apri/ 3
AIDD 27th Annual Convention and Tech
nology Exposition, St. Louis, MO. Ameri
can Institute for Design and Drafting, 966
Hungerford Dr., Suite 10 B, Rockville, MD
20850, (301) 294-8712. March 31-Apri/ 2

If you send notice ofyour organization's
public activities OJ least four months in
advance, we will publish them as space
permits. Please send them to BYTE
(Events and Clubs), One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

3Dl39 (1211 Fern St., Cl07), The Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20301-3081, (703) 685-1477.
North American Amiga Users Group and
BBS, Box 376, Lemont, PA 16851, (814)
237-5511; BBS: (814) 339-6042.

Tl PPC Notes, newsletter of the TI Program
mable Calculator Club; P.O. Box 1421,
Largo, FL 34294.
Business Software Users Group, 2252
Main St., Suite 15, Chula Vista, CA 92011,
(619) 423-0538.

ACCumulator, newsletter of the Amateur
Computer Club; Andy Leeder, Membership
Secretary, Church Farm, Stratton St.
Michael, Norwich NR15 2QB, U.K.
New York Personal Computer Inc.
(NYPC) user group, Suite 614, 80 Wall St.,
New York, NY 10005, (212) 829-5534.
Pasadena Commodore Computer Club
(PCCC), P.O. Box 1163, Arcadia, CA 91006,
(818) 447-2212.

CADalyst, journal for AutoCAD users; P.O.
Box 282, 810 West Broadway, Vancouver,
BC, Canada Y5Z 4C9.
Adam User's Group of San Diego Coun
ty, 868 North 2nd St., Suite 242, El Cajon,
CA 92021, (619) 445-2400.
First Rochester Osborne Group (FROG),
Jim McCollum, 321 Executive Office
Building, Rochester, NY 14614, (716)
232-7272. •
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IBM's new 2,400 bps PC Modems
give you an easy choice:
Stand-alone.
The IBM 5842
2,400 bps Modem.

Either way, you can't go wrong.
With IBM's new modems and a personal
computer you can tap into information at a
very impressive 2,400 bits per second (bps).
That translates into a binary file transfer
speed of nearly 13 K characters per minute
or over six pages worth. Now imagine the im
pact that can have on your long distance tele
phone bill.
But these new modems aren't just fast,
they 're also versatile. They can both send and
receive data asynchronously at speeds rang
ing from 2,400 bps down to 75 bps.
Both modems are compatible with the pop
ular "AT" command set, as well as the IBM
command set. And they have been tested for
compatibility with leading PC communications
software such as Crosstalk™ XVI, Microsoft®
Access, Kermit, Smartcom® and Smartcom II~
50
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The Automatic Modems
These modems feature
Automatic Adaptive Equaliza
tion at 2,400and1,200 bpswhich means they will continu
ously fine-tune themselves to com
pensate for changes and noises on the
telephone line. The result is, you can re
ceive data over a wider range of telephone
line conditions.
Both modems also feature automatic or
manual answering and dialing. They'll auto
matically switch to pulse dialing if to?e dial
ing doesn't work. They have a1:1to~at1c
redialing. And once a connection is made,
automatic speed detection. They also have
automatic detection of a voice or a failed call.
A Modem with a Memory of Its Own
The stand-alone IBM 5842 2,400 bps
Modem offers some additional features. It
can also send and receive data synchronously
at speeds of 2,400 bps or 1,200 hp~ . Yo~'ll
find extensive "Help" menus. A dial dlfec
tory for 20 phone numbers. A log-0~1 d.irec
tory for five log-on sequences. A bmlt-m
pattern generator for self testing. Diagnostics
implemented from the front panel as well as
from the computer keyboard. And a com
plete array of LED Status Indicators to giv~
you a quick visual check on what's happenmg.
Inquiry 140

Internal.
The IBM
Personal Computer
2,400 hps Mode m.

Which One Is for You?
The internal IBM Personal
Computer 2,400 bps Modem is de
I 
signed to occupy a half slot in the
j J
IBM PC, XT, AT and 3270 PC.
!
The stand-alone IBM 5842 2,400
)
bps Modem is compatible with all models
of IBM Personal Computers. And, in addition
to the features mentioned above and its
internal power supply, the significant
difference is that a stand-alone modem can
be moved from PC to PC more easily than
an internal modem.
If you feel that 2,400 bps is more modem
than you need, we also offer the stand-alone
IBM 58411,200 bps Modem, and the internal
IBM Personal Computer 1,200 bps Modem.
For the Authorized IBM PC Dealer nearest
you-or for free literature on the IBM family of
PC Modems-call 1800 IBM-2468, Ext.104/EM.
-~-- ©
Or you can·contact your
=~==
IBM marketing representative. ..:.. .::::::
.=-=::..
_.._
,_

_

Crosstalk is a trade mark of Microstuff, Inc. Microsofl is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Smartcom an d Smartcom II arc registered trademark s o f I layt•s Microco mputer Prod ucts. lnr.
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ASK BYTE
Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

Big-Screen Turbo
Dear Steve,
I am looking for software that will allow
me to define screens of 132 columns by
80 rows in Turbo Pascal. I would be run
ning this application on a WYSE-700
graphics monitor. I checked with Borland,
Wyse, and most of the companies that sell
Turbo Pascal screen generators. None was
ablt< to help me or could tell me how to
do it myself in Turbo Pascal. Do you have
any ideas?
·
Koenraad Lecot

ing device, such a circuit would have to
be sensitive to a tenth of a degree Fahren
heit. Is such a circuit possible?
J. Eric Chard

be practical. I have no great concern about
the risk of keeping the backup in the same
room with the original; I need a backup
only to recover in case of a crashed disk.
Seattle, WA
However, in case the computer does not
have room or sufficient power for two hard
It should be possible ta measure tem
disk drives, I might like to save desk space
perature using the joystick port of your
by locating the backup drive in an adja
Amiga. The hardware supports variable
cent room. Is there any reasonable way to
resistor-rype joysticks, although switch
run the control and data signals for this
closure-type joysticks (for example, the
backup drive a distance of, say, 30 feet?
kind used with the Atari 4001800 series)
James G. Barr

are more often used with the Amiga.
Littleton, CO
77ze simplest way to implement your
temperature-reading circuit is with a
To answer your first question: 1here is
temperature-dependent resistor (TDR),
1w absolute relationship between hard
As I understand Turbo Pascal, it uses
the PC's BIOS to handle most ofthe work
also known as a thermistor. 1hese devices,
disk access time and the overall opera
available from sources such as Digi-Key
ofputting characters on the screen. 1here
tional speed of the computer other than
(P.O. Box 677, 1hief River Falls, MN
that, in general, the faster the access time,
fore, you'd have to find a way to persuade
56701-9988, (800) 344-4539), vary
the more likely that computer throughput
the BIOS to handle the additional columns
resistance with temperature. ~f you tie one
will be increased in disk-intensive applica
and rows.
lead to +5 volts and the other to a poten
tions. For example, a system with a 30
Unfortunately, the BIOS was never de
tiometer input, the computer would be
to 40-millisecond hard disk will perform
signed to handle anything other than 80
able to read a value whose magnitude
a disk-based sort program faster than the
by 25 and 40 by 25 displays. As witness
varies with temperature.
same system with an 85-ms hard disk,
to this fact, the IBM EGA has to provide
You will probably have to experiment though not necessarily twice as fast. On
an alternate screen-print routine in the
EGA's BIOS just to handle the new 80 by
extensively in order to determine the best
the other hand, CPU-intensive tasks (such
resistance-category thermistor to use with
43 format.
as recalculating a spreadsheet) would not
If you wrote a set of ''external'' as
your particular system. A device with a
be any faster, though saving or loading a
spreadsheet would be.
sembler routines (Pascal would most
room temperature (25° Celsius) resistance
ofabout 30,000 to 50,000 ohms would be
In general, XT-sryle machines use a
assuredly be too slow for this) that
a good starting point for experiments.
handled the screen output, you could call
hard disk with a 60- to 90-ms access time,
-Steve
them from within Turbo. 1hese new rou
while AT-style machines use 30- to 40-ms
tines would have to duplicate all of the
hard disks (though they can use disks that
Multiple Hard Disks
fimctionsfound in ClrScr, Write, Writeln,
are slower as well).
Dear Steve,
continued
and so forth, as well as the character gen
I plan to replace my present computer
eration required to build the output in
with an IBM PC AT (or one of the com
display RAM. This is not a trivial project.
IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciorcio answers quesn·ons
Los Angeles, CA

-Steve

Put This Amiga Under .Your Tongue
Dear Steve,
I would like to use my Amiga as a bio
feedback training device. Is there a sim
ple circuit that could connect through the
joystick ports as a sensitive electronic
thermometer? My thought is that the
Amiga joystick ports have analog-to
digital converters built in, just like the
Commodore 64. Normally, the ADC is
used to read the potentiometer of a game
paddle. I'd like to use the ADC to input
the values from the temperature-reading
circuit. The joystick ports also have a
5-volt power source of up to 150 milli
amps. I could use this to power the
interface.
It seems that, to be an effective train
52
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patibles) equipped with a hard disk. I have
noticed that you can purchase such a com
puter with a hard disk already installed or
add the hard disk yourself and possibly
save some money. Also, I have noticed
that available hard disks have various ac
cess times, with those having the smaller
access times costing more. Can you pro
vide some guidance concerning the rela
tionship of hard disk access time and
overall operational speed of the computer?
I realize that when you have a computer
with a hard disk, you need some way to
back up all that data. Most tape backup
systems cost about as much as a hard disk,
which brings up the possibility of using
a second hard disk purely as a backup
device for the first. Since I have never read
or heard of anyone doing this, I wonder
if you know of any reason why it wouldn't

on any area ofmicrocomputing. 711e most rep
resentative questions received each month will
be answered and published. Do you have a
nagging problem? Send your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
do Steve Ciarcia
P.O. Box 582
Glastonbury, CT 06033
Due to the high volume ofinquiries, we can
not guarantee a personal reply, but Steve and
the Ask BYTE staff answer as many as time
permits. All letters and photographs become
the property of Steve Ciarcia and cannot be
returned.
711e Ask BYTE staffincludes manager Harv
Weiner and researchers Eric Albert, Bill
Curlew, Ken Davidson, Jeannette Dojan, Jon
Elson, Roger James, Fronk Kuechmann, Dave
Lundberg, Jim McDonough, Edward Nisley,
Dick Sawyer, Andy Siska, Robert Stek, and
Mark Voorhees.

COPYRIGHT © 1987 STEVEN A CIARCIA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

MICROSOFT LANGUAGES NEWSLETTER VOL. 2, NO. 3
News about the Microsoft Language Family
Tracing through User Libraries with Microsoft® QuickBASIC
Large programs are easier to maintain and debug if they are divided into smaller, more manageable parts. These
units are called modules and may contain up to 64K of subprograms. You may separately compile subprograms
with Microsoft QuickBASIC and build user libraries of these BASIC subprograms as well as assembly language
routines. These user library routines can be used over and over again and are linked into your BASIC programs
as needed.
Debugging these user libraries is made very simple with the built-in debugger in Microsoft QuickBASIC.
QuickBASIC's built-in Debugging mode allows you to control the rate of program execution and the number
of source lines displayed during execution.The Debugging mode is activated when the TRON statement is
executed and is turned off with the TROFF statement. You can activate the Debugging mode for part or all of a
source file. The Debugging mode has three "submodes": Step, Trace and Animate.
When you debug your BASIC programs that call subprograms contained in user libraries, Microsoft's QuickBASIC
Debugging mode lets you trace through the user library routines when you activate the Trace mode. This mode
traces program execution one line at a time like the Step debugging mode but you may also trace program
execution through subprograms and user-defined functions. If you call any assembly language routines in your
main program, the Trace mode will not trace through each line of the assembly routine but will trace the entire
routine as a whole. Because the built-in debugger allows you to display both the source code and the output
screen, you may observe the program execute while seeing the output.
Support Available for Microsoft Language Products .
Once you purchase your Microsoft language product, a number of support services are available to you. If you
have any problems with your product, you may call the Microsoft Product Support Hotline at (206) 882-8089 for
assistance. A Product Support Representative will try to help you find a solution. In addition, Microsoft provides
technical assistance on some electronic bulletin boards, such as CompuServe~
If you are a software developer who needs in-depth information, you may purchase Microsoft DIAL, an
integrated set of on-line services. You can gain access to information on the DIAL bulletin board (which lists
answers to frequently asked technical questions and provides information on new products, bug lists, seminars,
and many other topics), and if the answer you are looking for is not on the bulletin board, you can electronically
submit technical assistance requests (TARs) directly to Microsoft's support organization. Contact Linda McCarty at
(206) 882-8080 for an application form and additional information on DIAL.
Filling out and sending in your product registration card is very important. It will allow you to receive notices
about new versions and enhancements to your Microsoft product. The update notices let you know about the
enhancements and instruct you on how you may receive the updated version. If you are in the market for a
language product, you may receive useful information from this newsletter; you may also purchase a subscription
to our Microsoft System Journal that contains technical articles on our languages and operating systems/environ
ments. Microsoft Consumer Response can help you by sending you data sheets and other information such as
the Language Support Directory (for available third-party libraries that support Microsoft languages).

For more information on the products and features
discussed in the Newsletter,
write to: Microsoft Languages Newsletter
16011NE36th Way, Box 97017, Redmond, WA 98073-9717.
Or phone:
(800) 426-9400. In Washington State and Alaska,
call (206) 882-8088. In Canada, call (416) 673-7638.

Latest DOS Versions:
Microsoft C Compiler
Microsoft COBOL
Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft Macro Assembler
Microsoft Pascal
Microsoft QuickBASIC

Microsofl is. a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. CompuServe is a registered trademark of CompuServe, In c..

Look for the Microsoft Languages Newsletter every month in this publication.

4.00
2.10
4.00
4.00
3.32
2.01

ASK BYTE

Many people do use a second hard disk
as a backup unit just as you suggest. In
fact, I am beginning to see products speci
fically for this purpose. However, due to
the nature of the electrical signals going
to and from the hard disk, it is not pos
sible to locate the backup drive more than
a few feet from the computer-5 feet
perhaps, but not 30feet. If you cannot fit
a second drive within your machine, then
a "hard-card" type hard disk or a stand
alone unit with its own power supply
would be good bets. Most hard disk con
troller cards can handle two drives, but
consult a dealer for a particular machine
to be. sure.-Steve

dlRECT dBASE to dlSK
Dear Steve,
I have an IBM PC with two floppy disk
drives and a hard disk. I need to be able
to redirect printer output to a file on a
floppy disk. Do you know how to do this?
I am using dBASE III to write material
specifications. I am using the full-screen
edit commands to create the body of a
form; data is merged into the form only
at printing time, I am fairly certain, after
talking to an Ashton-Tate technical repre
sentative, that there is no way to redirect
dBASE III printer output to a file. I have

also perused the PC-DOS 2.10 manual and
there doesn't seem to be any way to
redirect output through the DOS. Any
help you can give would be appreciated.
Paul Knutson
penver, CO

Without knowing exactly how you are
trying to accomplish printer redirection,
it is difficult to answer you specifically.
I realize that in dBASE Ill, full-screen edit
or@ '2AY commandf cannot be redirected
to a file with the SET ALTERNATE TO
<filename> command. I assume that
this is what you are attempting. 1his prob
lem has been addressed (though not con
sistently or reliably) by some public do
main programs from Mark DiVecchio,
9067 Hillery Dr., San Diego, CA 92126,
(619) 566-6810. He will send you the pro
grams if you send him a PC-DOS-for
matted floppy disk and a self-addressed
stamped floppy disk mailer.
Another program that may be of help
is PrintQ,from Software Directions Inc.,
1572 Sussex Turnpike, Randolph, NJ
07869, (&JO) 346-7638. A call to them may
be able to answer your question speci
fically.
Ifneither ofthese two suggestions works
out, is it possible to reprogram the part

ofyour system that is using the fu1l-screen
edits? 1hat is, set up a temporary file to
hold the infonnation and merge it with the
rest of your text so that a SET ALTER
NATE command would redirect the infor
mation to a file. If this sounds at allfeasi
. ble, a good dBASE Ill consultant might be
able to help.-Steve

Exceeding the Speed Limit
Dear Steve,
I have recently installed a math co
processor (8087-2) and 20-megabyte hard
disk unit in my Panasonic Exec. Partner
FT-70 computer. This computer has two
clock options: normal 4 .77 MHz and fast
7.16 MHz.
Since I have made the additions to my
computer, I have started having problems.
When I run the computer in the fast-speed
mode, the moment a program accesses the
hard disk, the system locks up and can
not be restarted unless I switch off the
power to the computer and reboot. This
doesn't happen if I operate the computer
(a) in the normal 4 .77-MHz mode, (b) in
the fast mode but using only the floppy
disk drive, or (c) in the fast mode after
I have physically removed the math copro
cessor. (The problem remains if I disable
continued

CMOS Little Board/PC™
BOOTS PC-DOS/MS-DOS

SCSI BUS INTERFACE
(HARD DISK, ETC)

768 K RM\
POWERFUL
V40 CPU
PC BUS

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
(3.5"/5.25",
360 K/720 K, 1.2 MB)
UPTO 128 K
EPROM/RM\/NOVRM\
BATTERY BACKED RT CLOCK

(5.75"x8"x1 ")

4MODEVIDEO
CONTROLLER
OPTION
(MONOCHROME,
HERCULES, CGA,
HIGH RES CGA)
MS-DOS Microsoft Corp.

COMPUTERS. INCDRPORATED
67 East Evelyn A v enue •
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Inquiry 21

Progra1nming Ease for Scientific
& Engineering Applications
No matter what your level of programming expertise, if you write your own programs
for engineering, science, or statistics applications, Wiley Professional Software's technical
programming tools enable you to save programming time and development costs. These
tools allow you to generate dependable, accurate and error-free code, quickly and easily.

I

NEW!

NEW!

Statistics Subroutine Libraries

50 More FORTRAN Library

STATLIB series, developed by PSI/Systems, is a one
stop source for Time Series and Graphics data analysis.
These two new subroutine libraries are ready to address
your statistics programming problems. STATLIB. TSF
covers routines in forecasting and analysis of time-based
data. Generalized linear regression models, ARIMA
models, survival analysis, econometric forecasting,
exponential forecasting, and spectral analysis are just a
few of the routines which will prove invaluable to statis
ticians and to programmers, engineers, and scientists
who use statistics.
STATLIB.GL is a statistical graphics library with
subroutines for Box-Jenkins identification, scatter
graphs, curve-fit graphs, contour maps, axonometric
plots and much more, including a library of GKS device
drivers.
Economists and marketing and financial forecasting
professionals will find these routines invaluable in their
day to day work. And they are a must for every scientist
and engineer who programs in FORTRAN. These sub
routine libraries give you all the benefits of a complete
package and the added advantages of allowing you to
quickly and easily customize your program for your
needs. SOURCE CODE INCLUDED.
STATLIB.TSF: Time Series Analysis &
Forecasting Subroutine Library . .......... .$295
STATLIB.GL: Statistical Graphics
Subroutine LibrH;rY ..................... .$295
Microsoft and IBM Professional FORTRAN versions
available.

The Classic Subroutine
Library for BASIC, FORTRAN,
and C Programmers
MICROSOFT FORTRAN Library. ..........
C Language Library . ....................
BASICA Library . .......................
IBM Professional FORTRAN Library .......

.$175
.$175
.$125
.$175

I

The 50MORE FORTRAN Library, developed by Peer
less Engineering Service, offers a collection of sub
routines and utilities previously unavailable in our
FORTRAN Library. Included are pretested and pre
compiled subroutines covering such areas as Matrices,
Polynomials, Differential Equations, and Numerical
Analysis (including FFTs), plus utilities for more effec
tive screen handling. SOURCE CODE INCLUDED.
MICROSOFT FORTRAN or
IBM Professional FORTRAN version .... . .. .$125

NEW!
SWAP Conversion Software

I

SWAP is a high-speed software program for the IBM
PC®that allows users to quickly and easily switch from
one word processing file format to ai1other. You don't
need to own or operate the program you are converting
from-just the program you are converting to.
Now you can SW AP documents to and from any
of these popular word processing programs: Word
Star®, WordStar 2000®, Multimate®, WordPerfect"',
DisplayWrite® 3 (DCA Revisable Format), and
ASCII .................... . .. . .. . ... .only $79.95
SPECIAL FEATURES:
• Batch processing (allows you to convert more than
one file at a time)
• Lightning fast (five times faster than competitive
products)
• R eliable (guaranteed to convert all possible ele
ments)
• Easy to use (does not require any previous computer
knowledge)
• More thorough and accurate than conversions that
are already built into popular word processing
programs
• A library approach which allows easy and automatic
access to the appropriate conversion
• Updates for new versions

WordStar and WordStar 2000 are registered trademarks of MicroPro International Corporation. MultiMate is a registered trademark of MultiMate
International, an Ashton-1atecompany. WordPerfect is a trademark of Satellite Software International. DisplayWrite is a registered t rademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.

To order any ofWiley's scientific and engineering programming tools with your VISA or MasterCard,

caJI:

212-850-6788 orwrite: LA/ile1

T.' I

a" 0"'"0'" "-Y
SOFTWARE

THE TECHN ICAL SOFTWARE SOURCE

Inquiry 330

Wiley Professional Software
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Attn: D. West
605 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10158
Dealer inquiries invited
MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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PC

MEMBERS PAY WHOLESALE
AND GET 14-30 DAY

America's Favorite
Business Software

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
(Please add S:Z.50 shipping and handling for each title ordered from beiow.)

for the IBM and compatibles
DBASE Ill+
WORD PERFECT

LOTUS 1-2-3

$285.00* $375.00* $185.00*
Borland Reflex
Borland Turbo Pascal w/8087 & BCD Ver. 3.0
Borland SuperKey
FGS Fastback
Microsoft Word Latest Version 3.1
Microsoft Quick Basic
Microsoft Windows

$80.00*
53.00*
38.00*
85.00*
229.00*
54 .00*
51.00*

Your # 1 Source for Chips
64K IBM '"
Memory
Expansion Kit

641< Memory Upgrade Kits (9 Chips)
2561( Dynamic Ram Chips
1281< AT Mother Board Chips
Intel 8087 5Mhz Co.Processor
Intel 8 0 87 BMhz Co-Processor
Intel 80287 5Mhz!BMhz

I

200ns/Set of 9

$7.75*

; are Guaranteed for Life

$7.75•
ea. 2.90*
ea. 3.90*
105.oo•
161.50*
197.00*

£:!

~

Borland SideKick (U nProtected)
Borland Turbo Pascal w/8087 & BCD Ver. 3.0
Breakthrough Soflware Time Line 2.0
Central Point Copy II PC
Computer Associates Superca/c W
Computer Associates Super Project Plus
DAC Easy Accounting
Enertronics Energraphics 2 . 0
Funk Soflware Sideways
Harvard Harvard Total Project Manager
Hayes Smartcom II-New VT 100 Emulator
Living Videotext Think Tank
MicroPro Wordstar 2000
MicroPro Wordstar 2000 +
MicroRim RBase 5000
MicroRim RBase 5000
Microsoft C Compiler
Microsoft Mu/tip/an
Monogram Dollars and Sense
Multimate Advantage
Mu!timate Mu/limate Latest Version
Nantucket Clipper DBase ll/ Compiler
Norton Commander
Norton Norton Utilities 3 .1
Soflware Publishing PFS: Professional File
Soflware Publishing PFS: Professional Write
Soflware Publishing PFS: Report
Soflware Publishing PFS: Write. File. Graph

$45.00*
53.00*
220.00*
20.00*
239.95*
239.95*
39.80*
280.00*
32.00*
250.00*
68.00*
87.00*
210.00*
259.00*
215.00*
258.25*
230.00*
98.00*
85.00*
270.00*
230.00*
350.00*
36.00*
43.00*
132.00*
105.00*
64.00*
68.00*

tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY- Members are eligible to join the NElWORKS Business
and Game Soft ware Rent al Libra ries to eva luate products for a full 14 days (Regular
Membershi p) or 30 days (VIP Mem be rs hip) to see ir they m eet your nee ds. And the
NE1V/ORKS rental charges are fa r less than other sofi ware renta l se1vices - JUST 20%
OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE. We feature over 1,000 available titles In
IBM/ Apple/Mac

wdl built and has

YES! Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK '" and
send my catalog featuring thousands ofcomputerproducts. all at
just 8% above DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES. I w ill also receive
..THE PRINTOUT', a special periodic update on merchandise at
prices BELOW even those in my wholesale catalog and all the other
exclusive, money-saving services available to Members. I am
under no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction is
guaranteed.
B37
Please ("") all boxes that apply:
1 Year
2 Year
•Basic Membership
With 14 Days Rental
SB D
$15 D
Business Sof\ware Rental Library $25 D addl per year
Games Software Rental Library
$10 D addl per year
1 Year
2 Year
•SpecialV.l.P. Membership
With 30 Days Rental
$15 D
$25 D
BOTH Business and Game
Software Rental Libraries
$30 D addl per year
D Bill My Credit Card: D VISA D MasterCard D American Express
Account Number:

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDC

Exp. Date: mon. ___ yr. _ __
D Check or Money Order Enclosed for $ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Name - - - - -  - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - 
Address - - - - - - - - - -- -  Ant No.
City _ ________ State -~--- Zip _ _ __ __
Telephone: (
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
My Computer(s) is: O IBM OIBM XT OIBM AT
OApple 11 O Macintosh Other _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - 
~Srgna rure

required to

Copyright

·..-~d 1 datc m~ fnbcnh 1 pl

1986. PC NETW• RK INC

'THE's bottom line? The PC+
's a highly compatible done
worthy of consideration ... "

PCWeRLD
"' ... the unit became thepreferred
computer in our office, which
has several name brands as
possible alternatives .. :·

THE PC#
TM

100% IBM Compatible
256K/w 360K Drive, Turbo
Speed, AT Style Keyboard

$444.00*
PRINTERS

CHizen MSP-10 160CPSIBOCOUFric + Trac
Citizen MSP- 15 160CPS/ 132COUFric + Trac
Citize:n Premiere-JS 35CPS Daisywheel 1s·
Epson EX-800 300160CPS 132COL Par/5er
Epson EX ·lOOO 300160CPS t32COL Par/Ser
Epson FX-85 160135CPS 10 .. Par
Epson FX·286e 200140CPS N LO
Epson LO·BOO 180! 60CPS 10 · 24 Pin Par/ Ser
Epson LO· 1000 180160CPS 15 .. Pin Parl 5er
Epson LQ-2500 324/!0BCPS 24 Pin Par/Ser
Epson lX.86 120116CPS as· Par w!NLQ

• 10 DAY HARDWARE RETURNS • CATALOG
(No Questions Asked, If You Don't Like It, Return It)

(30.000 Items Listed)

~LUS

8°/o OR LESS

;oFTWARE RENTALSt
Big Values on Computer Monitors

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
(Please add $2.50 'hipping and handling fo r each Ii.tie ordered from below.)

$30.00*
Broderbund The Print Shop
21.00*
Broderbund The Print Shop Library. Disk 1 or 2
34.50*
Broderbund Toy Shop
23.00*
Davidson Math Blaster or Word Attack
29.97*
Electronic Arts Amnesia
15.97*
Electronic Arts Music Construction Set or One on One
20.00*
Infocom Hitchhikers Guide. Ballyhoo
Infocom Leather Goddesses of Phobos
20.00*
22.00*
Infocom Zork II. Zork Ill
18.50*
Microprose F-15 Strike Eagle or S ilent Service
27.00*
Microsoft Flight Simulator Vers. 2
21.00*
Mindscape View to A Kil/!First Blood Pt. 2ffhe Mist
Mouse Systems PC Paint+ -Tum Your PCintoa Color Macintosh 59.95*
19.75*
Scarborough MasterType
21.25*
Sierra On-Line Black Cauldron
24 .75*
Sierra On-Line King's Ouest II
18.00*
Spectrum Holobyte GATO
24 .00*
Spectrum Holobyte Telestar Level 1. Orbitor
15.97*
Spinnaker Alphabet Zoo. Kinder Comp. Face Maker
20.75*
Spinnaker Delta Drawing or Most Amazing Thing
Springboard Certificate Maker
31.00*
Springboard Newsroom
29.97*
64.50*
Springboard Newsroom Pro
20.00*
Sublogic Night Mission Pinball
27.50*
Sublogic jet

MONITORS
Amdek 3 JOA Amber JT L Monitor
Amdek Color 600 Hi Res RGB Moniror
Amdek Co/or 722 Enhanced EGA Monirar
Amdek Co/or 725 13.. U!rra Hi Res
Magnavox 14 ··Color RGB 640x240 Moniror
Magnavox 12 · ITL Amber Monitor
Magnavox 14 ·EGA Moniror wlrilr
Magnavox 14 · Mulri-mode
Princ~ton HX-12 Color RGB Moniror
Princeton HX-12£ Hi Res RGB! EGA Monitor
Princeton Max-12 1z· Amber ITL
Taxan 650 Hi Res RGB 720x400
Zenith ZVTH-1240 12" Amber Hi Res ffi

S13o.oo•
365.oo•
424.oo•
479.oo•
250.00•
79.oo•
435.oo•
489.oo•
369.oo•
445_00•
138.oo•
410.00•
140.00•

NEC Multisync Monitor

$530.00*
Your #1 Source for Add In Boards
THE EGA Graphics
TM

+

$220.00*
100% EGN
CGNMDA
compatible
w/printer
port
& 256K

"'PC NETWORI< MEMBERS pay jus l 8% above the wholesale price, plus shipping.
All prices reflect a 3% cash discount. Minimum shipping is $2.50 per order.

lnlernational orders call for shipping and handling charges. Money Orders. company
and personal checks please allow 10 working days to clear. All prices are subject to
change wilhout notice. All products subject to availabilily.

TM-Registered trademarks of Apple/Ashton-Tate/AST/Compaq/

Epson/Hayes/IBM/lnleJ/Lotus/Macinlosh/Microsofl

VIDEO BOARDS
Hercules Co/or Card w! Parallel Port
Hercules Monochrome Graphics Card
Paradise Auroswitch EGA
Paradise Modular Graphics Card
Quadram Quad EGA+
TllE '"Color Card 10090 IBMComparible

$135.oo•
162.00•
336.oo•
219.oo•
323.oo•
60.00•
69.oo•

THE "' H720 Mono Graphics w!ParaJlel Parr
10090 Hercules Comparible!

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
AST Advantage for AT wl 128K

$325.00•
139.oo•
Orchid Conquest 2.SMB RAM SIP PCner Con!Clk 220.00•
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286
399.oo•
HIE .• Multi 110 /10 Plus Clone 5erl Par/Gam eJC!cxk 60.oo•
THE -·Mu!ti 384 w!OK Ser/Par/ Game Clk!Cal
67.00•
THE .. 2MB RAMCard Lotus ..l lnte/'"Specs w!OK
99.oo•

AST Six Pak Plus wl64K

CALL FOR PRICING ON APPLE PRODUCTS

Everex 60MB 1n Hr Jnr. Srreaming Tape Backup $725.00*
IOmega Dua/ 20MB Bernoulli Box w/Cnrrl
2,199.00*
IOmega Dual IOMB Bernoulli Box w!Cnrrl
1,710.00*
PC Network 11z Hr 360K Floppy Dnve
75.00*
PC Network JOM B t,zHr Hard Disk Kir
PC Network 30MB AT lnrernal Hard Disk
PC Network 30MB Capaciry 112Hr Hard Disk
w/RU Conrroller

PC Network IOMB 11.z Hr. Jnr. Srreaming Tape
PC Network 20MB ~:ti Ht. Int. Streaming Tape
Tandon 20MB Internal Discard
TEAC 1.2MB Add On Floppy for the IBM AT
H IE .• 20MB HDl20MB Tape BIU Combo Kit
THE ·• 20MB Hard Disk Card

The Best Buy in
Modems
THE TM 1200 COM External
1200 Baud w/auto dial, re-dial. speaker

$119.00*
MODEMS
Anchor lightning-I 2400 Baud '/2 Card
Anchor Lightning-I 2400 Baud Extemal
Hayes Smartmodem 2400 External
Hayes Smarrmodem I2008 w!Smarrcom II

s282.oo•
309.00·
525.oo•
315.oo•

VT- 100 Emulator

1 •'"tw • t t11r11ri- 

,'•,'•,'•, ,-.;.;.;.;.,\· l \I\ I

Hayes Smartmodem 24008 Internal
Prometheus 2400 Baud Upgradable Modem
THE '" 1200 Com Short Slot Internal
Modem w/Software
THE "' 2400 Com External 2400BP5
THE."2400 Com Internal 2400BP5
U.S. Robotics Courfer 2400BPS Ev.ternal
U.S. Robotics Password I 200BPS External

478.oo•
329.50•
109.oo•
259.oo•
197-00*
345.oo•
180_00•

COMPAQ '~ PORTABLE
IBM '" XT BASE SYSTEM
256K System/2 360K Drives/Keyboard

$1,190.00*

$1,800.00*
COMPAQ'" DESKPRO SYSTEM

IBM'" AT BASE SYSTEM

256K CPU/l Floppy/Hard Disk

1.2 MB Floppy w/256K Hard Controller

$1,825.00*

$2,204.00*
IBM '" XT 286 Sy$l=i
fBM •• XT ZOMB HD

AT&T 6300 PC CPU2/640K. 2 Floppy
1 Ser/l Par, Mono Monitor,
MS DOS. Keyboard
$1 ,640.00*

•NEWSLETTERS • 24 HOUR BULLETIN BOARD •SOFTWARE RENTALS
(Catalog Price Updates and Reviews)

( 10,000 Free Programs to Download)

(Over 1.000 Titles in our Library)

Inquiry 223

Inquiry 247

•••••••••••••

!Boost !
:cursor :
:speed. :
: Stop
:
:cursor :
:run-on. :
I
I
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With all the recent hoopla over performance,
it's ironic that two of the PC's ergonomic
deficiencies have been overlooked - its slow
cursor, and the tendency of the cursor to
remain in motion (run-on) after a cursor key
has been released. Finally, the solution 
Cruise Control™ from Revolution Software.
Cruise Control is a new productivity tool for
serious PC users. It boosts cursor speed,
typically by 3-SX. It eliminates annoying
cursor run-on. And it adds hands-free
cursor navigation to any application.
If you use 1-2-3, Symphony, dBASE, Reflex,

or Paradox, you need Cruise Control's AntiSkid Braking. Here's what the leader of one
Lotus users group said about Cruise Control:
"Once I med ii, I wanted it! £xcellelll idea.
Very practical. One of I he be.>I program.'
fl'fr .'ient lo u.'ifar re,•iew.1"
If you use Word Perfect, MS-Word,Q&A,

DisplayWrite, MultiMate, WordStar 2000,
Framework, PC-Write, or SideKick, you
need Cruise Control's Screen Runner, the
high-performance, adjustable-speed cursor.
Cruise Control's namesake feature takes the
drudgery out of paging through data base
records, long documents, and large
spreadsheets. It lets you repeat any key,
hands-free - at the speed of your choice.
And there's more. A Chronometer "types"
the time or date into your application at the
current cursor position. The keyboardcontrolled Screen Dimmer protects your
privacy. The programmable Auto-Dimmer
extends the life of your display screen.
Compatible with thousands of today's
popular programs, including Lightning,
SuperKey, and Ready!. Uses only 3K RAM.
For DOS 2.0orlater. Not copy-protected.
No risk, 60-day money-back guarantee.

I Cru1se
.
Control™

1
1
:

1
I
I
I
I
I

From now until 3/31/87:

Only $29.95.
Call now to order by credit
card (VISA/MC/AX):

201-366-4445
Or, mail $29.95 plus $3.50
shipping and handling to:

: Revolution

I
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the coprocessor by DIP switches only.)
Any suggestions?
M. T. Basarankut
Ankara, Turkey

It sounds very much like the hard disk
controller was designed to run at 4. 77
MHz and you 're running it beyond its
limits at 7.16 MHz. The 8087 is connected
to one ofthe DMA request lines and it may
be that at the higher clock speeds the disk
controller DMA goes awry. 1 don 't have
any solid proof of that, but it sounds
reasonable, given your description.
These sorts ofproblems are almost im
possible to diagnose without a full set of
schematics and a pile of test equipment,
so I think the only practical solution is to
restrict the clock speed to 4.77 MHz. 1hat
will allow you unrestricted use ofthe hard
disk and coprocessor, and 1 think you'[[
find that the speed is entirely adequate,
particularly because the disk is much
fester than floppies for 110-intensive oper
ations.-Steve

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK

SB180
Dear Steve,
Although I don't have a computer yet,
I intend to purchase one soon. I need it
for several cataloging jobs, doing foreign
language translation, some writing, plus
numerous other projects including pro
gramming to customize files and reports.
I would like to program the Z80 rather
than the 8088 (or any processor more
complex) because my short-term memory
does not serve me well (I am 73) . Conse
quently, I am interested in your SB180
project described beginning in the
September 1985 Circuit Cellar.
Could you send me the addresses of any
SB180 users groups, any articles or reports
other than your original project descrip
tion, and the addresses of any firms other
than the Micromint that package the
SB180 as part of a complete hardware
system? Your sophisticated but down-to
earth projects make a big contribution to
BYTE. Thanks.
John D. Van Vliet
Spring Valley, NY

1hanks for your interest in the SB180.
1here is a national users group that
publishes a monthly newsletter about the
machine and its software as well as offer
ing low-cost public domain programs for
it. 1he address is
North American One Eighty Group
PO Box 2781
Warminster, PA 18974

Because the SB180's operating system
is compatible with CP/M, there are literal
ly thousands of programs available that
will run on an SB180 equipped with two
disk drives and a serial ASCTI terminal.
A variety oflanguages, such as BASIC, C,
Pascal, FOKTRAN, and assembler, are all
available for the SBJ80 to allow you to
write programs of your own design.
1he SB180 circuit board is used in a
number ofdedicated control applications,
but 1 believe the Micromint may be the
only place offering an assembled and
tested personal computer system. Micro
mint also offers cable sets, cabinets, and
so on, (f you are interested in building the
system yourse{f-Steve

C-U8 CP/M
Dear Steve,
There has been a growing interest in
CP/M among the members of our local
Commodore users group. We have been
wondering ifthe Commodore 128's CP/M
mode could be improved by replacing the
Z80 chip with the Hitachi HD64180 chip
that you used in your SB180. The local
Commodore-Amiga service dealer said it
was possible.
We would I ike your opinion on the con
version before we start.
William E. Gary
Lafayette, LA

1he HD64180 chip is compatible with
the ZBO instruction set; however, it is not
a pin-compatible replacement for the ZBO.
Jn addition to the additonal CPU instruc
tions available on the HD64180, the chip
also has built-in memory management
units and two serial ports. Adapting the
chip to your C-128 might be possible, but
the amount ofwork involved might not be
worth it.
Jfyou and your group are serious about
wanting to experiment with the Hitachi
chip, you might consider either building
the SB180 from scratch or buying an
assembled board. Your Commodore could
be used as a terminal to talk to the SB180
and in the long run you would probably
spend less money than if you modified a
C-128, without voiding your Commodore
warranty. -Steve

Home Control
Dear Steve,
I wrote to you several years ago about
a home control system that I was playing
with. My system was more oriented
toward laziness than most of your work,
with the emphasis on control of home
entertainment and X-10 switches. I have
developed my system to the point that I
am quite satisfied with it.
I am pleased to see commercial vendors
continued

QMS-PS800

/TT Qumc Scri/1TEN

Texas lnstrnmcnts OmniLascr 2108

The biggest names

maesktop
QMS-PS 2400

Lino1y/1e Linotrnnic I00

DEC PrintServer40

NEC SilenrWriter LC-890

Diwnix Dijit I/PS

publishing all
speak tfle
same language.
These best selling laser printers all use
POSTSCRIPT"', the page description language
from Adobe Systems.
Only POSTSCRIPT can combine te xt,
line art, even digitized photographs on the
same page. That's one reason more manufac
turers use POSTSCRIPT in their laser printers
and typesetters than any other language.
With POSTSCRIPT you also have the
option of printing from a PC, Macintosh or
mini/mainframe computer. So, you select
the best laser printer for your company's desk
top publishing needs, without making a once
and-for-all commitment to a single vendor.
But the freedom of choice doesn't end
there. Hundreds of software programs, for
an assortment of operating systems, support
POSTSCRIPT printers.
Plus, POSTSCRIPT is the only device
independent page description language.
That means a document can be designed at
your office then printed professionally at a
higher resolution.
So, take your pick of laser printers. Just
make sure it speaks POSTSCRIPT, the lan
guage of electronic and desktop publishing.
For the name of the manufacturer's
sales representative in your A~\)3~
area, call 415-852-0271.
L ~""'"'"..=.;

T exm lnstrwnents OmniLaser 2 11 5

.

..

POSTSCRIPT from Adobe.
A/mllo Domain/Laser 26

The magic behind desktop
publishing.

.-

-

,. ·- ~~~
•

-

A





La.1cr Connection PS Jct

P• srScrttPT is a re!J1s1cu ed trademark 01Adobe Syste111s lncorpo1ated
O th er brand o r p rod uc t names me 1rndemarks or reaisternd 1rademarks al their respe c11ve holders
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beginning to offer products that hint at
home control, but I am often dismayed at
their implementations. GE's universal
keypad is a good example: This keypad
learns the coding of up to four infrared
transmitters and replaces the four keypads
with one large and expensive one.
I want more than this. I want my keypad
to be small, simple, and cheap. I want
several of them around the house, and in
some instances I'd like to replace wall
switches with keypads. I want a central
controller to learn the codes required by
my home entertainment components and

I want receivers in each room to commu
nicate with it. I'd be pleased ifthat com
munications link could be a protocol akin
to GE's Homenet over an X-10-style car
rier. In the meantime, I'm using Videolink
to pipe the infrared around.
How about covering some of this in
future Circuit Cellar articles? In par
ticular, a remote-control keypad and
receiver connecting to a PC through a
serial port would be interesting.
Also, I enjoyed your AVMUX article
(February 1986). I have a similar system,
but mine is more primitive. I select one

WHAT'S THE SECRn DEBUGGING WEAPON
USED BY EVERYBODY FROM BORLAND 10 ORACLE?
FREE 44·PAGE
ANSWER FROM ATRON.
"WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT
ATRON'S HARDWARE-ASSISTED
SOFTWARE BUGBUSTERS."
Philippe Kahn
Borland Pres.

Larry Elll•on

Oracle Pres,

This is lhc ci1y saved by 1hc

Atron bugbusters. Your city.
Full ci wizards, with hundreds
of millions of dollars invested
in wringing every ounce of
intelligence and pcrfomiancc
out of your PC. II used to be

plagued with the toughest
software bugs known to man·
kind .

PLAGUES OF
BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS

PROBE displays the pr~gram execution in detail, including sym
bols and ~rec code tor C , Pascal. or as~cmbly language pro
grams. Wh1eh shows how ou1-of-range pointers got 1hal way.
The third plague, oo: enough room for the
debugging symbol tab le to be co-rcsidcnl in
memory with a l<:irgc program. oo.c; cured with
I-megabyte of on-board. hidden. write-pro
tected memory. System memory was then free
fa lhc program. keeping lhc symbol table and
debugger safe from destruction.
When 1he job of bugbusling
wa"i done, the wiza rds used
their PROBEs as pcrfom1ancc
analyzers. So they could have
both rcliabili1y and perfor
mance. So they could send
only the best soflwarc into lhc
field .

IF YOU AREN'T AN ATRON
CUSTOMER, ODDS ARE YOU
WON'T BE MAKING
THE TOP·TEN LIST.

The first and most difficult
plague \113.'i impossible to lrap
wi th sof t wa r e debuggers .
These were carnivorous bugs
which randomly overwrote

programs , data, even the
debugger. Nastiest were the
one s that slipped in once every
few hours, or changed their
behavior after each new com
pile. Forty days and forty
nighls of recompiling, trying
something else. caused many
a would-be residenl of lhe cily
lo run screaming into the wil·
derness, never to be heard
from again.
Second came the plague of
no1 knt•wing where 1he pro
gram was. or where it had
recenlly been. This com
pounded 1he lirst plague: How
co uld anyone know wh cll
caused the ran dom memory
ovcrwriles? Add to this ran
dom inlerrupts and timing
dependencies. and you begin
to undersland The Fe'1r thal
gripped the city.
1hen came the la st plague,
which hrough1 the wizards to
their knees before 1hey even
s1aned debugging. Their tow
ering programs consumed so
much ~emory. 1here wa."i n·~ enough room for their symbol table. let alone
deb ugging software. Even 1f they could get past the lirst two pk1gucs, 1his
one killed !heir firslbom software.

ENTER THE HARDWARE-ASSISTED SOFTWARE BUGBUSTERS
1he Atron solution came as a levcla1ion: Monitor evc1y memory
ref crence and every insuuclion cxcculcd. by adding a hardware board 10
the AT or PC wi1h an umbilical probe lo 1he processor.
The result? Wham! The PC PROBE' .. and the AT PROBE' .. saved
civilization as we know it. The first plague was cured with PROUE'S
~ardwarc -ass ist~d breakpoinltrapson reading, writing. c.'<ecuting. input
ting and ou~puttmg. The_se could be done on single or ranges of addresses.
and could include parllcular darn values. All in real time. For a mere
soliwarcdcbuggcrt oauempl this. a I-minute program would take 5 hours
to execute.
1he second plague. not knowing from whence you came. was cured
~ ith PROBE'S real-time lracc memory. The history of pmgram exc1.:u1ion
1s saved on-board. in real time. Once a hardware trap has occurred.

On cmy given week, al leasl
nine of the top ten besl-selling
software packages on the Soft
Sel Hotlist come from A1ron
customers.
Ever heard of Borland?
"Withoul Atron," says its
president Philippe Kahn.
'"!here wouldn't be a Side
Kick ,... Turbo Lightning'"
would be light-years awJy, and
Turbo Prolog'~ wouldn't be
shipping today."
Ever use a spreadsheet?
From Enable'.. 10 Paradox 1 " ,
their bugs were busted by
Atron products.
Into DB MS s? Everyone
from Ashton-Tate 10 Oracle
owns at least one Atron bug
busier.
If you use a product from
one of the companies in The
City, yoo owe life as yoo know
it 10 Atron. Our guess is that
99% of all PCs, XTs and ATs
have at least one producl
debugged wilh Atron bug 
buslers.

FREE 44-PAGE BUGBUSTING BIBLE COULD MAKE YOU
A PROPHET, AND YOUR COMPANY A PROFIT.
w~·vc written a complelc tut1.Jrial
~nd 1t:S yt~urs . free for the ask ing,-

on stale-of-the-a u bugbusting.
Full nr examples and illustra
tions. 11 will show you how the wizards work their magic.
If you're 1ircd of suff cring the wrath of program bugs. call A1ron
today. You could be busting bugs. and sa les records, tomorrow.

TIE BUGBUSTERS
20665 Founh S1rcc1 • Saratoga. CA '5070 • 40817 41-5,00
AW. by T M.DA

input and route that to all destinations. I
will use the ideas you presented in your
article to allow each destination to select
a different source. I do have computer
controlled attenuators on my system and
find them a necessary feature. You might
cover this topic sometime. The Analog
Devices AD7110 digitally controlled audio
attenuator would make a nice addition to
the AVMUX.
Ian Smith
Laguna Beach, CA

I'm happy to hear ofyour successes in
home control. You can be assured that
there will be fi1ture Circuit Cellar articles
addressing different phases ofthe subject.
With regard to the remote keypads: You
might look into the NMF keypad units
that are available from many sources.
Each pad can have up to 12 (or 16, de
pending on the device purchased) func
tions and the signal can be routed over
a pair of wires or used to modulate either
an RF or X-10-ty pe carrier. 1here are also
many approaches you can take to decode
the signal at the computer, the easiest be
ing the use of an all-on-one-chip decoder
interface (several are available). Once the
decoded signal is in the machine, the soft
ware can take over from there.
A computer-controlled audio attenuator
might be a nice addition to the AVMUX.
1 would suggest that you use an additonal
buffer stage when utilizing this type ofcon
trol on the outputs, to allow proper match
ing to the destination equipment.-Steve

EPROM Programmer et al
Dear Steve,
I have some questions regarding your
serial EPROM programmer (February
1985) and the RS-232C monitor (April
1983). I hope you can help.
My first two questions relate to the
EPROM programmer. First, how would
I modify the design so that the program
mer would run directly off the PC bus?
It doesn't seem like it should be too much
trouble, but I haven't had a chance to
figure it out. Second, would it be much
trouble to modify the system to handle
27256 EPROMs? I don't have the specifi
cations for the 27256, so I can't tell.
In the case of the RS-232C monitor, are
there any substitutes for the MCL1303 (in
figure 2)? I have not found a substitute in
any of the data books I own.
Also, I would like to comment on your
reply to Claudio Roland Sonnenburg in
the July 1986 Ask BYTE. Mr. Sonnenburg
was looking for a cross as embler in a
high-level language. The Cross-8 by
Universal Cross Assemblers (P.O. Box
384, Bedford, Nova Scotia, Canada B4A
2X3) is a table-based cross assembler
continued
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Amdek's new flat screen monitor
won't leave you flat broke.

The latest in monitor
technology is the flat
screen. And, naturally,
one of the first manufacturers to use this technology is the
leading independent supplier of monitors-Amdek.
Our new flat surface monitor features a 12" screen with
dynamic focusing capabilities. And because Amdek doesn't
cut corners, the 410 will provide you with consistent resolu
tion from corner to corner: That means text will be crisp and
clear no matter if it's displayed in
the far upper right portion of the
screen, or precisely in the middle.
What 's more, depending on the
soft ware, the 410 can display up to
132 columns by 25 lines of text, giv
ing you increased spreadsheet
capability. Plus, you can choose a
green, amber or white CRT
whichever is most pleasing to your
eyes. Anon-glarenylonmeshscreen

adds to easy-viewing,
high-contrast display.
And the attractive
cabinet styling is aesthetically compatible with the IBM PC
and will actually complement any office setting. In addition,
the unusually small footprint saves valuable desk space.
The Price? It won't leave you flat broke. Because the t1at
surface screen 410 costs less than IBM monitors. Plus Amdek's
exceptional warranty makes sure that you won't be flat
out of luck. It 's three full years on
the CRT, and two years on all other
parts and labor. Our flat surface
screen 410 works perfectly with the
IBM XT and AT personal compu
ters, as well as their compatible
clones. So, it's the ideal monitor for
many business and educational
applications. With its styling,
features and price, the 410 is flatly
the best bargain in monitors today.

Clearly the finest in monitors.
IHM i!<>a rq(i!'>lcrr:d tr:idcm :irk of

ln te rnatianotl

Ku .~inC!<t!<> M:.u: hinc~

Corp.

Inquiry
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2201 Lively Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, Phone: .312/.364-1180

CIARCIA FEEDBACK
Commodore 1571

PANASONIC 1080 i

$223.95

$184.95

STAR NX-10

IBM PC XT 1 Drive

$202.95

$1049.00

"PRINTD llPEaALS"
Brother HFI 20
Brottie1 1509
Commrex 420 IBM

Epson E X 1000

324
359
699
169
269
369
319
459
429
214
5 19
699
339
359
459
519
459
579

Epson l02500

1009

C1t1zen1200
Cll1zen MSP 10
C111zenMSP 15

Citizen MSP 20
C11tzen MSP 25
Citizen P1em1er 35
Epson L X86
Ep son LOSCO
Epson LO 1000
Epson FX 85
Epson FX B6E
Ep son 286
Epson FX 286E
Epson EXBOO

IBM
AT U nenhanced
2295
AT Enhanced IBM 30 Meg
IEIM PC 11) Drive
915
IBM PC XT (IJ Or
1049
EM PC XT 286M 6MHZ. 640K
12 MB. 20 MB HardOn 11e
2799
Foun!ain PCXT Tu1t>o
256K 1 Dn11e
IBM Mon1lor
219
AST Six Pack 384K
169
AST Adva111age 12BK
329
AST Six Pack Prem,um
189
Hercules Color Card
139
174
Hercules Monograph1c Plus
SIGMA EGA (NANOWJ
199
Ouad EGA+
2'9
V11:leo 7 EG A +
279
V•deo 7 Deluxe
329
STB EGA+
259
Paradise Au!o Sw1tcn
339
Mu11ilunclton Card
109
IBM D is~ Dnve
89
E11ere• EGA Enhancer
218

c..

E....,r. Eo;.

219

EverexGraph1cs Pacer
Intel 8087-3
lnte\8087-2
lntel802B7·6
ln1el80287·8

"'"

112
174
174
289

SEAGATE
t-Wd Dnves
No ContrOl ler

20 Mtg

369
519
719

l~M Proprin!er
IBM Propnnlm XL
NEC 3550
NEC 8850

1039

NEC P6
NEC P7
NEC PS XL
Ok1data 182

Ok1data 192+
Ok1dala 193 Ptus
Qk1data 292 w INTF C
Ok1data 293 w INTFC
Panasornc KXP 1080 1
Panasomc KXP 1091 1
Panasonic KXP 1092 1

Panasonic
Panasonic
Panasomc
Panasonic

10 Meg wcontro:1 er
20Meg wontro11er
30Meg wcont1011er
30 Meg AT M4038
40 Meg AT M4051
TanOOm 20 Meg
Hard Card

KXP
KXP
KXP
KXP

409

LEADfNO EDCETURBO

MONITORS

NEC Multisvnc

529

Gol dstar RGB Color
Go!dslar 'TTL Amber

299
109

COMPAQ
Portable 256K 2 - 360K
Compa q Drives
Portable 256K 1·360K

O&A
PFSWr11e
Norton U 1i1111es
M1c roso!t M ouse

245
219
119
172

"'

199
269
219
187
699
309
139

289
· 375

381
394
254
59
196
225
109
49
109

ATAAI
1499

D~~:gr~~4~~d1 ~~~iale

1899

1- 20M8 Hard Seaaa te

1999

329

2~~-~eE

lotus 123 Ver 2
D Base J+
Framew ork
Symphony 1.2
M1crosolt Word 3 1
M 1crosolt Windows
WordPerlect4 2

130XE
65XE
Atari 801 P11nter
Atari 804 Ponter
10500rive
Alar1 1N11ter1"
Alali 1027

187
169
324
259
369
387
477
49
349
B99
209
619
619
985
1099
429

Star SO 10
Siar SO 15
Star SR 10
Star SR 15
SR 10. SR 15 Sheelleed
Star SB 10
S!ar N B 15
S1111er Reed Exp .:i20
Silver Reed Exp 800
Toshiba 341
Toshiba 351 Model 2
Toshiba 351C
Toshiba 321

Commodore 128
1571 Drive
1670 Modem
Commodore 64C
1541C Disk Drive C
1802C
1902A Monitor
MSP 1000 Prin1er
S1ar SG10C
Amiga 256K, Dos. Mouse
Amiga 10BO Co1or Momtor
Amiga

119
129
359
449
394
469
144
529
159

479

164
203

Star SG-10C
Star NP 10
Star NX15

COMMODORE

.;ti~

379
429
639
760

lead1r19 Edge Model D 512K 2 Dr
Morntor2$1149
leading Edge Model O 30MB w
Monitor 51 649
Amdek 300 Amber
3 10 Amber
Color 600
Color 7~2
Prince1on H X 12
Princeto n HX12 E
Prince ton Ma x 12E
S R 12
Scan Doubler

3131
3151
1592
1595

4 29
599
114 9
204
319
489
468
599
185
244
312
234
369
379

Soekosha Printer
Star NX-10

119
89
179
189
119

37
119

••

Atari Modem 301

520STCo'o~m

759
629

Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B No Smarlcom
Hayes 1200B w Smarlcom 2
Hayes JOO
Hayes 2400
Hayes 24008 w Smartcom
Hayes 24008 No Smarl com
M1cromodem2E
Prometh1as 1200 Externa1
Prometh1as 1200 lnterna1
E11erexModem Internal
E11erex 2400 lnlerna1
Hayes Smartco m 2

354
298
32'
124
559
499
459
125
249
149
119
289
79

5205TB&W

sl

APl'LE

~~~e"i'!1~e~ wc6~~r~1er
Drive llE . llC
Mac512K
MacP:us
lm•gewriler 2

AT&T

640K l-360K Ort11e
640K 1-360K 1·2ot.13
Seag;i,te Hard Dr111e
ATIMon1tor
AnDos3. 1

m
139

1259
1619

439
1149
1539

179
65

TOSHIBA PORTABLES
Toahi>• 3100+
3099
Toshiba 1100+
1659

tlems reflect 40/o cash check d•soount. For YOU! pro1ection - check tor stolen cred.t ca1ds.
m .c 111sa we:come. $h1pp1ng & HandUng charge extra.

Price end~ ~iect lo cNnge ~notice .

FOUR MEGABYTES
LESS THAN

ONE KILOBUCK!

RS-232C Chip

1he MAX232 RS-232C level converter
using a single 5-volt supply is made by
Maxim
5/0 Pastoria Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-7600

1he device is described in Don Lan
caster's "Hardware Hacker" column in
the May 1986 issue ofModern Electronics
magazine. 1he MAX232 is availablefrom

Another smart idea from
PC Tech.

904 N. 6th St.
Lake City, MN 55041
(612) 345.4555

JDR Microdevices
110 Knowles Dr.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(800) 538-5000-Steve •

Designers of the X16 and Other Fine Computer Products
BY TE • MARCH 1987

By now, you've seen the new and im
proved serial EPROM programmer in the
October 1986 Circuit Cellar. I think it will
take care of all your problems!
Attaching an EPROM programmer to
the PC's bus isn't quite as good an idea
as you might think. It's IW faster than a
serial programmer, since the EPROM pro
gramming time is much longer than the
data transmission time. And, worst ofall,
it uses up a slot in your PC
1he MCU303 diodes limit the current
through the LEDs to about 3 milliamps,
regardless of the RS-232C signal level. If
you don't mind having LED brightness
vary, you can replace the MCU303s with
resistors. A 2. 2-kilohm resistor will allow
about I mA through for a 5-volt signal and
about 3 mA at 12 volts. Don't use less than
a 1-kohm resistor; this will keep the cur
rent reasonable. Don't use more than a
3.9-kohm resistor or you won't see the
LED light up.
1hanks for the information on the cross
assembler. - Steve

Dear Steve,
In reviewing your design for the data en
cryptor in the September 1986 BYTE, I
noticed that you used the MAX232 chip
by Maxim rather than the more common
MC1488/1489 combination. I can see the
advantages of using the MAX232 chip and
would like to know where I can reach the
manufacturer for more information .
George A. Hadgis
Rochester, New York

The PC Tech Four Megger
is long on a lot of things,
like memory, reliability
and performance. It's
short on cost, power and
length. The Four Megger
comes complete with soft·
ware for the Lotus, Intel,
Microsoft Expanded
Memory Specification as
well as a fast memory
disk program and an ex·
tensive diagnostic pro·
gram. The Four Megger
works in the IBM PC/XT/
AT and compatibles
at 4.77 or 8 MHz. All
this for $850.

62

written in Turbo Pascal that can be modi
fied to support any 8-bit processor instruc
tion format by altering the contents of a
table. It comes with tables for 12 of the
more popular processors, as well as in
structions for creating additional tables.
It is considerably less expensive than the
cross assemblers you mentioned ($100).
Lee Thalblum
Bronx, NY

Inquiry 226

E

nter the world of professional
CAD applications with
Houston Instrument's low cost
DMP-41/42 series plotters. These
single-pen plotters give you the fea
tures you need-C and D size plots,
extensive software compatibility, and
proven reliability-for a very afford
able no frills price of $3295. *
The DMP-41/42 series' large C
and D size formats are idea! for a wide
range of CAD applications, from
architectural elevations to assembly
drawings. And a .005 inch resolution
ensures crisp drawings on a
variety of media-paper, matte film,
or veil um.
Inquiry 137

With the DMP-41/42 series, you
can choose from an impressive selec
tion of off-the-shelf graphics software
packages such as VersaCAD,
AutoCAD, and CADKEY. Or, by
using Houston Instrument's popular
DM/PUM language, you can create
your own custom software and be
assured of upward compatibility with
Houston Instrument's entire line of
plotters.
The DMP-41 /42 series. The plotters
that offer superb reliability, comprehen
sive graphics capabilities, and a no
frills price. The proven performers
for low-cost CAD.
For more information, call

1-800-531-5205 (512-835-0900 if in
Texas), or write Houston Instrument,"'
8500 Cameron Road, Austin, Texas
78753. In Europe, contact Houston
Instrument, Belgium NV,
Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel,
Belgium. Tel.: 32-(0)59-277445 .
Tix.: 846-81399.

Dll®C!J0C5®1Jll

1ns-r-rumen-r-.t\METEK
DI V ISION

*U.S. suggested retail pri<.:c. Pricing subject to change.
DMIPL and Houston Instrument arc trademarks
of AMETEK. Inc.
MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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Now, desktop publishing
software of such genius,
YQU don't have to be
a'Leonardo' to use it.
Until now, ifyou were in the IBM PC world and wanted
to join the desktop publishing revolution, the software was
hard to use, expensive, and often rewarded you with docu
ments that were technically comet, yet visually disappointing.
Enter Xerox genius for creating perfect documents and a
new generation of desktop publishing software-Xerox
Ventura Publisher. It combines the best of current page
oriented systems with the best of document-oriented systems
to make desktop publishing easy as well as productive.
The special genius of Xerox Ventura Publisher is
"stylesheets" -20 built-in formats that arrange text and graph
ics automatically. Choose a stylesheet (or create your own),
combine your text and graphics, and Xerox Ventura Publisher
goes to work at the amazing rate of 20,000 characters per
second, formatting as many as 64 100-page chapters. Most
other programs format a page at a time,just like the cut-and
paste process you're escaping.
It's easy. You manipulate text and graphics with a mouse.
What you see is what you get when you print. (Buy a new
Xerox full-page display, and you won't have to scroll to see your
entire page layout.) Make a change on page Iand before you
can say "Leonardo da Vinci:' the entire document reformats.
'fables of contents, indexing and numbering ofpages, sections,
tables, captions and figures are automatic.
Unlike most other programs, Xerox Ventura Publisher runs
on a standard IBM PC XT/AT or compatible- AT power is
not required. Text can be created on, and
converted from, most m<~or word process
ing programs. Graphics can be imported ' ~i
.
--
from many graphics and paint programs
even scanned images are ew.;ily incorporated. It supports dot
matrix, color inkjet and laser printers as well as PostScript
printers and typesetters.
What price genius? The money you'II save by producing
your very first 16-page booklet instead of sending it out will
probably cover the cost ofyour very own Xerox Ventura
Publisher software.
Xerox brings out the genius in you.
r-----------------~

Xerox Corporation, PO. Box 24, Rochester, NY 14692.

143B

I Begin your career as a desktop publishing "Leonardo" by
I stopping in at any computer store featuring Xerox desktop
I publishing software, by calling your local Team Xerox sales

I
I
I

office or 1-800-TEAM-XRX, ext. 143B.
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-O/S ARCHITECTURE: sink with UNIX or soar with QNX.
If the sheer weight of UNIX brings
the PC to its knees, all
applications running under it will
suffer. Conceived more than a
decade and a half ago, UNIX is
today the result of modifications,
additions and patches by
hundreds of programmers.
It needs the resources of
at least an AT.
Compare this to the QNX O/S,
designed by a dedicated team
with a common purpose and
complete understanding of both
the software and the
environment in which it must
run. Having elegantly solved
the problem of inter-task
communications, QNX is more
than capable of both networking
and real time performance
- the superior choice for
process control and office
automation systems.
Quick and efficient on a PC, QNX
soars on an AT. QNX occupies
70K (stand-alone version) to
104K (network version) of system
memory and allows 40 tasks
(programs) and up to
1Oterminals per computer.
QNX modular architecture
facilitates easy adaptation
and extensions by software
developers for specific
requirements. In addition.
PC-DOS runs as a single-tasking

guest operating system under
QNX. With the DOS Development
System, DOS EXE files can be
developed in shorter time
than under DOS itself.
Communication among all tasks
is via "message-passing." Tasks
anywhere on a network of up to
255 computers communicate
rapidly and transparently
with each other.
With the true distributed
processing and resource sharing
of QNX, all the resources on the
network are available to any user.
Application programs and data
can be distributed over the
network without having to go
through a central file server.

Network growth is fast and
simple. If your disk becomes
a bottleneck, add a disk
anywhere on the network. If
your needs outgrow Y.our
present configuration. just add
terminals and/or computers
as required, without having to
re-write programs and without
system degradation.
If you would like to know the
secret of the QNX architecture.
please give us a call. We invite
End Users. VAR's, OEM's and
Software Developers to discover
a whole new world of
computing capabilities.
Over 25,000 systems have been
installed worldwide since 1982.

For further information or a free demonstration diskette.
please telephone (613) 726-1893.

The only multi-user, multi-tasking,
networking, real-time operating system
for the IBM PC, AT
and compatibles.
By Quantum Software.
UniK ls

a registerea

trademark of AT & T Bell Labs. IBM PC. AT. XT and PC DOS are trademarkS of IBM Corp.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd.. Moodie Drive High Tech Park. 215 Stafford Road._Ottawa. Ontario. Canada K2H 9C1
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BOOK REVIEWS

COMPUTERS &
TYPESETTING
Donald E. Knuth
Addison-Wesley
Reading, MA: I986

been typeset (their math or
technical requirements are a
typositor's nightmare) and was
concerned with the decline in
the beauty of typeset mathe
matics in general (see figure I,
VOLUME A:
page 68). Then he became
THE TEXBOOK
aware that digital typesetting
ISBN 0-20I-13447-0
machines possessed the neces
483 pages, $29.95
sary sophistication to make
serious computer typesetting
VOLUME B:
systems possible. After all,
TEX: THE PROGRAM
raster devices print out an ar
ISBN O-WI-13437-3
ray of dots, and you simply
594 pages, $34.95
have to shoot out an array of
zeros and ones corresponding
VOLUME C:
to the absence or presence of
THE METAFONTBOOK
a dot in the raster display.
ISBN 0-20I-13445-4
Knuth realized that he knew as
36I pages , $29.95
much about zeros and ones as
anybody. The eventual results
VOLUMED:
were a typesetting system
METAFONT:
called TEX (pronounced
THE PROGRAM
"tek") and a typefounding sys
ISBN 0-20I-13438-I
tem called METAFONT.
560 pages, $34.95
Both programs conform to
several guiding principles:
VOLUME E:
They must be in the public
domain (Knuth retains control
COMPUTER MODERN
only of the names), they must
TYPEFACES
ISBN 0-20I-I3446-2
be easily portable to virtually
588 pages, $34.95
any computer, and the output
must be capable of display on
I r"
any raster device. The final
versions of these programs are
Reviewed by Alan Hoenig
written in a generic form of
he five volumes in Donald
Pascal, reportedly because
with no clear consensus for
E. Knuth's Computers &
first place, everyone seems to
Typeseuing series constitute
complete documentation of one great achievement in computer agree that it's their second-favorite language.
You work TEX by preparing a document file with an ASCII
science: the development, from scratch, of a professional docu
ment formatter (typesetting program) and typefounding (typeface text editor-TEX will complain if it sees any nonprintable
characters in the text file. You control the formatting by insert
design) program. With these books in hand,. you become a par
ing any of several hundred format commands within your docu
ticipant in the creative process.
Whether or not computer typesetting and typefounding interest ment file. Use TEX to compile this file to produce a device
you, you will acknowledge the significance of Knuth's system independent file, which contains all the information that any
by virtue of its design and implementation and by virtue of this raster printer needs to generate output. Your document will have
documentation, containing detailed user's guides and superbly the same precise layout on an Okidata dot-matrix printer as it
documented Pascal code. If you are in any way interested in com
will on an Autologic phototypesetter. Of course, the resolution
puter typesetting, you will love these books for what they will will differ on the two devices. It's not TEX, but rather a second
program called a device driver, that bridges your device
tell you about TEX and METAFONT.
independent output file to your printer. Device drivers have to
be specially written and are generally not in the public domain .
A Complete Typesetting System
Where do the letterforms that TEX works with come from?
Don Knuth, a professor of computer science at Stanford Univer
With great effort, you can force TEX to use the fonts that come
sity, is known for his ongoing series The Art of Computer Pro
gramming, of which only the first three massive volumes have with a typical laser printer, but you get vastly superior results
appeared (Addison-Wesley: 1973, 1974, 1981) . By 1979, Knuth if you use the fonts that Knuth designed himself using the META
cominued
had become seriously dissatisfied with the way these books had

T

ILLUSTRATION BY CHRIS SPOLLEN
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Inquiry 290 for End-Users.
Inquiry 291 for DEALERS ONLY.

BOOK REVIEWS

Expansion Chassis/Tape Back-up

Specification
Power Supply
(Watts)
50
100
100

Dimension
DXWXH(cm)
30x 15x6.5
42x25x 16
39x30x 15

I
2

100
45
50

40x49x 14
39x 18 x15
265x18x 13.5

5139
5299
$239
$299
$149
$169
$299

Space for

M-3
M-4

No. of
Slot
0
3
5
12

M-5
M-6
M-7

0
0
5

100

38.5 x 30 x 13.5

M·8
M-9
M-10

0

2

45

39.5x 18 x 13.5

$149

0

2

60

38.5x49x9

$249

43x49x14

5239

Model
No.
M-1"
M-2

}I Height Drive

1
3
3
2
2

135
8
4
• Extra space for a stand alone controller

Price

EXT and RCV Adapters (Interfacing Computer & Chassis With Slots] .. $149
Tape Bacl<·up (With Controller & Cable] .... $499

ORDER TOLL FREE: (800) 826·0267
In California Call (408) 434-0877
SOURCE ELECTRONICS CORP.
2380 Oume Drive, Suite E
San Jose, CA 95131
Tele x: 279366
Fax: (408) 434-0539
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Interactive Voice Response System
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In practice. tliP lrfL·hancl sicks of alig1wcl formulas arr. often blank, and the
alignmr.11t is oftr.n donl' with rt! sprct to othr.r s.n nbols as well as= . For example.
thr followini:; display is t.YJlical: :-t't' if you <"i\11 gnr.ss how thr. author typed it:
T(n) <; T(21'"'1) <; ,,(3fl<"l _ 2f1,,,JJ

< 3c · 3lp;n
= 3cn 1!': 3 •
Thr. n •snlt. of \eqalign is a V<'rt irally cr.nterr.d box. Thi s rnakrs it easy
to gd a formu la lik<'

n'-;J}.

You simply

11 :->t '

\eqalign twic(• in thr same li111•:

$$\left\{
\eqalign{\alpha&=f (z) \er \beta&=f ( z"2) \er \gamma&=f (z"3) \er}
\right\} \qquad\lef t \ {
\eqal ign{x&=\alpha ·2-\beta\er y&=2\gamma\er}\nght \}. $$

Call to hear our demo:

1-904-476-5742
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From a computer enthusiast's point of view, TEX and META
FONT are distinguished not so much by their achievements in
the graphic arts as by their structure. Both allow you to place
commands in your input files. Both let you string commands
together to form new commands. Each program recognizes many
primitive commands for assigning values to variables, testing
conditions, performing loops, and communicating to the out
side world via input and output-in short, all the elements of
a high-level computer language. It's entirely appropriate to regard
both TEX and METAFONT as new computer languages, albeit
with rather special purposes. (METAFONT is particularly
unique.) Actually, you could do standard programming in both
"languages," although it would waste your computer's resources.
So another group of people interested in these books is aspiring
compiler writers. Knuth offers prime examples of compilers writ
ten in structured, documented Pascal. This audience will read
the user's guides as the specifications for these unusual
languages.
Volumes A and Care user's guides to TEX and METAFONT,
while volumes B and D are the program listings for both pro

.r =
{ y = 21

Text-to-Speech
Digitized Speech
Synthesized Speech
Auto Answer/Auto Dial
Host Independent

1986 Sunc:oastSystems, Inc.

Two New Computer Languages

continued

:TouchTone In/Voice lnffext In
..rfJO\r,e Q\\\
~~

•
•
•
•
•

FONT typefounding system. The source input files to this pro
gram consist of a series of draw commands, and a skilled user
of METAFONT can create type and other graphic elements of
great beauty.
Although these programs are in the public domain and you
can alter them as you see fit, Knuth retains control of the names
TEX and METAFONT to ensure that all programs identified
by these names produce identical output given identical input.
Your TEX files are the same whether they were generated by
an IBM mainframe or an IBM personal computer.
All five volumes in this series were completely set by TEX
using the METAFONT fonts. The five-volume set is a virtuoso
graphic arts performance and a testament to the power of TEX
and METAFONT. Duane Bibby's rather whimsical lion draw
ings and the optical characters that make up the ISBN numbers
on the back covers appear to be the only exceptions. TEX handles .
all details of complex layout-setting several type sizes and
varieties, automatic hyphenation, justification, kerning, ligatures,
multiple columns, superior professional mathematics, and com
plex paragraph indenting-with ease.

24 Hrs.!7 Days/Wk.
Inquiry 294

Figure 1: An example from The TEXbook, ·sltowilig the
capabilities for creating complicated mathematical display
equations. An appendix provides answers to all the
exercises contained in this volume. Reprinted with
permission from Addison-T#sley Publishing Co. Inc.

HOWTOPUTIT
ALLTOGRHER WITHOUT
GOINGTO PIECES.

Buying a desktop computer system
doesn't have to be confusing. Even with
hundreds of monitors, CPUs and print
ers on the market. Because one name is
all you need to know for system compo
nents that fit together with the features
you need today, and the power to grow
with you tomorrow. Panasonic.

YOUR POWERFUL BUSINESS ALLY.
Build your advanced system around the
computers designed to answer your most
demanding business requirements.
The Panasonic® Business Partner r ... and
Business Partner 286.™

can add a hard disk drive, additional
half-height drives-even a magnetic
tape drive.

SPEED, PERFORMANCE, POWER, AND
FUTURE GROWTH.

Both Business Partners are fast and
powerful. The Business Partner 286,
with its 80286 processor runs at 6
MHz or 8 MHz and can address up to
15Mb RAM. And as your business
grows, so do your Business Partners.
They have expansion slots for all the
graphics, communications accessories
and peripherals you're likely to need.

IMPORTANT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS.

BUILT-IN FlEXIBILITY.

SOME REASSURING LAST WORDS.
You'll find the Business Partner com
patible with the IBM* PC/XT. And
the Business Partner 286, with the
PC/AT. So you'll be able to run the
most popular software. You'll also get
compatibility with Panasonic's wide
range of quality peripherals. And just
as important, both Business Partners
are backed with Panasonic's one-year
limited warranty.
For more information, mail the cou
pon and discover how the right Busi
ness Partner can make running your
business easy.
You'll see: THE EASIER, THE BETIER.

,------------,I
Send me informa1ion on the Business Partner and

I Business Partner 286.
I Name
I

I
I

I Address

I

I Company Name

1

You can configure the Business Part
ners to your own individual needs. In
addition to their built-in disk drives, you

The deluxe, detachable keyboards have
been designed for comfort and ease of
use. And we've separated the cursor
keys and numeric keys for quick, con
venient access.

• IBM is a registered uademark of 1he lmerna1ional Busi ness Machines Corp.
Inquiry 217

1

II

I

City
State _ _Zip - - 
Write: Panasonic Industrial Company, Compuler Products
Division, Two Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

~-800-PIC-8086.

•

1

I
I
1

~?---0~~8'AJ
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Inquiry 235 for End-Users.
Inquiry 236 for DEALERS ONLY.
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with 2 MBYTES
,

The Only Expanded Memory Card
Which Can Save A Day Each Week.
A major independent testing laboratory benchmarked a
PC-XT equipped with FASTCARD and demonstrated a tenfold
improvement over a PC-AT on typical Disk 1/0 operations.
• Ram Disks (up to BMB)
• Portable between IBM PC, XT,
ATand compatibles.
• Custom Password Security
• Up to 2MB with Split Memory
• Print Buttering
Mapping to
- Fill memory to 640K
• Built-in Diagnosis and
- Provide Expanded
Automatic Fault Tolerance
memory over 640K
•Factory Installed
• Unique Disk Caching
and Tested DRAM's
• Lotus/Intel/Microsoft compatible
"Each FASTCARDl/lcomes with 2 MBytesof Memory.
FASTCARD ill, available with 2 MBytes, includes serial/parallel ports,
game port and a clock calendar for $295. Dealer inquiries invited.
For additional information, contact

Pmi

PERIPHERAL MARKETING INC.
602-483-7983
7825 E. EVANS RD. , #500, SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260

Stop unauthorized use al software ... and keep your cus
tomers happy at the same lime. The no-interference hardware
keys from the industry's leading supplier put money in your packet and
save you from angry customer complaints. Our product line includes
devices for either parallel or serial port. The latest addition allows you to

cover multiple programs wilh one device and/or cuslomize
as needed. Call for new low prices.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER BENEFITS
•Prohibits unauthorized use
of software
•No needforcopy
protection
•Algorithm technique
(never a fixed response)
•Virtually unbreakable

•Higher level language
interfaces included
• 100 times faster (1ms)
than fixed response devices
• Minimal implementation effort
• Runs under DOS and Xenix, on
IBM PC. Al XT & compatibles

SOFTWARE USER BENEFITS
•Unlimited backup copies
•No fioppy required with
hard disk

o~

• Pocketsize
•Transparent
•Transportable

EVALUATION KIT AVAILABLE
Telex 386078

17971 SKYPAl!K Ctl!CLE SUITE E, ll!VINE, CA 92714
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(714)261·0228

Inquiry 256 for End-Users.
Inquiry 257 for DEALERS ONLY.

grams. Volume E, the final volume in the series, is a detailed
survey of the way Knuth used METAFONT to generate the
roman fonts TEX uses.

The TEXbook

Volume A of this series, the user's guide for TEX, has been
around for a year or more in a softcover, wire-bound incarna
tion entitled The T£Xbook.
First-rate scientists are often first-rate writers. Einstein, Freud
(in the original German; he's not well served by his translators),
Darwin, and Feynman lead this class, but scores of other scien
tists have not yet caught the public eye. Knuth emphatically
belongs among this group. His book is a model of clear
exposition-there are even jokes once in a while (but you have
to be sharp and read the text carefully). The book is well orga
nized in a series of short chapters, each centered on a particular
TEX topic. But fine science writing undoes itself in a peculiar
manner. Science starts slowly as it sets forth the basic concepts
and carefully builds the foundation. The unsuspecting reader
jumps all too soon to the conclusion that there's no substance
to this subject. It's similar to the frog in the biology experiment:
The frog luxuriates in a pot of water heated ever so slowly, but
by the time the water becomes hot, the animal's muscles are im
mobile. Gentle reader, heed this lesson while reading The T£X
book. Don't be lulled by the gentle temperatures of the early
chapters-the water heats up soon.
Knuth imposed two structures on this exposition. On one hand,
the first few chapters can be viewed as a very short course on
TEX that culminates in a guided hands-on tour of the system
(chapter 6) . The remainder of the book expands on this introduc
tion. (By the way, you'll better track the learning curve if you
have access to TEX and you try things out as you go along. This
is no hardship-you'll find TEX is fun. Several implementations
of TEX are available for IBM computers and clones, the Apple
Macintosh, the Commodore Amiga, and the Atari I040ST,
although these last two have been demonstrated only as of this
writing and may not yet be commercially available.)
On the other hand, Knuth has segregated the entire book into
two levels, elementary and advanced: Since any particular
chapter contains both high and low subject matter, each chapter
contains elementary and advanced material. Fortunately, there
is no danger of mixing the two levels-the advanced material
is set in smaller type, and these paragraphs begin with a
"dangerous bend" sign, a logo like a road-sign warning of an
approaching hairpin, Z-shaped curve you might encounter on
a mountainous pass. Knuth clearly wants his readers to ignore
the dangerous bend material on the first pass through the book
and to refer to it later on. Scattered throughout the text are prob
lems and exercises, many of which will give most readers a run
for their money. The answers to all the exercises are included
in the first appendix to the book.
More than a third of the book consists of ancillary material
in various appendixes. Most of these topics are advanced and
some are for reference, but some of the material is intriguing.
I especially like Appendix D, "Dirty Tricks." Here Knuth really
makes TEX sit up and beg. Watch TEX perform multilingual
double-column typesetting, do elementary Cartesian graphing
of points, draw dragon curves, and set hanging punctuation.
The extensive index (another appendix) Knuth prepared is an
essential limb enabling you to find things tucked away in obscure
corners of this long book. As you get deeper into TEX, you'll
find yourself needing to clarify a specific point, so Knuth took
great care to index each topic in every reasonable way. The en
tries use typography to indicate where something is defined,
where it's used in a good example, and anywhere else it's
mentioned.
continued

Order Status,
Technical & Other

Info. (602) 246-2222
Call for programs
not listed

SPECIAL

WAREHOUSE

u1·

DATA
PRODUCTS

WORD PERFECT

$195

1~1 ~11, . -; .

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
FREE SOFTWARE!

FREE SOFTWARE!

FREE SOFTWARE!

Purchase over $100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or
get all four disks when your purchase is over $500! 1) MIXEDBAG-Agreatassortment of utilities and games all packed on one disk.
2) PC-WRITE- Try this famous featurepacked word processor. It's a winner! 3) FONT-SET - Lets you set popular fonts like bold,
underline.etc.on most late model printers from Citizen, Epson, NEC. Okidata, Panasonic, Star, Toshiba, etc. You can even use your
printer like a typewriter! 4)ABC-LIST-Great mailing list program! Sort on any field, do qualified searches, print reports and mailing
labels, and more!
DATA BASE MANAGERS
Clipper ... . ... . ........ . . . . $329
Clout 2 ......... . ... . ... . . .. Call
Condor 111 ...... .. . . •.•.. . .. 310
KAowledgeman II ... .. .... .. Call
Powerbase 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 212
Q&A ..... .. ................ Call
Quickcode . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 138
Quicksilver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295
Quickreport ..... . ... .. . . .. . 138
Revelation .................. 469
R: Base System V ........... Call

WORD-PROCESSING
Easy Extra . .......... . . . "· .. 88
Microsoft Word ....... . .... . 252
Multimate Advantage ... . . . .. Call
Peachtext5000 .. . ... . .... . . 145
Volkswriter 3 .... . ...... .. . . 139
Webster Spellcheck . . . . . . . . . . 37
Wordstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
Wordstar Propac . . ...... . ... 233
Wordstar 2000 , . . ........... 233
Wordstar 2000+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 278

SPREADSHEET
Microsoft Multiplan . . ...... . . 108
Spreadsheet Auditor 3.0 ...... 82
Supercalc 4 ........... . .. . . Call
VP Planner . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 49

ACCOUNTING
BPI AP, AR. PR , GA ...... 299 ea.
Cyma .. .... . .. . ... .... ..... Call
Dae Easy Accounting . . . . . . . . 39
Dollars & $ense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
Managing Your Money 3.0 ... 108

INTEGRATED
Ability .. . . .... .. . ........... 59
Enable ..................... 312
Smart Software ...... .. ..... Call

COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS
Carbon Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
Crosstalk . . ... . . .. .. ... . ..... 89
Remote .. .... . ..... .. . .. .... 89
Smartcom II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

GRAPHICS
Chartmaster .. . ... ..... . . . .. 199
Energraphics 2.0 ........ . .. . 269
ln·A-Vision ................. 275
Microsoft Bus Mouse . . .... .. 106
Microsoft Chart . .... . . . .... . 164
Microsoft Serial Mouse ...... 119
Newsroom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
PC Mouse W/ DR Halo II ..... 106
Printshop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Signmaster . .... . . . ... . . . ... Call

PROJECT MANAGER
Harvard Total Project ........ 262
Microsoft Project. ...... . ... . 219
No Charge for Master Card or Visa

Super Project Plus . .. .. . . . . . Call
Timeline 2.0 . . .......... . .. $209

EDUCATIONAL

Seagate 20 MB Int. w/ cont. .. $385
Seagate 30 MB Int. w / cont. . .. 479
Seagate 30 AT Int. . . . . ...... Call

Flight Simulator .. . .. .. .. . ... 28
Turbo Tutor II ......... . . . ... 25
Typing Tutor Ill .. .. ......... Call

Keytronics 5151 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
Keytronics 5153. . . . . . . . . . . . . 269

KEYBOARDS

LANGUAGES

PRINTERS

Lattice C Compiler . . .... . ... 242
Microsoft C Compiler . . . .. ... 249
Microsoft Fortran ........ . .. 195
Microsoft Macro Assembler ... 84
Microsoft Pascal Compiler . . . 166
Microsoft Quick Basic . .. . .... 55
Ryan McFarlan Fortran ...... 305
Ryan McFarlan Cobol ....... 479
Turbo Pascal w/ 8087 + BCD .. 55

CANON LASER .. . . ... . .. .. 1939
CITIZEN
MSP-10 .... .. .. . ........... 279
MSP- 15 ......... . .... . ..... 379
MSP-20 ..... . .. . . . ... .. . . . . 315
Premiere 35 Daisywheel ... . . 469
EPSON · Call on all models
FUJITSU
DX2100 Parallel .... .. .. . . .. . Call
DL2400 Ser/ Par . .. . .. . ...... Call
LASER IMAGE 2000 .. .. ... .. Call
NEC
.
NEC P5XLP . .... .. . .. . . ... 1095
NEC P7 Parallel ....... . ..... 619
NEC 8850 ....... . ......... 1059
NEC P6 Parallel ... .. ........ 439
OKIDATA ·Call on all models
PANASONIC
1091-1 .... ..... .. .. ... .. .. . . 259
1092 ... .. ....... . . . . . . .. .. . 299
1592 . . . . . ..... ... . . .. ..... . 425
KXP3151 . . .. .. ... ... .. . .... 399
STAR MICRONICS
NP10 .... . . .. .......... . .. . Call
NB15 .. . ....... . ... . .. . .... 975
NX10 .... .. ... . ..... . . . . . .. 232
SG15 . . .. .. . . . .. . . .... .. . .. 365
SR15 ...................... 585
TOSHIBA· Call on all models

UTILITIES
Copy II PC . ... . . ... . . . . . . .. . 19
Copywrite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Desqview . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Double Dos .... .. . •.. .. . .. . Call
Fastback . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Homebase ... . . .. . .... . ..... 39
Microsoft Windows .... .. ... . . 55
Norton Utilities 3.1 . ... . .. . . . . 48
Prokey 4.0 . ..... . . . .......... 70
Sidekick (unprotected) . ...... 47
Sideways 3.1 . . . . ... • ... . .. .. 36
Supe rkey . ....... . .. • .. •. . • .. 39
Traveling Sidekick .... . . . .... 39
XTree ... . ..... . .. . .... . .. . .. 27

ACCESSORIES
Copy 11 PC Board ............ 75
135 watt power supply . ... . ... 59
Mini Micro Parallel
Print Buffer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Masterpiece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
Masterpiece Plus .... . .... ... 113

INCREDIBLE VALUES
Nationally advertised boards for
IBM PC and most compatibles
at give away prices.
Keyboards (similar
to 5151) ..... . ... . ..... $79
Monochrome Board w/printer
port (similar to Hercules
Graphic s) . .. . .. .. . . . . . $79
Expansion Board
0 to 576K . . .. .. . . . .. . .. $42
Multif1.inction Board w/game
port (similar to AST
six pack) .. . . . ..... . . . . $79
Four Drive Floppy
Controller .. . ...... . ... $39
Color Card w/o printer
port . ..... . .. .. . ....... $69
Color card w/printer
port. .. . . . . . . . .... . . .. . $79

HARD DRIVES
Bernoulli 20 MB w / cont. . .. . . Call
Filecard 20 MB . .. ... . . .. . .. 555
Maynard 20 MB Hard Card ... Call
Plus Hardcard 20MB .... .. . . 665

MONITORS
AMDEK 410 Amber .. ..... .. 157
AMDEK 600 .... . .......... . 395
Magnovox Color RGB .... .. . Call
Multitech Color RGB ... . .... 259
Princeton Max 12 ... . . ·...... 159
Samsung TTL Amber ... . .... : 72
Samsung TTL Green . .. . . .. . . 70

EGA MONITORS
AMDEK 722 . ......... . .. . . . 502
NEC Multisync ...... . . . .... Call
Packard Bell EGA ........... 450

EGA BOARDS
Everex Enhancer EGA .. . ....
Paradise Auto Switch
EGA Card . .... .... . . . . . . .
Quad EGA Plus .. .. .. .. .....
STB EGA Plus . . ... . . .. .. . ..
Vega Deluxe ... . .... . . . . . ...
Vega Video . . .. . . ... . .. . . ...

235
359
349
Call
Call
299

RAM
64K 150NS (set of 9) ... .. .. 10.50
256K 150NS (set of 9) ........ 27
256K 120NS (set of 9) . .. .. .. Call

MODEMS
Everex 300/ 1200 ... ....... . . 120
Hayes 1200 .. . .. . ........... Call

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS
We do not guarantee compatibility
Inquiry 326

2701 West Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051

Hayes 1200B ... .. . . ..... ... Call
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400 .. $349
U.S. Robotics Passwd. 1200 . . 180

BOARDS
AST Advantage Premium ... . Call
AST Premium . ... . . . . . ..... 359
AST Sixpac (384K) . . ..... . .. Call
Hercules Color Card . . ..... . 145
Hercules Graphics + .. ... . .. . 182
Intel Above Boards . ...... ... Call
J Lazer (Tall Tree) ....... . . . Call
J Ram Ill (Tall Tree) . ........ 159
J Ram Ill AT (Tall Tree) ...... 199

COMPUTERS
AZ TURBO PC
IBM Compatible Computer,
4. 77 or 7.47 key selectable,
keyboard, 640K, dual
drive. 150 watt power
supply .. .. ........... .. . 620
or with 20 MB Seagate
Harddrive ... . ... . .. . Call
6 month limited warranty
Corona PC ...... . .......... Call
Mullitech 900 Accel
IBM AT Compatible, 512K.
expandable to 1 MB on the
motherboard. one 1.2 MB drive,
195 watt power supply. MS/DOS
3.1, clock. 6 or 10 MHZ key
selectable, soft white monitor.
AT style keyboard. 1 year
TRW warranty ... ... . . . . Call
Multilech Turbo
IBM Compatible Computer.
256K, dual drives, 8 MHZ, ports
parallel- serial-clock, 5151 type
keyboard, graphics board (s im
ilar to Hercules), mono monitor
DOS 3.1. 6 month national
warranty . . . ............. Call
Packard Bell VT286
IBM AT Compatible, 640K,
expandable to 1 MB on the
mother board. one 1.2 MB drive.
210 watt power supply,
MS/DOS 3.1, clock, 6 or 8 MHZ,
AT style keyboard, 1 year
warranty ... . .. . . .... . ... 1600
Sharp Portable ... . . ........ Call
TERMS: Shipping on mos t so ftware is$5.00.
AZ or ders •6.7% sales tax. Personal check
-a.llow fourte en (14) days to clear. We
accept purchase orders from authorized
ins1itulions for 3.5% more than cash price.
All returns are subject to our approval.
Th ere will be a 20%re stock fee. Minimum
ph one order $50. All price s are subject to
change.

Phone Hours: Monday. Wednesday & Thursday
7 am-9 pm: Tuesday & Friday 7 am-5 pm:
Salurday 9 am-5 pm. MST.
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PC/VI™
UNlX's VI Editor Now Available For Your PC!
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Are you being as productive as you can be with your
computer? An editor should be a tool. not an obstacle to
getting the job done. Increase your productivity today by
choosing PC/VI - a COMPLETE implementation of
UNIX* VI version 3.9 (as provided with System V
Release 2).
PC/VI is an implementation of the most powerful and
most widely used full-screen editor available under the
UNIX operating system. The following is only a hint of the
power behind PC/VI:
• Global search or search and replace using regular
expressions
• Full undo capability
• Deletions. changes and cursor positioning on character.
word. line. sentence. paragraph. section or global basis
• Editing of files larger than available memory
• Shell escapes to DOS
• Copying and moving text
• Macros and \\brd abbreviations
• Auto-indent and Showmatch
• MUCH. MUCH MORE!
Don't take it from us. Here's what some of our customers
say: "Just what I was looking for!", "It's great!", "Just like
the real VI'"· 'The documentation is so good I have already
learned things about VI that I never knew before." - IEEE
Software. September 1986.
PC/VI is available for IBM -PC's and generic MS-DOS+
systems for only $149. Included are CTAGS and SPLIT
utilities. TERMCAPf unction libffily. and an IBM-PC specific
version which enhances performance by as much as
TEN FOLD!

PC/TOOLS™
What makes UNlX so powerful? Sleek, Fast. and

IL

POWERF1JL utilities! UNIX gives the user not dozens. but

en

hundreds of tools. These tools were designed and have
been continually enhanced over the last fifteen years! Now
the most powerful and popular of these are available for
your PC! Each is a complete implementation of the UNIX
program. Open up our toolbox and find:
• BFS
• DIFFH
• OD
•STRINGS
• CAL
• DIFF3
• PR
•TAIL
• CUT
• GREP
• SEO
•WC
• DIFF
• HEAD
• SEE
All of these for only S49.00: naturally. extensive
documentation is included!
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PCISPELLM
Why settle for a spelling checker which can only
compare words against its limited dictiona.iy database
when PC/SPELL is now available? PC/SPELL is a complete
implementation of the UNIX spelling checker. renowned
for its understanding of the rules of English! PC/SPELL
determines if a word is correctly spelled by not only
checking its database. but also by testing such
transformations as pluralization and the addition and
deletion ofprefixes and sufllxes. For only $49.00. PC/SPELL
is the first and last spelling checker you will ever need!
Buy PC/VI and PC/TOOLS now and get PC/SPELL for
only $1.00! Site licenses are available. Dealer inquiries
invited. MA residents add 5% sales tax.AMEX, MC and Visa
accepted without surcharge. Thirty day money back
guarantee if not satisfied! Available in 8''. 5'14'' and 3 1Ji"
disk formats. For more information call today!
• UNIX I.; a ll"a<ll'ni;irk n l AT t'<T. IMS DOS 1,,, a l ra 11t·11iark u l Mkrnsu11.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 678 • NATICK, MA 01760
617• 653• 2555
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But here's the bottom line for most users: Can you learn TEX
from The T£Xbook? You can, but just remember to skip the
dangerous bend material on your first pass. Also, personal com
puter users may be a tad uncomfortable with the book, because
it implicitly assumes the existence of resident TEX wizards at
your local computer site who can convey the nuts and bolts of
TEX usage to you (What switch do I flick now? Where do I stick
this floppy disk? What's the best text editor to use?). This
assumption makes sense when your site is some VAX or main
frame, but it leaves you hanging when you're trying to work by
yourself at your own Macintosh with your own version of TEX.
(See editor's note at end of review.) However, the commercial
implementations of TEX come with more detailed instructions
for getting the program up and running on your computer.
Fortunately, TEX is sufficiently redundant that you can per
form good TEX no matter how you start TEX provides so many
ways to do most tasks that you can always rely on a couple of
tricks until you master the skills for the more clean and elegant
approach. The T£Xbook will grow with you as you build TEX
skills-that's its great advantage. Little by little, even the
dangerous bend stuff makes sense.
Addison-Wesley wisely offers 1he T£Xbook in two formats.
The hardbound edition is perfect for libraries, but the wire-bound
edition, in which facing pages lie flat, is just right for those who
need a copy right by the computer.
A METAFONT User's Guide
The METAFON1book, volume C in the typesetting series, is the
user's guide to METAFONT, the companion program to TEX
(see figure 2). This book parallels 1he T£Xbook in many
respects. The same structures prevail-introductory first few
chapters, advanced remainder, easy material intermingled with
dangerous bend material. Again, it's wise to leave the dangerous
material until you have some experience under your belt
Exercises are strewn throughout the book, and once again
Duane Bibby has provided the drawings. The index is superb.
Knuth employs the same witty, engaging style (but new jokes) .
The METAFON1book is also available in a less expensive, wire
bound edition for hands-on computing.
The resemblances end there, because M ETAFONT is so dif
ferent from TEX. If anything, METAFONT is more interesting,
and I find its problems more challenging. It is more the toy than
TEX-there are lots of fun things you can do with it-but maybe,
as I'm newer to MET AFONT, there is just greater novelty.
continued
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He rc a rc some o f the curves tha t METAl=ONT d raws be twee n t wo points, wh<:n

it is asked to move ou tward from th e left-lwnd p oiut a t au angle of 60°, and
to a pproach t he right -hand p oin t a t various angles:

This di agra m was produced by t he M ETA F O NT program

for d = 0 s tep 10 until 120:
dr aw (O,O )( di, 60 ) .. (di ' - d)(Gcm,O); endfor;
th e ·d ir' fu nc ti on specifics a dir ec ti on rnc;tsurcd in degrees cou nter clockw ise fr om a
horizontal right wa rd line, hence 'dir - d· gives a dir ec ti on that is d° be low the hori zon.
T he lowest curves in t he illu f;t ra tion corr espond to small values of d, a nd t he hig hest
cu rves corres pond to values near 120°.

Figure 2: An excerpt from The METAFONTbook,
demonstrating the versatility and mathematical structure of
the METAFONT language. Notice the dangerous bend icon.
Reprinted with permission from Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co. Inc.
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0
SPHADSHUT UftLITIES
CAMBRIDGE CO-OPERATIVE
Spreadsheet Analyst
LOTUS
1-2-3- Report Writer
TURNER HALL

49.00
115.00

saz

WOllD PllOCUSOU
LEADING EDGE
Word Processor with Merge & Spell
59.00
LIFETREE
Volkswriter 3
159.00
MICRDPRD
Wordstar
179.00
249.00
Wcrdstar Propack
245.00
Wordstar 2000
MICROSOFT
Word (Version 3)
279.00
MULTIMATE
235.00
Multimate
319.00
Multimate Advantage
SATELLITE SOFTWARE
219.00
Word Perfect
Word Perfect Library
59.00
WORD PROCESSING UftLITIES
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
62.00
Turbo Lightning
LIVING V\OEOTEXT
99.00
Thinktank
MAX THINK
49.00
Max Think
WRITING CONSULTANTS
60.00
Word Finder
DAiil llASI MANAGIMINr
ASHTON TATE
419.00
dBase Ill Plus
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
85.00
Rellex
LEADING EDGE
69.00
Nutshell
M.D.B.S.
299.00
Kman II
369.00
Kman Bundle
MICRORIM
269.00
RBase 5000
145.00
Clout II
CALL
RBase System V
DA1llUIASE UftUTIES
FOX & GELLER
145.00
Quickreport
NANTUCKET
359.00
Clipper
SOFTWARE TOOLS
95.00
Viewgen
SPRIADSHIDS/
INnGUTID SOFTWARE
ASHTON TATE
429.00
Framework 11
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES/I. U.S.
295.00
Supercalc 4
DIGITAL RESEARCH
159.00
GEM Draw
119.00
GEM Collection
32.00
GEM Desktop
LOTUS
339.00
Lotus 1-2-3 Version 2
449.00
Symphony
MICROSOFT
129.00
Multiplan
MIGENT SOFTWARE
59.00
Ability
PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
59.00
VP Planner
SOFTWARE GROUP
359.00
Enable
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
BO.OD each
PFS File, Write, Plan
69.00
PFS Report
SYMANTEC
259.00
Q&A

ADVANIAGES
•Orders placed before 3 p.m. (PST) shipped
same day.
• We welcome corporate accounts.
• Free technical support.
• lmmedia\e 1eplacement ot defective goods.
• Bulk discounts.
• One million dollar inventmy.

1818 705·1895 US
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59.00
PRESENIUION GRAPHICS
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
Prodesign II
199.00
BLOC DEVELOPMENT
Form Tool
59.00
DECISION RESOURCES
Chartmaster
209.00
Signmaster
145.00
ENERTRONICS RESEARCH
Energraphics 2.0
329.00
GRAPHICS COMMUNICATIONS
329.00
Graphwriter Combo
Freelance
219.00
MICROGRAFX
PC Draw
199.00
In-A-Vision
249.00
99.00
Windows Draw
MICROSOFT
1B9.DO
Chart
SPRINGBOARD
32.00
Newsroom
T-Maker
109.00
C\ickArt Personal Publisher
UNISON WORLD
32.00
Printmaster
22.00 each
Art Gallery I & II
PRO•CT MANAGIMINT
BREAKTHROUGH
235.00
Timeline
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES/l.U.S.
279.00
Superproject Plus
HARVARD SOFTWARE
279.00
Total Project Manager
SCITOR
339.00
Project Scheduler Network
ACCOUNTING
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES/l.U.S.
379.00
Each Accounting Module
439.00
Payroll
B9.DD
Easy Plus
OPEN SYSTEMS
429.00
GL/AR/AP/Payrollilnven\ory
Purchase Order/Sales Order/Report
379.00
Writer
239.00
Resource Manager
SBT
Accounting Software for dBase Ill
275.00
dLedgeridPayroll/dProject
145.00
dOrder/dlnvoiceidPurchase
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT/
INVESTMENT
MECA
105.00
Managing Your Money
MONOGRAM
99.00
Dollars & Sense
CO-UNICAJIONS/
nRMINAL EMULATION
HAYES
95.00
Smartcom U
MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
109.00
Carbon Copy
MICROSTUF
99.00
Crosstalk XVI
99.00
Remote
PERSDFT
149.00
Smarterm 220
SOFTKLONE
39.00
Mirror (Crosstalk Clone)
UTILITIES
BORLAND INTERNAT\O~Al
40.00
Superkey
4B.00
Sidekick (Unprotected)
40.00
Travelling Sidekick
• Immediate shipment on purchase orders
from qualified institutions (schools and
universities included) .
• No hidden charges.

TERMS:
All prices subject to change without notice.
We do not guarantee compatibility. No sur
charge for VISA or MasterCard. 2% surcharge

1800 231·6603 CA

29.00
90.00
X-Tree
32.00
FIFTH GENERATION
Fastback
99.00
MICROSOFT
Windows
65.00
PERSONICS
Smart Notes
49.00
PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities
55.00
Norton Commander
37.00
QUAID SOFTWARE
39.00
Copywrite
Zerodisk
55.00
SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS
Disk Optimizer
37.00
37.00
Double Dos
Software Carousel
25.00
STERLING SOFTWARE
Intelligent Back-up
79.00
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
Turbo Pascal W/8087 & BCD
59.00
Turbo Database Toolbox
40.00
Turbo Tutor
22.00
40.00
Turbo Graphix Toolbox
169.00
Turbo Jumbo Pack
LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES
Lattice CCompiler
259.00
MICROSOFT
95.00
Macro Assembler
219.00
Fortran Compiler
65.00
Quick Basic
CCompiler
2B9.DD

MIMOllY/MUUUUNCTION llOAllDS
A.S.T. RESEARCH
170.00
Six Pack Plus w/64k
409.00
Six Pack Premium w/5t2k
275.00
Rampage PC with 256k
4B5.00
Rampage AT with 512k
PARADISE SYSTEMS
120.00
Five Pack with 0 k
TALLTREE SYSTEMS
195.00
JRAM 3 PC with 0 k
245.00
JRAM3ATwith 0 k
270.00
JLASER
GRAPHICS CARDS
HERCULES
199.00
Monochrome Plus
159.00
Color Card
PARADISE
219.00
Modular Graphics Card
359.00
EGA Auto Switch Card
SIGMA DESIGNS
425.00
Sigma 400
349.00
Sigma EGA
TECMAR
305.00
EGA Master
ZUCKERBOARD
59.00
Color Card (No paralled Port)
79.00
Color Card (Paralled Port)
Monochrome Graphics
79.00
(Hercules Compatible)
1-0 Mini w/clock calendar, parallel &
75.00
serial port
MODEMS
HAYES
399.00
t200
379.00
1200B with Smartcom II

American Express. No returns without RA#.
Short shipments must be notified within 48
hours. 15% restocking fee on non-defective
goods: $3.00 C.0 .D. charge. Shipping $4.00
per item, less on bulk orders. ($8.00 Blue La
bel.) (Higher for some hardware items.)

M
MIGENT
99.00
External Modem- 1200 Baud
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
1200 Internal half-card
140.00
MONITORS
AMOEK
155.00
310 A
MAGNAVOX
Monochrome Monitor (Amber/Green) 90.00
279.00
Color (320X200)
NEC
NEC Multisync
599.00
PRINCETON
165.00
Max 12E
469.00
HX 12
629.00
SR12
PRINnRS
Call for Prices
C. ITOH DIGITAL GROUP
CA KON
2,2B5.00
LBP-8A1 Laser Printer
CITIZEN
219.00
120D
475.00
Premiere 35 LO
Call for Prices
EPSON
NEC
1,159.00
Pinwriter P5
529.00
Pinwriter P6
Call tor Prices
OKIDllTA
TOSHIBA
5BO.OO
P321
1205.00
P351
CALL FOR All PRINTER ACCESSORIES
PLOnUS/
PRESIN1a1ION SYSTEMS
POLAROID
1,499.00
Polaroid Palette
SOFTWARE GARDEN
60.00
Dan Bricklin"s Demo Program
HARD DISKS/
'lllPE BACK-UPS
12 INTERFACE
579.00
10 MB External Tape Back-up
IRWIN MAGNETICS
549.00
10 MB Internal Tape Back-up
B59.00
20 MB Internal ATlape Back-up
MOUNTAIN
749.00
20 MB Hard Card
SEAGATE
469.00
20 MB Hard Disk with Controller
INPUT DIVICES
KEYTRONICS
175.00
KB 5151
MICROSOFT
129.00
Mouse with PC Paintbrush
MOUSE SYSTEMS
Mouse Systems Mouse with OR Halo II 99.DD
SURGE PROnCTION/
BACK-UP POWIR
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
115.00
P15 Power Director
EPD
32.00
EPD Lemon 6 Outlet
IBC/TAOIRAN
27.50
AT Replacement Battery
KENSINGTON
B9.DD
Masterpiece
115.00
Masterpiece Plus
RAM CHIPS/
CO-PROCESSORS
Call tor prices
Inlet, NEC, Toshiba, etc.
COMPUTIH
PC/XT Compatible Computers
(FCC & UL Authorized)
Complete PC Systems from under $B50.00
Complete XT Systems from under $1 ,150.00
Call tor price quotation
We can build the system according to your
needs

Order desk & technical support open:
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday-Friday
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday (PST)
6934 Canby St. Suite #109-110
Reseda, CA 91335
Call for prices for any item not Included In
this price list.

1800 328 4473 US
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BOOK REVIEWS

NEW!
Turbo Pascal Programmers:
15 MINUTES= 200 HOURS!
with new turboMAG/C™ code generator.
Your productivity Increased, or your money back!
Let your imagination run wild! Turn your ideas into state-of
the-art programs. It's easy with turboMAGIC, the slickest
code generator available for Turbo Pascal. Input forms and
help windows up to 66 lines long. Pop-up menus. Pull-down
menu systems. And much more! turboMAGIC will turn 15
minutes of yourtime into code that would take you hundreds
of hours to write. When it comes to forms ...we do more than
Screen Sculptor, Turbo Master and GTP ... and we do it better!
It's POWERFUL!

It's FLEXIBLE!

It's FAST!

It's MAGIC!

Wouldn't you like some magic? Order turboMAGIC today.
Just $99.00. 30-Day Money Back Guarantee. Not Copy
Protected. You can't lose. CALL NOW! 1-800-225-3165 (for
' Visa & MC orders outside Alabama) or 205-342-7026. For an
info-packed brochure, please circle our inquiry number.
Requires: Turbo Pascal 3.-0 and a 256K IBM PC compatible.

l

by

0

4

~:6
•• 6586
Sophisticated Soti......fe. Inc.
0 o
Old Shell Road /-;'!;fort~"
1.1

Mobile, AL 36608
(205) 342-7026

"W.t''''ijjp,,I

";;.Y',i/

TM's: Turbo Pascal - Borland lnt 'I; Screen Sculptor - The Software Bottling Co .;
GTP - Allen, Emer son & Frankl in: Tur bo Master - Hawaiian Village.

THE 3.5" CONNECTION!
This internal 720K 3.5" disk drive is a "drop-in" replacement
for 5.25" drives! It's the ideal solution for exchanging data
between your PC/XT/AT and the new generation of laptops.
Disk format is compatible with IBM, Toshiba and Zenith
portables. The Model 853W drive kit contains everything you
need, including interface adapters, premium SONY drive, and
complete documentation. Uses your existing disk controller
(no additional slots required). Requires DOS 3.2 for maximum
performance. Ask about our special prices on SONY DISKS!

SONY DISKS

$159.95

$$ SAVE $$

•

+ FAT.

& TAX

2734-C Johnson Drive
P.O. Box 3717
Ventura, CA 93006

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Call 805-658-7466 or 805·658-7467

Why is METAFONT so nifty? As you might expect in a pro
gram that creates letterforms, there are a variety of commands
that shape, position, and draw using an imaginary pen nib. The
fun begins, though, because you can instruct METAFONT to
do its work on-line and actually watch the creation process tak
ing place on your screen. METAFONT uses an elegant algorithm
for deciding which graceful curves will connect several points.
But there's more. Because people find it e'-'.sier to specify cer
tain key points as intersections of given lines (such as the cen
tral peak in an uppercase W) rather than by coordinates, META
FONT solves systems of linear equations for you, and does it
on-line. Still more, METAFONT can even attack nonlinear equa
tions. For many people, this alone is worth the price of the
pc:ckage. (PC versions of METAFONT will be available from
Addison-Wesley and from Personal TEX, mentioned below.)
Because of its graphic nature, METAFONT lends itself bet
ter to recreational purposes than does TEX. At one point, you'll
come upon a recipe for playing John Conway 's Game of Life
on-line with METAFONT. Martin Gardner would highlight this
game from time to time in his late, lamented "Mathematical
Games" column in Scient{fi-c American. Life is a set of rules
whereby one pixel configuration evolves to some new state in
the next generation. If you're clever enough to choose your
original configuration carefully, you'll generate the stills for some
surrealistic cartoon.

A Coffee-Table Volume
If you assiduously read The METAFON1book, you'll be master

of all the tools you need to create your own alphabet, at least
in theory. But Knuth only gives examples of very simple letters
in volume C. How difficult is it to expand on these skills and
create an alphabet of beauty and serviceability, replete with thick
and thin strokes that blend gracefully into the flangelike serifs
of good roman type? How hard is it to create an alphabet suitable
for the finest texts?
It turns out to be very difficult, as you soon appreciate by
glancing through the pages of the final volume of this series,
Computer Modern Typefaces. This volume presents the META
FONT source programs for all characters in the basic fonts, in
cluding uppercase and lowercase letters, digits, punctuation,
math symbols, and ligatures. Each letter is specified in terms
of about 60 parameters that are adjusted to various values or
turned on or off. The idea is that adjusting these things careful
ly, we can generate a wide variety of different fonts. This was
Knuth's original goal, and it explains the origin of the prefix
"META."
You can adjust these parameters with one of two goals in mind.
First, by carefully scaling certain parameters, you create different
sizes of a particular font. It's a common misconception that a
24-point version of some font is geometrically similar to its
12-point version. Wrong! Each size has to be subtly adjusted.
(Printers traditionally measure the size of type in points. There
are 72.27 points in an inch. To speak of type as being 12 point
about 1/6 of an inch-means that the height of a parenthesis in
that font is 12 points.)
Second, by scaling other parameters you can create different
font styles. For example, by slanting a roman font and soften
ing some of the curves, you approximate the corresponding italic.
Because these fonts share the same underlying structure, there
will be a visual unity that might be missing in type designed
entirely by hand.
Although physically a match for its siblings in the series, Com
puter Modern Typefaces plays the role of star. The bulk of the
book contains the METAFONT programs for each character,
together with large proof mode examples of each, the proofs
being rendered in substantially enlarged 10-point roman, 10-point
continued
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Free source code
in every box.

oatabdse Accounting Library..

Call today for the name of the SBT consultant
Actually, we give you two things free.
in your area.
Our source code. And your freedom.
Just buy part or all of our excellent integrated
business accounting system, the SBT Database
THE SBT DATABASE ACCOUNTING LIBRARY.
Accounting Library.
dProfessional
Time & Billing
$395
We11 give you our source code absolutely free.
$295
dOrders
Sales Order Processing
dlnvoice
Billing/Inventory Control
$295
Which, in turn, gives you the freedom to customize
dStatements
Accounts Receivable
$100
our software to fit your business needs.
Order
$295
dPurchase
Purchase
Say, for instance, you want to change the way
dPayables
Accounts Payable
$395
a management report is formatted. Our free source
dPayroll
Payroll/Labor
$395
code enables you to change it.
dLedger
General Ledger /Finance
$395
What's more, the change will be quick and
dAssets
Asset/Depreciation
$295
simple because our software is written in easy-to
dProject
Project/Job Accounting
$395
use dBASE.
dProperty
Tenant/Unit Management
$395
In fact, the entire SBT Database Accounting
$ 65
dMenu/Backup Menu/Backup
Library runs with dBASE III PLUS, so you get the
MultiNet versions $200 additional per module
power and flexibility of the best-selling database
manager on the market. Plus the freedom to use any
computer that runs it.
Three Harbor Drive
The SBT Database Accounting Library. Great
Sausalito, CA 94965
software and freedom. All in the same box.
(415) 331-9900
Call today for our demo disk and brochure.
(415) 331-9900.
Compiled and Multi-User versions also available. dBASE Ill PLUS is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate, Inc.© 1986, SST Corporation.
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TOTAL CONTROL
with LMI FORTH™

BOOK REVIEWS

Knuth has long advocated the concept
of programs as literature, and now he
can put his money where his mouth is.

For Programming Professionals:
an expanding family of
compatible, high-performance,
Forth-83 Standard compilers
for microcomputers
For Development:
Interactive Forth-83 Interpreter/Compilers
•
•
•
•
•

16-bit and 32-bit implementations
Full screen editor and assembler
Uses standard operating system files
400 page manual written in plain English
Options include software floating point, arithmetic
coprocessor support, symbolic debugger, native code
compilers, and graphics support

For Applications: Forth-83 Metacompiler
•
•
•
•

Unique table-driven multi-pass Forth compiler
Compiles compact ROMable or disk-based applications
Excellent error handling
Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate
states, and performs conditional compilation
• Cross-compiles to 8080, Z-80, 8086, 68000, 6502, 8051,
8096, 1802, and 6303
• No license fee or royalty for compiled applications

For Speed: CForth Application Compiler
• Translates "high-level" Forth into in-line, optimized
machine code
• Can generate ROMable code

Support Services for registered users:
• Technical Assistance Hotline
• Periodic newsletters and low-cost updates
• Bulletin Board System

Call or write for detailed product information
and prices. Consulting and Educational Services
available by special arrangement.

•
rob

Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated

Post Office Box 10430, Marina de/ Rey, CA 90295
Phone credit card orders to: (213) 306-7412

Overseas Distributors.
Germany: Forth-Systeme Angelika Flesch, Titisee-Neustadt, 7651 -1665
UK: System Science Ltd., London, 01 ·248 0962
France: Micro-Sigma S.A.R.L., Paris, (1) 42.65.95.16
Japan: Southern Pacilic Ltd., Yokohama, 045-314-9514
Australia: Wave-onic Associates, Wilson, W.A., (09) 451-2946
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typewriter style, and 10-point sans serif bold extended. These
drawings are shown on a grid, with their key points labeled.
Although details of other important METAFONT files are in
the book, it's these drawings that occupy center stage. Leaf
through a copy. At this large scale, the curves of many of these
handsome characters take on a hypnotic quality. Knuth calls this
the "coffee-table book" of the set. A smaller section at the end
of the book contains specimens of all styles and sizes of type.
As in the other volumes, amusing nuggets are scattered
throughout. Knuth presents, for example, a font whose numerical
parameters occur somewhere in the Fibonacci sequence (0, I,
I, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, etc.) in hopes that "these will yield an especial
ly pleasing alphabet." (Perhaps there is beauty in mathematics,
as the mathematicians have been saying all along.) Also, be sure
to check out Computer Modern Funny Roman and its italic.

Computer Programs as Literature
The two remaining volumes (B and D) contain the listings for
the TEX and METAFONT programs. Well, not quite; further
explanation is needed.
Knuth has already developed the WEB system of structured
documentation to use in tandem with the writing of large pro
grams such as TEX. (WEB is also in the public domain.) You
prepare a file containing the source code, documentation, and
certain formatting instructions. The WEB system consists of a
pair of programs, TANGLE and WEAVE. Letting TANGLE
loose on your source generates P'ascal object code. Running your
source through WEAVE generates a file that you next run through
TEX and print. Your final output will be a handsome melange
consisting of the program code and documentation, plus a few
other nice features. (For a fuller explanation, see the "Program
ming Pearls" columns in the May and June 1986 issues of the
Proceedings of the ACM.) What you get in these books is the
WEAVE printout. (For nominal fees, Stanford University will
provide you with computer tapes containing the WEB source
for both TEX and MET AFONT and the WEB programs. WEB
user's guides are also available from Stanford.)
There's certainly a utilitarian purpose in making such programs
available-you might want to modify them for your own com
puter. Is there another point in making large-scale program
listings available to the general public? I think that there is. Ar
chitects avidly study the works of their colleagues. Scientists
turn to scholarly publications to examine the work of their
fellows. Novelists read other people's novels. But when was the
last time you studied someone else's program? If you're a serious
programmer, here's your chance to review the work of a world
class programmer.
Knuth himself has long advocated the concept of programs
as literature, and he now has a chance to put his money where
his mouth is. You'll like the presentation. The program is heavily
segmented, each such module being consecutively numbered.
WEB performs cross-referencing and tells you the numbers of
the other sections that use this module. In addition to the usual
comprehensive index at the end of each volume, at the bottom
of each right-hand page there is a mini-index to the rest of the
book of all terms, variables, and modules that appear on this
and the facing page. This must have been difficult to implement,
but it's one of those ideas like the invention of the wheel or difcontinued
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Software
Word Processing
FANCY FONT
FINAL WORD II
MICROSOFT
WORD 3.0
MULTIMATE
MULTIMATE
ADVANTAGE
OFFICE WRITER/
SPELLER 5.0
PFS: PROF WRITE
SAMNA WORD IV
THINK TANK
TURBO LIGHTNING
VOLKSWRITER 3
VOLKSWRITER
SCIENTIFIC
WORD PERFECT 4.2
WORDSTAR 2000
WORDSTAR 2000+
WORDST AR PRO
XY WRITE Ill
Database Systems
CLIPPER
CONDOR Ill
DBASE Ill PLUS
FOXBASE +
KMAN2
PARADO X
PFS: PROF FILE
Q&A
QUICKCODE Ill
QUICK REPORT
QUICKSILVER
R BASE SYSTEM V
RAPIDFILE
REFLE X
REVELATION
Spreadshee ts /
Integrated Packages
ENABLE
FRAMEWORK II
JAVELIN
LOTUS 1·2·3
MULTIPLAN
OPEN ACCESS II
SMART SYSTEM
SPREADSHEET
AUDITOR
SUPERCALC 4
SYMPHONY
TWIN
VP PLANNER

$139
$199
$279
$249
$299
S259
$149
S349
$109
65
$159

s

$259
$219
$249
$289
$259
$199

s 349
s 339
s 399
s 339
s 339
s 449
s 149
s 229
s 159
s 159
s 359
s 359
SC all
s 89
s 499
s 349
s 399
SCall
$ 319
125
229
439

s
s
s

$ 99

s 289
s 449

$ 79
$ 59

•CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS

Graph ics
$209
CHARTMASTER
$119
CLICKART
$309
DIAGRAPH
$189
DIAGRAM MASTER
$299
ENERGRAPHICS 2.0
$359
FREELANCE PLUS
$149
GEM DRAW
GRAPHWRITER
$309
COMBO
HARVARD PRESENTATION
$239
GRAPHICS
$259
IN·A·VISION
$219
MAPMASTER
$189
MS CHART
$209
PC DRAW
PC PAINTBRUSH PLUS $109
$245
PICTURE PERFECT
$189
PRODESIGN II
$139
SIGN MASTER
$119
WINDOWS/DRAW
Projec t Management
HARVARD TOTAL
PROJECT MANAGER
MICROSOFT PROJECT
PROJECT SCHEDULER
NETWORK
SUPERPROJECTPLUS
TIMELINE 2.0
Communications/
Product ivlllf Tools
CARBON COPY
CROSSTALK XVI
CROSSTALK MKIV
PRO KEY
RELAY GOLD
REMOTE
SMARTERM
SMARTCOM II
SUPER KEY

Sta llstoes
SPSS/PC +
STATGRAPHICS
STATPAC GOLD·
WALONICK
SYSTAT

$279
$249
$339
$269
$259

s 129
s 99
s 139
s 85
s 129
s 109
SCall
s 99
s 55
$699
$469
$399
$469

Languag@s/Ut llit ies
COPY WRITE
FASTBACK
LATTICE C
MICROSOFTC
COMPILER
MS BASIC COMPILER
MS FORTRAN
NORTON UTILITIES
QUICK BASIC
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PROLOG
XENIX
ZERO DISK

$419
$599
$899
$639
$749
$999
$309

s 75
s 45
s 89
s 259

s 289
s 249
s 229
$ 59
s 69
s 69
s 69
SC all
s 70

Deskto p Environment s

$39
$65
$59

GEM DESKTOP
MS WINDOWS
SIDEKICK

Hardware•
Mass Storage/Backup
IOMEGA 10 + 10
$1999
W/INTFC
IOMEGA 20+ 20
$2599
W/INTFC
IRWIN 120D 20MB
469
TBU
IRWIN 145AT 40MB
$ 579
TBU
MOUNTAIN DRIVECARD
719
20MB
PLUS HARDCARD 10MB S 569
PLUS HARDCARD20MB S 699
949
PRIAM 42MB AT
399
SEAGATE 20B W/INT
SYSGEN SMART IMAGE
$ 625
20MB (INT)
$Call
TALLGRASS
TECMAR QIC·60AT TBU
$1199
(INT)

$309
$479
$349
$159
$409
$399

M ultifunction Boards
AST ADVANTAGE
(128K)
AST 6 PAK PLUS (64K)
AST 1/0 MINI II
AST PREMIUM PAK
AST RAMPAGE PC
AST RAMPAGE AT
INTEL ABOVEBOARD
JRAM AT·3 (OK)
JRAM 3 (OK)
PC TURBO 286(1MB)
PC TINY TURBO 286
QUADBOARD (64K)
Display Boards
HERCULES GRAPHICS
CARD PLUS
HERCULES COLOR
CARD
ORCHID TURBO EGA
PARADISE AUTO
SWITCH EGA
PARADISE MODULAR
GRAPHICS
QUADRAM EGA +
SIGMA COLOR 400
STB EGA PLUS
TECMAR EGA
MASTER
TSENG ULTRA PAK
TSENG EVA 480
Emulation Boards
AST 5211-11 +
AST 5251-12
AST BSC
AST SNA
FORTE
IRMA
SMART ALEC 5251

s 349
s 169
s 169
s 359
s 279
s 439
SC all
s 239
s 179
s 799
s 459
s 139

s

s

Modems
AST REACH 1200
HAYES 1200
HAYES 1200B
HAYES 2400
HAYES 2400B
TRANSNET 1000
US ROBOTICS 1200B
US ROBOTICS 2400B
VENTEL 1200
HALF CARD
VENTEL 1200 PLUS
WATSON

Monitors
AMDEK 310A
AM D EK 600/722
NEC MULTISYNC
PRINCETON HX·12
PRINCETON MAX ·12E
PRINCETON SR -12
PRINCETON HX· 12E
PRINCETON HX-9
TAXAN 122 AMBER
TAXAN 630/640

Networks

AST PC NET
NOVELL
ORCHID PC NET
S189
$159
$619
$369
$259
$339
$449
$299
$299
$429
$469

s 649
s 499
s 489
s 599
SC all
s 725
s 699

s

s

Accounting

BPI
GREAT PLAINS
IUS EASYBUSINESS
ONE WRITE PLUS
OPEN SYSTEMS
REAL WORLD

Network Applicatio ns
CROSSTALK XVI
DBASE Ill LAN PAK
KMAN2
MULTIMATE
MULTIMATE
ADVANTAGE
REVELATION
WORD PERFECT
SERVER
WORD PERFECT
STATION

$359
$389
$349
$579
$549
$279
$109
$189
$369
$299
$339

Printers/ Plotte rs
EPSON EX-1000
ESPON FX-85
EPSON FX-286
EPSON LQ -800
EPSON LQ -1000
HP 7475A
NEC 3550
OKIDATA 192 +
OKIDATA 193 +
OKIDATA 292
OKIDATA 293
TOSHIBA P321
TOSHIBA P341 E
TOSHIBA P351
MODEL2

Inpu t Devices

KEYTRONICS 5151
KEYTRONICS 5153
MICROSOFT MOUSE
PC MOUSEW .
PAINT+

Acc essories
CURTIS RUBY
DATASHIELD S·100
GILTRONI X SWITCHES SCall
LOGICAL CONNECTION S 259
135
MASTERPIECE PLUS
269
MICROFAZER II
39
256K RAM SET
119
8087 MATH CHIP
189
80287 MATH CHIP

s
s
s
.s
s

BOOK REVIEWS

ferentiation that seem self-evident after you see them in action .
Good things flow from documentation as structured as. this.
Of prime importance is that you can use the Iisting as the ultimate
arbiter for any problems with TEX or METAFONT. Second,
it's easy to comprehend these programs. Each listing of TEX
and METAFONT contains roughly half a megabyte of Pascal
source code, but because WEB makes them so readable, Knuth
estimates that more people are familiar with their innards than
with any other comparably sized program.
Finally, it's easy to debug such programs. Knuth is confident
that there is at most one more bug in TEX, the last known TEX
one having been squashed in November 1985. TEX has ac
cumulated many tens of thousands of user-hours since then with
nary a bug in sight. (By the way, if you're the first to snare the
bug, Knuth will pay you $20.48. Next year, the rate rises to
$40.96, and so on. There's also a bounty on mistakes in any of
these typesetting volumes.) This latest version ofMETAFONT
is bug-free, at least so far.

Multiplex data from multiple devices to one port
on a computer with an H-series multiplexer from
BayTech. Its versatility makes it the ideal choice for
data collection and control applications. You tailor this
multi-function device to your own environment by
selecting one of six modes of operation: time-division
multiplexing, port expansion/sharing, or four types
of buffered message multiplexing.
The Model-H is a stand-alone RS-232C multiplexer
that connects between one host computer and
up to 17 peripheral devices. It provides full duplex
transmission of asynchronous data at speeds up to
19,200 bps. Selecting the mode of multiplexing
(and also the baud rates, control character, data block
size, message terminating character, etc.) is as easy as
answering questions from a menu. All parameters
are saved permanently in non-volatile memory.
In a size to fit large and small applications:
The 525H with four peripheral ports, $395.
The 528H with eight peripheral ports, $649.
The 5212H with eleven peripheral ports, $1,095.
The 5218H with seventeen peripheral ports, $1,495.
CALL FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE
800 523-2702

Bay Technical Associates, Inc.
Highway 603, PO Box 387
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520
Telephone 601 467-8231
Telex 910-333-1618 8.4YTECH
Inquiry 37

Other Possible References
Knuth's aim in preparing this series is to provide complete
documentation to his vision of computer typesetting. These five
books are not the whole story, though . You may want to consult
several reports of the Computer Science Department at Stan
ford for fuller explanations of certain aspects. There are alter
natives for learning "first-grade" TEX . Two texts written by Mike
Spivak are 1he PC-TEX Manual, a chatty and well-written in
troduction ($19.95 from Personal TEX Inc., 20 Sunnyside Ave. ,
Suite H, Mill Valley, CA 94941), and The Joy of TEX, an in
troduction to AMS-TEX, an enhanced variant of TEX especial
ly prepared for mathematicians ($35 from the American Math
ematical Society, P.O. Box 1571, Annex Station, Providence, RI
02901-1571, (800) 556-7774). The TEX Users Group (TUG), an
offshoot of the American Mathematical Society, publishes First
Grade TEX: A Beginner's TEX Manual by Arthur L. Samuel.
This is available from TUG, as is their newsletter, "The
TUGboat," which publishes articles of TEXnical merit (TUG,
P.O. Box 9505, Providence, RI 02940). Of interest will also be
TEX and METAFONT New Directions in Typesetting (Digital
Press/American Mathematical Society, 1979), in which you'll
see the clearer motivations into this system, how these programs
used to work, and fuller explanations of some of the
mathematical underpinnings (particularly in the drawing routines
of METAFONT). •
Editor's note: Addison-Wesley's disk set for TEX to be imple
mented on microcomputers is called MicroTEX. It is designed
for the I BM PC family and compatibles; a hard disk is recom
mended because the system requires MS-DOS and 512K bytes
ofRAM. rfrsion I.5AI costs $295. A disk set for TEX implemen
tation on Macintosh computers, called TEXtures, costs $495.
Both are available from the Order De part ment, Addison-U~sley,
Reading, MA 01867, (617) 944-3700.
TEX for the PC family is also available from Personal TEX
Inc. , 12 Madrona St. , Mill Valley, CA 94941, (415) 388-8853.
A version of TEX for the Macintosh, called MacTEX, is available
from F1L Systems Inc., 234 Eglinton Ave. East, Suite 205, Toran
.to, Ontario, Canada , (416) 487-2142. A version of TEX for the
Amiga is available from N2 Computer Consultants, PO Box
2736, College Station, TX 77841.
Dr. Alan Hoenig (17 Bay Ave. , Huntington, NY ll743) is a pro
fessor of mathematics at a branch ofthe City University of New
York and a TEX consultant. He has written extensively on
microcomputers, with books published by Little, Brown and
William C. Brown Co. His latest book, a college text, is due
to be published by Random House shortly.

THE REMOVABLE MOUNTAIN.
OUR NEW MICRO BERNOULLI.

Isn't this the data storage you've
always wanted for your IBM~
AT&T,N Zenith~COMPAQ® and
mostcompatibles?The fast access
speed and capacity of a hard
disk. The removability of a floppy.
And the assurance of no head
crashes All packaged in a
cartridge drive that can fit a 5114"
half-high drive slot or sit next
to your monitor. (Either way, zero
footprint means you don't lose
an inch of desk space.)

PEAK PERFORMANCE IN
A PORTABLE PACKAGE.
The famous "Bernoulli Box®"

used in more
than 200,000
installations is
now available in
a small size. You
get unlimited storage capacity
with 20 megabyte cartridges,
fast 40 millisecond average seek
time, and better reliability than
a standard hard disk.

YOU CAN MOVE
MOUNTAINS.
These cartridges are really
handy. Use them to transport
large files, secure sensitive data,
or backup your hard disk. And

Mountain Computer. Inc. 360 El Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95066, (408) 438-6650, TWX 910-598-4504, FAX 408-438 -7623
Moun lain products are distributed and sold worldwide. Call or write for !he name of the representative nearest you.
'"lregis\ered \radem.a:rks and ·\rademarks at Mounlain Computer, Inc., American Telephone and Telegraph Co., lnternalional Business

Machines Corp., COMPAQ Computer Corp., Zenith Electronics Corp. and IOMEGA Corporation. ©1986 Mountain Computer, Inc.

Inquiry 197

don't worry about
dropping one.
The Bernoulli
cartridge can
withstand a drop without
losing one bit of data.

THERE'S A MOUNTAIN
BEHIND YOU.
Mountain backs micro Bernoulli
drives with a one year limited
warranty featuring "ready
replacement" anytime within
the first three months. Ask for the
Mountain Series 9000 micro
Bernoulli at leading computer
stores everywhere.

Mountain®

THE PEAK OF PERFORMANCE

1-800-458-0300 (in Calif. 1-800-821-6066)
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Lotus® always wanted to get into pictures. It was just amatter ofgetJingthe product exactly right.
That's why Freelance® Plus is big news. It's a powerful graphics package ror business that adds
real punch, real impact to all yoLU' work Whether it's memos, reprnts, forms, bulletins, schedules or
full-blown presentations
Freelance Plus works with many popular PC software packages. Like 1 -2-3~ Symphony,
Graphwriter,"' Freelance Maps ancl clBase'.' Plus you can use i1 11·i1 h programs like LoLLis ManuscripL'"
to merge Lext and graphics into a single document.
Freelance Plus gives you all the graphics tools you need. Maps Diagrams. Symbols. Standard
business charts. Logos. EditiJ1g. For paper. For slides. For overheads. AU 1n one program..
And the best part is, the more you use it., the more you'll discover you can do with it.
Freelance Plus. Designed to become the standard for busiJ1ess graphics. Because it allows you to
picture what you're trying to say
See your local authorized Lotus dealer for a complete Freelance Plus demonstration. To order a
$10 00 demonstration package, call 1-800-345-1043 and ask for YM-1()58

I.J<)tus Freelance Plus
The one graphics pmduclfar presenlalicms,
©

re1~rts and eue1yday business comnwni.catfrms.

1!!87 Lotus Dl'Vl'lop111t•11! Corporatio11. Lo!t1'>. k!-:l, Sy111pltu11y, 1:n•!·l:u1n• :111d (j1ap!iwrit rr are n•gish·r\'d fr<ult>1u;ir~s r1fL0111s llt•\"\•\(lp111!'11l
Corpor;1 lin11. Lotus ~bm1scrip1 is a tr;idrm;ir~ of Loi us! IP\'duJHllC'!1I Corpor:n 11111 dl!asP is ;1 1·1·;;1sh·r•"<! 1radl·111;irk11f .\sh1nn.'l:11t· .
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The Commodore A2000
by Gregg Williams, 1bm 1hompson,
and Richard Grehan ........................... 84
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Turbo BASIC
by George A. Ste1mrt .............. .......... 101
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Building a Random-Number Generator
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Programs with C
by Brian Edginton ........ ........ ........ .... 129

THIS MONTH'S FEATURES SECTION offers two product previews. In the first,
BYTE technical editors Gregg Williams, Tom Thompson, and Richard Grehan give us
an advance look at Commodore's new Amiga, the A2000 . They believe this new
model will make accessible much of the potential that was locked inside the A 1000. Its
most exciting feature is the optional A2088 board that gives it IBM PC compatibility.
A complete review will follow in an upcoming issue.
Next, BYTE technical editor George Stewart gives us a preview of Turbo BASIC,
Borland lntemational's answer to Microsoft BASIC. It offers 8087 compatibility, fast
and versatile compilation, recursion, and it's BASICA-compatible.
Although this month's Circuit Cellar is not the second part of a two-part article, it
does relate to last month's project, which was an infrared remote control for Steve's
home control system. The infrared Master Controller takes charge of all your home
entertainment equipment. It "learns" the infrared signals for each function and plays
them back on command. Commercial units now available have two shortcomings:
First, the necessary circuitry is contained in a single hand-held unit; second, they are
not user-programmable. Steve designed the Master Controller to avoid these
shortcomings.
In our Programming Insight, "Building a Random-Number Generator," Brian
Wichmann and David Hill caution against relying on built-in random-number genera
tors, which do not always produce sequences that will stand up to severe tests. The
authors present a Pascal routine that combines three simple generators into one that
produces satisfactory statistical results.
Although techniques for making an assembly language program stay resident are
common enough, making a C program resident, according to Brian Edginton, is a new
adventure. In our Programming Project, he explains how he used C to write a simple
interrupt-processing program that remains resident in memory.
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PRODUCT

PREVIEW
Gregg Williams, Tom Thompson, and Richard Grehan

The Commodore A2000
The new machine features slots and optional PC compatibility
Editor's note: 1he following is a BITE
product preview. It is not a review. I# pro
vide an advance look at this new product
because we feel it is significant. A com
plete review will follow later.
hen Commodore released
the first Amiga computer,
the AlOOO, in September
1985, the world got a
look at a sophisticated
68000-based computer whose unusual
multitasking hardware and stunning
graphics had never been seen in an
under-$1500 microcomputer (see the
August 1985 BYTE for more details).
Even-though it did have a connector on
its side that allowed future hardware ex
pansion, the AlOOO was essentially a
"closed box," and many potential users
felt the machine was limited as it stood.
Now, with the new Amiga 2000 (see
photo 1), Commodore has made accessi
ble much of the potential that was locked
inside the AlOOO. With a larger case that
can enclose hard disks, Amiga and IBM
expansion cards, the A2088 board (the
one-card equivalent of an IBM PC), and
a price tag of under $1500 (for the basic
machine with l megabyte of memory and
an 880K-byte 31/i-inch floppy disk drive),
the A2000 has the potential to grow-and
grow inexpensively-in whatever direction
you want. The A2000 will suit the engi
neer, artist, and businessperson better than
the AlOOO ever could.

System Description
The A2000 comes in a metal housing of
approximately the same width as the

A1000 but several inches deeper and sub
stantially taller to accommodate internal
peripheral boards. You'll immediately
notice knock-out front panels for an ad
ditional 3V2-inch floppy disk drive and
either a 5 1A-inch floppy disk drive or hard
disk drive. The mouse ports have moved
from the right side of the housing to the
bottom front panel on the machine. The
detachable keyboard now plugs into the
front with a PC-style keyboard connector,
rather than to the rear of the unit as on
the Amiga 1000.
If you check the In Brief section for the
A2000 with the AlOOO's hardware speci
fications, you'll see that they're quite
similiar: a 68000 CPU running at 7.14
MHz with the same three custom chips
handling video, DMA, sound, and I/O (see
figure 1). But here the similarities end:
The Amiga 2000 has a battery-powered
calendar/clock, l megabyte of RAM, and
a built-in expansion bus with slots. Also,
the latest version of the low-level system
routines are in ROM, eliminating the
Kickstart disk required to load these
routines into write-controlled storage
RAM as you do on the Amiga 1000. See
the text box "Version 1.2 Changes" for ad
ditional information on modifications to
the system routines and Workbench.
The A2000 serial and parallel ports ac
cept standard cables, eliminating the
cabling nightmare of the AlOOO caused by
the voltages that were present on some of
the pins. There's an external drive con
nector as on the AlOOO, but the RCA jack
for composite video output is gone (see
photo 2).

Keyboard
Gregg Williams, Tom Thompson, and
Richard Crehan are technical editors at
BITE. 1hey can be reached at One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH

03458.
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The keyboard (photo 3) now has 94 keys
instead of 89. New keys include Help,
Enter, and math keys ( +, - , *, /) for the
numeric keypad. The cursor keys are ar
ranged in a "T" fashion instead of a cross.

The keyboard has full n-key rollover capa
bility, which eliminates a "ghosting"
phenomenon (extra keycodes that are gen
erated if several keys are pressed simul
taneously) that is present in the AlOOO
keyboard.

Slots
Unlike the AIOOO, which is equipped with
only a single external edge connector, the
A2000 comes with seven internal slots for
peripheral cards. Five slots use the Amiga
system bus, and four slots are on a sec
ondary bus that is IBM XT-compatible.
(Commodore has also added 36-pin con
nectors for potential IBM AT compatibili
ty in the future.) The slots total seven
because two pairs of slots-a pair being
one slot on the Amiga bus and one slot
on the secondary system bus-are physi
cally situated to serve as bridges for
Amiga/PC data communications (see
photo 4) .. The Amiga 2088 card (de
scribed later) resides in one of these
"bridge" slots. You can plug the 2088 card
into either bridge slot depending on your
needs. If PC emulation is your major con
cern, you will want to position the 2088
card so that three of the four PC bus slots
are available for peripheral cards. Or you
can position the card to permit the use of
four out of five Amiga bus slots.
There is an 86-pin slot for access to the
Amiga CPU bus called the CPU bus slot.
This slot taps directly into the unbuffered
signals from the Amiga's CPU and is iden
tical to the external slot on the Amiga
1000. It can be used for special periph
erals, such as a coprocessor, that need to
be tightly coupled to the CPU.
Finally, there's a slot provided for the
support of either NTSC or PAL comp<> ·he
video boards. Since the A2000 does not
produce a composite video signal (as the
AlOOO did), you must insert a composite
continued
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAUL AVIS

Photo 1: 1he Amiga A2000 computer. 1he A2000 comes with 1 megabyte of memory and one 3112-inch floppy disk drive.
You can also substitute internal hard disks for the second (left) 3112-inch and the 5 Vs-inch drives that are installed in this
machine. 1he image of the IBM PC shown on the screen was captured using NewTek 's Digi-View software.
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Photo 2: 1he A2000 back panel. Notice the cutouts for
0 111p111 s from peripheral cards.

Photo 3: 1he A20QO keyboard. All the keys on the keypad
are labeled on their front face with the IBM PC-related
functions associated with them.
MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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COMMODORE A2000

IN BRIEF
Company
Commodore International
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester; PA 19380
(215) 436-4200
Price
$1499
Microprocessor
Motorola 68000 7.14-MHz, 16-/32-bit
microprocessor
Main Memory
1 megabyte RAM standard, expandable
up to 8 megabytes using AutoConfig
256K ROM containing 192K bytes of
system code
Disk Memory
880K-byte 31/2-inch double-sided floppy
disk drive
Keyboards
Detachable 94-key keyboard, with 10
function keys, separate numeric
keypad, separate cursor keys
Detachable 96-key keyboard,
international version
Pointing Device
Optomechanical two-button mouse
Ports
RS-232C serial port, PC-compatible
DB-25 parallel port, PC-compatible
DB-23 RGB video port
External disk drive port
Two RCA jacks for stereo sound
Too DB-9 joystick ports (one port used
for mouse)
Miscellaneous
Three custom chips provide graphics,
OMA, video, and sound; built-in battery·
powered calendar/clock
Optional Peripherals
Internal 31/2-inch floppy disk drive $199
Internal 51/4-inch floppy disk drive $299
$499
A2088 PC coprocessor card
A2050 2-megabyte expansion
memory card
$499
A2060 Composite video interface
card
$99
A2094 Hard disk/SCSI controller
card
$349
A2002 color monitor (analog RGB) $349
A2080 color monitor (long-persistence
$499
phosphor, analog RGB)
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video card in this slot to generate the re
quired signal.

Buses
Data traffic among the slots and the CPU
is handled by three distinct buses (see
figure 2)_
The CPU bus consists of 86 lines, some
of which are connected directly to the
68000 CPU. There are no buffers between
the CPU and the CPU bus slot.
The PC bus is a 62-line IBM XT bus.
A peripheral board-such as the A2088
board-is required to allow the Amiga to
communicate to this bus.
The Amiga bus consists of 100 lines that
carry CPU and other signals that handle
external interrupts and bus arbitration
logic. These lines are buffered, which
simplifies the task of designing the inter
face for a peripheral board. It must be
noted that several ofthe Amiga bus signals
are not identical to the JOO-line expansion
bus on the Zorro backplane. (Zorro is a
bus card that extends the external slot for
the AIOOO by allowing for five plug-in
boards. See table I for further informa
tion.) Additionally, the required form fac
tor for the boards has changed: The square
Zorro boards will not fit in the space pro
vided for the rectangular A2000 boards.

AutoConfiguration
You encounter a problem when you in
clude slots in a microcomputer: How do
you make sure that all the peripheral
boards will interact properly on the bus?
For the Amiga, an AutoConfiguration
protocol (referred to for the remainder of
this article as AutoConfig per the Com
modore documentation) is used to ensure
that all peripheral boards are installed into
the system at boot-up. This AutoConfig
protocol is provided by version 1. 2 of the
system software and is manipulated via
two lines on the Amiga bus (CONF G-I.N
and CONFIG-OUT).
At power-up or reset, all peripheral
boards are in an unconfigured state. The
CONFIG-IN line goes low to the first
peripheral board on the bus, allowing it
to respond to bus cycles. The processor
reads signature data from the peripheral
board. This data informs the configura
tion software of the size of the board's ad
dress space, whether initialization code
must be run to complete the configuration
of this board, the manufacturer's serial
number, and whether the board is to be
added to the Amiga's free memory pool
(if this peripheral is a memory board) .
With this information, the Amiga now
computes how much address space this
board requires and writes a base address
to its address latches. The board will re
spond to bus accesses at this new address
until a reset occurs. The Amiga also runs

any initialization code that the board
requires.
Once the board has been configured in
to the Amiga's address space, it lowers
CONFIG-OUT, allowing the next board
on the bus to respond to the processor.
This signal is passed along, daisy-chain
fashion, as each board is configured on
the Amiga bus.
In the event board initialization fails, the
software can issue a write to an optional
"shut up" address that is provided in the
board signature data. Writing to this ad
dress causes the board to lower its
CONFIG-OUT line and never respond to
any address until the system is reset. This
allows the AutoConfig sequence to pro
ceed while removing any malfunctioning
boards from the system.
The CPU bus slot does not support the
AutoConfig protocol. However, there is
special code in Kickstart to detect and
determine the capacity of any memory
board that may be installed in this slot.

Fast and Chip Memory
Memory boards placed on the CPU bus
or Amiga bus have the advantage of be
ing fast memory. Fast memory is RAM
that does not have to share bus access with
the custom blitter chip that manages the
video display. RAM that the blitter chip
can access is called chip memory. The
blitter operates at a higher priority than
the 68000 and steals bus cycles when
necessary to maintain the display. This
results in contention for chip memory ac
cess between the CPU and blitter. Pro
grams normally have to run in chip
memory on the AlOOO because all of the
512K bytes of internal RAM are chip
memory. On the A2000, half of the mega
byte of RAM is fast memory; this should
result in an increase in program perfor
mance. Since an image must be located
in chip memory for the blitter to display
it, locating program code in fast memory
also allows more images to be placed in
chip memory.

Amiga 2088 Board Hardware
Simply put, the A2088 board is a modi
fied IBM XT-compatible computer on a
single 13.25- by 4.5-inch card (see photo
5). Its microprocessor is an 8088 operat
ing at the standard 4.77-MHz clock rate.
A 16K-byte EPROM provides a BIOS with
modifications by Commodore that supply
routines necessary for communication be
tween the 8088 and the Amiga. The A2088
can accept up to 512K bytes of RAM on
board (it will be shipped with 512K), not
counting 128K bytes of dual-port RAM
used for interprocessor communication.
A socket adjacent to the 8088 chip allows
you to add an 8087 math coprocessor chip.
Additionally, the A2088 card is equipped
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Figure 1: A detailed block diagram of the Amiga 2000.
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Figure 2: A simplified block diagram of the Amiga 2000 with the Amiga 2088 board installed. The CPU bus slot,
Amiga bus slots, and PC bus slots can operate without interfering with the blitter chip.
with an SMC 9268 floppy controller chip
and a standard 51A-inch floppy connector;
this permits you to connect up to two
5 'A-inch drives in daisy-chain fashion
one external and one internal.
What makes such complexity possible
on a single board? The answer is a custom
integrated circuit that Commodore refers
to as the PC Multifunction chip. This
single chip does the work of a OMA con
troller, an interrupt controller, and a timer
as well as providing all the PC bus tim
ing signals. An 8088 wired to a PC Multi-

Table 1: D(fferences between the JOO-pin Zorro expansion bus
and the 100-pin Amiga bus.
Pin number
19
22
40
42
44
92
96

Zorro signal
INT2
INT6
IPLO
IPL 1
IPL2
7M
RESERV7

Amiga bus signal
EINT2
EINT6
EINT7
EINT5
EINT4
?ME
EINT1

Comment
Name change
Name change
Signal chang e
Signal change
Signal change
Name change
Signal change

continued
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function chip and some memory would
make a complete PC, less peripherals.
The A2088 card has two edge connec
tors, one PC-compatible connector that
plugs into a slot on the PC side of the
A2000, and a 100-pin slot for the Amiga
bus side. Consequently, you insert the
A2088 board into one of the two bridge
slots. The PC-side edge connector drives
PC bus signals and provides A2088 with
access to peripherals plugged into the
other PC card slots. The Amiga bus edge
conr.ector is the means by which the
A2000's 68000 processor accesses the
A2088's dual-port RAM. This RAM is
designed to be accessible by both the PC
and Amiga sides of the machine.
Some additional hardware on the A2088
board deceives the PC side of the A2000
into believing that it is indeed a PC. For
example, the PC Multifunction chip ex
pects to be connected to a standard PC
keyboard (which communicates through
a synchronous serial interface), but the
A2000's keyboard is not PC standard, nor
is it connected directly to the A2088
board. So the designers of A2088 added
a parallel-in/serial-out shift register and
some clever software. When a key is
pressed on the keyboard, it is translated
(on the Amiga side) into its PC keyboard
equivalent and this value is loaded into the
dual-port RAM. The Amiga side then

alerts the A2088 board to the presence of
the key value, software on the A2088
board transfers the value from dual-port
RAM to the shift register, and the key
value is transmitted serially into the PC
Multifunction chip looking as though it
has just come hot from a keyboard.

Amiga 2088 Card Software
How does the A2088 board coexist with
the Amiga? In general, each computer
responds when the other sends it an in
terrupt. Hitting a key on the Amiga sends
an interrupt to the A2088. This triggers
an interrupt service routine on the A2088
that feeds the board's hardware with a key
stroke exactly as if it had been typed into
a keyboard on the PC side. When the
A2088 draws to either the graphics or
monochrome display memory, it sends an
interrupt to the Amiga, which then looks
at the A2088's video display memory (part
of the dual-port RAM) and determines
what and how to draw on the Amiga
screen.
When you click on the "PC Mono" or
"PC Color" icons, these programs run a
program called PCWindows. PCWindows
opens a screen and a window in which the
A2088-generated information will appear.
The A2000 sees the 2088 board as a pe
ripheral device and looks for its associated
library routines on the default disk. PC-

Photo 4: Inside the A2000. Note the slots in back (top) and the two floppy disk
drives in front (lower right). The CPU slot is directly to the left of the disk
drives. 7he five connectors in the bottom left corner are the five Amiga slots.
The four connectors in the upper right corner are the four PC slots; two can
hold standard IBM PC cards, and two can hold IBM AT cards. The 2088 PC
emulator card must go in one of the two slots that have PC and Amiga
connectors in common. 7he video slot is in the upper right corner but is not
visible in this photo.

Windows (or any other Amiga program)
then has access to a collection of routines
that allow it to interact with the 2088
card's hardware in a way that is both high
level and unchanging; this allows Com
modore to modify the actual Amiga 2088
card's hardware or the library software
without affecting existing software.
The PCWindows program starts several
Amiga tasks (remember that the Amiga
itself is multitasking) that are awakened
by the interrupts from the PC as described
above. Actually, an interrupt causes the
Amiga to send an exec signal to the task.
In this way, an Amiga programmer does
not have to deal directly with interrupts.

Dual-Port Memory
The Amiga and the PC sides of the com
puter need to be able to read from and
write to the dual-port memory quickly, yet
each machine's architecture presents dif
ferent needs. For example, the 8088 pro
cessor stores a 16-bit quantity in low-byte
first order (i.e., with the least significant
byte stored at a lower address), while the
68000 processor in the Amiga stores a
word with its high byte first. Also, the PC
stores a color pixel as 2 adjacent bits
within the same byte of color graphics
video memory, while the Amiga stores the
2 bits in separate bytes.
The engineers who designed the Amiga
2088 card came up with an elegant but
convoluted solution. On the PC side (with
one exception), each word of memory
maps to one location. The Amiga side can
reference a given chunk of memory in
three ways, using three different locations.
It uses one address to access a byte of
memory, another to access a word of
memory, and a third to access 2 bytes of
color video memory (see figure 3). In the
second case, the 2 bytes of the word are
read on the Amiga side in the opposite
order of how the PC side sees them.
In the third case, the word of data read
by the Amiga side contains the first bit of
each of the 8 pixels involved in the first
byte and the second bit of the pixels in the
second byte (see figure 4). This inter
leaved access makes the PC's 320 by 200
four-color mode possible. The A2088
card also supports a 640 by 200 one-color
mode, but since each pixel is defined by
one bit, no such bit manipulation is
needed.
In other words, the Amiga and the PC
see the same memory differently depend
ing on what memory location the Amiga
side uses to access it. By putting these
functions in hardware, the Amiga and the
PC can run their usual software without
having to worry about data conversion or,
more importantly, the time it might take
to perform such conversions.
collli11ued
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r - - - - Dual-port RAM

Dual-port
RAM control
and 2088
interface - - - - - - 

;;. ~-----

512K bytes
PC RAM

Amiga bus
connector - - -......,......,.•

PC BIOS ROM

---:-~

PC floppy
- - - -  disk controller

8088 CPU - - - - - - .

PC bus
connector - - - - 

PC multi
~i1fiiieiil-!~----- function chip

PC drive
connector ---::;::;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;i;ii!i~jQ~~!ii~~~~~~

Photo 5: The A2088 PC emulator board. 1his board contains the 8088 processor, memory, ROM, and support chips of an
IBM PC-compatible computer and correctly uses any PC peripheral cards connected in the PC slots.
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WHAT THE PC
SIDE SEES

WHAT THE AMIGA
SIDE SEES
VALUE
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Figure 3: Three modes of access for the Amiga 2088 board's dual-port RAM.
1hough each memory location in the dual-port RAM has only one address on the
PC-compatible side, it appears at three different locations in the Amiga's address
space. The dual-port RAM maps the bits to the Amiga side in a different order
based on the location accessed.
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Figure 4: Graphics access of the dual-port RAM. Two adjacent bits on the PC
side make up a pixel, but these bits must be in different bit planes to recreate
the same pixel on the Amiga side. Figure 4a shows how 2 bytes on the PC side
(top) are mapped into the Amiga side (bottom). Figure 4b shows how the 2 bytes
on the Amiga side are placed in different bit planes to recreate the pixel pattern
created on the PC side.

Different portions of the dual-port
memory are reserved for specific usage.
A 64K-byte area is used as a general
purpose buffer (most often used to transfer
disk sectors between the two machines),
32K bytes are used for the PC's color
video memory, and 8K bytes are used for
its monochrome (character) video mem
ory.
A 16K-byte area is called parameter
RAM. This memory serves two functions.
First, both computers use one byte of it,
called the lock byte, to signal if they are
about to reserve part of the general
purpose buffer for their use (which they
release as soon as they are finished with
it). It is possible that the two independent
computers might try to allocate the same
memory simultaneously. By checking the
lock byte until it has an "unused" value,
setting it to a "used" value, allocating
memory, then restoring the "unused"
value, the two computers can successfully
share the dual-port memory.
The parameter RAM's second function
is to store blocks of parameters that one
computer sets and the other computer
reads. For example, when the Amiga
wants to transfer a block of data to the PC
side, the data is passed through an area
of the general-purpose buffer, but the
parameter RAM contains information
necessary to perform the transfer: the
location and length of the data and the
desired destination for it on the PC side.
The final 8K-byte area of the dual-port
RAM is called the I/O page RAM. On the
Amiga side, this memory maps to a cer
tain range of addresses, while on the PC
side it corresponds to a standard set of I/O
register locations on the PC that are used
to control the serial and parallel ports and
the PC's monochrome and color CRT con
troller. In some cases, these locations are
the registers. In others, they duplicate the
value of the register, and the Amiga can
read its value but not change it; in these
cases, the dual-port memory is said to
shadow the register.

PC Video Display
Now that we have an overview of how the
Amiga and the A2088 talk to each other,
let's look at some specific situations. A
monochrome (character-based) or color
(character- or graphics-based) video dis
play gets from the A2088 to the Amiga's
display as follows. When a program run
ning on the PC side outputs data to the
screen, the BIOS screen 1/0 routines write
information into the monochrome or color
video memory portion of the dual-port
RAM. The act of writing to this memory
generates an interrupt from the A2088 to
the Amiga. The Amiga recognizes this as
a video memory interrupt and "wakes up"
colllinued
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match PROTEUS in IBM compatibility, speed,
reliability, support & delivery.
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SMHzDMAbus
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Made in USA
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8-layer stable motherboard
80287 coprocessor socket
1.2MB floppy drive
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The reality of the PC
world is that no
area is always empty
in every possible
PC configuration.
a task that compares the contents of the
dual-port video memory with what cur
rently appears in the active PC window
on the Amiga display. This task is smart:
It knows the current contents of the Amiga
display and updates only those portions
that have changed. This makes, for exam
ple, the addition of one character to the
display a pretty quick process, much

quicker than updating an entire screen.
If the PC is currently in the mono
chrome display mode (which, on the PC
side, stores the screen as a matrix of
ASCII values), then the video display task
must convert that character to a rec
tangular matrix of bits and paint them to
the Amiga display. To do this, the Amiga
refers to a file called PCFONT FONT that
describes the bit patterns of the IBM
monochrome character set (ASCII char
acters plus additional characters defined
by IBM). If the character being drawn has
a background color other than the default,
the Amiga monochrome video display
task has to draw an image into several
Amiga display bit planes.

The Case of the Nine-headed Buffer
It turns out there are not three but nine
sets of addresses for the 64K-byte general
2088

AMIGA
BOOT

8088 IS RESET

EXECUTE
START-UP SEQUENCE

BINO DR IVERS

Accessing a Hard Disk

LOAO JANUS
LIBRARY

RE L EASE 8088
RESET

WA I T

BIOS POWER-UP
SEOUENCE

BEG I N
MEMORY REFRESH

DOWNL OA D
SIDEC AR /PC . BOO T
T O DUA L - PORT
RAM

purpose buffer memory. Three of them
come from the need to address the mem
ory in byte, word, and graphics modes .
Where do the rest come from?
The answer lies within the structure of
the IBM-compatible PC. The first 640K
bytes of memory (hexadecimal 00000
9FFFF) are reserved for programs. This
means that areas like the video memory,
PC BIOS, ROM BASIC (for IBM PCs),
and the ROM code associated with cer
tain expansion cards must live in the space
between hexadecimal AOOOO and FFFFF.
In the Amiga 2088 card, the 64K dual
port buffer memory must also reside
somewhere in that space.
The reality of the PC-compatible world
is that no area is always empty in every
possible PC configuration. The 64K areas
starting at hexadecimal AOOOO, 00000,
and EOOOO are most likely to be free.
Therefore, the Amiga 2000 engineers
designed the 64K area to map (on the PC
side) to one of these three areas so as not
to conflict with the hardware and software
you will be using with the Amiga 2088
card. (This option can be selected from
the Amiga Workbench screen.) Conse
quently, any byte within this 64K region
can map to one of three address ranges on
the PC side, and each range can be ac
cessed on the Amiga side from three sep
arate ranges.

WAIT FOR
GO-AHEAD
SIGNAL

GIVE PC
GO- AHEAD

OD ROM
SEARCH

DOWNLOAOEO CODE
MODI F I E S I NTERRUPT
VECTOR lJH

Commodore has designed the Amiga
2088 board so that the Amiga side of the
A2000 can access a partition of a hard
disk on the PC side. You run the usual
FDISK program on the PC side to allocate
part of the hard disk for the PC. Com
modore has provided a similar program
called ADISK that you run to create an
AmigaDOS partition on the hard disk.
On the Amiga side, this partition of the
PC hard disk appears as J H0: and can be
treated like any other Amiga disk (al
though you cannot use it to boot up the
system-you must boot from the floppy
disk in DFO:). JHO: has its own device
driver that uses the dual-port memory and
an interrupt mechanism to get (or put) file
sectors to the hard disk.
How do the two sides of the machine
establish and coordinate conversation with
one another? To answer this with an ex
ample, let's suppose you have a PC-com
patible hard disk whose controller is
plugged into one of the PC slots. We'll
follow the processes that take place when
you power on the A2000 (refer to figure
5).

Figure 5: The sequence of events necessary to boot the A2088 board with
the Amiga 2000.

When power is applied to the system,
the 8088 on the A2088 board is immedi
ately placed in a RESET state. Basically,
this keeps the processor from running
continued
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Version 1.2 Changes
Version 1.2 of Kickstart and Workbench corrects a number of bugs present in ver
sion 1.1 and adds improvements to existing features. There are also a number of
new AmigaOOS commands. These are covered briefly in the appropriate sections.

Workbench
An Expansion drawer holds drivers and
code required to configure and commu
nicate to boards on the Amiga bus. For
example, libraries for interfacing to the
A2088 board reside in this drawer. This
drawer is searched fur drivers and ini
tialization code at boot-up.
The tool SetMap allows you to select
several different keyboard types, such as
German, French, or Spanish.
NTSC and PAL video displays are sup
ported.
T\\O utility programs for manipulating
MS-DOS disks are provided. One pro
gram formats disks to the MS-DOS stan
dard, another allows copying data to or
from MS-DOS disks.

binddrivers -binds device drivers in
the Expansion drawer to

peripheral boards con
figured on the Amiga
bus.
changetaskpri and settaskpri 
allows you to change or
set the running priority of
a CLI task.
mount mounts a new device. The
device's characteristics
and unit number are
stored in the text file
Mountlist in the devs
directory.
path allows you to specify a
search path for AmigaOOS to use when search
ing fur a program.

AmigaDOS
Some new commands:

ROM Kernel

addbuffers - adds sector cache buffers

The 68881 math coprocessor is now sup
ported under multitasking. Several new
graphics functions have been added:

in memory for a drive,
improving disk access
time.

DrawCircle, DrawEllipse, AreaCircle,

and AreaEllipse.

; l•t
I NTERRUPT

- x-

l
R !JH
s
VECTO

cur
~_~--~
DIS K

~ :~ ~t~~~R

CU T
~

x ____.

HARO DISK
ROM

-·

2088
DUAL-PORT
RAM

Figure 6: Mod{fication of the disk controller interrupt vector to support a
hard disk drive. This sequence of mod{fications allows you to use any type
of PC hard disk with the A2088 board.

wild and perhaps doing some damage.
Meanwhile, the Amiga side goes through
the boot process (including AutoConfig);
it executes the start-up sequence, executes
a BINDDRIVERS command that loads
hardware device drivers into memory and
loads the A2088 Library routines. When
all this loading is completed, the Amiga
releases the 8088 from its RESET condi
tion and enters a loop to await a signal
from the 8088.
Released from RESET, the A2088
board's 8088 now begins executing a
BIOS power-up routine. This code is, for
the most part, standard and includes rou
tines that check the 8088, perform a ROM
checksum, initialize OMA channels, set
up interrupt vectors, and more. However,
Commodore has modified the routines so
that when the A2088 has begun memory
refresh, it signals the Amiga and then
enters a loop to await a "go-ahead."
Once the Amiga has been informed that
memory refresh has begun on the PC side,
it reads a block of code (called PC. BOOT)
from its own disk and loads it into the
parameter area of the dual-port RAM
(note that this is 8088-executable code) .
This is the only code that exists in the
dual-port RAM, and it is loaded so that
it appears to the PC in an address range
above the region in which a peripheral
board's ROM would appear. The Amiga
gives the 8088 the "go-ahead" signal.
Now the A2088 completes the BIOS
power-up sequence. As part of this se
quence, the 8088 checks for peripheral
board ROMs in the address region C8000
to F4000 hexadecimal by scanning that
area in 2K-byte increments for a series of
3 signature bytes (hexadecimal 55AA
followed by a length-indicator byte). If
such a sequence is found, the BIOS trans
fers control to the address location rollow
ing the signature bytes, which it assumes
to be initialization code for the attached
device. In this example, the device is a
hard disk controller, and the initialization
code takes this opportunity to reroute the
INT 13H vector (see figure 6) . This vec
tor has been set by the power-up routines
to point to the BIOS code that handles
floppy disk 1/0; the hard disk ROM alters
the vector to point to its own routines. In
this way, a request for hard disk 110 is in
tercepted by the ROM; floppy disk 110 re
quests are identified and passed onto the
BIOS handler. The hard disk ROM ini
tialization routine then exits and BIOS
continues the scan for peripheral board
RO Ms.
As the BIOS power-up routine con
tinues searching for peripheral ROMs, it
encounters the PC.BOOT code in the
dual-port RAM. This code is preceded by
the necessary signature bytes 9J that it
continued
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Because of the complex
interaction between the
PC and the Amiga, the
designers had to make
some compromises.
"looks like" a peripheral board ROM .
BIOS dutifully passes control to what it
thinks is a peripheral initialization routine
but which is actually a routine in the
PC.BOOT code that reroutes the INT l3H
vector again. Now a disk 1/0 request will
be intercepted first by the PC. BOOT
code-the Amiga side has "wired" itself
into the PC side's disk 1/0 routines. The
BIOS completes its ROM scan and the re
mainder of the boot process.
From this point on, the Amiga side can
make 1/0 requests to PC disks directly to
the ROM routines on the PC hard disk
controller card or onto the BIOS for
floppy 1/0. In this way, the Amiga side can
access an AmigaDOS partition on a PC
hard disk by going "beneath" whatever
DOS happens to be running on the PC
side. (If the Amiga side were forced to ac
cess a disk on the PC side through, say,
PC-DOS, an AmigaDOS partition would
be inaccessible-PC-DOS will not recog
nize a non-PC-DOS partition.) Additional
ly, the PC.BOOT code performs necessary
semaphore functions that prevent simul
taneous disk 1/0 requests from both sides
of the machine. Whenever the PC side
performs disk 1/0, PC. BOOT intercepts
the 1/0 request and sets a flag in the dual
port RAM that tells the Amiga side to hold
off on any disk 1/0 requests of its own .

Limitations of the Amiga 2088 Board
With the Amiga 2088 board containing an
actual IBM PC-compatible computer on
its board, you can run virtually any IBM
or MS-DOS-compatible program and
plug in virtually any expansion card. This
approach works so well because it is not
an emulation of a PC-it is a PC. Right?
No, not really. Because of the complex
interaction between the PC and the
Amiga, the A2000 designers had to make
some compromises. Your personal pref
erences will determine how major they are
to you . Starting with the small problems
and working up:
• The video display won't support flashing
characters. This attribute, done in hard
ware on the PC, would have to be done
in software on a continuous basis and
would take up a lot of the Amiga's com
puting power. Since flashing characters
96
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aren't widely used, the A2000 designers
left them out.
• The Amiga will display only mono
chrome PC video, 320 by 200 four-color
graphics, and 640 by 200 two-color graph
ics. However, you can disable the Amiga
produced screen and get any kind of video
you want (Hercules, EGA, PGA, or what
ever) by plugging a video card into a PC
slot and feeding its output to an appropri
ate monitor.
• IBM-compatible PCs can make only
simple tones and beeps through a speaker
in the body of the computer, while the
Amiga can make complex sounds through
a separate audio output or the sound chan
nel of a television. Because the Amiga
2000 is multitasking, its designers could
find no good way to integrate the PC audio
into the Amiga's sound channels. Com
modore reports that the A2088's and
Amiga's sound signals can be mixed and
routed to the Amiga monitor's speaker.
• While a PC program is in use, the
Amiga mouse and cursor belong to the
Amiga, not to the PC, so PC applications
that use a mouse won't work. Commodore
plans to implement this feature eventual
1y by having the mouse emulate a Micro
soft mouse.
• The PC can be given control of the
Amiga's parallel port by running a pro
gram called LPT1:. This maps the parallel
port to the LPT1 : printer device on the PC
side and prevents the Amiga from using
it at all. The PC will not be able to use
the Amiga's serial port when it is first
released, but Commodore says it's work
ing on similarly enabling that connection
sometime in the future.
• One of the most serious flaws of the
2088 card/Amiga duo is its inexact display
of the PC's video on the Amiga's screen.
Remember that as the PC writes to its
video memory, the Amiga must update the
PC window (on the Amiga's display) to
correspond with the visual interpretation
of the contents of the PC's video memory.
Unfortunately, even the Amiga can't keep
up with that process instantaneously and
this causes some noticeable effects. For
example, since the Amiga must draw the
characters displayed in a text window,
scrolling the entire screen often causes the
display to jump several lines at a time.
Also, some graphics programs that use
animation work (Microsoft's Flight Simu
lator, for example), but others don't
(ExecuVision).
The A2000 designers have done what
they could to improve this situation. If you
are having update problems with the PC
color display, you can decrease the
number of bit planes the Amiga has to
draw into, thus reducing the number of
colors that can be shown but also decreas
ing the amount of time the Amiga spends

to update the screen once.
•We saw only rudimentary cut and paste
functions for the transfer of text (not
graphic) data between a PC window and
the Amiga's Notepad. For example, you
can type DIR in the Notepad, copy it into
the Clipboard, and then use an EDIT
menu to paste the directory command into
the PC window. Conversely, you can
select text in the PC window by dragging
the mouse over the selected region (the
copy to the Clipboard is automatic) and
pasting it into the Notepad. The degree
to which the transfer of data between the
two machines is implemented could deter
mine the ultimate success of the Amiga
2000.

Pricing
At the time of this writing, Commodore
has set only preliminary suggested retail
prices for the A2000 and related products
(see the text box "A2000 Peripherals").
The A2000 with l megabyte of memory
and one 3 1h-inch floppy drive is set at
$1499; the A2088 IBM PC-compatible
board, $499; internal 3 1h-inch or 5 1.4-inch
floppy drives, $199; external 3 1h-inch or
5 1.4-inch floppy drives, $299; 2-megabyte
expansion memory card, $499; composite
video interface card, $99; hard disk con
troller supporting ST506 and SCSI hard
disks, $349; standard analog RGB moni-r
tor, $349; long-persistence phosphdr
analog RGB monitor, $499.
The under-$1500 price for the A2000
is fairly competitive. This makes an
A2000 with a high-quality RGB color
monitor cost around $2000, which is
slightly less than the $2199 price of an
Apple Macintosh Plus (not counting the
inevitable discounting more likely to be
available on the older Macintosh Plus
line).
Potential buyers of the A2088 board
should note that the hidden cost of a
5 1.4-inch floppy drive brings the price of
a usable IBM PC-compatible computer to
between $700 and $800.

Caveats
We wrote this product preview in
December 1986, after two meetings with
Commodore engineers and several follow
up calls; there was very little documenta
tion because the A2000 and the Amiga
2088 board were so recently finished. We
had access to two machines for little over
a week. One had an Amiga 2088 board
with a IO-megabyte Hardcard shared by
the Amiga and the PC, an IBM multifunc
tion board, and 512K bytes of memory;
the other had a 5 1.4-inch, 20-megabyte
hard disk connected through the SCSI port
of the Amiga 2094 Hard Disk/SCSI con
troller board and an Amiga 2050 2-mega
byte memory board. Both had 512K bytes

COMMODORE A2000

...

A2000 Peripherals
Commodore will release the following peripheral boards with the Amiga 2000.

Hard Disk Controller
The 2094 Hard Disk/SCSI (HD/SCSI)
controller board is a foll-size Amiga card
that plugs into one of the Amiga bus slots
and allows access to the two most popular
hard disk interfaces: ST-506 and SCSI
(small computer system interface) . To
date, most hard disks available for micro
computers are equipped to connect via
the ST-506 standard interface. However,
more and more SCSI-compatible hard
disks are emerging, and indications are
that this interface will ultimately replace
the ST-506 standard due to SCSI's faster
transfer rate and flexibility. The HD/SCSI
board can control up to two ST-506
compatible drives and up to seven SCSI
drives in any combination.
The ST-506 portion of the board is built
around a custom LSI chip called the DJC
(manufactured by the Konan Corpora
tion) that performs most of the control
functions (data serialization, error cor-

rection, etc.) . The data-transfer rate on
the ST-506 side of the board is on the
order of 5 megabits per second. On the
SCSI side, the HD/SCSI board uses a
Western Digital 33C93 SCSI controller
chip. This chip incorporates some in
telligence, so that SCSI commands can
be issued quickly and succinctly. Up to
128K bytes at a time can be read to or
written from a hard disk. The board's
data-transfer rate on the SCSI side is
around 10 megabits per second.
An on-board Z80A processor running
at 4 MHz can operate both the ST-506
and SCSI sides of the board. (The
Amiga's 68000 can issue commands
directly to the 33C93 chip. When we saw
the board running an SCSI drive, it was
with the 68000 managing the SCSI chan
nel.) The Z80 is provided with a 2K by
8 on-board RAM into which the 68000
can download commands so that the Z80

•

Memory Boards
Commodore will release three memory
boards with the A2000. The boards fall
into two general classes: One plugs into
the 86-pin CPU slot and two plug into
Amiga bus slots. The former will be
shipped with early versions of the A2000
and will be populated with 512K bytes,
bringing the total memory of the machine
as shipped to I megabyte. (Commodore
intends to ultimately provide I megabyte
directly on the A2000 motherboard, sb
that later A2000s will not come with this
board installed. Since the stated purpose
of the 86-pin CPU slot is to allow for the
installation of an alternate CPU-a
68020, perhaps-purchasers of early
A2000s may find themselves unable to
make use of any future coprocessor
boards unless they give up some
memory.)
The other two memory boards plug
into an Amiga bus slot. One board can

of memory on the motherboard but lacked
the extra 5!2K that will ship in the CPU
slot of the A2000. The computers, accord
ing to Commodore, were off the "first
production run" and had no wires on any
of the circuit boards. The Amiga 2088
board ran MS-DOS 2.11, but Commodore
said the board would ship with MS-DOS
3.2. The A2088 board didn't have an 8087
coprocessor installed, so we cannot com

can perform a series of hard disk func
tions in a true coprocessing fashion .
Throughput is further enhanced by a pro
prietary OMA controller chip with a
built-in 64-byte FIFO memory. Using this
chip, you can transfer data from disk to
memory at full speed (depending on
which interface your disk is connected to)
while consuming only 16 percent of the
Amiga bus's time. This suggests some in
. teresting possibilities, since you could
download an entire screen's data from a
hard disk directly to video memory at the
rate of approximately 800 ns per byte.
The HD/SCSI board provides not only
an SCSI 50-pin connector, but also a
Macintosh Plus-compatible DB-25 con
nector. This addition is good planning;
you can immediately draw from the
growing number of Mac Plus SCSI drives
that appear to be getting less expensive
by the week .

be populated with up to 2 megabytes of
RAM in increments of 512K bytes, I
megabyte, or 2 megabytes; the other can
accept up to 8 megabytes (Commodore
had not yet determined what partial
amounts the board could be configured
to accept). These boards are based on the
same design; the engineer who had
developed them told us that once he had
built a working version of the 2-megabyte
board, it took him only a matter of weeks
to produce an 8-megabyte board. Both
boards perform memory refresh during
cycles when the processor is off the bus,
so that memory refresh is invisible.
You may be asking yourself what ad
vantage the 2-megabyte board has over
the 8-megabyte board, particularly if the
latter is available in partially populated
form. The advantage is simply cost: The
2-megabyte card is a single-layer circuit
board, while the 8-megabyte card is a

ment on its performance. The Amiga soft
ware was pretty stable but might still
undergo some small changes.

Observations
The computer we looked at was still un
finished, so this product preview is not the
place for us to run benchmark programs
and, in general, critique its strengths and
weaknesses. Still, we feel the comments

.

double-layer circuit board. Additionally,
the 2-megabyte board can accept the less
expensive 256K-bit DRAM chips as well
as I-megabit DRAM chips; the 8-mega
byte board can only accept I-megabit
DRAM chips.
All three memory boards sit on the fast
RAM side of the A2000 where there is
no contention between the 68000 and the
graphics processors. The 2-megabyte and
8-megabyte boards support the AutoCon
fig feature and, although the I-megabyte
board does not, the system is able to
recognize its presence. None of the mem
ory boards support write protection, an
extremely desirable feature if you plan
to use the memory for a RAM disk. (We
mentioned this to the boards' designer;
he told us that he thought he could add
write protection to the 8-megabyte board
by reprogramming a PAL, and that he
would consider adding the capability.)

below are in order, largely because the
units we saw were much more "stable"
than most of the other computers we
preview.
Overall, the A2000 with the optional
A2088 card delivers a second-computer
in-a-box better than most of the previous
attempts to do so in this industry. Stan
Wszola, a BYTE editor who regularly uses
continued
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Though the interaction
between the Amiga and
the PC is minimal,
there are opportunities
for someone to write
a hybrid program.
an IBM PC compatible, said the A2000
ran and looked like a normal PC. We ran
one benchmark, the Sieve of Eratosthenes,
and found that the Amiga ran it within one
second of the time recorded for a "plain
vanilla" IBM PC.
One fascinating implication of using the
Amiga to display the PC monochrome and
video screens is that the colors used in the
screen can be chosen from the Amiga's
palette of 4096 colors. This makes work
ing with PC software-especially pro
grams that use graphics-a lot easier on
the eye. When a PC screen is in an Amiga
window, you can scroll both vertically and
horizontally to see any portion of it (see
photo 6). Alternately, you can double
click on the window and get a full 25-line
by SO-character display with no window
border. If you set your colors right, you
don't even know you're on an Amiga! On
the other hand, the system with the A2088
board installed takes between 11/2 and 2

minutes to boot even if you aren't going
to use the PC capabilities.
Though the normal interaction between
the Amiga and the PC is minimal, there
are some real opportunities for someone
to write a hybrid program that uses both
the 8088 in the PC (perhaps augmented
by an 8087 numeric coprocessor) and the
68000 in the Amiga to achieve perfor
mance that is beyond either of the two
machines alone.
Amiga's use of Kickstart 1.2 in ROM
speeds up the A2000's loading, but it
presents problems to some prospective
customers. There is no way the A2000 can
load Kickstart 1.1 into memory, and we
found several programs that wouldn't run
correctly in the A2000. In general, games
were less likely to run than "serious" ap
plications, and (this comes as no surprise)
older programs were less likely to run than
ones released more recently. This is a
problem that should eventually go away
as more new products come out using
Kickstart 1.2 and older ones are (perhaps)
upgraded.
Clive Smith, general manager of the
Commodore Product and Market Devel
opment Group, indicated that the 2088
was just the beginning of the A2000's ex
tension into coprocessing. "Commodore
has provided for integrating 80286 pro
cessors and coprocessors into the Amiga
environment," Mr. Smith said. "Com
modore is currently developing its own
A2286 card and support software, which
will bring [IBM PC] AT-level coprocess-

Photo 6: Running IBM PC software on the A2000. Here, the Amiga's
desktop screen has been ''pulled down'' to reveal the PC color display
screen. You can see Microsoft's Flight Simulator program running in the
PC screen.
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ing to the Amiga environment. The next
multiprocessor/multiDOS environment
which Commodore is implementing for
the A2000 is a 6 020-ba edl version of
UNIX 5.2 [UNIX System V, version 2]
that uses a proprietary MMU [memory
management unit] currently under devel
opment and evaluation, which will be
manufactured by the company's MOS
Technology division."

Conclusions
Who will buy this machine? Certainly
people who want an 8-megabyte Amiga
with one or more hard disks will. Al
though the original Amiga, the AlOOO, can
be expanded, that task was taken on by
small companies that work in low volumes
and so must charge higher-than-average
(when compared with the IBM or Macin
tosh worlds) prices. Commodore never
produced a card cage for the AlOOO and
will eventually discontinue the machine
(no specific date has been set, though, and
Commodore pledges to continue support
ing the AlOOO) .
The A2000's expandability and its IBM
PC compatibility make the computer a
valid possibility for business and scien
tific users. The ability to expand the
machine's memory and disk storage within
a reasonably sized box is an unobtrusive
but important change from the AJOOO.
Some users will be attracted to the multi
processing of a machine that can run 8088
and 68000 software in parallel, with the
possibility of the same computer someday
running, say, an Intel 80286 processor
with a Motorola 68020 processor and
assorted numeric coprocessors on both
sides.
Professionals (especially scientists,
engineers, and artists) who are already at
tracted to the Amiga's graphics or other
features will now be able to buy a machine
with the memory and disk storage they
need. Other users who are attracted by the
Amiga but who work in offices that use
IBM PCs can now "safely" buy an office
computer that has both Amiga and IBM
capabilities. These same people may now
be interested in buying an Amiga for home
use, knowing that they can also use it to
do PC-related work brought home from
the office.
Software for the Amiga family of com
puters has grown to quite a respectable
level in the year and a half since the
AlOOO's release. Now that Commodore
has introduced a machine that has elbow
room inside it for more system resources
and for entirely new hardware products,
we can expect similar growth in Amiga
hardware in the year to come. This devel
opment can only help the fortune of this
most capable and exciting line of micro
computers. •

Introducing PC performance
at aterminal price.

The versatile
PC Station: From
TeleVideo~

With all the power an AT offers,
it's no wonder more people
are using it to drive multi-user
systems.
And when itcomes to using
all this power, only one work
station gives you so many
features for so little money: the
TeleVideo PC Station.

Asyoucansee, thebackpanelofthePC
Station is exactly the same as the IBM PC's,
wilh fully IBM-compatible fX!rls for hooking
up industry-standard penpherals.

This ASCII terminal has the
precise look and feel of a PC.
But that's just the beginning. It
also has a back panel that's

with IBM-style
identical to the
character fonts.
IBM PC's, with a
Plus a smooth,
parallel printer
quiet AT-style key
port A serial port.
board, with
And two host
ports, so it can be
keytop LEDs. All
included in the
simultaneously
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connected to an
The TeleVideo
ASCII mainframe
The PC Station is the only terminal
PC Station. For
host and an AT
ofits kind wilh dual-host capability,
host. There's no loss which allows it to be connected to a free solutions
of memory when a mainframe host and an AT host guide, and the
simultaneously.
nameofyour
changing hosts,
nearest TeleVideo dealer, call
because the PC Station holds a
1-800-835-3228, Dept. 271.
page of memory from each at
And check out the work
the same time.
station that offers you all
And the PC Station gives
you even more. Like a 132
the benefits ofa PC-without
a PC price.
column display, for spread
sheets. Programmable function
keys, for customization. For
better readability, there's a
Settle for more.
green, non-glare 14"screen,

0 TeleVideo®

TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Avenue, PO. Box 3568, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568 • (408) 7 45-7760
IBM and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc.© 1986 TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
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Why RamFont" is so
essential to your software.
Until now, most programs could
only display 256 pre-programmed
characters.
Just enough for the regular alpha
bet, some numbers and a few special
symbols.
Enter the Hercules TM Graphics
Card Plus.
Its extraordinary new RamFont

mode can
store up to
3072pro
grammable GraphicsCard
characters,
and display
them at lightning-fast speed.
And RamFont is so flexible, you
can even mix graphics on the same
screen as text.
A whole new generation of
software is available now, taking
advantage of RamFont's unique
capabilities to give you more power
and speed than ever before.
Lotus® 1-2-3~
By using RamFont to display
smaller-than-standard characters,
1-2-3 Release 2 gives you a spread
sheet that shows almost twice as
much data as before.
And, RamFont makes scrolling
instantaneous and smooth, rather
than painfully slow and jerky.
You can even view a graph in a
pop-up window-another RamFont
first.

Then it switches to graphics
mode to format a page for printing,
showing proportionally spaced
equations.

Even more goodies.
Besides these dramatic improve
ments, RamFont also dramatically
improves the scrolling speeds of
Symphony~ 1.1 and Framework II.™
For WordStar: there's a RamFont
add-on that lets you use multiple
fonts.
There's even a new word proces
sor that lets you write in Greek,
Russian and Hebrew, on the same
screen.
And there's more incredible
RamFont software right around the
corner.
And now, the really good part.
RamFont is only one of the
Hercules Graphics Card Plus'
major advantages.
You also get our famous
high resolution graphics, to run
programs like AutoCAD~ and
Pagemaker.
And our high resolution text
mode that runs thousands more
programs.
And a parallel printer port that
can be "unplugged" for greater
flexibility.
TM

Here are a few of the
programs taking advantage
ofRamFont.
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2
(and later)
Lotus Symphony Version 1.1
Lotus Manuscript
Microsoft Word 3.1
includes mouse support
Ashton-Thte Framework II
Nota Bene TM
PSTM

Computer Linguist
For a complete list, contact Hercules.

All for the astonishingly low
suggested list price of $299.
Which, on top of the Plus' per
formance, has caused a few
people in the industry to get unusually excited:
s~ ReWJ Price.
"If you intend to buy an IBM
PC or clone and want to run a
monochrome system, this is the
card to get. I wouldn't even think
of anything else."

$
299

John C. Dvorak,
PC Magazine coluri ist.

Neither would we.
Call 1-800-532-0600 ext. 212
for the name of an Authorized
Hercules Dealer near you and
we'll rush you our free info kit.

Microsoft® Word 3.
Word 3 was the first PC word
processor that let you see boldface,
italics, subscripts and superscripts
mixed with regular text.
But it was slow.
Not anymore.
With RamFont, Word 3 runs
almost four times faster.
Lotus Manuscript.™
Manuscript is Lotus' new tech
nical word processor, written to run
optimally on the Hercules Graphics
Card Plus.
It uses the RamFont mode for
fast, multiple-font text editing.

The Hercules Graphics Card Plus
with Ram}bnt.

Address: Hercules, 2550 Ninth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Ph: 416 54t><i000.1\Jlex: 754063. Trademarks/Owners: Hercules, RamFontJHercules; Lotus, 1-2-3, Manuscript,
Symphony/Lotus; Mkroeoft/Microsoft; Flamework/Aahton-'Thte; *>rdStar/MicroPro; AutoCAD/AutoCAD; Thgemaker/Alchis; Note Bene/Dn.gtnlly; PS/Scroll Systems.
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PRODUCT

PREVIEW

George A. Stewart

Turbo BASIC
Borland's version offers 8087 compatibility, fast and versatile
compilation, recursion, and it's BAS/CA-compatible
urbo BASIC is Borland
International's answer to
Microsoft BASIC. With
minor exceptions the in
tegrated editor, compiler,
and linker can use source code written for
the QuickBASIC 2.0 compiler and the
BASICA and GW-BASIC interpreters. The
language also offers certain structured
programming constructs not available in
any version of Microsoft BASIC. But these
aren't the features that could upstage
Microsoft.
Most important, Turbo BASIC im
plements the IEEE standard for numeric
data storage and operations. As a result,
Turbo BASIC programs are able to use the
Intel 8087 (or 80x87 family) numeric co
processor when that chip is installed in the
host computer, gaining a tremendous
speed advantage in number-crunching ap
plications. (When no 8087 is available, the
program automatically emulates an 8087
via software.) Meanwhile, Microsoft con
tinues to use its nonstandard system for
numeric data, thwarting compatibility
with the 8087 and limiting the arithmetic
precision and range available in Microsoft
BASIC.
Turbo BASIC has other features that
will probably be welcomed by software
developers. Conditional compilation, for
instance, lets a single source program pro
duce different executable versions depend
ing on the state of compiler variables; the
static arrays in an accounting package
might be configured differently, say, for
use in California and Arizona.
Like Turbo Pascal, which put Borland
on the map with Pascal programmers,
Turbo BASIC creates stand-alone pro
grams that require no run-time library or
other support files. A programmer can sell
these .EXE programs without paying any
royalties or licensing fees to Borland. The
announced price of Turbo BASIC is just

T

$99.95-again mimicking the low-cost ap
peal of Turbo Pascal.
As of mid-January, Borland expected to
begin shipping the IBM PC-compatible
version of Turbo BASIC in the first
quarter of 1987. (No other versions have
been announced to date.) This article is
based on a preliminary version of the
product.

User Interface
Turbo BASIC is a combined program
editor, compiler, and run-time system.
The functions are integrated via a win
dowing system with pull-down menus
used to select different operations (see
photos 1 and 2). Unlike QuickBASIC,
Turbo BASIC does not include support for
the mouse as a cursor-control device.
At the command level ofTurbo BASIC,
four windows are defined: "Edit" lets you
edit a BASIC source program. "Run" is
the output window for text and graphics
created by your program. "Message"
presents system-generated information
about the compilation progress and the
size of your compiled program. "Trace"
(when enabled) displays the line number
or label of the statement or procedure cur
rently being executed. At any given time,
only one of the windows is active; the ac
tive window can be moved, resized, and
closed. Any window can also be zoomed
to full-screen size by pressing the F5 func
tion key.
Pressing Fl calls up a context-sensitive
help screen; however, this feature was not
implemented in the prerelease version I
tested.
The top line of the display lists eight
menus: Files, Edit, Run, Compile, Op
tions, Debug, Window, and Setup.
The Files menu includes options for
loading and saving a source file to and
from disk, starting a new source file, exit
ing from Turbo BASIC, and so on. Turbo

BASIC's windowing system is particular
ly handy when you want to load or save
a file or change directories; Turbo BASIC
presents a directory window in which you
can move the cursor around to specify the
desired file or path. Subdirectories and
root directories are also shown in these
windows, enabling you to move through
out the entire directory structure of a disk.
File selection in QuickBASIC 2.0 is
similar.
The Files menu also lists a "shell" op
tion to let you transfer control to DOS,
enter commands there, and return to
Turbo BASIC manually by typing the
DOS command EXIT. QuickBASIC 2.0
also supports a shell feature.
The Edit, Run, Compile, and Debug
menus perform the indicated operations
on the currently loaded source file. I will
discuss these in detail later on.
The Options menu controls the opera
tion of the compiler in several ways. For
instance, the "Compile to" setting deter
mines whether the compiler outputs its
code to memory (the usual case during
program development), to an .EXE file (to
create a stand-alone application), or to a
"chain" file that can be executed only via
a CHAIN command in an .EXE file. The
chain file capability allows you to have ap
plications that are larger than a computer's
available memory; only portions of a pro
gram are resident at any given time.
Other check-off items on the Options
menu are support for the 8087; the abili
ty to stop a program with Ctrl-Break; and
run-time checking of array references,
numeric overflow, and stack overflow. The
8087 setting determines whether the comcontinued
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Turbo BASIC
incorporates the needed
run-time routines into
your executable file
automatically.
piler generates in-line 8087 code uncon
ditionally or generates self-modifying
code that will access the 8087 or emulate
it depending on whether the run-time host
has the coprocessor installed.
Turbo BASIC provides a COMMAND$
function that retrieves parameters from the
command string used to invoke a pro
gram. The Options menu enables you to
test how well a program uses this feature
without having to execute the program
from the DOS command line. A "Param
eter line" option lets you specify the text
that would normally be typed on the com
mand line. When you run a program that
uses COMMAND$, the specified text will
be returned.
The Options menu also gives you con
trol over the size of the run-time stack,
music buffer, sound buffer, and commu
nications buffers (COM1 and COM2).
The Window menu lets you open and
close windows, switch between them, and
arrange them automatically in one of two
ways: tiled or stacked.
The Setup menu lets you customize fea
tures of the Turbo BASIC user interface.
You can control the appearance of text

within pull-down menus, windows, and
system boxes; control how selected text in
any of these is highlighted ; and specify a
default path to be used for $INCLUDE
files (explained below), . EXE files, and
Turbo BASIC files. Other Setup options
let you select a "CGA snow check" to im
prove performance on color screens
driven by the IBM color graphics adapter,
and specify automatic saves of edited
source files before they are run.
The Setup menu also lets you load a
previously defined configuration file or
save the current configuration so it can be
loaded automatically or manually each
time you start Turbo BASIC.
Overall, Turbo BASIC's user interface
is easy to master and quite versatile.

Edit/Compile/Run/Debug Sequence
The typical procedure for running a pro
gram in Turbo BASIC is as follows. Load
a source program using the Files menu or
type a new one into theEdit window. Type
C to compile the program. The Compile
window shows the status of the compila
tion and, when compilation is complete,
gives the size and segmentation of the ex
ecutable program in terms of code, data,
and stack areas. You now press R to run
the program. If you type R without first
compiling the program, Turbo BASIC
compiles and runs it in a single step. You
will probably want to zoom the run win
dow to full screen while your program is
running.
Veterans of Microsoft's original BASIC
compiler, BASCOM, and users of Quick
BASIC may be looking at this point for
some reference to the linking of .OBJ files.

Photo 1: Turbo BASIC screen showing pull-down menus and the four windows.
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Turbo BASIC doesn't use .OBJ files. In
stead of producing relocatable object
modules that the user links manually to
produce an executable file, Turbo BASIC
goes directly to the executable code.
In QuickBASIC, the link step can be
performed automatically if you specify it,
but the resulting . EXE file is not stand
alone. It will run only in the presence of
Microsoft's run-time package BRUN
20.EXE. To get a true stand-alone pro
gram from QuickBASIC, you must do the
compile and link steps familiar to
BASCOM users.
The advantage of the Turbo BASIC ap
proach is simplicity. There is never any
need to link a main program to a run-time
library because Turbo BASIC incorporates
the needed run-time routines into the
. EXE file automatically. The apparent dis
advantage is that commonly used sections
of code must be compiled with each
source program that references them. In
a system with separately compiled object
modules, these 1ibrary routines can be
compiled one time and then 1inked to the
various main programs that refer to them.
However, Borland programmers main
tain that Turbo BASIC will process source
code so much faster than older-generation
BASIC com pilers-thousands of lines per
minute as opposed to hundreds-that the
time penalty for recompiling these oft
used routines is negligible. In fact ,
Borland predicts that version 1 of Turbo
BASIC will tum source code into execut
able code much faster than QuickBASIC
can compile and link the same source code
to produce an executable program. This
contention was borne out in our tests of
the prerelease version of Turbo BASIC.
Turbo BASIC's compile-to-.EXE file time
was one-fourth the time QuickBASIC took
to compile and link the same file. (See the
performance chart on pages 104-105 for
our test results.)
Another possible objection to Turbo
BASIC's inclusion of run times in every
. EXE file concerns disk space. When
several applications can share the same
run-time library, each application can be
smaller. But when each application in
cludes its own run-time library, a lot of
identical code gets duplicated.
Borland programmers respond that
most commercial applications are dis
tributed alone on a disk, making moot the
question of run-time library duplication.
And for applications too large to fit in
memory at once, Turbo BASIC allows the
creation of chain programs that do not in
clude run-time libraries; instead, when a
main program passes control to the chain
program, the run-time library of the main
program stays resident. (Creating a chain
file is one of the compiler options on the
Options menu.)

TURBO BASIC

Advanced programmers who work with
many I anguages may have another objec
tion to the absence of support for separate
ly compiled relocatable object modules.
Not having a way to link separately com
piled object files limits your ability to use
relocatable code from other sources such
as assemblers and other languages. With
Microsoft BASIC, you can incorporate an
assembly-language object module into a
program through linking-providing, of
course, that you handle parameter pass
ing and other interfacing matters properly.
To accomplish the same thing in Turbo
BASIC, the assembler code must be in op
code form and be fully relocatable. Under
that condition , you can incorporate it into
your program via the $1NLINE compiler
directive. QuickBASIC's method of link
ing to an assembler (or Pascal, FOR
TRAN, etc.) object module is more ver
satile though sometimes less convenient.

Debugging
If an error is detected during compilation,
the Edit window is activated and the cur
sor is positioned at the point of the error.
(QuickBASIC continues the compilation,
remembering up to 25 errors.) If an error
occurs while the program is running,
Turbo BASIC activates the Edit window
and points out the error location and error
type. Of course, this is possible only while
you are using the Turbo BASIC environ
ment. If an error occurs while you are
running an .EXE program , all you will get
is the error number and the program
counter value. To use this information,
you start Turbo BASIC, load the main pro
gram, select a Debug option called "Run
time error," and enter the program counter
value. The compiler will then recompile
your source code, stopping when it
reaches the point in the source code cor
responding to the program counter value.
It's an ingenious answer to one of the
traditional disadvantages of compilers as
compared to interpreters-debugging is
slow and tedious.
Another Debug option is the Trace
function, familiar to Microsoft BASIC
users. When activated, the function dis
plays in the Trace window the source pro
gram line numbers and labels (including
functions and procedures). In Trace mode,
Turbo BASIC lets you single-step a pro
gram or execute lines continuously as they
are encountered. QuickBASIC's debug
ging environment offers Trace and an
animated mode for monitoring program
execution closely.

oriented and has many more features than
the typical program editor.
Single-key sequences give you cursor
motion by character, word, line, and
screen page, as well as delete character,
word, and line, and insert line. Two-key
sequences give you top of file, bottom of
file, top of window, bottom of window,
page up, page down, and start of block,
end of block. Other block commands are
mark block beginning and end, mark
word, copy block, delete block, read
block from disk, write block to disk, and
hide or display block. Other key se
quences allow global search and replace,
search for the nth occurrence, set and find
place marker, save to disk and exit, and
exit without saving text to disk. Turbo
BASIC's editor allows you to embed con
trol characters in a program (typically and
advisedly inside quotes as a literal) by
pressing Ctrl-P followed by the character.
Many programmers use indentation to
make a program's structure obvious.
Turbo BASIC's editor has an auto-indent
feature to facilitate entering programs in
this manner; after pressing Return, the
next line is automatically indented to
match the indentation of the previous one.
At the end of an indented block, you back
space to delete the unwanted tabs. The
feature can be turned on or off with a two
key sequence.
Word processing is an essential part of
serious programming, and Turbo BASIC
has an editor that is up to the task.

Turbo BAS/C's editor
is very similar to
the one used in Turbo
Pascal and closely
resembles WordStar.
!em is to use $INCLUDE statements in
your main program. Each $INCLUDE
statement tells the compiler to read in the
referenced source code module.
If your program generates an error dur
ing compilation or execution, Turbo
BASIC will load the error-causing module
and activate the Edit window with the cur
sor on the point of the error. $INCLUDE
files can themselves contain $INCLUDE
statements (up to six levels deep).
Turbo BASIC does not have an option
for generating a compiler listing file.
Listing files are invaluable in debugging
and optimizing programs. They also en
able you quickly and reliably to relate the
program counter values given in an error
message to the source code that generated
the executable program. Compiler listings
also give you an inside view of how smart
a compiler is, and they bring to light tech
niques a compiler uses. QuickBASIC 2.0
doesn't give listings files, either.

The Language
Handling Large Source Files
The Turbo BASIC editor is limited to 64K
byte text files. The way around this prob-

Being BASICA-compatible largely defines
the language features of Turbo BASIC.
conlinued

The Editor
Turbo BASIC's editor is very similar to
the one used in Turbo Pascal and closely
resembles the WordStar word processor.
It is screen-oriented rather than line-

Photo 2: Turbo BASIC screen showing a recursive factorial program.
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Turbo BASIC (Prerelease Version)
vs. QuickBASIC 2.0
COMPILER PERFORMANCE (PARANOIA.BAS)
These tests were done using a 669-line source program called PARANOIA .BAS, which includes extensive arithmetic and flow
control statements, but little in the way of graphics commands. The program was created as a floating-point benchmark. For further
details, see "Paranoia: A Floating-Point Benchmark" by Richard Karpinski, February 1985, page 223. All times are in seconds.

Compile and Link in Memory
Time

Compiler

Comments

Turbo BASIC 0.69f

42

8087 off, keyboard break enabled, bounds checking on, overflow checking on. stack overflow
checking on.

QuickBASIC 2.0

72

Debug on, ON ERROR enabled, RESUME enabled, optimized for speed.

Compile and Link to an .EXE file
.EXE file size

Compiler

Time

Turbo BASIC 0.69f

47

QuickBASIC 2.0

100 (compile)
+ 88 (link)
188 total

Comments
8087 off, keyboard break enabled, bounds checking on, overflow checking
on, stack overflow checking on.

96,806

OB parameters /d/e/o/x/q (debug on, ON ERROR and RESUME enabled,
create stand-alone .EXE file, optimized for speed.)

101,704

RUN-TIME PERFORMANCE
These tests were run using standard benchmark tests combined by Borland into a single program. The original source program
compiled and ran without modification under Turbo BASIC 0.69f and OuickBASIC 2.0. The host compiler was an IBM PC with 512K
bytes of RAM and a 4.77-MHz 8088 processor. Turbo BASIC was also benchmarked on a 4.77-MHz IBM PC with 512K bytes of
RAM and an 8087 numeric coprocessor: OuickBASIC programs were compiled using /o/q options (create stand-alone .EXE files,
optimize for speed, no error checking, no keyboard break checking). Turbo BASIC programs were compiled with no error checking
and no keyboard break checking. All times are in seconds.

Graphics (Screen Mode 1, CGA, 320 by 200 Pixels)
Draw 500
circles

Draw 320
lines

Draw 500
boxes

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
with 8087

43.0

4.9

4.5

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
without 8087

44.4

7.4

OuickBASIC 2.0

53.4

5.7

Run-time program creator
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320 vertical
lines

200 horizontal
lines

Fill 200
circles

Fill 200
boxes

4.5

0.3

69.6

3.2

7.1

6.2

1.3

71.4

4.3

5.2

4.8

0.4

93.5

3.1

TURBO BASIC

Math (Add, Subtract, Divide, 10,000 Times; Multiply 20,000 Times)

lnteaer math

Floating-point
sinale-orecision

Floating-point
double-orecision

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
with 8087

1.5

3.6

3.8

2.2

0.9

Turb0 BASIC 0.69f
without 8087

1.5

83.6

86.5

54.9

18.5

OuickBASIC 2.0

1.5

17.4

28.1

23.3

4.8

Run-time proqram creator

Mixed-mode
floating-point

Calculate 720 sines
and cosines

Loops
FOR/NEXT,
floating-point
counter

FOR/NEXT,
integer counter

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
with 8087

21.8

0.2

21.0

03

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
without 8087

319.9

0.2

312.3

0.4

43.8

0.2

44.2

0.3

Run-time program creator

OuickBASIC 2.0

WHILE/WEND,
floating-point
test variable

WHILE/WEND,
integer test variable

Empty Function and Procedure Calls

Run-time program creato1

Integer function, lnteg ~r function,
parameters
four parameters

-toa ting-point
function, no
parameters

Floating-point
function, four
parameters

Procedure, no Procedure, four
parameters
parameters

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
with 8087

3.5

4.7

5.1

6.1

1.0

1.7

Turbo BASIC 0.69f
without 8087

3.5

4.7

20.1

21.8

0.9

1.7

QuickBASIC 2.0

3.7

4.6

5.6

6.4

4.6

5.0

Savage Benchmark (Accuracy Test)
Single precision

Double precision
Run-time program
creator
Turbo BASIC 0.69f
with 8087
Turbo BASIC 0.69f
without 8087
OuickBASIC 2.0

Result

Error

Time

2500.000000000005

5.ox10112

4.6

2500.0

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

175.3

2499.999999941009

5.899x1018

47.9

2403.318

9f.'382

Time
4.7

Result

Error
0.0

This test calculates the value of TAN(ATN(EXP(LOG(SQR(A'A))))) for A=1 to 2500. The value 1 is added to each result, which at the
end should equal 2500 exactly. (Note that single-precision results for Turbo BASIC are accurate only within the limitations of single
naccurate digits are to the right of the least significant single-precision digit. and thus are not shown.) The program
precision; ti
under Turbo BASIC 0.69f without a numeric coprocessor available.
would not 1
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STOR AGE FORMAT (MOST SIGNIFICANT BYTE FIRST)

TURBO BASIC
DEF ty pe

IEEE
DATA
FORMATS

RANGE

PRECISION

DEF INT

Word integer

10'

16 Bits

1,,

DEF LNG

Shor\ in teger

10'

32 Bits

1,,

DEF SNG

Short real

10'll

24 Bits

DEF DBL

Long rea l

1Q!HI&

53 Bits

Temporary rea l

1QH i n

64 Bits

s
s
s

7

ol1 ol1
1,

E,

E, I F,

E,,

E,l

E,.

E,

I

oh

ol 1

ol 1

ol

1

ol 1

ol 1

ol r

oJ

TWo's complement

1,

I

Two's complement

Fn

I

F, 1cnplici1

F.,l

F,

IF,

F, Impli cit
F.,

I

IN TEGER: 1
REAL: (-1 )-'(2,."'A') (F, .F, .. )
BIAS = 127 FOR SHORT REAL
1023 FOR LONG RE AL
16383 FOR TEMPORARY REA L

Figure 1: IEEE numeric data types supported by Turbo BASIC
However, Turbo BASIC includes several
important enhancements and additions to
BASICA.
The most important difference concerns
number-crunching capabilities. Turbo
BASIC numeric data types correspond to
those defined in the proposed IEEE
microprocessor floating-point and ex
tended precision integer data types and
implemented in the Intel 80x87 numeric
coprocessor.
Using the terminology of the Intel
80x87 documentation, Turbo BASIC sup
ports word integers (two bytes, 16-bit
precision), short integers (four bytes,
32-bit precision), short reals (four bytes,
24-bit precision), and long reals (eight
bytes, 53-bit precision). Furthermore, all
temporary floating-point values are stored
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as temporary reals (10 bytes, 64-bit preci
sion) as required in the IEEE standard.
Figure 1 defines these types more speci
fically.
In Turbo BASIC terminology, these
numeric data types are called integer, long
integer, single precision, and double preci
sion. Except for long integer, the names
are familiar and preserve compatibility
with Microsoft BASIC. But the internal
differences are very important, since they
make Turbo BASIC numeric data fully
compatible with the requirements of the
Intel numeric coprocessor 80x87 chip
family, so that floating-point operations
can be offloaded onto the 8087 without re
quiring a time-consuming data conver
sion.
Contrast this with Microsoft BASIC's

three traditional numeric data types: in
teger (16 bits, the same as Turbo
BASIC's); single-precision (24 bits, ap
proximately the same as Turbo BASIC's);
and double-precision (8 bytes). For inter
nal, temporary values, Microsoft uses the
double-precision data type. To use the
numeric coprocessor where it matters
most-for double-precision operations
every Microsoft value would have to be
converted to the long-real format and the
result converted back again to Microsoft
double-precision. This latter step could
present problems, since the range of long
reals is many orders of magnitude greater
than Microsoft's double-precision
(±10 ± 308 as opposed to ±10± 38.
Of course, you pay a price for the added
continued
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Harvard Presentation Graphics
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PUT COWRINYOURHANDS,
FAST.
ColorMaster®plotter/printer and
your PC. That's all it takes to put living
color into your presentation. Reports,
memos, renderings, even transparencies
projected on the screen. All in fantastic
full-color. Fast.
You can get a whole page of highly
color-saturated graphics printed out in a
minute. Or only 20 seconds for a page of
printed black and white text.
ColorMaster's speed comes from
advanced thermal transfer printing tech
nology. So, quickly and quietly, the
ColorMaster plotter/printer can produce
high resolution color graphics up to 20
times faster than a pen plotter.
ColorMaster is ready to run with
most popular graphics packages you
might already be using, like Lotus®1-2-3,®

Chart-Master;M Dr. Halo™and more.*
It also has a fully-buffered PC inter
face which lets you go on working while
ColorMaster is printing. What's more,
multiple copies can be made without
retransmitting data.
Software compatibility. Richly colored
graphics. High-speed text. Along with
world~ide ~upport, service, and 25 years
expenence m com
puter graphics.
With CalComp,
you get it all.
Call us at
1-800-CALCOMP,
or write CalComp,
P.0. Box 3250,

~i~~im, CA

CALCOMP

•some of these software packa~ include: The Master Series!>• from Decision Resources; Packages compatible with General Parametrics Video Show;'"' IBM<ll Professional Graphics;"'
.
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Graphics from Software Publishing;~ Mirage,'" Autumn,•• Ego~ f ram Zeno graphics. © 1986 CALCOMP;
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precision when a numeric coprocessor is
not present. In that case, Turbo BASIC
does all its floating-point arithmetic using
8087 emulation at a much slower pace.
And since all floating-point operations
must be done in the 80-bit format-even
when the operands are single-precision
the slowdown is considerable. For that
reason, Borland acknowledges that Quick
BASIC will likely outperform Turbo
BASIC in single-precision arithmetic
when the 8087 chip is not available in the
host computer. However, Borland pro
grammers say that version 1 of Turbo
BASIC will be close to QuickBASIC 2.0
on double-precision operations, even
without the 8087.
The range of word integers (Microsoft's
integertype) is -2 15 to 2 1s_ 1, or -32,768
to 32,767. This range seems especially re
strictive in machines with an address
space of 2 24 bytes. The range for Turbo
BASIC's long integer types is - 2 31 to
2 3 1-1, or -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647,
which is more than adequate for handling
memory address references and other de
manding integer-arithmetic problems. Of
course, the long integers consume twice
as much memory and require more time
for processing, but they allow you to do
things in integer arithmetic that would re
quire resorting to single-precision in
Microsoft BASIC, with the consequent
slowdown and introduction of round-off
errors.
One good use for the long integer type
is with monetary data, where floating
point approaches require extra work to
avoid errors in the cents columns. Using
long integers and counting money in cents
rather than in dollars avoids the problem
for dollar amounts up to $21,478,836.47.
(The decimal place is dropped into place
when the value is printed.)
Our test results using the prerelease ver
sion of Turbo BASIC showed the power
of the numeric coprocessor, with a pre
dictably degraded speed when Turbo
BASIC had to perform 8087 emulation;
nevertheless, the answers came out the
same (with an 8087 or 8087 emulation).
Borland programmers say the times of
8087 emulation will be substantially im
proved in version I of Turbo BASIC.
Recursion is another strong feature of
Turbo BASIC not present in QuickBASIC.
A function or subprogram may include
calls to itself, passing and retrieving
parameters in the process. This feature is
possible because Turbo BASIC allows
local variables-variables that are placed
on the stack and initialized each time a
module is entered. That way, a parameter
is not destroyed when a module is entered
recursively; the stacked parameters are
removed from the stack one at a time with
each exit from the subprogram. Problem
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Table 1: Enhancements and new features of Turbo BASIC as compared with
QuickBASIC 2.0. Unless stated otherwise, QuickBASIC lacks the specified
feature.
Keyword

Description and comments

Metastatements

$1NLINE

Allows inclusion of relocatable machine language code,
represented as a sequence of one-byte values. Alter
natively, you may specify a file containing the relocatable
machine code.

$1F/$ELSE/$ENDIF

Allows conditional compilation of source-code blocks.

$EVENT

Controls the generation of event-trapping code so that
not every part of a program has the associated overhead
of event trapping.

$C0Mn

Specifies the size of the communications buffer for
COM1 or COM2.

$SEGMENT

Declares a new code segment: this allows a main pro
gram to exceed 64K.

$SOUND

Specifies the size of the sound buffer.

$STACK

Declares the size of the run-time stack.

$STATIC

Declares the default array allocation to be static.
Declares the default array allocation to be dynamic.

$DYNAMIC

Statements
and functions
BIN$ function
CALL statement

Returns the binary string equivalent of a number; similiar
to HEX$.
Invokes a STATIC, RECURSIVE, or INLINE procedure; in
the first two cases, parameters are checked for type and
number:

CALL ABSOLUTE
statement

Invokes an assembly language routine. Parameters may
be specified in the command line or implici tly through
values preassigned via the REG function. QuickBASIC
lacks the REG function.

CALL INTERRUPT
statement

Generates the system interrupt for access to BIOS and
DOS functions. Parameters are passed to the system im
plicitly through values preassigned via the REG function;
parameters are returned through the same function.
QuickBASIC lacks the REG function.

CEIL function

Returns the arithmetic ceiling, the smallest whole number
greater than or equal to its argument.

CHAIN statement

Passes control to a Turbo BASIC chain module (ex
tension TBC), leaving the run-time module resident;
variables declared as COMMON are retained; similar
feature in QuickBASIC.

CLNG function

Converts a numeric expression to a long (4-byte) integer:

CVMD and CVMS
functions

Convert Microsoft.format double- and single-precision
values stored in random disk file format to Turbo BASIC
IEEE form, to allow Turbo BASIC program to read
Microsoft BASIC random files containing numeric data.

DECR function

Decrements the value of a variable by 1 or by a
specified amount; executes faster than the corresponding
assignment statement with a subtraction: A=A-1.

DEFLNG statement

Declares the default type for a variable as long integer.

DELAY statement

Causes a pause for a specified number of seconds; in
dependent of the machine's clock speed.

DIM statement

Declares an array; lower bounds and upper bounds may
be specified; e.g ., DIM GMT(-12112) QuickBASIC allows
only 0 and 1 as lower bounds.

TURBO BASIC

Keyword

Description and comments

Statements
and functions
DO/LOOP statements
ENDMEM function

Set up a loop with optional WHILE and UNTIL con
ditions at either end.
Returns a long integer representing the end of physical
memory.

ERADR function

Returns a long integer representing the position of the
most recent error. The value returned can be given to the
Runtime error function to find the corresponding place in
the source program.

EXIT statement

Allows exiting from a program structure (SELECT CASE,
FOR/NEXl; DO/LOOP, WHILE/WEND, IF/END IF, DEF
FN, SUB END). More general than OuickBAS/C's
version.

EXP2 and EXP10
functions
FRE function

Calculate 2 and 10 raised to the specified power.
Returns a long integer representing the number of bytes
of free memory in the string area, in the array space, or
on the stack, depending on the value of the argument.

GET$ function

Reads a string from a BINARY file.

/NCR statement

Increments the value of a variable by 1 or by a specified
amount; executes faster than the corresponding assign
ment statement with an addition: A=A+1 .
Returns a numeric flag indicating whether the keyboard
buffer contains any characters; does not remove
characters from the buffer.

INSTAT function

LCASE$ function

Returns the argument string converted to lowercase.

LOCAL statement

Declares variables in a procedure or function to be local;
local variables are stored on the stack and initialized
upon each entry to the function or procedure, allowing
recursive calls.

MEMSET statement

Declares an upper memory limit to be used by the ex
ecutable program; address is specified as a long integer.

MKMD$, MKMS$
functions

Convert Turbo BASIC single- and double-precision values
to Microsoft random disk file format.

MT/MER statement
and function

Function reads, statement resets, the microtimer; accurate
to 2 microseconds.

PUT$ statement

Writes a string to a BINARY file.

OPEN BINARY

Opens a file in BINARY mode (not available in Quick
statement BASIC).

REG function and
statement

Statement sets, function returns, a value in the micropro
cessor register buffer; used before and after calls to
assembly routines and system interrupts. Register is
specified as a number from 0 to 9.

SEEK statement

Sets the position in a binary file to a specified byte offset
from the beginning.
Sets up an expression testing and branching block.

SELECT CASE
statement
SUB/END SUB
statement

Defines a subprogram or procedure, which may have
any of the following; LOCAL, STATIC, and SHARED
variables.

UCASE$ function

Returns the argument string in all uppercase.

solving routines that apply the same logic
steps at various levels are naturals for
recursion, as are many mathematical rou
tines such as factorials (see photo 2).
Turbo BASIC adds two block structure
elements that are available in True BASIC
but not in QuickBASIC 2.0: DO/LOOP
with WHILE and UNTIL conditions at the
beginning or end of a block and SELECT
CASE structures. Both constructs are key
features of any structured language, allow
ing programs to be written in a way that
corresponds to the logical structure of a
problem at hand.
Another Turbo BASIC feature absent
from QuickBASIC (but present in True
BASIC) is programmable lower bounds
.for arrays. For instance, an array called
moderntimes might be set up with a
lower bound of 1920 and an upper bound
of 1987, using the statement
DIM moderntimes (192011987)

Table I summarizes the highlights (new
or enhanced keywords) of Turbo BASIC
as compared with QuickBASIC 2.0.

Conclusions
Will Turbo BASIC be another Turbo
Pascal? It offers many of the features that
made that language such a smash hit: the
production of stand-alone executable ap
plications; no royalties or licensing fees;
a versatile, intuitive user interface; a good
program editor; fast compilation; fast ex
ecution of completed applications; and
significant enhancements or additions to
the "standard" language. The big dif
ference is that Turbo P'ascal didn't have to
confront a popular de facto standard Iike
Microsoft BASIC.
For the time being, Turbo BASIC offers
some significant advantages over Quick
BASIC 2.0. Chief among these are 8087
support in hardware and emulation; pro
duction of executable, royalty- and license
free programs; recursion; and conditional
compilation.
Using just a preliminary version of
Turbo BASIC, it is not possible to get
definitive timings of Turbo BASIC's ex
ecutable programs in the absence of an
8087. However, it is clear that with the
8087 available, Turbo BASIC vastly out
performs QuickBASIC. (See the perfor
mance chart.)
At the very least, the arrival of Turbo
BASIC will certainly apply further pres
sure to Microsoft to make some long over
due changes in the company's flagship
programming language. In the meantime,
since Turbo BASIC costs just $99.95 and
is generally compatible with Microsoft
QuickBASIC, BASIC programmers and
would-be BASIC programmers should take
a close look at Borland's new baby. •
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COMPATIBLE DESIGN.
INCOMPARABLE PERFORMANCE.
INCREDIBLE VALUES.
CHOOSE FROM THESE COMPLETE SYSTEMS.
PC'S LIMITED'TURBO PC™
Monochrome Systems

EGAds! Color Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 16-Bit 8088·2 System Unit running at 4.77 MHz and 8.0 MHz
640K on Motherboard
AT"·Style Keyboard
130 Watt Power Supply
Hercules Compatible Graphics Adapter with one Parallel Port
PC's Limited Mono-HA Flat Screen Monochrome Monitor with Tilt and Swivel Base

$859
$1199

Intel 16-Bit 8088·2 System Unit running at 4.77 MHz and 8.0 MHz
640K on Motherboard
AT"·Style Keyboard
130 Watt Power Supply
PC's LimitedEGAds! Card
PC's LimitedEGAds! Monitor

with two 360K Floppy Disk Driveswith one 360K Floppy Disk Drive and one 2 0 Meg, 65 MS Hard Disk Drive-

with two 36.0K Floppy Disk Drives-

$12 29

with one 360K Floppy Disk Drive and one 20 Meg, 65 MS Hard Disk Drive- $ 1 5

89

PC's Limited 2868
Monochrome Systems

EGAds! Color Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80286 running at 8 MHz
1024K on Motherboard
1.2 Meg Floppy Disk Drive
Combined Floppy and Hard Disk Controller
Al"·Style Keyboard
192 Watt Power Supply
Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup
Hercules Compatible Monochrome Graphics Card
2 Serials and 2 Parallel Ports
PC's Limited Mono· II A Flat Screen Monochrome Monitor with Tilt and Swivel Base
with 20 Meg, 65 MS Hard Disk Drive, Space Saving Chassis-

$179 5
219 5

with 20 Meg, 65 MS Hard Disk Drive, Space Saving Chassis- $

with 30 Meg, 40 MS Hard Disk Drive, AT" Standard Chassis- $

PC's Limited 286

Intel 80286 running at 8 MHz
1024K on Motherboard
1.2 Meg Floppy Disk Drive
Combined Floppy and Hard Disk Controller
AT"·Style Keyboard
192 Watt Power Supply
Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup
PC's Limited EGAds! Card
2 Serials and I Parallel Ports
PC's Limited EGAds! Monitor

with 30 Meg, 40 MS Hard Disk Drive, AT" Standard Chassis-

12
•••••••••••••

Monochrome Systems

EGAds! Color Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80286 running at 12 MHz
1024K on Motherboard
1.2 Megabyte Floppy Disk Drive
Combined Floppy and Hard Disk Controller
AT"·Style Keyboard
192 Watt Power Supply
Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup
Hercules Compatible Monochrome Graphics Card
2 Serials and 2 Parallel Ports
PC's Limited Mono-HA Flat Screen Monochrome Monitor with Tilt and Swivel Base
AT1 1 -Standard Chassis

with 30 Meg, 28 MS Hard Disk Drive- $
with 40 Meg, 28 MS Hard Disk Drive-

110
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219 5

$2595

3095

$3295

Intel 80286 running at 12 MHz
1024K on Motherboard
1.2 Megabyte Floppy Disk Drive
Combined Floppy and Hard Disk Controller
AT"·Style Keyboard
192 W.tt Power Supply
Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup
PC's Limited EGAds! Card
2 Serials and I Parallel Ports
PC's Limited EGAds! Monitor
AT"·Standard Chassis
with 30 Meg, 28 MS Hard Disk Drivewith 40 Meg, 28 MS Hard Disk Drive-

$3495
$3695

(Tape backup optional)

A GUARANTEE THAT STANDS UP.
PC's Limited has established itself as the leader in PC technology. And the guarantee and warranty programs we offer put us ahead of the
pack, too. Here are our terms in plain English.
30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee-Any item bought from PC's Limited may be returned within 30 days from the date it was shipped for a
full refund of your purchase price. Returned items must be as-new, not modified or damaged, with all warranty cards, manuals, and packaging
intact. Returned items must be shipped prepaid and insured, and must bear a PC's Limited Credit Return Authorization (CRA} on the shipping
label.
One Year Limited Warranty-PC's Limited warrants the products it manufactures to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for one
year following the date of shipment from PC's Limited. During the one year warranty period, PC's Limited will repair or replace, at its option,
any defective products or parts at no additional charge, provided that the product is returned, shipping prepaid, to PC's Limited.

GPC'S LIMITED
To buy PC's Limited computers, call us directly at 1·800·426·5150.
Calls inside Texas, 1·800·252·8336.
1611 Headway Circle, Building 3, Austin, Texas 78754
Sales Calls from anywhere in the country, (512) 339-6962, Technical Support Calls, 1-800-624-9896 or PC's Limited BBS (512) 339-4127
Customer Service Calls, 1-800-624-9897 or MCI MAIL: PC's Limited, Telex No. 9103808386 PC LTD FAX (512) 339-6721

Inquiry 227
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MICROWAY MEANS 8087 PERFORMANCE
FastCACHE-286™

8087 SOFTWARE

Runs the 80286 at 8.5or11 MHz and the
80287 at 5, 6 or 11 MHz. Includes 8
kbytes of 55ns CACHE. Works with more
PCs than any other accelerator, including
Leading Edge Model D, Compaq, and
Turbo motherboards. Includes 8088
Reboot Switch, DCache and Diagnostics. ....... .. ... . .......... From $449

IBM BASIC COMPILER ..... . . . .. $465
MICROSOFT QUICK BASIC ....... $79
87BASIC COMPILER PATCH. . . .. $150
IBM MACRO ASSEMBLER ....... $155
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER . .... . . .. $99
87MACRO/DEBUG............... $200
MICROSOFT FORTRAN . . .. ... .. . $209
RM FORTRAN........ . ... . .. ..... $399
LAHEY FORTRAN F77L ... . .. . . . $477
MS or LA TIICE C ... .. . . ......... CALL
STSC APL *PLUS/PC ....... . .... $450
STSC STATGRAPHICS ..... .. . ... $675
SPSS/PC+ .................. . .... $675
87SFL Scientific Functions ....... $250
PHOENIX PRODUCTS . ...... . ... CALL
FASTBREAK for 1-2-3 V.1A . .. .... . $79
HOTLINK for 1-2-3 V.1A ....... . ... $99

DATA ACQUISITION and
REAL TIME TOOLS

Unkelscope™ - A real time data acquisi
tion, control and process software pkg.
87 FFT'" - The fastest PC FFT package
available! Written in assembly language,
it performs forward and inverse FFTs on
real and complex arrays occupying up to
512K of RAM. Callable from most8087
compatible compilers ... .. ....... $200
87FFT-2™ - For two dimensional FFTs.
TransView Menu driven FFT Spectrum/
transfer analyzer ..... ..... ....... •. . $250
ATOS- REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM
A multi-user, multi-tasking real time oper
ating system Includes a configured ver
sion of Intel's iRMX-86, LINK-86, LOC-86,
LIB-86, OH-86. For the PC, XT, AT and
COMPAQ .... . .. . . . .... . ........... .. $600
INTEL COMPILERS Available for RTOS!

A2D-160™
The Fastest 12 bit
A/D Converter
$1295

287 Turbo"' -10/12

.
M

12 MHz
8086/8087
Accelerator
Plus
A Megabyte for DOS!
For the IBM PC, XT and compatibles

PC Magazine" Editor's Choice"

8087 UPGRADES
All MicroWay 8087s include a one year
warranty, complete MicroWay Test Pro
gram and installation instructions.
For the IBM PC, XT and compatibles

8087-2 8 MHz......... ...... . $149
For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge

80287-3 5 MHz... ...... .... . $179
For the IBM PC AT and 286 compatibles

287Turbo runs the 80287
at 10or12 MHz in the IBM
PC AT, compatibles and the
newCompaq386with 100%
software compatibility.
10 MHz . . .. ... .. . .. . $450
12 MHz .......... ... $550

80287-6 6 MHz ...... ....... $229
For8 MHz AT and compatibles

80287-8 8 MHz ...... .... ... $259
For the 8 MHz80286 accelerator cards

80287-1010 MHz.. .. .. .... $395
For the Compaq 386

PC Magazine "Editor's Choice"

INTEL Above BOARD ..... . . . ... CALL
Call for prices on V20, V30,
64K, 128K and 256K RAM

MICROWAY SOFTWARE
FORTHE8087

287TURBO-PLUS™

FASTBREAK for 1-2-3
HOTLINK for 1-2-3
MATRIXPAK, 87SFL
OBJ-ASM
DFixer, DCache, DOptimizer
87BASIC, 87BASIC/INLINE
87MACRO, 87DEBUG
87VERIFY, 87TEST

The simple, fast and inexpensive way to
program PALs in your PC or AT. Works
with virtually all 20 and 24 pin devices
from MMI, Tl and NSC. Includes all the
software needed to read, write and verify
PALs. Works with JEDEC files and in
cludes a compiler for MMI standard PAL
types ................. . . . . . ... .. . . $395

Speeds up your AT
Adjustable 80286 Clock 6-1 2 MHz
10 MHz 80287 Clock
Plus Full Hardware Reset. ..... . .. $149
Optional 80286-10 .. .. . $175

t'

287TURBO-PLUS
With 80287 10 MHz. .... . . ... . .. .. . .... $549
With 80287 12 MHz..... .... .. . .... ... . $629

CALL (617) 746-7341 FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG
P.O. Box79

rcroKingston,Mass.

WU,1

r ~ti

112

From

$599

8087 5 MHz .. ..... ......... .. .$114

PC-PAL™
PROGRAMMER
160,000 Samples per second
Pseudo Random Noise Generator/DAG
Optional signal conditioners
AFM-50™ Programmable Low Pass
Filter Module ....... .. .... . . . ... . . $225

NUMBER
SMASHER/ECM™

02364 USA
(617)746-7341
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The World Leader
in 8087 Support!

MicroWay Europe
32 High Street
Kingston-Upon·Thames
Surrey England KTI 1 HL
Telephone: 01-541-5466
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CIARCIA'S

CIRCUIT

CELLAR

Steve Ciarcia

Build a
Trainable Infrared
Master Controller
This device can control all your home entertainment equipment
· First of all, this is not the
second part of a two-part
article. As you will come to
understand, this month's
project is the solution to a
problem I aggravated by
building last month's project (an infrared
remote control for my home control sys
tem). Confused? Let me explain.
While people residing in warm climates
tend toward Jacuzzis and hot tubs, some
of us who live in colder climates prefer
not to tempt fate and brave the elements
for about six months of the year. Of
course, I could succumb to the winter
sports thing. You know, skiing, skating,
snow this, and snow that, but it would be
much too great a chore at this stage to
reorient my sedentary lifestyle to enjoy
northeast winters. I hibernate like most in
digenous mammals and wait for the color
outside the window to metamorphose
from white to green.
About a year ago, I decided that holing
up in the cellar for six months a year was
antisocial. While the isolation proved
beneficial in coming up with great proj
ects for the summer and fall issues, I did
find that by the time March rolled around,
I looked very much like a bear that was
leaving his cave, and I communicated just
about as well.
In an attempt to improve the quality of
winter life and break the cycle of hiber
nation, this last year I decided to spend
some of the time aboveground (upstairs)
in an environment that allowed me to
observe the realities of my existence
(through the windows) and absorb the
cumulative knowledge of our culture
(watch TV).
In layman's terms, I built a media room.
Not just a TV den, mind you, but a room
where I could be immersed in a synthe
sized environment so far from the ice and
snow that six months seemed like over

night. Of course, this audiovisual experi
ence was tastefully produced by massive
amounts of electronic equipment.
The beautiful scene of the tropical
island was accurately reproduced on a
Kloss 2000 projection TV. You'd think you
were sitting next to that tinkling waterfall
as the music moves above and around you
in complete surround sound. And when
the warm breeze of island spring (actual
ly the heat wafting from the seven ampli
fiers) is tumultuously interrupted by a hur
ricane faithfully reproduced with 2400
watts of Nakamichi audio power through
a pair of B&W 808s (180 pounds each),
two Speakerlab subwoofers, and 11 Can
ton surround speakers, you feel like the
walls are about to explode. Sometimes it
is good not to have neighbors.
Enough of warm breezes. I now had a
new problem. In addition to all the audio
visual stuff, there were a couple of VCRs,
an FM tuner, and a CD player. All this
equipment required the 14 remote hand
held controls shown in photo l. Media
rooms are a great idea, but you can't ex
pect people to glue a dozen remotes on a
long board. There had to be a better way.

IR Master Controller to the Rescue
This month's project, an infrared Master
Controller that takes charge of all your
gadgets, can prevent "controller clutter."
It "learns" the infrared signals for each
function and plays them back on com
mand. It uses a six-button keypad to select
the device and functions, shown on a two
line LCD, and a single button, Do It, to
execute what's selected.
I am not the first person to design a
trainable remote control. More than a year
ago, I bought a similar device made by
General Electric, called Control Central.
This device could be trained to simulate
the functions of four remotes.
Control Central and similar commercial

COPYRIGHT © 1987 STEVEN A. CIARCIA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

units have two major shortcomings. First,
all the acquisition, data-reduction, pro
cessing, and memory circuitry is con
tained in the single hand-held unit. Given
the finite physical size of today's integrated
circuitry, there is a limit to the capacity
of such a device that allows it to still be
cost-effective. Second, it is designed for
use by a mass audience assumed to have
a finite set of electronic devices. The but
tons have predesignated nomenclature, so
it is not user-programmable.
You can still train your GE controller
to simulate the remote control for your CD
player. The Mute button on the GE unit
could be trained to be the Auto Repeat on
your CD player remote, for example. Un
fortunately, every time you want to repeat
a CD, you'll have to remember to press
Mute since there is no Repeat button on
the GE.
I am not criticizing the GE Control
Central. I am merely making a case for
designing something different for a very
vertical, gadget-happy, affluent audience:
BYTE readers. Why tie a design to the
lowest common denominator. Instead, yell
"let them eat cake" and demand the
remote to end all remotes: the Circuit
Cellar Master Controller!
The shortcomings of the GE and other
trainable remotes are the strengths of the
Master Controller. Rather than attempt to
contain all the necessary intelligence and
processing circuitry, the Master Controller
temporarily utilizes an external computer
coll/inued

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced ''see-ARE-see
ah' ') is an electronics engineer and com
puter consultant with experience in pro
cess control, digital design, nuclear in
strumentation, and product development.
The author of several books on elec
tronics, he can be reached at PO Box
582, Glastonbury, CT 06033.
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CIRCUIT CELLAR

Infrared controllers
are not compatible
because each
manufacturer speaks in
a different language.
as a user-programmable interface. Also,
rather than having buttons with fixed
function nomenclature, the Master Con
troller incorporates a scrolling LCD to
identify unit designations (devices) and
functions (commands). Device designa
tions like "Bedroom VCR" or "Naka
michi preamp" and commands like "CD
repeat/all" or "slow motion" are used in
stead of remembering what the Mute but
ton was supposed to do.
The Master Controller uses an IBM PC
for training. After that, it is battery
operated and completely independent.
The IBM PC is connected to the Master
Controller via an RS-232 interface and is
used to set up menus of devices (receivers,
CD players, tape decks) and functions for
each device (turn on, play forward, etc.).
After a menu is downloaded to the Master
Controller, each function is "taught" and
tested. Next, the completed menu and syn
thesis data are then uploaded to the IBM
PC and stored on disk (in case you want
to load it into another Master Controller
or add another device later without re
training all of them).
The Master Controller's IBM PC pro
gram can also combine sets of infrared

signals once they are trained for their
respective devices. I can now use a single
Master Controller button to turn on the
audio system, route the output to the liv
ing room, select the CD player, move to
the third selection, and repeat it forever.
Compared to other commercial con
trollers, the Master Controller solves the
IR remote plague hands down . Because
it uses an external computer for functional
modifications by the user, more room is
available for its ultimate task. Instead of
four remotes, the Master Controller can
be trained to simulate the functions of 16
individual remote controls complete with
descriptive command designations.

An Infrared Introduction
Most infrared remote controls are func
tionally similar. The microprocessor in
the remote controller creates a stream of
bits that is turned into on/off pulses of IR
light from an IR LED. An IR-sensitive
photodiode in the receiver turns the light
pulses back into an electrical signal from
which the original bits can be extracted.
The IR LED's fast on-and-off action
creates a carrier signal. The carrier is then
turned on and off to form the individual
bits of the message. Each controller uses
a different carrier frequency, sets different
bit timings, and ·assigns different mean
ings to the bits in the message. The reason
that controllers are not compatible is that
there is no standard for the format of the
bits in the message. Each manufacturer
speaks in a different language.
The Master Controller sidesteps this
problem by simply recording and playing
back the infrared signals without attempt
ing to decode the messages. It's just like

Photo 1: 1he six-button Master Controller can duplicate the functions
of the 14 controllers shown in the background.
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a tape recorder. You can record English,
Russian, and Spanish on the same tape
because they all occupy the same frequen
cy bands, and you don't have to understand
the languages to play them back.
This scheme works because of a limited
range of differences in the IR signals. The
controllers I've tested had carrier frequen
cies ranging from 32 to 48 kilohertz. Each
message bit has between 10 and 30 car
rier cycles, and there are two different car
rier modulation systems: pulse-width
modulation and pulse-position modula
tion. Last month I explained pulse-width
modulation. Pulse-position modulation
works by determining the time when a bit
occurs relative to a fixed starting point.

The Heart of the Master
An Intel 8031 single-chip microprocessor
running a program stored in a 2764
EPROM directs the operation of the rest
of the circuitry. (See photos 2 and 3 and
figure 1.) The menus and IR signals are
stored in a single 32K-byte battery-backed
static RAM. The user interface consists
of a two-line LCD and a six-button key
pad. The keypad is either a simple mem
brane matrix or individual keys arranged
in a matrix that is scanned by the 8031.
This eliminates the need for a keyboard
encoder. Two keys each are used for
device and function up/down scrolling on
the LCD. A fifth button, Do It, executes
the device/function command appearing
on the display. A sixth button, Learn, is
used for training.
The LCD has 20 characters on each of
two lines. The interface to it requires only
six wires: four data bits, one timing
strobe, and an address line. The display's
internal character generator converts
ASCII data into character dots, so the
8031 can communicate directly in ASCII.
A TIL413 photodiode converts the IR
signals from other remote controllers in
to a discernible logic signal. Because the
Master Controller and the remote are
placed close together during training,
there is no need for the sophisticated
signal processing that's required to detect
weak IR signals across a room. The
Master Controller photodiode circuitry
was designed to accept strong IR signals
only. You should position the remote
control unit within a few inches of the
Master Controller's photodiode. If it's too
far away, the Master Controller will "see"
nothing. If it's too close, the Master Con
troller will receive a distorted signal. A
little experimenting with each controller
will locate the correct position.
An LM311 comparator converts the
photodiode input signal to a TTL-level
signal. A 74LS164 shift register samples
the output from the LM311 at a 1-mega
hertz rate and converts the data into

CIRCUIT CELLAR

parallel format. The 8031 reads the shift
register every 8 microseconds while it is
learning a new IR signal. This data is
stored in RAM for later analysis.
At the transmitting end, the process is
reversed. Although the 8031 is a fast
microprocessor, it cannot generate both
the carrier and bit timing of the IR signals
instantaneously. To lighten the processing
overhead, an 8254 programmable inter
val timer controls the IR carrier frequen
cy and duty cycle as well as the duration
ofeach message bit. The 8031 sets up the
8254's registers for each bit of the IR
message.
A pair ofTIL39 infrared LEDs produce
the IR signal. Because the human eye can
not see IR light, a visible LED is con
nected in parallel as an indicator. The
LEDs are switched by a field-effect tran
sistor driven by a standard logic gate. The
FET is an efficient way to interface logic
levels with real-world devices because it
directly translates an input voltage into an
output current.

period of about 25 µ.s. The particular fre
quency used by a controller must be mea
sured precisely because each microsecond
of error changes the reproduced frequen
cy by about 4 percent. While this doesn't
sound like much, when the Master Con
troller reproduces the IR signal, the
receiver could completely ignore it. The
reason for this is that the IR receivers in

consumer electronic gear must detect faint
IR signals.
Generally, the receivers use a phase
locked loop, tuned to the remote unit's
carrier frequency. The PLL can handle a
10 to 20 percent frequency error, but the
design margins include errors due to
temperature, voltage, and other effects.
continued

Power
Power is an important consideration in any
battery-operated device. The Master Con
troller was designed to use either 74LS or
74HC devices at 5 volts. The 5 V is de
rived from a 6-V battery (four AA cells)
using a special low-dropout voltage
regulator. While LS takes considerably
more power than HC, the duty cycle is
low. The Master Controller need only be
powered up long enough to set the device
and function and press Do It. It can be
shut off afterward. Admittedly, I could
have spent more time developing auto
matic power up/down circuitry, but it
would have complicated the design and
added more software. Feature-specific cir
cuit tailoring will have to wait.
Turning the power on and off is not a
problem. The 803l's system software is
contained in a 2764 EPROM, and the
LCD and IR data are contained in battery
backed RAM. The memory is a 32K by
8-bit static low-power CMOS RAM chip.
The backup circuit consists of two 3-V
lithium batteries and a Dallas Semicon
ductor DS12IO battery-backup controller
chip. The DS12IO senses loss of the +5-V
supply voltage and automatically write
protects the RAM as it switches power to
the battery. The second battery is neces
sary only if the first one fails .

Photo 2: Component side of the Master Controller, showing the 2764 EPROM
and 8031 CPU (center left and right). The backup batteries and Dallas
Semiconductor DS1210 battery controller are in the bottom center and right.

Signal Processing
As you can see from the schematic in
figure 1, most of the Master Controller's
functions are done in software. It's worth
while to look more closely at the process
ing required for the learning and repro
duction of the IR signals. The IR carrier
frequency is about 40 kHz, giving a

Photo 3: The etch side of the Master Controller showing the 2-line
by 20-character LCD and six control buttons.
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Figure 1: Master Controller schematic diagram.
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The whole margin isn't available for the
Master Controller. An 8031 with a
12-MHz crystal can execute most instruc
tions in I or 2 tis. The shortest possible
loop used to sample an input pin takes
2 tis. While this might seem very fast to
you, reading and storing the value takes
much longer and necessitates some form
of input buffering.
The solution involves using a 74LSl64
shift register to accumulate 8 bits of IR
signal at a I-MHz clock rate (see figure
2) . The shift register in turn is sampled
once every 8 tis, a requirement that's easi
1y met. The I-MHz clock for the shift reg
ister (and also the 8254, which I'll
describe in a moment) is derived from the
803l's address latch enable output. The
ALE signal occurs at a 2-MHz rate and
is divided down to I MHz by half of the
74LS74 flip-flop. Exactly 32 samples of
the shift register data are copied into in
ternal RAM, a process that accumulates
256 µs ofIR signal. The software then ex
amines the data to pick out the start and
stop of each carrier pulse. The 256-iis
sample will include 8 to 12 complete car
rier pulses, depending on the exact fre
quency (generally, 32 to 48 kHz) . The
software averages the length of the pulses
to compute the carrier period and also
determines the average duty cycle. Using
several samples reduces the effect of noise
on the final average.
Once the carrier frequency is deter
mined, the next step is to measure the
length of each bit in the message. The
shortest bits we've measured contain at
least 10 carrier pulses, and the average
seems to be about 20 (although some con
tain more than 60 pulses). Given the
variability in carrier frequency and pulse
length, the main problem lies in determin
ing when the bit ends. The software
assumes that 32 µs without an IR signal
marks the end of a bit.
The duration of each bit and the follow
ing pause are recorded in the external
RAM of the 8031. Each IR message can
contain up to 256 bits (and the following
pauses) and can last up to half a second.
Because most remote controllers repeat
the message as long as the key is held
down, it is very important to tap that key
lightly.
Although the carrier frequency and
message analysis could be done on one
sample of the IR signal, the Master Con
troller requires two separate samples. The
first is analyzed for carrier frequency, the
second for message bits (see figure 3).
This reduces the chances that a partial
signal will be recorded in case the first bit
is less than 256 tis long. Each IR signal
is summarized by its carrier frequency and
duty cycle and up to 256 pairs of 16-bit
numbers that record the bit times.
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Therefore, each signal can occupy up to
about lK byte of RAM. Typical signals
have a few dozen bits and require only
about 100 bytes. This allows the Master
Controller to easily accommodate 16
remote-control units with 16 commands
each.
Just as the 8031 isn't quite fast enough

to directly record the IR signals, it needs
a little help creating them. An 8254 pro
grammable interval timer provides the
high-speed logic required to generate
signals with microsecond timing resolu
tion. The 8254 PIT contains three iden
tical timers that can be set up in a
bewildering variety of modes. The Master
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Controller software uses all three of them,
as well as a timer inside the 8031, during
the IR playback.
Timers 0 and l in the 8254 (IC13) set
the IR carrier frequency and duty cycle,
respectively. Timer 2 determines the dura
tion of each message bit, and the 8031
timer controls the pause following each

bit. The first two timers are set once at
the beginning of the message, while the
last two are set for each bit. The times are
stored in external data RAM accessed
only when the 8031 is running.
Because the 8254 produces a pulse only
at the end of each timer's count, a 74LS74
(IC8) is used to create the actual IR

pulses. The Timer 0 pulse (pin 10 ofICl3)
sets the LS74's output at the start of the
carrier cycle, with Timer l (pin 13 of IC13)
resetting the output at the end of the car
rier pulse. The LS74's output is combined
with a gating signal (IRENB) and sent to
the IR LED drivers. As you can see, a
great deal of code is required to handle
the IR signal analysis. The code is writ
ten in 8031 assembly language.

The PC Connection
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Using an IBM PC to create menus for the
Master Controller may seem like overkill,
but it really simplified the logic. The PC
has a full keyboard and display, disk
storage, and, best of all, high-level pro
gramming languages. Writing a PC pro
gram is much easier than writing an 8031
program, so I decided to put as little code
in the Master Controller as possible.
The PC program (called MASTER)
provides three main operations: creating
and editing menus of devices and func
tions, saving and loading these menus in
disk files, and transferring them to and
from the Master Controller. (See photos
4, 5, and 6.) The Master Controller is con
nected to the PC only when uploading and
downloading menus. Under normal use,
the Master Controller doesn't have any
wires trailing out of it.
I'll have to admit to taking a little poetic
license in the design of the RS-232 cir
cuit. Rather than include a separate nega
tive-voltage power supply for the RS-232
signal levels, I used a diode and capacitor
to "borrow" the negative voltage from the
PC's transmitted data line. A pair of tran
sistors are simpler than the power-hungry
level converters normally used to translate
between logic levels and RS-232 levels.
This is an important consideration in
battery-operated devices. Because I know
the communication will always be with an
IBM PC, a worst-case, tolerant RS-232
circuit is not a necessity.
The serial connector is an RJ-11 tele
phone jack instead of the usual 25-pin
DB-25 connector. Only three wires are re
quired: data from the PC, data to the PC,
and signal ground . Because the MASTER
program and the Master Controller were
designed together, they use an efficient
method of passing data that doesn't require
the normal RS-232 RTS/CTS and DSR/
DTR status lines.
The 8031 serial interface includes a bit
rate generator. The exact bit rate depends
on a number programmed into a register
as well as the frequency of the 803l's clock
crystal. I used a 12-MHz crystal to get the
highest resolution possible for the IR
signal-processing circuitry, but that's not
the optimum crystal for the serial inter
face. As a result, the 8031 transmits data
continued
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much. A 50-foot cable probably won't
work at all!

The MASTER program,
which is written
in Turbo Pascal, can

The Master in Action

create men us for
up to 16 devices.
to the PC at 10,417 bits per second. If
you're familiar with normal RS-232 data
rates, you'll recognize that 10,417 isn't one
of the choices. Fortunately, the PC's serial
port also determines the bit rate from a
number in a register. The closest match
is 10,473 bps, but everything works just
fine.
Here I should point out that, although
the link between the Master Controller
and the PC is called RS-232, it is surely
not standard. For example, using mis
matched bit rates and voltage levels is
acceptable only if you've carefully
checked out the consequences and assured
yourself that both ends of the connection
are still compatible. If you elect to build
a Master Controller, you shouldn't try to
stretch the limits of the connection too

Perhaps an example of how to use the
Master Controller is in order. I'll show
how to set up the first menu, then how to
combine IR signals to produce customized
effects.
The MASTER program, written in
Turbo Pascal, can create menus for up to
16 devices : receivers, CD players, tape
decks, and so on. Each device can have
up to 16 functions (on/off, play, rewind,
volume up, etc.) . While up to 256 func
tions are possible, the ultimate limit to the
number of devices and functions is the
size of the Master Controller's RAM .
MASTER and the Master Controller
cooperate to make sure that you don't
download a menu that's too big.
MASTER treats the devices (Bedroom
VCR, Kitchen TV, etc.) and functions
(volume up, power on, etc .) as a collec
tion of lists. Function keys let you "cut"
an item from one list and "paste" it
elsewhere (see photo 4) . You can delete
an item permanently, and you can insert
a new item and give it a name. Devices
and functions are treated as different
items, so you can't cut a function and then

START

LOOK FOR ANY "1" BIT IN SHIFT REGISTER.

RE AD 32 SA MPL ES

SAMPLES ARE READ AT 8-MICROSECOND
INTERVALS, SYNCHRONIZED WITH SHIFT REGISTER,
AND STORED IN THE 803! ' s INTERNAL RAM.

FIND FIRST " 1 " BIT

THE 32 SAMPLES ARE TREATED AS A SERIES OF 256
BITS. EACH REPRESENTING I MICROSECOND OF THE
IR SIGNAL.

COUNT T HE • 1• STR ING
COUNT THE

EACH IR CARRIER PULSE IS REPRESENTED AS A
RUN OF "1" BITS FOLLOWED BY A RUN OF "O" BITS .
COUNTING THE BITS INDICATES THE TIME
REQUIRED FOR ONE CARRIER PULSE CYCLE .

•o• ST RING

ADO COUNTS TO T O'TAL S

COMPUTE :
AVERAGE "UP" TIME
AVERAGE "OFF" TIME
AVERAGE PERIOD

COUNTS END AT THE 256th BIT . THE INCOM
PLETE COUNTS AT THE END ARE NOT INCLUDED
IN THE TOTALS.

THE E}(TREME VALUES ARE ALSO RETAINED
FOR ERROR CHECKING , ALTHOUGH THE CURRENT
CODE DOESN'T USE THEM .

Figure 2: Carrier-frequency measurement flowchart.
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paste it into the device list.
Table 1 shows the complete list of
MASTER function keys on the IBM PC.
As an example, you might use the
MASTER screen for the Sony RM-S750
controller menu. The Tape Deck line in
the Devices list is highlighted, and the
Functions list details all the tape deck's
functions. The word "new" at the end of
each function indicates that the IR signals
have not been learned yet (see photo 6).
The Remote Keyboard item in the
Devices list contains the general functions
like power on/off and volume up/down as
well as the digits from 0 to 9 to allow
direct radio tuning. You can duplicate
functions under more than one device to
make the Master Controller easier to use.
After all the devices and function names
have been entered, you should save the
menu on disk. A good choice for a file
name is the manufacturer's model number,
so RM-S750 is a good choice for this one.
The MASTER program will automatically
supply an .MC file extension.
The next step is to download the menu
to the Master Controller. The MASTER
program and the 8031 program first verify
that each other exists, exchange some
status information, and finally transmit the
menu. (The PC cable can be disconnected
after the download is complete.) The
Master Controller learns one function at
a time. Use the Select Device keys to
scroll through the Devices list, then the
Select Function keys to pick a function for
the device. The Learn key will record an
IR signal for the selected function. You
can test the signal and relearn it until it's
correct, but you can learn only one signal
for each function.
As I described earlier, the Master Con
troller requires two samples of the IR
signal to find the carrier frequency and
message bits. You should tap the remote's
keys quickly to avoid filling the Master
Controller's RAM with repetitions of the
same signal. Because most remote con
trollers will repeat their IR signal as long
as the key is held down, you should tap
the Remote key and release it immediate
ly. You should see the remote's LED blink
briefly to indicate that it sent a signal.
There's no point recording repetitions
because the Master Controller will repeat
the signal as long as you hold down the
Do It key.
After the second tap, you can test the
Master Controller's stored signal by aim
ing its IR LEDs at your VCR or TV
system and pressing the Do It key. If the
function works correctly, the Master Con
troller has a valid IR signal in RAM. You
can repeat the learning process by tapping
the Learn key again . Once you have a
good signal stored in RAM, tap any key
other than Learn or Do It to return to the

CIRCUIT CELLAR

normal display. Select the next function
and repeat the learning process again . The
cycle takes only a few seconds once you
get the hang of it.
When all the functions are learned,
reconnect the RS-232 connection to the
PC and upload the menu using the
MASTER program. The word "new"
after each function is replaced with the
length of the IR signal in bits. The Sony
RM-S750 produces three repeats of 13 bits
for each key press, so each function shows
a length of 39. Other remotes will, of
course, have different signal lengths.

Menu Modifications
At this point, you have a Master Con
troller menu that duplicates the functions
of the RM-S750 as its first device. The
MASTER program can combine the IR
signals for two functions to produce the
same effect as pressing two keys on the
remote in sequence. This comes in handy
for operations that you normally do in se
quence, like turn on the power to the FM
tuner and select your favorite station, for
example.
To combine two IR signals, first "cut"
one signal from the function menu by
pressing F7. Then position the cursor over
the other signal and press FlO. Notice that
the signal length is now the sum of the two
old signals. You might want to use F9 to
change the function name to reflect the
new signal.
You can combine any number of func
tion signals, with the only restriction be
ing that the total length of the combined
signals cannot exceed 1024 bits. The "cut"
signal (or signals) is put at the end of the
combined sequence. (Because the Master
Controller uses a single carrier frequen
cy for an entire IR signal, a combined
signal may not work correctly if the
signals came from different controllers .)
MASTER will warn you if the carrier fre
quencies differ by more than about IO per
cent but will allow you to shoot yourself
in the foot. The Master Controller will use
the first signal's carrier frequency for all
the combined signals.
Some tape decks require pressing two
keys (usually Record and Play) simulta
neously to start recording. Generally, you
can't get the same effect by pressing the
Record key followed by the Play key. The
reason is that the remote sends out a dif
ferent message when the two keys are
pressed simultaneously than it does for
either of them separately. If you combine
the Record and Play signals using Master,
it won't work any better than the two
separate keys will. You must "learn" the
correct signal by pressing the two keys
simultaneously. You've got to be quick on
the keys to avoid fi\\ing the Master Concontinued

START

LOOK FOR "l" BIT AT START OF SHIFT REGISTER.

TIMER COUNTS MICROSECONDS.

START TIMER

TEST SHIFT REGISTER FOR ALL "O" BITS.
MESSAGE BIT ENDS WHEN FOUR SUCCESSIVE
BYTES OF "O" BITS 'ARE READ FROM SHIFT REGISTER .

NO

TIME IS ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE FOR
THE FOUR ZERO BYTES .

RECORD T I ME

NO

NEXT MESSAGE BIT BEGINS WHEN ANY "l" BIT
IS FOUND.

RECORD TI ME

TIMEOUT VALUE IS 8 WRAPS OF THE TIMER,
ABOUT HALF A SECOND.
&ACH MESSAGE MAY HAVE UP TO 256 BITS,
UP TO lK OF RAM.

NO

DONE!

Figure 3: Signal-capture flowchart.

Photo 4: 1he Master Controller and the IBM PC keyboard showing the
MASTER program function-key template.
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troller's RAM with repetitions, though.
As usual, practice makes perfect.

Conclusion
Once you've recorded the basic controller
functions, you can use MASTER to com
bine them in wonderful ways. Although
I've been calling the menu selections
"devices" and "functions," you don't have
to. You might wind up with a device called

"Coming Home" with functions ranging
from "Tired" to "Exhilarated" to turn on
your system and select just the right
lighting and music. Get the idea?
The Master Controller was designed
and prototyped as a Circuit Cellar project.
While it has some obvious and immediate
consumer market potential, without a
clear goal in mind it is hard to convince
someone to go through the expense of

Photo 5: MASTER program menu-maker screen with a five-device menu.
line 25 displays the function-key menu.

manufacturing it (especially producing a
custom enclosure). I have only a short
time between projects, and I don't have the
time to speculate on the eventual market
niche or the specific configuration the
Master Controller will take (Sharper
Image, are you listening?) . However,
unless there is some way to evaluate the
present device, another generation of the
Master Controller will never be built.
To facilitate these evaluations, I've made
a printed circuit board for the Master Con
troller. My intention is to populate a few
more and circulate them in the proper con
sumer channels. While the Master Con
troller is not available as a kit per se, these
PC boards are available if you want to
build your own plague antidote.
If you don't mind a little hand-wiring,
I encourage you to build the Master Con
troller from scratch, and I will support
your efforts as usual . A hexadecimal file
of the executable code for the 803l's
system EPROM and the Turbo Pascal
source code for the IBM PC are available
for downloading from my bulletin board
at (203) 871-1988. Alternatively, you can
send me a preformatted PC disk with
return postage, and I'll put all the files on
it for you (the hexadecimal file could be
used with my serial EPROM programmer,
for example). Of course, this free software
is limited to noncommercial personal use.
Finally, I apologize if Master Controller
is someone's trademark. It seemed an ob
vious descriptive name for the project, but
there is no way for me to know whether
it has been taken without a costly trade
mark search. That might be necessary
eventually, but it is premature at present.
Perhaps I should just call it ROVER
(Response to Obnoxious, Valueless, and
Extraneous Remotes).

Circuit Cellar Feedback
This month's feedback begins on page 58.

Next Month
Neighborhood Strategic Defense Initia
tive. •

Special thanks to Ed Nisley for his talented
colllriblllions to this project.
7he 2-line by 20-character LCD is
available from Jordan Technology Inc. ,
PO Box 362, Lexington, MA 02173, (617)
863-8898.
7he DS1210 is available from Dallas Semi
conductor, 4350 Beltivood Pkwy. , Dallas,
TX 75244, (214) 450-0400.

Photo 6: MASTER program device-editor screen showing device and
function menus. The Master Controller has just been trained to emulate
the Sony RM-S750 co/I/roller.
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Many of the individual compone/l/s are
available from JDR Microdevices, 1224
Solllh Bascom Ave. , San Jose, CA 95128,
(800) 538-5000; Jameco, 1355 Shoreivay
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CIRCUIT CELLAR

Try It.
Then Buy It.

Tab\e l; IBM PC function keys and their MASTER program functions.

PC-Write.·"'

IBM PC function keys and their MASTER program functions
Rule of thumb: F2 through F6 select what you want to do
F7 through F10 actually do something
F1 does nothing
To get out of MASTER, press F2
F3 selects file 1/0, then:
F7
writes the current menu to disk
F8
reads a menu file from disk
F9
creates a menu with simple names and random IR data (may be
too big to fit into the remote RAM, though; this is of no use to
anyone other than me)
F4 selects remote 1/0, then:
F7
downloads the current menu to the remote
F8
uploads the remote's menu
F5 selects device editing, then:
F7
cuts a device and puts it on the junk list; if there was a device on
the junk list, it's gone now
Ctrl·F7 deletes a device forever
F8 pastes a device from the junk list. If there's no device on the junk list, creates a new one:
F9
lets you rename a device
F6
selects function (and message) editing
F7
cuts a function and puts it on the junk list; if there was a function
on the junk list, it's gone now
Ctrl·F7 deletes a function forever
wipes out the IR message data for the current function
Alt-Fl
pastes a function from the junk list; if there's no function on the junk
F8
list, creates a new one
Ctrl·F8 inserts a new function, leaving junk list alone
lets you rename a function
F9
tacks the IR message from the junk list onto the end of the current
F10
function, leaving the junk list unchanged, so you can combine it
with any number of functions

Rd., Belmont, CA 94002, (415) 592-8097;
DigiKey, P.O Box 677, Thief River Falls,
MN 56701; and Advanced Computer Prod
ucts Inc., 1310 East &linger, Santa Ana,
CA 92705, (714) 558-8813.
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past ar
ticles are available in book form from BYTE
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Company, P.O. Box
400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume /covers ar
ticles in BYTE from September 1977 through
November 1978. Volume 11 covers December
1978 through June 1980. Volume lll covers July
1980 through December 1981. 10/ume IV covers
January 1982 through June 1983. Volume V
covers July 1983 through December 1984.
The following is available from

CCI
P.O. Box 428
Vernon, CT 06066
(203) 875-2751
M aster Controller experimenter's kit that
includes printed circuit board with ROM
resident software on a 2764 EPROM, de-

tailed parts list, and IBM PC programs on
disk.
Order MC Exp. Kit ... . ..... . . . ... $54
All payments should be made in U.S. dollars
by check, money order, _MasterCard, or Visa.
Surface delivery (U.S. and Canada only): add
$3 for U.S., $6 for Canada. For delivery to
Europe via U.S. airmail, add $10. Three-day
air freight delivery: add $8 for U.S. (UPS
Blue), $25 for Canada (Purolator overnight),
$45 for Europe (Federal Express), or $60
(Federal Express) for Asia and elsewhere in the
world. Shipping costs are the same for one or
two units.

A fast, full-featured word
processing package for only
$16. Complete. You get a
quick reference guide and
tutorial on disk, 45 help
screens, choice of function
keys or menus, mail merge,
spelling check, advanced
formatting, and surport for
over 350 printers mcluding
the HP LaserJet Plus.
Try PC-Write for only $16.
Then register for $89 to get:
o Latest diskette pair
o Hardbound manual
o Two updates
o Phone support
o Newsletter
Plus, your registration fee
supports our development
of new PC-Write features.
Shareware means you can
freely copy and share the
PC-Write diskette.
Register only if you decide
to use it. No risk!

Byte

Magazine
Mar 1987

Version
2.7 Features
50,000 word Spelling Checker.
Clip text from other screens.
supports Lase1jet+ fonts. Site
Licenses now available to
companies and schools.
(This ad was created with PC-Write)

There is an on-line Circuit Cellar bulletin board
system that supports past and present projects.
You are invited to call and exchange ideas and
comments with other Circuit Cellar supporters.
The 300/1200/2400-bps BBS is on-line 24
hours a day at (203) 871-1988.
To be included on the Circuit Cellar mail
ing list and receive periodic project updates
and support materials, please circle 100 on
the Reader Service inquiry card at the back
of the magazine.

Order PC-Write Today.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

9~2:~52

~

~
~-

219 First N. #224y
Seattle, WA 98109
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A SIMPLE VALl
.

_____ ./

Why spend good money for
letter quality text at 120 cps. And
it handles everything from spread
a good printer when you
sheets to seven-color
could spend less
graphics.
money for a great
one?
It works harder.
Introducing the
It has a built-in push/
ALPS P2400C Dot
pull tractor feed. A
Matrix Printer. It does
print buffer expand
just about everything
able to 256K. Snap in/
out 24- or 18-pin print
better than the more
expensive model on
heads. Multiple font
the left.
cartridges. And, of
Th e P2400C prints eve1ything from letter
quality
documents
to
high
resolution
It Works faster' for
course, full compat
graphics in seven colors.
instance. It prints drafts
ibility with the most
at 360 cps, memos at 180 cps and
popular PCs and software.

'E JUDGEMENT.

It works easier, too. You
simply push buttons on the front
panel to do everything. Change
type styles and print modes,
load paper, even override your
software. All without lengthy
software commands, or DIP
switches.
What's more, the P2400C
works longer hours. Give it
normal care and it'll give you
over five years of trouble-free
performance. Even when it's
working for an office full of
busy PCs.

·Now if you still think the
best printer is the most expensive
one, here's what to do.
Call us at (800) 828-ALPS.
In California, (800) 257-7872. And
we'll send you more information
or arrange a free demo.
Then you can be the judge.

ALPS
AMERICA

IT'S TIME YOU SAW THE ALPS.
Inquiry 12 foc End-Users. Inquiry 13 foc DEALERS ONLY
P2400C is a trademark of ALPS Elechic Co.. Ltd. ©1966 .ALPS America.

Introducing OptiLati:
The Complete Microprocessor Development Toolbox.
The star of the OptiLab
is Program Performance
Analysis that helps you
uncover invisible bugs,
eliminate unneeded code,
and cure program ineffi
ciencies. Opt1Lab runs in
real-time. is non-intrusive,
and gives you outstanding
performance at a remark
ably low price.
There's more. OptiLab's
48-channel analyzer lets
you track bus state ac
tivity and trap bugs fast.
Monitor your software as it
executes in real time with

You need the right tools to
speed completion of your
project and improve its
quality.
That's why we created the
OptiLab toolbox. The tools
you want for beginning
to-end development and
optimization of micro
processor code. OptiLab's
fully-integrated, PC-based
system lets you debug,
analyze, modify, optimize.
and test code in a seam
lessly integrated environ
ment. You can add your
own cross-assembler, too.

Analyzer
In-Circuit t::mulator
Line-by-Line Assembler
Debug rackage
Performance Analyzer
Stimulus Generator
t::PKOJll rro grammer

:a
j

-

the full-featured 8/16-bit
In-Circuit Emulator. Send
test patterns with the Input
Stimulus Generator and
observe their effects.
With the built-in EPROM
Programmer, you can
program devices without
leaving OptiLab.
Orion offers you ready
support for more than
150 different microproces
sors. MicroTargets"' allow
you to run and test your
software even before you
have working hardware.
And our crack team of

Applications Engineers
is standing by if you need
assistance.
But here's the real news.
OptiLab is priced under
$ 7,000. Or, you can start
with a basic Orion system
for as little as $2,995 and
add capabilities as you
need them.
Call now for comP.lete
information on OptlLab
or other Orion microproc
essor development tools.
All Orion products are sold
with a 15-day money-back
guarantee.

ASSf,JllBLE
Dt:BVG

Q . TEST

0

Everything from assembly
to final optimization of your
software can be done with
the Optilab toolbox.
Optilab presents a graphical
display of actual program
performance.

=:;_:_§
_= ==- _
;;;

Call 1bll free: 1-800-245-8500
In California: (415) 361-8883

INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Orion Instruments, Inc .• 702 Marshall Street. Redwood City, California 94063. U.S.A. Telex: 530942
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PROGRAMMING

INSIGHT

Brian Wichmann and David Hill

Building a Random
Number Generator
A Pascal routine for very-long-cycle random-number sequences
Anyone who considers arithmetical
methods ofproducing random digits is, of
course, in a state of sin.
- John von Neumann
(1951)

ohn von Neumann's
classic comment presents
the paradox of random
number generation: The
random-number
se
quences that computers produce are not
truly random at all, since true randomness
depends upon having a random process
available, such as tossing a coin. Because
such a process is not available within a
computer, we use a pseudorandom pro
cess to produce sequences of numbers that
appear to be random and mimic well the
behavior that we expect of true random
sequences.
Such a process is not only easier to use
than a truly random process, but it also
produces numbers that can be repeated if
necessary. In testing a program, for ex
ample, it can be troublesome if every run
is necessarily different because of dif
ferent random numbers. Pseudorandom
ness lets us use the same numbers over
and over again for testing but use different
ones for each production run.
We can test whether a particular
pseudorandom method is adequate or not
for its purpose by using conventional
methods. Such testing is not easy, as we
shall see later.
Many generators use a simple multipli
cative rule to generate the next number
based on a fixed prime number and a
multiplier. For instance, if the prime
number were 30,269 and the multiplier
171, you would have x ;., = (171 * x ,) mod
30,269 (i .e., multiply by 171, divide by
30,269, then take the remainder).
The sequence of values for x, goes
through all the values between I and

[JJ

30,268 in a shuffled order before repeating
itself. This is a consequence of using a
prime and the choice of the multiplier.
Some microcomputers use such a sim
ple method directly and, as a result, do
not produce a sequence that will pass the
more severe statistical tests. A poor
generator may lead to the wrong conclu
sions as a result of its use. If you are a
cautious user, you will not depend upon
the built-in random number but will in
corporate one into your program that you
know has been well tested.

The Ideal Generator
What properties should a random-number
generator have? First, it should have re
peatability, so that when you move a pro
gram from one machine to another, you
can guarantee exactly the same results.
Second, it should be efficient; otherwise,
your program may run too slowly. Third,
the algorithm should be written in a high
level language so that you can port the
code from one machine to another with
out difficulty. The algorithm presented
here meets all these criteria.

The Portable Generator
The solution depends upon two tech
niques. First, consider the problem of
using a high-level language. The simple
generator given above can be written in
Pascal as x := (171 • x) mod 30269. In
practice this coding will no.t work ade
quately on all machines. The values of x
are restricted to the range l through
30,268 and therefore will fit into a 16-bit
word. This is not true for 171 *X, so the
expression will malfunction on many
machines. You could perform the above
calculation "double length," but this either
requires machine code or is very expen
sive in both time and space. If we write
x in the form l77*r+s where O~s~176,
then 171 *X = 171 * s + 171 * 177 * r =

171 * s + 30,267 * r = 171 * s + 30,269
- 2 * r. Since 30,269 * r mod 30,269
is 0, (171*X) mod 30,269 = (17l*S-2 *r)
mod 30,269. Therefore, the Pascal state
ment above can now be written as x :=
171 • (x mod 177) - 2 • (x div 177);.
There is one problem, however. The
Pascal program can return a negative
number if we do not add the following :

*r

if x < 0 then
x := x + 30269;
We now have a mechanism for making a
simple generator for a 16-bit machine. We
choose a prime just slightly less then
32,768 and then a multiplier (around the
square root of the prime). By using the
above coding trick, the problem of over
flow can be eliminated with the equiva
lent of five or six additional (machine)
instructions.
But such a simple generator on its own
is inadequate. It will repeat itself too soon,
and its statistical properties are not near
enough to those of randomness. To im
prove it, we need a second technique that
combines two or more generators to make
a new generator that is statistically
superior to any of its components. To
understand th is method, consider the ran
dom numbers xi and x2 in the range
O<x< I. We will call the fractional part
continued

Brian Wichmann is a consultant at the
United Kingdom National Physical
laboratory (Teddington, Middlesex TWll
Oll¥, U.K.). He is the coauthor of
Mod(fied Algol 60 and was a member of
the Ada language design team.
Dr. David Hill is a statistician at the
Clinical Research Centre (Watford Rd.,
Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3UJ, U.K.). He
is a former Honorary Secretary of the
Royal Statistical Society.
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RANDOM-NUMBER GENERA10R

Testing a generator
is not straightforward,
since the nature of
randomness is that
anything can happen
and sometimes will.
of xl+x2 the combination of xl+x2. It is
clear that ifxi andx2 are independent and
uniformly distributed, then the combina
tion of xi+ x2 is also uniformly distributed
over the same range of values. Moreover,
if each of xi and x2 is nearly random, the
combination of xl+x2 will be much more
nearly so than either of them individually.
The method of constructing our ideal
generator is now clear. We take a few sim
ple generators using the first technique
until we obtain a combination that pro
duces satisfactory statistical results. In
fact, three generators had to be combined

since combining only two did not produce
totally satisfactory results. We have ex
tracted our completed generator from the
Pascal program, and it is shown as listing
I. [Editor's note: Source code for a stand
alone Microsoft BASIC version of the
Pascal routine, written by John Nash, is
available on disk, in print, and on B/X.
See the insert card following page 352for
details. 1he listing is also available on
BYTEnet; see page 4.]
Combining the generators works cor
rectly only if they are independent. In fact,
they cannot be completely independent
since, if the three primes are p, q, and r,
the cycle lengths are p-1, q-1, and r-1 ,
and these necessarily have 2 as a common
factor. They can, however, be made nearly
independent enough for practical purposes
if we make sure that they have no other
common factor.. This means that the cycle
length of the combined generator is (p-1)
(q-l)(r-1)/4, which in our case is about
6.95E+l2. This means that if 1000
numbers were calculated every second, it
would not repeat itself for over 220 years.
Consequently, we have tested only a small
part of the sequence for statistical sound-

Listing 1: A Pascal fragment showing the random-number generator routine.
program
var
x, y, z: integer; {global seeds}
function random: real;
var
temp: real;
begin
{first generator}
x : = 171 • (x mod 177) - 2 • (x div 177);
ii x < 0 then
x : = x + 30269;
{second generator}
y : = 172 • (y mod 176) - 35• (y div 176);
if y < 0 then
y : = y + 30307;
{third generator}
z := 170 • (z mod 178) -63 • (z div 178);
ii z < 0 then
z : = z + 30323;
{combine to give function value}
temp : = x/30269.0 + y/30307.0 + z/30323 .0;
random : = temp - trunc(temp)
end;
begin
{Initialize seeds. For production runs, different values
[between 1 and 30,000] should be used each time, preferably by
some automatic method such as from date and time readings if
available.}
x : = 1; y : = 10000; z : = 3000;
end.
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ness. However, the method of combining
the generators results in theoretical
grounds for expecting good results, so we
are prepared to extrapolate our experience
and infer that the sequence is satisfactory
throughout.

The Tests
Testing a generator is not a straightforward
problem, since the nature of randomness
is that anything can happen and sometimes
will. If a generator always passes all its
tests, it is a failure: It ought to fail on a
due proportion of occasions.
The tests applied to the generator, along
with results, are described in a National
Physical Laboratory report (see reference
I). First, we tried a serial test on the
generator's output. We know that a single
component generator would fail this test,
since any very small value is always fol
lowed by the same value multiplied by the
multiplier.
The second test consisted of simulated
poker hands. Five calls of the generator
were used to construct a hand. The
number of hands with all different cards,
one pair, two pairs, and so on, were
accumulated.
The third test was for runs up and down.
The tests for runs up are not independent
of tests for runs down, so they are done
separately. The first to the fifth digits were
tested in the way specified by Grafton (see
reference 2).
In general, the generator passed with
flying colors. But that, of course, includes
failing in approximately the right propor
tion of cases. Well, not exactly the right
proportion, for that would be too good to
be true, which would again be a failure
to behave randomly.

Conclusion
We have explained the algorithm we
developed but not the many blind alleys
we encountered. Our initial requirement
was for a portable generator to be included
in a set of Pascal test programs (see
reference 3). Initially, we were unsure that
the objectives could be met at all.
Retesting the algorithm whenever making
even the smallest change made the work
tedious. In all, the project took about three
months of effort, a lot for 16 lines of code
but well worth it. •
REFERENCES
I. Wichmann, B. A., and I. D. Hill. ' .<\.
Pseudo-Random Number Generator." NPL
report, DITC, 6/82.
2. Grafton, R. G. T. ''.<\lgorithm AS 157:
The Run-up and Run-down Tests." Applied
Statistics, vol. 30, pages 81-85.
3. Wichmann, B. A., and Z. J. Ciechano
wicz, etiitors. Pascal Compiler Validation.
New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1983.

PROGRAMMING PROJECT
Brian Edginton

Installing
Memory-Resident
Programs with C
Using C programs to extend DOS

--·
··
•.--i•

This project started as a
challenge to make a
friend's calculator pro
gram load and remain
resident in memory on an
IBM PC. Techniques for
making an assembly language program
stay resident have been presented in many
articles and books, but writing the tools
to make a C program resident was a new
adventure. I developed all the examples
in this article with Lattice's C Compiler
3.0and Microsoft's Macro Assembler 4 .0.
I've tried to make the code as portable as
possible, but some modification will be
necessary for different compilers and
languages. In the listings, I've noted any
compiler-dependent variables. [Editor's
note: William J. Claff's article, " Writing
Assembly Language Interrupt Routines, ''
in BYJ'E's Fall 1986 special issue ''Inside
the IBM PCs'' contains additional infor
mation on the topic of DOS extension via
memory-resident programs.]

-~·
-~·

gram becomes a part of DOS. This means
that the storage block, PSP, and program
module remain in memory and are not
reallocated.
The principles behind making a pro
gram resident are straightforward: Find
the length of the program, shove it into
a register, and call a documented function.
DOS function 31 H requests that the pro
gram size in paragraphs is to be placed in
the DX register and the return code, if any,
in AL.

As shown in listing l, it is a simple mat
ter to make a program resident. If you
have a utility like Norton's SI or SMAP,
you can verify that the program is indeed
resident by looking at the address location
of the next program to be loaded. You can
also examine the amount of free memory
displayed by the CHKDSK utility before
and after running the program .
Usually, you want to write a program
that does more than just take up memory.
co11ti11ued

What Is a Resident Program?
DOS uses a set of pointers called storage
blocks to keep track of allocated and
unallocated memory in the system. For
each loaded program, these pointers in
dicate the address of its PSP (program seg
ment prefix) and the program's length in
segments. Also, a flag indicates whether
or not the memory pointed to by the
storage block is allocated. When a pro
gram module is loaded and executes an
INT 27H (terminate but stay resident) or
DOS function 31H (keep process), COM
MAND.COM makes sure that this pro-

Brian &Jginton is the president of&Jgin
ton and Associates, where he is a pro
gramming consultant specializing in
UNIX, C, networks, and Prolog. He can
be contacted at 551 Ramona Ave., Salt
lake City, UT 84105.
ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE RIDLEY
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MEMORY-RESIDENT PROGRAMS

Listing 1: A simple terminate-but-stay-resident C program.
#include <dos . h>
mo in()

I

extern int _TSIZE;
/* size of program in paragraphs */
union REGSS input.output;
input.x.ox = 0x3112;
/* 31 -> AH and Return Code */
input.x.dx = _TSIZE;
/* program size (Lattice)
*/
intdoss{&input,&output); /* function col I 31 */

l

Listing 2: A more involved version of listing J. 7his program indicates its presence with a "signature" written to the.
INT 67H vector. In this way, it can determine if it has already been installed.
#include <stdio . h>
#include <dos.h>
mo in()

I

Install();
cpush ();
prlntf{"Hel lo world\n");
cpop();

install()

I

extern int _TSIZE;
extern struct storage;
union REGSS input.output;
struct SREGS segregs ;
short nu_entry,nu_cs ;

/* size of program in paragraphs (Lattice) */

/* test for signature of instol lotion.

*

In this example we wi 11
put the signature in at the int67 vector and test for it there.

*/

lnput.x . ox • 0x3567;
lntdoss{&input,&output);
if{output.x.es •• 0xffff && output.x.bx •• 0xffff)I
printf("This test already instol led ... \n");
ex i t (0);
nu_entry • (short)moin + 6;
printf{"%x - ox\n",storoge.rox);
segreod{&segregs);
nu_cs = segregs.cs;

/* get current registers */

lnput.x.ox • 0x3560;
intdoss{&input,&output);
printf("ES:BX from int60 is %x:%x\n",output.x.es,output.x.bx);
input.x . ox
0x2560 ;
/* set vector register */
input . x.dx • nu_entry; /* address of new vector */
lnput . x.ds
nu_cs;
/* c~rrent cs */
lntdoss{&input,&output);
2

2

lnput.x . ox • 0x3560;
lntdoss(&input,&output);
prlntf("ES:BX from int 60 is %x:%x\n",output . x.es,output . x.bx) ;
continued
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• 0x2567;
/* sign your work •/
input.x.dx a 0xff ff;
input.x.ds = 0xffff;
intdoss(&input,&output);
input.x.o~

tnput.x.ox a 0x3100;
input.x.dx = _TSIZE;
intdoss(&input,&output);
exit(0);

You want a program that responds to a sys
tem interrupt and supplies you with some
sort of information. It should also be well
behaved and operate within the constraints
of DOS.
My design of this system had several
goals : modular design for universal ap
plication, optimum memory usage, and
correct processing of interrupts.
Modular design means that I can, with
minor revisions, make this program load
any module that meets the requirements
for a resident interrupt-processing pro
gram. To determine these requirements,
I made a careful analysis of what my com
piler did to a program and what my linker
did to the object modules supplied to it.
If you are using some other compiler
and/or linker, these requirements might be
different. Listing 2 is an example of a
completed sample system. Since we have
little control right now over anything that
happens above main(), we'll start there
and analyze what happens. Refer to listing
3, which is a disassembled version of the
top-level code in listing 2.
We'll create the routines cpush() and
cpop( ) later to help get into and return
from the interrupts. Since main() is really
just another function called by the com
piler's entry module, which is what is
loaded by EXEC, the BP register is saved
and then set to the new SP. This is a re
quirement of any functions called from
another routine that might pass any infor- '
mation on the stack; it lets the functions
reference that information on the stack via
the BP register while still letting new data
be pushed on the stack as required.
You should design entry into a resident
program so that any parameters are passed
in the DOS communications area or in reg
isters, and not on the stack. Once a pro
gram module is installed in memory, you
want to ignore the call to install(). Al
though this uses 6 bytes of memory, pass
ing the address of the call to cpush( ) to
the interrupt vector is the most efficient
way to install the module. All function
names are made common in a C compiler,
so you can create the new vector IP by doing

nu_entry = (short)main + 6;

Listing 3: A disassembled form of the top-level code in listing 2.
main()

l

0000
0001
0003
0006
0012
0015
0016

PUSH
MOV

install();
CALL
cpush ();
CALL
printf("Hel lo world\n");
cpop():
CALL

POP

BP
BP,SP
i nsto 11
cpush
cpop

BP

RET

J
Casting main to a short keeps it con
sistent with the way the rest of the regis
ter structures are typed. The nu_entry
now points to the desired entry point in
the program. Since you did not need to
use the compiler-generated PUSH BP and
you are returning from an interrupt, you
can ignore the POP BP and the RET that
the compiler put at the end of main.
The install( ) function is straightfor
ward. In this example, I borrowed an
unused function call's vector to leave a
signature or message to the calling pro
gram already installed. To increase the
safety of this routine, you could first verify
that the interrupt vector is filled with
zeros. If it is not, check another vector un
til you find one with no vector already in
stalled. Alternatively, you could indicate
that the module is already installed by set
ting a flag in memory, but you would have
to choose a byte that you arc: certain would
not be used by some other routine.
Another method for routines that han
dle passed values (i.e., video calls, put
and get char, and string calls) would be
to detect a certain value and return an
"already installed" message to the installa
tion program. Listing 4 shows a segment
of code that you could modify to perform
this method of signature detection.
Next, you must decide how to best
utilize the memory taken up by the pro
gram. Since I used function call 31 H in
stead of INT 21 H to terminate the pro
gram, loaded programs can exceed the
64K-byte limit imposed by the latter. I can
use .EXE programs with stack and data

segments defined-not just .COM pro
grams. A .COM program uses as much
memory as the machine has left when it
is loaded; if the program is going to stay
resident, it has to return its unused
memory to the system.
I release the memory that contains the
program's copy of the environment using
routine d_env( ). On entry, the ES and
DS (and SS and CS for a .COM program)
segment registers point to the PSP at off
set 0. Listing 5 shows the code for
d_env( ). I load ES with the address of
the segment containing the copy of the en
vironment and call DOS function 49H
(free allocated memory).
If the program is a .COM file, you can
reduce its size using the routine shrink( )
(see listing 6). This function sets the
memory used by a program to the size of
the program module in paragraphs. If you
write .COM programs, be sure that you
allocate stack area before calling this func
tion. If you use shrink() , you should call
it before calling d_env( ) so that the ES
register contains the correct information
for the call to function 4AH (modify
allocated memory blocks). You could
modify the code to perform both opera
tions with one call; this would increase
speed and reduce program size.
The last area I will cover concerning
memory management is heavily influenc
ed by my familiarity with the Lattice com
piler. This compiler uses a file to set up
the segment registers, handle stack and
memory allocations, report errors like
continued
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MicroCom Systems

MEMORY-RESIDENT PROGRAMS

OUTSTANDING
SOFTWARE
Fer IBM PC's and Compatibles
1

s3so

PER
DISK

s300

PER
DISK

I
I D CAD 1 - Altamira, a four color object
I orienled drawing program. Color gr. req'd.
I D COMM 3 - Compression/decompression
and archival utilities for telecommunications.
I 0 DATABASE 1,2 - (2 disks) PC-File Ill,
SMALL QUANTITIES

FOR TEN OR MORE

$1 OFF 5 DISKS OR MORE WrTH THIS COUPON

Version 4, a user friendly database system.
DATABASE 3 - The pBASE relational
database manager with query language.
0 EDUCATION 1 - Interactive DOS tutorial for
new PC users. Makes learning DOS painless.
GAMES 1 - Chess, 3-D Packman, Kong,
Spacewar, JanitJoe, and more. Color gr. req'd.
D GAMES 2 - Oubert, Pango, Centipede,
Monopoly, Zoarre, and more. Color gr. req'd.
D GAMES 3 - Blackjack (you set rules), Arm
Chair OB, and Empire (war game).
D GAMES 4 - Castle, Star Trek, and the
original Collossal Caves ADVENTURE.
GAMES 5 - The HACK adventure game
from the universities. Like Rogue.
GAMES 6 - Pinball, Othello, Dragons,
Sopwith (fly one), and more. Color gr. req'd.
D GAMES 7 - Round42 (16 color graphics),
Backgammon and more. Color gr. req'd.
0 LANGUAGE 2 - The renowned SMALL-C
compiler and a C interpreter!
D LANGUAGE 5 - Turbo Pascal interactive
debugger, pop-up help, formatters, etc.
D LANGUAGE 7 - Pascal interpreter/compiler.
Great for learning Pascal!
D MUSIC 1 - Many clever tunes, and an
excellent color graphics music editor.
0 ORGANIZER 1 - DeskMate, a Sidekick
clone, and the Judy calendar program.
0 ORGANIZER 3 - The PC-Outline windowing
outline editor/thought organizer.
PICTURES 2 - High res digitized graphics
pictures. Color graphics: required.
D PINUP 2 - Provocative high res digitized
~
graphics pinups. Color graphics required.
D PRINTER 1 - Font and sideways utilities, r;;
spoolers, banner makers, and more.
D UTILITIES 1 - A collection of invaluable
general purpose DOS utilities. A must!
D UTILITIES 2 - More invaluable DOS utilities.
Too many to list here!
D UTILITIES 3 - A comprehensive set of
debugging and diagnostic utilities.
D WORD 1 - PC Write 2.6, a powerful and
complete word processing system.
D WORD 3 - The PC Style writing analysis
program and FOG complexity index finder.
- NEW RELEASES 
BUSINESS 1 - EZ-Forms business form
generation, completion, and printing program.
D CAD 2 - An advanced 2D/3D drafting
program. 640k required. Color gr. req'd.
COMM 1,2 - (2 disks) Version 2.2 of the
ever-popular OMODEM communications prog.
(!] COMM 4,5,6, 7 - (4 disks) Latest RBBS
Bulletin Board System 14.10.
COMM 8,9 - (2 disks) PROCOMM 2.4, an
exc. modem program with terminal emulation.
0 INFO 1,2 - (2 disks) Cooking recipes data
base with keyword/ingredient retrieval prog.
0 LANGUAGE 1 - PDProlo 1.9v, 5th
generation language for artificial intelligence.
0 LANGUAGE 3 - A86, a full featured
8086/8088 macro assembler.
0 LANGUAGE 8 - Xlisp 1.7, the standard for
Artificial Intelligence programming languages.
LANGUAGE 9 - The ICON string and
structure oriented programming language.
0 MUSIC 2,3 - (2 disks) PianoMan Ver 3.0
polyphonic music recording & playback prog.
WORD 4 - The Speller spell-checking
program. Includes customizable dictionary.
Catalog avaDable, add $2. 3.5" foonat add $1/dlsk.
Cost of Items
CA Res 7% Tax - - - : : - - - : : -:::-'.""'.'=--:-"""""'""

1
I
I
I
I

Listing 4: A method of signature checking to determine whether a routine
is already installed.

ca 11 ing(program)

l

union REGSS in,out;
in.x.ax ~ 0x0088;
intdoss(int_num,&in,&out);

0

D

int_num
switch((int)in.x.ax)l
case 0x88:
return installed
case 0xXX
do something else

D
D

Listing 5: Source code for the d_env( ) routine.

d_env is used to deal locate the memory used
by a program's copy of the environment.
TITLE
SUBTTL
NAME
INCLUDE

0

PSEG
PUBLIC
D_ENV
D_ENV

D

D_ENV

0

IF

PROC
ELSE
PROC
ENDIF
PUSH
MOV
MOV
MOV
INT
POP
RET
ENDP
ENDPS
END

ENVIRONMENT DEALLOCATION
Copyright 1986 Brian Edginton
D_ENV
DOS.MAC
D_ENV
LPROG
FAR
NEAR
BP
BP,SP
ES,[DI+2CH]
AX,4900H
21H
BP

0

Listing 6: Source code for the shrink( ) routine,

TITLE
SUBTTL
NAME
INCLUDE

0

D

i"~::O·-~="'=-)

-------

.. .....

o.
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PSEG
PUBLIC
SHRINK
SHRINK

IF

PROC
ELSE
PROC
ENDIF
PUSH
MOV

PROGRAM SHRINKER
Copyright 1986 Brian Edginton
SHRINK
DOS.MAC
SHRINK
LPROG
FAR
NEAR
BP
BP,SP

continued

$2000?
That's Too Darned High!
Why should a CAD package cost more than a Word
Processor? It shouldn't 1 Lots of people ask how we can offer
a CAD system as good as ProDesign II at a price as low as
S299. It ' s easy. A PC Software Package does not cost
S2000 to manufacture. It doesn' t even cost S200. It makes
us ask the questions " Why do comparable CAD packages
cost S2000 and more? What makes a CAD package cost
more than a Word Processor? "
ProDes ign II doesn't . ProDesign II is the complete CAD
package you get for S299. With ProDesign 11 , you get such
advanced features as Auto Dimensioning , Area Fill (Hat
ching), Fillets , Mirroring , Isometrics, Curve Fitting , Object
Snap, Attributes , Drawing Merge , Area Calculation, Parallel
Lines, Parallel Curves, Tangents, Perpendiculars, and many
many more . Features once available only for S2000 or more .
Features you get at no extra charge with ProDesign II.
But there is another , very important reason you should
get ProDesign 11. ProDesign II is very unique among CAD
packages. It is easy to learn and use. When we call
ProDesign II "T he Ea sy to Use CAD System", we 're not
joking . You will be productive with ProDesign II in an hour
or two instead of a week or two. In fact , we are confident
that ProDesign II is without a doubt the easiest CAD system
in the world to learn and use!
What else does ProDesign II offer? Compatibility . Cam 

patibility with over 150 printers. Compatibility with over 80
plotters. Compatibi lity with most graphics adapters ,
digitizing tablets, and mice . Compatibility with most display
adapters. Compatibility with any software that can produce
HP plotter commands. Compatibility with mainframe CAD
systems (IGES). All at no extra charge! (Y ou can also get on
AutoCAD Interchange Uti lity for S99 that converts drawings
to or from the AutoCAD forma t.)
What additional hardware do you need? Nonel An IBM PC
compatible and 512K RAM is all you need. ProDesign II
produces high resolution drawings on your dot matrix printer
- better than . 005 " resolution on a IBM / Epson compatible
printer. And you don't have to get a mouse or digitizing
tablet. ProDesign II is designed for easy and efficient
keyboard use . You won ' t even need a math coprocessor ,
although it is supported . From a small drawing on a dot
matrix printer to an E-S iz e drawing on a large plotter ,
ProDesign II is the one to usel

ProDesi_gn II - Affordable, Com.e_atible. and Usable!
Where do yo u get it7 See your local dealer or contact:

American Small Business Computers
11 8 South Mill Street
Pryor, OK 74361
Inquiry 20
918/825-4844
TELEX 91 02400302

PRODESIGN II 
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SHRINK

MOV

BX, ????

MOV

AX,0X4A00

INT
POP
RET
ENDP
ENDPS
END

21H
BP

My main concern is
with saving registers

PROGRAM SIZE + ANY
STACK YOU NEED.
CALL MODIFY
ALLOCATED MEMORY
BLOCKS ROUTINE.

because of the amount
of calls normally found
in a C program.

Listing 7: Source code for the cpush( ) and cpop() routines used in
listing 2.

These routines emulate a push-al I of the
registers and segregs before on interrupt
is executed, and then pop them in the
some order.
Note: cpopt is used for testing so we use
a ret instead of on iret.
TITLE
SUBTTL
NAME
INCLUDE
DSEG
Register
and
s'
STRUC
RAX
RBX
RCX
RDX
RSI
RDI
RDS
RCS
RSS
RES
RIP
RBP
RFL
RRT

REGISTER MANIPULATION ROUTINES
Copyright 1986 by Brion Edginton
STORE
DOS.MAC

s

ENDS
STORAGE s
ENDDS

Interrupts

stock storage structure follows.
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

?.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Storage for 2 words
pushed for iret
and flogs.
Return address
pushed for coll.

<0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0>

PSEG
name - cpush()
Pushes al I the registers and segregs
and flogs onto the stock. Use with
cpop() to restore in correct order.

CPUSH
CPUSH

PUBLIC
IF
PROC
ELSE
PROC
END IF

CPUSH
LPROG
FAR

POP
POP
POP
POP
MOV

STORAGE.RRT
STORAGE.RIP
STORAGE.RCS
STORAGE.RFL
STORAGE.RAX.AX

stack overflows, handle command-line
arguments to change the stack size, re
direct 1/0, and perform other incidental
operations. The code for all this is in the
c.asm file; its object module is inc.obj.
This code is loaded before main( ) and
cannot be efficiently deallocated by any
means other than actually editing out un
used portions of c .asm and recompiling
the file. A knowledgeable programmer
should be able to remove large portions
of c .asm for many applications; I have
reduced considerable space in mine.

NEAR

SAVE RETI IP,
SAVE RETI CS.
SAVE THE FLAGS,
AND TUCK AWAY
cominued

Now that I've shown you how to load pro
grams into memory and keep them resi
dent, I want to examine the best possible
way to maintain "nice" programs. My
main concern is with saving registers and
flags because of the amount of calls and
subroutines normally found in a C pro
gram. (You can see an example of this in
listing I.)
Since I passed the address of cpush()
to the interrupt vector, the program's first
act when it is entered is a call to cpush( ).
This call pushes a return address on the
stack, one that would not be there if the
code were generated in assembly lan
guage. This problem is repeated through
out the program, so it must be handled
early on.
The three modules in listing 7 show one
of the fastest and most efficient solutions
I found . Upon entry into the program, I
call cpush( ). This routine stores the
short-call return address, the interrupting
program's return CS and IP, and the
FLAGS that are pushed onto the stack. It
then stores the registers and segment
registers in its own allocated memory. The
short-call return address is then pushed
back onto the stack and the function
returns to the body of the program.
After the interrupt routine does its work
(in the example given in listing 2, it prints
"Hello world"), it calls cpop() to return
to the interrupted program . The cpop()
routine emulates a pop of all the registers
that should have been pushed onto the
stack upon entry into the interrupt handler
and then does an IRET. (For debugging
purposes, I have also included the code
continued
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Borland's Turbo Lightning FREE
Enlarged
Shift keys

Two Ctr/and

Positive-tactile,
firm-feel
ambidextrous
keys.
access. - - - --.

All keys for

Isolated
Escape key.
Switch
selectable
compatibility
with IBM, PC,
XT, AT, PCjr,
AT&T and all
compatibles.
IBM's new
Enhanced
Keyboard runs
only on their
new XT's, ATs
and ignores
their installed
base which
probably in
cludes JOU. -------::'.11~...\ ll
Switch allows you - - -- -'-"""
to swap position of
Ctr/ and Caps lock.
IBM moved Ctr/ to
bottom row, you have
no choice!

12 Function
keys for
increased
automatic
operation.

Extra-wide, easy-lo·
find Return key.
IBM changed sizes
again by shrinking their
Return key

Dedicated
Caps, Num and
Function Con
Scroll Lock
trol keys.
indicator lights.
IBM has no lights
on their XT.

-~

,

Separate
dedicated
Numeric Pad
with enlarged
Enter key, four
Arithmetic

r----

Function keys.

Separ ale
Cursor and
Screen Control
keys .

------ :ereTfis... DATADESK'S

ra··---..:a-101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD

for the 10 million PC users IBM just ignored!
IBM just announced their new
redesigned "standard" keyboard for per
sonal computers. There's only one problem:
it won't work on your IBM computer if it
was purchased prior to June 1986 or on any
PC compatible purchased at any time!
Not to worry. Our new Turbo-101 Enhanced
Keyboard gives you the layout and en
hancements of the IBM with some logical
improvements (see above photo). And it
works on your existing PC, XT, AT, PCjr,
AT&T, Epson and virtually all compatibles!

Get Borland's Turbo Lightning '"
For FREE!
To really turbocharge
your productivity, we are

SPECIAL OFFER!
*
ONLY$ 149 .95

'

including, free-of-charge,
·-~'• .
Borland's red-hot Turbo
Lightning software with
each keyboard. Now,
when using SideKick, WordPerfect, Micro
soft Word , 1-2-3 or most popular programs,
our Turbo-101 Keyboard will check your
spelling as you type, gives you instant
access to Random House's 80,000-word
Concise Dictionary and 60,000-word
Thesaurus and much, much more!

1

"lig/Jttri,,g S good enougb to 11zake

progra'1nners and ·users clJeet; executives
ofother software companies weep," says
Jim Seymour of PC Weck. Sold separately,
Turbo Lightning retails for S99.95!

o~A~

~ datadesk
INTERNATIONAL

7650 Haskell Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91406 (818) 780-1673
Turbo-10 1 is a trade mark of OataOesk Internationa l_Turbo Li gllt mng is a
!rademark of Borl and In ter na tional. IBM and IBM AT are regis tered trade
marks of lntema !1onal Business Machines. Inc

Inquiry 85 for End-Users.
Inquiry 86 fer DEALERS ONLY.

The Turbo-101 is the best data entry tool
since the pencil!
For users of spreadsheets like 1-2-3, the
Turbo-101 's separate cursor controls and
numeric keypad makes entering numeric
data into cells and moving from cell to cell
as natural as moving your fingers. And for
word-processing, the 'Selectric' typewriter
layout makes the Turbo-101 as easy to
use as a pencil; and with the extra large
Enter, Shift & Control Keys, you'll make so
few mistakes, you won't even need an
eraser!

Up to now, DataDesk International may be one of
the best kept secrets, but here's what's being said
about our first end-user Keyboard/Borland
software bundle:
"Wbo Can Pass Up a Deal?
Departm e 11t. Talk about an
aggressive product!"
jobn C. Dvorak,
lnfoU'Orld Mt1r 86

"lt:<i a good ke;•board. Good
feel: tbeke;•s bm>e tactile
fee<lba c k. No mush at all.
This is abo11t as good a key
bo11rd d eal as ;•011 're likely
tofi11d.. . I have absolutely no
"It solves 111/ oft be problems
hesitation in recommend
e."l:bibited by their regular
ing /be Model PC8700."
PCIXT ke;•board... i / 's a
jerry Pournelle,
great bargain!"
Byte Maga z ine Se pt, 86
PC Pro,lucti11ily Digest
May86
''T bis keyboard is neat to
type on and feels solid. fl
"DataDesk 1'1/1. bas ,1esig'1e'I
bas tactile feedback ke.vs... I
a s/unly an,/ baud some key
can t)'/Je much/aster 011 it,"
board /bat bas tactile re
sponse.. . is the bardware
Test Dr/11e Scon•card:
D"taDesk-10 Key Tronics-9
bargai" of the year" sa_1•s
Telecmmect Magazine
5~:,~~~s llumble, Oregonian May 86

FOR BOTH
KEYBOARD & SOFTWARE
Includes 30-day money back
'"The best part of the key
guarantee and 2 year full warra nty.
board is the way I/feels. It's
To prove that we don't ignore you
ideal! And fast. f"ve n e ver
worke d 011 a ke;•board u•itb
or your pocketbook, you get our
a nicer l<mcb ..
Turbo-101 Enhanced Keyboard and
BushiessComputerDiges/
- - ·
1
86
Borland's Turbo Lightning for an
' "g
- - 
'~
astounding $149.95.* No, you didn't
1&_
read it wrong . During this amazing
Introductory Offer you get both
't.\\'<\l'-\\\.t\l~
~,
keyboard and software for less
y,\J"\'I'. \'Ul\'i'i\I·\\)'\
~\J>.\\\l' ':>1-Ul\'i'i\I
'!..'t.'i~\)~I\\) ~'\\I \'>~,1~\\'t. \'\)'\\ \)\\\.'i'.
'
than most software programs
-'G'' ":,\)'<' ' '
1~11E.O
b y th emse Ives.I Now, 1"f you ' re
\.\uW'i\\\"
tl1:.it \...offE.R .,••_
still feeling ignored, you can
~~\ii
~
always do what you-know-who
•
wants you to do...and buy
tlA,
..,..\P~
~
a new computer to get their
•
.
o c'<\'t.C'4
keyboard'
..
\\\l. 'U\\\~ -~ a "'-"
.
-·
'\'~"'-'t.\\.\". o 'i.,\J:j"i.'<Jr. \ _ _ _ 

i

~---

till.

~

_

t

·";:::~~~.::~'"

(ltiio)'82li-SJg8 #£·~·(\a,ev
~ \"'"""'"
~
~
inCAca/I
(800) 592-9602

"Pr ice does not include adaptor
cables required by cerla•n compat
ibles • A Limi! ed offer- price subject
to change w ithout not1ficalion.

,
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MAKE YOUR PC
SEEM LIKE AN AT!
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
PUSH

MAKE YOUR AT
SEEM LIKE A
DREAM MACHINE!

.ANSI- 'm
ONSOLE

CPUSH

Tlze Integrated Console Utility™

CPOP

FAST, POWERFUL
ANSI.SYS REPLACEMENT

CPOP

for lhr IBM -PC, AT, and clones
New Vrrsion 2.00 is MUCH FASTER!
Now hi ink 1·ree scrolling on CGA !
Now uses EMS/EEMS for Scroll Recall
New Menu Program for Changing Options

GET A BOX FULL or UTILITIES!
MAKE LIFE EASIER FOR ONLY $75!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"!":
Qo)

~

>

7.
tJl

G
,,.:;
c
;;;-

~

:!.

...

"'....

Speed up your screenwriting 2-6x
Extend your ANSI.SYS to full VT100
Add many more escape sequences
Scroll I ines bac k onto screen
Save scrolled lines into a file
Add zip to your cursor keys
Free your eyes from scroll blinking
Easy installation
Get a 43 line screen w/EGA
Get a 50 line screen w/CGA
No more annoying typeahead beep
Prevent screen phospher burnin
Control many programs" use of color
Generate breakpts from keyboard
Shorten that annoying bell
Over50other use ful options

"The psychological difference is
astonishing"
-Lotus June 85 pg 8.

,·;:...

;;

CPOP

:::
<iJ

c

"'cc:
u

CPOPT

[fJ

CPOPT

z.

~

;;;
<'<!

:...

"So many handy functions rolled into
one unobtrusive package"
-PC· World Feb 86 pg 282.
"The support provided by the
publishers is extraordinary"
-Capital PC Monitor May 86 pg 25.
. . the be ~ ! choice for improving your
console . ..
-Capital PC Monitor June 86 pg 26.

CPOPT

STORAGE.RSX.BX
STORAGE.Rex.ex
STORAGE.ROX.DX
STORAGE. ROI ,DI
STORAGE. RSI, SI
STORAGE.RDS, OS
STORAGE.RSS,SS
STORAGE.RES.ES
STORAGE.RRT

ALL REGISTERS.

GET THE SEGMENT
REGISTERS.
PUT CALL RETURN
ADDRESS ON STACK.

RET
ENDP
PUBLIC CPOP
LPROG
IF
FAR
PROC
ELSE
NEAR
PROC
END IF
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
IRET
ENDP

STORAGE.RFL
STORAGE.RCS
STORAGE.RIP
ES.STORAGE.RES
OS, STORAGE.RDS
SI, STORAGE. RS I
DI ,STORAGE.ROI
DX.STORAGE.ROX
CX,STORAGE.RCX
BX,STORAGE.RBX
AX.STORAGE.RAX

PUBLIC
IF
PROC
ELSE
PROC
END IF
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
RET

CPOPT
LPROG
FAR

RESTORE FLAGS.
RESTORE CS,
THEN IP.

READY FOR IRET
WITH OLD IP AND
STUFF ON STACK.

NEAR
STORAGE.RFL
STORAGE.RCS
STORAGE.RIP
ES.STORAGE.RES
OS.STORAGE.RDS
SI.STORAGE.RSI
DI ,STORAGE.ROI
DX.STORAGE.ROX
CX,STORAGE.RCX
BX, STORAGE.RSX
AX, STORAGE.RAX

RESTORE FLAGS.
RESTORE CS,
THEN IP .

READY FOR IRET
WITH OLD IP AND
STUFF ON STACK .

ENDP
EN DPS
END

460p Manual (wlslip case) & disks $75.

for cpopt( ), which is similar to cpop()
except that cpopt( ) exits via a RET
instruction.)

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Order Yours Today!

HERSEY MICRO CONSULTING
Box 8276, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107
(313) 994-3259 VISA/MC/Amex
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Summary
I

I've demonstrated a simple interrupt
processing program that remains resident
in memory. Programs written using these
techniques should have proper attention to
good program structure and correct ma
nipulation of pointers and addresses.
This project turned out to be more amc
bitious than I originally thought. The en

try and exit routines posed the most prob
!em; testing and debugging sometimes left
the machine in a corrupted state. Be cer
tain that your C programs can pass lint
before using them; remember, you are
creating an extension of DOS. I did notice
that including structures in a program
compiled with Lattice increased the ad
dress of the entry point by three. It makes
a call after main() to set up the memory
for the structs and/or un ions. I am in
terested in feedback about improving any
of these techniques. •
Inquiry 316 

When you want to talk computers ••..
HOME COMPUTERS.
Atari Computers
520ST Monochrome System .. .... $499.00
520ST Color System ..... ..... ... ... .. .749.00
1040ST Color System ............ .. ... 859.00
800XL 64K Computer ...... .. ...... ..... 63.99
65XE 64K Computer ........ ............ 97.99
130XE 132K Computer .......... .. .. . 129.00
Atari Peripherals
1020 Color Printer ........... .... .. ....... 29.99
1050 Disk Drive ........................ . 129.00
835 300 Baud Modem .. .. ...... .. ...... 24.99
850 Atari lnterface .. .... ........ .... .. .. 109.00
M301 300 Baud Modem .. .. ... ..... .. .39.99
XM801 80-Column Printer.. ...... .. . 199.00
XM804 ST Printer .. .... .... .... ........ 189.00
ICD PR Connection .. ........ .... .... .. .. 59.99

MS/DOS SYSTEMS.

PC-TOO 20 Meg
XT-Compatible
AT&T 6300 ........ .. .... .... .. from $1299.00
Compaq ... .. ..... ..... ... ... ..... .from 1699.00
Cordata ............. ......... .... .. . from 899.00
IBM-XT ......... .. ..... .... ........ from 1099.00.
IBM-AT ..... .. .... ...... ........... from 2699.00
Leading Edge ........ ............ .from 999.00
Panasonic Business Partnerfrom 799.00
Toshiba 1100 Plus.. .. .... .. . from 1749.00

.

.

DRIVES.

Allied Technology
Apple Half-Heights .... .. .... ....... .. .$109.00
Controller Card ...... .. .. .... .... ..... .... .39.99
CMS
Drive Plus 20MB Internal Card .... 399.00
Everex
Stream 20 20MB Tape-Backup .. .. 669.00
Genie Technology
210 H 10 + 10 subsystem ...... . 1749.00
Indus
Atari GT Disk Drive .................... 189.00
Commodore GT Disk Drive .... .. ... 189.00
Iomega
A210H 10 + 10 Bernoulli Box .. 1899.00
A220H 20 + 20 Bernoulli Box .. .. .2499.00
Irwin
110 D 10MB Tape backup .. .. ...... 319.00
Mountain Computer
Drive Card 20MB Internal Card ... 649.00
A220 20 + 20 Subsystem .... .. .. 2199.00

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS.
Amiga System
Package

$

1199

Includes: Amiga CPU, 256K RAM expan
sion, RGB Monitor, Amiga DOS, Basic,
Tutorial, Kaleidoscope, Voice Library.
Commodore Computers
Commodore-B4C 64K Computer .. 189.00
Commodore-B4C System w/1802C539.00
Commodore-128 128K Computer.259.00
Commodore-128 System .......... .. .759.00
Amiga 1000 256K Computer ....... 849.00
Commodore Peripherals
1530 Data Cassette .. .. .................. 34.99
1660 Commodore Modem ............ 59.99
1670 Commodore Modem .... .... .... 99.99
1541C Disk Drive .. ................ .. ... 189.00
1571 Disk Drive .. .... .. ....... .... ...... 249.00
1802 Color Monitor .................. .. . 199.00
1902 Color Monitor ...... .... ........ .. .299.00
Amiga 1010 3112'' Ext. Drive ........ 219.00
Amiga 1020 5V4'' Ext. Drive .... .. .. 189.00
Amiga 1080 RGB Monitor .... .... ...269.00
C128 512K Expansion Board ... .. .. 179.00
PPI Parallel Printer lnterface ..... ..... 34.99
Xetec S/Graphix 8K ..... .. ............... 69.99
Micro R&D MW350 ................. .... .44.99

AST
Six Pak Plus PC/XT.. ...... ......... $169.00
Six Pak Premium PCIXT .. ........... 249.00
Advantage-AT 128K .. ..... .. .... .. ..... 339.00
Everex
EV-221 Evergraphics Mono ......... 139.00
EV-640 Edge Card .. ................... 259.00
Hercules
Color Card .. .... .. .. .... ...... .... ........ . 159.00
Graphics Card Plus .................... 209.00
Fifth Generation
Logical Connection 256K .. ...... ..... 329.00
IDEAssociates
IDE-5251 Local Emulator .. .... .. ..... 579.00
Intel
1110 PC Above Board ................ 279.00
Inboard 386K OK .... ...... ........ .... ...... Call
NEC
G~-1 EGA .......... ... .. .. ... ..... ....... .409.00
Quad ram
Quad Ega+ Graphics Adapter .... 329.00
Silver Quadboard .... .... .. .... .. ........ 129.00
Expanded Quadboard .... .. ...... .. ... 119.00
VIDEO 7
EGA Video Adapter ...... ...... ........ 329.00
Zuckerboard
Color Card w/Parallel. .. .... .. .. ..... .. ..89.99
Monochrome Card w/Parallel ......... 99.99
576K Memory Card ...................... 59.99

Racore
Jr. Expansion w/DMA

DISKETIES.
Maxell
MD-1 SS/DD 51/4" .. ...... .. ....... .. ..... $8.99
MD-2 DS/DD 51/4''. ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... 10.99
MD-2HD Hi-Density 5%''. ... .. ..... ... 21 .99
MF-1 SS/DD 31/2'' ...... .... .... ...... .... 12.99
MF-2 DS/DD 3112'' ......... .. ............ .21.49
CS-500 20Mb Streamer Tape ........ 11 .99
CS-000 60Mb Streamer Tape ........ 13.49
Sony
MD1 SS/DD 51/4'' .... .. .. .... ...... ........ 8.49
MD2 DS/DD 51/4" .... .... .. .. ..... .. ...... .9.99
MD-2HD Hi-Density 51/4'' .... .. ...... .. 22.49
MFD-1 SS/DD 31/2''. .. .......... .. .... ... 14.49
MFD-2 DS/DD 3112'' ........ ...... .... .. .20.49
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Seagate
ST-225 w/Controller .... ... ... .. .... ..... 399.00
Toshiba
Half-Height 360K internal .. .. .. ... .... .89.99

.........When you want to talk price.
MONITORS.

PRINTERS.

SOFTWARE.

Amdek
Video 310A Amber TIL ... ...... ... $149.00
Color 722 RGB, CGA/EGA ..... .... .499.00
Magnavox
BCM515 RGB Monitor-B0 .. ... ... .... 2B9.00
7BM623 PC Monitor-80 Amber ...... 99.99
Mitsubishi
XC 1409C 14" RGB .......... ......... 319.00
NAP
B73 14" Multimode .... ..... ........ ... .549.00
NEC
12" TIL Green or Amber ..... ...... 129.00
JC-1401P3A Multi-Sync .... ............... Call.
Princeton Graphics
MAX-12 12" Amber TIL. ......... ... 169.00
HX-12 12" Color RGB ...... ......... .429.00
HX-12E 12"RGB/EGA .. ... ...... ..... .499.00
Quadram
B460 Quadchrome Enhanced ..... .439.00
Taxan
Model 124 12" Amber ................ 139.00

Canon
LBP-BA1 Laser, B Page/Min ..... $1B99.00
Citizen
MSP-10 160 cps, BO.Column .. .. ... 319.00
MSP-20 200 cps, BK Buffer ......... 349.00
Premier 35 35 cps Daisywheel. .. .499.00
C.ttoh
B510-SP 1BO cps, BO.Column .. ... .. ... Call
310-SEP Epson/IBM BO.Column ....... Call
Cordata
The Deskto Printsho Laser ..... 2199.00

MODEMS.

Epson
FX-B6E 240 cps, BO.Column ... ....... .. Call
FX-2B6E 240 cps, 132.Column ..... ... Call
EX-BOO 300 cps, BO.Column ....... .459.00
LQ-800 1BO cps, 24-Wire Printhead ..Call
Juki
6300 40 cps Daisywheel. ....... ..... 699.00
6100 10 cps Daisywheel. .. .... ......429.00
5510C Color Dot Matrix ........... .. .449.00
NEC
Pinwriter 660 24 Wire ................ .4B9.00
Pinwriter 760 24 Wire ........ .. ..... .. 689.00
Okidata
ML-1B2 120 cps, BO.Column ..... ... 219.00
ML-192 + 200 cps, BO-Column .... 369.00
ML-193 + 200 cps, 132-Column ... .... Call
ML-292 200 cps, BO-Column ............ Call
ML-293 200 cps, 132-Column .......... Call
Panasonic
KX-10BOi 120 cps, BO.Column ...... 219.00
KX-1091i 1BO cps, BO.Column .. .. .. 299.00
KX-1592 1BO cps, 132-Column .... .439.00
Star Micronics
NX-10C 120 cps, C64 lnterface ... 219.00
NX-10 120 cps, BO.Column .... ..... 219.00
NX-15 120 cps, 132-Column ........ 379.00
Texas Instrument
Tl-B55 150 cps, BO-Column ......... 599.00
Toshiba
P321 216 cps, 24-Pin Printhead .. .479.00
P341 216 cps, 24-Pin Printhead .. .5B9.00

FOR AMIGA
Aegis Development
Animator & lmages ..................... $99.99
Commodore
Textcraft/Graphcraft ...... ..... ..... ...... 59.99
Electronic Arts
Deluxe Paint. ....... ... ........ .. ... ..... ... 64.99
Microillusions
Dynamic CAD .. .. ........ ....... ..... .... 359.00
Micro Systems
Scribble Word Processor .. ..... .... .. .. 79.99
Sublogic
Flight Simulator 11. .... .. ....... .......• ... 37.99
FOR ATARI ST
Access
Leader Board Golf .. ...... .... .. .... ... .. 27.99
Batteries Included
D.E.G.A.S. Elite ..... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. ...... 59.99
Microprose
Silent Service .. .. ..... ... , .. .... ..... ....... 29.99
Paradox
Wanderer 3D .... .... .... .... .. ... ..... .. ... 29.99
Sublogic
Flight Simulator 11 ....................... .. 37.99
Timeworks
Swiftcalc .... .. .................. ...... ... .... . 54.99
FOR IBM
Ashton-Tate
d-Base Ill + .... ...... .......... ........... .429.00
5th Generation
Fastback Utility ... ......... ... .. .. .......... B9.99
IMSI
Optimouse w/Dr. Halo ..... .... ..... ....99.99
Lotus
Lotus 1-2-3 ........... .... ..... .... ........ 329.00
MicroPro
Wordstar Professional w/GL. ... .... . 1B9.00
Microstut
Crosstalk XVI. ... ...... ... ... ... ..... ..... ..B9.99

Anchor
6480 C64/12B 1200 Baud .. .... .... $119.00
Omega BO Amiga ... ... ..... .... ........ 129.00
VM520 ST520/1040 1200 Baud .. . 139.00
Ex ressi PC-1200 Half Card ... ..... 149.00

Everex
$
1200 Baud Internal
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Hayes
Smartmodem 300 External. .... ..... 139.00
Smartmodem 1200B Internal. ...... 359.00
Smartmodem 2400B Internal. ...... 539.00
Practical Peripherals
Practical Modem 1200 External. .. 159.00
Quadram
Quadmodem II 1200 Baud .......... 299.00
Supra
MPP-1064 AD/AA C64 .. .......... ...... 69.99
1200AT 1200 Baud Atari. .... .. ... ... 149.00
U.S. Robotics
2400 Baud Internal. .................... 1B9.00

0

~~~ ~p~~:! Matrix$199

Satellite Systems
Word Perfect 4.2

$

209

P.F.S.
First Choice ........ ... ...... ............. ... 99.99

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950.
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575 Telex 5106017898

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. A103, Williamsport, PA 17701
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.
POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks
to clear. For faster delivery use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A.
prices and are subject to change and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only . Hardware will be replaced
or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments
are subject to a restocking fee.
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Digital Image Processing in Art
Conservation
byJohnF. Asmus ...... .. .... .... ... .... .. ... 151
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by Ken Sheldon ......... . ..... . . .. ... . ....... . 197

IN THE SIMPLEST SENSE, image processing means manipulating an image. This
could be as mundane as changing the contrast on your TV set. With the advent of
digital computers, however, researchers have found that there is literally more to
most images than meets the eye.
This month's theme focuses on digital image processing, an exciting technology
that breaks images down into a series of digital values representing such things as the
brightness and color at every given point in the image. By manipulating this data via
computer, researchers have been able to improve images, uncover new information in
them, and even begin to interpret their meaning, the initial step in developing ma
chines that can "see."
The first article, "Probing Space by Camera" describes the development of image
processing at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and its transition from a fanciful
idea to an integral part of man's exploration of space. Perhaps the first real "spin-off
from space," image processing's initial down-to-Earth application was in biomedical
studies, an area where scientists are making astounding advances, as shown in the text
box accompanying the article.
Our journey through space and time then takes us back to the Mona Lisa, who has
been receiving a computerized face-lift thanks to image processing. In "Digital Image
Processing in Art Conservation," Dr. John Asmus details his work with the most
famous painting of all time. Then, on a more modern note, we will examine the con
troversial practice of "colorizing" classic movies, thanks to-or no thanks to, de
pending on how you look at it-image processing.
Ben Dawson, coauthor of the award-winning article on how image processing
helped find the long-lost Titanic (see "Finding the Titanic," March 1986 BYTE), has
written "Introduction to Image Processing Algorithms," a clear but in-depth look at
the computational basis for image enhancement, complete with a set of C routines that
you can adapt to your own computer system.
Charles McManis, who works for a maker of large, expensive workstations, has
written "Low-Cost Image Processing," which tells you how to turn an Amiga into
your own image processing workstation. He has also written a couple of C programs
that are ready to run on the Amiga.
Image processing is not desktop publishing, although some of the devices involved
with desktop publishing, such as image scanners and cameras, use image processing
technology at their lowest levels to improve images after scanning. The article on
PreScript describes a proposed standard for capturing and enhancing images that are
to be incorporated into desktop publishing and other applications .
Nor does image processing include paint programs, by which you physically move bits
around with the use of a pointing device. But as paint programs become more powerful,
the Jjnes-ifyou'11 pardon the pun-are getting harder to draw between technologies. The
TrueVision Image Processing System, for example, uses image processing at low
levels to perform operations like tinting and shading. In this month's review section,
Robert Tinney, BYTE's quintessential cover artist, reviews the TrueVision system,
which he used to produce the cover and section art for this issue.
Image processing, once a game that could only be played on large, expensive com
puter systems, is the latest area of computer science to fall before the burgeoning
power of small computers. Like data processing and word processing, image process
ing is beginning to crest into a widespread phenomenon; this month's theme will help
you catch the wave early.
-Ken Sheldon, Technical Editor
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IMAGE PROCESSING

Probing Space
by Camera
The development of image processing
at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Ken Sheldon
EARLY MORNING, JULY 31, 1964. The
mood at NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora
tory (JPL) was tense; the American space
program was in trouble.
Since the onset of the space age in 1957,
the Soviet Union had been racing ahead
of the United States, scoring an impressive
string of firsts: Sputnik I, the first man
made satellite to successfully orbit Earth;
Sputnik II, which carried the first living
creature (a small dog) into space; Luna
I, the first space probe to fly past the
moon; Luna II, the first probe to crash on
the moon; and Luna ill, which transmitted
back to Earth the first images of the far
side of the moon ever seen by man.
Meanwhile, the United States' early
probes were disasters. They blew up on
the launch pad. They failed to escape
Earth's gravity.
The Ranger probes, designed to return
photographs and data from the moon in
preparation for landing a man on the lunar
surface, had also been riddled with
failures: Two of them failed to leave Earth
orbit and came flaming back into the
atmosphere; one crashed mutely on the
moon, none of its equipment having func
tioned since lift-off; and two escaped
Earth orbit but missed the moon by
thousands of miles and refused to point
their cameras in the right direction .
Ranger 6 had come heartbreakingly
close. It performed flawlessly, leaving
Earth orbit and impacting on the moon's
Sea of Tranquillity according to plan, but
a freak accident that occurred at lift-off
prevented its television cameras from turn
ing on or relaying a single image back to
Earth.
·

As Ranger 7 lifted off from Cape
Canaveral on July 28, 1964, a congres
sional investigation was under way, with
some members of Congress calling for
JPL-and the space program-to shut
down. JPL researchers had been unable
to determine the cause of the accident that
crippled Ranger 6's cameras. And no one
knew whether the changes they had made
to Ranger Ts cameras would prevent the
problem from recurring. No more Ranger
probes were waiting in the wings; Ranger
7 was the space program's "last best
hope."
On the morning of July 31, 1964,
Ranger 7 neared its lunar destination.
Reporters and JPL staff waited anxious
ly, the memory of Ranger 6's failure still
fresh in their minds.
At 6:08 a.m., the word came from
Goldstone Tracking Station to JPL:
Ranger 7 was transmitting full-power
video signals from the moon. In the 17
minutes before its impact onto the lunar
surface at the Sea of Clouds, Ranger 7
transmitted the first highly detailed images
of the moon-over 4300 of them-back to
a cheering JPL. As NASA historian R.
Cargill Hall says, "Ranger 7 was a re
sounding, a crashing success." (Lunar Im
pact, A History of Project Ranger, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1977.)

The Image of Ranger
Throughout the long days of waiting for
a successful Ranger mission, Dr. Robert
Nathan had been perfecting techniques
that would improve the images sent back
from the moon. Nathan, a crystallog
rapher by training, had come to JPL from

the California Institute of Technology,
where his research involved creating
images of the microscopic structure of
crystals by computer processing their dif
fraction patterns. His assignment at JPL
was to apply his knowledge of digital
techniques to the data being sent back
from America's early space probes.
Nathan had studied the images captured
by the analog cameras on the Soviet
Union's Luna III. The photographs were
grainy, out of focus, and distorted by
signal noise. He knew he could do better.
"Prior to that time, both the Americans
and the Soviets were using analog tech
niques to transmit pictures from space,
and the Soviets were using analog methods
to enhance the pictures," Nathan says. "I
could see right away that manipulating
image data was too difficult if everything
remained in analog form."
Nathan suggested digitizing the analog
video images and adapting the techniques
of one-dimensional signal processing to
process the two-dimensional images with
the help of computers. It was the germ of
a great idea.
The Vidicon television cameras that
sent video signals from Ranger 7 back to
Earth were the best available at the time.
But they had three problems.
The first problem was geometric distor
tion. The beam that swept electrons across
the face of the tube in the spacecraft's
cominued

Ken Sheldon is a technical editor for
BYTE. He can be reached at BITE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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camera moved at nonuniform rates that
varied from the beam on the playback tube
reproducing the image on Earth. As a
result, the pictures were sometimes lop
sided, stretched, or otherwise distorted.

Another problem with the cameras was
photometric nonlinearity. When aimed at
a uniform white or gray field, the cameras
displayed a brightness in the center and
a darkness around the edge caused by a

Photo 1: Correcting for the geometric distortion of the Ranger cameras involved
stretching the images to match a preflight calibration. (a) A calibration image
from one of the Ranger's Vidicon cameras; (b) the image after stretching to
correct for the camera's distortion. (All photos accompanying this article are
courtesy of NASA/IPL.)

nonuniform response of the phosphor on
the tube's surface.
Finally, oscillation in the cameras' elec
tronics was "bleeding" into the video
signal and producing a rug-like noise pat
tern visible on the images' high-resolution
playback.
Nathan designed a set of techniques to
correct for the cameras' limitations. Cor
recting for the geometric distortion in
volved a "rubber sheeting" operation that
"stretched" the images to match a pre
flight calibration and return them to their
correct shape (see photo l) . The photo
metric error was measured on the ground
and then filtered out of the images trans
mitted from space. To remove the oscilla
tion noise, Nathan's team isolated an area
of the image that should have been
featureless, digitized the pattern there, and
used that as a filter to subtract the pattern
from the rest of the images (see photo 2).
The image-enhancement techniques de
veloped by Nathan and others at JPL were
used successfully on the images from
Rangers 7, 8, and 9, which returned a total
of 17,267 images of the moon. New tech
niques were discovered in the process:
Nathan developed an image-enhancement
technique known as deconvolution, which
deblurred the images and improved
resolution dramatically (photo 3). Thomas
Rindfleisch used the Ranger images, the
lunar shadows they revealed, and knowl
edge of the sun's angle to develop a
method of photoclinometry. This tech
nique produced elevation maps of the
moon, which helped researchers select ap
propriate landing sites for later probes.

On to Mars

Photo 2: To remove oscillation noise from Ranger images, IPL researchers
isolated an area of the image that showed the noise pattern (a) and used that
pattern as a filter to subtract the pattern from the rest of the image (b) .

Photo 3: Deconvolution, a technique developed during the Ranger missions,
involves measuring a camera's tendency to blur high-frequency details and
subtracting it from the transmitted images, as shown in these before (a) and after
(b) images from a later Surveyor mission.
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Exactly four months after Ranger 7 lifted
off from the pad at Cape Canaveral ,
Mariner 4 headed for Mars. It was the first
of the Mars/Venus probes to carry a
camera. It was also the first space probe
to send its signals back to Earth in digital
form, a format necessitated by the 48
million miles over which the data had to
travel. At that distance, an analog signal
would have been virtually indistinguish
able from the background noise of space.
The data came in at the tedious rate of
8 bits (one pixel) per second. Nathan says,
"It took eight hours for that very first
frame of Mars to come in, and we didn't
.quite know what we were getting. Half of
the image was dark sky, the other half was
almost saturated white."
The researchers later realized that the
problem was not with JPL's cameras but
with Martian weather. Mariner 4 had ar
rived on an extremely cloudy day on
Mars-a planetwide sandstorm, in fact
and the surface was hidden from the
probe's cameras. Only later, on the tenth
frame, did the sky clear up, and Mariner

PROBING SPACE

4 sent back the first close-up images of
the red planet's crater-pocked surface (see
photo 4).
Image enhancement had proved its
worth. In 1965, Nathan, Fred Billingsley,
and Ben Martin of JPL's Central Com
puting Facility (where the image process
ing operations had been handled until
then) convinced JPL to establish the Image
Processing Laboratory (IPL) as a division
of JPL, with its own computing facility
built around an IBM 360/44.
With the establishment of the IPL,
Nathan and Billingsley recommended that
all future probes transmit their images
back to earth digitally. However, plans for
the next series of lunar probes, the
Surveyor missions, were too far along for
changes, and the probes transmitted
analog video signals like those from the
Ranger probes. Between 1966 and 1968,
five Surveyor probes landed success
fully-and softly-on the moon, transmit
ting back to the IPL over 87,000 analog
images, which were digitized, enhanced,
made into topographic maps, and so on
(see photo 5). The images were invaluable
in studying the nature of the moon's sur
face in preparation for the first manned
Ianding there.
The Mariner missions were not over,
however. Two probes remained, one each
to Mars and Venus, and they carried
digital equipment like that on Mariner 4.
The cameras on the Mariner probes had
a problem similar to that of the Ranger
cameras: The images were marred by a
noise pattern from the probes' power
supply-they looked as if they were
printed on herringbone tweed. Thomas
Rindfleisch applied nonlinear algebra in
a program called Despike, which per
formed a two-dimensional Fourier trans
form to produce a frequency spectrum
with spikes that represented the noise
elements (typically the highest frequency
elements in an image). The program
isolated the noise spikes, removed them,
and transformed the data back into an
image from which the herringbone pattern
had been removed .

their research at a UCLA School of
Medicine forum sponsored by the Na
tional Institutes of Health. The NIH was
so impressed with the results of their work
that it offered to fund increased research
in the area of biomedical image process-

ing. Accepting the money took some
maneuvering-although originally created
to help the military with jet-assisted
takeoff rockets, JPL had been exclusive
ly a NASA facility since NASA'sestablish
co111i11ued

Photo 4: (a) An image of Mars sent back by Mariner 4, among the first
close-ups of the red planet seen by the human eye; (b) the same image after
image enhancement.

Photo 5: By deconvoluting the images from the Surveyor probes of the moon (a)
their resolution was dramatically improved (b).

The Picture of Health
As the Mariner and Voyager probes con
tinued, researchers at JPL began experi
menting with the application of image
enhancement techniques to biomedical
problems. Nathan applied the technology
to electron microscope images of catalase
(a liver enzyme). Research engineer
Robert Selzer (now supervisor of the bio
medical image processing group) ran x
rays of the human chest and skull through
the computer, with a dramatic improve
ment in the visibility of blood vessels in
the resulting images (see photo 6).
In 1967, Nathan and Selzer described

Photo 6: Under the direction of Robert Selzer, the JPL's biomedical studies
program helped pioneer the use of image processing in biomedical applications
with images such as these. Note the dramatic improvement in the visibility of
arteries in the front of the brain between these unprocessed (a) and enhanced (b)
images of the human skull.
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From Outer Space to the Inner Man .
Seeing inside the human body was first
made possible by Wilhelm Roentgen's
discovery in 1895 that x-rays (elec
tromagnetic radiation of much higher fre
quency than visible light) could be used
to create images of the body. When
passed through the body, the rays are dif
ferentially absorbed by tissues, bones,
and organs, and come out the other side
to create an image on photographic film.
Although the images are often blurred by
patients' movement and can be difficult
to read because organs are superimposed
on top of one another, the photographic
x-ray has long been one of the cor
nerstones of medical diagnostics.
Later discoveries used other types of
energy to create images of the human
body. Ultrasound, a kind of sonar for the
body, uses sound waves that bounce off
organs and echo back to a transducer that
creates an image. Nuclear medicine uses
a special camera that detects the emis
sion of gamma rays from short-lived
radioactive substances injected into the
body. This technique lets physicians
visualize organs, the passage of fluids
through the organs, and various meta
bolic processes.
With the advent of the computer rev
olution, researchers began adapting
digital techniques to these analog tech
nologies. Although the original systems
are still in use, several varieties of x-ray,
ultrasound, nuclear medicine, and other
radiologic systems now use AID con
verters to create digital images, which
have several advantages over analog
images: Noise elements can be removed;
contrast can be enhanced; several images
of the same area can be "averaged" to
remove extraneous elements; blurring
caused by patient movement can be
reduced; one image can be subtracted
from another to show, for example, the
contrasting material injected into the
blood vessels of the heart, without bones,
lungs, and other organs getting in the way
(digital subtraction angiography); and the
quantization, or measuring, of organs,
tumors, etc., is much easier.
The latest imaging technologies are in
herently digital. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) uses a strong magnetic
field and the response of certain atomic
nuclei (such as hydrogen) in the body to
generate images. The Nobel prize-win
ning technology of computerized tomo
graphic (CT) scanning uses an x-ray tube
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that travels around the body and transmits
a thin x-ray beam to a detector traveling
opposite it. A computer then reconstructs
the digitized data to create a highly de
tailed "slice" through the body, as seen
in photo A. Typically, several images are
captured, providing a sequence of cross
sectional views through the area of
interest.
Interpreting CT scan images can be dif
ficult, even for expert diagnosticians.

Photo A: A series of cross
sectional slices through the human
body, generated by a computerized
tomographic scan.

Photo B: A Pixar display of an
actual human pelvis. Jn the top half
of the frame, the muscles and
organs are shown in solid red. In
the bottom half of the frame, they
are transparent so that the bones
can be seen. © 1986 Pixar. All
rights reserved.

Photo C: A VRT system display of
an actual human pelvis using a
conceptual internal light source to
show up minute textural differences.
© 1986 Pixar. All rights reserved.

Since a series of CT scans covers a finite
volume, however, researchers have been
able to reconstruct three-dimensional
images of the body from the digitized
two-dimensional data by "stacking up"
the images and displaying them .
At the Johns Hopkins Medical Institu
tions, Dr. Eliot Fishman, head of the
Division of Computed Body Tomo
graphy, employs volume-rendering
techniques (VRT) on a Pixar Image Com
puter to re-create three-dimensional
images of elusive imaging problems such
as acetabular (hip socket) fractures.
Researchers at Pixar, a spin-off of
Lucasfilm (which created the space
scenes for the movie Star Wars, among
others), have developed a system that
merges computer graphics with image
processing and lets physicians view high
resolution images of patients' internal
structures. These images can be rotated
in real time, thanks to a parallel
processing chip that performs image pro
cessing operations at 10 million instruc
tions per second.
The Pixar's frame buffer is 48 bits
deep; every pixel can be represented by
48 bits-12 each for the colors red, green,
and blue and 12 bits that control the
degree of transparency. Thus, a physician
can instruct the system to display muscles
and organs as solid red (photo B, top) or
makethe organs transparent so that bones
can be more easily visualized (photo B,
bottom).
According to Dr. Fishman , "\k:>lumet
ric rendering differs from standard sur
face rendering of three-dimensional
images in that all of the information from
the original CT scans can be preserved
rather than just the surface boundaries."
The VRT system, a collaborative effort
between Johns Hopkins, Pixar, and
Philips Medical Systems, allows re
searchers to shade the internal structures
with a conceptual light source that shows
up minute textural differences (photo C).
Note that these photos are not computer
generated graphics, but images of the
pelvis of an actual patient, built up from
CT scans of the patient.
As new advances are made in both
computer and radiological science, the
synergy between the two will open up
new avenues of exploration for research
ers into the mysteries of the human body
and provide new ways for physicians to
diagnose and treat illnesses.
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ment in 1958 and was reluctant to accept
money from any other organization. Even
tually, JPL approved receipt of NIH funds
to pursue three areas of research: electron
microscope studies under Nathan; x-ray
studies under Selzer; and light-microscope
studies under Dr. Kenneth Castleman.
Since its inception, the Life Sciences/
Biomedical Program has used image pro
cessing to study the progression of athero
sclerotic disease in coronary arteries,
measure the size and density of muscle
fibers to aid in the diagnosis of neuro
muscular disorders, develop an automated
Pap smear test for the detection of cervical
cancer, and evaluate the degree of tissue
damage in burn victims. The bum
research, under the direction of Victor
Anselmo, uses patient data obtained from
a multispectral scanner originally
developed for NASA's Landsat geological
satellite. (See "Introduction to Image Pro
cessing" by Jeffrey L. Star, February 1985
BYTE, for a description of Landsat.) An
other application of image processing to
biomedicine is described in the text box
"From Outer Space to the Inner Man" on
page 146.

with the influx of data. But as numerous
weather, geological, oceanographic, and
commercial satellites were launched and
began transmitting data to Earth at high
speed, the data was piling up, and re
searchers could not find the time to pro
cess all of it.
At that time, Nathan realized that image
processing wasn't being used in other
areas of research because the massive
amount of data being handled in many
real-world applications made the process
impractical. The limitations on image pro
cessing were not caused by the algorithms

but by the available hardware. He began
asking whether there was some way of
developing new hardware that could per
form these operations in parallel, with
many chips operating simultaneously.
This led to his introduction into the
science of VLSI by Dr. George Lewicki,
who was in charge of the electronics
research area at JPL.
In 1985, Nathan completed work on a
VLSI chip with five multipliers and ac
cumulators. A hybrid carrier with seven
of the chips mounted on it lets a total of
continued

Back to the Laboratory
When funding for Nathan's NIH project
ran out, he began looking for other areas
of research. He worked on developing an
automated method of finding cancer cells
in the human body via image processing.
Later, he was contracted by NASA's Ames
Laboratory in San Francisco· to improve
the resolution of ultrasound images, which
were being used to study the possibly
harmful effects of weightlessness on the
heart.
Meanwhile, image enhancement had
become an integral part of JPL~s space
probes. With the later Mariner missions
to Mars and Venus, the Viking probes of
Mars, and the Voyager's spectacular
"grand tour" of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune, the trend turned to digitiz
ing the images as close to the source as
possible and transmitting them back to
Earth digitally. While the basic image pro
cessing techniques changed little, efforts
were made to increase the speed, effi
ciency, and capabilities of the imaging
systems on board the probes and on the
ground.
But image processing was running into
the same bottleneck that other computer
related fields had faced: It was still essen
tially a slow serial operation. In other
words, the basic operations of filtering and
geometric transformation were being
handled in a step-by-step, one-at-a-time
manner by the computer's CPU. As long
as data from space probes had been trans
mitted at only 8 bits per second, Earth
bound computers could easily keep up
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35 multiply/add operations be performed
simultaneously (see photo 7) . The VLSI
chip uses a pipeline architecture so that
each component performs certain func
tions and passes its intermediate results to
the next component. Nathan estimates that
the chip can enhance images 50 to 1000
times faster than present computers and
perform filtering operations faster than a
Cray supercomputer.
Nathan's VLSI chip was first used on
the images from Voyager 2, which com
pleted its encounter with Uranus and its
moons in January 1986 and will rendez

vous with Neptune in 1989. The spec
tacular pictures of the Uranian moons
transmitted from the far-flung Voyager 2
were filtered and enhanced in a fraction
of the time formerly necessary, thanks to
Nathan's VLSI chip (see photo 8).
The chip will get a mrkout from future
missions, such as Galileo, which will or
bit the giant planet Jupiter for two years
and send a probe down into the planet's
crushing atmosphere; Mars Observer,
which will undertake a thorough mapping
of the Martian surface; and Magellan,
which will pierce Venus's thick cloud

Photo 7: A hybrid carrier designed by Dr. Robert Nathan holds five VLSI chips
and allows up to 35 simultaneous multiply/add operations to be performed on
image data.

cover and return detailed radar images of
the surface.

The Shape of Things to Come
As NASA probes explore the further
reaches of this solar system and deep
space beyond it, they encounter a number
of obstacles. The light from the sun is
dimmer, the signals that the probes send
back are weaker, and the rate at which
they send the signals must be slowed to
distinguish the data from the background
noise of space. The longer that signals
take to pass back and forth from Earth to
the probes, the less flexibility researchers
have in taking photographs. By the time
an image reaches Earth and a course cor
rection can be beamed back to the probe,
30 to 90 minutes might have passed, even
though the beam is traveling at the speed
of light.
One way to rectify this problem is to
apply the sciences of image understanding
and artificial intelligence, providing the
probes with the ability to decide for
themselves what to photograph, what to
send back to Earth , and what to ignore.
Such technology has been proposed for
the Martian Rover, an unmanned robot
that would explore the surface of Mars,
take soil samples, map the terrain, and so
on. Since the distance to Mars would
make remote control of the Rover diffi
cult, if not impossible-by the time you
told it what to do, the Rover could fall
into a hole or off a mile-high cliff-the use
of image understanding and machine vi
sion technology would be crucial to its
success.
Since 1985, JPL researchers have been
developing a Programmable Image Fea
ture Extractor (PIFEX) system that would
perform 10 11 operations per second on
12-bit data and endow the Rover with real
time machine vision.

One Step Beyond

Photo 8: Miranda, the smallest moon of Uranus ident(fied before the flight of
11Jyager 2, is a JOO-kilometer frozen ball of tortuously twisted rock. 1hese
11Jyager images of Miranda, shown before (a) and after (b) enhancement by Dr.
Robert Nathan's VLSI image processing chip, show cl(ffs that are approximately
20 kilometers (more than 12 miles) high.
148
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The theories and technologies behind
image processing were in use before their
advent at JPL. One-dimensional signal
processing was a mature science, having
been used extensively during World War
II to clean up radar signals. Linear sys
tem theory was well known in applied
mathematics. The makers of page readers
were working in the areas of optical char
acter recognition. And researchers in
chromosome analysis had experimented
with image analysis and pattern recogni
tion as early as the 1960s. However, the
scientists of JPL pulled those technologies
together into a new science that has pro
vided never-before-seen views of creation,
from the elemental worIds of the atom, to
hidden areas within the human body, to
the farthest reaches of the solar system and
beyond. •
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Do NOT AifEMPT WDHOUT
COMPUSERVE.
Get all the facts as fast as
the experts do before you
try to tame the market.
Without accurate, up-to-the-minute
data you can easily get taken for a ride on
Wall Street. That's why it's important to get
your hands on CompuServe. The fastest,
most reliable source of comprehensive
financial data available.
Now, just like Wall Street's most pres
tigious firms, you can check out a tip or
find a hot, money-making lead in a matter
of seconds. Investigate any area of interest.
Or scan CompuServe's financial news
highlights to find new areas to investigate.
Including ...
Continuously updated quotes on over
10,000 issues.
MicroQuote II-12 years of daily
historical prices, along with dividends,
splits, distributions and interest payments
on more than 90,000 stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, options, foreign exchange
rates and hundreds of market indexes.
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Graph trends quickly online. Review
your portfolio performance, investigate
returns in bull and bear markets. Screen
for stocks to buy, or transfer prices and
dividends to your microcomputer for
detailed analysis.
Standard & Poor's descriptive informa
tion on over 3,000 companies.
Value Line Data Base II-extensive,
fundamental data for analyzing the perfor
mances of over 1,800 major corporations.
Disclosure II-descriptive and financial
information from the SEC filings and
annual reports of over 8,500 companies.
Institutional Broker's Estimate System
(l/B/E/S)-earnings projections from
top research analysts on over 3,000 widely
followed companies.
You can also research technical market
trends, review economic projections and
high-powered market analyses. Get expert
advice on retirement, financial planning,
managed accounts, taxes and insurance.
Evaluate your own portfolio, even connect
to a variety of at-home banking and
brokerage services.

And all this comes with CompuServe's
base of news, weather, telecommunications,
special interest and entertainment services.
Compare CompuServe's rates to the
cost of expensive floppy-based sources.
Compare our up-to-the-minute delivery
to time-consuming publication research.
Compare the depth and breadth of our
virtually infinite databases to any other
source of investment information.
Then see your nearest computer
dealer for a CompuServe Subscription
Kit. Suggested retail price is only $39.95
and includes $25 of online time.
For more information or to order direct,
call or write:

Information Services
PO. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43220

800-848-8199
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IMAGE PROCESSING

Digital Image Processing
in Art Conservation
New technology reveals secrets
in classic works of art

John F. Asmus
MOST OF THE ARTISTIC legacy that
resides in the world's museums is visual
art such as paintings, drawings, prints, and
etchings, or three-dimensional objects that
have been carved or shaped, as in the case
of statuary. Very little of this material still
looks as it did when originally created by
the artist or artisan. Paints fade and var
nishes darken with time and exposure to
heat and light. Chemical reactions take
place between the artwork and its environ
ment; the artwork may have been sub
merged in the sea, buried in the earth, or
simply exposed to clean or polluted air.
In many instances deliberate or accidental
mishandling has caused damage, and in
others the original artist, later artists, or
restorers have covered over or modified
the original subject.
Art conservationists analyze, interpret,
and treat maladies that befall ancient
works. Some common treatments include
revamishing and relining paintings, mend
ing broken pottery and ceramics, and ar
resting corrosion on metal artifacts. A
complete listing of the artworks and prob
lems encountered in conservation is nearly
endless, ranging from woven baskets to the
Taj Mahal and from mildew to lipstick
graffiti.
Technical developments of the past few
decades have triggered a sequence of
revolutions in art conservation and in
allied disciplines such as archaeology, art
history, and anthropology. Information
and understanding in these fields have
mushroomed as scientific and technical
methodologies and tools have been intro
duced. Nondestructive internal analyses
with x-rays and radiocarbon dating were

adopted very early in these fields. Subse
quently, the list of analytical aids has
lengthened to include x-ray fluorescence,
scanning electron microscopy, gas
chromatography/mass spectrography, and
neutron radiography. It extends even fur
ther to include photoacoustic spectro
scopy, scanning transmission electron
microscopy, trace element and various
isotopic ratios, thermoluminescence, laser
microprobe, and many more. The result
has been to provide a scholarly founda
tion based on objective rather than sub
jective analyses.
In art restoration these innovations help
distinguish authentic portions of the art
work (to be preserved) from earlier res
toration materials (to be removed).
Visualization of the subject's interior
sometimes reveals structural problems,
the artist's creative process, an underly
ing earlier work of art, or the artistic
techniques of that era. Consequently, it
should come as no surprise that one of the
most widespread diagnostics in art
restoration is the x-ray, just as it is in many
other fields (e.g., medicine).
On the other hand, surface form, color,
and texture are key features of most visual
art. Inspection and understanding of these
characteristics are more germane to the
essence of visual art than are esoteric
analytic measurements. Art con
servationists use the human eye, the op
tical microscope, and the camera much
more than even the venerable x-ray. Thus,
visual inspection aids are most likely to
be of direct relevance to the tasks
associated with art conservation.
Digital computer image enhancement

has proven highly useful in numerous
fields. Remote sensing, astronomy, and
medical diagnostics in particular have ex
perienced quantum leaps in performance
through the introduction of this tech
nology. Art conservation also is begin
ning to benefit from the exploitation of
these methodologies.

Beginning with Leonardo da Vinci
The marriage of image enhancement and
conservation began, fittingly, with a work
from history's greatest mediator between
art and · science, Leonardo da Vinci.
In the years preceding 1500, Leonardo
had been employed in the service of Duke
Ludovico of Milan. In addition to his
duties as a military and civil engineer,
court painter, and producer of entertain
ment spectaculars, he executed the famous
Last Supper mural for the Dominican
church of Santa Maria delle Grazie. This
led the emerging city-state superpower of
Florence to hire Leonardo to paint an even
grander mural to decorate its legislative
chamber, the Hall of the Five Hundred in
Florence's Palazzo Vecchio.
Unhappily, Leonardo encountered tech
nical difficulties . with his paints and
political problems with his sponsors. His
greatest commission, the Battle of
Anghiari mural, was left unfinished. The
Florentine Republic fell in battle and sub
sequently from power. Giorgio Vasari, art
co111inued

John F. Asmus (Institute for Pure and Ap
plied Sciences, University ofCalifornia at
San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093) is a
research physicist.
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Photo 1: Unenhanced ultrasonic C-scan image from the
east wall of the Palazzo Vecchio showing the inhomogeneous
nature of the masonry structure.
Photo 2: An averaged ultrasonic C-scan image from the
Palazzo J1?cchio showing a coherent internal stratum,
possibly related to Leonardo da Vinci's long-lost Battle of
Anghiari mural.
Photo 3: X-ray image of a Rembrandt painting showing the
overlap of the two heads from the underlying and surface
paintings, respectively. (Courtesy J. Twilley.)

ist of the Medici regime that followed,
repainted the walls of the chamber with
his own murals, depicting military vic
tories that glorified the new rulers. Vasari
rewrote history and the Leonardo painting
was never again seen.
In 1975, the city of Florence invited my
organization, the University of California
at San Diego Project for Art/Science
Studies, to search for the remains of the
Leonardo mural. During the preceding
decades historical evidence had been ac
cumulating that Vasari might not have
destroyed Leonarcio's work but simply
covered it over before repainting the hall.
My organization's commission was to
develop a nonintrusive technique to
"look" beneath the hundreds of square
meters of Vasari wall paintings for a
deeper stratum of a few square meters that
had been executed by Leonardo. Once
located, the Leonardo work could be
removed for display without disturbing the
Yasari paintings by, for example, quarry
ing the palace wall from behind.
We considered searching with thermo
vision, x-rays, neutron activation, elec
trical conductivity, and microwaves. Final
ly, following analyses and laboratory
simulations, we chose ultrasonic
echolocation (similar to sonar).
152
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Throughout 1976 and 1977, we recorded
tens of thousands of ultrasonic echoes for
a carrier frequency of 1 megahertz across
the surfaces of the Yasari wall paintings
in the Hall of the Five Hundred (see ref
erence 1) . The masonry materials of the
palace walls consist of brick, stone, and
mortar and are highly inhomogeneous, so
these ultrasonic records were extremely
noisy. Photo 1 shows a typical unpro
cessed ultrasonic C-scan image of the in
terior of the wall. (A C-scan is a two
dimensional image of the ultrasonic echo
return intensity from a particular depth or
range.) Such records could contain
evidence of a flat "island" of paint
embedded within the palace wall .
The break came in early 1977 when my
research team began digital image pro
cessing of the C-scan ultrasonic images.
We realized that the signals from the ran
dom inhomogeneities of the . masonry
materials would be spatially incoherent.
To combat this, we divided the wall into
a grid of lines 1 foot apart. We then took
ten readings near (but not exactly on) each
intersection of the lines and averaged the
readings for that point. Thus, we hoped
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and
allow the coherent return from any ex
tended subsurface structure (such as a

walled-in painting) to emerge.
In fact, we found this to be the case. As
shown in photo 2, we replaced the
amplitude of the ultrasonic return from
each pixel location by the average of ten
ultrasonic returns from the immediate
vicinity. The resulting amplitude at each
pixel location is represented by the lateral
deflection of the scan line; straight ver
tical lines indicate the absence of any
coherent return (and therefore any planar
substructure) . The entire C-scan has been
superimposed on a picture of the Yasari
murals at that location. As you can see,
a strong contiguous return has emerged
in the lower area where the two murals
meet. This position is consistent with one
of the predicted locations of the Leonardo
painting as gleaned from an analysis of
historical records . We believe this is the
most plausible place to search for the lost
Leonardo mural painting.

Clarifying Images
As I mentioned earlier, much of art con
servation practice involves the inspection
and interpretation of photographs and
radiographs. Frequently, an x-ray is made
of a painting in order to reveal an earlier
composition hidden beneath the one that
is visible on the surface. In general, the
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Photo 4: Handle of a carved Tahitian walking stick.
(Courtesy C. Tyler.)
Photo S: Computer-enhanced image of the handle area of
the walking stick.
Photo 6: A typical signature of the artist Paul Gauguin

resulting x-ray image will be a mixture of
the surface image, the underpainting im
age, and the x-ray transmission properties
of the support structure (canvas or wood).
The x-ray of a Rembrandt painting shown
in photo 3 reveals such multiple features.
A group headed by J. R. Druzik, after
unsuccessfully trying pixel averaging on
an x-ray of a Jan Erasmus Quellinus paint
ing, found that fast Fourier transform
filtering removed a quasi-periodic wood
grain pattern quite effectively (see
reference 2). They then proceeded to sub
tract a gray-level-processed image of the
top painting from the filtered and gray
level-processed x-ray, to obtain a clearer
image of the underlying painting.
With the completion of the ultrasonic
image processing for the Battle of
Anghiari search, my UCSD group con
centrated on clarifying inscriptions and
drawings. These projects used the same
operations that the Druzik group inde
pendently applied to radiographs.
A typical problem involved the hand
carved wooden walking stick shown in
photo 4. The object's owner noticed that
the handle bore some faint traces of
scratches that appeared to have been large
ly worn away through use. On the assump
tion that the scratches may have been the

remains of an inscription, we digitized
(300 by 400 pixels) the central portion of
the image in photo 4. To remove the visual
interference of the wood grain, we then
applied FFT filtering, followed by a 5- by
5-pixel averaging to partially fill breaks
in the lines. Finally, line-by-line averag
ing and differencing leveled the effect of
the curvature of the shaft on the image
intensity.
The results of these operations are
presented in photo 5, which suggests that
the scratches are the remains of three let
ters. Since the cane was from Tahiti,
longtime workplace of the artist Paul
Gauguin, we compared this three-figure
pattern with Gauguin's signature (see
photo 6). Considering that the former was
carved in wood and the latter painted, the
similarity is striking. Further, Gauguin's
ill health caused him to use a cane toward
the end of his life. This type of evidence
certainly does not prove that this stick was
carved by Gauguin, but it does suggest
moving on to physical tests to determine
the age of the wood and its type.

Paintings and the Whole
Moon Catalog
I have thus far discussed images that are
essentially single-banded or mono

chromatic. Such images represent the
mere tip of the iceberg: The vast major
ity of museum artifacts are polychromatic.
On the other hand, color image process
ing is considerably more challenging than
monochromatic image processing. Not
only do full-color images involve three
simultaneous bands (red, green, and
blue), but the issues of saturation, hue,
and visual perception also come into play.
In 1974 a group of moon watchers as
sembled and formed the La Jolla Consor
tium to coordinate the diverse efforts
aimed at producing a "Whole Moon
Catalog" from the body of remote sens
ing data that had accumulated. By 1977,
consortium
members
Lawrence
Soderblom and Eric Eliason had devel
oped a 32-bit image comparison computer
system. In 1978 another member of the
group, James Arnold, suggested using the
system to recover the original appearances
of fine paintings covered by old yellowed
varnishes. Toward the end of that year, the
first tests of such a technique were per
formed at the United States Geological
Survey Image Processing Center in
Flagstaff, Arizona.
The initial subject was a copy of da
Vinci's 1he Virgin ofthe Rocks before and
continued
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after varnish stripping by D. M.
Domergue, a conservator of paintings. We
digitized both images and played them
back through the Flagstaff system, then at
tempted, by trial and error, to develop an
algorithm to modify the RGB statistics of
the varnish-covered image so that it looked
like the stripped image. Such an algorithm
could then be used to "correct" other
paintings.
Unfortunately (for our project), data
from the Voyager 2 flyby of Jupiter began
coming in to Flagstaff, and we lost access
to the system . At that time the Flagstaff
system was not interactive. Because of
this, discovering the varnish-erasing
algorithm would take several passes
through the experimental process-each
of which had a turnaround time of about
24 hours.
However, other opportunities were at
hand. The California Space Institute had
been established and an !DIMS (Interac
tive Digital Image Manipulation System)
was installed at our site. The 8-bit 512 by
512 IDIMS image was somewhat of a
limitation after the Flagstaff experience,
but the interactive capability later became
indispensable.

The Mysteries of La Gioconda

For IBM ® PC's, XT's, ATs and other DOS machines. This is the one
you've heard so much about-with faster compile times than many COBOL
compilers costing hundreds of dollars more! It's based upon ANSl-74
standards. Now comes standard with source code programs demonstrating
full screen, cursor control, color, reverse video, etc., another program
shows how to even reprogram your keyboard and much more.
Don't let our mail order prices fool ya! This is a new improved
version of our best selling COBOL compiler previously offered at $300.00
a copy. Look at the December 1979 issue of Byte Magazine for one of our
first COBOL ads!
Other outstanding values at $39.95 are: Utah FORTRAN, Utah
B.ASIC, Utah PASCAL, Utah PILOT and Utah EDIT. Used by 50,000 profes
sionals, students, and teachers in 40 countries.
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Probably the most famous and admired
painting in Western civilization is Leonar
do da Vinci's Mona Lisa (or La Giocon
da) located in the Louvre of Paris. At pre
sent, the image of the lady is barely a
shadow of its original appearance. It is
covered by a thick green-brown varnish
with extensive craquelure in both the var
nish and paint layers. Lord Kenneth Clark
believed that the hands and eyebrows were
repainted after 1550 by a restorer (see
reference 3). Theda Vinci scholar Carlo
Pedretti has noted that the darkened lower
half of the painting gives the incorrect im
pression of a thick (possibly pregnant)
torso (see reference 4) .
Pedretti identified several ambiguities
in the Mona Lisa that would be suitable
topics for our image processing work. He
agreed to obtain a high-resolution, large
format color photograph of the painting
from the Louvre for digitization. For the
next three years we worked sporadically
on image processing of inscriptions while
awaiting the high-quality photograph of
the Mona Lisa from the Louvre which was
always to be in the mail "next week."
Then, in 1981, Walter Cronkite an
nounced that he wanted to include a seg
ment on our image processing of the
Mona Lisa in his first "Universe" televi
sion program. I explained with regrets that
we had no high-quality photograph of the
Mona Lisa with which to work. Cronkite
called the Louvre, and within a week our
three-year wait was over.
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~ Photo 7: Leonardo da Vinci's La Gioconda, more familiarly
known as the Mona Lisa.

Photo 8: Detail from the digitized Mona Lisa showing the
extent of the craquelure, tiny crackle lines in the painting's
varnish.

The photograph of the Mona Lisa was
digitized at NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab
oratory into 6 million pixels in each of the
three color bands. We then measured the
spectral transmission for an ancient var
nish specimen believed to be similar to
that covering the Mona Lisa. For
Cronkite's "Universe" program, we de
convolved (subtracted) the varnish spec
tral transmission from the image: The sky
changed from brown to blue, the skin
from yellow to alabaster, and the gown
gained a deep greenish tint. Finally, an art
historian demonstrated the interactive
potential for analysis with zooming, pan
ning, and split-screen techniques for com
parisons. The main limitation to emerge
from that demonstration was the 512 by
512 resolution of the system.

Toward a Perfect Mona Lisa
In order to study the Mona Lisa further,
create an image simulating its original ap
pearance, and evaluate applications of
image processing technology in the art
restoration field, we have continued our
efforts beyond the initial 1981 test (see
reference 5).
The original high-resolution large
format color transparency of the Mona
Lisa acquired from the Louvre measures
approximately 10 by 12.5 centimeters.
Photo 1 shows the original image. Photo

8 is a close-up of the image revealing the
extent of the craquelure.
A scanning microdensitometer with a
0.02-millimeter aperture was used to scan
the central portion of the photograph to
produce three digital files, one for each
primary color (red, green, and blue) .
Each computer file of digital data con
tained 2600 scan lines, with 2200 pixels
per line. Each pixel carried an integer
value in the range 0 to 255 corresponding
to the pixel brightness fur each of the three
primary colors, with 0 representing black
and 255 representing the maximum
brightness of the color.
The vast amount of digital data gen
erated by scanning the color transparency
(2600 by 2200 pixels) could not be
handled in a routine fashion. This re
stricted our analyses to a 1024 by 1024
subimage at full resolution covering the
head and neck, and to the full image
whose resolution was reduced by a factor
of two in each direction. Image analysis
and display operations were performed at
the IBM Palo Alto Scientific Center using
the interactive IBM 7350 Image Process
ing System (IPS) and the IBM 5080 work
station attached to an IBM 3081 computer.
Some of the experimental software used
in this investigation was originally
developed for processing image data from
the earth observation program. Some

techniques, such as parallel-piped classi
fication (see reference 6), principal com
ponent transformation (see references 7
and 8), and regional enhancements, pro
vided only minimal improvement of the
images. Several other approaches, de
scribed and illustrated in the following
paragraphs, produced significant results.

Color Correction
The information content of image-band
data can be represented statistically by a
histogram showing the number of pixels
versus pixel brightness level. Such his
tograms rarely exhibit the standard bell
shaped curve of a Gaussian distribution.
However, you can compute the mean and
standard deviation of the distribution and
use these values to generate the slope and
the intercept of a line. This line is then
used to translate pixel values into gray
levels of the primary color specified for
the visual display of the band data. You
can modify the intensity distribution of the
displayed image by adjusting the y-axis in
tercept of the line (i.e., by adding a bias
to the translation table).
By measuring the optical absorption of
a varnish specimen and determining that
it is approximately proportional to the in
verse wavelength of light at that color, we
were able to make comparable modifica
comim1ed
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Photo 9: Pixel histograms for the RGB bands of the
digitized Mona Lisa.

Photo 10: A photograph of the color-corrected, digitized
Mona Lisa painting displayed on a 1024 by 1024 color
monitor. This procedure yields an image with a normal
color rendition, but with a considerable amount of glint in
the hair region.

Photo 11: Frequency-domain characteristics of the head
neck region of the original Mona Lisa digitized with a blue
filter; also the filter used to reduce the glint. Clockwise
from top left: (a) original blue-band digitized image in gray
scale; (b) scales used for (c), (e), and (f); (c) phase
spectrum image; (d) Fourier filtered blue-band digitized
image in gray scale; (e) two-dimensional filter; and (f)
power spectrum image.

Photo U: A bi-scatter plot of pixel values in the head-neck
region. Pixels represented by combinations within the
polygon are good candidates for data manipulation.

tions to the biases for the RGB bands (see
photo 9). In other words, we calculated
the factor by which the varnish attenuated
a color, then divided the intensity of each
pixel of that color by the attenuation
factor-which effectively restored the
pixel to its original value. Thus, each blue
pixel was divided by 0.4, each green pixel
by 0.2, and each red pixel by 1.0 (i.e., left
unchanged).
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The resulting Mona Lisa image is
shown in photo IO. Most art professionals
who have viewed this transformed image
agree that it effectively compensates for
the undesirable filtering of the discolored
varnish and that the colors are more
natural. Unfortunately, the photographic
lighting, together with the craquelure, pro
duced a front-surface glint. Under the bias
adjustment, the most severe glint is trans

formed into unsightly blue stripes,
primarily in the hair. We chose the next
operations to delete this artifact.

Frequency-Domain Filtering
Because the craquelure-induced glint ef
fects are periodic in nature, a plausible ap
proach to their removal was through FFT
filtering techniques . This approach
generated a two-dimensional matrix
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whose complex elements represented the
phase and amplitude of various spatial
waves responsible for the image. We then
developed a two-dimensional filter to at
tenuate the waves responsible for the glint.
Performing the inverse Fourier transfor
mation of the product matrix from the
transformed image and the filter yielded
an image with reduced glint.
An illustration of this process appears
in photo 11. One band of the original im
age is shown in the top left corner. Phase
information contained in the Fourier coef
ficient matrix appears in the top right, and
power information in the bottom left cor
ner. (By "power" I mean strength of re
sponse to the fast Fourier transform.
Large, low-frequency elements such as the
nose and eyes have a strong response,
whereas detailed, high-frequency elements
like brush marks and craquelure have a
weak response.)
Based on the information contained in
the power spectrum image, the operator
interactively develops a two-dimensional
filter by combining wedges and rings, as
shown in the second half of the bottom left
image. Frequencies falling in the white
area are accepted, and those contained
within the dark area are suppressed. The
inverse Fourier transform of the accepted
waves results in the gray-scale image in
the bottom right corner. Note the signifi
cant reduction of glint in the hair.
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Selective Data Manipulation
Another procedure for further reducing
the craquelure-induced glint is the selec
tive manipulation of the three-band values
of selected pixels-in other words, re
painting each pixel of an undesired color
to the desired color. Such a simpleminded
approach would be subjective, cumber
some, and time-consuming. We ap
proached this problem by analyzing the
statistics of the undesirable pixels in a
tabular and graphic form. Similar infor
mation was also collected concerning the
desired values in the same area.
We generated a three-dimensional his
togram (bi-scatter plot) representing the
number of pixels with a given brightness
combination in two bands (blue and green)
with the greatest cosmetic defect (see
photo 12). A polygon based on the approx
imate level and range of brightness infor
mation was drawn around those values,
thereby defining a mask that could be ap
plied to the data . Photo 13 shows the result
of applying this operation to the Mona
Lisa files that had been obtained from the
color-correction and FFT operations
(compare photo 10). Clearly, the hair glint
has been eliminated . An enlargement of
the face (see photo 14) also reveals a
significant reduction in paint-layer cra
continued
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Photo 13: 1his image shows the Mona Lisa following
frequency-domain filtering, color correction, and correction
using the bi-scatter plot of photo 12 and a mask. An
obvious decrease in glint is evident, especially in the hair
(compare with photo 10).

Photo 14: An enlargement of a portion of photo 13, showing
the significant reduction in craquelure effect (compare with
photo 8) .

Photo 15: The digital data from the Mona ' Lisa, as mod(fied
by the regional-contrast-enhancement and histogram
equalization procedures.

Photo 16: 1his enlargement of the false-color image in
photo 15 shows a series of dots that may be part of a neck
adornment.

quelure compared to that of photo 8. The
sequential application of these three trans
formations illustrates how this painting
has changed through the' years.

The Necklace and the Overhang
A not-too-surprising occurrence accom
panied the first viewings of the corrected
Mona Lisa. Some noticed the faint out
line of a necklace. This pattern included
158
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three or four equally spaced and distinct
dark spots. Others saw a faint ridge-like
mountainous structure within the moun
tain gap to the viewer's left of the sitter's
right eye.
The revelation of new details caused by
lifting the dark veil from the image should
not be surprising, but it raises a perplex
ing question: Were these artifacts part of
Leonardo's original composition; changes

made by him; the result of restorations,
damage, or deterioration; or simply a
Rorschach phenomenon? We have sought
to explore this issue through the applica
tion of stilt other image processing
operations.

Regional Contrast Stretching
An image feature that has been painted
over or removed by chemical or abrasive

ART CONSERVATION

Hogan! How did you get
your own parking space?

methods may · manifest itself as subtle
intensity variations. To enhance such in
dicators, we performed a regional contrast
stretch. We selected a region for intensity
enhancement and computed the statistics
of that region in the three bands. The
statistics were then used to perform a
"histogram equalization" of the entire
image. The result is to "stretch" the in
tensities in the region of interest so that
the full dynamic range of the display
device could be used to analyze that
region. Clearly, other parts of the image
would be degraded. Photo 15 shows such
an enhancement based on the statistics of
the neck region. The enlargement of the
lower neck shown in photo 16 reveals the
geometrical structure of these "necklace
beads."

Local Intensity Enhancement
The standard edge-enhancement pro
cedure, based on the double-differentia
tion Laplacian operator on a 5 by 5 area,
could be used to bring out further details.
A better procedure is the one commonly
referred to as local intensity enhancement.
Under this procedure a new pixel value
is computed from the mean and standard
deviation of the pixels in a square sur
rounding it and from a desired mean and
standard deviation for the entire image.
We used a 31- by 31-pixel square for com
puting the local statistics. After several
trials, we selected intensity count values
of 128 and 20 for the desired mean and
standard deviation, respectively.
Photos 17 and 18 show the result of ap- ·
plying this procedure to data in all three
color bands. Careful inspection reveals a
number of interesting features. Most
dramatic is a modulation in the craquelure
intensity. Virtually every important outline
exhibits a smooth border as if some
restorer had either touched up or over
cleaned the outlines. The suspected neck
lace beads also appear. Finally, you can
see that the lady is smaller than her
outline. Note that the starchy veil is lifted
above both her hair and the upper arm on
her left (our right).

BYTE means business.
BYTE readers influence microcomputer
purchases at their company. And,
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are more than 600,000 of them.
Advertise to BYTE readers like Hogan
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Level-Slicing Operations
One class of image processing operations
involves grouping small ranges of pixel
levels and arbitrarily assigning them a
display color (pseudocoloring) or shade
of gray (gray-level mapping). We applied
this technique to the blue band of the
image and noted an interesting structure
in the mountain gap to the left of the
figure's right eye. An enlargement of this
area (see photo 19) shows a contour and
structure resembling a continuation of the
mountains into the gap. Compare this to
photo 20, an edge-enhanced version of the
continued
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Photo 17: The digital data from the Mona Lisa (linearly
reduced by a factor of 2) as processed by a local-intensity
enhancement algorithm. 1he unexpected smooth zanes
follow major outlines of the painting and may indicate the
work of a restorer.
Photo 18: An enlargement of a portion of photo 17,
revealing possible restoration around the mouth.
Photo 19: A pseudocolor transformation of the blue band of
the Mona Lisa image shows evidence of a possible
mountain ridge or steep, hollow basin to the left of the
figure's right eye.
Photo 20: An edge-enhanced version of the Mona Lisa
isolates the contour of the gap to the left of the eye.
Compare this with the structure revealed in photo 19.

original image that isolates the contour of
the gap as seen by the eye.
History and Speculation
When an artist executes a pamtmg,
changes are frequently made by painting
over earlier portions of the composition .
With aging, such underlying patterns
begin to show through and are known as
160
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pentimenti. This could be the case with
the dark spots revealed below the sitter's
neck, which resemble the beads of a
necklace. These spots do not appear to be
related to damage; the major structural
problem of the panel (a vertical crack visi
ble above the head in photo 13) is several
centimeters to the left of the spots.
Further, there are reasons for believing

that Leonardo may have begun the work
with a necklace. The first concerns the
relationship between the Mona Lisa and
Raphael's painting La Muta (see photo 21).
Many scholars contend that numerous
similarities between the paintings indicate
that Raphael gained inspiration from an
early viewing of the Mona Lisa around
continued
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Photo 22: 1he office of the vice president of the United
States, in the Old Executive Office Building. Image
processing of present-day photographs and 19th-century
images of stencils on the walls is helping to restore the
room to its original condition.

Photo 21: Raphael's painting L a Muta, believed to have
been inspired by his early viewing of the Mona Lisa, which
may once have worn a necklace of beads similar to L a
Muta's.
1505. There is the remarkable coincidence
that the spots lie precisely on the vertical
bisector of the face just as in the case of
the left side of La Muta's adornment. A
survey of Leonardo's paintings reveals that
figures in those predating the Mona Lisa
have neck adornments, while figures in
the later paintings do not. This finding
raises the possibility that Leonardo began
simplifying his style during, rather than
before, the Mona Lisa work.

Photo 23: An image-processed ice-age French cave
painting.

in craquelure along the outlines (see photo
17) may indicate that a restorer enhanced
the outlines deliberately. Thus, faint dis
tant mountains could have been erased.
Finally, there is the problem of the
overhang at the left side of the gap. The
great distance to the mountains suggests
a structurally impossible massive over
hang. If faint mountains do belong in the
gap, the structural problem vanishes, and
the painting better matches the geometry
of some early copies (see reference 9).

The Mountain Gap
As illustrated by photo 19, the image pro
cessing operations brought out a sugges
tion of a mountain ridge or a steep hollow
spanning the mountain gap to the left of
the lady's head . This makes a great deal
of sense. Most of Leonardo's paintings
have range upon range of mountains
fading off into the haze rather than the
abrupt outline in the Mona Lisa. Changes
162
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The Future for Image Processing
in Conservation
Only a small fraction of the conservation
laboratories worldwide have substantial
budgets for research. Consequently, only
a few have been able to avail themselves
of large im?ge processing facilities. Some
exceptions are the National Gallery of
Art's efforts with the University of

Michigan, and the digital recording of one
of Leonardo's codices at N ASAI JPL by the
Armand Hammer Foundation.
However, most researchers' computer
ized conservation efforts will depend on
the diffusion of image processing tech
nology into the microcomputer realm.
Hardware is now available for IBM PC
AT-compatible computers for handling
1024 by 1024 images. Examples of ap
propriate software include PCIPS by IBM,
IMIGIT by Chorus, and Image-Pro by
Media Cybernetics.
Museums are beginning to introduce
PC-based systems. The National Gallery
in London has developed an approach to
the monitoring of deterioration of paint
ings. The National Gallery of New
Zealand is upgrading its AT data retrieval
system for image processing. Our UCSD
program is also attempting to widen the
co11ti1111ed
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prospects for microcomputer image
processing in art conservation. We are
presently using an IBM PC XT system to
merge images of the vice president's of
fice in the Old Executive Office Building
(see photo 22) with historical images of
164
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fragments of the original stencil designs
from the 1880s. (The purpose is to assist
in planning the actual restoration of the
room.) Our other current effort on a PC
is to enhance the ice-age rock-art images
of the French caves in and around Lascaux

(see photo 23).
In addition to the economic and tech
nical issues already mentioned, there is
the question of psychological resistance to
image processing from within the conser
vation community and, indeed, the

ART CONSERVATION

convince me that Leonardo painted those
trees in the background blue." Of course
"those trees in the background" of the
painting are really mountains; the yellow
green cast of the aged varnish had misled
even this prominent professional. •
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general public in some areas (see text box
above). (In a private communication to
me, J. Arnold, one of the pioneers of the
now-ubiquitous radiocarbon dating
method, recalled meeting both apathy and
antagonism upon its introduction.) After

the UCSD group delivered a paper on the
Mona Lisa results at a recent
conservation-related conference, a leading
conservation scientist expressed strong
misgivings about image processing in art.
She concluded: "And, further, you'll never
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TJISJllNCE

No other'' desktop'' product offers you
the power and efficiency of Metro ...
The unique combination of compre
hensive management tools and macros
that alJows you to manage your PC ...
organize your workday.. .and increase
your productivity.
And, at only $85, no other product even
comes close to its value. (Especiallysince
Metro will quickly pay for itself again and
again.)
Which is why you should visit your
nearest Lotus dealer to sample Metro.
Or, ifyou'realreadyconvinced, simply
use the coupon below to order Metro
directly from Lotus.
Or order Metro (Product No. YM-1690) by
callingLotus, toll free,

1-800-345-1043

Lotus Metro
The me7nm71-resident desktop mana~er
twelve accessories and a powe1fu.l
macros pro~ram_

combinin~

r-;-----------,

I

I
I

Complete and return to: Lotus Development
Corporation, 90 Annex, Atlanta, Georgia,
30390-0370 or call !-800-345-!043.
D Yes . l' d lik e to tryLotusMetrofor30days
without obligation. (YM-1690)
D Please send more information about
Lotus Metro. (YM -282 1)

I Send me_u nit(s) of Metro
J

I

@ $85 each _ _ _

Sales 'lhx"
1btal.
D I've enclosed my check or money order made

I payable to: Lotus Development Corporation .
C \'IS.\ 0
I l'kaso·
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
II
l'l1argl'

111y

~ l .1,11·r{ ';ml

, ".i '·"

E\•r.1•1.1111'•---~/_ __ _ __

I ,,,, "' ·~·
I ~.Ul•'-------------Loh1s Metro
'Tf11111t.m:iry~~/7Wlfl~T
wmb!llUl!? lllrio.t' ~

.mlo...-f~l "lllm!I"~

1·.'111 11.m·. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I \dl A " " · - - - - - - - - -- - - 
1 ('"-------~·1wl•·___J_1J•--I """'·. ·· ~--~-------0

Rcsiicn1sor the followingslatcs apply afJphcable sales tax: CA.

DE, Pl,, GA. IL.MA, MD, Ml, MN, MO, NJ,NY.OH. TX. VA. WA.
! Offer
good in U.S.A. ani Canai a only. In Canai a make payment by
•

cartl or Inte rnationa l Ptstal Money Order COOs ani purchase
ori ers will not be acreptci .
I creiit

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
Whe n you purchase Mctro i irccll y from Let us, take your first 30 i ays
to try it oul. If. at tile c11ti of your first month, Metro does not
perform as i cscribctl and you've purchasci it i ircctly from Lo tus.
wc'!I glai ly give you a full refun i .
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ro: Joan Prentiss-Winston, CEO
Bertram W. Finch, CFO

FROM:

After researching all our options, I can confidently recommend a software product by Sor'tCraft, Inc. lllc
product is called Fancy Font and it would meet all our typesetting needs. Fancy Font is cost effective and
is compatible with all our laser and dot matrix printers, as well as any of our installed word processors.

Fancy Font can meet the needs or the following departments:
Research and Development

Gr<iphlcs

•

Our graphic artists will find Fancy Font
useful for creating vu-graphs, presen
tation materials and advertisements.
lllcrc arc now commands to create
and work with graphic images. SoftCraft also
- - - - - - - - - - - - . . , - - offers a special service to digitize logos and sym
bols our artists design.

Special formatting features let
you wordwrap, or position text
centered, justified, flush left or
right, and much more.

Documenla tior>

! n-dTCds O-f optiona-1fonts from 4 to 72 points available.

Includes over 1500 mathema
tical, foreign language and
special symbols that can be
scaled to any size up to 1 inch.

Public Relations and Marketing
Fancy Font will save time
and money in the production of our manuals and
tcchnical documents that
require several sized chapter, title and section headings in a variety of text formats including portrait and
landscape mode. 111c kcrn
option creates ligatures for
the most polished looking
documents.

formatting long documents
easy! No length limits!

Kerning option kems a document and automatically forms
ligatures.

•

~, ..li~~~~~iii~?
110:
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - --..

·Automatic
-------.,.-
pagination makes

·-----

Automatic column command.
(newl)

Fancy Font provides the
special symbol and math
ematical fonts this de
partment needs to pro·
duce proposals and tech
nical reports containing
scientific notation and
mathematical formulae.

1.!::::::::=::==i

•

D rop in graphic images cap
tured from a file or from the
screen display of programs
such as Lotus 1-2-3. (newt)

Accounting

Manu£acturing

~~mr1 6~~~~~

~

Fancy Font can make all our
promotional materials look
more professional. It is a soft
ware package versatile enough
to produce news releases, invi
tations, company newsletters,
even last-minute sales prcscntations, all looking as though
they had been done by a profcssional typesetting service.

With Fancy Font, we can
design our own product labels.
The SoftCraft font library
even has a bar code font avail
able for inventory control
purposes.

Fancy Font can produce col
umns of figures in small
typefaces and can be used with
our Lotus spreadsheets and
graphs. Perfect for doing an
nual financial reports.

RECOMMENDATION: Fancy Font can meet the special needs of virtually eve1y department in the
company. No special hardware or installation is required, so we can use it as soon as it arrives. Fancy
Font would cut company costs by reducing printing and cypesetting fees and bring in-house, several ser
vices that we now send out. I recommend that we purchase Fancy Font immediately.

Send us your logo or signature
for digitization.

Bertram W. Finch

Let Fancy Font turn your printer
into a personal typesetter.
Fancy Font gives you the utmost in document versatility by
allowing you to mix a variety of font styles and sizes in either
portrait or landscape mode with your printer's native fonts.
If you have an inexpensive dot matrix printer, Fancy Font
turns low-resolution print quality into stunning
..a

Fancy Font runs on all IBM PC's and compatibles and works
with word processors, spreadsheet and database programs.
SoftCraft, Inc. offers a wide variety of personal typesetting
software and fonts. Call our toll-free number for information
on these and other products:

high-resolution, proportionally-spaced text
rivaling laser printer output.
If you have a laser printer,Fancy Font turns

it into an economical desktop publishing
system. Fancy Font prints with a wide variety
of typestyles and sizes normally available
only from expensive typesetting services.

Fancy Font
$180
Fancy \Vord $140
Laser Fonts
$180
SortCrart Font Editor $290
Business Font Pack
$90
Font disks
$15 each

Now with graphics!

f SoftCraft, Inc.

16 N. Carroll St., Suite 500, Madison, WI 53703 (608) 257-3300 1-800-351-0500
The sample letter above was primed in one pass with Fancy Font on an HP LaserJet+.
Inquiry 279 for End-Users. Inquiry 280 for DEALERS ONLY.

IMAGE PROCESSING

Introduction
to Image Processing
Algorithms
An overview of the basics, with code to get you started

Benjamin M. Dawson
IMAGE PROCESSING is the science of
modifying and analyzing pictures. Image
processing algorithms are step-by-step
procedures for performing image process
ing operations. People often implement
such algorithms using computers, which
are flexible and have relatively low pro
cessing and memory costs. The algo
rithms are expressed as, and become near
ly synonymous with, programs for the
compt1ter. However, the algorithm can
also specify other operations such as how
to acquire the image. Special image pro
cessing hardware often supplements the
computer.
To help you understand and try some of
these algorithms, I will describe a generic
image processing system that you could
assemble from a personal computer and
an image-processing or graphics board. I
wrote a simple image-processing package
(SIMPP) that runs on such a system and
contains programs for many of the algo
rithms described. With this hardware and
software and some ideas about which al
gorithms to use, you can start to do in
teresting image processing.

Generic Image Processing Hardware
A minimal generic image processing sys
tem consists of an image-acquisition
device, an image memory, a computer
(with disks, keyboard, etc.) that can ac
cess this memory, and a device that can
display the contents of memory. This
system acquires, processes, and displays
monochrome (gray-tone) images. You can
display image memory values in color by
adding output lookup tables.
The image-acquisition device puts an

image into the image memory. This usual
ly involves digitizing-scanning a con
tinuous image (such as a photograph) and
breaking it into an array of digital inten
sity values called pixels (picture ele
ments). Most image processing systems
have, for example, an AID converter that
transforms the signal from a video camera
into a pixel array in the image memory.
If the image is already represented as pix
els, as in a computer graphics image, im
age acquisition consists of simply moving
the image from disk to the image memory.
The acquisition device can write to the
image memory, which can be read and
written to by the computer's CPU, and
read by the display device. If the image
memory stores an entire video image, it
is often called a frame buffer or frame
store. For acceptable intensity and detail
resolution, an average monochrome image
must be represented by an array of at least
256 by 256 pixels, and each pixel must
have at least 6 bits of value. In the ex
amples to follow, assume that a pixel has
an 8-bit byte, which means that it can have
2 8 (256) different gray-level intensities.
The computer processes the pixels in
the image memory. The display device
converts the processed pixels back into
spatially organized image intensities. The
display device is usually a DIA converter
that drives a monochrome or color TV
monitor, although people have used line
printers or other devices.
A lookup table (LUT) changes a pixel's
value based on the values in a table. This
hardware consists of a m(!mory that has
a storage location for each possible pixel
value. An input pixel value is used as an

address into this memory, and the output
is the value at that address. The input
value "looks up" the output value. An
LUT computes an arbitrary function of
one or more variables, with a domain and
range limited to the possible pixel values.
For example, an input value of 32 to the
function 4x-13 gives a result of ll5; rather
than redoing the calculation each time, the
system can "look up" the correct result
in the LUT.
An image processing system can have
three LUTs that map the image memory
to the display device. These LUTs output
values to the red, green, and blue chan
nels of a color monitor, based on some in
put pixel value. This lets you display dif
ferent gray levels from the monochrome
image in various arbitrary colors, a tech
nique often called pseudocolor.
Several manufacturers provide the ac
quisition device, image memory, output
LUTs, and display device on one com
puter board. You can make an image pro
cessing system by combining one of these
boards (or a graphics board if you don't
need "live" video input) and a standard
personal computer. As an example, I used
an IBM PC AT computer and an Imaging
Technology Series 100 image processing
board. You could even start with an EGA
(Enhanced Graphics Adapter) board as
continued

Benjamin M. Dawson, Ph.D. (Depart
ment of Brain and Cognitive Sciences,
EJ0-120, Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, 79 Amherst St., Cambridge, MA
02139), is a research scientist in the area
ofcomputer vision and image processing.
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Thble 1: 1he Simple Image Processing Package (SIMPP) routines. Note

that the arguments x,y specify the start of an area to process and dx,dy
spec(fy its size.
Interface Routines

sim_open()
sim_close( )
acquire()

=

= Opens and initializes image processing
= Closes image processing hardware.

hardware.

Puts an image into the image memory.

write_LUT(color,loc,val) = Sets the location, loc, il the LUT specified by color, to
the value val. This routine is optional.
read_pixel(x,y) = Returns the value of a pixel in frame memory located at
coordinates x,y.
write_pixel(x,y,v)

=

Writes a pixel of value v into the frame memory at location x,y.

Primitive Operations

read_hline(x,y,n,b) = Reads a horizontal line of
length n. Places values in buffer b.

pixe~

starting at location x,y and of

write_hline(x,y,n,b) = Writes the values in buffer b to a horizontal line of image
memory starting at location x,y and of length n.
read_vline(x,y,n,b) = Reads a vertical line of pixels starting at location x,y and of
length n. Places values il buffer b.
write_vline(x,y,n,b) = Write the values in buffer b to a vertical line of image
memory starting at location x,y and of length n.
read_area(x,y,dx,dy,b)
write_area(x,y,dx,dy,b)

=
=

Reads an area into buffer b.
Writes an area from buffer b.

copy_area(x,y,dx,dy,xd,yd,dxd,dyd) = Copies the image area into the destination
area starting at xd,yd and of size dxdpyd.

Point Processing

ptransform(x,y,dx,dy,t) = Transforms the area using transformation table t.
histogram(x,y,dx,dy,h)

=

ploLhisto(x,y,dx,dy,h,v)
value v.

Computes the histogram h of area.

=

Plots the histogram h in specified area and using pixel

clip_histo(h,t,low,high) = Scans the histogram h from first to last and last to first
index and finds the first bin counts greater than t. Returns these bin numbers
in low and high.

Area Processes

convolve(x,y,dx,dy,m,n,kernel,output) = Convolves the image area with a kernel of
size m,n and specified by array kernel. The output routine controls the
treatment of negative convolution values.
label(x,y,dx,dy,bin0,bin1,minpix,blabel,elabel) = Labels the binary image in the
specified area. The binary image values are binO and bint The area must
have more than minpix pixels. Labels are assigned values starting with blabel
and ending with elabel.

Geometric

rotate(x,y,dx,dy) = Rotates the image area clockwise by 90 degrees.
stretch(x,y,dx,dy,xs,ys) = Stretches (enlarges) the image area by xs and ys. The
image is stretched into the same areas starting from the upper left corner.

continued

image store and display device, although
the number of bits per pixel and the dis
play's resolution and color capabilities
limit what you can do.

Software Interface to the System
Six software routines interface the image
processing hardware to SIMPP and your
programs (see table 1). The sim_open()
routine opens the hardware and could ini
tialize the hardware, clear the image mem
ory, or whatever you want. The sim_
close() routine closes hardware.
You use acquire( ) to read an image into
the image memory. You assume that the
entire image memory is filled by this
operation. The write_LUT(color,loc,val)
routine writes the value val into location
loc in the output LUT specified by color
(e.g., red, green, or blue). This routine
is optional.
The read_pixel(x,y) routine returns
the pixel value at horizontal location x
(column) and vertical location y (row) in
the image memory. And write_pixel
(x,y,v) writes the value v into location x,y.
Note that these routines assume that x
starts at 0 at the left of the image and in
creases to the right, while y starts at 0 at
the top of the image and increases
downward. This odd coordinate system is
called "video coordinates" because it is
based on the way a television image is
scanned. Pixel values start at 0 (black) and
go through grays to the maximum pixel
value (white).
You will need to write versions of these
six routines-which will vary depending
on your CPU, image processing board,
and so on-if you want to use the SIMPP
programs. If you don't have output LUTs,
you can compile SIMPP not to use the
write_LUT function.

Classifying Algorithms
You can classify image processing algo
rithms in many ways. If an algorithm
changes a pixel's value based only on that
pixel's value, it is called a point process.
If the algorithm changes a pixel's value
based on the value of that pixel and the
values of neighboring pixels, it is called
an area process. If the algorithm changes
the position or arrangement of the pixels,
it is called a geometric process.
Algorithms that change pixel values based
on comparing two or more images are
called frame processes because video
images are called frames.
The goals of image processing include
enhancement or modification of the image
to improve its appearance or highlight in
formation, measurement of image ele
ments, classification or matching of image
elements, and recognition of items in the
image. Image measurement makes few
continued
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INTRODUCING FAST FORWARD:M
NOWANY SOFTWARE CAN RUN UP TO IO TIMES FASTER.
No more doodling while your database
goes digging. Or lallygagging while your
spreadsheet loads. Or taking five while your
word processing program takes forever
With Fast Forward, any software runs 2 to
10 times faster

CAN SOFTWARE REALLY
DO THAT TO SOFTWARE?
Fast Forward can. Normally; your com
puter is constantly going to your disk and
wading through massive amounts of data.
But with Fast Forward, data is retained in
your computer's internal memory. Which is
incredibly fast. Much faster than hard disks.
Hundreds of times faster than floppies.
FAST FORWARD PERFORMANCE

D With Fast Forward

•

Without Fast Forward

dBase Ill

3.15 minutes
29.6 m i n u t e s • • • • • • • • • • •
(Test: Add and delete 225 records)

WordStar 3.3

12 seconds
40seconds•••••••••••
Lotus 1-2-3

(Test: Move cursor to end of 46 page document)

21 seconds
51seconds •(Test:
• Load
••
•••••••
spreadsheet, 8 columns by 962 rows)

THE MORE YOU USE IT,
THE FASTER YOU GO.
Once installed, Fast Forward works invisi
bly. As you use data, it's automatically stored
in your computer's memory-and instantly
available the next time you need it. Programs
requiring frequent disk access (like dBase III)
will show amazing improvements. And adding
extended memory gives Fast Forward more
room to work. So software·runs even faster

PERFORMANCE HAS
ANEWPRICE: $69.95.
You can buy a faster computer Or an
expensive accelerator board. But if you're ready
to turn on the speed without turning over a bun
dle of money; ask for Fast Forward. It's from
the Mark WiJJiams Company; makers of quality
software tools since 1976. And it's available at
your software dealer In the software depart
ment of your favorite bookstore. Or by calling
1-800-MWC-1700.*
And hurry. Because
60-DAY
MONEY-BACK
it'll be going fast.
•rn Illinois: (312) 472-6659

fl

GUARANTEE

Mark
Williams
Company

1430 West Wrightwood
Chicago, lllinois 60614
f ..1 F - ""'*on lll~ ·l'Cs >nd

All tests done on 640K IBM PC, 20 megabyte hard disk and
floppy drive. 320K RAM allocated to Fast Forward.
Inquiry 180

~omr~~tib~~ii:;~~~<at<I.
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All this-and
only 15 pounds!

Utility

clear_area(x,y,dx,dy,v) = Clears the area to pixel value v.
save_image(x,y,dx,dy,fname) = Saves the image area in disk file !name.
read_image(x,y,dx,dy,fname) = Reads the disk file fname and displays it in the
specified area.

Power for performance:
• IBM PC AT compatible
• 80286 processor, running at 8MHz
• MS-DOS"' 2.11 *operating system,
BASIC

More storage for more
applications:

Listing 1: A C code fragment for a simple point-process algorithm.

/*

Point process area starting at x,y

E

0,0 and of size *

* XSIZE,YSIZE.

*/

for (y • 0 ; y < YSIZE ; y++) l
.
for (x = 0 ; x < XSIZE ; x++) f
wrlte_plxel(x,y, pfun(reod_pixel(x,y),x,y) );

assumptions about what things are in the
picture, while classification and recogni
tion require successively more knowledge
about what can appear in an image. For
example, you can measure how many
pixels in a remote sensing (satellite) image
of the earth have a certain range of values.
If you know that wheat corresponds to
these values, you can classify the image
into wheat and nonwheat areas. If you pro
vide the machine with knowledge about
the structure of wheat fields, it might be
able to recognize these fields in the image.
You could also use pseudocolor to high
light the recognized areas.
Additional ways of classifying image
processing algorithms include image
based versus symbolic methods, linear
versus nonlinear, and the knowledge level
used. Image-based algorithms transform
pixel values into other pixel values or loca
tions using numerical or logical opera
tions, while symbolic algorithms sym
bolically manipulate knowledge about
pixel structures.
The knowledge level used in an algo
rithm can range from simple assumptions
about the physics of image formation to
specific world knowledge about possible
items in a scene. The above example of
the wheat-field measurement, classifica
tion, and recognition illustrates the
knowledge-level dimension. I will discuss
only algorithms that are image-based, re
quire minimal knowledge about the im
age contents, and are therefore not
recognition algorithms.
You can now "hang" some example
algorithms on this classification frame
work and your conceptual or real hard
ware. Since the goal is understanding, I
make no claims that the examples are
complete or efficient. In particular, if you
172
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are using SIMPP and a personal computer
to try the examples, you will find the area
processes to be rather slow. If this bothers
you, plenty of expensive hardware is avail
able to speed the processes up- or you can
go to lunch while the computer works and
dream about such hardware.

• 640KB RAM, extendable to 2. 6MB
• Built-in lOMB hard disk
• Built-in 720KB 3W' diskette drive

The display with clear advantages:
• High-resolution gas plasma display
• IBM Color Graphics Adapter (CGA)
compatible
• 80 x 25 character display
• 640 x 400 bit-mapped graphics display

Interfaces to make connections a
snap:
• RGB color monitor port
• Parallel printer port
• RS-232C serial port

Point Processes

Built-in convenience:

A point-process algorithm scans through
the image area and uses the pixel value at
each point (and perhaps the point's ad
dress) to compute a new value for the
point. The algorithm is expressed as a C
code fragment in listing 1. [Editor's note:
1he listings from this article, /PLISTS.C,
and the complete SIMPP programs, writ
ten in C, are available on disk, in print,
and on BIX. See the insert card following
page 352 for details. listings are also
available on BYTEnet. See page 4.]
If the transformation pfun( ) is only a
function of the pixel value, then the func
tion can be implemented by a lookup table
to save computation. The SIMPP routine
ptransform implements the software
equivalent of the LUT hardware.
You can use point processes to enhance
or modify pixel values. For example, add
ing 40 to each pixel brightens the image
(photo 1) and could improve the display's
appearance. The transformation function
is simply pfun(v) = v+40.
If the pixel value and its location are
used, then you can use the point process
to correct shading or smoothly change
pixel values in an image area. Shading is
an image artifact caused by slow spatial
shifts in scene lighting or camera bias and
sensitivity. A point process that computes
the inverse of the shading functions can
eliminate (correct) much of this shading.

• Full-sized 81-key keyboard
• U0/220VAC 1\~tch - sel ct,1bl power
supply
• Only 12. 'l' W x 3. 1" H x 14.2" D

con1i1111ed

Important extras included:
• SideKick® and SuperKey® software
• Attractive carrying case

"Big" system expansion options:
• Internal 300/1200 bps Hay s 
compatible modem
• Internal 2MB extended memory card
• 15-key numeric keypad
• External 51/.t 360KB diskette drive
• Floppy Link to desktop 511'.i" diskette
drive
• Expansion chassis with five IBM
compatible slots

The T3100. So powerful-and so
portable- it's like being able to
take your whole office wherever
you work.
• MS- • OS 3. 2 opera ling sys tem available soon.

TOSHIBA

14'x12"xlOMB x80286*

AT Power,Tushiba-Style.
Until now, working away from your office
meant having to settle for lesser computers
or no computer at all.
Toshiba ends that compromise. The T3100
delivers the power of an IBM® PC AT™ in
a lean, 15-pound computer that you can take
with you. With a full-sized keyboard and
advanced gas plasma display that give you
equal comfort and clarity on your desk-or
on the road.

Don't let its size fool you.
Though the T3100 is no bigger than many
laptop computers, it offers the power of a full
runct\on IBM compatible desktop AT system.
You get the speed and ease of a built-in hard

disk, communications and expansion options,
and more-including dual-voltage power that
lets you plug in and go to work just about any
where in the world.
*Okay, we exaggerated. It's actually 14.2" x 12.2". But you really
get a 10.6MB built-inhard disk.

See the system that has all of the
industry experts so excited. Call:

1-800-457-7777 for
your nearest Toshiba computer
and printer dealer.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSllH!A AMER ICA, INC., lnforma!iun Sy,;tems llivisien
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Photo 1: The right haff of this image
has been brightened by adding 40 to
each pixel value.

Photo 2: An image of a bride, before
image processing.

Photo 3: 1he result of modulating the
contrast of photo 2 by a Gaussian
curve, which provides an ''aura '' effect
in the center.

Photo 4: An image of Athena's
terrace in Yellowstone National Park,
overlaid with its histogram. Red arrows
indicate the lowest and highest "bins ,"
as found by S/MPP's clip_histo
routine.

Photo 5: Improved contrast of photo 4
results from histogram-based contrast
stretching.

Photo 6: Using the output LUTs, pixel
values between 75 and 95 have been
highlighted in red. 1his tends to
outline dark areas of the image.

Of course, this requires that you estimate
the shading functions.
By smoothly changing the pixel values
in an area, you can highlight or adjust the
contrast of areas. This can produce results
similar to the photographic darkroom
techniques of burning and dodging
(methods of adjusting the contrast local
ly). Photo 3 shows the result of applying
the following point transformation to the
image shown in photo 2:

possible. You scan the image area and in
crement the values in a 256-word array h[ J
based on the pixel value. Listing 2 gives
a code fragment for this algorithm.
The histogram is an example of image
measurement. Since it examines a single
pixel at a time, you can also classify it as
a point process-one that doesn't change
the pixel's values, however.
The information provided by the
histogram is useful for image enhance
ment and classification. Photo 4 shows the
histogram of an image over the image
(created using the SIMPP ploLhisto
routine). The array values (called the
histogram "bins") go from an intensity of
0 on the left to 255 on the right of the plot,
and the height of the lines represents the
number of pixels of each intensity. As you
can see, this image has few high or low
pixel values.
You can use this information to improve
the image contrast. Starting at intensity 0,
search the histogram for the first bin with
more than a specified number of pixel

counts, say 30. You do a similar search
starting at the highest index. The
histogram bins between these two values
represent most of the pixels in the image.
You set up a point process that sets pixel
values below the low bin (left arrow in
photo 4) to 0, and above the high bin (right
arrow) to 255. The pixels with values in
between are multiplied to increase their
value so that they span the range of 0 to
255. Listing 3 shows a code fragment that
performs this operation.
The image with improved contrast is
shown in photo 5. This is a simple form
of contrast enhancement. Note that you
have lost some information-the pixel
values below low_bin and above
high_bin have been set to constants. In
general, image processing operations lose
information in return for selecting or ac
centuating other information.
This algorithm used three simpler algo
rithms: a histogram, a histogram clip, and
a point process. Most algorithms are com

outpuLvalue

=

inpuLvalue•k•

exp(-(x•x/I + y•y/1))- m
where k, I, and mare constants that ad
just the extent and amount of change, x
ranges from -XSIZE/2 to XSIZE/2, and
y ranges from -YSIZE/2 to YSIZE/2. This
increases the contrast at the center of the
image and fades the edges.
To generate an intensity histogram you
count the number of times a pixel inten
sity occurs in an image area. If you are
using 8-bit pixels, 256 pixel values are
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pounds of other algorithms. Therefore,
you must know which algorithms to apply
and in what order to apply them in order
to reach a processing goal.
Pseudocoloring of a monochrome
image is another example of a point pro
cess. In this case, the pixel value is the
argument (input) for three different func
tions, and the output of these functions
drives the red, green, and blue guns of a
color monitor. This lets you color a mono
chrome image in any way you want. Of
course, if you have 8-bit pixels, you can
display only 256 colors at a time.
In photo 6, I used pseudocoloring to
highlight a range of pixel values by dis
playing them in color, while the rest of the
pixel values are displayed as gray tones.
The code for doing this (see listing 4) first
sets all three output LUTs to "linear"
values (input = output) and then selec

tively changes a specified band of pixel
values to be displayed in red.
Note that changing the output LUTs will
change the appearance of the entire image,
but not the pixel values in the image
memory. The output LUT transformation
may be easily changed, but you cannot
apply it to only a portion of the image.

Area Processes
An area process uses neighborhood infor
mation to modify pixel values or assert the
existence of some property at the image
points. Area processes are typically used
for spatial filtering (such as filtering out
repeated elements) and changing an
image's structure. They can "sharpen" the
image's appearance by accentuating inten
sity changes and can also provide many
other useful enhancements. Some of these
include finding objects by matching

Listing 2: A C code fragment for the histogram algorithm.

/• Use long values as sum could be over 16 bits •/
long h[256];
/•zero histogram array•/
for (I • 0 ; I < 256 ; I++) h[I] • 0L;
/• Scan area and count plxel values •/
for (y • 0 ; y < YSIZE ; y++) f
for (x • 0 ; x < XSIZE ; x++) f
h[read_plxel(x,y)] • h[ r ead_p l xel(x, y) ] + 1L;

images, measuring image properties, mak
ing assertions about object edges in the
image, removing noise, and blurring or
smoothing the image.
Convolution is a classic image process
ing algorithm commonly used for spatial
filtering and finding image features.
Despite its name, convolution is not dif
ficult to understand. But it is computa
tionally expensive. Consequently, some
implementation issues must be con
sidered.
The convolution operation replaces a
pixel's value with the sum of that pixel's
value and its neighbors, each weighted
(multiplied) by a factor. The weighting
factors are called the convolution kernel.
Suppose that you use a 3- by 3-pixel
neighborhood and kernel. You label the
image points p(x,y) and the kernel points
k(x,y) where x = 0, I, or 2. Then the
center pixel, p(l,l), is replaced by the
linear sum of the points times the kernel
values
p(l,l) = p(O,O)*k(O,O) + p(l,O)*k(l,O)
+ p(2,0)*k(2,0) + p(O,l)*k(O,l)
+ p(l,l)*k(l,l) + p(2,l)*k(2,l)
+ p(0,2)*k(0,2) + p(l,2)*k(l,2)
+ p(2,2)*k(2,2)
or
2

p(l,l) =

E

m,n ::;

Listing 3: A C code fragment that uses the histogram algorithm to perform
contrast stretching.

long h[256];
/• Histogram area, result Into array h •/
hlstogram(x,y,dx,dy,h);
/• SIMPP routine •/
/• Find the low and high bins based on minimum count of 30 •/
cllp_hlsto(h,30,&low_bln,&hlgh_bln);
/• SIMPP routine•/
/•Compute the factor for stretching the In between values •/
step • 256.0/(double)(hlgh_bln-low_bln+1); /• step delta •/
step_value • 0.0;
/• Step value •/
/•Form a translation table (LUT), tran[] for enhancing
contrast •/
/• Values below low_bln are set to minimum pixel value •/
for (1 • 0; I< low_bln; I++) tran[I] • 0;
/• Values between low_bln and hlgh_bln are stretched to range
from 0 to 255 •/
for (I • low_bln ; I <• hlgh_bln ; I++) I
tran[I] • step_value;
step_value +• step;

l

/• Values above hlgh_bln are set to maximum plxel value •/
for (I • hlgh_bln+1 ; I < 256 ; I++) tran[I] • 255;
/• Now point process area using the translation table,
tran [] •/
wh I I e ( dy-) I
.
for (I • x; I < x + dx; I++) I
wrlte_plxel(l ,y, tran[read_plxel(l,y)] );

0

k(m,n)*p(m,n)

(This is actually a correlation operation
for convolution you would reverse the
order of the kernel values. Correlation is
slightly easier to understand and many im
age processing convolution kernels are
symmetric and, therefore, equivalent to
correlation. Further discussion of this is
outside the scope of this article-see the
, bibliography for more information.)
To convolve an image area, you repeat
this operation at every pixel position in the
image. You can think of this as sliding a
kernel matrix over each row of pixels in
the image matrix. At each point, you
multiply the kernel values with the image
values "under" it, sum the result, and
replace the pixel at the center of the kernel
with that value. The equation then
becomes
2

p(x,y) =

E=

m ,n

0

k(m,n)*p(x+m,y+n)

Convolving an area of size X by Y with
a kernel of size n by m requires X*YM*m
multiplies and adds. Thus, a 256 by 256
image with a 3 by 3 kernel requires
589,824 multiply/add operations; this can
take a long time on a computer without
fast multiplication hardware. (See figure
4 of "Finding the Titanic," on page 108
continued
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of the March 1986 BYTE, for an exam
ple of such a 3 by 3 convolution.)
When you implement the algorithm,
consider the following issues. First, you
can't just put the result of the convolution
back in the frame memory. If you did, then
the next convolution, say one position to
the right of the first, would use results fmm
the previous convolutions for part of its in
put values. In effect, this produces a recur

sive or infinite impulse response filter.
While this might be useful, it is difficult
to understand and predict the filter
response. To avoid this, you can either
buffer the output pixel values in a tem
porary array and write them to the image
memory when you have finished using an
area, or you can write them out to a non
overlapping part of the image memory.
You might have noticed another prob-

Listing 4: This sample C code selectively changes a spec(fied band of
pixel values to be displayed in red, an example of a pseudocolor
algorithm.
/• Change the output LUTs to dl1play the pixel values *
* ranging from v_begln to v_end In red.
•/
LUT_hlghllght(v_begln,v_end)

I

Int I;

/•Set output table• to "linear". This .will display
the Image In normal, monochrome fashion •/
for (I • 0 ; I < 256 ; I++) I
wrlte_LUT~RED,1,1);

wrlte_LUT GREEN, 1,1);
wrlte_LUT BLUE,l,I);

l

/• Set the desired range so that ONLY red Is displayed •/
for (I • v_begln ; I <• v_end ; I++) I
wrlte_LUT(RE0,1 ,255):
/* Ful I red•/
wrlte_LUT(GREEN,1 ,0) ;
/*No green•/
wrlte_LUT(BLUE,1,0);
/*No blue•/

Listing 5: A C code fragm ent for a 3 by 3 convolution algorithm that uses
separate source and destination memories to avoid overlapping the output
convolution values with the inputs to the convolution.

/•Set up kernel for "sharpening" (high-frequency boosting)
the Image •/
static Int kernel[9] • f-1,-1,-1,
-1, 9,-1,
-1,-1,-1,J;

/• Increment starting position and decrement Image size
to accommodate the convolution edge effects •/
x++; y++; dx--; dy--;
/• Set up address offsets for the output •/
xx - 0; yy - 0;
/• Scan through source Image, output to destination •/
for (I • y ; I < y+dy ; I++) I
xx • 0;
/• Reset x output Index •/
for (J • x ; j < x+dx ; J++) i
1um • 0;
/• Zero convolution sum •/
k_polnter •kernel;
/•Pointer to kernel values•/
/• Inner loop to do convolution (correlation!) •/
for ( n • -1 ; n <• 1 ; n++) I
for (m • -1 ; m <• 1 ; m++)
sum - sum+ reod_plxel(j+m,l+n)•(•k_polnter++);

l

/• Output proces1lng •/
If (sum< 0) 1um • 0;
wrlte_plxel(x_out +xx, y_out + yy, sum);
xx++;
/• Increment output X address offset •/
J yy++;
/• Increment output Y address offset •/

l

lem: If the kernel is scanned over the
image and you replace only the value
under the center of the kernel, what do
you do when you get to the edges of the
image? For example, if you use a 3 by 3
kernel, a I-pixel border (box) will be
around the image where you cannot per
form the convolution. The result of the
convolution will always be a border of
"garbage" equal to half the kernel size
around the outside. You can just ignore
this border of garbage, set it to 0, or copy
the nearest meaningful value into it. The
kernel size is usually odd. If not, the
borders are asymmetric, because in a
digital image you can't put a pixel back
in the middle of an even set of pixels.
A third issue is that the result of the con
volution on any pixel could exceed the
number of bits allotted to that pixel-as
large as the number of kernel elements
times the number of bits in a pixel. In your
generic system, for example, that would
be 3 by 3 by 256, or 2304, for which you
would need l2 bits per pixel-but you have
only 8 bits per pixel. You must keep
enough accuracy in your calculations to
allow for this range. You can scale the
convolution result (for example, divide
each result by 2) if it is to go back into
the image memory.
In a related issue, kernel values, and
therefore the convolution output, can be
positive or negative. Negative intensity is
mathematically useful, but not physical
ly reasonable in this case-you can't dis
play negative intensity. You might want the
option to modify the convolution output
such that only positive values, or only
negative values (negated to positive
values), or absolute values, or signed
values are output. This also means that an
additional sign bit must be kept in the
calculations. Thus, for 8-bit pixels and a
3 by 3 kernel, you need l2 bits for the sum
and an additional bit for the sign.
. At this point, you might agree that,
while convolution is relatively simple, the
implementation issues complicate it. This
is unfortunately true of quite a few other
image processing algorithms. For exam
ple, the issues of internal accuracy and 
what to do at the edge of the image ap
pear in most other area processes. You
must understand these issues to effectively
implement and use the algorithms.
In the code fragment for a 3 by 3 con
volution (see listing 5), you use a separate
source (starting at x,y and of size dx,dy)
and destination (starting at x_out,
y_out and of the same size as dx,dy)
areas in the image memory to avoid over
lapping the output convolution values with
the inputs to the convolution. The SIMPP
convolution routine uses a more elaborate
line-buffering method to allow an area to
continued
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Photo 7: An image of Devil's Tower
National Monument in Wyoming,
before image processing.

Photo 8: Convolution of photo 7 with
a kernel (shown in the upper left
corner) that amplifies vertical edges.

Photo 9: Convolution of photo 7 with
a kernel (shown in the upper left
corner) that amplifies horizontal edges.
As you can see, this image doesn't
have many horizontal edges.

Photo 10: An image of rocks and trees
in Yosemite National Park, before
image processing.

Photo ll: Convolution of photo 10
with a Laplacian kernel (shown in the
upper left corner). Edges are now
outlined in white, and all other areas
are dark.

Photo U: The result of convolving the
image in photo 10 with a sharpening
kernel. This kernel (shown in the
upper left corner) adds a Laplacian
convolution to the original image in
order to boost the higher spatial
frequencies.

be convolved into itself ("in place"). The
output values are not scaled and negative
output values are set to 0.
When I apply convolution to a problem
in image processing, I generally think of
it as either a matched filter or a spatial
filter. In a matched filter, the convolution
kernel is essentially a small image of what
you want to amplify or detect. For exam
ple, suppose you want to amplify vertical
edges in the image. An edge is represented
in the image by a sudden increase or
decrease in image intensity. A kernel like
this

image area, where all pixel values input
to the convolution are the same, the con
volution output will be 0 (since the sum
ofany number times each of the 15 kernel
elements is 0). I have padded the kernel
with a vertical row of zeros to make it an
odd size in both directions. This changes
the properties of the kernel but is a com
putational convenience. The result of ap
plying this kernel to the image shown in
photo 7 is displayed in photo 8.
A similar kernel for amplifying hori
zontal edges would look like this:

kernel is often called a template, and you
are really doing a correlation, as noted
previously. Detection usually involves
amplification of the desired feature fol
lowed by a yes/no decision that asks, "Is
the result above or below a certain thresh
old point?"
A second view of convolution is that it
performs spatial frequency filtering. In
sound, frequency is the number of times
per second a waveform repeats. In images,
spatial frequency is the number of times
per unit distance that a pattern repeats. As
with a one-dimensional signal, an image
can be broken down into a series of sine
and cosine waves (or some other set of
waveforms), and the spatial frequency
specified for each. You can accomplish
this by using a fast Fourier transform. The
transform must be done both horizontally
and vertically because you have spatial
frequencies in both directions.
If you want to select and, perhaps,

-1
-1
-1
-1

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

- 1 0 1
looks like a little vertical edge. Note the
effect of the negative values: In a uniform
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-1-1-1-1-1
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
The result of applying this to the same
image is shown in photo 9.
You can use larger kernels with a pat
tern (e.g., for the letter A) to detect similar
patterns in the image. In this case, the

Attention all FX80, FXlOO, JX, RX, & MX owners:
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detect a certain band of frequencies, you
can build a kernel that selects that
frequency. Quickly changing image inten
sities are represented by high spatial
frequencies, while slowly changing inten
sities are represented by lower spatial
frequencies. To select high spatial fre
quencies we could use the following
kernel:

You already own halfof

,~~~~ a itteat orinter

8

w elcome.

-1 -1 -1

-1

8 -1

-1 -1 -1
This is often called a Laplacian filter
because it approximates an unoriented
second-derivative operation. The results
of applying it to the image in photo 10 are
shown in photo 11. Since edges have high
spatial frequencies (sudden intensity
changes), this kernel selects edges of any
direction. It might be used as an "edge
detector" for image analysis.
If you slightly modify the laplacian
kernel by making the center kernel ele
ment 9 instead of 8, the result is the same
as if you added the output of the laplacian
convolution to the original image (since
a kernel with a 1 in the middle would give
you the source image back unchanged).
This kernel selectively boosts high fre
quencies (edges), and the resulting image
(photo 12) looks sharper and noisier. On
the other hand, if you use a kernel thal
matches lower spatial frequencies, you
will blur the image.
The power of convolution lies in using
information in an area to make assertions
about some property at an image point.
For example, the edge operators shown
above improve the estimate of "edgeness"
at an image point by using the fact that
physical edges extend over some distance.
The art of convolving is in picking the
right kernel. While these views of what
the kernel does can get you started, ex
perience and theory are necessary for
creative convolving.

Nonlinear Area Processes
Convolution is easy to implement, use,
and analyze because it is a linear opera
tion-it requires only sums of first-degree
products.
Nonlinear operations, while a bit
harder, are also useful and can be more
powerful than a convolution. By "power
ful" I mean that they provide a better
signal-to-noise ratio for detecting image
elements or detecting features with less
computation. Consider the following two
examples of nonlinear area processes.
The Sobel filter compares the result of
two convolutions to estimate the strength
and orientation of edges in the image. If
the two kernels, X and Y, are
continuec
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Photo 14: An image of flowers with a

Photo 15: Most of the noise in photo

large amount of random noise, which
looks like salt and pepper scattered on
the picture.

14 was removed using a 3 by 3 median
filter (shown in the upper left corner).

Photo 16: A silhouette image of

Photo 17: A binary image of photo I6,

Photo 18: The various objects in photo

switches and grommets, obtained by
placing the objects on a light table.

made using a point process.

17 have been labeled with d(fjerent
pixel values. Lookup tables were then
used to show the different values in
color, a technique known as
pseudocoloring.

The median filter replaces the pixel at
the center of a neighborhood of pixels
with the median of the pixel values. The
neighborhood values, including the center
pixel, are sorted into ascending order and
the median (middle) value is used to
replace the center pixel. The effect of a
median filter is to remove spot noise. The
result of a median filter on photo 14 is
shown in photo 15.

To simplify the computation you can
"binarize" the image shown in photo 16.
That is, you convert all pixel values below
a threshold value to 0 and all those above
the threshold value to 255 (photo 17). This
is often done in machine vision, as you
can control the lighting and objects to be
viewed. You search this image from top
to bottom, looking for areas that have
more than N connected pixels. By requir
ing that the area have more than N pixels,
you ignore the small spots of noise intro
duced by thresholding. Each area is
labeled with a different pixel value. In
photo 18, I have used pseudocolor to in
dicate the image elements I have classi
fied. You can also record the number of
pixels in an element and use this for fur
ther classification .
The most difficult part of implementing
this example is finding all the connected
pixels in an element. The simplest imple

Photo 13: The result of a Sobel
operation on a map of the United
States. F.dge orientation is represented
by color, and edge strength by color
intensity. (Photo courtesy of Imaging
Technology Inc.)
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0

0

0

-1 -2 -1

then the edge strength and orientation are
represented by

strength = .J X•X + Y•Y
orientation = arctan(Y/X)
This is a first derivative (oriented) edge
finder, and the vector field it produces
cannot be directly shown on a two-dimen
sional image. Photo 13 represents edge
strength by intensity and orientation by
color. The Sobel is a good edge detector
and is frequently used as the first step in
machine-vision algorithms. Since the
Sobel algorithm is computationally inten
sive, various approximations have been
developed to implement it (see "Low-Cost
Image Processing" by Charles McManis
on page 191 for an example).
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Classification
To classify image elements you need to
supply your computer with additional
1-lowledge as to what constitutes an image
element. This knowledge can get elabor
ate, but a simple rule will suffice as an
example: An element is a connected group
of pixels with the same value. By con
nected, I mean that if the pixel has the
same value as a neighbor at 0, 90, 180, or
270 degrees, it is part of the element
group.

continued
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mentation uses a recursive search (see
listing 6) to find all connected pixels.
The program in listing 6 will quickly
run out of stack space on most machines.
In SIMPP, I used a more elaborate com
bination of recursion and iteration to
reduce the chance of stack overflow.
Listing 6 does not show boundary check
ing or deletion of elements with less than
N pixels. You can easily add these.
Even though this algorithm changes the
value of individual pixels, it does so based
on an area property (connectedness), so
I think of it as an area process. Most
image-element classification schemes use
both area and point processes to develop
a list of properties that describes a multi
dimensional space. This space is then par
titioned to perform the classification-'
similar to the way an image is thresholded
to binarize it.

Geometric Processes
Geometric processes change the spatial ar
rangement of pixels. They are often used
to correct for distortions caused by the
camera optics or viewpoint, or to enlarge
an image area of interest. Typical
geometric processes rotate, stretch,
translate the image position, or warp the
image. Geometric algorithms can be ex
pressed by a set of equations (a matrix)
that maps a pixel at location x,y into a new
address, x', y'. For example, to rotate a
square area clockwise by 90 degrees, the
pixels are mapped by: x' = (YSIZE-l)-y
and y' = x, as shown in figure 1.
Another simple implementation for
rotation is to read horizontal lines of pixels
from the source image and write out en
tire lines at the desired new angle. This
doesn't work if the image is rotated in
place-that is, if you use the same image
memory area for source and destination.
The problem is the same as with convolu
tions: The output pixels will be reused as
inputs and the image will be jumbled. As
before, you must use nonoverlapping

source and destinations or copy the image
into a memory buffer and use that as the
source image.
The SIMPP rotate routine copies the
image area to a memory buffer and then
writes it out vertically to rotate the image
by 90 degrees. The rotated area is limited
to the maximum buffer size available. This
is usually 64K bytes (2 16) on a 16-bit com
puter. If the CPU prefetches data, as the
8086 microprocessor does, then reading
the last word in the 64K buffer can cause
a prefetch beyond the end of the buffer,
resulting in a hardware error if no
memory is there. To be safe, reduce your
buffer size to a few bytes less than the
maximum buffer size allowed.
Most geometric transforms end up with
gaps between the output pixels if you start
with source pixels and place them in the
destination area according to the transfor
mation equations. (This is a problem with
digitized images that would not occur with
continuous-tone images such as photo
graphic prints.) For example, if you
enlarge an image area by a factor of 2 in
x and y, the source pixels will be mapped
to every other destination pixel and row.
The solution is to invert (reverse) the map
ping equations and scan the destination
area. At each point in the destination, you
use the inverted equations to fetch a source
point. If you request a source point that
lies between pixels in the source area, you
must approximate the value by using the
value at the nearest source pixel or by
interpolating source values.
The code fragment in listing 7 shows
how you can enlarge an image in the x and
y directions by arbitrary factors. This uses
the nearest neighbor to approximate values
between source pixels and requires that
the source and destination images do not
overlap.
The nearest-neighbor approximation
will produce sudden intensity changes in
the image, giving it a blocky appearance.
continued
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ALGORITHMS

Interpolation produces smoother results.
The SIMPP stretch routine uses interpola
tion and an internal buffer.
In many image processing systems, a

pixel represents a rectangular rather than
a square area, often because the processes
deal with rectangular video images. To
improve accuracy, you can compensate for

rectangular pixels by adjusting the trans
formation equations. The implementation
should also check for addresses beyond
the limit of the image area.

Frame Processes
Listing 6: A C code fragment for an algorithm that searches for pixels
with the same value as a neighbor at 0, 90, 180, or 270 degrees.

/•Variables used In labeling•/
1totlc Int count;
static Int newvol • 1;
/• Search Image area for target volue1 •• 255 •/
for {y • 0 ; y < YSIZE ; y++) I
for (x • 0 ; x < XSIZE ; x++) I
/• If we find a target value, recursively label
the connected pixels with a new value (newvol) •/
If (reod_plxel(x,y) •• 255) I
count = 0;
/* Zero pixel count •/
recurslve_label(x,y);
newvol ++j

recurslve_label(x,y)

l

wrlte_plxel(x,y,newvol);
count++;

/• Replace with newvol •/
/* Increment count •/

/• Recurse left •/

x--;

If (reod_plxel(x,y) == 255) recurslve_label(x,y);
/• Recurse right •/
x +• 2;
If (reod_plxel(x,y) •• 255) recurslve_lobel(x,y);
x--·
/•Recurs~ up (remember: video coordinates!) •/
y--;
If (reod_plxel(x,y) .... 255) recurslve_lobel(x,y);
/• Recurse down •/
Y +m 2;
If (reod_plxel(x,y) •= 255) recurslve_label(x,y);

Listing 7: A C code fragment that enlarges an image in the x and y
directions by arbitrary factors, an example of a geometric algorithm.
Int x1,ya;
Int x,y;
Int dx,dy;
double o,b;
xo,yo;

/•
/•
/•
/•
/•

Start of 1ource •/
Start of destination •/
Size of destination area •/
x,y scale factors •/
x and y addresses for source

•/

for (I .. 0 ; I < dy ; I++) i
for (j • 0 ; j < dx ; j++) l
xa • xa + {int)((double)j/o):
/• x address •/
yo• ya+ (lnt)((double)l/b);
/• y address•/
/•Write out new value to destination •/
wrlte_plxel(x+j, y+I, reod_plxel(xo,yo));

J
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Algorithms that use more than one image
are sometimes called frame processes. A
simple example is to subtract one image
from another. The resulting differences
can be used to compare the two images
(e.g., to look for missing parts on a
machine or circuit board) . You can also
use frame processes to improve image
quality and to detect motion.
If you use a television camera to view
a static image (e.g., a microscope image)
you can sum N successive image frames
to reduce noise introduced by the camera.
This requires a frame memory with
enough bits per pixel to accommodate the
sum. Dividing the sum by N produces an
averaged image. If the noise is Gaussian
and uncorrelated from frame to frame, the
improvement in signal-to-noise will be of
order square root of N. A typical low-cost
video camera has about 3 bits of noise,
so averaging with an N of 8 or 16 will
noticeably improve the image that is out
put to your display.
To detect motion, you can subtract
video frames to approximate a time dif
ferentiation. You could use this operation
for surveillance or motion measurement.
This operation could require image pro
cessing hardware that can do the subtrac
tion in real time, that is, at video rates.

Conclusion
As researchers try to give machines the
ability to see, image processing becomes
an increasingly important science. This
quick tour of the algorithms and imple
mentation will hopefully encourage you to
learn more about image processing. You
will find that you need to understand many
other theoretical and technical issues (e.g.,
sampling procedures, lighting, and algo
rithm stability) to master image process
ing. A number of texts can help you (see
the bibliography), but you can gain prac
tical experience only by trying the
algorithms. •
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analog simulation for your PC.
Spectrum Software's MICRO-CAP II® is
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Schematic Editor
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It's a truly complete workstation for the modern manager... incorporating l -2-3's® powerful
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Lotus® (1ext Outliner, Spelling Checker, Symphony Link'" etc.), Symphony offers steady and seem
inglyendless potential for expansion.
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IMAGE PROCESSING

Low-Cost
Image Processing
An inexpensive but powerful image processing
workstation can be built around the Amiga

Charles McManis
IMAGE PROCESSING consists of using
a computer to manipulate digitized
continuous-tone images. An image pro
cessing workstation must provide three
basic facilities: the means to digitize,
display, and manipulate the image data.
The workstation might also provide a
means of storing and distributing that
data.
Not long ago, an image processing
workstation could easily cost over
$100,000. Now, with some innovative
hardware and software, you can build a
capable system for less than $2500. I will
describe such a workstation based on the
Amiga 1000 personal computer.

The Workstation
The hardware for this workstation consists
of an Amiga 1000 computer with l mega
byte of RAM and two disk drives, a Digi
View video digitizer, and a black-and
white video camera. Optional equipment
includes such items as a 35mm camera or
videotape recorder for capturing your out
put and a copy stand for increasing the
stability of the digitizing setup.
The Amiga computer provides the basis
for the workstation. It is uniquely suited
to image processing because of its high
resolution graphics, easily expandable
memory, and ability to address large data
arrays.
The Amiga's custom graphics chips can
display an image that has 640 columns by
400 rows of 4-bit pixels. At this writing,
this is the highest display resolution that
is standard with a personal computer. The
only other personal computer that comes
close is an IBM PC equipped with the

Enhanced Graphics Adapter, which has a
maximum resolution of 640 columns by
350 rows of 6-bit pixels. (Thus, each pixel
can have 64 possible colors.) While this
setup appears to have a better pixel
dynamic range (6 bits versus 4 bits), you
can map the Amiga's pixels through the
use of a palette RAM to any 16 of 4096
possible colors. The EGA's 64 colors are
fixed, making it difficult to display either
monochrome or color continuous-tone
images acceptably.
The Amiga's architecture allows for easy
access to large amounts of memory. This
might be the most important aspect of
using an Amiga as an image processing
workstation. First, the Amiga uses a
Motorola 68000, which addresses mem
ory as a linear array of words. This feature
lets you load an image completely into
memory and treat it simply as a large ar
ray via a high-level language or an
assembly language program. Second, add
ing memory is simply a matter of plug
ging a card into an expansion-bus connec
tor on the side of the machine. For this
article I have been using an Alegra
512K/2M that can be configured with
either 512K bytes or 2 megabytes of RAM;
mine has 512K. You can buy 2- and 4
megabyte cards, and you can often daisy
chain cards or plug them into expansion
boxes to fully populate the 8 megabytes
of address space reserved for user RAM.
On the IBM PC, adding multiple mega
bytes of memory is a simple matter of
plugging memory cards into the internal
bus. However, the original PC (and even
the PC AT with current versions of MS
DOS) cannot directly access more than

640K bytes of RAM. (Various software
·and hardware manufacturers provide ways
around this, but these all tend to be non
standard, are hard to call from a program;
and slow down access to memory.) Ma
nipulating images in the restricted 640K
byte address space is difficult at best.
The Amiga is also easier to program for
image processing applications because of
the way it addresses memory. Specifical
ly, to declare an array of 128,000 bytes on
the Amiga in C, you can use the follow
ing syntax:

unsigned char
*image;
image = AllocMem(128000,0);
Due to the nature of the architecture, ar
rays larger than 64,535 bytes are difficult
to manipulate on the IBM PC and com
patibles. Fortunately, this will not be the
case for 80386-based machines.
Thus, .the Amiga's cost, architecture,
and inherent graphics capabilities give it
the most favorable price/performance
position for image processing ·applica
tions.

Capturing Images
Before you can display and manipulate an
image, you need to have an image. You
solve that problem with a piece of hard
cominued

Charles McManis (l/41 Hzsquez Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086) is an engineer with
Sun Microsystems. He received his
B.S.E.E. from the University ofSouthern
California in 1983 and has been program
ming computers professionally since 1976.
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Image processing
applications could be
written in BASIC, but
they would be slow.
ware such as the Digi-View from New'fek.
This device connects a standard black
and-white video camera and the Amiga's
parallel port. When you combine some
software and this hardware, the complete
digitization setup costs less than $400, in
cluding a black-and-white camera.
(NewTek sells a Panasonic CCTV Model
WV-1410 camera, which it provided along
with the Digi-View for this article.) This
package can digitize black-and-white
images at resolutions of 640 by 400 or 320
by 200, with 16 shades of gray, or color
images with resolutions of 320 by 200.
This setup has two color modes for
digitizing. The first uses the Amiga's
32-color palette to display color images;
the second uses the Amiga's "Hold and
Modify" mode to display an image with
4096 colors on the screen. I used the 640
by 400 black-and-white mode exclusively.

The Software
Two types of software contribute to the
Amiga's viability as an image processing

workstation. The first type includes the
common image processing languages such
as C, FORTRAN 77, and LISP. Some of
the newer languages are also available for
the Amiga, including FORfH, Modula-2,
and Pascal. You could also write image
processing applications in the BASIC
dialect supplied with the machine, but
such programs would tend to be rather
slow.
Several tools exist for manipulating
image and graphical data. Some of these
were written by Electronic Arts and con
tributed to the public domain along with
the Interchange File Format specification.
Others were designed for graphics
manipulation but are useful here as well.
All the IFF tools that I used are on the
IFF distribution disk, which is available
from Commodore and many bulletin
boards around the country. Inforniation on
how to acquire a copy appears at the end
of this article.
The IFF standard is complex because
it is so flexible-it will describe music,
text, animation, and so on. The IFF tools
ILBM2Raw and Raw21LBM (ILBM
stands for interleave bit map) convert the
complex IFF format images into a much
simpler "raw" format, and vice versa.
The raw format for 640 by 400 images
consists of 4 bitplanes, each of which is
640 by 400 bits, followed by a 16-word
color-map array with no header or other
information.

a

As adjuncts to the tools from the IFF
disk, I wrote two C routines, Read
Image( ) and Writelmage( ), to handle
images in the raw format. These routines
provide for reading and writing raw
images, while Pixel( ) and SetPixel( ) pro
vide for reading and setting individual
pixels in an image. [Editor's note: The
programs described in this article are
available on disk, in print, and on BIX;
see the insert card following page 352.
They are also available on BYIEnet; see
page t.f. 1he files are IMAGEIO.C and
EDGE.C. You will need an Amiga and
Lattice C to use them.]
When you are finished processing a file,
you can convert it back to IFF form and
use it with other programs.

Using the System
The typical flow for image prvcessing
research is generally a six-step process.
The steps are acquiring a digitized image,
developing an algorithm to process it, pro
cessing the image, comparing the output
with the desired results, modifying the
algorithm, and looping back to the third
step until you are satisfied.
I will cover each step to demonstrate
how to use the Amiga as an image pro
cessing workstation.

Acquiring the Image
Operation of the Digi-View is straightfor
ward. After starting the high-resolution

b

d

g

Figure 1: The Sobel algorithm for image processing breaks arrays of pixels into 3 by 3 subarrays.
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version of the Digi-View software, you
focus the video camera on the image to
be digitized. Then select the Digitize op
tion, and the image will be digitized into
memory.
At this point, the software lets you
manipulate the image data in several useful
ways. These include adjusting the image's
contrast, brightness, and sharpness. Once
the image is adjusted to your satisfaction,
you save it with the Save IFF option in the
Project menu. The IFF format is needless
ly complex for the purposes of image pro
cessing, so you then use the ILBM2Raw
IFF tool from the Amiga's command-line
interface to convert the image into the
simpler raw form.

Developing the Algorithm
For this article, I have used a derivative
of the Sobel edge-detection algorithm.
The classic Sobel algorithm creates an
edge image by calculating the two-dimen
sional derivative of the source image. The
algorithm calculates this derivative by
looking at each pixel in the source image
and its eight nearest neighbors. The pixel
of interest and its neighbors are treated as
a 3 by 3 array (see figure I). Using row
and column coordinates, you can draw
exactly four unique lines through the pixel
at the center of this array. These are a-e
i, b-e-h, c-e-g, and d-e-f.
The algorithm averages the intensities
of the three pixels on either side of each
of these lines (for the line d-e-f, for ex
ample, it would compare the average of
the pixels a, b, and c with the average of
pixels g, h, and i). The algorithm then
replaces the center pixel with the largest
absolute difference of the four averaging
operations. After completely building a
new edge image in this manner, the pro
gram runs the image through a threshold
filter. The filter examines each pixel and
assigns a 0 or 1 to it, depending on
whether its value is above a given thresh
old. In this binary image, all "on" pixels
represent edges greater than the given
threshold.
Unfortunately, this algorithm has two
serious drawbacks. The first is its
slowness; analyzing each pixel during the
thresholding operation requires 16 addi
tions and 8 divisions followed later by one
magnitude comparison.
The second problem is noise. The Digi
View provides remarkably clean images,
but the camera is susceptible to a certain
amount of Gaussian noise (caused by the
occasional spontaneous emission of elec
trons from the excitation of the phosphor
on the face of the Vidicon tube). This
noise manifests itself as individual pixels
with intensities that are much higher or
much lower than their neighbors. When
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year warranty.
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you are using the Sobel algorithm, this
noise can throw off the averages for the
three pixel groups.
One solution to the noise problem is to
obtain an image with less noise. NewTek
has modified the newer version of the
digitizing software to accomplish that by
averaging several frames arriving from the
camera. The other solution would be to
increase the size of the pixel array to 5 by
5; however, this would slow it down still
further.

Enclosures
& power
supplies for
FLOPPY,
WINCHESTER,
TAPE DRIVES,
SINGLE
BOARD
COMPUTERS
8r

To combat the speed problem, I
modified the Sobel algorithm to consider
the endpoints of each Iine, rather than the
averages used in the original algorithm.
The new algorithm compares the absolute
magnitude of the change in intensity be
tween these two points to a user-specified
threshold value. If this threshold is ex
ceeded, the algorithm sets the correspond
ing pixel in the destination image to in
dicate an edge and does no further analysis
on that pixel. If none of the four possible

S-100
SYSTEMS.
8inch
5inch
3 inch
CUSTOMIZING
AVAILABLE

Call or write
for free
catalogs
and
application
assista n ce

Photo I: The original image as digi1ized by the Digi-View.
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Photo 2: 7he image of photo 1, edge-detected by the image processing program
described in the text, with the threshold set to 2.
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magnitudes exceeds the threshold, the
pixel value of the source image is copied
into the destination image. This yields a
resultant image with the edges detected by
the algorithm overlayed onto the original
image. It also yields a processed image in
about one-sixth the time.

and might miss gradual edges. The
algorithm also does not use information
such as which line of symmetry the edge
lies on or how large a difference the edge
represents. Both would be useful clues that
a vision system could use to identify edge
directions and ignore false edge
indications.

Process the Image
The program that implements this
algorithm and processes the image is
called EDGE.C. It uses the routines from
the IMAGEIO module to manipulate the
image in memory and to move the image
to and from the disk.

Comparing Output with
Desired Results
Photos I, 2, and 3 show the input, the out
put with a threshold value of 2, and the
output with a threshold of 4, respective
ly. I first ran these images through the
Raw2\LBM tool to convert them to IFF
format and then used Seel LBM to display
them.
As you can see from the photos, the pro
gram tracks sharp changes in intensity as
edges. With additional software, you can
combine the edges into wire-frame draw
ings of the objects in the image. This is
one way to reduce the amount of informa
tion a vision system would need to pro
cess in order to identify objects in its field
of view.

Modifying the Algorithm
and Continuing
This edge algorithm is not perfect-it
sometimes detects edges that are just spots

Saving Your Work
You can approach this aspect of the setup
in three ways. The most straightforward
is to use the Amiga as a viewing device
and store the processed images in disk
files.
The Amiga has a composite video out
put port that conforms to the NTSC video
specification. You can use this to record
what is on the screen onto a video tape
display an image, record it, pause, set up
a new image, record it, pause, and so on.
Then you can take the videotape on the
road and use it as a magnetic "slide
carousel." This is much more convenient
than lugging around a heavy computer,
monitor, disk drive, software, and so
on.
You can also approach the hard-copy
issue in three ways. The first is to
photograph the screen with a camera. I
used this technique for the pictures in this
article. The second is to use a "video
printer" such as the Polaroid Palette. This
has the added benefit of ensuring a good
exposure since it eliminates errors due to
screen reflections or alignment. The last
is to use the Amiga's ability to dump
graphics to any graphics printer connected
to the printer port. Depending on your

Photo 3: The image of photo 1, edge-detected by the image processing program
described in the text, with the threshold set to 4.

The program tracks
sharp changes in
intensity as edges,
which, with additional
software, could be
combined into wire
frame drawings.
printer, this can be the least satisfactory
method.

A Powerful Combination
The combination of the Amiga and the
NewTek digitizer is a powerful one. I have
covered only the case of black-and-white
images, but the hardware is capable of
color, which adds another level of com
plexity to the system. The existing system
provides enough power for many different
types of image processing applications.
It also provides an easy path to increase
that power. Multi-megabyte memory
cards, math coprocessor cards, hard disks,
and even 68020 accelerator cards are all
available for the Amiga. They all increase
the machine's speed and capabilities.

About the System
The IFF tools mentioned in this article are
available from BIX, BYTEnet Listings,
Commodore, or Fred Fish (who maintains
a library of public domain software for the
Amiga). To get them from Commodore,
send a check for $20 and a note requesting
the "Standard for Interchange Format
Files (EA IFF) Documentation and Disk"
to Commodore Business Machines, 1200
Wilson Dr., West Chester, PA 19380, at
tention: Kim Montgomery.
To get the tools from Fred Fish, send
a check for $6 and a note asking for
"Volume 16" to Fred Fish, 1346 West 10th
Place, Tempe, AZ 85281. Your local users
group or dealer might also have the tools
as "Fish Disk 16." All of these tools are
in the public domain.
The other software I used in this arti
cle includes the C compiler 3.10 from Lat
tice Inc., and the Digi-View software 1.0
that came with the Digi-View.
The hardware was an Amiga 1000 with
an Alegra 512K RAM expander and a
MicroBotics MAS-20 hard disk drive, the
Digi-View unit, and a Panasonic CCTV
Model WV-1410 video camera. I took
photos with a Canon AE-1 35mm SLR
camera, using Kodak Ektachrome 100
film shot at 1/15 second with an F-stop
of 2.8. •
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IMAGE PROCESSING

Prescript
A proposed standard would streamline the process
of capturing and manipulating image data

Ken Sheldon
DESKTOP PUBLISHING, the ability to
produce high-quality publications using a
microcomputer, essentially boils down
to combining words and images on
pages. Every desktop publishing soft
ware package deals with these two types
of information in its own way, and each
provides different features and capaci
ties.
Typically, you incorporate text into a
desktop publishing program by entering
it directly from the keyboard or import
ing a standard ASCII text file created by
a word processor. The method of import
ing images, however, varies widely from
package to package and computer to
computer.
True desktop publishing programs let
you import an image file into your docu
ment, and the format of these image files
varies widely depending on the package
and your computer. Other packages
allow you to scan an image (using, for
example, a camera or page scanner) from
within the application and place the im
age directly into the document on which
you are working.
Camera and scanning devices usually
perform some low-level image process
ing, such as improving the contrast, to
make the images more presentable.
Some desktop publishing packages allow
you to enhance the images further after
capturing them; other packages force
you to scan the image and "take it or
leave it." You can, of course, attack an
image file at the bit-map level and per
form your own image processing to en
hance it before importing it into your
desktop publishing program, though this

"".ill be beyond the interest and abilities of
many users.

Enter PreScript
In the face of this conglomeration of fea
tures and capabilities, Datacopy Corpo
ration has proposed a standardized high
level language for importing image data
into desktop publishing and other appli
cation programs. The proposed standard,
called Prescript, consists of three parts :
high-level language calls that reside in
the application program; an interpreter
that translates the commands for a partic
ular image processing system; and an in
telligent image processing system that
controls the scanning process and con
tains its own microprocessor that handles
the algorithms for image processing.
Prescript, which is invisible to the
user of an application, sends commands
to the Prescript interpreter through an
SCSI port. The interpreter passes the
commands, translated for a particular
image processing system, to a signal pro
cessing router/scheduler (SPRS) in the
form of an image description table. This
table dictates the specific image process
ing functions and the order in which they
are to be performed on the image data.
The SPRS manages the flow of image
data between the various image process
ing algorithms and also interfaces with
the controller of the camera or scanner.
A microprocessor performs the actual
image processing operations, with the
help of optional coprocessors (e.g., pipe
line processors, which are ideal at per
forming the many repetitive operations
required to enhance image data) . De

pending on the manufacturer, the "intel
ligence" for the image processing func
tions may reside within the scanning
device, in a chassis that sits between the
scanner and the host microcomputer, or
on an expansion board in the computer.
The Prescript standard currently de
scribes a list of commands and image
processing algorithms that are to be built
into such Prescript-capable systems (see
table 1). In addition, application pro
grammers can develop new algorithms
that may be downloaded to the intelligent
scanner and called via Prescript.
Figure 1 shows a typical image-cap
ture problem: The scan area contains two
types of images, a continuous-tone pho
tograph (window 1) and a line drawing
that overlaps the photograph (window 2).
Suppose you want to double the size of
the photograph, halftone the photograph,
reduce the line drawing to one-half its
size, enhance the line edges to reduce
breaks caused by the scanning and reduc
tion process, and then perform a thresh
olding operation that "binarizes" the en
tire image (converts all pixels into either
black or white).
For the application programmer to
provide you with this capability could
take from several hundred to several
thousand lines of code. With a Prescript
intelligent system, however, the pro
grammer would need only include the
continued

Ken Sheldon is a technical editor for
BYTE. He can be reached at BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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CP/M Emulation on PC
Run CP/M software with our Z80 and
HD64180 coprocessor cards. Super
speed version runs at an incredible
12.5 mhz. No wait states!
Blue
Thunder 6 mhz coprocessor $249.95.
ZSIM SoftwareN20 emulator $99.95.

1able 1: 1he entire PreScript
built-in vocabulary, which includes
both !.ymbols and words. Most
commands are highly descriptive of
the functions they pe1form.
[.. any letter .. ]
[.. any digit..]
%

BLUE THUNDER

DEVELOPERS!
Our ZBO and HD64180 plug-in PC co
processors give you the hardware and
software basis for the best ZBO family
development systems. For example, you
can run the SLR Systems Superfastassemb
ler, which runs 10-20 times faster than
Avocet or 2500AD cross assemblers. Our
DSDBO remote debugger eliminates the
need for an in-circuit emulator.

Plug in one of our co-processors, running at
a clock speed up to 12.5 mhz. Then run
your Intel development tools on your PC as
much as 20 times faster. Runs ASM51,
ASMBO, CREDIT, etc. $395.00 and up.

HD64180 SHORT CARD
Our newest co-processor has 2 seria
ports and runs at 6.144 mhz. $295.00.
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HD64180 PC Satellite
Real Time Coprocessor
Our 064180 coprocessor has Hitachi's
newest
Z80
compatible
micro
processor. You get serial ports, count
er timers, OMA and a well-documen
ted interface to your PC. This unit
accepts Intel standard iSBX bus piggy
back boards. You can add any of over
100 peripheral cards from dozens of
manufacturers. Use it to unload real
time control or communications from
the host PC. Also serves as an
H 064180 development system.
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064180 Co-processor
We cater to professional software
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performance.
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Santa Clara, CA 95050
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#nn
Add
Archive
Archive_ Reset
Archive_Restore
Area_Compensation
Compression
Convolution
Def
Device_Frame_Get
Device_ Frame
Device_Select
Div
Dup
Edge_Mask
Error_Diffusion
Gamma_Correction
Halftone
Inch
Invert
Mask
Mirror
Mui
Roll
Scaling
Scan
Sub
Swap
Synonym
Threshold
Window_Frame
Window_Select

following PreScript commands in the ap
plication:

1 Device_Select
1 Window_Select
10 10 200 200 Window_Frame
2 2 Scaling
Mask Halftone
2 Window_Select
40 40 300 300 Window_Frame
0.5 0.5 Scaling
Edge_Mask Convolution
128 Threshold
Scan
These commands select the scanning
device, the windows (their size and loca
tion), and the scaling (enlargement or re-

Window 1
Continuous
Tone
Image

Window 2
Line Drawing

I

Scao Arna

Figure 1: A typical image-capture
problem that might be addressed by
PreScript.
duction) for each window. They also de
termine the image processing algorithms
to be performed on each window and in
struct the device to begin the scan.
After the image processing system
performs the desired operations on the
image data, it sends the data back to the
application program through the SCSI
port. Although Prescript does not speci
fy the file format into which the image
data is placed, Datacopy's application
software will support the Tag Image File
Format (TIFF) now used by Aldus, Mi
crosoft, and other software publishers.
Use of the TIFF standard by software
publishers will allow, for example, an
image captured with an IBM PC-based
system to be transferred to a Macintosh,
where it can be incorporated into desktop
publishing programs that also support
TIFF, and vice versa.

Standard Advantages
Using PreScript would allow application
developers to incorporate image en
hancement technology into their pro
grams without having to develop from
scratch the algorithms to work with a va
riety of scanning devices and computers.
Programmers will simply tell the scan
ner/image processing · firmware what to
do, not how to do it. In this regard, Pre
script is nonprocedural, as opposed to a
procedural page-description language
such as Postscript.
The widespread acceptance of Pre
script by the makers of scanning devices
and application programs would mean
that you could use your application pro
grams with a variety of scanning devices.
You would have more control over the
way image data appears in newsletters,
reports, and other publications .
PreScript is available for licensing
from Datacopy Corporation to OEMs
and developers of desktop publi hing and
other application programs. •
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Genius Begins With AGreat Idea ...
But The Idea Is Just The Beginning

Aztec C68k/Am 3.4

Aztec ROM Systems

What follows is the time consuming task of giving
form and function to the idea.
That's why we concentrate on building into our soft·
ware development systems functions and features
that help you develop your software ideas in less time
and with less effort.
We've started 1987 by releasing new versions of
our MS-DOS, Macintosh, Amiga, ROM, and Apple II
Cdevelopment systems. Each system is packed with
new fea lures, impressive performance, and a little bit
more genius.

New Amiga Release

6502/65C02 • 8080/Z80 • 8086/80x86 • 680x0
An IBM or Macintosh is not only a less expensive
way to develop ROM code, it's better. Targets include
the 6502/65C02, 8080/280, 8086/80x86, and 680x0.
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compact high performance code. Our systems for
under $1,000 outperform systems priced at over
$10,000.
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C68k/Am release 3.3 the best Software Development
System for the Amiga. Release 3.4 is more impres·
sive.

Aztec C68k/Am·p Professional ......$199
A price/feature/performance miracle. System in·
eludes: optimized C • 68000/680x0 assembler •
68881 support • overlay linker • UNIX and Amiga
libraries • examples.

Aztec C68k/Am·d Developer ........$299

Aztec C86 4.1
New PC/MS-DOS • CP/M-86 • ROM
Superior performance, apowerful new array of fea·
lures and utilities, and pricing that is unmatched
make the new Aztec C86 the first choice of serious
software developers.

The best of Manx, Amiga, and UNIX. System in·
eludes: all of Aztec C68k/Am·p • the Unix utilities
make, dilf, grep and vi.

Aztec C68k/Am-c Commercial .......$499
Aztec C68k/Am-d plus source for the libraries and
one year of updates.

Aztec C86-d Developer System ......$299
• includes all of Aztec C86·p • Unix utilities make,
dill, grep • vi editor • 6 + memory models• Profiler.

Aztec C86-c Commercial System .....$499
• includes all of Aztec C86·d • Source for library rou
tines • ROM Support • CP/M-86 support • One year
of updates.

Aztec C86 Third Party Software
A large array of support software is available for
Aztec C86. Call or write for information. The following
is a list of the most requested products: Essential
Graphics • C Essentials • C Utility Library • Green
leaf Com. • Greenleaf General • Halo• Panel • PC·
lint • PforCe • Pre-C • Windows for C • Windows for
Data Cterp •db Vista• Phact • Plink86Plus • C-tree.

CP/M • TRS-80 • 8080/Z80 ROM
C compiler, 8080/280 assembler, linker, librarian,
UNIX libraries, and specialized utilities.

Aztec C ll·c (CP/M·80 & ROM) ........$349
Aztec Cll-d (CP/M-80) ..............$199
Aztec C80 (TRS-80 3&4) ............$199

Aztec C68k/Mac 3.4
New Macintosh Release
For code quality, reliability, and solid professional
features, Aztec C for the Macintosh is unbeatable.
This new release includes features and functions not
found in any other Macintosh Cdevelopment system .

Aztec C68k/Mac-p Professional ......$199

_._.....,.

These C development systems are unbeatable for
the price. They are earlier versions of Aztec C that
originally sold for as much as $500. Each system
includes C compiler, assembler, linker, librarian,
UNIX routines, and more. Special discounts are
available for use as course material.

C' Prime .........................$75

Aztec C68k/Mac·d Developer ........$299

Aztec Cross Development Systems

The best of Manx, Macintosh, and UNIX. System in·
eludes: all of Aztec C68k/Am·p • the Unix utilities
make, dilf, grep • vi editor.

Most Aztec Csystems are available as cross devel
opment systems. Hosts include: PC/MS-DOS, Mac·
intosh, CP/M, Vax, PDP-11, Sun, and others. Call for
information and pricing.

Aztec C68k/Mac·c Commercial ......$499
Aztec C68k/Am-d plus source for the libraries and
one year of updates.

Aztec C65
New ProDOS Release
Aztec C65 is the only commercial quality C com
piler for the Apple II. Aztec C65 includes C compiler,
6502/65C02 assembler, linker, library utility, UNIX Ii·
braries, special purpose libraries, shell development
environment, and more. An impressive system.

Aztec C65·c Commercial ...........$299
• runs under ProDOS • code for ProDOS or DOS 3.3

Aztec C65-d Developer .............$199
•runs under DOS 3.3 • codeforDOS3.3

..
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PC/MS-DOS • Macintosh
Apple II • TRS-80 • CP/M

• optimized C • 68000/680x0 assembler • 68881
support • overlay linker • UNIX and Macintosh Ii·
braries • examples.

... ,.,
.....

Vax, Sun , PDP-11 ROM HOSTS
Call for information on Vax, PDP-11, Sun and other
host environments.

C' Prime

Aztec C86-p Professional System ....$199
• optimized C with near, far, huge, small, and large
memory + lnline assembler + In line 8087/80287 +
ANSI support + Fast Float (32 bit} + optimization
options • Manx Aztec 8086/80x86 macro assembler
• Aztec overlay linker (large/small model} • source
level debugger• object librarian • 3.x file sharing &
locking • comprehensive libraries of UNIX, DOS,
Screen, Graphics, and special run time routines.

Initial Host Plus Target .............$750
Additional Targets ................$500
ROM Support Package .............$500

Manx Software Systems
l Industrial Way, Eatontown, NJ 07724

How To Become An Aztec CUser
To become a user call 800·221·0440. From NJ or
international locations call 201·542·2121. Telex:
4995812 or FAX: 201·542·8386. C.O .D., VISA,
MasterCard, American Express, wire (domestic
and international), and terms are available. One
and two day delivery available for all domestic and
most international destinations.
Aztec C is available directly from Manx and from
technically oriented computer and software stores.
Aztec Systems bought directly from Manx have a 30
day satisfaction guarantee.
Most systems are upgradable by paying the differ·
ence in price plus $10. Site licenses, OEM, educa
tional, and multiple copy discounts are available.

To order or for more information call today.

1-800-221-0440

In NJ or international call (201) 542-2121•TELEX:4995812

efastestC
Your search for execution speed is over.
The new Microsoft®C Compiler Version 4.0
is here. With blazing performance. We've
added common sub-expression elimination
to our optimizer that produces code that
rips through the benchmarks faster than
ever before.
, •• UlC:: lVULJ.U.:lVll l-'C::lLVllUdllLC:: UL UlC:: UC::lLLllllldll\..;)

for program execution is the best ofthe lot overall'.'
-William Hunt, PC Tech Journal, January, 1986:'

get
include

the war on C bugs. Forget the hex dumps.
Now you can view and work with programs
at any level you want. Use the program
source, the disassembled object code, or
Microsoft C Compiler Version 4.00
Microsoft C Compiler
• Produces fast executables and optimized code including elimination
of common sub-expressions.
NEW!
• Implemems register variables.
• Small, Medium and Large Memory model libraries.
•Compact and HUGE memory model libraries.
NEW\
•Can mix models with NEAR, FAR and the new HUGE pointers.
•Transport sourcP "nd object codP hPrwPPn MS-DOS"' "ncJ XENIX"'
operating systems.
• Library routines implement most of UNIX"" System V C librar1<
• Start-up source code to help create ROMable code.
NEW 1
•Full proposed ANSI C library support (except clock).
NEW'
•Large number of third party support libraries available.

- floating point emulator {utilizes 8087180287 if installed).
- 8087/80287 coprocessor support.
- alternate math package - extra speed without an 8087 I 8028:.
•L ink your C routines with Microsoft FORTRAN (version 3.3 or
higher), Microsoft Pascal (version 3.3 or higher) or Microsoft
Macro Assembler.
•Microsoft Windows support and MS-DOS 3.I networking support.
• Supp< rs MS-DOS pathnames and input/output redirection.

"Excellent execution times, the fastest register
sieve, and the best documentation in this review
. . . Microsoft Corporation has produced a
tremendously useful compiler." -Christopher
Skellv. Combuter Lan.rzua.rze. Februarv. 1986.

No more debugging hassles.
Introducing CodeView. Free.
Now, for a limited time, we'll give you an
unprecedented programming tool when you
buy Microsoft C, free. New Microsoft Code
View™ offers the most powerful tool yet in

Microsoft Program Maintenance Utility. NEW!
• Rebuilds your applications after your source files have changed.
• Supports macro definitions and inference rules .

Other Utilities
• Library Manager.
•Object Code Linker.
• EXE File Compression Utility.
• EXE File Header Utility.

C Benchmarks
Computer

Microsoft

Lattice

Innovation

C40

C3.0

c 2.3

Aztec
C86 3.2

Wizard
c 3.0

82 .9
86. 9

151.4

231.7

172.3
199.0

880
123.8

91.9
189.5

Sieve of
Eratosthenes

(register)
Copy Block

Run on an IBM PC XT with 512K memory

Microsoft CodeView
Window-oriented source•level debugge~ NEW!

trace and single step.
• Watch CPU registers and flags as you e>
• Effectively uses up to four windows.

• use aroppaown menus

to

execuce \.....Oaev 1ew commanas.

• Access the on-line help to lead you through CodeView's options
and settings.

200
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you've ever seen.
both at the same time. Open a window to
view CPU registers and fl~g . Watch local
and global
. variables
. as well. All while your
program is runnmg.
CodeView gives you complete control.
Trace execution a line at a time - using
source or assembly code. Or set conditional
breakpoints on variables, memory or expres
sions. CodeView supports the familiar
SYMDEB command syntax, as you'd exp ct.
Commands are also available through drop
down menus. Combine the new window
oriented interface with our on-line help and
debugging has never been easier. Or quicker.

Take the $5 CodeView tour.
You may find it hard to believe our debug
ger can do all we've claimed. So we're offering
test drives. Five bucks will put you behind
the wheel of a Microsoft C demo disk with
CodeViev.r.tSee for yourself how fast debug
ging can get.
For more information about the Code
View demo disk, the new Microsoft C
Compiler, a list of third party library sup
port or the name of your nearest Microsoft
dealer, call (800) 426-9400. In Washington
State and Alaska, (206) 882-8088.In Canada
call (416) 673-7638.

Microsoft®C Compiler
The High Performance Software
Microsoft. MS-DOS and XENIX arc rcgis1crcd trademarks and CodcVicw is il trademark of Microsoft Cotporadon. UN IX is a
1rndcmark of AT&T &!! Lahor:uorics. IBM is a rcgis!crcd 1rndcmark of International Business Machines Corporation. tOffcr expires [2/31/86
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. . . . . . . ~a language worth
For years BASIC has been everyone's first
language. And for almost as long, they've been
tempted by other languages. Lured by promises
of more speed, more power.
We have a solution. A new language that's a
substantial improvement over BASICA. Faster.
More structured. Finally, a compelling reason to
leave BASIC.
Introducing Microsoft's QuickBASIC
Compiler, Version 2.0.
At last, you can have the latest programming
techniques, combined with the solid foundation
of BASIC. Our new compiler is as compatible
with BASICA as you can get. At the same time
it offers the extra speed and power you've been
looking for.

Run faster with compiled code.
If there's one thing you've asked for, it's speed.
And Microsoft®QuickBASIC simply blazes.
Old BASICA programs will run up to ten times
quicker once they've been compiled. Sometimes
even faster.

Everything you need. Built-in.
Making programs run faster is only part of the
story, though. The new Microsoft QuickBASIC
Compiler includes a full-screen editor, built-in.
So now you can make the jump from writing to
RUNning in no time flat. Edit your program,
compile it, and run it. Faster than any other
BASIC compiler around. All without leaving
our on-line help and prompts.

Mic rosoft is a registered trad emark and The High Performa nce Software is a tradema rk of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a regisrered tr ad emark o f International Business Machines Corporation.
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leaving BASIC for.
On the rare chance your program doesn't run
100% the first time out, we've got another sur
prise for you. The Microsoft QuickBASIC de
bugger. Our full-screen tracing lets you~~-~~
debug your prograrris while watch
ing the source code execute. A line
at a time, or with breakpoints. As
easy as can be.
Our compiler is also smart enough
to save you t:ime. First, by finding any
errors in one pass. Second, by putting your
editor's cursor on the problem. Automatically.
So you don't have to get lost in a maze of error
codes and line-numbers.

The BASIC virtues. And more.
Speaking of line numbers, let's not. Because
line numbers are strictly optional. And Microsoft
QuickBASIC lets-you use alphanumeric labels
as well. Now you can GOTO ErrorCheck instead
of line number 6815.
Or yelU could stopusing GOTOs altogether.
There are a variety of options that could make
the GOTO an endangered species. Features like
multi-line IF-THEN blocks. And named sub
programs. Now your BASIC programs can be
as structured and organized as you want.
Weve only just begun to talk about the
virtues of Microsoft QuickBASIC. There are
dozens of enhancements to your favorite
language. Things like larger arrays. Local and
global variables. Reusable modules that let you
create libraries of your most often-used routines.
All explained in a revised manual that includes
a complete language reference.

Microsoft QuickBASIC Compiler Version 2.0
for IBM~PC and Compatible Computers.
BASICA Compatibility
•Sound statemenlii induding SOUND and PLAY
•Graphics statements including WINDOW. VIEW. DRAW,
GET, PUT, LINE, CIRCLE, LOCATE and SCREEN.
•Support of EGA extended graphics modes. NEW!
• BASICA structures are supported including WHILE/WEND,
IFffHEN/ELSE, FOR/NEXT, GOSUB/RETURN, and
event handling.
Microsoft
Results ofSieve Benchmark BASICA 3.1 QuickBASIC 2.0
Seconds per iteration
78
0.52
Complete Programming Environment
•Built-in Editor that places the cursor on found errors auto
matically. NEW'
• Com'pile entirely in memory at speeds up to 6000 lines per
minute. NEW!
•Link routines once when starting a programming session and
no need to link again when changing programs. NEW'
•Built-in debugger with single-step. animate, and trace modes.
NEW!
•Create stand-alone programs.
Alphanumeric Labels
•Can be used to make your programs more readable. Line
numbers are not required but are supported for BASICA
compatibility.
Structured Programming Support
•Block IF/THEN/ELSE/END IF eliminates the need for
GOTO statements. NEW!
•Subprograms can be called by name and passed parameters.
Both local and global variables are supported.
Modular Programming Support
•Separate compilation allows you to create compiled BASIC
libraries to use and re-use your programs.
•A library of routines to access DOS and BIOS interruplii is
supplied. NEW!
Large Program Support
•Code can use up to available memory.
•Numeric arrays, each up to 64K bytes,
can use up to available memory.
NEW!

Making your quick escape.
If all these features follow your BASIC
instincts, then zip on down to your nearest
Microsoft dealer. That's where you'll discover the
best surprise of all. The price. Only $99 for the
best reason to leave BASIC.
For the name ofyour nearest Microsoft dealer,
call (800) 426-9400. In Washington State and
Alaska, (206) 882-8088. In Canada, call (416)
673-7638.

Microsoft® QuickBASIC
The High Performance Software™
Inquiry 366
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BASED ON PERFORMANCE ALONE, it's often difficult to distinguish one IBM
PC AT compatible from another. Stan Miastkowski finds that the three 8-MHz sys
tems reviewed this month-the NCR PC8, the Victor Y286, and the QIC AT-Plus
1800-are set apart by other factors. Each comes equipped with different options and
software, and their prices vary considerably.
To complement our image processing theme, BYTE illustrator Robert Tinney re
views AT&T's TrueYision video image processing system. For Robert's work as a
print illustrator, the system proved to be an invaluable tool for sketching, though less
satisfactory for finished artwork.
Laser printers are as common as PC AT clones these days, and reviewer Arthur
Little evaluates four models: the Canon LBP-8, the BDS Model 630/8-E, the QMS
Kiss, and the Quadram QuadLaser. The QMS Kiss stands out as the best value, while
the others offer distinctive features that make them more appropriate for specific
applications.
Our language reviews this month start off with PC Scheme, a PC-based implemen
tation of the Scheme dialect of LISP. Reviewer William G. Wong finds the program
useful for some symbolic and graphics applications . With a few enhancements,
William says, the package could serve well as a general-purpose language.
Also written for MS-DOS-based systems is Concurrent PC DOS, Digital Re
search's multiuser multitasking operating system. The system requires more skill to
use and set up than a single-user system, according to reviewer Wayne Rash Jr., but
it's an inexpensive way to get multitasking capabilities.
The ability to create personalized operating systems is provided by Wendin 's Oper
ating System Toolbox, which offers about 300 files with C source code and assembly
code. Jason Levitt strongly recommends the OST as an educational tool and for creat
ing a user interface. The package's problems, he maintains, are not its fault but those
of MS-DOS and the 8088.
In application reviews this month, Larry D. Allen examines Software Publishing's
PFS :First Choice, an integrated package for IBM PC compatibles that offers word
processing, spreadsheet, file-management, and telecommunications capabilities. De
signed for first-time computer users, Larry finds that the $149 package can be quickly
learned but might also be easily outgrown.
WriteNow for the Macintosh, a word processor from T/Maker, impressed reviewer
Mick O'Neil with its outstanding performance and a variety of advanced features.
Only a few missing features-there's no glossary, for instance-keep Mick from pro
nouncing it the complete word processor for the Macintosh.
For the Atari ST, Ruse! DeMaria looks at CAD-3D, a three-dimensional modeling
package. A bargain at $49.95, the package lets you manipulate three-dimensional ob
jects in up to four simultaneous views and offers superb, though slow, animation.
Because it lacks a few features like autodimensioning and labeling, Ruse! concludes
that it's more appropriate for design and animation than for drafting.
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Powerful accessories for IEEE-488 and RS-232/422 instrument controllers.
The Extender:
RS Converter:
More devices, greater range.
Docks at any serial port.
Now you can really stretch Our RS Converter bridges the elecyour lab's IEEE-488 net- tronic gap between RS-232/422 and
work to its full poten- IEEE-488. You can use it to control
~-.,.
""'11-~a"!:::
,;;:,.. tial. With a National
your lab's GPIB network via your com~ ~ ~~~ Instruments Bus Exputer's RS-232/422 port. Or to control
t=J ~ U
tender you can conRS-232/422 devices via an IEEE-488 bus.
nect up to 28 devices to your
Each Bus Converter comes with
IEEE-488 port, and connect
- - ----... two full duplex serial ports
to instruments as far away as
and a 2K to 32K byte data
2.000 meters. There's no loss
buffer for maximum
of transmission quality, and there's
- ··
throughput. All switches
no need to change your application
and connections are
program. The extender is comexcemal-you never
patible with our full line of IEEE-488
have to open the unit. Just hook-up
interfaces. and can incorporate
the appropriate devices and the syseither fiber optic, coax. or
tern is ready.
parallel cabling.

""'ci§o

The Analyzer:
Glitch patrol for your PC.
Our most intelligent lab assistant is the
National Instruments Bus Analyzer/
Monitor, which lets you perform high
level bus monitoring
and analysis on any
IBM-PC or compatible.
It can store data in
memory for later
analysis. Or provide
real-time information
for early warning of system glitches.
You can also use our Bus Analyzer/
Monitor to run user-defined files in
order to prototype and debug GPIB
systems. It comes as a single plug-in
circuit card, and allows the PC to
maintain all its standard functioning.

y.NATIONAL

11

~

~2~~!!!~~~dNTS

Austin, TX 78727
1-800/531-4742 512/250-9119
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REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK

A

!ways lively, BYTE's review de
partment has been more hectic than
usual lately. Part of the commotion re
sults from recent staff changes, but a
large part comes from new projects,
changes in review procedures, and what
seems like a growing barrage of new
products.
Most of the changes we're undertaking
are aimed at continuing to evaluate as
many of these products as possible with
out skimping on technical depth and at
making these reviews more timely-a
bear of a problem for a monthly publica
tion with long lead times. To attack both
these problems, we will be making more
use of BIX, a strategy that former review
editor Jon Edwards began almost a year
ago.
Until now, the byte.reviews conference
on BIX has been used chiefly to publish
reviews that we've been unable to include
in the magazine because of limited space.
Now that conference will hold all re
views, both published and unpublished,
beginning with reviews appearing in the
January 1987 issue. We will also contin
ue to post reviews that we simply can't
squeeze into the magazine. In some in
stances, charts and tables that appear on
BIX may not be formatted as they are in
the magazine. But the information on
BIX will be as complete as that in the
magazine, and we think that the early
chance to read reviews will more than
justify any inconvenience.
Since limited space in the magazine of
ten curtails the number of letters we can
publish here, we encourage you to post
your reactions to these products and re
views in the byte.reviews conference. In
some instances, we'll be able to incorpo
rate this additional feedback into the
magazine, giving our non-BIX-subscrib
ing readers the benefit of information
from users other than the reviewer who
may have valuable feedback on a product.
We will also use BIX to post informa
tion on product reviews that we've sched
uled for future issues. Again, your com
ments on these upcoming reviews are
welcome, as are suggestions for future re
views; watch BIX and these pages for fur
ther information.
Over the past several months, with the
introduction of faster machines and pe
ripherals, as well as add-ins and software
that take advantage of that speed, we've
ILLUSTRA TJON BY MACIEK ALBRECHT

also become aware that BYTE's venera
ble benchmarks demand revision to ac
commodate developments in technology.
Dennis Allen, technical editor in charge
of review standards, has taken on the job
of evaluating BYTE's existing bench
marks and updating them as necessary.
Dennis will also be establishing our
benchmarks in new areas such as graph
ics. To aid this process, he has started an
other BIX conference, called bench
marks, to examine the goals and
philosophy of benchmarks and discuss
specific tests for systems, peripherals,
languages, applications, and utilities.
The conference is open to all, and your
participation is encouraged.
To further upgrade the quality of our
reviews, Dennis is also coordinating a
telephone survey of a randomly selected
group of BYTE subscribers. We'll query
you about your satisfaction with current
reviews and ask about changes you'd like
to see. If you're not among the chosen,
feel free to drop us a note in the mail.
All this, we think, will ensure the most
thorough, accurate, and timely coverage
of new products that BYTE can provide.
And our product reviews will begin bear
ing the fruit of this effort immediately.
For instance, a comprehensive roundup
of9-, 18-, and 24-pin dot-matrix printers
will incorporate BYTE ' s new printer
benchmarks. In addition to testing
throughput and bit-mapped graphics ca
pabilities, the benchmarks will be ac
companied by tests for sound levels,
alignment, and other features. Technical
editor George Stewart has been wrestling
with these printers for weeks, and we'll

bring you his results next month.
In another issue this spring, Stephen
Satchell will follow up his December
1986 review of external modems with a
review of high-speed internal modems .
Responding to reader feedback, Stephen
has refined his tests, and we look forward
to seeing his results. We're also begin
ning a series of reviews of 80286-based
machines faster than the hordes of 6- and
8-MHz IBM PC AT compatibles, many
of which we've already reviewed. Look
for evaluations of systems that purport to
run at 10, 12, and 16 MHz and offer other
features that distinguish them from the
rest of the clones.
Calls to companies during the weeks
following November's COMDEX have
yielded little in the way of getting our
hands on even faster machines: 80386
computers, accelerator boards, mother
boards, and coprocessor boards. Nearly
all companies cite a delay of at least a
month or two in shipping schedules, due
mainly to a short supply of Intel's 80386
microprocessor. Software companies are
pursuing the market nonetheless. Last
week we received copies of MetaWare's
High C Compiler for the 80386 and Phar
Lap Software's 386/ASM, 386/Link, and
RUN386 packages. These are now in the
hands of BYTE editors, and we expect to
give you an early report on the software
next month, with full reviews to follow
shortly afterward.
However, the Intel family of micro
processors is not the only one vying for
attention. New 68000-based systems
from Commodore, Atari, and others have
grabbed our attention and that of develop
ers, too, judging from reports from those
who attended the Mac World Expo in Jan
uary. In addition to presenting the new
Amiga 2000 in this month's Product Pre
view, we'll be evaluating the new Macin
tosh-compatible portables whose proto
types were shown at the Mac World Expo:
Colby Systems' Lap Mac, Dynamic
Computer Products' as-yet-unnamed
portable, and Intelitec's MX Plus. All
three, reports BYTE's Assistant Manag
ing Editor Glenn Hartwig, use Macintosh
motherboards that the companies obtain
by buying Macs and dismantling them.
As always, we welcome your com
ments and suggestions.
-Cathryn Baskin
Senior Technical Editor, Reviews
MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT.
USE THE BREAKTHRU 286 SPEEDUP
BOARD FOR 60 DAYS. IF YOU ARE NOT
TOTALLY SATISFIED RETURN IT FOR A
FULL REFUND.

It sounds great; the idea of a speedup board that you can just
plug right in as easily as putting bread in a toaster. How wonder
fuE to be able to convert a PC or XT to a $4000 AT without the ex
pense. But even when you get ready to spend $595.00 you want
to be sure your choice is the very best.
Here at PCSG we sell our IBM PC disk access speedup software
by the thousands. But software doesn't do anythmg about speed
ing up the microprocessor (or CPU) speed. As you know the mi
croprocessor is the brain of the computer that controls all the
operations like screen updates and calculations like a spread
sheet makes.

Faster and smarter than an AT
PCSG guarantees it.
We wanted to offer a speedup card that would be the comple
ment to our disk speedup software, (incidentally included at no
extra charge.) We wanteaJ it to be literally the most advanced,
compatible and feature rich board available today. We could only
be satisfied with a board that was the finest example of the engi
neering art.
There is no question we have met our every objective by devel
oping and manufacturing the BREAKTHRU 286 card. This is the
best aesigned and most functional speed up card available today.
We guarantee it.

than the one found in the AT. A 16K cache memory provides
zero-wait-access to the most recently used code ancf data. In
benchmark tests the card accelerated software programs
both custom and off-the-shelf anywhere from 200% to as much
as 700%. Acceleration factor is up to 7.Bx on the Norton
Syslnfotest! Wow!
Third, you have full compatibility. All existing system
RAM, hardware, and peripheral cards can be used without
software modification. It operates with LAN and mainframe
communication products and conforms to the Lotus/Intel/
Microsoft Expanded Memory Specification (EMS). Software
compatibility is virtually universal.
Fourth, it is the best there is. There are several other
boards on the market. Some are priced about the same as the
BREAKTHRU 286 and some are cheaper. We at PCSG have
cornparedl them all, but there simply was no comparison. What
we discovered! is that many cardsbeing sold offer only a marginal
speed up in spite of their claims. We found some to be merely
versions of the obsolete 8088 or 8086, and others to be just poorly
engineered. The 8MHz BREAKTHRU 286 is unequivocally the
best executed and most completely reliable speedup board
manufactured today.
PCSG has since early 1983 dominated the lap portable market
with ROM software such a Lucid spreadsheet and Write ROM
that reviewers rated as excellent. We were proud to successfu lly
enter the IBM PC market last year with disk access speedup soft
ware. Now we are so pleased with the BREAKTHRU speedup
card. We use them on our own PC's to make them faster than
AT's. We are really excited about this product. ·
PCSG makes the unabashed statement that the BREAKTHRU
286 card represents more advanced technology than boards by
Orchid, Quadram, Victor, Mountain, P.C. Technologies, Phoenix
. . . we could go on.
But an ad can't let you experience it for yourself. That's why
we sell the BREAKTHRU 286 on a 60 day trial. If you aren't com
pletely satisfied return it within 60 days for a fulf refund. It is
pricedl at $395. Call today with your MasterCard, Visa, American
Express or COD instructions and we will ship your card the very
next day.
·
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HERE IS WHAT MAKES IT SO SPECIAL.
First, it installs so easily. It is a half slot card, only five in
ches in length. You don't even have to give up a full slot. What's
more, until<e competing products it works in the Compaq and
most clones. The mstructions are so simple we considered show
ing a picture of a child putting it in. Easy diagrams show how
you just place the card in an open slot, remove the original pro
cessor and connect a single cable. There is no software required.
From that moment you are running faster than an AT.
Second, it is advanced. The BREAKTHRU 286 replaces the
CPU of the PC or XT with an 80286 microprocessor that is faster
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SYSTEM REVIEW

A Trio .of 8-MHz
PC AT Compatibles
Stan Miastkowski

In this review, I'll look at three
IBM PC AT clones: the NCR
PC8, the Victor V286, and the
QIC AT-Plus 1800. Although all
three systems are similar, each
has its own distinctive quirks,
and their prices vary drastically.
All three machines that I re
viewed were configured with
5l2K bytes of internal memory,
a single l.2-megabyte floppy
disk drive, and an internal full
height 20-megabyte hard disk
drive. All had built-in battery
backed clock/calendars. The
only major difference in equip
ment was in the PC8, which
came with NCR's own color
card and ROB monitor. The AT
Plus 1800 was equipped with a
combination monochrome/color
card but no monitor, and the
Victor V286 had neither a dis
play card nor a monitor. I used
a standard monochrome display
for reviewing the Victor V286
and AT-Plus 1800 machines, and
I swapped the QIC mono/color
card between the AT-Plus 1800
and Victor V286 machines.
[Editor's note: See pages 210 and 211 for
rent prices and standard configurations of
all three machines. ]
The three computers are quite similar
to the IBM PC AT in size and appearance.
All have the familiar key-operated system
locks. As with most PC AT clones, all
three take up a great deal of desk space
and are best used on large work surfaces
or with the system units placed vertically
(preferably on the floor) . In fact, the
nameplate on the PC8 is placed so that it
reads horizontally only when the system
unit is standing vertically. All three com
panies thoughtfully provide long keyboard
cords for this system-unit-on-the-floor
configuration.

The NCR PCS
The PC8 ($3895 and up) is at the top of
NCR's line of personal computers; it is the

Options, software,
and price separate these
three machines

" big brother" to the IBM PC-compatible
PC6. [Editor's note: See the review of the
NCR PC6 by Arthur Little in the August
1986 BYTE.] And "big" is an understate
ment. The PC8 is the largest and the
heaviest of the three systems reviewed.
The system unit, though only slightly
larger than the other two, weighs nearly
50 pounds. Add the optional ROB monitor
and you have a system that tilts the scales
at 93 pounds. Ultra-heavy construction is
obvious throughout, and the PC8's extra
weight can be attributed to the heavy
gauge steel in the case and surrounding
the internal components.
The PC8's keyboard is unique in a cou
ple of ways. First, it has a cursor-move
ment pad separate from the numeric key
pad, much like the new IBM "enhanced"
keyboard. The separation of the right/left
and up/down arrow keys makes cursor

control much easier when your
eyes are not on the keyboard.
The PC8 keyboard also has 30
function keys. Function keys
numbered l through 10 are stan
dard, keys ll through 20 are
equivalent to shifted function
keys 1 through lO, and keys 21
through 30 are equivalent to
control function keys l through
lO. This can be quite handy for
involved programs that use
many function-key commands.
The major oversight on NCR's
part is not including a template
or some other way of marking
the keys. Remembering which of
30 different keys does what can
be a major problem, and you're
back to keys l through 10 if you
use a program like WordPerfect
that uses Alt/function-key com
mands.
The PC8 does not have
switchable clock speeds; it runs
at 8 MHz only. This is becom
ing less of a hindrance because
programs and peripherals that
have problems running at 8
MHz are getting rare.
A word about monitors: NCR has a
preference for large displays. Its optional
high-resolution monitors measure 15
inches (monochrome) and 14 inches
(ROB) . The ROB display that .::ame with
my review unit was a behemoth . Though
it looks impressive at first, I found that
the combination of the large tube and the
nonstandard font used in the system's
character-generator ROM made for sore
eyes after a couple of hours. Pushing the
monitor farther away helped a bit, but I'd
hate to have to use the ROB display for
eight hours a day. A standard monocontinued

Stan Miastkowski is an associate news
editor for BYTE and editor in chief ofthe
McGraw-Hill Microcomputer Handbook.
He can be reached at BYTE, One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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chrome display is considerably easier on
the eyes.

The Victor V286
The V286 ($2195 and up) is a well-con
structed AT clone. Of the three systems
reviewed, it's the most complete in its off
the-shelf configuration. Both a serial port
and a standard parallel printer port are
built into the system board, with jacks ac
cessible on the rear panel. The only
drawback is that, like the IBM PC AT it
emulates, the serial port uses a small
DB-9 connector instead of the previously
standard DB-25. You might have to hunt
around to find a serial cable that fits.
The V286 also has the most on-board
memory-expansion capability of the three
computers. Standard memory consists of
512K bytes, and sockets are included for
another 512K. Of the two dual-speed sys
tems, the V286 is the only one that's easily
switchable between 6-MHz and 8-MHz
clock speeds (via a slide switch on the rear
panel).
The V286 keyboard is the standard PC
AT type with ten function keys. Its one
unique feature is an extended palm rest in
front of the first row of keys. Though this
is supposed to be an ergonomic feature for
touch-typists, I found it difficult to get
used to since I use my palms on the edge
of the keyboard to orient my typing
fingers.

The QIC AT-Plus 1800
The AT-Plus 1800 is the lowest-priced
computer of this trio. The basic unit retails
for $1295. For that price you'll get a sys
tem that still needs a monitor card and
monitor, 1/0 ports, and software. But even
when you add all these, you 'II still end up
with a low-cost system. The unit I re
viewed came with the Everex Edge, a
combination monochrome/color board
with features like Hercules compatibility
and a number of useful utilities that allow
you to display 48-row by 132-column text.
The AT-Plus 1800 is a no-frills, well
constiucted system. Its major idiosyncrasy
is the effort needed to change the clock
speed. The system comes with the 8-MHz
crystal installed. If you want to switch to
6 MHz, you'll need to replace the crystal,
which is mounted in a socket. A crystal
for 6 MHz is included, and access isn't
difficult. However, you'll need to slide off
the system unit cover to get to it. Then
there's the problem of keeping the tiny
crystal somewhere where it won't be mis
placed.

Setup
The unpacking and setup chores for these
machines varied greatly. The setup of the
NCR PC8 was the most time-consuming
colllinued
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Victor V286

Company
NCR Corp.
Personal Computer Division
1700 South Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(513) 445-7478

Company
Victor Technologies Inc.
380 El Pueblo Rd.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-6680

Size
61/4 by 211/4 by 17 inches: 50 pounds
(system unit and keyboard)
Components
Processor: 8-M Hz 80286
Memory: 640K bytes (basic system).
expandable to 1.2 megabytes with
512K·byte memory-expansion board
Mass storage: One double-sided 360K·
byte floppy disk drive and one 20
megabyte hard disk (basic system): one
1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive and one
20-megabyte hard disk drive (enhanced
system)
Display: 15-inch monochrome or
14-inch RGB (both 640 by 400 pixels
and 80 characters by 25 lines); both
optional
Keyboard: 112 keys: 30 function keys:
indicator lights for Caps Lock, Num
Lock, and Scroll Lock keys
Expansion: Eight slots: six IBM PC AT
compatible; two IBM PC-compatible
1/0 interfaces: One serial port and one
parallel printer interface (enhanced
system)
Software
NCR-DOS (MS-DOS 3.1-compatible):
GW·BASIC: User Diagnostics disk:
Getting Started disk
Options
RAM expansion kit: 30-megabyte hard
disk drive; 64-megabyte hard disk drive;
720K-byte 3V2·inch disk drive; high·
resolution monochrome or RGB
monitor; standard-resolution mono·
chrome or color monitor; tilt-and-swivel
monitor stand
Documentation
Owner's manual; NCR-DOS manual;
GW·BASIC manual; Getting Started
manual
Price
Standard system with single 360K-byte
floppy disk, 20-megabyte hard disk, and
640K bytes of memory: $3895
Enhanced system with single 1.2
megabyte floppy disk drive, 20
megabyte hard disk drive, and 640K
bytes of memory: $3995

Size
53/4 by 211/4 by 17 inches; 43 pounds
(system unit and keyboard)
Components
Processor: 6-MHz or 8-MHz 80286
(switch-selectaple)
Memory: 512K bytes, expandable to 1.2
megabytes on motherboard
Mass storage: One double-sided
1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive;
20-megabyte hard disk drive (optional)
Display: Monochrome (80 characters by
25 lines) or RGB (640 by 200 pixels):
both optional
Keyboard: 83 keys; 10 function keys;
indicator lights for Caps Lock, Num
Lock, and Scroll Lock keys
Expansion: Eight slots: six IBM PC AT
compatible; two IBM PC-compatible
1/0 interfaces: One serial port and one
parallel printer port; both built into
motherboard
Software
MS-DOS 3.1; VBASICA; diagnostics
· program; setup program
Options
20-megabyte hard disk drive; memory·
expansion board; monochrome card or
monitor; color card or monitor
Documentation
User's guide; MS-DOS 3.1 reference
guide; VBASICA manual
Price
Basic system (single 1.2-megabyte
floppy disk drive and 512K bytes of
memory): $2195
Basic system with monochrome card
and monitor: $2495
Basic system with color card and
monitor: $2795
Enhanced system (single floppy disk
drive, 512K bytes of memory, and
20-megabyte hard disk): $2995
Enhanced system with monochrome
card and monitor: $3195
Enhanced system with color card and
monitor: $3595
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AT-Plus 1800
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Company
QIC Researcl
489 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 9503E
(408) 942-8086
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Software
Setup disk
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card; multifunction car•
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Documentation
Operations manual
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64K-byte sequential text file to a blank floppy
disk. (For the program listings, see BYTE's
Inside the IBM PCs, Fall 1985, page 195.)
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All three systems
had compatibility
problems. None would
run version 2.12 of
Flight Simulator, a
de facto standard IBM
PC-compatibility test.
due to the large number of individually
boxed components. Even though the setup
instructions were clear, it took well over
an hour to get the system put together. The
Victor V2S6 and QIC AT-Plus lSOO were
much simpler. With them it was simply
a matter of installing the display board and
plugging in the monitor, AC power, and
keyboard . Setting up all the units required
that their system unit covers be removed.
All of them slide off, but you need to
remove screws. Once you have the hard
ware set up, you have to run the respec
tive setup program that configures the
hard disk and tells the system what options
it contains.

Compatibility
All three systems had compatibility prob
lems. None would run version 2.12 of
Microsoft Flight Simulator, the de facto
standard IBM PC- compatibility test. In
all three cases, the systems just locked up.
Although they failed this classic test, I en
countered few problems with other soft
ware, especially contemporary programs
without copy protection. All ran flawless
ly at S MHz. Older programs with copy
protection, such as an early version of
Lotus 1-2-3, had some problems at S
MHz. In most cases, setting the clock
speed back to 6 MHz cured the problem.
The PCS runs only at S MHz, so it can
not be made compatible with software that
demands a 6-MHz speed.
Option cards can have similar problems.
Once again, older cards are the main
culprits. Most cards designed for the IBM
PC simply won't work with the new high
speed clones. Changing the clock speed
to 6 MHz on the Victor V2S6 and QIC
AT-Plus lSOO will sometimes solve the
problem, but more often than not it won't.
The same goes for early PC AT-style
cards.
Nearly all cards made in the last year
or so work at S MHz with no problems.
A word to the wise: If you intend to pur
chase one of these clones, don't assume
that your current cards will work. If you're
planning on purchasing new cards, be sure
212
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you can get your money back if they don't
work.

Keyboards
Working with the keyboards of these three
systems proved that this essential human
to-computer interface isn't a high prior
ity among system designers. Although the
PCS keyboard has extra function keys, it
joins the other two in having a touch that's
just plain mushy. Although the touch of
a particular keyboard is a very subjective
call, I think that all three keyboards don't
have strong enough springs under their
keys. Most serious typists prefer the tac
tile feedback of a stiffer keyboard. All the
keyboards reviewed here have a decided
ly cheap feel to them, and I wouldn't want
to use any of them for my day-to-day
writing.

Software
The software included with the three sys
tems varies greatly. The AT-Plus ISOO that
I reviewed didn't come with an operating
system, but I used MS-DOS 3.1 with no
problems. The system had hard disk setup,
format, .and head-parking utilities in
cluded on a single floppy disk. A second
disk had a setup utility for configuring the
system.
The AT-Plus lSOO was the only system
of the three that doesn't come with a diag
nostics disk. Although the lack of specific
system-tuned diagnostic programs is a
slight handicap, numerous commercial
diagnostic programs, such as The Norton
Utilities, are available if you have a need
for that feature.
Both the V2S6 and PCS systems come
with extensive software. Included are
setup programs, diagnostics, operating
systems, and BASIC. Both systems run
versions of MS-DOS 3.1. NCR calls its
operating system NCR-DOS, and Victor
keeps the MS-DOS name. Both run iden
tically to the IBM release and include the
standard utilities. Both computers also in
clude GW-BASIC, although Victor has
named its version VBASICA.
The PCS also comes with a Getting
Started disk, essentially a guided tour of
the machine and its capabilities. Though
a nice touch for those with little computer
experience, it doesn't contain useful infor
mation for advanced users.

Documentation
All three machines come with extensive
documentation and, although the quality
varies, it's all usable.
NCR's documentation is the most disap
pointing, especially for those who are
more technically inclined. The NCR-DOS
and GW-BASIC manuals are useful, but
the owner's manual is a hair-pulling ex
ample of worthwhile information hidden

in a torrent of words. The "Technical
Data" section at the end of the book is just
a couple of pages of information that is
nearly useless.
The V2S6 documentation is extremely
well done. The only problem is a lack of
technical information. Victor's telephone
support staff was very helpful with my ad
vanced questions, but I had to pay for a
long-distance call.
Because the AT-Plus lSOO doesn't come
with either an operating system or BASIC,
its documentation is the smallest of the
group. Considering the system's bargain
basement price, I was more than a Iittle
surprised to find the operations manual to
be by far the best of the group. Technically
inclined users will find detailed informa
tion on everything from keyboard scan
codes to connectors and 1/0 addresses. In
a pinch, this type of information can be
invaluable if problems develop.

Performance
Comparing the performance of these three
systems is an exercise in splitting hairs.
As the benchmarks show, all the systems
are nearly identical in performance, with
differences of a second or less on many
of the benchmarks (see page 211). But dif
ferences of a few tenths of a second don't
add up to much over the course of a day
at the keyboard.

Weighing the Pros and Cons
Which of these three PC AT clones is the
best? Unfortunately, given the similarities
in features and performance, that question
is a difficult one to answer. Your decision
should be based on price, reputation,
product support, and service.
Although the NCR PCS is the most
solidly built of the systems, the slight edge
in quality doesn't outweigh the fact that
it's the most expensive. The Victor V2S6,
though not the least expensive, is the most
complete of the systems. And my prior ex
perience with the support offered by Vic
tor has shown that it will bend over back
ward to help its customers.
The QIC AT-Plus lSOO is the least ex
pensive of the systems. But because mak
ing it into a useful.system requires choos
ing from a wide range of peripherals, it's
not a system for the completely inexperi
enced or for those who want the closest
thing to a "plug-in-and-go" system. QIC
is by far the smallest company of the three
mentioned here. Although my experience
with its customer service was positive, you
might want to consider its long-term sup
port potential. However, if you' re an
experienced computer user on a tight
budget, the AT-Plus lSOO is by far the best
value. The choice is yours, and with more
PC AT clones appearing regularly, it's not
going to get any easier. •
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THE LEADING
DESK TOP SLIDEMAKER
TERRIFIC SLIDES FROM POPULAR
SOFTWARE.

Use any popular graphics package
like Lotus Freelance~ Microsoft
Chart 2.0~ Ashton-Thte Chart-Master,™
our popular Pictureit™ and many
more. Call for the list.
2000x2000 RESOLUTION SLIDES
IN 1000 BRILLIANT COLORS.

Unrelouched Photol'tletric image.

Everything you need: PhotoMetric
200 Desktop Film Recorder, PC
Board and PhotoMetric software.
All for $5995.

FIND OUT ABOUT rr. Call 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 533.
In California, call 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 533. Or write
1250 Ninth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710.

the makers of VIDEOSHOW™

Also available: PhotoMetric 200VS for use with VileoShow 160.
VideoShow, PhotoMetric and Picturelt are trademarks of General Parametrics Corporation. Freelance and Lotus are registered trademarks of Lotus Deve lopment Corp .
Chart 2.0 is a trademark of Microsoft.ChartMaster is a trademark of Ashton·Tate . IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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HARDWARE REVIEWS

AT&T's TrueVision Image
Processing System
Robert Tinney

AT&T's TrueVision image pro
A package for
cessing system, a plug-in board
and software combination, uses
digitizing and manipulating
a video camera, an IBM PC or
compatible, and a graphics
video images
tablet or mouse to capture,
digitize, and manipulate realtime images on a color monitor. The ware for this system is inexpensive, par
system produces pictures that are clean, . ticularly when you figure in everything
sharp, and as good as regular television needed for a complete system, such as
pictures. I jumped at the opportunity to mouse or graphics tablet. Still, consider
use the system to produce several sketches ing what similar graphics capabilities
and finished illustrations for this issue of would have cost only two or three years
BYTE (see pages 82, 140, 204, and 248) . ago, the price is reasonable.
I should emphasize that since I'm an il
For this review, I used the TARGA 16
lustrator, I'm more interested in the paint
and TIPS with the following equipment:
ing than the video capabilities of this an AT&T PC 6300 equipped with a 20
system, which is basically designed for megabyte hard disk, one floppy disk drive,
producing video images. The system lets and MS-DOS 2.11; an AT&T monochrome
you, for instance, overlay text on video monitor; a 20-inch Sony Trinitron
with flair and variety. Also, since my ex
KV-2011CR television set with both analog
pertise is art and not computers, this RGB and composite modes; a JVC GX
review is more application-oriented and N8PC(U) color video camera with an
focuses less on the system's technical RGB attachment; and a Summagraphics
aspects.
MM1201 SummaSketch graphics tablet
with a 12- by 12-inch drawing area.
TARGA and TIPS
The documentation states that the True
AT&T offers a variety ofTrueVision prod
Vision system runs on an AT&T PC 6300,
ucts from its Electronic Photography and PC 6300 Plus, or an IBM PC, XT, AT,
Imaging Center in Indianapolis, Indiana. or compatible with at least 512K bytes of
The TrueVision system I reviewed con
RAM. The system also ran on my own PC
sisted of the TARGA 16 full-length board AT clone, which I will describe later in
this review. A computer with dual 360K
and TIPS software, also available from
AT&T. The TARGA (TrueVision Ad
byte floppy disks can run the system , but
vanced Raster Graphics Adapter) series the user's guide recommends a hard disk
consists of five cards that range in price for greater storage capacity, speed, and
from $1595 to $4995. At $2995, the flexibility in manipulating images. The
TARGA 16 is the mid-priced board of the TIPS software also works with a Lotus/
series. It's a combination frame grabber Intel/Microsoft expanded-memory board
and buffer, featuring 512- by 482-pixel with at least 1.5 megabytes of memory.
resolution and simultaneous display of The extra RAM is used to provide an
32,768 colors.
Undo option for the last action taken and
TIPS (TrueVision Image-Processing for full-screen rather than partial-screen
Software) is a product of Island Graphics manipulation for certain other functions.
in Sausalito, California. TIPS is not copy
To get the system up and running, you
protected and comes on two floppy disks plug the TARGA board into your com
that are easily transferred to hard disk. puter, connect a video source (such as a
The software differs somewhat among the video camera or VCR with a 9-pin con
various boards; the version for the nector) to the input port of the board, and
TARGA 16 board retails at $1250. As you plug a color monitor (RGB analog or com
can see, neither the hardware nor the soft- posite with a 9-pin connector) into the

board's output port. You must
also hook up a standard mono
chrome or color monitor in the
usual way for displaying error
and other operating messages. A
serial port on the computer is
required for a graphics tablet
or other pointing device.

Using the System
I began familiarizing myself with the
TrueVision system by going through the
tutorial section of the TIPS user's manual.
The documentation is clear, and manip
ulating the digitizing pen quickly becomes
intuitive. I didn't find it at all awkward to
relate the pen movement on the pad to the
cursor movement on the screen. If you've
ever used a mouse, you know that hand/
eye/screen coordination comes quickly
and naturally.
It's not so easy to get comfortable with
screen flicker, however. After I worked
with the system for about an hour I found
myself squinting at the screen, and I
realized that the flicker was tiring my eyes.
This never became a major problem (no
headaches), but it was an annoyance. The
flicker was caused by the TARGA sending
an interlaced signal to the monitor, al
though the board can support noninter
laced signals at lower resolutions (512 by
256 or 256 by 256 pixels). The Sony
monitor that I used performed admirably
in all other respects. Its colors were crisp,
objects were sharp-edged, and the range
of intensities was excellent (the blacks
were very black, and the whites were very
white) .
The TIPS user interface is a hierarchy
of menus and submenus that are visible
when in use but hidden during most ac
tual · operations. You give the system
almost all commands through menu selec
tions, including grabbing video images
continued

Robert Tinney (1864 North Pamela Dr. ,
Baton Rouge, LA 70815) is an illustrator
who has designed many ofBYTE's covers
since its first issue in 1975.
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- AT&T TrueVision Advanced Raster
Graphics Adapter (TARGA 16)

AT&T TrueVision Image-Processing
Software (TIPS) version 3.1

Type

Type

High-resolution color video digitizer and
display board

Video digitizing and editing package

Company
Company
Al&T
Electronic Photography and Imaging
Center
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256-3921
(800) 858-8783

Al&T
Electronic Photography and Imaging
Center
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256-3921
(800) 858-8783

Format
Size

Too 5V4-inch floppy disks

4 by 14 by :JM inches (without Overscan
option)

Computer

Features
512- by 482-pixel resolution; palette of
32,768 colors; ability to overlay
computer-generated graphics on a
video image; image-capture rate of 1/60
second per field or 1/30 second per
frame; comes with installation and
demonstration programs on disk

Necessary Hardware
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with at
least 256K bytes of RAM; hard disk
drive recommended; analog RGB
monitor (recommended), composite
video monitor, or color TV with RF
adapter; standard monochrome or color
monitor; video disk player, video
camera, VCR, or other video source that
generates standard NTSC composite
video or RGB signals (optional)

IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with 512K
bytes of RAM and two floppy disk
drives or one hard disk drive
(recommended); TARGA 16 board;
standard monochrome or color monitor;
composite video monitor, analog RGB
monitor (recommended), or TV with RF
adapter; any NTSC analog RGB or
composite video input source; Al&T
Mouse or Microsoft Mouse; Summa
graphics MM961 or MM1201 or Bit Pad
One-compatible graphics tablet;
Lotus/Intel/Microsoft expanded-memory
board with at least 1.5 megabytes of
memory (optional)

Language

c
Options
TrueVision fonts for TIPS (additional 30
fonts): $100

Necessary Software
MS-DOS 2.0 or later

Documentation

Options

220-page user's manual including
tutorial, user's guide, and glossary

Overscan option (for video output):
$200 when ordered with board or $300
if _purchased later; TARGA Software
Tools (C language utility library): $25
(free if requested when you purchase
the board); PC Carousel (slide-show
package): $150; TV Picture Power
(image database):_ $995

Price
$1250

Documentation
125-page manual including user's guide
and technical reference manual

Price
$2995

with a camera and moving digitized
images to and from disk. There are some
exceptions; for example, you can change
brush colors without retreating to a menu,
and you can quickly access the zoom func
tion sans menu. Using the menu structure
is very fast, however, particularly after
you get a feel for its layout. It is an icon
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based system, as you would expect in a
graphics program, and zipping through
the various levels is just a matter of click
ing on one symbol and then another.
Displayed along with the menus is the
color palette, which shows 256 colors out
ofthe 32,768 available. You can adjust this
palette endlessly to your requirements; if

you need to work with more than 256
colors, you merely save the current palette
to disk and begin building another one.
Switching back and forth among various
palettes takes only a few seconds.
Image Manipulation
TIPS places a wealth of functions for ma
nipulating an image at your disposal.
Their sheer number and the subtle, and
sometimes unexpected, ways in which
they can interact makes cataloging and
describing them difficult. I've used the
system for 3 \/2 weeks, and I'm sure I
haven't fully explored many capabilities.
What I'll do here is comment on the major
functions and hint at some of the rest.
• Drawing Functions. The system lets
you automatically draw rectangles and
ovals (either filled or outlined), straight
lines, triangles, curves, arcs, parallelo
grams and, of course, freehand shapes.
The speed is good; even in freehand mode
it's difficult to make the cursor lag behind
your pen movements unless you select a
really large brush. All the above can be
done in nearly any color imaginable, as
well as in any number of patterns. A menu
of patterns comes with the system, and
you can create your own or build a library
of them if you prefer.
The zoom function deserves special
mention, since I found myself doing much
of my drawing with it. The function has
three levels, and you access all of them
from the keyboard by striking the appro
priate single key. The first zoom level is
twice normal size, the second is four times
normal size, and the third is eight times
normal size. All drawing functions (and
most ofthe others) are available in zoom,
which allows pixel-by-pixel editing at all
levels. One nice feature is that any level
of zoom automatically pans over the entire
screen, following your cursor movements.
This eliminates the need to continuously
punch in and out of zoom when moving
to various areas of the screen.
• Special Effects. Want to take a part of
an image and move it somewhere else on
the screen? Want to reproduce it 10 or 20
times or enlarge or reduce it? How about
flipping it left to right, top to bottom, or
rotating it only slightly? Using traditional
media, all the above actions would be
tedious and time-consuming. With com
puter graphics they're fun, and with the
TrueVision system they're fast. Speed and
flexibility in these types of operations are
significantly increased with the addition
of an expanded-memory card because
more or all of the image is stored in RAM.
• Text Fonts. TIPS comes with a variety
of text fonts, both serif and sans serif. You
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can adjust the size of the font, the direc
tion it prints on the screen (including
backward and at odd angles), and the
color. You can even print text so that it
rotates either clockwise or counterclock
wise, and it can be antialiased; that is, you
can smooth out its "jaggies" with appro
priate gradations in color along its edges
(as you can with most other TrueYision
images). Text can also appear with either
solid or translucent shadows, making it
appear to jump out from the screen.
The spread function and the airbrush
ing, blending, tinting, and antialiasing
functions feature the TrueVision system's
ability to automatically fill in subtle, in
cremental changes of color. Here the
TARGA 16's 32,768 colors really shine.
If you select the airbrushing function, for
example, and apply a blue color, TIPS
draws.from its array of possible colors and
adjusts every pixel under the "spray" to
a color with a blue index slightly higher
than the one it currently has. More blue
is added to the pixels under the center of
the brush than to those near the edges,
giving the added tint a feathered-out ap
pearance. Moving a blending brush over
an edge between two colors directs TIPS
to draw from its full palette and fill in a
range of colors intermediate to the original
two, and the edge becomes blurred.
It's inevitable that in this short review
I can mention many of the more subtle
features of such a complex system only
briefly. The TrueYision system can mask
areas of the screen from special effects (so
that you can, for instance, airbrush around
an object). It provides a grid to facilitate
placing objects in precise locations and
lets you pixelize any area of the screen
with the block size you specify to give the
image the mosaic appearance of a com
puter-generated image. The system can
also perform quick loads and quick saves
to hold copies of images temporarily in
memory while you experiment with them.

Easy Operation
Disk operations are included within the
TIPS menu hierarchy and are easy to carry
out quickly. To save the image on the
screen, you simply choose the disk icon,
select Save from the submenu, type in a
filename for the image, and press Return .
If you are saving to an existing file, all you
do is click on its listing in the menu. I
timed both the Load and Save actions (the
time the image spent going to and from
disk, not counting time spent in the menu)
for a full-screen image and found both to
be about 9.3 seconds. This is very good,
especially since I've used floppy disk
based systems that demanded 40 to 60
seconds for the same operations.
A typical 512- by 400-pixel full-screen

image takes up about 400K bytes of disk
space, limiting the size of an image you can
store on a floppy disk. However, TIPS
gives you the option of saving to a com
pressed file, which shrinks a 400K-byte im
age to as small as IOOK, depending on the
image. You can save not only full screens
to disk, but also windows (you select the
area with a rubber-band box), patterns,
colors (to supplement the palette on the
menu), masks, brushes, and text fonts.
I was interested in seeing how compati
ble the TARGA 16 board would be with
other machines besides the AT&T PC
6300, so I tried plugging it into my no
name PC AT clone. The TARGA 16 is a
single-slot full-length board and, with the
Overscan option for video output, it's
thick enough to require two slots (it has
three levels). However, when I put it into
the last slot in my machine, I discovered
that the board's third deck is located so
that it cleared my hard disk drive unit. My
computer is a fairly typical configuration.
Thus, even with its Overscan option, the
TARGA can take up only one slot, de
pending on the host machine.
Since the TARGA board that I reviewed
came already installed in the PC 6300, it
was seated in an 8-bit IBM PC-style slot.
However, when I pulled the board out, I
saw immediately that it was configured
with an extension to fit in and take full ad
vantage of a 16-bit PC AT slot. That's
where I installed it in my PC AT clone,

and it worked just fine. I tested all the
functions of the system including loading
and saving and found no hang-ups. In fact,
the major difference I noticed was that
loading and saving operations averaged
around 4.6 seconds in my PC AT clone,
about half the time of the PC 6300.

More Colors, More Pixels
As an illustrator interested primarily in
print media, I'd rate the AT&T TARGA 16
TrueVision system as fantastic for sketch
ing and conceptualizing, but only fair for
my style of finished artwork. The power
to quickly create, change, and save multi
ple versions of a sketch makes this system
an amazing creative tool. For finished art
work, I'd suggest only two improvements:
more colors and more pixels.
Although 32,768 colors may seem like
a lot, I discovered that the airbrushing and
blending functions didn't supply enough
levels from one color to another; if two
adjacent colors were fairly close in ap
pearance, blending had little effect. I'd
also like to see considerably higher resolu
tion (perhaps 2000 by 2000 pixels) . Ac
tually, AT&T has already obliged my first
requirement, because the next board up
in the series, the TARGA 24 ($3995),
sports 16,777,216 simultaneous colors.
As far as video is concerned, TrueVi
sion already has all the resolution it needs
to do an amazing job of capturing and
manipulating television-quality images. •

Four Laser Printers
Arthur Little
The Canon LBP-8, the BOS Model
630/8-E, and the QMS Kiss are all built
around the Canon laser engine. The
Quadram QuadLaser is built around the
Ricoh laser engine. The engine is the elec
tromechanical black box responsible for
putting an image onto paper. The selec
tion of one graphics engine over another
largely determines factors such as print
quality, dot density, and printing speed.
Other features, such as font availability
and programmability (the intelligence of
a printer) , are external to the engine.
These intelligence features distinguish one
company's laser printer from another.
The key intelligence features of these
laser printers are emulation modes and on
board memory. Emulation modes deter
mine how likely it is that a printer will
work with existing applications software
primarily word processors and graphics
packages. Emulation modes enable a laser

printer to respond almost exactly as the
emulated printer would to a variety of for
matting, type style, and other printer com
mands. The amount of on-board memory
largely determines how large a graphic
image a printer can handle. All these
printers are capable of printing 300 dots
per inch, but not all of them have enough
memory to hold a full page of such data.
Approximately 1.5 megabytes is needed
for an 81h- by II-inch page with no data
compression. However, most graphics
don't require anywhere near that much
memory. Many images such as bar and pie
charts do not require 300 dpi, nor do they
take up a full page.
Other important features of laser
printers are the availability of typefaces in
a variety of sizes and the method for add
ing new typefaces, either via cartridges
containing ROM-stored fonts or via down
conrinued
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loading from the host computer. In any
case, it is desirable to have the fonts pro
vided in disk or cartridge by the company
because creating your own font is an ex
tremely time-consuming and tedious
process.

The Canon LBP-8
Canon offers two versions of the LBP-8,
which are designated Al and A2 and sell
for $3000 and $4300, respectively. The
A2 is an enhanced Al and has more mem
ory, a vector printing mode, and an ex
tended area-fill, or paint, mode. I tested
the Al model for this review. Unless
specifically noted otherwise, references in
this review to the LBP-8 apply to both
models.
The LBP-8 emulates the Diablo 630
daisy-wheel printer and accepts the full set
ofISO printer commands, which are ver
satile but not common!~ used in the
United States. If your word processor does
not support Diablo 630 printers or the ISO
standard, you'll need to write your own
printer driver or ask the word processor
company for one. The other laser printers
reviewed offer a wider variety of emula
tion modes, such as Epson FX-80 and
Qume Sprint emulation.
The LBP-8 comes with four built-in
character sets, or fonts, and it accepts
ROM cartridges that provide additional
fonts. I did not test the cartridges for this
review.
Canon refers to the built-in character
sets collectively as Courier Normal type
face ("normal" means a vertical page
orientation; it is also called portrait
mode). The four Courier fonts are 10
character-per-inch roman, 10-cpi bold;
10-cpi italic, and a reduced-size roman for
use in footnotes, subscripts, and · super
scripts.
Eight additional font cartridges are
available for $230 each: Courier 10 in nor
mal and rotated, or horizontal "land
scape," versions, Pica 10 in normal and
rotated versions, Elite 12 in normal and
rotated, Garland Proportional in normal
and rotated, and a single-line printer car
tridge containing some normal and rotated
character sets.
Additionally, the LBP-8 will accept
user-defined fonts downloaded from a host
computer, subject to the memory limita
tions of the printer. The Al comes with
128K bytes of memory; the A2 has 1.125
megabytes.
You can change fonts manually using
the buttons on the front panel of the LBP-8
or via commands from the host computer.
Unfortunately, Canon does not provide a
utility program to simplify the process of
font selection and mode control. The only
help is some general instructions in the
user's manual.
218
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LBP·B A1 and A2

Model 630/B·E

Type
Laser printer

Type
Laser printer

Company
Canon U.S.A. Inc.
One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042
(516) 488-6700

Company
BOS Corp.
800 Maude Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964·2115

Size
183/4 by 11'/2 by 16V2 inches without
trays; 28V2 inches deep with both trays
in place; 70112 pounds

Size
183/4 by 1W2 by 16V2 inches without
trays; 28V2 inches deep with both trays
in place; 60 pounds

Features
Diablo 630 and ISO emulation; manual
or cassette feed; multiple fonts;
landscape or portrait orientation;
combined drum/toner cartridge;
100·sheet tray; A1 prints graphics at 300
dpi for partial page only; A2 prints
graphics at 300 dpi in full-page mode;
A1 has 128K bytes of memory; A2 has
1.125 megabytes of memory.

Features
Diablo 630 and HP Laser Jet graphics
commands and line-printer emulation;
manual or cassette feed; multiple fonts;
landscape or portrait orientation;
combined drum/toner cartridge; text
amplification and horizontal expansion;
100·sheet tray; prints 150-dpi full-page
graphics and 300-dpi half-page
graphics

Options
Additional font cartridges: $230 each

Options
Additional font cartridge: $300

Documentation
User's manual, 206 pages

Documentation
140-page user's guide with pull-out
reference card

Price
A1 $3000; A2 $4300

·Price
$3495

This is 10-pitch Courier on the QMS
This is 10-pitch courier on the BDS
This is 10-pitch Courier on the Quadlaser
This is 10-pitch Courier on the Canon LBP-8
Letter-quality typeface as rendered by the four laser printers.

Canon's documentation is thorough but
not well organized, and it is definitely not
sufficient to allow a computer novice to
select multiple fonts from within a word
processing document.

The BDS 630/8-E
The BOS Model 630/8-E, as its name im
plies, emulates the Diablo 630 daisy-wheel
printer. [Editor's note: The Model 63018-E
is an enhanced replacement unit for the
original 63018, which I used for this

review. The new model has greater
memo1y (256K bytes as opposed to 64K)
and two more emulation modes (Hewlett
Packa.rd LaserJet graphics commands and
a line-printer mode of 66 lines per page
with preset margins). The price of the
enhanced unit is the same as that of the
original, discontinued model: $3495.]
One interesting feature of the Model
630/8-E is graphics amplification, which
permits graphic or text enlargements of up
to 800 percent. A similar feature allows
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OMS Kiss

Quad Laser

Type

Type

Laser printer

Laser printer

Company

Company

OMS .Inc.
One Magnum Pass
Mobile, AL 36618
(205) 633-4300

Quadram
One Quad Way
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 923-6666

Size

Size

183/4 by 11112 by 16V2 inches without
trays; 28V2 inches deep with both trays
in place; 60 pounds

20 3/4 by 13 by 16V2 inches without tray;
14 112 inches high with collection tray and
231/4 inches deep with paper tray; 82
pounds

Features
Diablo 630, Qume Sprint, and Epson
FX-80 emulation; advanced printing
command set; manual or cassette feed;
9 to 12 resident fonts, depending on
emulation; landscape or portrait
orientation; combined drum/toner
cartridge; 1.25 megabytes of memory;
downloadable fonts; Epson, Diablo,
Qume, and IBM PC screen graphics;
keypad/LED display for manual mode
select and status; full-page graphics at
Epson single-density; 3A-page graphics
at Epson double-density or high·
resolution; 100-sheet tray

Features
Oume Sprint 5 and Epson FX-80
emulation; custom printer driver;
downloadable emulation software for HP
LaserJet; manual or cassette feed; eight
landscape and portrait fonts; 2
megabytes of memory; two-component
toner and belt; automatic paper
collation; QLX printer-control software;
OuadFont font -creation/-modifica lion
software; 250-sheet tray; prints 300-dpi
full-page graphics; printing speed of 8
pages per minute; downloadable font
disks with 72 fonts

Options

Documentation

Downloadable font disks ($199 each);
PopSet software printer utility ($59);
software tutorial

Operator's manual, 158 pages

Price
$4495

Documentation
User's guide, 330 pages

Price
$1995

horizontal expansion or compression of
text from 70 to 160 percent of the original.
The graphics amplification feature per
mits printing headlines and signs or other
documents in which the amplification can
serve as an approximation of larger fonts.
However, because the amplification uses
the original bit-mapped image of a char
acter, the text tends to break up as it is
enlarged, with "jaggies" appearing in the
diagonal lines. The greater the enlarge
ment, the worse the jaggies, putting a
practical limit on the use of the amplifica
tion feature.
The Model 630/8-E comes with 16
fonts, including various styles of Courier
in 10 and 12 cpi and the IBM extended
graphics character set, also in 10 and 12
cpi. An optional $300 font cartridge adds
16.7-cpi Gothic in portrait and landscape
modes, Prestige Elite in portrait and land
scape, and a scientific 12-cpi portrait font.
According to a BOS spokesman, the com
pany plans to introduce additional font

cartridges approximating the popular
Roman and Helvetica typefaces in various
sizes from 6 points up to 18 or 24 points.
You select fonts manually using a con
trol panel on the printer or through com
mands sent from the host computer along
with the text The BOS user's guide pro
vides step-by-step instructions for using
the printer with WordStar. The instruc
tions also include a way to program the
IBM PC or PC-compatible function keys
so you can use them to change print
modes.
The documentation also includes a pull
out reference card that summarizes all the
printer's features, functions, controls, and
error codes; none of the other printers
reviewed offers this handy reference.
Overall, the user's guide was straight
forward and useful, though fairly brief.

The QMS Kiss
At $1995, the QMS Kiss is the least ex
pensive of the four printers. It is also the

most versatile in terms of its emulation
modes. You can set up the printer to
emulate a Oiablo 630, several Qume
Sprint daisy-wheel printers, and the Ep
son FX-80. The printer also recognizes an
elaborate set of advanced printing com
mands peculiar to the QMS line of laser
printers. One especially useful command
lets you redefine the printer's charac
ter-translation table. For instance, if your
word processor cannot handle Escape
characters but you need them as part of
a printer command, you can tell the
printer to interpret the tilde or some other
character as an Escape character.
The QMS Kiss has nine resident fonts;
at any given time one font may be active
for portrait printing and another may be
active for landscape printing. You can
select these fonts and the other parameters
(e.g., printer emulation, mode character
istics, paper size and source, and copy
count) through software commands or via
the printer's control panel.
The portrait (vertical page orientation)
fonts that are resident in the QMS Kiss
are Epson Compressed, Epson Elite,
Epson Pica, 16-point Q-Format, 10-cpi
Courier, 12-cpi Prestige Elite, and 12-cpi
Prestige Elite Italic. Two landscape fonts
are resident as well: 5-point Q-Format and
10-cpi Courier.
Unlike the other Canon-based ma
chines, the QMS Kiss does not accept font
cartridges. Instead, you must download
fonts into the printer's 78.5K-byte
download-font memory. Currently, 16 font
disks ($199 each) are available; each in
cludes at least 10 different fonts.
The QMS Kiss has 128K bytes of mem
ory for holding commands, text, and
graphics, and it has 8K bytes for an input
buffer. QMS offers an optional memory
resident software program for IBM PCs
and compatibles that simplifies the printer
setup process immensely. The program,
called PopSet, lets you set up the printer
via pop-up menus activated by the Alt
PrtSc sequence. PopSet costs $59 and is
highly recommended.
QMS recently introduced a couple of
more advanced printers, the Big Kiss and
the Big Kiss Model 2, which offer font
cartridge capability, expanded memory,
and other features. Prices of these two are
$2995 and $4495, respectively.

The Quadram QuadLaser
This printer differs from the other three
on several counts. The $4495 unit is based
on the Ricoh engine rather than the Canon
engine. Instead of the single toner-plus
photo-drum cartridge used in the Canon
engine printers, the QuadLaser uses
separate cartridges for its toner and photo
conductive belt. As a result, you don't
continued
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need to discard a functional photo drum
just because your toner is expended, as
with the Canon-engine printers. Instead,
you simply replace the toner cartridge.
Another difference between the two
types of systems is in the paper flow
through the printer. Canon-engine printers
output a stack of pages in reverse order.
The output of the Ricoh-engine machines
is sorted properly from the first to the last
page because the paper emerges face
down into the holder.
The QuadLaser has several features that
go beyond simple convenience. The unit
has built-in emulation of the Qume Sprint
5 and the Epson FX-80, as well as its own
internal. set of codes. Finally, the Quad
Laser comes with downloadable software
that enables it to emulate the HP Laser
Jet; users with advanced programming ex
perience can write their own software to
emulate almost any other printer·protocol,
subject to memory limitations.
Two fonts are resident in the Quad
Laser: 10-point Courier and IO-point
Courier Bold. Disks containing 72 other
fonts for downloading into the printer are
included with the unit.
The QuadLaser comes with 2 mega
bytes of memory, which is broken up as
follows: I megabyte for bit-map graphics,
512K bytes for font emulation; and 5!2K
as an input buffer. The unit also comes
with a printer utility called QLX
(QuadLaser executive) . The IBM PC
compatible program lets you select printer

emulation, fonts, page orientation, and
page margins and dimensions.
Quadram also provides a font-design
program called QuadFont with the Quad
Laser. With it you create your own bit
mapped font or modify one of the exist
ing fonts to your liking.

Performance
I ran the standard BYTE benchmarks for
dot-matrix and daisy-wheel printers and
printed a large file to measure the
machines' throughput (see t&ble I).
Like copiers, laser printers take some
time to warm up when you first turn them
on . The Canon-engine machines all took
just over one minute to get ready for print
ing. (Note: The additional 20 seconds for
the QMS Kiss includes the time it takes
to print a power-on status page at the end
of its warm-up.) The QuadLaser was just
a bit faster with its 50-second start-up
time, but the difference is not really
noticeable in a work environment. In a
typical office, a laser printer is turned on
in the morning and left running all day.
For the single-page character-speed
benchmark, I used a BASIC program to
time how long each printer took to pro
duce a page containing 50 lines of 80
capital As. Although the times were all
close, the Model 630/8-E proved to be the
fastest at 19.74 seconds. It was followed
by the QMS Kiss (20.31 seconds), the
QuadLaser (21.02 seconds), and finally
the Canon LBP-8 (23.15 seconds). For all

Table 1: Benchmark results. Single-page times are in seconds; all other
times are in minutes:seconds.
Warm-up time with room temperature
about 75° Fahrenheit
LBP·8
Model 630/8-E
OMS Kiss
Ouadlaser

1 :18
1:17
1:38
0:50

LBP-8
Model 630/8-E
OMS Kiss
Ouadlaser
200K-byte
text file time

Single-page time
LBP·8
Model 630/8-E
OMS Kiss
Ouadlaser

40K-byte Shannon text time

23.15
19.74
20.31
21.02

LBP-8
Model 630/8-E
OMS Kiss
Ouadlaser

4:31
6:25
4:20
4:37
62 pages

Pages per
minute

11 :30
20:37
8:53
8:29

5.4
3.0
7.0
7.3

Warm-up time measures how long each printer takes to get ready to begin printing
after being off for an hour. Single-page time measures how long it takes each printer
to print a single page made up of 50 lines, each containing 80 As. The 40K-byte
Shannon test measures how long it takes each printer to output a file composed of
the standard Shannon text repeated multiple times, which approximates average
English frequency of characters. The 200K-byte text-file test measures how fast each
printer outputs a 62-page document. Pages per minute is an average based on the
number of pages printed divided by the total time required. The Ouadlaser unit
used for this review had less built-in memory and fewer fonts than the now-standard
configuration; the BOS printer used was a non-enhanced version with less memory
and only Diablo 630 emulation plus ISO code support.
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the benchmarks, all the printers were
emulating a Diablo printer except the
QuadLaser, which was emulating the
Qume Sprint printer.
It is not accurate or fair to benchmark
a laser printer on just a single printed
page, however. A considerable amount of
time is required at the beginning of each
print run due to font-initialization re
quirements. For that reason, I timed the
printers on some multipage jobs.
I ran the standard BYTE Shannon test,
but instead of printing just 573 characters,
I copied the test characters repeatedly until
I had a 40K-byte test file and printed it
using WordStar version 3.3. This time the
QMS Kiss was the fastest, taking 4
minutes and 20 seconds to print the file's
12 pages.
Finally, I put together a text file that
yielded 62 pages of single-spaced copy.
It was made up of Chapter V, Section 21
of Strunk and White's 1he Elements of
Style (third edition), repeated 25 times and
was about 200K bytes long. The Quad
Laser won this contest at 8 minutes and
29 seconds. A close second was posted by
the QMS Kiss, which took 8 minutes and
53 seconds. These minor differences in
speed are not significant, depending on
buffer size and the resulting interaction
with the host computer's software.
The maximum page-printing rate of all
four printers, based on the print engine
used, is eight pages per minute. Printers
do not actually achieve that speed because
of the longer time it takes for printing the
first page, as well as other software
factors.
One final general note about perfor
mance. All four printers worked out of the
box with no coddling. Over 1500 sheets
of letter-size paper went through these
printers during the course of this review
without a single paper jam. I only wish
that my own dot-matrix printer could
claim as much reliability and func
tionality.
For sheer value, the QMS Kiss stands
out as the obvious winner. It costs just
$1995 and offers a good variety of emula
tions, ample memory, a wide selection of
resident fonts, and the availability of
downloaded fonts. However, a need for
special applications could point you
toward one of the other printers. For in
stance, your needs might find a perfect
match in the text-amplification feature of
the BOS Model 630/8-E, the ISO-com
mand support of the Canon LBP-8, or the
automatic paper sorting, large memory,
and host computer software included with
the Quadram QuadLaser. •

Arthur little (2 Juniper Dr., Amherst, NH
03031) is a senior technical writer at
Charles River Data Systems.

EGA

TM

Any Software.
Any Monitor. Any Time·.
JI

Any Software on
an EGA Monitor

Any Software on a
TTL Monochrome Monitor

Any Software on an RGB
Color Monitor'

(or Compaq Portable)'

(or Composite, IBM Portable)

Upgrade to EGA without an EGA Monitor
The unique ATI EGA WONDER allows upgrade to the
new EGA graphics standard without the purchase of an
expensive EGA monitor. EGA WONDER runs EGA, CGA,
MDA, Hercules and 132 column software on EGA Color,
RGB Color, TTL Monochrome and Composite monitors.
Extremely flexible, EGA WONDER maintains downward
compatibility to both existing software and existing
monitors. On the internal monitor of a Compaq PC
Portable, EGA WONDER displays EGA, CGA, MDA and
Hercules software via an optional expansion module.' For
EGA monitorusers, the ATI EGA WONDER improves
the display of CGA software by producing high resolution
8 x 14 text and double scanned graphics. Old CGA software

is now displayed with EGA quality. Completely compatible
to IBM's EGA, ATI's EGA WONDER performs smooth
scrolling, pixel panning and windowing. No memory modules
are required because 256K of video memory is a standard
feature. EGA WONDER is the only card able to display
EGA software on the internal monitor of both the IBM PC
Portable and the Compaq PC Portable. EGA WONDER
provides an NTSC Composite signal for interface to a
Polaroid Palette.

SoftSense Automatic Mode Switching
User friendly and easy to use, the ATI EGA WONDER
has built-in SoftSense Automatic Mode Switching. It is
actually able to sense and automatically switch between
EGA and CGA color modes or between EGA, MDA and
Hercules monochrome modes. The ATI EGA WONDER
is compatible at the hardware level to the IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adapter, the IBM Color/Graphics Adapter, the
IBM Monochrome Display Adapter and the Hercules
Graphics Card to minimize software incompatibilities.
EGA WONDER is now available from all major computer
stores, call us today at (416) 477-8804 for more information.

$399
Suggested
list price
Trademarks IBM PC Portable- EGA CGA MDA- lntemational Business Machines-Compaq
Compaq Computer Corporation - Hercules -Hercules Computer Technology - Polaroid Palette 
Polaroid Corpora.t\<m.

L Any Software. Any Monitor. Any Time applies to IBM graphics, standards. monitors, software.
2. Optional Compaq Expansion Module (no 132 Columns) Suggested list price $99.
3. EGA, MDA. Hercules software displayed via interlacing. Flickering eUect of interlacing
red~ced with purchase of anti-glare screen (ilter.
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Technology you can Trust.
....
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ATI Technologies Inc., 450 Esna Park Dr.,
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R lHS. TLX. 06-966640.
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D
PC Scheme:
A Lexical LISP
William G. Wong

PC Scheme version 2.0 from
Texas Instruments is a low-cost
($95) implementation of Scheme
for
that supports the DOS file sys
tem, windows, and graphics. It
runs under PC-DOS and MS
DOS 2.0 or later and requires
either dual disk drives or one floppy disk
drive and a hard disk. The package is self
contained with an EMACS-style editor,
EDWIN, which is customized for LISP,
and a structure editor, EDIT. While PC
Scheme requires a minimum of 320K bytes
of memory, you must have 512K to use
EDWIN. Three versions of PC Scheme are
included with the system for running in
conventional, expanded, or extended mem
ory. The expanded and extended versions
can address up to 2 megabytes of memory.
Scheme is a dialect of LISP developed
by a team led by Gerald Jay Sussman and
Guy Lewis Steele Jr. at MIT for experi
mentation with programming semantics
and style. It is implemented as an incre
mental, optimizing p-code compiler suit
able for developing applications for
distribution, although not as stand-alone
executable files.
A unique feature of Scheme is the lex
ically scoped variable definitions that give
it a block structure similar to that found
in C and Pascal. Traditionally, variables
in LISP have had dynamic scope, mean
ing that their values are determined by the
environment in force when the procedure
requiring the variable is called. With lex
ical scoping, the value of a variable is
determined by its definition environment.
In Scheme, lexical scoping of variables is
the default, but you can specify dynamic
variable bindings. Another feature unique
to Scheme is that every object is first
class. This means that all objects can be
passed as arguments and returned as
results from procedures. PC Scheme also
has a continuation-style execution en
vironment, which I will describe later.

Tail Recursion
Scheme's lexical-scoping mechanism
allows efficient compile-time optimization
-

Inquiry 61

A powerful tool
learning programming style
and semantics
of tail-recursive functions. Tail recursion
is used in listing I. The function length
returns the size of a LISP list. The let func
tion defines find_length as a local vari
able that is a function. The find_length
function call within the find_length
definition is tail-recursive because the value
it returns is also the value of the initial
find_length function call. There is no
need to consume stack space by making the
inner find_length into a normal function
call. Instead, this can be viewed as a OOID
that changes the parameters being used.
This is similar to a loop statement in other
languages but much more general.
This form of GOfO-like behavior is
called a continuation-style environment.
A continuation is a function that takes one
argument and contains the information
necessary to continue computation at a
particular point. Each function can be
viewed as taking a continuation as an im
plicit parameter. The continuation is
called with the result of the last expres
sion in a function definition. When
evaluating a function's parameter, the con
tinuation the function was called with is
saved, and a new continuation is passed
to each expression evaluation so that the
parameter value can be obtained. For ex
ample, the (add1 size) function is passed
as a continuation that uses the result as
a parameter to the subsequent find_
length call. The latter is performed not
with a new continuation, but with one
passed to the initial find_length call.
The use of continuations is useful in ex
plaining how tail-recursion optimization
works and how recursive function defini
tions can actually be compiled into inter
active code. But PC Scheme actually
makes the continuation accessible to the
programmer via the call-with-current-con
tinuation, or call/cc. The call/cc expres

sion is a function of one argu
ment, which in turn is also a
function of one argument and
looks like this:
(call/cc (lambda (x) exp))

The lambda expression is a function
whose argument is bound to x. The exp
expression is the code body for the
lambda function. If the continuation, x,
is encountered with some value during the
evaluation of exp, then this value will be
returned as the result of the entire call/cc
function, and execution will continue at
the point where the call/cc function was
invoked. For example,
(call/cc (lambda (x) ( + (x 4) 5)))

The result of the call/cc fµnction is 4, and
the intervening + function is never per
formed because the x function invocation
goes directly back to the point where
call/cc was invoked.
This is essentially a LISP-style catch/
throw function, where the catch function
is similar to call/cc and throw is similar
to the x parameter. However, the PC
Scheme approach uses a named variable
instead of a tag. The simplest use of con
tinuations is as escape procedures in ex
ception handlers, but you can also use
them for implementing event simulation,
nonblind backtracking, multiprocessing,
and coroutines.
PC Scheme's use of lexical scoping pro
vides fast access to function parameters
and allows efficient implementation of
closures. A closure is a function where all
local variables are kept with respect to the
function. For example,
(define (addx x) (lambda (y) (+ x y)))
continued

William G. Wong is president of Logic
Fusion and a developer ofsystems and ap
plications software. He can be contacted
at Logic Fusion Inc., 1333 Moon Dr.,
Yardley, PA 19067.
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PC Scheme (version 2.0)
Type
LISP compiler and development
environment

Company
Texas Instruments
PO Box 655012
Mail Station 57
Dallas, TX 75265
(800) 527-3500

Format
Too 51/4 -inch floppy disks

Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible (320K
byte minimum); two floppy disk drives or
one floppy disk drive and one hard disk
drive

Software
PC-/MS-DOS 2.0 or higher

Documentation
113-page user's guide
265-page language reference manual

Price
$95

is a function that returns a function that
has a local variable of x. The function
takes one parameter, y. Each invocation
of addx creates' a new closure with a cor
responding x value. The (addx 5) and
(addx 10) statements produce closures
where x has a value of 5 and 10,
respectively.
The idea of a closure is extremely
powerful, and PC Scheme uses this idea
in a number of areas. Some typical uses
include comparison functions with a
specified accuracy, generator functions
(random numbers), and streams.

Data Types
PC Scheme provides the data types found
in most LISP implementations. This in-

eludes 15-bit signed integers, variable
precision integers with up to 9520 decimal
digits, IEEE floating-point numbers,
character strings of up to 16K bytes, vec
tors with up to 10,921 elements, and LISP
style lists.
PC Scheme supports numbers with a
full complement of functions including
trigonometric, exponential, and useful
mathematical functions such as greatest
common denominator (gcd) and least
common denominator (led). You can
manipulate strings using functions as com
plex as substring-move-left! and sub
string-move-right!, in addition to sub
string-find-previous-char-in-set. The
functions are sufficient to allow imple
mentation of an EMACS-style text editor
in PC Scheme.

1/0 Support
PC Scheme supports text files with
sequential-file access. Binary-tile access
is available by reading a character at a
time. One serious limitation is that the
package does not provide random-file
access.
PC Scheme supports multiple character
oriented windows. Scrolling is automatic,
and you can use pop-up windows as an
alternative to regular windows. The ap
plication must control overlapping win
dows. Graphic functions are cursor
oriented; for example, draw-line-to takes
two parameters, x and y, where the line
is drawn from the current graphics cur
sor to the new point. This new point is
the new value of the graphics cursor. The
graphic functions access the entire screen
directly, independent of the windowing
scheme.

System Interface
You can interface PC Scheme programs
to DOS and other programs using the dos
call procedure or the sw-int facility. The
dos-call procedure lets you call other pro
grams with a .COM or .EXE extension.
Procedures are also provided for deleting,
renaming, or copying files and getting a
directory or size of a file. You can call
memory-resident assembly language or

Lattice C functions from PC Scheme by
installing them as an interrupt service
routine and then invoking the interrupt
with the sw-int function.
The two methods provided for interfac
ing PC Scheme to other languages are not
the best. The dos-call procedure would
be inappropriate for calling a function that
you want to use repetitively because it is
slow and takes a lot of memory. Using the
sw-int function might be good for
repetitive functions, but installing a func
tion as memory-resident is complicated.
It would be much better if PC Scheme
could produce object files that could then
be linked to object files compiled with
other languages.

Object-oriented P1·ogramming
PC Scheme supports an object-oriented
programming system similar to the
LOOPS and Flavors system found on
LISP machines. The PC Scheme system
is called the Scheme Object-Oriented Pro
gramming System, or SCOOPS.
SCOOPS supports multiple and dynam
ic inheritance. This allows you to build an
object-class definition from a set of other
objects. For example, a boat object could
be composed of a moveable object with
a location, direction, speed , and weight
plus an object that can carry other objects
with attributes such as capacity and cur
rent contents. SCOOPS does not support
a hierarchical class system, as the one in
Smalltalk.
Objects are associated with a class, and
each class may contain variables common
to all objects of the class. The class is also
the common repository for methods, or
functions, that can be invoked through an
object. Objects may contain variables that
are distinct for each object. A method is
invoked using the send function, as in
(send boat-object set-speed 100)
The actual process used by send to invoke
the method corresponding to set-speed
is hidden so that the compiler can make
optimizations when possible.

Multitasking
Listing 1: This recursive implementation of a function to find the length
of a list causes no net growth of the stack because the PC Scheme
compiler optimizes the tail-recursive call to find_length.
(define (length list)
(let ((find_length
(lambda (list size)
(if (atom? list)
size
(find_length (cd r l i st)
( add1 size ) )))))
(find_lengt~ list 0) ))
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PC Scheme supports multitasking through
the use of engines and continuations. An
engine is an object that can be set up to
run for a specified number of ticks. In PC
Scheme, the length of a tick depends on
the system clock. An engine is created
using the make-engine function, which
takes a function with no parameters. The
result is a function, or closure, that takes
three parameters: the number of ticks, a
success-continuation function, and a
failure-continuation function.
You run an engine by calling the func
tion with the three parameters. The engine

SOFTWARE REVIEWS

executes its internal function for the
number of ticks specified or until the
engine-return function is executed . You
invoke the failure-continuation function
with a single parameter, which is a new
engine with the same internal function as
the initial engine. You can use this again
and again until the engine-return func
tion is finally used. In this case, the suc
cess-continuation function is invoked.
The success-continuation function takes
two parameters: the parameter to the
engine-return function that caused the
success-continuation function to be in
voked and the number of ticks remaining.
This setup allows a multitasking executive
to service system requests from processes
that are run as engines.
The continuation-passing approach to
Scheme is important here because the
stack does not continue to grow as each
of the continuations is invoked. Instead,
the execution process can be viewed as
moving from a user process within an
engine to the executive and then directly
into another user process.
The approach allows you to build a
time-slice multitasking system. In theory,
real-time interrupts could be supported,
but these have not been implemented. The
actual details of the executive are left to
the programmer. PC Scheme provides a
number of support functions to assist in
the implementation of such a system, but
no examples are provided. Unfortunate
ly, developing such a system may be
beyond the interest or capability of many
programmers unfamiliar with Scheme.
References to some good articles on the
subject are in the documentation's bibli
ography, but many of them, such as ACM
conference records, may be difficult to ob
tain. They also tend to be at a rather
academic level. More suitable examples
should have been provided with the
package. \arious examples would be ap
propriate because techniques to implement
secure operating systems and various
scheduling methods are difficult to work
out from scratch. PC Scheme provides a
great way to experiment with these tech
niques if you can figure out how to set
them up.
Although it is a dialect of LISP, PC
Scheme differs greatly from conventional
LISP implementations. Using the system
is the only good way to learn and ap
preciate all its facilities .

Editors and Debugger
PC Scheme comes with two editors: EDIT
and EDWIN. EDIT is a command-driven
structure editor that edits data structures
in memory. It is useful for working with
USP lists directly, especially circular lists.
Because this editor works on a tree com
prised of pairs and atoms instead of strings

or files of characters, it takes a bit of prac
tice to become proficient with EDIT.
The EDWIN editor is a screen-based
text editor patterned after EMACS with
LISP-specific support. It uses some of the
function keys and many control-key se
quences. You can load and save text files
as you can with conventional text editors.
In addition, you can evaluate Scheme ex
pressions directly from within the editor.
EDWIN's response time is a bit slow on
a PC XT. The editor could not display the
characters as I typed them unless I typed
very slowly. The response time is accept
able on a PC AT, however. Both editors
are written in PC Scheme. However, their
source code is not provided, so user modi
fications or enhancements are out of the
question.
The debugging facilities give you flex
ibility in tracing procedures and setting
both conditional and u:1conditional break
points. The debugger is invoked when a
breakpoint or error' is encountered. It
allows single-character control-key func
tions that provide information about the
current environment. You can examine
and change variables and evaluation status.
A compiler debug flag is available that
allows you to compile functions with
enough information to let you view func
tions while debugging a program and
determine what is going on. Setting the
debug flag to true cancels some of the op
timization; functions compiled using this
mode operate three to four times slower.
Also, because additional information is
saved, the program may no longer fit in
memory.

Documentation
PC Scheme comes with two manuals: a
language reference manual and a user's

guide. They are relatively complete and
well organized with sufficient examples to
allow you to use the system to a limited
degree. Unfortunately, they are insuffi
cient for learning about how to apply all
the features found in PC Scheme.
The documentation includes tables or
ganized by function, and the index and
bibliography are invaluable. Function
definitions are listed alphabetically. The
documentation lists a number of system
limits such as the maximum string size in
bytes, but many other necessary pieces of
information are left out. For example,
there is no way to find out what the mem
ory requirements are for lists or function
invocations. These details are critical
when applications become large in com
parison to the amount of available
memory.
The documentation recommends the
book Structure and Interpretation ofCom
puter Programs by Harold Abelson and
Gerald Jay Sussman with Julie Sussman
(MIT Press, 1985). This book should have
been included as part of the package, as
most people unfamiliar with Scheme will
find PC Scheme confusing without it.
This group includes most LISP program
mers, except possibly those who have used
full Common LISP or Scheme-like imple
mentations.

Benchmarks
I tested PC Scheme using a number of
simple benchmark procedures, each per
formed 5000 times (see table l) . The cons
test takes a nil list and inserts nil as the
first element. Integer addition and multi
plication tests add and multiply l by 2.
The floating-point addition and multipli
cation tests add and multiply 1.2 by
co111i1111ed

Table 1: A comparison of benchmarks performed on PC Scheme, Golden
Common LISP, and Htiltz LISP. Each test was run 5000 times. 111e Dummy
NOP operation is simply a function call that returns a null value, which
is used to calibrate the loop. All other times include the loop time as well.
All times are in seconds.
Golden Common
Toc:t "bmo

Dummy NOP
cons test
Integer addition
Integer multiply
Floating-point addition
Floating -point
multiplication
Global assignment
Local assignment
List indexing
Vector inde xing
String indexing

Pr.

~"hPmP

? n

I

l~P

1 n1

7
11
11
11
22

15
18
18
18
26

32
11
7
234
10
10

30
17

W;ilt7 LISP S01

16
18
19
20

26
18
18
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234324.3. The global-assignment test
assigns the list (1 2 3) to a variable. The
local-assignment test, performed only for
PC Scheme, defines a variable local to the
function and assigns the list (1 2 3) to it.
The list-, vector-, and string-indexing tests
define a 128-element list, vector, and
string, respectively, and access the !20th
element.
I did not perform the file read and write
functions because PC Scheme does not
support a string-read function . For com
parison, I also tested Golden Common
LISP l .Ol and Waltz LISP 5.0l. These two
packages do not have lexical scoping, so
the local-assignment test does not apply
to them. Also, because they are inter
preters, their tests should be expected to
run slower than the compiled PC Scheme
code. In most cases, however, the inter
preters did not lag far behind PC Scheme,
and in list-indexing they beat the compiler.
Waltz LISP does not support floating
point numbers or vectors. (For more in
formation on Waltz LISP, see my review
ofBYSO LISP and Waltz LISP in the July
1986 BYTE. [Editor's note: Benchmark

programs for PC Scheme, Waltz LISP, and
Golden Common LISP are available on
disk, in print, and on BIX. See the insert
card following page 352 for details.
Listings are also available on BYTEnet.
See pa.ge 4.]

Summary
PC Scheme is a good product with much
potential and only a few deficiencies. The
reading and compiling of programs was
slow, as was the overall response of the
screen editor, EDWIN. The latter might
be improved with additional built-in func
tions or by optimizing some critical func
tions, but this is speculation since the
source for EDWIN, which is supposed to
be written with PC Scheme, is not pro
vided. It would have proven to be a useful
example of how to use PC Scheme.
The two areas that really need work are
the file support and interfuces to other lan
guages. File support needs to be en
hanced, especially random-file access and
binary-file support. The interface to other
languages would be improved if PC
Scheme could produce object files that
could then be linked to object files com
piled by other languages. Another much
needed addition is the generation of stand
alone executable files (.COM or .EXE).
PC Scheme is suitable as a learning tool
and for a number of symbolic and graphic
applications. However, it lacks major
features such as random-file access, for
matted output, record structures, and fixed
point arithmetic necessary for accounting
or numeric processing. Sufficient enhance
ments could easily make it into a power
ful general-purpose language. •
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Concurrent PC DOS
Wayne Rash Jr.
Digital Research first attempted to meet
the needs of multitasking users with multi
user MP/M, and later with Concurrent
CP/M. Now Concurrent PC DOS com
bines the capabilities of both these prod
ucts in a system that runs multiple
programs simultaneously and supports
external terminals as well. Concurrent PC
DOS runs software written for both
MS-DOS and CP/M-86 in a menu-driven
windowing operating environment that
provides extensive on-line help.

Compatibility
Concurrent PC DOS version 5.0 ($395)
runs on the IBM PC, PC AT, and close
compatibles such as Compaq, AT&T, and
Zenith computers. Digital Research pro
vides a complete list of computers that
Concurrent PC DOS supports.
Your system must have at least 256K
bytes of memory (Digital Research recom
mends 512K bytes) and one double-sided
floppy disk drive to run Concurrent PC
DOS. (Two floppy disk drives or a flop
py disk drive and a hard disk drive should
be considered the practical minimum .)
Concurrent PC DOS supports a color
monitor if you have one.
Version 5.0 of Concurrent PC DOS also
supports the Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Ex
panded Memory Specification (EMS) as
well as the Enhanced Expanded Memory
Specification supported by Ashton-Tate,
Quadram, and AST Research. Concurrent
PC DOS can use either of these memory
expansion systems to increase the amount
of memory available to applications (both
support 8 megabytes of RAM). This will
allow you to run several large programs
at the same time.
Because it is a large, flexible operating
system that contains many utilities, Con
current PC DOS takes up a lot of disk
space (you will need a little more than 1
megabyte). Concurrent PC DOS comes on
four 5 'A-inch floppy disks and includes a
Card File program, a text editor, a Printer
Manager program, and the operating sys
tem support software.
Concurrent PC DOS supports all
CP/M-86 software and most major MS
DOS software. There are some restrictions
on the use of MS-DOS software, but most
major programs including Lotus 1-2-3,
WordStar, and dBASE III will run well.
Digital Research provides a list of MS
DOS software that has been tested with
Concurrent PC DOS, and it notes any
special concerns involved with running it.

Installation
To install the software, floppy disk users
need only press a key. The disk copying
operations are handled via a single menu
selection and use a program that identifies
the disk format on the original disk and
formats the target disk accordingly. Con
current PC DOS handles MS-DOS- and
CP/M-formatted disks with equal fucili
ty. The installation process requires only
that you insert disks when directed .
Hard disk installation is also handled
automatically. Digital Research makes
things easy for the user by acknowledg
ing the predominance of MS-DOS and
finding ways to work within it. You can
install Concurrent PC DOS in a subdirec
tory on your MS-DOS-formatted hard
disk and run it from there. This allows you
full access to all the MS-DOS directories
and device drivers that do not exist for
Concurrent PC DOS. For example, I was
able to use the Xerox 6060 mouse with
the Concurrent PC DOS File Manager.
During the installation process, Concur
rent.PC DOS creates a subdirectory called
CON-DOS and then modifies your
AUlOEXEC file so that you can run
either MS-DOS or Concurrent PC DOS.
You can also boot automatically from
Concurrent PC DOS or create a disk par
tition devoted to Concurrent PC DOS. If
you choose to use a CP/M-formatted disk,
you are forced to use the CP/M user levels
instead of the more flexible hierarchical
directory structure of MS-DOS.
Using the CP/M-formatted disk has one
significant advantage, however. You are no
longer restricted by the MS-DOS
32-megabyte limit on disk size. The user's
manual does not specify the maximum
disk size that is supported, although
earlier versions of the system were said
to support any size disks available. Con
current PC DOS had no trouble with
40-megabyte drives.

Running Concurrent PC DOS
If Concurrent PC DOS is on your hard
disk subdirectory, you 'II first become
aware of it when MS-DOS starts running
the AUlOEXEC file. You will be asked
if you want to run Concurrent PC DOS.
If you type Y, a message appears that says
the system is loading. Next you see a sign
on screen that invites you to press Fl to
see a menu or Esc to get the system
prompt.
If you press Esc, the familiar C >
prompt appears. Many of the commands
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from MS-DOS perform their familiar
functions, as do most of the CP/M-86
commands. In many instances the com
mands overlap functions. You can copy
· files using either the MS-DOS COPY
command or the PIP command from
CP/M. In both cases the commands re
tain their normal syntax.
Concurrent PC DOS runs programs si
multaneously by using virtual consoles.
You can use each of these consoles just
as you would a single-user console, and
you can switch from one to another. To
switch consoles, you press the Ctrl key
followed by a number (l through 4) on the
keypad. You can, if you wish, create win
dows for one or more consoles that allow
you to see more than one program run
ning at a time.
Once you start a program, you can
switch to another virtual console while
that program runs. There are some restric
tions on this; for instance, some MS-DOS
programs, such as dBASE III and Lotus
1-2-3, ignore the operating system and
write information directly on the screen.
When this happens you can get screen out
put from a console that is switched out.
Concurrent PC DOS allows you to sus
pend operation of an MS-DOS program
unless its console is selected.

File Manager
If you prefer to use menus, the File Man
ager allows you to perform all system func
tions by selecting a command with a high
lighted cursor and pressing Enter. (I used
the optical mouse on the Xerox 6060.)
If you run a program from the File
Manager, Concurrent PC DOS returns to
it when the program finishes running. Any
command that makes reference to a file
allows you to indicate your file choice by
moving a marker to the one you select and
pressing Enter. If you want to type a text
file, for example, you use the arrow keys
or a mouse to move the cursor to the
TYPE command, and press Enter. As
soon as you do this, you will see an ar
row pointing to directory entries on the
screen. Again you move this arrow around
with the arrow keys or the mouse until it
points to the file you want, and press
Enter. The file is printed on your screen,
and then you are returned to the File
Manager. You can also type in a com
mand, if you wish.
Below the screen containing the direc
tory information is a line that displays
Help messages, and beneath that is a menu
that shows the assignments of the function
keys. You can reassign the function keys
if you choose to do so.

Status Line
With an operating system that performs as
many functions simultaneously as Con

current PC DOS, it's very important that
you know what is going on at any time.
For this reason, Concurrent PC DOS in
cludes a status line at the bottom of the
screen that tells the name of any programs
that are running, the printer assigned, any
disk drives that are in use, and the time.
The time does not make use of the
clock/calendar installed in some com
puters. Concurrent PC DOS does not keep
very good time in all cases. On the Xerox
6060, the clock gained about two minutes
per hour, while on a Zenith Z-148, the
time was accurate.
If you are running more than one pro
gram at a time with Concurrent PC DOS,
you can watch the status line change as
programs are loaded or when execution
finishes. This alerts you when you need
to change virtual consoles or perform
other steps in a process. The status line
also shows the progress of a program
being executed automatically using a batch
or submit file.

Running MS-DOS Programs
There are a number of restrictions on the
use of MS-DOS programs in Concurrent
PC DOS. Most of these restrictions
revolve around screen use by the software.
Another consideration is the use of
memory. Concurrent PC DOS allocates
memory automatically for CP/M-86 pro
grams, but MS-DOS programs react dif
ferently. Sometimes a program can grab
all the available memory even if it is not
going to use it. Therefore, Concurrent PC
DOS allows you to designate a specific
amount of memory for MS-DOS applica
tions.
Most MS-DOS applications run well,
but a number of programs, most of them
system utilities, do not. These include
FORMAT and CHKDSK. Sometimes
nothing happens if you try to execute one
of these programs, and at other times a
program can lock up a console, requiring
a reset of the computer before you can use
that console again. Fortunately, the other
consoles usually are not locked, so you
can save other information before you per
form the reset.

Multiuser Operation
Concurrent PC DOS's value really shows
when you realize how easy and inexpen
sive it is to install multiuser operations.
If your computer has a serial port, all you
need to set up a multiuser system is either
an ASCII terminal and a cable or another
computer running a terminal emulation
program.
A number of restrictions apply to using
a serial terminal, since most single-user
applications aren't written with this in
mind. Nevertheless, many programs will
run very nicely, including the MS-DOS

Concurrent PC DOS version 5.0
Type
Multiuser multitasking operating system
Company
Digital Research Inc.
60 Garden Court
P. 0 Box ORI
Monterey, CA 94942
(408) 649-3896
Format
Four 5V.-inch floppy disks
Computer
IBM PC, XT, Al and many close
compat ibles
Necessary Hardware
One double·sided, double-density floppy
disk drive and 256K byt es of RAM (512K
recommended)
Documentation
250-page user's manual
150-page reference manual
Price
$395

and CP/M-86 versions of dBASE II and
some versions of WordStar.
Although the multiuser mode works
quite well, you may have a problem get
ting it started, especially if you're using
a computer running in terminal emulation.
The Concurrent PC DOS manual provides
relatively little information on the multi
user mode or the proper hardware connec
tions.
On the other hand, the software that sets
the serial port parameters is well explained
and easy to use. The Setport program sets
up the communications details, and the
Setup program configures the serial ports
for multiuser terminals or printers. Both
programs make use of menus and func
tion keys.
Once everything is set up, using your
terminal is like using the host computer.
The only time you know that you're in a
multiuser environment is when both users
try to access the disk drive at the same
time; there will be a brief delay for the
user who tries last. Otherwise the system
shows little effect from splitting itself be
tween users. You should note, however,
that I reviewed Concurrent PC DOS using
an 8-MHz Xerox 6060 with a hard disk
and an IBM PC AT. System response
could vary with other machines.
continued
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Once you have the operating system
communicating with your terminal, you
must take care of a few other details. Any
programs that you anticipate might be
used in more than one window or by
multiple users have to be set to read-only
status. In addition, you must be careful to
choose terminal control codes that both
your computer and your terminal will
understand. This may take some trial and
error. Unfortunately, Concurrent PC DOS
does not use the ANSI.SYS device driver
in the same manner as MS-DOS, so you
must find an alternative device driver.

Utilities and Applications
Several useful programs come with the
operating system. Concurrent PC DOS
also includes versions of most of the utility
programs supplied with both CP/M and
MS-DOS.
The DR Edix text editor allows you to
edit and display text in any of four win
dows. It works well for writing programs,
memos, and the like, and while it's not
designed to replace a full-fledged word
processor, it does provide full-screen
editing, unlike MS-DOS EDLIN and
CP/M ED.
The Card File program is designed to
perform as an electronic Rolodex. It is set
up to handle the same type of information
that you would have on a telephone file,
and it has space for comments. You can
search for information by field, look
through all the cards, and use the program
to print mailing labels and index cards.
The Printer Manager is a necessity for
a system that may have three users and
multiple printers. This program puts print
ing jobs into a queue, assigns them to the
proper printer as requested , and formats
the text where necessary. You can run the
Printer Manager from a menu, or you can
enter the necessary information from the
command line, making it easier to load the
print queue using a batch file.

Documentation
For the most part the user's manual is very
clear, has excellent illustrations, and is well
indexed. Still, there are areas that can be
improved. The discussion on terminal in
stallation is probably the weakest. Discus
sions of multiuser operations are scattered
throughout the manual. This information
needs to be presented completely, and it
should be collected in a single place. Tech
nically inclined users would benefit from
expanded explanations of printer installa
tion and from information about how to
write programs that take advantage of the
capabilities of Concurrent PC DOS.

The Bottom Line
Many small businesses need to be able to
share information but don't want to pay
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for additional computers or for a local area
network to connect them. Provided that
the software they need will work with
Concurrent PC DOS, this can be a very
good approach.
Still, this is not the answer for everyone,
since there is some MS-DOS software that
will not run under Concurrent PC DOS,
such as Framework 1.0, dBASE III LO
(later versions work fine), and a few of
The Norton Utilities. Even more software
will not run in a console that is switched
out or that is in a window, and still more
will not run with a terminal. However, the
software that does run performs well. I
found no degradation of performance in
running MS-DOS software with Concur
rent PC DOS. In fact, Concurrent PC
DOS was much faster than MS-DOS for
some operations.
I recommend this product, but with
some reservations. Like any multiuser or

multitasking operating sy tern. it is more
complex and requires more skill to set up
and use than a single-user system. On the
other hand, if you have an application that
requires multitasking access with multi
ple users (such as a two-line bulletin
board) , or if you need to find a way to stop
waiting for your computer to finish a task
before starting another one, this is an in
expensive and effective way to do it.
[Editor's note : If you intend to buy Con
current PC DOS 5.0, check with Digital
Research to make sure that any applica
tions you use will work with it and to learn
what fixes might be required for software
that will not run as is.] •

Wayne Rash Jr. is a member of the pro
fessional staff of American Management
Systems Inc. (1777 North Kent St., Arling
ton, VA 22209), where he consults with the
federal government on microcomputers.

Wendin's Operating
System Toolbox
Jason Levitt
Wendin's Operating System Toolbox
(OST) consists of about 300 files contain
ing C source code (85 percent) and assem
bly code (15 percent) that you can com
pile and link to create the kernel of your
own personal operating system. This
resides on top of MS-DOS and accepts
most MS-DOS system calls. With the OST
you can create the operating system best
suited to your needs by coding a user in
terface, or shell, and linking it with the
kernel . The bulk of the operating system,
the kernel, is completely supplied for you
in object and source form on two disks.
Wendin's kernel has an accessible sys
tem-call interface and is robust enough to
support a wide variety of operating system
services such as multitasking and pipes.
Application programs designed in your
newly created operating system environ
ment can take advantage of Wendin's
enhanced system services, which include
multitasking, paged memory manage
ment, and concurrent 1/0. If you don't
want to code your own user interface, you
can purchase either PCVMS or PCNX
(each for $99) from Wendin. These are
two operating systems created with the
OST. PCVMS has a user interface similar
to the one supplied with VAX/VMS sys
tems, while PCNX has a UNIX-like in
terface.

What You'll Need
The OST is designed to be used with MS
DOS 2.0 or higher and an IBM PC, XT,
AT, or a 100 percent compatible system.
PCNX did not run on my IBM RT PC
with a PC AT coprocessor card installed.
A hard disk is necessary because the
source code for the kernel unpacks to a
megabyte of disk space, and you will need
room for your C compiler and object
modules. Memory restrictions are
modest, even though the operating system
will end up wholly memory-resident. For
instance, PCVMS requires less than 256K
bytes to run, and PCNX requires less than
384K bytes.
Since the kernel is written in C, you'll
need a C compiler. Using the Microsoft
C compiler version 3.0 will greatly
simplify compilation since the kernel is
also supplied in Microsoft object form. If
you don't have Microsoft C, then you'll
have to compile the entire kernel by hand.
The C compiler you choose must contain
a number of features explained in the OST
documentation. The three most important
features are: It must generate reentrant
code, it must support a large memory
model , and the stack-segment register
must be allowed to change after load time.
The Lattice C compiler is mentioned in
the OST documentation as a possible
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Wendin's Operating System Toolbox

Your user interface here
Bourne shell
VMS shell
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Wendin's enhanced system services
(system-call interface)
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Memory management
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512-byte pages
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IBM PC AT or compatible

Figure 1: An overview of a personal operating system built with Wendin's Operating System Toolbox. 7he Toolbox uses MS
DOS system calls to a great extent, but it also interacts directly with the hardware.
alternative to Microsoft C 3.0.
You can code the user interface in any
language. However, the language must
somehow access the system calls provided
by the kernel, and the object module will
ultimately be linked with the kernel. If you
want to avoid working with assembly
code, the package comes with libraries for
Turbo Pascal and Microsoft C. An ad
vanced MS-DOS programmer could easi
ly adapt other languages using the source
code provided.
You'll also need an editor. The docu
mentation suggests Wendin's XTC editor.

For $99, this package gives you a thor
oughly documented and reasonably fast
text editor that supports multiple windows,
a built-in macro language, and complete
source code on disk. Being able to look
at eight source files on the screen simul
taneously in eight small windows is useful
when you are dealing with the over 300
separate source files. I used it successfully
without even opening the manual, since
the on-line help was adequate. The editor
lets you use a common subset of com
mands without having to deal with other
features until you need them.

The Kernel
The OST is divided into three major com
ponents: process management, memory
management, and the l/O subsystem.
Each of these components is designed to
add increased functionality to MS-DOS.
Figure I illustrates the structure of an
operating system built with the OST.
The OST process-management compo
nent allows the multitasking of processes
by using a scheduler algorithm to queue
processes that are attempting to run under
DOS. The design of the event-driven
cominued
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Wendin's Operating System Toolbox
version 1.08
Type
Operating system development package

Company
Wendin Inc.
P.O Box 3888
Spokane, WA 99220
(509) 624-8088

Format
Two 5114-inch disks; MS-/PC-DOS format

Computer
IBM PC, Xl: AT, or 100 percent
compatible with a hard disk (5 megabytes
minimum)

Necessary Software
MS-DOS 2.0 or higher; C compiler; editor

Languages
Microsoft C version 3.0
Microsoft MASM version 3.0

Options
PCVMS operating system:
PCNX operating system:
XTC editor:

$99
$99
$99

Documentation
312-page user's manual

Price
$99

scheduler algorithm is based on the one
used with the VAX/VMS operating sys
tem; each process in the queue has a cur
rent state assigned, and it waits until an
appropriate system event modifies its
status in the queue. Processes execute in
one of four privilege modes, which are,
in order of least to most privileged, User,
Supervisor, Executive, and Kernel. Each
mode has its own stack and, normally,
processes executing in User mode do not
have access to kernel data structures.
However, without hardware protection this
cannot be rigidly enforced. The multitask
ing works but, as might be expected on
a system that isn't designed for multitask
ing applications, it is extremely slow. For
instance, a small program running in the
background causes a delay in echoing
subsequently typed characters. In addi
tion, the lack of hardware protection for
memory on the 8086 makes it easy for a
simple program to corrupt other processes
waiting in the scheduler queue.
Memory management provides for the
dynamic allocation and deletion of
230
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memory segments for individual pro
cesses in 512-byte or 16-byte blocks.
Operating systems implemented on an
IBM PC AT can take advantage of system
calls that allow virtual memory manage
ment. IBM PCs swap entire processes_in
and out, since they have no hardware sup
port for virtual memory management. All
systems can lock pages into memory to
support memory-mapped devices or other
critical data that shouldn't be swapped or
paged out.
The I/O subsystem supports device
independent and device-dependent I/O
with terminals, disks, and pipes. The OST
uses the MS-DOS disk device drivers and
the MS-DOS file system for compatibili
ty. Creating new device drivers is straight
forward using Wendin's system calls.
Concurrency of I/O operations by using
software interrupts and queuing device
requests allows processes to share devices.
A multiuser configuration is achieved by
hooking up one or two terminals, in ad
dition to the console, to asynchronous
communications ports on your IBM PC.
I hooked two terminals up to my IBM PC
XT running Wendin's PCNX, and I was
pleased to see log-in prompts appear at
both terminals and the console. I ran a dif
ferent software package on each terminal
simultaneously (a word processor, a data
base, and a game) without failure, al
though they ran rather slowly at both 4800
and 9600 (top speed) bits per second. The
documentation cautions that certain pro
grams that poll the communications ports
directly (such as IBM's BASIC and
BASICA interpreters) will crash the
remote users. I, unfortunately, verified this
behavior. The OST is indeed a multiuser
operating system, but lack of hardware
memory protection on the IBM PC makes
each user vulnerable to the others.
The discussion above underscores the
major drawback of the OST. The 8088
chip in the IBM PC does not support the
virtual memory, multitasking, multiuser
capabilities that Wendin provides in its
software. The IBM PC AT supports these
enhancements, but the OST does not take
advantage of much of the 80286's func
tionality. Also, multitasking under DOS
is a well-known kludge. Several software
packages that I have seen allow multitask
ing, but DOS is a steadfastly single
threaded operating system, so multitasking
is always achieved by handing processes
to DOS one at a time and controlling how
long DOS can execute each process.
The VAX/VMS operating system has
influenced many of the minor design
choices of the OST. In addition to the ac
cess modes and scheduler mentioned
above, VMS users will recognize the
authorized privileges that users may be
granted, such as GROUP, BYPASS,

ALLSPOOL, DETACH, WORLD, and
the use of logical names for devices, like

SYS$1NPUT and SYS$ERROR.

The Enhanced System Services
The enhanced system services are the set
of system calls provided by the OST. It is
an appropriate name because many of the
system calls are just filtered MS-DOS
system calls in disguise. The enhanced
version of the system call is well
documented and allows access to the extra
features in the OST. Both the operating
system and application programs use
enhanced system service calls. For in
stance, when you log onto PCNX, the
Getty program creates a shell process for
you using system service calls. As men
tioned earlier, libraries containing these
system services are included for Turbo
Pascal and Microsoft C. Another alter
native is to call the procedures directly
using software interrupts (which is what
the library routines do anyway) .
The 80 or so system calls are docu
mented in about 120 pages of the 312-page
user's manual. About 30 of the system
calls are for process control management,
with the rest being almost evenly divided
among device, memory, and file manage
ment, and a few additional calls for event
flag, logical-name, and time-conversion
services. Each system-call description in
cludes the calling format in high-level
language and macro assembler format
with argument description and return
status.

Applications
Wendin suggests three uses for the OST.
You can code your own user interface with
Wendin's enhanced system services and
link it to the kernel supplied on the release
disks. Wendin provides a sample user in
terface coded in C that you can use as the
starting point for development. The sam
ple interface simply displays a prompt and
allows you to execute DOS programs with
the added feature of a PS command to ob
tain the process status list from the kernel.
The user interface development phil
osophy is to be careful and to add features
to the example a little bit at a time because
you can't trust a debugger running from
a defective user interface.
Most MS-DOS programs (Multiplan,
for instance) will execute properly under
the OST. However, the OST discourages
the use of MS-DOS calls that don't belong
in a multiuser multitasking operating
system. The documentation claims that all
well-behaved DOS programs will run;
programs that don't directly address the
hardware should be fine.
The second application of the OST is
as a back end for applications that require
colllinued
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PROBLEM: There's just no easy way to move from one
software program to another.
THE SOFfLOGIC SOLUTION: Software Carousel™
Now you can keep up to 10 programs
loaded and ready to run.

card compatible with the L/l/M Extended
Memory Standard.
Software Carousel puts programs into
Hard to believe, but some people are
this "high-end" memory for temporary
happy with just one kind of PC software.
storage when they're not in use. And
Well, this is not a product fort hem.
switches them back out when
But if you're someone who
you want them. It's fast, effic
depends on many packages, all
4 X ex 12X 16 X
ient, and easy.
the time-someone who'd use
If you want, Software Car
several programs at once if you
ousel will even use your hard
could, well now you can. With
1·2·3
drive for swapping. Just allo
Software Carousel.
cate a portion for storage, and
BPI
go to WO' : .
Why call it "Software
With Sollware Carousel

Carousel"?

running in RAM, you can
load a program and retrieve
a lite up to 15 times laster.
Test conducted on an IBM X1

In some ways, Software
Carousel works like the slide
projector you're used to. You
load a handful of pictures, view one at a
time, then quickly switch to another. A
simple idea, with powerful possibilities
for computing.
Here's how it works. When you start
Software Carousel, just tell it how much
memory you have, load your software and
go to work.
Need to crunch numbers? Switch to your
spreadsheet. Need your word processor?
Don't bother saving your spreadsheet file.
Just whip over to your document and do
your work. Snap back to your spreadsheet,
and it's just like you left it.
With up to ten different programs at your
fingertips, you'll have instant access to your
database, communications, spelling checker,
spreadsheet, word processor, RAM resident
utilities, languages, anything you like.

Reach deep into expanded memory.
This could be the best reason ever for
owning an expanded memory card, like the
Intel Above Board, AST RAMpage, or any

Sidekick, Superkey
and Ready. All at the
same time.

like Windows and Top View.
Set it up once and Software Carousel
remembers forever. Better still, Carousel
will look for the programs you use most
often and optimize them for quickest
access.
The way we see it, there are certain
things you have a right to expect from your
computer. Access to your software is one
of them. At just $59. 95 • a copy, Software
Carousel is the best way to get it.
See Software Carousel at better com
puter dealers everywhere. Or order today
by calling 800-272-9900 (603-627-9900
in NH), or mail the coupon below. If
you find this product does not meet our
advertised claims within 30 days of
purchase we will arrange for a prompt
refund.
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sophisticated process, memory, or I/Oser
vices. A typical example would be a file
server on a network or a database manage
ment system. Developing in this manner
means that the application must provide
system start-up and shutdown procedures
just as if it were a shell. Of course, these
procedures might be transparent to the
user.
A third use of the OST is as an educa
tional resource. The user's manual is
packed with details about OST internals
in addition to a good helping of MS-DOS
information. The manual also has plenty

D

of code fragments illustrating key points
and lots of examples explaining how and
why to use the enhanced system service
calls that the OST provides. The section
on writing device drivers is especially well
written and contains an excellent discus
sion of the tty drivers. The manual is not
introductory in nature, however. If you
don 't already know what a scheduler does
in an operating system or what an asyn
chronous system trap is, the manual won't
teach you. The text is aimed squarely at
experienced DOS programmers and
knowledgeable systems people.

ATA ACQUISITION: Get system capability at a

32

board-level price . The System 570 is a personal
computer based Data Acquisition Workstation with the
extensive signal capacity you need: 32 analog inputs (or
16 differential), 2 analog outputs, 16 digital inputs, 16 digital
outputs, 16 power control lines. The price is only s1425, com
plete with our powerful Soft500 software, an extension of
advanced BASIC that provides foreground/background
architecture, array and memory management, disk access
and storage, and over 45 additional commands.
N expansion slot lets you extend your System 570' s
.Ncapabilities by selecting from an extensive library of
optional input/output modules. And you can use the
570 with other data acquisition software such as
DADiSP, ASYST™, and Labtech Notebook.

2
16

For complete information, a demonstration,
or applications assistance, call toll free:

1-800-552-1115
(In Ohio call 216-248-0400.)

16
+16

s1425
l<EITHLEY

Wendin should be congratulated for pro
viding complete source code that is
reasonably well documented and logical
ly arranged. Everything from the assem
bly interrupt routines to the system header
files is coded in a consistent fushion, with
indentation and explanatory headers mak
ing the developer's job considerably
easier.
Congratulations also go to the telephone
support. It may not be toll -free, but the
people on the other end understood my
questions and seemed genuinely interested
in what I was doing, as well as how I was
doing it (I didn't mention that I was
writing this article) .
The best news is that anything created
with the OST is royalty-free. You cannot
distribute Wendin's source code with your
application , however. That makes me want
to write my own PCVMS operating
system for people who want the feel of an
IBM mainframe on their IBM PCs.

Conclusion
For users with sophisticated software
ideas, the OST package is a steal at $99.
Provided you have a Microsoft C compiler
version 3.0 and a good editor, you can be
immediately productive. Using another C
compiler shouldn't be any big deal, but
with so many variations of C on the
market and with a complex piece of soft
ware like an operating system kernel, it
wouldn't be any fun .
I heartily recommend the OST as an
educational tool for experienced program
mers of all types. The user's manual, com
bined with all the source code for every
thing in the OST, is an invaluable
resource. If you don't want to build your
own user interface or if you'd rather be
able to look at the source code for a com
plete user interface, then PCNX and
PCVMS are for you . They include the
operating system (kernel and user inter
face), utilities (about 40 for PCVMS and
60 for PCNX), complete source code, and
a user's manual. The user's manuals are
geared toward explaining a particular im
plementation of the OST.
The Operating System Toolbox has its
problems, mostly due to the deficiencies
in MS-DOS and the 8088 microprocessor.
A carefully planned application should
benefit from the enhanced services and
not fall prey to the shortcomings. You
wouldn't, for instance, want three people
doing software development at the same
time; not only would the system load be
oppressive, but the possibility of wiping
out another user would be too risky in an
environment where retention of data is
critical. •

Jason Levitt (PO. Box 49860, Austin, TX
78765) is a UNIX consultant.
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Inquiry 159

With all these SoftLogic Solutions,
you could run out ofproblems.

Now there's a whole family of low-cost, easy to use Softl.ogic Software for the IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles.
They'll save you time, aggravation, and lots of money. Got a problem? Check out these Softlogic Solutions.

Software Carousel'.:...The easy way
to move from one program to another.
Now keep up to ten different programs
loaded and ready to run -and switch from one
to another in an instant. Plus use all available
memory with each and every program. Sup
ports AboveBoard '" and RAMPage.'" New
Version 2 is even faster and more powerful.

$59.95*

Disk Optimizer'.:...Speeds up your
disk by cleaning up your files.
You may not notice, but your hard disk is
getting slower. Because your files keep getting
fragmented and scattered on your disk. Disk
Optimizer puts back the speed by putting your
files back in one piece-where they belong.
Now faster, with even more powerful features.

$59.95*

Cubit'.:...Packs more of your data
onto less disk space.
Filling up your hard disk again? Don't run out
and get a bigger drive. Get Cubit, and get up to
twice the storage capaciry from the drive you
already have. Cubit compresses and decom
presses word processor, spreadsheet, database,
all kinds of files-quickly, safely, invisibly.

$49.95*

DoubleDOS'.:...The multitasking
software that takes less of everything.
You can spend more money, load more mem
ory, and read more manuals with systems like
TopView'" or Windows.'" Or you can get
DoubleDOS, the amazing concurrent software
system that lets you and your computer each
work on different tasks at once.

$49.95*

SoFTLoGIC
SOLUTIONS
Softlogic Solutions, Inc.
530 Chestnut Street
Manchester, NH 0310!

Put your problems behind you!
Order today!
Look for SoftLogic products at better com
puter dealers everywhere. Or order direct from
SoftLogic Solutions by calling 800-272-9900
(603-627-9900 in NH).

800--272--9900
(603-627-9900 in NH).
© 1987 SofrLogic Solutions, In c .
TM signifies manufocrurcr's rradcmark.

Inquiry 284

'plus $5.00 shipping and handling.
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When you buy a terminal or monitor for
your American PC, you want a low price,
but not something foreign. You want
American quality. American specs.
An American look and feel.
Which really means you want the
kind Uncle Samsung makes.
Because Samsung has been making
them that way in Korea since 1979.
For some of America's largest
PC manufacturers. So they're
already as familiar as the
4th of July.
But now you can buy
Samsung terminals and
monitors with Samsung's
name on them. And
save yourself plenty of
Yankee dollars.

Our 12" and 14" terminals emulate all of America's
most popular models. Our monitors do too, and come
in a range of cabinet styles.
And our stateside group, Samsung Electron Devices,
has an American design team on staff to answer
queries and help OEMs with custom designs.
Just call (213) 404-1835.
Meanwhile, our perfected manufacturing techniques
keep the costs down. And our automated, robotic,
assembly lines turn out everything from CRTs to
terminals to computers. All to U.S. standards.
So there's no reason to connect your PC to
something foreign in order to save
money. You can join up with
Uncle Samsung.

...
Cg ~!~~~~G

Inquiry 268 for End-Use rs.
Inquiry 269 for DEALERS ONLY.

HOMEOFFICE
7TH FL, THE JOONG·ANG
DAILY NEWS BLDG.
7 SOONHWA-DONG. CHUNG-KU
SEOUL KOREA
TEL: (02) 755-2333 (511 - 513)
(02) 757-2095
TELEX: STARNEC 1<33217, 1<22596
FAX: (02) 756-4911. 757-4822
USA HEAD OFRCE
LOS ANGELES
TEL: (213) 404-1835
TELEX: 183423 SEDLA
FAX: (213) 926-n48

TOKYO
TEL: (03) 581-5804, 581-9521 14
TELEX: 2228009 SANSEI
FAX: (03) 581-4835

SANTA CLARA
TEL: (408) 97C>ll844
TELEX: 4745070 SPIUI
FAX(408)970-9534

LONDON
TEL: (01) 83 1-695115
TELEX: 264606 STARS LG
FAX: (01) 430-0096
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PFS: First Choice
Larry D. Allen

PFS:First Choice, an integrated
tions have a Print menu with op
Word processing,
package for IBM PCs and com
tions that let you define the page
patibles, is designed for the first
length, page width, compressed
spreadsheets, file management,
time computer user. PFS:First
or normal print, and draft or
Choice combines word process
correspondence quality. The
and more
ing, a spreadsheet, telecommu
word processor provides a JOIN
nications, and file management
command that permits you to
in a package that is simple to learn and to put out decent-looking letters and append multiple documents together at
use. The first release, which costs $149 memos with minimal learning time.
print time. When printing on a Hewlett
and requires at least 256K bytes of mem
Some things about PFS:First Choice P'ackard LaserJet, I had to define my page
ory, needs several improvements, includ took some getting used to. For instance,
length as 60 lines instead of 66. Software
ing a lot more speed. Some users may pressing Tab does not insert a Tab char Publishing says this is because the Laser
quickly find that they require more sophis acter, even in Insert mode; it simply Jet does not print on the top or bottom
ticated features, but Software Publishing moves the cursor to the next tab stop. For half-inch of the page.
PFS:First Choice comes with a 75,000
is right on track for its target customers. word wrap, the cursor stays on top of the
PFS:First Choice is tightly integrated; last character at the right margin instead word dictionary for its spelling checker.
each application is called from a common of moving one character past the margin. The spelling checker employs a root-word
menu and employs the same user inter This is fine unless a word ends right at algorithm. It also warns of numbers with
face. You select functions and features via the margin and you try to add characters misplaced commas, improper capitaliza
menus that are displayed when you press to the word later (to make it plural, for tion, and repeated words (e.g., the the).
function keys. Alternatively, the most example) . Since you can't place the cur A word count is not provided.
Complex writing tasks may require fea
common commands have "speed keys" sor to the space past the word, the only
that you execute by pressing Alt in com option is to delete the word and retype the tures that you won't find in PFS:First
bination with a letter key. You can easily longer word, which then properly wraps Choice. You cannot exit temporarily to
DOS, change fonts in a document (al
move data from one application to another to the next line.
Text styles, including bold, italic, though printer codes can be embedded in
via a clipboard. You can place up to six
"bookmarks" within word processing, underlined, superscript, subscript, and a document) , use proportional fonts,
spreadsheet, or file-management data, centering are supported, but you must first manipulate columns, rename a file, use
which allows you to jump to and from enter the text and then select and define l Vi-line spacing, erase to the end of a line,
specific places in each of the applications it with the desired style. You cannot sim perform a timed backup, automatically
without going through the main menu.
ply turn on Bold mode and turn it off create a backup file, employ continuous
This is also helpful during cut-and-paste again when you've finished typing bold underlining, move the cursor a page at a
text. All styled text is displayed on the time or to a particular page, or perform
operations.
If you elect to bring up an existing docu screen in reverse video, or as yellow text a find-and-delete operation .
PFS:First Choice does not require you
ment from the main menu, a directory is on a color monitor. To know what style
displayed with the files organized by ap a particular piece of text is in, you place to enter the name for a newly created word
plication in sorted columns. Each type of the cursor on the text and press the Style processing or spreadsheet document until
file has its own extension name. Selecting function key. The Style window then pops you save it. Curiously, the file manager
a file opens the correct environment for up with a menu of available styles and requires a filename first, and the file is
that file automatically (e.g . , word pro displays a dot beside each style currently created immediately, even if you change
your mind and exit that application.
cessor or spreadsheet). File size is limited defined for the highlighted text.
PFS:First Choice is not upward-com
The word processor's merge capability
by RAM; the program itself takes up ap
proximately 187K bytes. An indicator is easy to use and can access records patible to PFS:Write or PFS:Professional
showing the percentage of filled memory stored in the file manager. For address Write. Also, PFS:First Choice's user inter
ing labels, only single columns of labels
co111i1111ed
appears at the top of the screen .
are supported. Headers and footers are
also supported, up to two lines for each. Larry D. Allen is a senior electronics engi
Word Processor
The word processor is not designed for the PFS:First Choice has no Undo key. How neer for Advanced Technology Inc. (242
user who cares about fancy formatting, ever, you can restore marked text that has South Main St., Dumfries, VA 22026),
jazzy cursor movements, or alternate-side been cut to the clipboard.
where he works on office automation and
The word processor and other applica signal processing projects.
page numbering. It is for those who want
MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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PFS:First Choice version 1.0
Type
Integrated word processing, spreadsheet,
telecommunications, and file-management
program
Company
Software Publishing Corp.
1901 Landings Dr.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962-8910
Format
Two 51/4-inch disks; not copy-protected; also
available on 3V2-inch disks at no additional
charge
Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with at least
256K bytes of memory (384K bytes if using
MS-DOS 3.2); one double-sided 5V•-inch
floppy disk drive; color or monochrome
monitor; telecommunications function
requires a modem (25 models supported);
supports 8087 and 80287 math
coprocessors
Language
C, assembly language
Documentation
User's manual, 220 pages
Price
$149

face is dissimilar enough from PFS:Pro
fessional Write that if it becomes neces
sary to upgrade to a product with more
powerful features, PFS:First Choice users
might as well consider other brands.

Spreadsheet
The package's spreadsheet has a few in
teresting twists. A column and row out
side of the regular cells is reserved for
headings. As you enter text into a heading
cell, the column automatically expands to
hold the text. Certain headings are espe
cially easy to enter by using the program's
Quick Entry mode. While in this mode,
moving to the next heading cell automat
ically enters Tuesday if the previous
heading was Monday. Similarly, Feb
follows Jan, and Week 2 follows Week 1.
Quick Entry mode also serves as a
semireplicate key. Moving from cell to cell
automatically copies the previous cell's
formula into the next cell, adjusting the
formula in the process. The program does
not have a one-to-many replicate function.
It is possible to select a group of cells and
copy or move them to a new location,
where the formulas automatically adjust.
236
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You cannot selectively adjust individual
formulas during a copy operation; that is,
you cannot adjust one cell reference and
not another (unless you use named cells).
Cells are referenced by row and column
number (e.g., Rl2Cl4), which requires
more keystrokes than SuperCalc's "Ll4,"
for example. Alternatively, you can name
a cell and refer to it in other cell formulas
by that name. Common trigonometric,
statistical, and financial functions are built
into the spreadsheet. Conditional IF ...
THEN ... ELSE logic foc formulas is pro
vided, as well as a Lookup function. You
must be careful when entering text in cells
because overflow text actually overwrites
data in adjacent cells.
A global format change, such as dis
playing numbers to four decimal places,
affects only new data. Existing data keeps
whatever format it had wh'en it was
entered unless the cells are blocked and
a new format (or style, as PFS:First
Choice calls it) is defined. When you're
copying cells, the program gives no feed
back while you're waiting for the copy
operation to finish and recalculation to
begin. PFS: First Choice is extremely
slow, and long waits with no user feed
back are possible.
You do not define a formula in a cell
by simply typing it in, as with SuperCalc
version 4; instead, you select a menu op
tion to define or edit a formula, and a win
dow pops up with a space for you to define
the formula. While this window is
displayed, you can move the cursor from
cell to cell, and the formula (and its name,
if any) for each cell will be displayed. Un
fortunately, the formula window always
pops up in the same place, which may be
covering the cell you're looking at. Also,
you can move along only a single row. To
move up or down t> a new row, you must
first exitthe formula window, move to the
new row, and then redisplay the formula
window.
According to Software Publishing,
PFS:First Choice's maximum spreadsheet
size with 640K bytes of RAM is 1024 rows
by 763 columns. Using MS-DOS 3.1 with
640K, however, I reached the memory
limit with a standard spreadsheet measur
ing 173 rows by 25 columns. The standard
spreadsheet simply multiplies the previous
cell by 1.001. With the spreadsheet at the
memory limit there is no clipboard room .
PFS:First Choice does not have a spread
sheet-consolidation function.

File Management and Reports
The file manager is of the genre usually
referred to as card-file managers. You
define a database by simply typing the
desired field names where you want them
to appear on the screen. Field names end
with a colon. You cannot define a length

or type for each field; the field will ex
pand as necessary to hold whatever data
you type in. You can define up to 1000
fields, and each record can have a max
imum of 21,000 characters. On a hard
disk, you can have up to 16,000 records.
The program's database is not sorted or
indexed. When perusing the database, you
can choose to find records by exact match,
partial match, relative match, or negative
match. A partial match request searches
for records with fields that end in, begin
with, or contain the desired string. A
relative match request searches for entries
that are less than, greater than, or equal
to a given number. Software Publishing
opted to use the symbol I< to mean less
than or equal to instead of the more com
mon < = . The Search field can contain
other characters, such as a dollar sign($);
everything except numbers is ignored. A
negative match request lets you search for
everything but a particular partial or
relative string.
When entering or editing information
in a folder, you can use the word process
ing functions. However, there is no "blank
field" command; you must use the space
bar to blank out unwanted text. You can
easily redesign a folder by changing field
names, relocating them on the screen, or
adding names without losing existing data
(unless a field is deleted). I can't imagine
the process being easier than it is with
PFS:First Choice.

Reports
The file manager's report capability is
limited. You define which fields you want
to appear on the report and the order they
are to appear in, along with any search
criteria. The report is then printed in the
conventional one-record-per-line format
with a column for each field. A report can
have up to 20 columns, but you are warned
before printing if there are too many col
umns to fit on the paper.
If you wish, the report will be sorted
in ascending or descending order from the
first field. You can perform calculations,
including total, average, and count, on
columns. You can also request subtotals,
subaverages, and subcounts for each time
the information in the first column
changes. You can specify a numeric code
for a column, which means all informa
tion in that column is treated numerical
ly; tf'Xt is ignored, decimal points are
aligned, and trailing zeros are added to
make each entry the same length. You can
define an invisible column and use the
data in it for calculations; this column is
not printed. A report definition can be
saved for later use.
Since there is no need for a field-length
definition, the report generator scans the
database prior to printing the report and
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sets the column widths to fit the largest
entry in each column. For fields with long
data strings, such as comment fields, the
report generator wraps excess text to the
next line within its column. For getting
sorted information out of a semi-free-form
database, PFS:First Choice has made the
process exceedingly simple.
Telecommunications
When you select "Connect to another
computer" from the main menu, another
menu appears in which you can define up
to eight communication services, such as
The Source, CompuServe, or BIX. A
ninth menu selection is for answering in
coming calls. You define a service by fill 
ing in an information form with the name
to appear on the menu, the phone number,
communication parameters, and whether
or not to create an automatic sign-on
sequence.
If you opt to create an automatic sign
on, the program remembers each step you
take the first time you sign on to the com
munication service until you tell it to stop
remembering. I was able to get PFS:First
Choice to consistently sign on to BIX and
other single-data-rate bulletin boards;
however, it could not handle services that
answer the phone and do not output text
immediately (multiple-data-rate bulletin
boards are in this category because they
wait for a keystroke or two from you to
determine your data rate). PFS:First
Choice must see something it recognizes
before sending the next sequence of text
to the remote computer. Unlike with
Crosstalk, you cannot tell PFS:First
Choice to wait a given period and then do
something. Otherwise, the automatic sign
on is exceptionally easy to use. You can
not edit the automatic sign-on sequence;
to change it, you must recreate it.
A nice feature of PFS:First Choice's
telecommunications application is that the
program automatically places you into the
word processor when you are connected
to a remote service. You don't have to
bother with turning a Capture feature on,
as with Crosstalk. At any point while on
line, you can scroll back through the ses
sion and edit it as desired, saving the ses
sion if you wish.
A Noble First Try
l appreciated the error trapping in
PFS:First Choice. The program does not
hang up if you try to print and the printer
is not ready. Instead, the program displays
a polite "The printer is not ready" mes
sage. Similarly, if a disk is not in the re
quested drive, the program displays a
"Drive not ready" message. When I tried
to exceed \he 100 percent full indication,
a "Not enough memory" error message
was displayed.

PFS:First Choice is a noble attempt to
bring the most commonly needed applica
tions to the first-time computer user or to
the user who doesn't wish to spend the
time to become proficient with more
powerful products. However, I would like
to see some improvements such as column
support, font changes, and an Undo

feature. Such improvements would make
it less likely that a user would quickly
outgrow the software. Also, while it may
not be as important to a first-time com
puter user, PFS: First Choice should be
made to run faster, especially for those
who do many find-and-replace tasks or
work with large spreadsheets. •

WriteNow for the
Macintosh
Mick O'Neil
WriteNow for the Macintosh version LOO
by T/Maker is a word processing program
that runs on the 128K-byte and 512K-byte
Macintosh and the Macintosh Plus. It re
quires a minimum of 128K bytes of
memory.
The first thing that struck me about
WriteNow is that its authors must have
taken a hard look at the shortcomings of
MacWrite and set out to rectify them.
Once that was done, they added a few of
their own features to make this software
a serious contender in the Macintosh word
processing market
The most impressive aspect of Write
Now is its overall performance. It does
about everything you would want a word
processor to do and does it very well. In

addition, its full range of features is ac
cessible directly from pull-down menus.
The program also handles long docu
ments as smoothly as two-page letters. In
fact, when I received an early copy of the
software, I also received a disk with the
175-page manual in the form of a Write
Now document that I could access and
scroll through easily.
Special Features
WriteNow incorporates a variety of ad
vanced features, including the following:
• Backups. Suppose that you delete 20
pages from a document and then change
your mind? WriteNow includes a Revert
co111i1111ed

Table 1: 1he results of performing various functions with U·'l-iteNow using a
4000-word text file converted to proper format. All tests were done on a
Macintosh Plus with the system file loaded on a RAM disk with the
program disk in the internal drive and the data disk in the external drive.
"Run program" shows the time required to run the program directly from
the Finder. "load document" refers to the time required to load a
document while the program was running, while "load from Finder"
results from double-clicking the document icon while in Finder mode.
''Save document'' refers to the first save of a formatted text file, and
"Save revision" shows the time required to resave the same document after
it has been revised. ''Search document'' indicates the time required for the
program to find a unique word inserted at the end of the file, and "Scroll
document" refers to a manual scroll from the beginning of the document to
the end. Times are in seconds.

Run program
Load document
Load from Finder
Save document
Save revision
Search document
Scroll document

WriteNow 1.00

MacWrite 4.5

Microsoft
Word 1.0

Laser
Author 1.0

20.3
11.5
17.9
10.6
3.8
1.5
82.9

15.7
14.4
26.6
12.4
7.4
7.2
64.5

12.4
5.6
15.7
23.2
20.0
17.9
73.5

61.0
4.8
52.0
16.5
8.8
45.0
55.0
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WriteNow for the Macintosh
version 1.00
Type
Word processor

Company
T/Maker
2115 Landings Dr.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962·0195

Format
TWJ 3112-inch floppy disks

Language
Assembly language

Computer
128K-byte Macintosh; 512K-byte
Macintosh; Macintosh Plus

Documentation
User's manual, 175 pages

Price
$175

to Saved command that simply ignores
your latest revisions and a Revert to
Backup command, whereby you can
replace the last saved version of your
document with the previously saved
version.
• Page Setup. WriteNow includes a well
designed Page Setup function that auto
matically scales margins, tab settings, and
indentations to maintain relative positions
under various page widths. Other options
give you control over automatic footnote
numeration, binding margins, printer
spacing, page wrap, and ruler reduction.
Perhaps the most dramatic formatting
control concerns multiple columns. You
can specify up to four columns, and Write
Now will divide the body and footnote
regions of each page into that number of
equal-width columns, with text flowing
from one column to the next. The ruler
starts at zero at the left edge of each col
umn, and the ruler settings are scaled ac
cordingly. The actual division of the page
into individual formatting areas means
that you can edit or change the format of
text within a column without affecting the
appearance of the adjacent columns.
Formatting text into columns has its
trade-offs: Graphics larger than one col
umn wide are automatically cropped to fit.
These can be resized or you can include
a larger-than-column-size graphic in the
header or footer.
• Full View. To make exact formatting
possible, WriteNow allows you to view a
document in several different ways. You
can examine the normal typing area by
simply viewing the page, while headers,
238
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footers, and footnotes have their own win
dow to illustrate their ruler setup and spac
ing. Particularly valuable options include
the ability to view while showing markers,
which graphically illustrate all headers,
footers, time and date insertions, soft
hyphens, and page numbers; and the abili
ty to view while showing space, which
provides a dotted outline around your text
that depicts page margins and header and
footer boundaries. It also shows all non
printing characters, such as return char
acters, spaces, tabs, and page breaks.
• Spelling Checker. WriteNow uses a
menu-driven 50,000-word dictionary to
check the spelling in a document. The
spelling checker includes several helpful
buttons. The Find button finds the next
word not included in the dictionary. The
Guess button lists alternative spellings for
a questionable word. Learn adds a word
to the dictionary, Forget removes a word
from the dictionary, Ignore skips a
word designated as misspelled, and Load
Dictionary uses a dictionary of your
choice.
• Import/Export. Included on the disk
with WriteNow is a program called Trans
lator, which can take a MacWrite or
Microsoft Word document and translate
it with much of its formatting into a
WriteNow document. The program also
translates files in standard text format into
WriteNow's format and allows you to save
a WriteNow document as ordinary text.
The latter capacity allows WriteNow to
import and export documents to database
programs or spreadsheets.
Finishing Touches
WriteNow includes a number of finishing
touches, that is, small logical jumps from
MacWrite that allow you a little more con
trol. For example, the Find and Replace
command can use wild cards. The ruler

includes a point-by-point spacing toggle,
and the page-break symbol is a broad,
shaded band (no isolated "=," as in
Microsoft Word). You can change default
ruler settings by including a piece of sta
tionery in the same folder as WriteNow.
You can increase or decrease font size with
a key combination. You can insert soft
hyphens for better formed text and set off
paragraphs by indenting left and right
from the Format menu. You can also alter
the distance between letters (kerning) to
optimize printing and add and insert a
variety of headers and footers on different
ranges of pages. This is not an all
inclusive list of WriteNow's features, but
it does give you some insight into the pro
gram's sophistication.
The program comes with a well-written
and nicely illustrated 175-page manual
containing a user's guide and a reference
section. T /Maker has joined the growing
group of software developers issuing un
protected software, so there is no problem
with backups or installing WriteNow on
a hard disk. I found the program very
solid, fast, and predictable.
Like Laser Author (which I reviewed in
the January issue of BYTE), WriteNow is
not the complete Macintosh word pro
cessor. The biggest reservations I have
concern its inability to merge text to pro
duce form letters and the lack of a
glossary for easy entry of boilerplate
phrases or blocks of text. If you have no
need for these features, WriteNow for the
Macintosh is well worth a look. [Editor's
note: See table 1 for complete benchmark
results.]'•

Mick O'Neil (Box 544, APO, NY 09378)
is a computer coordinator for the U.S.
Department of Defense dependent schools
in the U. K. and a freelance writer for sev
eral international journals.

CAD-3D
Rusel DeMaria
CAD-3D from Antic Software is a three
dimensional modeling program for the
Atari ST. Written by Tom Hudson, author
ofNEOchrome and DEGAS, CAD-3D of
fers sophisticated control of wire-frame or
solid objects in up to four simultaneous
views. The program allows you to control
up to 20 objects, join or animate objects,
and export color pictures to paint pro
grams like NEOchrome and DEGAS.
When you first load the program, the
screen displays four windows and a group

of pull-down menus. Each window con
tains a different view of the objects you
create. Three of the windows offer a
choice of views. For instance, one win
dow offers a view either from the right or
the left side. The others offer top and bot
tom or front and back views. You can
select or change the settings in these view
windows at any time. By pressing the but
ton in the upper left corner that normally
closes a GEM window, you toggle the size
cominued

Turbo Programmers:

Find the culprit fast
with T-DebugPLUS:
VJl ~row,

u·re programming, getting all your ducks in
but there's a culprit in there, a bug.
T-DebugPLUS, the new symbolic run-time debugger,
helps you find that bug and fix it faster than ever before.

IN COMMAND. IN CONTROL.
See what happens as yourTurbo Pascal programs
run ... examine variables ... change values ... be in con
trol. The top half ofyour screen displays the source
code, current line highlighted. You debug interactively
on the lower half All variable types are accessible, local
and global. Set breakpoints at a procedure, function,
or statement number.

INST ANT GRATIFICATION.
T-DebugPLUS integrates invisibly, automatically
loading Turbo Pascal. Switch instantly between the
debug and output screen.Jump instantly to the editor
to fix that bug.

NEW... DEBUG IN OVERLAYS.
Debug in overlays with release 1.04. Examine areas
ofmemory and CPU registers. A MAP generation utility
even Jets you use an external debugger on your pro
gram. T-DebugPLUS is only $60.

"T-DebugPLUS: Don'tprogram in Turbo Pascal
without it!'
Neil Rubenking

PC Magazine

code converison program, make facility, and run-time
routines make writing and compiling large programs
dramatically easier. Turbo EXTENDER is only $85.
TUrboPower UtilitiesN supplies nine powerful
programs. Four Pascal utilities,includingthe acclaimed
Pascal Structure Analyzer and Execution Timer, help
you write programs that are bug free, faster, and easier
to document. Five PC-DOS utilities help you analyze,
change, and find your program files. TurboPower
Utilities is only $55 for executable, $95 with source.

"Impressive products ... I recommend lhem!'
Philippe Kahn, President
Borland International

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
within 30 days.
Call toll free for credit card orders:

800-538-8157 x830

outside California or

800-672-3470 x830
in California

Shipping and taxes prepaid for U.S. and Canadian
customers. Others please include $6 per item for
shipping.
TurboPower Software prod
ucts require Turbo Pascal 3.0
(standard,8087,or BCD! and
require PC-DOS 2.X or 3.X,
and run on the IBM PC/XT/AT
and compa tibles.

MORE POWER. MORE PRODUCTIVITY.
Turbo EXTENDERN helps you break the 64K
barrier for both code and data; use all 640K. A source
Inquiry 315

TurboPower Software, 3109 Scotts Valley Dr. # 122
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
Call 408-438 -8608 for more information (M-F 9AM-5PM PST).
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CAD-30 version 1.0
Type
Three-dimensional modeling system with
animation capabilities

Company
Antic Software
524 Second St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-0886

Format
One 3112-inch disk; not copy-protected

Computer
Atari 520ST or 1040ST with at least
512K bytes of memory; one disk drive
(second drive recommended)

Language
C, assembly language

Documentation
User's manual, 30 pages

Price
$49.95

and rotation controls for each window.
Scroll bars at the bottom and right side
of each window control these functions.
The fourth window is the Camera win
'dow. It allows you to view objects as if
from a camera. You can change the
amount of perspective, zoom in and out,
and rotate the camera relative to the three
dimensiona l'images. You can also take a
Super View, or color snapshot, of the im
age in the Camera window. On mono
chrome systems, you can get a high
resolution image of the Camera view.
You can zoom any window to full
screen size and activate or deactivate any
window you choose. With more complex
objects and shading it can take quite some
time to redraw the screen in each window,
so closing nonessential windows speeds
up the performance of the program.
All commands are available using
GEM-like pull-down menus, and most of
the commands have keyboard equivalents
as well.

Creating a CAD-3D Object
Several standard objects are available
under the Generate menu. You can create
a cube, three increasingly complex spher
ical objects, a wedge, or a torus (dough
nut) shape. If one of these shapes is not
what you want, you can use the Spin and
Extrude tools to create more complex
objects.
Spin is essentially a lathe tool. You
work on the right side of a special con
nect-the-dots-type screen and define a
figure one point at a time for up to 32
240
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points. Any figure you outline is mirrored
on the other side of the dividing line.
When you are satisfied, you use the Do
Spin command, creating a three
dimensional object that follows the outline
you have created. This is an excellent tool
for creating radially symmetrical objects
like goblets, light bulbs, vases, or bowls.
Optional features include Rubberband,
which shows the connecting line from the
last point created; Connect, which
automatically closes a figure; Grid, which
shows an even grid; and Snap, which
automatically moves points onto grid lines
for more precise control . Also, you can
remove erroneous points or use the Undo
key to back out of an error.
Extrude is another tool for creating a
new object. It is similar to Spin, but you
can use it to create asymmetrical objects.
It works on a similar screen, but in this
case you use both sides of the center line.
You must draw clockwise and avoid cross
ing or intersecting lines, but otherwise you
can draw virtually any outline you wish
(up to 50 points) . You can also use the
Grid, Snap, Rubberband, Remove, and
Undo options. Extrude automatically
closes all figures, so Connect is unneces
sary here.
With both Spin and Extrude, you can
select the number of segments-up to 50
with Extrude and up to 48 with Spin
that the figure will contain . This is espe
cially useful with round figures, since in
creasing the number of segments increases
the smoothness of the object. It also in
creases the time it takes to draw and
redraw the object.
After you have created objects, you may
want to join them. Joining objects allows
you to create complex three-dimensional
models and allows you to exceed the
20-ob ject limit effectively. You can
achieve several effects with the Join com
mand. Besides simply adding two objects
to make a third, you can subtract the over
lapping area of one object from another,
create an object that consists of only the
overlapping part, or stamp one object onto
another, creating a two-dimensional im
age of one object on the surface of
another. Most Joins go quickly, but with
very complex objects the process can take
quite a long time-up to several hours. In
some cases, two planes on the joining ob
jects may exactly match. If this is the case,
you must move or rotate one of the ob
jects at least one degree to allow the Join.

Manipulating Objects
After you are satisfied with the objects you
have created, you manipulate them. You
can select wire frame (the default), hid
den lines, solids, or outlined shapes.
Selecting Edges Only with the Outline
mode shows a clean solid shape with all

facets visible. This is my favorite way to
view objects. Whatever display you prefer,
you can select and deselect objects on the
screen, drag them to new positions, or use
the scroll bars to resize or rotate them.
With solid models you can use up to
four different light sources to achieve dif
ferent shading effects. Although objects
display on the screen in monochrome, in
Super View each object can display in one
of two different colors, and you can have
up to seven different shadings of those
colors. You set your light sources for one
of seven intensity levels and for direction.
For three light sources, you can choose
any combination of top/bottom/center,
right/left/center, and front/back/center.
The fourth light source is ambient light,
for which you choose the intensity. You
can also display Super View objects in 14
shades. This mode creates pastel effects
but allows only one color at a time.
To select an object, you simply double
click on it; other objects then disappear
from the display. You can select any com
bination of objects from the Select option
under the Objects menu and drag any ob
ject to a new position in any window ex
cept the Camera view. You can also set
the program to drag only vertically or
horizontally for more precise positioning.
You can scale objects from 50 percent
to 500 percent. The Scale command
works in all three dimensions, whereas
sizing in the windows works on only one
dimension at a time. You can also select
Rotate from the Objects menu. This com
mand causes the object to rotate in one
dimension. With both Rotate and Scale
you can use either the Universe or the
Group mode. Universe mode rotates and
scales relative to the center of the three
dimensional universe. Group mode rotates
or scales relative to the center of the cur
rently selected group of objects.
One use of the Group mode is to create
an animated spinning object. Rotating a
single object set for Group mode causes
it to spin on its own axis. If the setting is
for Universe mode, the object will rotate
around the universal center instead of
spinning.

Animation
Possibly the most impressive aspect of
CAD-30 is its animation. Beta versions
of the program allowed a slow, space-con
suming type of animation, but the tech
niques are improving rapidly. Currently
you can have animation moving at up to
60 frames per second; broadcast quality
is only 25 to 30 fps. Also, compression
techniques allow you to store much more
data on a single floppy disk. At the time
of this writing, the program allowed up
to 20-to-l compression, but Antic prom
co111i1111ed
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The Atnerican Success Story:
n a time, America lead the world
ity, engineering, and
th names like Edison,

FFATURES:
• Maxi switch keyboard
• 6/8/10 MHz selectable, depends on model
• !MB of inboard memory (with 5I2K standard)
• 8 1/0 expansion slots
• 195 watt power supply, l IOV/220V switchable
• Fully compatible BIOS (written in Li.SA)
• Full documentation. operation manual
with binder
~.
• Full one year warranty ~

FREE:

RUNS:

NOVELL
Atrro CAD

XENIX

DBASE
LOTIIS
SIDEIGCK

"If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, the CWB
AT pays the IBM AT a heartfelt compliment. The only
failing of the (CWB AT) is that it imitates the IBM
machine too accurately; ... and you can't beat that..."

Karl Koessel PC World December 1986

Option A: 1.2MB Floppy Drive '\W HD/Floppy Controller

CLUB 286 Mono system
$1311
• Complete system as described above plus mono
display card and IBM quality mono monitor
CLUB 286 Color EGA system $1742

"Fully Hayes '" Compatible"

CLUB 286 Color system
$1508
• High quality
• Complete system as above
• Plus color display card and color monitor
• Fullyassembled and tested,
no installation required

300/1200 BAUD

1200/2400 BAUD

$128

$249

300/1200 BAll!l, half size/half power, excellent for long
distance calls. free BitCom communications software

DISK COl\'fROLLER
Data Switch Box
$88
PC/XT controller
$90
Floppy controller
$49
25 Pin Serial Cahle
$18
Split Power Y-cahle
$8
IBM Type Printer Cahle
$15
IBM AT BtL~ Extended Card HO
(good for test & dehug)
•AT HO/Floppy Controller $170
° Compaq 286 HO Controller $188
• PC/XT/HD Floppy Controller $140
• Mouse
$75

HARD

20 MB

,

4026 $528
30 MB 4038 $628
40 MB 4051 $699
72 MB (23 MS)
$1195
80 MB 4096 $1295

M. FOR PC UPGRADE TO XT
INTERNAL

20 MB
30MB

$375
$475

\\IDI FLOPPY

CON11l01.LER
ADD $50
(20MB on~·)
EXTERNAL TAPE BACKIJP
SOFTWARE INCWDED

~
$138

$345

~

Communicidons
SlT-alM
$49
ADD ON
' Kits for Mini l/O.
2nd Serial Pon $25
• Kits for CLUB 2000,
2nd Serial Pon $25

INT

N.

6oMB$747 $827

L. 39 ms acce:<.< time. auto head
G. Game po11, parallel pon, 0-2MB
parking, linear voice coil
memory, nms at 12 MHz, 2 serial
activator, one year limited
pons (2nd optional)
warranty, cahles, AT sliding rail
H. Parallel pon. real time clock/
and software included.
B. Same as A. no parallel pon, shon
calendar, 2 serial ports (2nd optional). M. 65 ms access time. hoots from hard
card. and with Hercules emulation. I. Oub 3000 No piggy hack, 0-3 MB
disk, Western Digital controller,
C. Printer port, monochrome graphics.
capacity, 64K/256K RAM chips.
manual. cahles, hardware and
runs Lotus 123/graphics, 132 x 44
software included. 20/30MB
J. Oub 576 (for PC Ponahle) software.
column display.
Seagate Hard Disk.
shon card, 0-576K memory, supports
D. Nooi!,lll.lt. 12" screen, 800 x 350
64K/256K ORAM.
N. 20 or 60MB hackup, menu driven
resolution.
softwa1e, hackup SMB per
K. Oub 384 Serial port. parallel port.
E. 640 x 200 resolution. IBM quality.
minute. image & lile-hy-file
0-384K memory, clock/calendar,
hackup.
F. 640 x 350, 640 x 200, EGA and CGA
game pon and software.

A. Pamllel port, 256K Video memory.
runs color/ mono display, 16 colrn~.
640 x 350 resolution.

SOrn'A.RE

Gr.tphics DR. HAl.O

20 MB $580

E. COLOR
0. MONO

•
•
•
•
•
•
'

Quallty and volume is Our Business
AD Sales Call ( 415) 490-2201
..lllii. Wiit'
FAX No. 41S-490·2687
Now open 7:30-6:30 for your convenience
University P.O.'s are welcome
Quantil)' Oiscounl5 are Availahle
Corporate Buyer call for Neil Mehta
Oeale1~ are Welcome
-

flf/llll>o'

II

ORDER OY MAIL Check or Monev Order. California add 6. 5% 1ax
ORDER BY PHONE: c.o.n .. Cash;;., Check. 11SA (3%).
American Express (1%) or Apprm•d rnmpanv P.O.
ll ~ RM S: All prices art' 9.1bject to changes and quanti1y may be limited and we
reserve the Right 10 Suhs1i1u1e Equivalent Items. lln:nuhNized Returns are
•1hiW 10 !0% Rcsux:kin~ Fee. r,!IJ for RMA Number.; for Rciums and Repairs.
!AM. Hercules, Aitcom. Xenix are trademark.~ of tl1e Rcp&.1ive Comp:mit'$.
J.irnited Warranty. I year pails and 6 months 1.ahor.
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ises 100-to-l compression or greater in the
near future. Antic estimates that you will
be able to contain an entire hour of real
time three-dimensional animation on a
single double-sided floppy disk.
To animate, you must take a Super View
picture of your scene, save it, modify the
scene, change it, and take another picture.
Each picture you save is a single frame in
the animation . Thus, producing complex
animation can be time-consuming and
tedious; however, the results are excellent.
By using CAD-3D's tricks, you can zoom
in and out of scenes, change lighting ef
fects, add and subtract figures, and pro
duce complex movement of various kinds.

What Makes CAD-30 Special
We offer an integrated family of software products that allow you to search the Bible as
never before.
With "THE WORD Processor"software (which includes the complete text of the KJV
or NIV Bible) you can create indexes on key words, phrases, even concepts, as well as
search, display or print, for just $199.95. Greek and Hebrew Transliterator products
which include Strong's Concordance are also available. Or choose from a host of other
exciting Biblical software products available in varying price ranges.
So if you're still searching, give us a
call. We're anxious to show you how
• •
, ESEARCH SYSTEMS
your PC can help you access your
• •
Bible as never before.
2013 Wells Branch Parkway, Suite 304

II

Austin, Texas 787'2B (512) 251-7541

Include $3.00 for pos<agc and handling. For Apple. IBM PC,
Commodore 64, TRS80, Maclm osh, CPM 2.2, MS -DOS.

DO IT YOURSELF
SPECIM.S
64K CHIPS . . . . . . ..... 9/$1295
2561< CHIPS . .
. . S2.99H.
8087.J INTEL .
. . Stt6.50
8087-2 /NIEL . .
. .. $17790
80287'; INTEL ..
. . . .. S/17.50
/1()287~ INTEl . .
. .. .$288.50
20 MEG HARD DRWE .... $399.5/J
20 MEG HARD CARD . . . $62~95
40 MEG HARD ORNE . . . . f149.50
10 /,£G lllflD CfflD . . . . ~

• PRINTERS •

• COMPUTERS •
SHARP PC 7000
Lightweight transpor1able that's also a
desktop
LOW LOW LOW PRICE!

~AT&T

°WTh•"'iJhlel'looc•

6300 COMPLETE SYSTEMS WITH

NEW EGA COMPATIBLE BIOS WITH

~~E~~~~. tO MEG DRIVE.
MOtllTOA, KEYBOARD.

WE HAVE

T~j:i~~I

!~M' P~~ES
WITH THE LOWEST PRICES

~:lP~TERS

• .
APPLE llC . . . . . . . . • • • • . . CALL
MAC 512K/ENHANCED
. •1278

MIC PWS

•14•$

-}SPE~V
SPERRY IT W /40 MEG . .
LOW
SPERRY MICRO W/20 MEG .CALL

DIHIPAIZ"
COMPAQ PORTABLE 256K WITH
FLOPPY & 20 MB DRIVE ..... LOW
COMPAQ POATABLE II MODEL 4
WITH 80286 PROCESSOR ANO
20 MEG OOIY! ,
CAU.

PANASONIC
FX600 WITH 8086, 25 6K
FLOPPY AND 20 MEG DRtVE• 1088
SA. PARTNER
CALL

Hayes Smartmodem 1200BI
IBM .
. .
.
.299.95
Hayes Smartmodem 300
.124.95
Hayes Smartmodem
2400/RS 232 .
. . ... 549.95
Hayes Micromodem
lle/Smartcom .
. .129.95
Hayes Smartmodem lie (Apple)
with Smartmodem sottware .. 149.95
Amazing Modems 1200 Baud
internal wilh software .
. 98.45
Amazing Modems 2400 Baud
internal with sottware .
. .. 196.95

• MONITORS •
Magnavox 13" RGBIComposile
wilh green lex! swilch .
199.50
Magnavox RGB Ultra hr res
640 x 240 with green text switch
IBM COOll"I. .
. 268.50
Amdek color 730 RGB/Analog/Extra
hi res. PGA Compal. .
. .749.95
AMDEK 725 AT&T compat
.. CALL
AMDEK 310A TI.L. (IBM)
. . CALL
NEC mulli sync everything all in one
monilor EGAIPGA/CGA/ NEW LOW
Princeton Graphics HX12 !ii res
color RGB .
. . ... 398.95

Focus Compute<s, 1303 46th St.. Brooklyn, N.Y. Tel. (718) 871·
7600. Open lion.·Thurs. 10-7. Sun. 10·6. Fri. 1().3. Most orders
shipped w1lhm 24 IWJurs. Master Card. VISA. American Express gladly
accepted. All prices m this ad reflect cash discount. New York Stale
orders must add local sales tax . All merchandise available whrle
supplies last Puce guaranteed sub1ect to ver 1hable supplters m·
creases. Money back guarantee 11 relurned w1th1n 14 days 1n mml
cond1l!on w1!h all papers and packing material mtacl No returns
accepted on open sollware.
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PANASONIC (2 year warranty)
KXP 1080• NLO last er 1110 cps) 188.50
KXP 1091r lop rated 1160 cps) .239.50
KXP 1595 15" carr (240 cps) 529.95
EPSON
EPSON EXIOOO (300 cps)
Heavy d.Jly deS1Qll

LX86 New
NEC

(I~~

cps)

3550 Spinwriler LO

529.50

. 232.50
789.95

OKI DATA
OKI 291 200 qis NLO . LOW PRICE
TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA P311
429.50
TOSHIBA P341
572.50
BROTHER
M1509 Serial/Parallel
Doi maim: NLO

358.95

TOSHIBA
Tl\00 P!us weighs under 10 lbs . yet has
an 80C86 16-bit processor and 640K to
run twice as fast as many other PCs CALL

Call Toll Free

1-800-223-3411
Inquiry 112

Antic has already released into the public
domain several disks of three-dimensional
figures. Antic ali;o promises a number of
other related programs and image collec
tions for early 1987. Liquid-crystal-shutter
three-dimensional glasses developed by
Tektronix will be available from Antic in
early 1987 for use with CAD-3D. I've seen
both still and animated scenes using the
glasses, and the effect is amazing. In a
darkened room, you would swear that ob
jects float five or six inches in front of the
monitor screen. [Editor's note: At press
time, Antic planned to release CAD-JD
2.0 in early 1987. 7he new version will in
clude an icon interface, integer math for
real-time processing, and dimensioning
capabilities. It will be bundled with an
animation language and will cost $89.95.]

A Bargain
CAD-3D is an impressive program for
creating, manipulating, and animating
three-dimensional graphics. It lacks some
of the abilities of other CAD programs,
namely autodimensioning and labeling.
Therefore, it is more appropriate as a
design and animation tool than as a draft
ing tool. Also, you can't create the outline
of an object in all three dimensions. To
achieve complete control, you must use
the Join command. Extrude allows you to
create asymmetrical objects, but you can
control only two dimensions. Finally, the
manual is adequate but not as impressive
as the program. Some additional tutorials
might be useful to people new to three
dimensional modeling.
Whether you want to send pictures to
two-dimensional paint programs like
NEOchrome or DEGAS, print pictures
out on a printer or plotter, or use the grow
ing number of available animation tools,
you should find CAD-3D an excellent pro
gram. At $49.95, it is a bargain. •

Ruse[ DeMaria (109 Akea Place, Kula, HI
96790) is a freelance writer and computer
consultant.

Why Are Sa Many Peaple
Switching la Smalltalk/V?
Why are scientists, engi
neers, and professionals
switching to Smalltalk,N?
Because it lets them do
amazing things on their
PCs, with a Mac-like
interface and an
easy-to-use object
oriented language.
And with Smalltalk;V
you gel an unsurpassed
array of problem-solving
tools. You can even per
sonalize the entire system to
suit your needs.

--

Dr. Piero Scarufji,
Chief Scientist, Olivetti
Artificial Intelligence Center

"Smalltalk/V is an excellent buy
and makes a good alternative
to other programming
languages for the development
of complex applica tions."
Bill Wong, Director, PC labs
PC Magazine

Smalltalk/V is the program
mable environment that
gives you total control of
your computer and makes it
what it was meant to be, a truly personal
tool for your mind.
''This is the real thing, folks. A super
Smalltalk like this turns your PC into a hot
worksta tion. It's fantastic . .. Highly
recommended."
John C. Dvorak,
Co11tributing Editor, PC Magazine

Other Smalltalk/ V
Features

Smalllalk/V
The Programmable Environment

"Smalltalk/V is a productive programming
environment tha t allows us to quickly
develop sophisticated medical
applications."
Dr. Mike McCoy,
Dean for Instructional Computing
UCI.A School ofMedicine

"Smalltalk/V, with its visual interface a nd
class structure, is a perfect way to simulate
the complex interactions of natural
systems."
lee A. Graham, Research Assistant
Institute ofEcology, University of Georgia
" I solve problems quickly using Smalltalk/V
because its classes and objects help me
organize my thinking. And besides, it's fun
to use."
Dr. Barry Fishman, Sr. Project Engineer
Hughes Aircraft Company

BliE :nl BIX are trademark.< of McGraw.Ifill, Inc. IBM , IB M-PC, and
IBMPC-AT are trademarks of lntemalional Business Machines
Corpma1ion. Unix is a 1ndemark of Bell labora1ories.

_'______ _

Smalltalk/V-The Programmahle Environment

Communicalions Option . .
EGA Color Option
··Goodies" rliskene .

$99

. . . $49
$49
. .. $49

Shipping and Handling . . . . . . . • . . . . $_ _ _ __

TOTAL

•.

Shipping a nd Han dling
U.S., Canada, Mexico
Elsewhere . ... .. ..... .

$~----

$_ _ _ __

........... .. ... s 5.00
SI 5.00

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

• Object-oriented Prolog integrated
with the Smalltalk environment
Supports exploratory programming and
prototyping
Class hierarchy with inheritance creates highly
re-useable source code
Smalltalk source code included, with browser
windows for easy access and modification
Object-swapping creates a virtual memory on
hard or RAM disk
Hit-mapped graphics with bit and form editors
Asophisticated source-level debugger
Automatic change log for easy recovery
from errors
Powerful directory/file browser system for
organizing DOS files
Access to other languages and DOS
functions
500 page manual with comprehensive tutorial
and reference sections
Optional add-on modules
• RS-232 communications interface with
UNIX',. and TTY windows
• EGA color graphics
• "Goodies" diskette, including
multiprocessing, music, zoom, object
loader, and more

- - -----------------
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I enclose 0 Check OMoney Order
0 Credit card information o MC o v1s11
S•mh<r. -- - - - - - -- - - - -

~OT COPY PROTECTED. 60-DAY ~IO~EY -BACK GLIARA.\TEE
ON-LINE LSER-SUPPORT CO~FERJ::NCE ON BYTE'S BIX'M

Smalhalk/V requires •os and 512 K RAM on IBM PCs (including An or
"compatibles,·· and a CGA. EGA, Toshiba T3100, Hercules, or AT&T 6300
graphic controller. A Microsoft or compatible mouse is recommended.

f.~rirJ1ion· -------------

S~•turr''---------------

CA residents add applicahle

sales tax . .

•

•

Yes! I want to turn my PC into a hot workstation' Send me .

0
D
0
0

•

•

"My background is in physical chemistry,
not in programming. I like Smalltalk/V
beca use I ca n use objects in the computer to
represent objects in the physical world."
Dr. Paul Soper, 5'enior Specialist
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

·----

'"Smalltalk/V is the
highest performance
object-oriented pro
gramming system
available for PCs."

~

~fame :

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S1reet Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ci~'/S1:11dl.ip: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l'llnnt•

digitalk inc.
5200 West Century Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 645-1082

REVIEW FEEDBACK

Western AT
I was pleased to see the Western AT reviewed
in "Four IBM PC AT Clones" by Wayne
Rash Jr. in the December 1986 BYTE. How
ever, I was disappointed that you could not
accept our 8-/IO-MHz machine for review,
which we have been shipping since last sum
mer. We no longer ship the 6-/8-MHz unit
and have not increased the price for the faster
machine. The review does not mention this,
and we feel a bit like a David without his
slingshot.
Mr. Rash states that the Zenith Z-248 is
"the obvious front-runner" and that "this
machine is significantly faster than the com
petition." Neither of these statements is sup
ported by the charts on page 241. Our
Western AT actually beat the Z-248 in the
40K File Copy test by 0.6 second and was
faster in both the Write and Read tests for
Disk Access in BASIC by 1 second. Mr.
Rash also commented on the quality of our
front-panel lock, yet it is the same lock used
by IBM.
We did photocopy our user's manual back
in January 1986 when we first sent the review
machine. We perhaps should have sent the
completed new manual. Yet Mr. Rash did not
have any problem using the documentation.
Finally, Mr. Rash does not know us and
apparently is quite familiar with Zenith. We
have m service complaints from our
customers anywhere in the world . His
speculation about our service seems out of
context.
Earl Perera
President, l#stern Computer
Irvine, CA

I# regret that we were unable to evaluate
Western 's 8-1JO-MHz computer along with
the 6-18-MHz model. However, when the
8-1JO-MHz machine was delivered, a letter
accompanying the computer said the unit
"will be FCC Class A and B approved,"
which implied that the unit had not received
FCC approval at the time and therefore was
not yet being shipped. As a matter ofpolicy,
BYTE does not review products that are not
shipping.
Regarding Western 's service, a spokesman
for the company told us that l#stem has no
dealers in l#zshington, D.C., and only two
dealers east of the Mississippi. Also, al
though l#stern pays shipping charges when
retuming a serviced computer, the customer
must pay the charges for shipping the com
puter to Western We think, therefore, that
244
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M1: Rnsh was fair when he stated that
Western 's service is limited.
Cathryn Baskin
Senior Technical Editor, Reviews

23 Modems
The review entitled "23 Modems" by
Stephen Satchell (December 1986 BYTE)
contains several procedural errors. The
primary fault is a misunderstanding of
parameters that affect performance. The
most troublesome impairment encountered
by modems on a telephone circuit is non
linearity of the channel-transfer function, yet
this was not mentioned.
Frequency offset is another common im
pairment that was omitted. Frequency off
set i<; a shift in the carrier frequency caused
by frequency-shift multiplexing and is often
found on common carriers.
The test parameters themselves are
suspect. For example, engineers measure
modem sensitivity in dBm-not in dB, which
is merely a ratio. One must specify a basis
for a ratio in order to convey information.
The White Noise measurements are
similarly suspect. A good 300-bps modem
can handle a 3-dB signal-to-noise ratio; at
1200 bps, about 11 dB; at 2400 bps, perhaps
15 dB, for an error rate of 1 bit in 105, assum
ing no other impairments.
The Phase Hit test must be a mistake. No
1200-bps modem can survive a 150-degree
phase hit; a 45-degree phase hit will force
an error using the 212 modulation scheme.
A good 212 can take about 35 degrees of
phase jitter, while a 2400-bps modem might
accept 20 degrees (again, assuming no other
impairments). The Gain Hit test is also
suspect; I doubt that a 1200-bps modem
could sustain a 20-dB gain hit without er
ror; a 2400-bps modem certainly cannot. In
practice, observed phase jitter is less than
7 degrees.
A good modem evaluation must be trace
able and reproducible. Mr. Satchell mentions
using three signal levels and "a great deal
of filtering" at -5 dBm. What does this
mean? The FCC standard for modem trans
mitter output is -9 dBm, so a modem
evaluation based on a -5-dBm input signal
would hardly reflect the signal levels seen
on a real call (perhaps -20 to -40 dBm) .
James Nichols
San Mateo, CA

171e Bradley 2A/2B line_simulator is capable
of second- and third-order harmonic distor

tion up to J5 percent. Only the Kyocera
KMJ200S showed sensitivity, being able to
withstand J5 percent of second, third, and
combined distortion without error. On page
260 you will note that in the Error Count test,
2 percent of second and third harmonic
distortion was set up on the 2A/2B.
The 2A/2B is also capable of generating
a frequenC)' offset of plus or minus JO Hz.
No modem was affected by a steady-state fre
quency offset. When J switched the shifter in
and out, all the modems were affected, even
with a frequency offset ofzero. J used no fre
quency shift in the Error Count test.
All sensitivity figures are referenced to a
level of -5 dBm. Jn the tables, a value of
30 indicates that the lowest level the modem
responded to without error was -35 dBm;
a value of 40 indicates -45 dBm.
711e White Noise figures are absolute out
put levels in dBm (1 dBm is equivalent to
-90 dBm) before attenuation. The signal
output level is -5 dBm, or 85 dBm.
The Bradley 2A/2B can also define a ramp
for both phase- and amplitude-hit impair
ments. J ran two test series, one with a
20-millisecond ramp and another with a
2-ms ramp from 0 degrees to the test value
and from the test value back to 0 degrees.
771e spread reflects this test setup. Jn the
future, J will add a much steeper ramp for
drop-out testing to reflect some real-world
drop-out conditions J was not aware of at
the time J pe1formed the tests.
771e three levels J used were -5 dBm, -J5
dBm, and -25 dBm . Since I've run into
problems with modems that could not take
a ''hot'' signal such as you would get with
a PABX, J wanted to ''smoke out'' those with
insufficient headroom. According to the Bell
connection study, a 20-dB or larger loss at
. J004 Hz was reported in less than JO per
cent of the long-distance connections, and
a JO-dB or greater loss was reported for 95
percent ofthe long-distance connections. 711e
worst modem ofthe bunch required a signal
stronger than -37 dBm to function at 300
bps; the best required -47 dBm. J did a test
run at -35 dBm and was plagued with dis
connects, so J elected to run at higher levels.
Stephen Satchell •
REVIEW FEEDBACK is a column ofreaders'
/e11ers. !#?welcome responses that support or
challenge BYIE reviews. Send lerrers to Review
Feedback, BYTE Publications, One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Name
and address must be on all le11ers.
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TAXAN·s NEWLMlJL-r1v1s10N 110
OUT-SCANS THE COMPETITION~~
. ·····-- -~/, GOMPARE.
/

TAXAN "out-scans "the competition.

TAXAN introduces the first multisC:an
monitor that automatically adjusts to.
scanning frequencies in both HORI
ZONTAL and VERTICAL directions 
with almost any color card on the marke t!
The new TAXAij MultiVision 770.
The horizonfal scanning automati
cally switches from 15 to 35 Khz, while
the vertical scanning frequency automatically adjusts from a broad range of 50 to
90 Hz. It delivers unmatched versatility
to meet yo r-application needs- ow.,
and in the future.

The only color monitor you'll ever need

IBM
COMPATIBILITY
HORIZONTAL
FREO
VARIABLE

/

VERTICAL
FREQ
VARIABLE
RESOUITIQN

-

"TAXAN's MultiVision 770 offers the
.best acr -the-board compatibility 
with three of the most 2opular graphics
mOdes: CGA, EGA, and PG.A: Compare.- ?

OISPlAY AREA

Tax1n
MultiVision

MultlSyiC

YES

YES

YES

YES

NEC

Text Charts, Graphs, and CAD/CAM in one.

-

/

...r·

\1
I

Inquiry 298

--- -

/ Best price, quality, and versatility ever~
YES
IAUTOMATICAUYI

NO

8001600

8001560

AUIDMATICALLY
ADJUSTS FOR
FUUSCREEN
OISPlAY

VARIES WITH USE
REQUIRING
ADJUSTMENT

MULriils ON ~
;I

TAXAN's MultiVision offers a maximum
800 x 600 lines of outstanding resolution.
This Ultra-High Resolution capability

combined with the .31 mm dot pitch~ ::;.--
special full screen "over-scan" switcn
· 
delivers clear, sharp images for text, chart,
and CAD/CAM applications. All on a 14"
TAXAN sp~cial non-glare.scre.ep~
It's here today. Complete-with the fiexibil·
ity to expand your needs into the future.
Stop byyour nearest authorized TAXAN
dealer to see a full text, business graphics
and CAD/CAM demonstration ofTAXAN's
exciting new Mu!tiYision 7_70.
Compare the oiily.monit.Qr that
•out-scans" the competition.
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You may be contentwith your pres
word processorthat is truly acomplete
document creation system for technical
ent word processor. And it's easy to
understand why.
·
professionals.
Very often docwT1ents require the
Even the clumsiest word processor is
light years beyond the electric typewriter, mixing of text and graphics on the
the accepted standard only adecade ago. same page, graphics from Lotus®1-2-3~
Symphony®and Freelance®Plus. With
Plus, just the term word processing con
jures up arather modest expectation,
Spreadsheets,
ho hum, the ability to process words.
graphs and charts
But, the mere processsing of
for 1-2-3®and
words is hardly the challenge today.
Symphon'!}" can
When you're creating a20-page
easily be mi.red
with te.rt on the
report, an 80-page proposal , a 200
same page.
page specification, orjust a 2-page
letter, you often have to work with
You can throw
graphics, equations, tables and more. away
your scissors-r--==:=:.....i
That'ssimply too much to ask of
and glue, cut and
· .
paste are a thing
aproduct designed to process words.
of the past.
But, that's exactlywhat you can
expect from Lotus Manuscript;M a

[Z:5J
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Manuscriptyou can impmt spreadsheets
and charts, as well as diagrams and
scanned i1nages.
Another feature that goes beyond
conventional word processing is
Manuscript's integrated Outliner. When
you collapse the document you're
able to navigate the outline much
easier than wading through the
entire piece.Youcanmoveapage,
or even an entire chapter with just
afew keystrokes.
Because Manuscript understands
the structure ofyour document, you
can globally format an entire docu
ment or format by individual sec
tions. Imagine changing all headlines
from 14 point plain text to 16 point
bold, by asimple menu selection.
Manuscript's Document Com

ents instead of words.
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WithourDocurnenl·.
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Pr(fl)iewjealureyou ·. .. ';,... ···..;:· ,::-.
can see howanypagewill look before
it's printed. Zoom capability lets you take
acloser lookat graphics and equations.

pare feature highlights changes between
revisions for fool proofproof-reading.
Also, Manuscript automatically sizes
and generates math equations as well as
upper and lower case Greek symbols,
diacritical marks andbrackets.
With our powerful Print Formatter

1
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youhavecompletecontroloverthe look
of yourdocument, from position and
size ofgraphics, to fonts and point sizes
and more.
As for the quality ofoutput,
Manuscript takes full advantage oftoday's
printing technology, from dot-mattix
to laser, including FbstScript® printers.
Manuscript is designed to work on
most IBM®PCs and compatibles~ Its famil
iar 1-2-3 interface makes it easy to use.
And our Manuscript evaluation kit makes
it easy to try.For $10.00, you'll get a
presentation disk, working software, and
a tutorial manual. Tu get your evaluation
kit, call 1-800-345-1043, ask for lot #YD
1450. Or, for more information, see your
authorized Lotus Dealer, or write Lotus
Development Corp., 55 Cambridge
Parkway, Cambridge, MA 02142.
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Lotus ManuscriptM
© 1986 Lotus Development Corporalion, Lotus, 1·2·3, Symphony and
Freelance are registered trademarks and Lotus Manuscript is a trademark of
Lotus Development Corporation. PostScripl is a registered trademark of Adobe
Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark oflntemational Business Machines.
"Manuscript and Manuscript Evaluation Kit require 512K and a hard disk.
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Kernel
Computing at Chaos Manor:
The Curse of Chaos Manor
/JyJerryPoumelle .. ... ... ........ ........ .... 251
Applications Only: Status Report
fJy Ezra Shapiro ... .. .. ...... .... .. ...... .. ... 271
BYTE U .K .: Taking Control
by Dick Pountain .. .. .. ........ .. ... ... ... .... 279
According to Webster:
Amiga Developers Conference
fJy Bruce Webster .. .... ... ....... ........ ..... 291

PROBLEMS WITH HIS COMPUTERS, a large number of deadlines to meet, and
traveling to COMDEX and Europe caused Jerry Pournelle to have an especially
chaotic month. Jerry, alas, didn't make all his deadlines. The basic reason for this is
that his computers let him down. The Golem was away being fixed, Big Kat had a bad
chip on the controller board, and Zebediah had communication problems. All this
forced Jerry to be resourceful in finding ways to get his writing done. He did some of it
working in the pressroom at COMDEX. Jerry describes this process, says more about
WordPerfect, and mentions what he found of interest at COMDEX.
Ezra Shapiro's Applications Only column is slightly different this month. While he
does look at a couple of new products-Ragtime and Write Now-Ezra also includes
two sections oftrue confessions. Don't worry, this won't be anything like the National
Enquirer. Ezra's confessions deal with the products, both software and hardware, he
uses regularly. Since personal work habits affect program evaluations far more than
writers usually care to admit, Ezra hopes that if readers know what he likes, they'll
have a better chance of determining how his preferences match up with their own.
Abraham Lincoln once wrote, "I claim not to have controlled events, but confess
plainly that events have controlled me." It seems that for most of us this often turns out
to be true. Yet taking control is something we are constantly seeking to do. Dick Poun
tain considers the theme ofcontrol in another sense. He has recently been playing with
three systems that let a microcomputer control events in the real world: the Scorpion
controller from Micro-Robotics Ltd . , a robot arm called RTX from Universal Ma
chine Intelligence Ltd., and a FORTH development system called Martello from Brit
ish Telecom. What's important to Dick as a software person is that all three use a high
level language to achieve their control.
As can be gleaned from the title of According to Webster, most of Bruce's column is
devoted to the Amiga. While he was at the Developers Conference, Bruce met repre
sentatives of many companies that are developing products for the Amiga. He was able
to take home and test two such products: the Star Board II, a memory-expansion box
from MicroBotics, and Marauder II, a disk backup program from Discovery Software
International. Two other products Bruce saw at DevCon were ProWrite, an Amiga
word processor, and DigiView, which lets you hook up a television camera to your
Amiga and produce hold-and-modify images. Bruce also reviews four books for the
Amiga and discusses his COMDEX trip.
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OCR SCANNING

9-TRACK TAPE

DISKETTE CONVERSION

Our "SCANNING CONNECTION"
system can be used to read
your paper documents into a PC.
Pictures and graphs can be
scanned and saved in various
file formats for use by many
word processing and desktop
publishing systems. Text images
can be converted to character
text for use with most word
processing and typesetting
systems. Images can be sent
over telephone lines to another
PC or a facsimile machine.
We have developed a special
controller card for high speed
compression of images and for
character recognition. Books,
magazines, newsprint, reports
and typed documents can be
read by our OCR software. The
software can be trained to
recognize almost any font style.
System prices including scanner
and software start at S1795.

With our "TAPE CONNECTION"
system you can read and write
most 1/2" 9-Track magnetic
tapes using your PC. Tapes can
be 800, 1600, or 6250. Our file
transfer software can process
ANSI labeled tapes from most
computer systems including
DEC. HP. HONEYWELL, and IBM.
Large files from multivolume
tape reels can be transferred to
a disk at rates up to 5 MB/min.
Software is provided to use the
system for backup of the hard
disk on your PC.
With more than twenty years
experience in working with
tape drive systems. we can
solve most PC tape conversion
problems. We can supply more
than ten different tape drive
models. System prices including
tape drive, controller card, and
software start at $3495.

We specialize in conversion
systems and can transport your
documents or images to almost
any computer. word processing.
or typesetting system. With
our " DISKETTE CONNECTION"
system you can read and write
most 8" . 5 1/4 ... or 3 1'2" diskettes
using your PC. We support
systems from DEC, CPT, WANG,
NBI, LANIER, HONEYWELL, and
XEROX. We support most IBM
systems including 3741 , S/36,
PC/36, 4300, and Displaywriter.
Since 1981 we have developed
hundreds of software programs
and designed many specialized
diskette hardware products.
With thousands of installations
worldwide, we are probably the
world leader in manufacturing
diskette conversion systems.
System prices including diskette
drive, controller card. and
software start at $1195.

FLAGSTAFF
ENGINEERING

Inquiry 110 for End-Users.
Inquiry Ill for DEALERS ONLY.

11ZO Kalbab • Flagstaff. AZ 86001 • 602-779-3341
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The Curse of Chaos Manor
Jerry Pournelle

This month has been hectic. It
started with deadlines: I've got
rather far behind on noncom
Big
puter works lately, and this
month they all caught up with
me. By month's end I was sup
posed to turn in an anthology;
a novel; Strategy of Technology; this col
umn and two others; an article for Reason
magazine about the imbecilic decisions
the United States Department of Com
merce made in setting up a U.S.-sponsored
cartel in computer memory chips; and the
usual administrative stuff, including
keeping up with my BIX conferences and
going over the copy-edited manuscript for
1he Legacy of Heorot, which will come
out next summer from Simon and
Schuster.
If that weren't enough, COMDEX was
on during the second week of the month,
and I had to go to France and England the
day after I got back from COMDEX.
I didn't make all my deadlines. I might
have, if my computers hadn't let me down.

Golem Problems
Actually, only one machine failed; but
three aren't working.
First there's the Golem, my big Com
puPro 286/Z80. Last month we took him
up to Viasyn's CompuPro headquarters in
Hayward, where they did a full retrofit.
When it came time to test it, the hard disk
wasn't within spec.
CompuPro tests stuff thoroughly. I've
been in their burn-in room: it's an
insulated room full of components being
exercised. I don't know the exact tem
perature in there, but it's above 100°
Fahrenheit. They also test disk drives with
voltages plus and minus 10 percent of
rating (they guarantee plus or minus 5 per
cent), and mine had intermittent read
errors under heat and high voltage, so Dr.
Godbout decided to replace it with a drive
system they're thinking of incorporating
into the new CompuPro line. (One reason
they're so nice to me is that I'm a guinea
pig for new stuff: I use equipment here,
and if it's going to break down, I'll prob-

With Go/em gone,
Kat down, and Zeb not talking,
what's a man to do?

last month; otherwise, I can fill
in a new amount. When I'm
done the program writes those
checks with the current date,
unless I've entered an amount of
0, in which case it skips that
check. The whole thing saves no
end of time, since I enter that data once
and once only. While I'm at it, I go
through the monthly credit card entries
and put them in the journal. Then I list
the deposits and the checks we wrote by
hand during the month; and if I've been
on trips or otherwise spent deductible
cash, I get that in. The procedure takes
about four hours, but when I'm done I'm
finished with it, after which the computer
makes up ledgers, balances the accounts,
and in general digests the data; and I won't
have to fool with it again until the end of
the year when I do my taxes, and in fact
I don't have to do much then.
I've never seen a commercial program
that could do all that, so I stick with mine.
(Incidentally, mine is available for CP/M
or PC-DOS from Workman and Associ
ates. The program works, but the docu
ments aren't very good. I didn't write the
program for other people, and I didn't put
in enough examples when I tried to ex
plain it.)
There was one problem with paying the
bills: I normally use that program with the
Golem, and the Golem was in Hayward.
Time to fall back on something else.
The obvious course would be to use a PC
version, but the problem there is I keep
my accounts on 8-inch disks (I trust 8-inch
disks a lot more than I trust 5 1A-inch
disks), and I have no PCompatible that
knows how to read 8-inch disks. The only
8-inch drives are on the Golem and on
Zeke, the ancient CompuPro Z80 I use to
write most of my books.

ably manage to do it eventually.)
Meanwhile, I'd had to pay the bills. This
is a big deal around Chaos Manor as my
life is pretty complex. I've evolved a
ritual. As bills come in, they go into an
alphabetized folder. Come the end of the
month, I make a big pitcher of vermouth
cassis and seltzer, fire up the Golem, and
bring up the accounting program I wrote
back in 1978.
There's a story that goes with that.
I get a lot of computer programs. I don't
suppose there is one major program out
there that I don't have. Not one of them
seems suitable for keeping track of my
life. It isn't that the money manager
programs can't balance my checkbook and
watch out for my bank accounts: it's that
they're so damed hard to get the data into.
When I wrote my accounting system pro
gram, I set it up to take as large a chart
of accounts as I would want (currently
about 300 ledger pages); to know the dif
ference between "family" expenditures
that are not deductible and business ex
penditures that are; and to have the
simplest possible entry interface. The
result is a journal that looks a lot like the
old accounting journals you see illustrated
in textbooks. Each entry has a "To" show
ing where the money went; a ledger page
entry representing the account (checking,
savings, American Express, Bankamer
icard, etc.) from which the money was
paid; a page number to show what kind
of expense (entertainment, supplies,
travel , family accounts, etc.); and an "ex
planation" intended largely to show a tax
continued
examiner why this was a legitimate ex- .
pense (if it was a business expense) .
Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in
Better than that, every month the pro psychology and is a science fiction writer
gram offers me the opportunity to write who also earns a comfortable living
checks to everyone I ever write checks to.
writing about computers present and
If I hit Return, it keeps the amount I paid future.
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What the heck, I thought, when I wrote
that program Zeke was the only computer
I had. He'll run it fine.
He did, too. Of course, he's much
slower than the Golem, but I ran every
thing off Zeke's CompuPro M-Drive/H
(RAM disk cards: if you're trying to live
with a CP/M system you'd better have a
RAM disk; my CompuPro M-Drive/H
cards have given trouble-free service for
seven years now) . Since the slowest part
of my program is disk access, speed wasn't
a real problem.
Memory was a problem: the CompuPro

286/Z80 system under Concurrent CP/M
has much more available working memory
than a normal CP/M system; and I had
redimensioned the arrays in my account
ing program to take advantage of that. Nat
urally I forgot that, put in too many en
tries, and got an "Out of memory" error.
Fortunately I save early and often so I
didn't lose much work, and all I had to do
was break things into smaller chunks.
Came time to print the checks.
That presented a problem: the checks
are on a tractor feed, and thus can be
printed only with my NEC Spinwriter.

There was a time when my regular
printer was the NEC Spinwriter 7710. That
printer still works, but the HP LaserJet
Plus is so much faster and nicer that it
does all the upstairs printing work. (The
downstairs printing is done with the BDS
Model 630/8 laser printer, which has
become permanently attached to Mrs.
Pournelle's machines.) In particular, Zeke
talks to the HP LaserJet at 9600 baud, and
what he expects to see at the end of that
line isn't really the HP: it's Applied Cre
ative Technology's Printer Optimizer. The
Optimizer can talk to the Spinwriter, of
course; I've had it long enough that at one
time that's exactly what it did. The Op
timizer is a smart box full of memory that
catches what the computer sends and feeds
it off to the printer at the printer's speed.
Sure it could talk to the NEC. Time to dig
out the documents. Naturally I couldn't
find them for a while.
About an hour later, though, the first
crisis was over. My checks were printed,
and my accounts were safely stored on two
different 8-inch disks.

Next
The next problem was that the Golem ar
rived and had been damaged in shipping.
He had to go back to Hayward . Sigh. That
meant that anything I wrote this month to
go out on a modem would have to be writ
ten on Big Kat, the Kaypro 286i PC AT
work-alike; which means using Word
Perfect.
That's no tragedy: I am not only get
ting used to WordPerfect, I have to con
fess I am beginning to like it. Many of the
problems I had with the program turn out
to be misunderstandings. I don't blame
myself: WordPerfect's documents are con
fusing, or at least they are to me; but in
fact I find the program relatively easy to
use, which is to say some of the time it's
nearly invisible. I still have trouble re
membering how to do certain things, and
I cannot find a command to cause the
damn thing to jump to the beginning of
a line (it does skip to end of line fine);
but compared to Microsoft Word this is
a wonderful program.
I suppose I'd better explain that.
My problem with Microsoft Word is
that, being a touch-typist, I do not like to
have to take my hands off the keyboard.
Microsoft Word, on the other hand,
assumes you'll use the mouse for nearly
everything. Worse, it lacks a great many
keystroke commands. For example, to
delete something larger than a single
character, you mark the word, line, or
block you want to delete, then kill it. I hate
that; WordPerfect has a way to delete
words so that I can suck the rest of a line,
or paragraph, down a black hole if I 1ike.
continued
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Inquiry 134

First new % inch cartridge since 1971

Cartrex introduces the first, brand-new, 1/4-inch tape
cartridge technology in over 15 years for some
fundamental technical reasons . ..
. . .and today's tape drive need for
400% increase in tape speed, 500%
increase in track density, 1000% in
crease in bit densities, and 3000%
increase in bits/second, are just a
few. Read on to get the complete
story.
Why a new cartridge
With the significant increases in tape
drive capacity, system reliability demands a
tighter tolerance cartridge. Most tape drive
users aren't aware that all of the tensioning,
tolerance, and data reliability issues are vir
tually all a function of the tape cartridge.
When 3M announced its cartridge in 1971,
it was designed for a low capacity tape drive
with less than 3 megabytes-2.88 to be ex
act. The tape was low in density-1600 bits
per inch with only 4 tracks and 300 feet of
tape.
The tolerances required for the tape
drives of the early 1970's were fine for then,
but today's tape drives require much tighter
tolerance. Today's tape cartridges must
work with drives that have 9 or more tracks
and bit densities as high as 12,000 bits per
inch on 600 feet of tape. That means capac
ity increases of 2,000 percent packed into
the same cartridge.
The reasons that yesterday's cartridge
technology simply won't work properly in
today's high capacity drives is inherent in
the cartridge design. The three culprits that
make cartridge tolerances so important are
fluctuating tape tension, redeposit nod
ules, and instantaneous speed variations
(or lSV).

Tape Tension
Tape tension at the read-write head is im
portant because the tape drive's electronics
expect data to arrive at a constant rate. Con
sistent tape tension is a function of the car
tridge tensioning mechanism. The new
Cartrex cartridge tensioning design, based

The new Cnrlrex Vi-inch tape rnrlrirl.~~ is the first new
tn11e cnrlrirl,~e design in almost n dcarilr and n frn lf. Tape
drrve mmru/aclurers now haven new cnrtndge teduwl

ogy which allows them lo advance today's and tomor
row's drive performance.

on a mechanical differential between two
stiff belts, provides very predictable results.
The historic 3M design-used by 3M and
DEi-uses an elastic belt coupled with drag
friction at the rear pulley to create tension.
The accompanying graph shows the signif
icant improvement the Cartrex cartridge de
sign offers over the conventional design.

Redeposit Nodules
Redeposit nodules are the insidious
flakes of tape media that break off from the
edges of the tape and get dragged to the
edge of the read-write head. If the tension
is low, or becomes low when the tape starts
or reverses, the flakes slide past the edge,
get smeared across the head, and reduce its
ability to read data.
The free play in the two tape reels com
bined with the tape guides are the primary
culprits in creating these redeposit nodules.
As the tape enters the guide from the tape
pack, the tape guide aligns the tape by bal
ancing the tension at the edges of the tape.
Uneven edge tension not only causes media
to flake off causing redeposit nodules, but
data is lost due to the "coining" or "scallop
ing" effect.
Cartrex eliminated the cause of the tape
coining or scalloping with a barrel-shaped
roller placed in front of the tape guide. The
roller positions the tape and drops the edge
tension to zero. By using this roller, the pos
sibility of media flaking off and creating re
deposit nodules is virtually eliminated.

Instantaneous Speed Variation (ISV)

The .Cnrtrex cartridge provides predictable a11d stnl>/e
trnswn. Compare 11 to the tension vnnntwn of the
conventional cartridge design. The consistent Cnrlrex
tension virl11nllv eliminates data errors and data loss
from hend-to-tn1;e se{>nrnlion nlld rede1n1sil nodules that
rnn ocrnr with f 11cl11nling , low-to-high tension
1n.,.fonnnllce.

Instantaneous speed variation is exactly
what it sounds like-small, instantaneous
changes in tape speed as it crosses the tape
head. At slow tape speeds and low bit den
sities-like the 1971 standard of 30 inches
per second and 1,600 bits per inch-ISV
wasn't as big a problem. At that time, the
bits were crossing the head at48,000 bits per
second.
Today, however, the story has changed.
Ninety inches per second and 8,000 bits per
inch mean that 720,000 bits cross the head
every second. A 1,500% increase. As you
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may have guessed, 1971 speed fluctuations
in the 48,000 bits per second range made
reading data difficult for tape drive elec
tronics. But today, when the electronics
have to guess whether or not the bit rate of
720,000 bits per second is accurate, the elec
tronics can become overwhelmed.
The Cartrex tensioning mechanism re
lieves the overload placed on the electronics
with respect to ISV. The longitudinally stiff
belts ensure tension at all times. The stiff
belt overpowers variations that exist with
the 3M elastic belt cartridges. The barrel
roller guides, in addition to reducing the
edge pressure to zero, tend to dampen out
any residual ISV effects.

High speed tape seldom enters tape guides pnrnllel to the
top and bottom, even wit Ii improvements to tlletnpe reel
h11b desi~llS. The edge press11res which res11lt create
"scaflop!ng" or "coin1llg" ""the tape. The effect is data
loss d11e lo head-to-tape separation, finking media /lint
smears across the head, and "redeposit nod11les" /lint
create hard errors.

Never a Single Issue
Your tape drive seldom has the luxury of
dealing with an isolated problem. It's usu
ally a combination of ISV, redeposit nod
ules, and tension problems all together.
Now you understand why Cartrex devel
oped a modern cartridge alternative.

Where to get it
Not only has Cartrex improved on the in
dustry's 15 year old technology, they have
done it for a competitive price.
Now you can have peace of mind when
you back up your hard disk on today's so
phisticated tape drives.
And you can have it fast. Simply phone
and give Cartrex your purchase order num
ber or your credit card number and they will
send your cartridges by return mail.

(619) 485-6603 Ext. 2400
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

1[~ ~

VIS4'

Cl.\QTQEX
CAllTREX
CORPORATION
MARKETING

11590WEST
BERNARDO CT
SURE 230

SAND/EGO
CALIFORNIA
92127

619-485-6603
TELEX 7101115609
FAX 619-451-3640
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CHAOS MANOR

That alone is worth using WordPerfect
rather than Microsoft Word, because
when I write I fuss with the words a lot.
I put up sentences, fool with them, erase
them, stuff in more words, kill them, and
generally scribble all over the screen until
it reads the way I want it to; which means
I want real simple ways of killing chunks
of text. WordPerfect isn't as good as
WRITE that way, but it's darned good.
Rating text editors is an impossible task
anyway. One person's love is another's
hate. The important thing is to find one
you like and learn it well. I know people
who still write whole books on Word
Star-not even NewWord-and I find that
incredible. Ah, well.
Anyway, without the Golem I cannot
transfer anything from Zeke to Big Kat,
and Big Kat has the communications
systems.
At that point Big Kat died.
Well, not really: what happened is that
suddenly he got an "unexpected interrupt"
and on reset he was unable to find his flop
py disks. When I try to access a floppy,
the head loads, the light comes on, the
disk spins-and nothing at all happens,
until eventually the system times out.
Clearly there's a bad chip on the controller
board. It's also clear that I can probably

replace that board for less than it will cost
me to have someone repair it. Alas, I've
been sufficiently harried that I haven't had
a chance to do that yet. Real Soon Now.
Meanwhile, Big Kat's hard disk works
fine. Of course, the only way I can back
anything up is to send it out the modem
and store it on BIX.

And the Next Problem ...
Of course, without floppy disks I wasn't
going to test much software this month;
but that's all right, because in addition to
all those deadlines, due to all those trips
I wasn't even here for most of the month.
First came COMDEX. It was fun, but
there was one problem. I had a deadline
that fell in the middle of COMDEX. Not
only that, I'd have to send the material to
the publisher by modem.
I could have done my writing on the
NEC PC-8201. I have a nice 300/1200
modem for it, the TravelComm 1200, and
I've been able to use it to connect to BIX
and MCI Mail. Unfortunately, it's a little
tricky to use-the PC-8201 apparently
wants to hear that carrier very quickly
after it has dialed the number, and
sometimes I have problems with that. I
could manage, but I wasn't sure I'd be able
to get to a phone with a modular connec

tor jack (the one in my hotel didn't have
one), and even if I did, I wasn't sure I
could manage the tricky protocols the
publisher's communications system
wanted.
What I'd intended to do was take
Zebediah the Zenith Z-181 portable to Las
Vegas, do my writing on that, and use
Crosstalk to send it in. That's the way I
do it here; I'd just take the Crosstalk script
with me, and there'd be no problem.
Alas, Zenith is shipping Z-181 portables
as fast as they can make them. I got a very
early one-and it came with no modem
in it. Zenith wasn't able to get me a
modem in time. Scratch that idea.
On the other hand, the pressroom was
full of Zenith computers, Z-14Is I believe,
and most of them had modems. By now
I was sort of determined to work with a
full -screen editor anyway. The PC-8201 is
very nice, and with Traveling Software's
Ultimate ROM II it can show me 60-char
acter lines; but while eight lines of 60
characters is fine for notes and first drafts,
it's a bit small for serious work.

A Matter of Protocol
I confess I had another motive for writing
in the pressroom. I wanted to see if I could
continued

State of the Smart
SmarTEAM V.21/23

* FCC APPROVED
• 0-300, 1200bps [ull duplex (Bell I03/212A
& CCITT V.21/V.22)
• Auto dial (lone or pulse) with call progress
detection (ring, busy, dial tone), auto
answer
• Local digital loop back lest, Analog loop
-back test, remote digital loop-back
test, long space disconnect detection

* Fully Hayes Commands Compatible.

• 300bps run duplex, 1200bps hair duplex ,
splil speed at 7 :; /t 2oo .. r1 2tHJ/7:i switchable.
(Bell I03, Bell 202, CCITT V.21 & V.23)
• Auto dial (tone or pulse) with call progress
detection (ring, busy, dial tone), auto

answer
• Local digital loop back rest, analog loop
back test.

• Auto speed selection (0-300, 1200bps)
• Speaker so[tware control

SmarTEAM 2400
• 0-300, 1200, 2400 bps. Bell 103, 212A
CCITT V22, V22 bis. Full duplex
• Auto dial (pulse or tone) , auto answer
automatically switches between lone and
pulse
• 6 sel[ test modes
• Call progress detection (ringing, dial tone,
busy)

SmarTEAM 1200 AT
• Bell I03, 2 I2A standard
• Auto dial (pulse or lone), auto answer
• 2 selr test modes (analog loop back and
remote digital loop back test)
• Call progress detection (dial tone, busy)

SmarTEAM 2400B

SmarTEAM 1200 BH

• Internal slot modem for IBM PC, XT, AT
and compatible compulers
• 7.5 inches length with the same great
realures or SmarTEAM 2400

• 51/•" lenglh with the same great [ealures or
SmarTEAM 1200 AT, Plus V.21/V.22
•Internal slot modem [or IBM PC, XT, AT
and compatible.

-----==~

i ~=~g-~~-~"'=:"'=="':="':==
"'==
Quality Communication Products
HEAD OFF!CE:

TEAM TECHNOLOGY INC.
1OF, No. 270, Non King E. Rd.,
Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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U.S. Sales And Service

U.S. Sales Agent

CANADA

NORWAY

SmarTEAM INC.

PDM INTERNATIONAL

BUDGETRON INC.

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM A.S

19205 PAR THENIA SI. Ste. J
Northridge, CA 9 1324
TEL,1 818)886-9726
1818)886-9729 !Service No.)
FAX:l818)886-6731

Tel:l7 13)488 -8830

TEL :i4 16)673 -7 800

TEL 102)649220

TLY., 19725 TEAMTECH

SINGAPORE:

FAX,(02)7712985
TEL (02)7 4 1-4270

PET Computers
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m,5331313

.

MicroAge

c0tt-1Purer s1ores

HOLLAND

HONG KONG

4326 N.E . 20Th SI.
Bellevue, WA 98007
TEL12 06)746-3 I 00

COMPUDATA

QUANTUM DATA SYSTEM LTD.

TEL l73)422045

TEU-897278

• Hayes is a registered tr ;1dcmark or hares Microcomputer Prodm:ts In c.
• IUM PC, XT, AT are registered 1radcmark of International Business Machines Corp.
• MITE i~ a rcgis1crcd trad emark of MYCOROI~ LABS INC
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~ -~LOWEST PRICES_; -·
.....1~ -~5LNO SURCHARGE ff,~~
0
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*~ON BANK CARDS j#

'19~~?;;:.fl~.~~;~~t~~~~TIES~~~~~~:·
MSP-1S

$85

Sony MD/2 {Qty 100)

$85

hve
5399
$729
$1045
$959
$429
$609

QBtO,l!l& SO
~s

P6

P7

OKI DATA
AJI Pnnlet' Modt1 l1o
Panas.onic 1080 I
1091 r

1092 1
1592
3131
3151

Save

5195
S2S 9
$319

H09
S245
5385

STAR MICRONICS
All Prin.ter Modelt

. Save

KEYBOARDS
Keytro nics 5151

TRAINING
rhglVS1mulotor

P<:lTyping Instructor

Typing Tutor Ill
MS Learning DOS

Pascal Comi>1lff t M.crowlt •
OU11C•&owc 1
turbo fmcol w/B0!7 g eco
Turbo Database Tool Box

~:o.J ~'tr MANAGEMENT
0

Harvard Total Proiect Mo11oger
Microsoft Projecl
Super Project Plus
Timeline 2.0

$159

$28
$69
$27
$27
$28
$ 24 9
$195
$236
$84
$ 166
$5 5
$ 55
$3 8
$54
$235
$ 219
$269
Save

COMMUNICATIONS
~puS«w

Ctou•ol•xv.
MSAwtu
ftA.#•01

11"..-ncir•
S1NJ(f(.om •I

Slor1t'f !ti•

MONITORS

~~l~s~n~~;;~c Board

~!!!

::=~

Zenith All Models

Save

S 19
588
5139
538
SBB
582

$av e

VIDEO TERMINALS
$299
$314
$295
$369
. $ 559
$439
$859

Oume ovr Green 101
Q\/T Amber 101
Wyse30

so
75
Wyse 85
Wyse 350
Zenith All Monitors

Sav e

DISK DRIVES
$1195
$1595
$2 3 25

Iomega Bernoulli IO meg
Bernoulli 20 meg .
Bernoulli 40 meg

SEAGATE
w/ W ester n

1/0

$385

$ave

Robotin COW!off 2..00

US

$349

;:

~~:~

BOARDS

AST

Save

Ht-r<ulC!S CokM Cord

$149
$ 179
$239
$329
$369
$2 1 0

Grnphlc Curd
In tel Ahov,,,.&ootd PS/PC/ 11 tOI
Above Boord AT (20 10)
Above Boord PS/AT (2110)
Above Boord PC
NEC Mulfisync Graphi c Boord
Orchid Tiny Turbo 206
Turbo EGA
Paradise Five Pok
EGA Auloswilch
Plus Development
Plus Hord Cord 20 Megabyle
Ouodrom Ouad EGA+
Tee Mor Graphia Mo~ter

Sow•
5415
$S65
599
$359

Coptia•n Ho "'""'notY

"'. . . . . . .,
M
SOFTW,ARE

P"-'!!""'"'!!'!!""'...................'!!""ltllttl""'"'!!!'-•

$609
$ 3 59
$!109
$109
_$239

Yid110- 7 Vo!'U'O fP'll"onted

Yli!Dll<I"•

•279
$335

IBM PC AND 100 % Com patib es
INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE
Enable 1.1
Framework II
Smart Software System
Symphony
Ability .

$399
Save

$55

GRAPHICS
Charlmaster
Diagram Moster
Energrophics 2.0
In -A· Vision
Micrmofl Buss Mouse 6.0
Microsoft Chart .
Microi.olt Soiiri(JI Mouw 6 0
Newsroom
PC Buss Plus Mouse
w/Poin!Plus
Cli A~t 1\11"\0nol ft'ub&oihu
•MS.I r.\Q~ - 10. Ht>lo II
PC Point w/Mouse
Printmosler
Signmoster
Turbo GroPhix Tool Box

Save
Save

$269
$ 259
n o6
$164
$119
$31
$11 5
$99
$99
$ 115
$29
Save

_$38

MONEY MANAGEMENT
DoHors & Sense w/Forcost

1ot;i.o\ Mc"'OQI~ Your M~

$92
$105

$329
$55
Save
Save
Sa ve

$295
$11 9
$138
$ 13 8
$82
$91

.......

Taro ~

. . . -  $355

SPREADSHEETS
. Save

Latu~ 1-2-3
Mult1"lon

$108
$82
$47

5~~ 1 A\ldit0tJ .O

Vl'fl'lonnl!!t

...

'

-  $269

SPECIAL
Over $200 worth of
Paperback Software Programs

$39 with each system

256 Memory, One 360K Brand Nome• Floppy Drive
135 Won f't:lwer Supply, Slide Co~e, AT Slyle l'eyboard
BMHz Clock Speed, {l'eyboord Selectable), 8 Expansion Sloh

Turbo PC/XT w/640K & 1 Drive
_$465
Turoo PC/XTw/640K& 2 Drives
_$.54..5
Turbo PC/XT w/640K, 1 Drive & 20MG
_$875
MonGrophics Cord with Porallel Printer Port _$ 69
Color Cord with Porollel Print Port
__ $ 65
Multifunction Cord w/Softwore
___ $ 79
Amber Monitor (TTL)
. __ . $ 89
AmberMonitorw/SwivelTilt
___ $ 99
ColorMonitor(RGB).
__ $279
Sego Enhanced Graphics Cord _
. $ 199
1/0 Cord (Seriol/Porollel)
__ $ 38
1/0 Cord (Serial/Clock Colendor)
___ $ 39
5151 Clone Keyb_oord
- - $ '6 5

Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty. Pleose odd S10.00 per order
for UPS shipping.Prices & ovoilob ility subiect to chonge without notice. Send cashier's check or money order . .. ell other checks will deloy
shipping two weeks.

Inquiry 275 for MS DOS Produces_ Inquiry 276 for all ochers.

AJ/b6

All)l9

mmma ·

. $1649

Portable 11-2 Drive .

PANASONIC
Business Partner
Sr.Partner
Exec. Portner
Other models .

819
$979
$1309
Sove

TOSHIBA
T- 1100 .
T· 1100 Plus
T-3100 .

$1299
51619
. 53049

Zenit h Computer Products

SAVE
All

Up to

M ode l s .

50%

. . . ... . . . . . Save

PLOTIERS
Sav e

Epson Hi-80

1or11
fi)llbc,v- l
Hot'lonUt••.et~

a

l't1nih...od1,
Sode~ kl t Unproleced ~

lrovdng:$.'61.. ic:li
Stdlt'lol'fly\J•
Super key
Xtree

SQZ

$55
$19
$46
$84
$48
$ 36
$ 47
$39
$34
$3 9
$27
$58

WORD PROCESSORS

R:Base 5000
System V - - . . .

Supen:alc 4

'r 'bog 6...0K

UTILITIES

Clipper
Cornerstone
d8a\e II
dBose Ill P!us
Extended Reporl Writer
Knowledgemon II PromoPack
PFS: Professional File
Ouickcode Plus
O u1tlilfoti>Oft

Th.in..

$11 9 9
$1 729
$ 2 169
$2849
. $4449

XT 1 Drive 256K
JI. T I Du...a

MSw.netow,
CoJ)'r'ta PC

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Save
Save

IBM'

PC l Drive256K

Prcmtt•hau' All MOdal~

$ave

Princeto n Graphics .

COMPUTERS
$owo

All Modom•

AmdexAll Monitors

2 0 meg

LANGUAGES
C Compiler (Micrornft)
fortron Compiler (Micrmoft)
loltice C Compiler
Macro As~mbler (Microsoft)

HAYES

M a xell M2S (Qty 1001 _

---.....,,==,..,...-----
EPSON
l..5IO, 3550

DISKETIES

S475
$475
:;::

Leading Edge Word Processor .
Leading Edge W/P w/Spell & Moil
Lightening
Microsoft Word 3.1
Multimate Advontoge .
Word~torw/Tutor

Wordstor Pro Pock
,.H, rrolrn>aroat Wr•llt

. S 19
S3 2
. SS S
$249
. S299
S 162
S2 3 3
. S9S

Ward Perfect (Ver.4 .2) S199
Wordstor 2000 + 2.0 S278

Inquiry 350 for End-Users.
lnauirv 351 for DEALERS ONLY.

Finding aLow-Cost PROM or PAL*
programmer is only half of the
battle. Finding a company that
won't desert you when you need
support or service is the other half.
Logical Devices Products cost you
less because we offer the best price
performance ratio in the market,
and because once you buy our
products you will experience less
I
down time and more reliable
operation than most other units. In
I
addition you get features that were
evolved from our years of experi
ence of serving people who
program chips.
We offer a wide range of products
from dedicated
programmers to
ri. __ __ ___
_ ___ : ___ . ___ 1 __

.J . _: ___ __

__ _ _ .J_1_

GANGPR0-8 production programmer.
8EPROMs to 27512 with RS-232 option.
PROMPRO-SX universal portable.
RS-232 . Programs PROMs/PAUs/Micros
PALPR0-2X Low Cost PAU only pro
l(rammer. Dedicated. RS-232 unit.
SHOOTER Low cost EPROM only
programmer. RS-232. Stand-Alone.
PC-PRO IBM PC plug-in EPROM card
2716-27512
ALLPRO pin driven software based
universal unit. programs every
imaginable fuse programmable IC.
CAST boolean software/silicon compiler
for PLDs. JEDEC outout
UV ERASERS FROM $49.95
All products carry 90 day Warranty
& 14 day Money Back Guarantee

:See us at

ELECTRO '87
Booth 326
'PAL I SA REGISTERED TRADEMARK 0 F MONOLITHIC MEMORIES INC.
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I've heard that
WordStar 4.0 will be
NewWord with some
additional features.
do it. My friend Harlan Ellison often
writes short stories in bookstore windows
and other public places; some say he
needs the additional motivation, but I
think that's a cruel canard. Anyway, he
does that.
I don't work that way. Generally when
I'm writing, I jump halfway to the ceiling
when someone comes into the room; there
aren't many people I let stand within 30
feet of me while I work. However, years
ago-back in the Dark Ages when I had
to use a typewriter-I was sometimes able
to write short pieces from the pressroom
at meetings of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. Anyway,
it seemed an amusing experiment.
It worked, too. There were drawbacks.
The main one was WordStar. For reasons
I don't recall, the only editor that would
work on the machine I had to use was
WordStar. I had forgotten just how much
I dislike that program. The last time I used
something like WordStar, I was really
using NewWord.
Incidentally, I ran into Charlie Steven
son, chief programmer for MicroPro, and
asked him if they were going to replace
WordStar with NewWord now that Micro
Pro has bought out NewWord. Charlie
said, 'Tm not allowed to talk about New
Word." I've heard from other sources,
though, that WordStar 4.0 will be
NewWord with some additional features.
Moreover, I found after an hour that I
don't really hate WordStar. It's old-fash
ioned, lacks features we now expect, and
it's too slow; but it does get the job done.
Beats heck out of a typewriter, the help
screens are there when you need them
(and can be suppressed when you don't
want them), and despite the frustrations
I can turn out text with the program.
Oddly enough that happened to me once
before: about 1980 when I was part of a
NASA study group out in the middle of
nowhere, and when it came time to write
I had a choice of WordStar on a Zenith,
a Selectric typewriter, or a ballpoint pen.
I chose WordStar happily enough and got
more written than the next two people in
the study.
All of which confirms one of Pour
nelle's rules: WordStar is almost no one's
favorite program, but it's nearly everyone;s
second choice. You have to know it for
self-defense, because if you 're in a strange

situation, chances are the text editor you'll
be offered will be WordStar.

Modern Communications
Anyway, I got my writing done. Next
problem was to send it to the publisher.
Tiwt turned out to be the real bear for the
day.
First, credit where credit is due: I would
still be there in that pressroom trying to
send my material if not for David E.
Coursey, who writes for Texas Computer
Market and MISWeek. There was some
kind of communications software on the
machines furnished us in the pressroom ,
but no documents, and l wasn't able to
make heads or tails of it. My first attempts
to send the material ended in utter failure.
I then found a copy of Crosstalk and
tried that; but I clearly did something
wrong, because that didn't work either.
I've no notion why.
Dave Coursey, bless him, had been
watching from the next machine and
rather bemusedly offered to help.
He had brought his own communica
tions program, called Relay, which is
published by VM Personal Computing. It
worked, and it looks easy enough to use.
Looks it, but the fact is that even with
Dave's help it took about an hour to send
in my material. First we had to set up all
the parameters. Then we sent it, and I
called to have the publisher look at it.
They had garbage.
"Of course," Dave Coursey and I real
ized at the same time. "We sent a Word
Star file." WordStar does nasty things to
text, including setting high bits and put
ting lots of control characters into the text
stream. Clearly we needed to change that.
There followed about IO minutes of try
ing to figure out how to make WordStar
read in a document in WordStar format,
then write it back out in nondocument for
mat. That was futile. WordStar, as it hap
pens, can't do that.
"Print to disk," someone suggested.
"Make it print out to disk. That will strip
out all the weird characters."
That sounded like a good idea, and we
tried it. I forget whether it wrote garbage
or didn't work at all, but in any event we
weren't able to make it work.
"At home I have a filter program," I
said. "Hmm." We looked at the disk
directory. There was a program called
CONVERT.COM. In desperation we tried
that, and it worked fine, converting my
WordStar file to an ASCII file. After that
Dave was able to get Relay to send my
material in. It had taken only about 15
minutes longer to send it than it ,fol tn
write it. Oh, well.
I know one thing. In future I'm going
to take a full system: computer, text editor,
continued

Breaking the 640K DOS Barrier:
New version of Alsys
PC AT Ada* compiler
improves speed, adds
application developer's
guide, brings seven
80286 machines to latest
validation status.

Alsys' landmark Ada compiler for the
PC AT, the first to bring Ada to popu
lar-priced microcomputers, has been
upgraded to Version 1.2 with significant
improvements.
The new version compiles faster than
its predecessor, is validated for a full
range of popular compatibles using the
latest AJPO test suite 1. 7, and includes
a Developer's Guide in the documenta
tion set. The price remains at $2, 99 5
for single units, including a 4 megabyte
RAM board.
Both the original and the newly
upgraded versions utilize the inherent
capabilities of the 80286 chip and
''virtual mode'' to eliminate the 640K
limitations of DOS. These techniques
permit addressing up to 16 MB of mem
ory, under the control of DOS, without
changes to DOS in any way!
80286 machines validated in the new
release include HP's Vectra, Compaq's
Deskpro 286, Sperry's PC/IT, Zenith's
200series (includingtheZ-248l, Tan
dy's 3000 HD, the Goupil/40, and the
IBM PC AT. The compiler supports
DOS 3.0 or higher. Ada programs com
piled on the AT will also run on PCs
and XTs supporting DOS 2.1 or higher.

ALSYS, INC.,
1432 Main Street, Waltham, MA 02154
BY387

ADANOW. Tellmemoreaboutthe
PC AT Ada compiler.
ame _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
Title _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ __ _ __ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ~
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State/Zip _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Phone/Ext _ __ _ _ _ _ __

In the US: Alsys Inc .. 1432 Main St.. Waltham. MA
J2154 Tel: 16171 890-0030
In the UK: Alsys Ltd .. Partridge House. Newtown
Rd .. Henley-on-Thames. Oxon RG91EN
Tel: 44 14911579090
In the rest of the world: Alsys SA. 29, Avenue de
Versailles. 78170 La Celle St. Cloud. France
rel: 33 Ill 3918.12.44
'Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S.
Government IAJPOI. Alsys is the trademark of
Alsys, Inc. References to other computer systems use
trademarks owned by the respective manufacturers.
Prices refer to U.S. only. Contact Alsys for prices in
ocher countries.
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BRIEF is

!

modem, and communications software;
and for a backup I'll take my own copies
of editing and communications software
I've used and tested.

''Recommended.''

The Curse Continues

"If you need a general purpose PC programming editor,
look no further."
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, 12186.

The simplest solution to that problem
would be to set up the Z-181. After all , I'm
writing this column with WordPerfect,
and the Z-181 has a highly visible screen
with 25 lines of 80 characters; there
shouldn't be any problems. Unlike Word
Star, WordPerfect has a very simple way
to save your files in ASCII format, ready
for sending out over any reasonable
modem.
I'm sure, too, that's what I'll eventual
ly do; but just now I can't.
Now that COMDEX is over, I have the
modem for the Zenith Z-181. It's made by
OmniTel. I have been using an OmniTel
internal modem in the Kaypro 286i for
nearly two years now with no problems;
indeed, with few exceptions every column
I've filed in the last year has gone out over
the OmniTel . Meanwhile, my son Alex
has an OmniTel external modem; it had
some kind of glitch, but it was under war
ranty and they fixed it within a couple of
days. He runs his bulletin board from it.
In other words, we're very happy with
OmniTel communications hardware, so
that's no problem.
Alas, I got the modem directly from
OmniTel, and somehow the hardware,
documents, and software got separated .
Installing the modem is no problem: you
remove three screws from the Z-181, and
the little cover plate comes off. The Omni
Tel modem will only go in one way and
slides in fine. It's held in by two small ma
chine screws. Put the Zenith cover plate
back on, and all is fine.
Unfortunately, I can't test the modem
since I have no software.
At this point someone is sure to
remember that the Z-181 is fully PCom
patible and ask, "Why not transfer some
software from one of the IBM PC ma
chines to the Zenith? Surely there is a
way?"
And indeed there is. The Zenith came
with two copies of a program called
PCXFER, one copy on 3 112-inch disks for
the Z-181, and one copy on 5 1A-inch disks
for the PC. All it takes is a "null modem"
cable, and I have those.
What I haven't done is put the doggone
PCXFER program onto the Kaypro 286i,
and, you'll recall, Big Kat is just now ·
without floppy disks. As for other PCom
patible systems, Zenith is supposed to
have got me the Z-248 AT clone, which
I was going to use to supplement
possibly eventually replace-Big Kat, and
Tandy has promised a Tandy 3000 ma
co111i1111ed

-

Jeny Pourn.elle
Byte Magazine, 12/86

• A high-le vel, readable Macro
Programming Language - allows
customization for programming
languages ... Complete. unlimited
variables. etc.
Edit multiple files of unlimited size
(2 Meg is OK]
Multiple Windows on screen with
different or same file , fragments. etc.
• A bona-fide UNDO stack (up to 300)
of all operations; deletions, reading
files, search, translate, more.
Reconfigurable keyboard

Full ""regular expression search" 
wild cards, complex patterns
Adjustable line length - up to 512.
Keystroke macros - for common
typing sequences
Suspend BRIEF to execute. exit to
DOS - run another program (like a
compiler. dir, XREF. DIFF. or
DEBUG) then resume BRIEF session
Compiler-specific support like auto
indent, syntax check, compile with 
in BRIEF

Only $195
Call 800-821-2492

88% of survey respondents were more
productive with BRIEF than other
editors.
50% were more productive with BRIEF
than their previous editor in
5 hours or less.
72% were performing all operations in 2
hours.

Survey Data

Solution
.:S ystems
335·8 Washington St
Norwell. MA 02061
617-659·1571

For PC, AT. & compatibles.

UNLOCK™Removes

Copy Protection

Protl uces Unprotected Backup Copies
RUNS YOUR SOFTWARE ON ANY HARD DISK
required in drive "A." Run on a RAM
disk simply and conveniently. Also,
copy DOS 51/4' programs to 31/i"
diskettes. For IBM ' PC, XT, AT, com
patibles, 256K or more, DOS 2.1 or
higher. Choice of the critics!

UNiock "copying" disk allows you to
make "unprotected" DOS copies of
popular original program disks. Unpro
tected backup copies perform per
fectly, as do copies of these copies.
UNiock copies run on any hard disk,
including Bernoulli Boxes. No original

Guaranteed to work only with programs below:

SPECIAL OFFER

"Best of UNLOCK'"

ALBUM

11

0 11 PLUS (PlusS4

$74.95
Ship

riand hng Fore ign Order s S10 1

• d BASE Ill & d BASE Ill PLUS™
•LOTUS 1-2-3™ !tA.z.01
•FRAMEWORK I & 11™
•SYMPHONY™ 11.11
e CLIPPER™
•LOTUS 1-2-3 REPORT WRITER™ 1to1
•FASTBACK™ 15.31
• DOUBLEDOS™
• CHARTMASTER™ 1•.11
•HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MGR.™ 1uo1
• SIGNMASTER™ (5. 11
•MANAGING YOUR MONEY™!t5. 1.51. 2.01
•DOLLARS & SENSE™ 12.0I
• THINKTANK™ 12.0. 2.11
•MICROSOFT WORD™ 11.15. 2.0. 2.011

LOCK- FLIGHT/JET #202
•FLIGHT SIMULATOR™• JET™• SCENERY DISKS

- ~··

$29.95

!Plus $ 4 ship h andhng Fo reig n o rd ers $10)

ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE:

1·800-423-0772
IN FL: 1-305-276-1500

TranSec Systems, Inc., 220 Congress Park Drive, Delray Beach, FL 33445

Trade1r,arks are the sole property ol their respec:live owners. UNloc: k is !or use only to 1mprove lhe useabilily cl legally acquired and

operated sollware.

•

~
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find me to finish the third volume of the
Janissaries series (this one will be entitled
Storms of Victory), and if I take a work
ing modem system with me, I'll be tempt
ed to log on to BIX, which will defeat a
good part of the reason for hiding.
I make no doubt all will resolve itself.
Meanwhile, I keep feeling as if I were sail
ing under a curse.

chine for the same purpose; but both of
those are coming Real Soon Now. The
AT&T PC 6300 Plus sits out there with
a single floppy disk drive and a hard disk
so full of UNIX stuff there's no room for
any PC software. So I'm stuck with Big
Kat and no floppies.
I suppose I could use the AT&T ma
chine, or even go downstairs and fire up
Lucy Yan Pelt, our absolutely genuine
very early issue fussbudget IBM PC, and
use PCXFER on one of those; but frank
ly I'm disgusted . Besides, tomorrow I'm
supposed to go hole up where no one can

comPu-r

WordPerfect Isn't
If that weren't enough problems, I
discover that WordPerfect is designed to
drive me nuts after all. The search-and

A

s .... sTism

THE 375 ·A SOFTWARE DEVELOPER'S DREAM

THE BEAUTY AND THE BSD

$4,995*
OVER 1,000 PROGRAMS, 3,000 FILES
Full 4.2850 UNIX'"
Each 375 comes standard with a complete
configurable 4.2BSD UNIX system .We don't
skimp on software. And we can even give
you EMACS, INGRES, TEX and SPICE for
those special applications.

Loaded With Languages
Turn on your 375 and start developin~
your own applications. It's that easy. C
FORTRAN, PASCAL, BASIC, APL, Assembler
LISP and PROLOG: they all come standarc
on every 375.

Loaded With Standard Features

* 50MB Winchester Disc Drive
* 1MB 5%" Floppy
* 2MB RAM (BMB optional)
* Integral SCSI & ST506 Interfaces

* 4 RS232 Ports (up to 36 optional!)
* Parallel Printer Port
* External Winchester and Floppy Ports
* Series 32000, 10MHz, VM, FPU

AJso A vailable: 10 Mb ETHERNET, up to 280MB disk memory, streaming tape: , and mc:ire !

A Portable Computer for the Serious User
At last, a powerful, portable ( 221bs) scientific computer for all your serious work. The 3 7~
combines the advantages of a VAX'" with the size, versatility, and price of a micro. All thE
software tools are there. It's even small enough to leave on your desktop or takE
wherever you need it. And It's available direct to you right now I

CALL US TODAY
SYMMETRIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS -

(408) 279-0700
5698 Stewart Ave. -

Fremont. CA 94538

• Prepaid . Sales t a x and Shipping Costs no t included.
~[X

is a registered trademark of AT &T Bell Labs.

l/N< is a trademark of Digital Equipment Series 32000 is a trademCl'k of National Semiconducto r Corp.
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replace function doesn't quite work .
When you italicize a word in Word
Perfect, you push the F8 function key. The
word changes color on a color screen and
presumably does something else on a
monochrome monitor. When you're done
with what you want to italicize, you push
F8 again. So far, so good. Since Word
Perfect is a "what you see is what you get"
editor, you do not see any control codes
or anything inserted in the text. However,
WordPerfect (WP in future) has a "reveal
codes" command that will let you see
what it has done, and it shows that it has
apparently inserted the text string tU} just
before the italicized words and [u] after
them. Great. But if you search for [U] with
the search command, it says there are
none.
This is a problem because if you save
your WP file as ASCII text-and you have
to if you want to send it over a modem
then it strips out all those codes, which
means that all my carefully inserted
italicized words come out just like any
others. I had wanted to replace the [U]
business with the underbar character
(which is what WRITE does). The peo
ple at BYTE have always been able to in
terpret that properly.
But if WP can't find its own control
characters, then what in the world am I
to do? I'll have to go through and change
every one of those by hand; not something
I'm particularly fond of doing. Time to
putter around ...
Later. Indeed, it's worse than I thought.
If you punch the F8 key when you go to
do a search and replace, it will indeed find
the italics marker-but it replaces only the
leading [U] nonsense with the underbar
and throws the trailing [u] away. And ap
parently there is no way to do anything
about that, meaning that I will indeed have
to replace all the control characters by
hand. Wonderful.
For all that, WP is still the editor I'm
using and will probably keep on using; but
I confess it would be nice to find one that
was a little more straightforward.
Flash: you can do it with macros. More
next month, but I do like WordPerfect.

COMDEX and the 386
COMDEX was interesting. I liked the
mood: the computer industry seems to
have got out of the doldrums. On the other
hand, there wasn't much very new there.
Most were announcements of things that
will be out Real Soon Now.
There were a mess of 80386 machines,
but again most were prototypes. Until
IBM tells the world what the 386 operat
ing system is going to be, 386 machines
aren't a lot more than fast single-user PCs
anyway.
continued
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helps save time, money and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.

RECENT DISCOVERY
The Documentor- ford BASE,
program flow charts, tree diagrams,
.D BF documentation, variable/field
concordance, hierarchy charts. Macros,
searches, configure options. MS $ 295

Al-Expert System Dev't
Arity System-incorporate w/C.
Auto-Intelligence - by
Intelligence Ware
Experteach-lmproved, samples
EX SYS
Insight 2 +
Intelligence/Compiler- rules,
frames
Texas Instruments:
PC Easy
Personal Consultant Plus

MS $ 259
PC
PC
PC
MS

$
$
$
$

749
349
339
389

PC $ 749
PC $ 439
PC $2599

Al-Lisp
MS $ 179
Microsoft MuLisp 85
PC Scheme LISP- by Tl. SCHEME has
simple, "orthogonal" syntax. PC $ 85
TLC LISP-classes, compiler. MS $ 225
TransLISP - Good for learning MS Call
Others: IQ LISP ($155), UNX LISP ($59),
!QC LISP($269), WALTZLISP($!39)

APT - Active Prolog Tutor - build
applications interactively
PC $ 65
ARITY Standard - full, 4 Meg
Interpreter - debug, C, ASM PC $ 319
COMPILERflnterpreter-EXE
PC $ 699
With Exp Sys, Screen - KIT PC $1129
LPA MacProlog - Complete incremental
compiler and an interpreter MAC $ 295
MS $ 85
LPA MicroProlog - intro
LPA MicroProlog Prof. - full
MS $ 339
memory
PC $ 475
MPROLOG
MS$ 89
Prolog-86 - Learn Fast
MS $ 229
Prolog-86 Plus - Develop
TURBO PROLOO by Borland PC $ 69

Editors for Programming
BRIEF Programmer's Editorundo, windows, reconfigure PC
EMACS by Uni Press - powerful,
multifile, MLISP. Source: $929
Epsilon - like EMACS
PC
Kedit - like XEDIT
PC
Lattice Screen Editor-multiwindow
multi-tasking
Amiga $ 89 MS
MS
PC/VI - Custom Software
Personal REXX
PC
PC
PMATE - power, multitask
SPFfPC - fast, virtual memory PC
XTC - multitasking
PC

Call
$ 299
$ 155
$ 105
$
$
$
$
$
$

Poly Boost - Run 2 to 10 times
faster with software accelerator.
Speeds disk access, screen display,
keyboard input.
PC $

109
109
I09
109
139
79

RECENT DISCOVERY

National Accounts
MIS. Engineering. and Research departments get
special FREE consulting, product comparisons,
reports, newsletters. Compare approaches to
COBOL. C. Al. PURCHASING AGENTS - get
help and special service finding products. negotiat
ing license agreements, with bill ing and more.
Call 800-446-1185.

Our Services:
• Programmer'sRererra!L~t
• Dealerslnquire
• Compare Prtxlucts
• Newsletter
• Helprinda Publisher
• RushOrder
• Evaluation Literature FREE
• Over700 prtxlucts
• BBS · 7PMto7 AM 617-826~ • Nalionaf AccountsCtnltr

C Support-Systems
Basic-C Library by C Source
MS $139
PC $600
C Sharp - realtime, tasks
MS $ 95
C ToolSet- DIFF, xref, source
The HAMMER by OES Systems PC $149
PC $ 89
Lattice Text Utilities
Multi-C - multitasking
PC $149
PC LINT-checker. Amiga $89, MS $107
SECURITY LIB - add encrypt to MSC.
C86programs. Source $229 PC $115
Quickshell - script compiler
PC $349
50: More FORTRAN -math,
source
PC
Forlib+ by Alpha - graph, comm.
MACFortran by Microsoft - full '77
MS Fortran - 4.0, full '77
No Limit - Fortran Scientific
RM/Fortran - enhanced "IBM Ftn"
Scientific Subroutines - Matrix

$ 99
$ 59
$229
$269
$119
$389
$149

MultiLanguage Support
BTRIEVE !SAM
MS
BTRIEVEfN - multiuser
MS
CODESIFTER- Execution PRO
FILER. Spot bottlenecks.
MS
Dan Bricklin's Demo Program PC
HALO Graphics - 115 + device
interfaces, rich, printer. Specify
PC
language interface
Microsoft Windows Software
Development Kit
PC
PANEL
Xenix $539, MS
Pfinish Performance Analyzer MS
PLINK-86- a program-independent
overlay linker to 32 levels.
MS
PLINK-86 PLUS - incremental MS
Poly Librarian
. MS
MS
PVCS Version Control
Screen Sculptor - slick, thorough PC
ZAP Communications - VT 100,
TEK4010emulation, filexfcr. PC

$199
$469
$ 99
$ 65

$349
$219
$249
$249
$369
$ 79
$329
$ 95
$ 89

Call for acatalog, literature and solid value

C Scape- capture Dan Bricklin's,
1-2-3, Turbo screens & more, convert
to C. Plus full screen generation
package - tiled, pop-up windows with
scrolling, validation. Source
PC $149

C Language-Compilers
AZTEC C86 - Commercial
PC $
MS $
C86 by Cl - 8087, reliable
MS $
C86 Plus by Cl
Datalight C - fast compile, good
code, 4 models, Lattice compatible,
Lib source. Dev'rs Kit
PC $
HOT C - new, intriguing
PC $
Lattice C - from Lattice
MS $
Mark Williams - w/debugger MS $
Microsoft C 4.0 - CodeView MS $
Wizard C - full, fast.
MS $

499
299
459
77
85
289
369
279
359

C Language-Interpreters
C-terp by Gimpel - fu.11 K & R
C Trainer by Catalytix
INSTANT C - Source debug,
Edit to Run-3 seconds, .OBJs
Interactive C - interpreter, editor
Introducing C - learn C quickly
RunfC Professional RunfC Lite - improved

MS $ 229
PC $
MS
PC
PC
MS

$
$
$
$
MS $

89
379
225
105
179
97

C Libraries-General
Blackstar C Function Library PC $ 79
C Essentials by Essential
PC $ 83
C Food by Lattice-ask for source MS $ 99
C Scientific Subroutines-Peerless MS $ 135
C Tools Plus ( 1&2)
PC $ 135
C Utilities by Essential -Comprehensive
screen graphics, strings. Source. PC $ 137
C Worthy Library
MS $ 269
Entelekon C Function Library PC $ 119
Greenleaf Functions-portable, ASM $ 139
PforCe by Phoenix - objects
PC $ 229

C-Screens. Windows. Graphics
$209

We carry full lines of Manx, Lattice, &
Metacomco.

69

r-tree - report generation for
ctree . Multiple file handling, fixed or
variable length. Many built-in functions,
like Boolean, computational functions,
string, date handling, numeric to
string conversion. Layout control.
Source in C .
PC $ 249

800-421-8006
THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP'"
5-B Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043
Mass: 800-442-8070or617-826-7531 1187

C Power Windows by Entelekon PC
dBASE Graphics for C
PC
Curses by Lattice
PC
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS- fast PC
GraphiC - mono version
PC
GraphiC - new color version
PC
Greenleaf Data Window
PC
wfsourcc
PC
Multi-Windows-use wfMulti-C PC
PC
Screen Ace Form Master
PC
Vitamin C - screen 1/0
Windows for C - fast
PC
Windows for Data - validation PC
ZView - screen generator
MS

$ I09
$ 69
$ 89
$ 199
$ 217
$ 295
$ 189
$ 339
$ 295
$ 195
$ 159
$ 159
$ 239
$ 189

Uniware Cross Development Tools include 68000 C compiler. Development
Package with compiler, assembler, link ·
editor, and utilities, 17 cross assemblers
for Intel, Tl, Motorola, Zilog, etc. 
MS Call
relocatable, macros.
Note: All prices subjernochange without notice
Me ntion 1his ad.Somepricesare specials. Ask about
COD and POs.Formats:)" laptop now milable. plus200 othm.
UPS surface shipping add $)/item.
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The most interesting 386s were the new
Zenith and a new machine from PC's
Limited. Both these machines have some
thing in common, a resident monitor in

ROM .
Now all computers have a subprogram
called a monitor. What that does is look
at all the input and output and decide what
to do with it. For most machines this pro
gram is totally invisible. However, back
in the early days of small computers, it
was common to have an accessible moni
tor that could take control of the machine
and allow you to conduct various system

tests, look at and change memory loca
tions, send data out ports, and generally
do by hand anything a program can do.
The original Zeke I, my friend who hap
pened to be a Z80, had a program called
XMON that was the envy of all my other
friends, because whenever my system
crashed-and in those days systems
crashed a lot-I could get in there and fix
things, or at least see what was going on.
As micros got more reliable, and aimed
more at the general public than at people
willing to spend time understanding their
equipment, the monitor program got

Lattice® Works
LXI'TICE ANNOUNCES
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
SUPPORT IN VERSION 3.2
Version 3.2 of the Lattice MS-DOS
C Compiler features full support for
Microsoft Windows-including the
"far;' "near:· and "pascal" keywords.
In addition, version 3.2 includes
the ability to generate more than 64K
bytes of static data and to declare
objects larger than 64K bytes. It also
includes improved support for ROM
based applications via the "canst"
data type. Version 3.2 is a significant
release because it eliminates Micro
soft's claimed monopoly on future
MS-DOS C development tools. Now
that the Lattice MS-DOS C Compiler
supports a window interface, pro
grammers using Lattice C can avoid
the problems caused by switching
to a different compiler. $500.00
LATTICE NOW OFFERS
ENHANCED AmigaDOS
CCOMPILER
Version 3 .I of the Lattice
AmigaDOS C Compiler offers a new
library with 100 more functions
than the standard AmigaDOS C
Compiler. What's more, increased
library modularity and new address
ing modes help reduce load module
sizes by more than 20%. The new
version also features faster pointer
and integer math, faster IEEE floating
point routines, direct support of the

.·=·
~.

Lattice

(800)533-3577

In Illinois (312) 858-7950

Amiga's FFP format floating point
library, and multi-tasking support.
With Version 3.1, Lattice has
broken free of the reliance on the
Amiga standard linker and object
file format. This new release includes
completely new expanded documen
tation, and a Lattice assembler and
linker which remain compatible
with previous software but allows
professional programmers to take
advantage of both the Amiga's speed
and the industry's standardization.
Lattice AmigaDOS C Compiler with
Lattice's Text Management Uti Ii ties,
$225. Professional AmigaDOS C
Compiler with, Text Management
Utilities, Lattice Make Utility, Lattice
Screen Editor, and the Metadigm
MetaScope Debugger, $3 75.
AmigaDOS C Compiler $150.
LATTICE RELEASES NEW
VERSIONS OF C CROSS
COMPILER AND LINKER
Version 3 .! of the Lattice C Cross
Compiler to MS-DOS and version
2.12 of the Plink86Plus Overlay
Linker are now available for Sun and
Apollo workstations as well as the
DEC VAX Family of processors run
ning VMS, UNIX or Berkeley UNIX.
All Lattice C Cross Compilers
possess the same functionality and
generate the same code as the native
Lattice MS-DOS C Compiler. This
allows users to take advantage of the
larger systems' speed and multi-user
capabilities when creating applica
tions for most popular PCs .
Contact Lattice Corporate Sales
for details.

TELEX 532253

FAX (.112) 858-8473

INTERNllTIONllL SALES OFFICES: Benelux: Ines Datacom (:12)2-720-51-61
Japan: Lifeboat, Inc. (0.1)29.~-4711 England: Rounclhill (0672)54675
France: Echosoft (1)4824. 54.04 Germany: Pfoten haur (49)7841/5058
Hong Kong: Prima 85258442525 A .I. Soft Korea, In c. (02)78.16.172
Australia: FMS (0.1) 699-9899 Italy: Lifeboat Associates Italia (02) 46.46.01
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buried deeper and deeper into the oper
ating system, and in most machines it
vanished from the user's view. Zenith,
however, has al ways retained the monitor
program, and while it's usually invisible,
you can still get access to it if you think
you need to. I've described in a previous
column how I managed to fix a temporary
glitch in the Z-181 by using the monitor
program to boot the machine off the B
drive.
Small machines also used to have what
was called a "front panel," which was a
hardware look into what the machine was
doing. In the movies all computers have
front panels, because front panels have,
among other things, flashing lights.
PC's Limited has brought back not only
the user-accessible monitor, but also
flashing lights: they have a small LED
display that tells things about the status of
the machine, and which can be used as
an aid to diagnostics.
Their machines are also fast. I was
much impressed with PC's Limited at the
Atlanta COMDEX; I was more so this
time. As it happens I met the company's
president at the "real" Pournelle/Dvorak
party (which was hidden so well I almost
didn't find it; and still more than 150 peo
ple showed up!). They've arranged for me
to get one of their systems. I don't write
much about stuff that's not running here
in Chaos Manor, but I confess some an
ticipation.
In addition to their computers, they have
a complete line of PC add-on products.
Again, I've not tested any of their stuff;
but I was highly impressed with what I
saw at COMDEX, and I keep hearing
good things about the company.

Virtual?
One of the most interesting interviews I
managed at COMDEX was with Ken
Williams, vice president of R&D for
Softguard.
Softguard is a weird company. They
make most of their revenue from copy
protection software. Since I hate copy pro
tection, and they know it, I wondered if
I were walking into the lion's den when
I went up to their suite in the Bally Grand
Hotel; but when I got there I found that
all their programmers, including
Williams, hate copy protection about as
much as I do. "It's going to be done,"
Williams said, "and our schemes are more
harmless than most, and it makes us
enough money that we can work on things
we like to work on."
What they like working on is VM386,
which is a virtual operating system for the
386 chip.
When I first heard about YM386, I
didn't quite understand. That, as it turns
co111i11ued
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BOOKMARK™Data Protection Software
Automatically marks your place so you can resume where you left off.
Runs with most software so if you decide to call it a day you can power down, and upon restart
BOOKMARK will bring you back where you left oft... it's like having a BOOKMARK in your computer!
Stop wasting time navigating through menus .. . or teaching novices.
Easy to use. You choose how often work is saved, by number of keystrokes or length of time.
Work in progress can be resumed within seconds after system crash, power failure, accidental
reset or power down.

Costly battery backup systems are no longer needed when work in progress is already saved to the
point of the previous BOOKMARK placement.
BOOKMARK is a memory-resident utility that automatically and periodically saves work in
progress to a reserved area of the hard disk.

Suggested Retail Price $69.95

Requirements:

IBM PC/XT/AT or 100% Compatible
64k to 640k
IBM DOS 2.1 or Higher
1 Floppy Disk Drive• Hard Disk Drive (10 Meg bytes Minimum)• Video Display Adapter. IBM (Monochrome, Color, Enhanced Color) , Hercu les, AST
(BOOKMARK occupies an equivalent space on hard disk as in syslem RAM plus video RAM)

To Order, Call INTELLISOFT International or Ask Your Dealer for BOOKMARK

IN I El
See Us At

[\JC:en-~&1
USA Pavillion, Stand PS

I LSOFI.~

•

INTERNATIONAL

Call Toll Free (800) 544-MARK · In California Call Toll Free (800) 543-MARK
70 Digital Drive· P.O. Box 1972 ·Novato, California 94948 · (415) 883-1188
BOOKMARK' is a ' trademark of INTELLISOFT International. Copyright© 1986 by INTELLISOFT lnternalional. All rights reser ved .
IBM PCfXT/AT are registered trademarks of lnternalional Business Machines Corporation. Hercules is a trademark of Hercules Computer Technology.
AST is a registered trademark of AST Research, Inc.
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1-2-3® is more than just the best selling PC software package in the world.
It's a system. Asystem that includes a wide range of Lotus®products that work with
1-2-3. Including Lotus HAI.;'.-for easier and faster use of 1-2-3. 1-2-3 Report Writer~
for reports, forms and mailing labels. And Freelance® Plus- for business graphics.
It's also more than 1000 specialized applications designed by independent
software developers to work with 1-2-3.
It's outstanding support and service backed by a free telephone hotline and
Lotus PR01\1PI1T,"a new comprehensive user support program.
But most important, it's a guarantee that the 1-2-3 software you buy today
will become more valuable and more useful to you in the years ahead.

Lotus12-3
Business software integrating spreadsheet, graphics and clalabase.
© 1987 Lows Development Corporation Lott:s. 1·2 ·3 and l'reelance arc registererl trademarks oi Lotus Development
Corporation l ·2·3 Re port Writer. Lotu s HA Land Lot'JS l'ROMl'T are tradenwks of Lotu s Development Corporation
Lotus HAL is distinguished from HAL, ll'hic'1 is a trademark ofQan tel for its Hotel and Le:sure Sofmare
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CHAOS MANOR

THI MODIM
fOR PIOPLI
IHOTAKI
THllRACT
ON THI ROAD.

Items Discussed
EGA Paint ..... . .. .. _. ... . . .. $79
RIX Softworks
18552 Macarthur Blvd.
Suite 470
Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 476-8266
Multiscan Monitor ....... . ... $945
Sony Corporation
Sony Drive
Park Ridge, NJ 07656
(800) 222-0878
(800) 222-0879 in New Jersey
PC's Limited 386 System . Price not
announced
PC's Limited
1611 Headway Circle, Building 3
Austin, TX 78754
(800) 426-5150
Relay Silver (micros only) ..... $150

When you travel with your portable
computer, make sure your communi
cations go with you. The World Port
1200'" Portable Modem is the only
modem you need, whether you travel
across the country or around the
world.
While most portable computers.offer
an optional modem of some type, only
the WorldPort1200 gives you all the
features required for true portability.
Features like battery-powered,
Hayes™ Command Set compatibility,
Bell and CCITT standards, direct and
acoustic cups interface for 300 and
1200 bps, and compact size.
Equally at home on your desktop, the
WorldPort 1200 works with virtually
any computer with aRS-232C serial
port. No more of those dedicated
internal modems that can only be
used with one computer.
The World Port 1200. At only $199,
you can't afford to leave home
without it.
For more information or your nearest
dealer, contact us today.

....·.:"·:::wr
• •• •. •:.•:.•
• •• •••
• •:. • • .:•:.:·
• • • • ·.·.:::.

•

TOUCHBASE

SYSTEMS, INC .
16 Green Acre Lane
Northport. NY 11768
(516)261-0423
Telex 6502848020

Hayes 1saregisteredtrademark OIHayes MitrncomputerProducls.lnc
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out, isn't unusual, since not many others
did either. After two hours with Ken
Williams, I still don't know all I should,
but I know more than I did.
First, not all PC-compatible programs
can run under a virtual operating system
(VOS). Many can. The advantage of a
VOS is that it not only allows your 386
to run just about all the commercial soft
ware available for PCs and ATs, but it will
run several of those programs at the same
time, which is to say allow them to be
truly concurrent.
We don't have that now. We have termi
nate-and-stay-resident (TSR) programs
1ike SideKick and Super Key and Ready!,
which sit up in high memory. A sort of
primitive monitor program (the kind of
program we used to call a demon) watches
for a special keystroke such as Alt-/ every
time you strike a key. (This slows your
machine down a bit, but not enough that
anyone will ever notice.) When the demon
sees that special keystroke, it takes over
your machine. The demon saves off all
registers and the stack and anything else
he needs in order to put the machine ex
actly back the way it was when you
pressed that key, then calls for his big
brother the TSR program. This happens
so fast you hardly notice. You then use
SideKick or Ready!, and when you're
done you exit; the TSR program calls the
little demon, and he puts the machine
back the way it was when you started.
Note, though, that you haven't really run
two programs at once. If you had a fast

VM Personal Computing
41 Kenosia Ave.
Danbury, CT 06810
(203) 798-3800
Travel Comm UOO .... . ....... $124
Touchbase Systems Inc.
16 Green Acre Lane
Northport, NY 11768
(516) 261-0423
\VordStar .... . ....... . ...... $350
MicroPro International
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-1200
ZA-181-5 Modem for the Z-181 . $399
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 391-7000

enough machine, you could have ac
complished the same result by saving
whatever you were working on and
loading in a new program.
Truly concurrent systems work dif
ferently. You could, for example, have a
big spreadsheet that takes 10 minutes to
recalculate (given the speed of a 386 that's
·going to be a big program, but what the
heck). You can leave that running, go out
to the virtual operating system, and call
up a brand-new DOS; and under that you
can load in another Lotus 1-2-3, or a word
processor, or even Flight Simulator.
More than that: you could, under the
VOS, call in an entirely different kind of
operating system, such as Pick, or UNIX,
or even the kind of thing N iklaus Wirth
designed for Lilith, assuming that anyone
can get the Modula operating system go
ing on an 80386. You could even have all
of them running at once, and each would
have the full resources of the entire
system. Actually, of course, each OS only
thinks it has the system's full resources;
but through. the magic of swapping things
in and out of both hard and RAM disk,
the program never knows that it's sharing
resources with something else.
That's the good news.
The bad news is that not all existing pro
grams are "virtualizable," and existing
virtual operating systems can't do much
about the dreaded 640K-byte memory
boundary that plagues us. Serious copy
protection schemes (Softguard says 'We
cominued

''Microportis
thefastestpath
5etween
real UNIX®
SystemV
and you"
Dimitri Flotow runs a company
on the go. He has little time
for hardware or software that
doesn't do the ultimate job for
his company's customers.
Two months ago he assessed
three readily-available UNIX
(and UNIX-like) operating
systems. After evaluating
pricing, packaging,
documentation, quality,
service, manufacturer's
support, compatibility, thirdparty support, features,
conformity and performance,
he and his VP of engineering
came to one conclusion: 'To
praise Microport is to praise
the AT&T/Intel joint venture,
because Microport's version
of UNI X System V is virtually
identical. However, more value
is received since more
middlemen are removed
that's much closer to buying
direct and selling direct."
Bell Technologies' customers
appreciate real value plus real
System V. If you're an OEM a
reseller, an end-user or simply
curious about our product
call us today and see what all
the endorsements are about.
Microport Systems, Inc.
10 Victor Square
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
408/438-UNIX (438-8649, local)
800/822-UNIX (Inside California)
800/722-UNIX (Outside California)
FAX: 408/438-2511
Telex: 249554

MICROPORT

TeamUseforTheAT.
Inquiry 190
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have some knowledge of that phenom
enon") can drive a VOS mad. There are
other limits.
The bottom line, though, is that a good
VOS can make a multitasking system out
of any PC retrofitted with a 386 board;
Orchid, Paradise, Intel, and a bunch of
others are already selling 386 boards for
ATs and compatibles.
Softguard expects to be shipping
developer kits well before you read this.
Hackers should find them interesting. The
Softguard people mostly come from a
mainframe tradition. They see a lot of
"truly heroic code" out in the mainframe
world that almost no one in the micro
world is even aware of; and they're try
ing to bring some of that to the 386.
Me, I wish them well.

Winding Down
I'm about out of space and I haven't even
mentioned the trip to France, where I
spoke to executives of Sperry Network
ing and their guests. Sperry has recently
merged with Burroughs into a company
called Unisys, but it was still Sperry when
I was there.
One of my fellow speakers was David
Brunnen of Britain's Network Nine. This
is a new venture from the denationalized

British Telecom . They're doing some
really spectacular things combining office
rentals and communications systems.
Brunnen recalled that in the late 1960s
he pulled the plug on one of the last
manual switchboards in England. It was
replaced by an automatic system. As he
stood there behind the operator waiting for
zero hour, a call came in. The operator
listened for a moment and said, "Oh, it's
no use ringing the vicarage, love, I'll put
you through to the butcher shop." She'd
just seen the vicar walk past. A few
minutes later Brunnen pulled the plugs.
Now, he said, 20 years later, the tech
nology is just beginning to be able to
deliver that level of service.
The book of the month is by Seymour
J. Deitchman, Military Power and the Ad
vance of 1echnology (Westview Press,
1983). A sound analysis, and I'm folding
some of it into my revised Strategy of
1echnology.
The game of the month has to be Star
glider for the Atari ST. Incidentally, the
Atari ST was the real hit of COMDEX;
their booth was jammed from the first day
to the last, and some of the new software
for the ST is really impressive.
I'll have more about COMDEX next
time. I'm still looking for a good IS-inch

color monitor that can take both EGA and
CGA output. Now that both Sony and
NEC have 13-inch systems that can do that
(the Multiscan and MultiSynch, respec
tively), I don't think a big-screen multi
ple synchronous monitor will be too long
in coming. Incidentally, RIX Softworks'
EGA Paint program will knock your eyes
out on the new Sony monitor.
· Meanwhile, the refurbished Golem has
arrived, and Tony Pietsch is coming over
to install it. My anthology went out today,
and this column is done. I have the Omni
Tel modem for the Z-181, and it can't be
long before I have documents and software
for it. The Zenith AT is coming, and for
that matter I should have a new controller
for Big Kat by the end of the week, and
before then I should have Volume III of
Janissaries done.
With luck the curse is ended. •

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' com
ments and opinions. Send a selfad
dressed, stamped envelope to Jerry
Pournelle, c/o BYTE. One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Please
put · your address on the letter as well as
on the envelope. Due to the high volume
of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee a per
sonal reply.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMERS
Looking for the right PC FORTRAN language system7 If you're serious
about your FORTRAN programming then you should be using F77L 
LAHEY FORTRAN.
"Lahey's F71L FORTRAN is the compiler of choice. It's definitely a
'Programmers FORTRAN,' with features to aid both the casual and the
professional programmer. .. F77L compiled the five files in a total of 12
minutes. which was 4 times as fast as MS FORTRAN and an astounding 6
times as fast as Pro FORTRAN." - PC Magazine

Compare the features and performance of other PC FORTRANs with F77L
and you will find that F77L is clearly the superior product.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Fortran 77 Standard lf77L is not a subset)•
Popular Extensions for easy porting of mini •
and mainframe applications
COMPLEX.16. LOGICAL• I and INTEGER• 2 •
Recursion - allocates local variables on
•
the stack
•
IEEE - Standard Floating Point
Long variable names - 31 characters
•
IMPLICIT NONE
•

Fast Compile - Increases productivity
Source On Line Debugger !Advanced
features without recompiling)
Arrays and Commons greater than 64K
Clear and Precise English Diagnostics
Compatibility with Popular 3rd Party
Software !i.e. Lattice CJ
Easy to use manual
Technical Support from LCS

• NEU/ FEATURE· NAMELIST

F77L - THE PROGRAMMER'S FORTRAN
S477.00 U.S.
System Requirements: MS-DOS or PC-DOS. 256K. math coprocessor (8087/80287)

FOR MORE INFORMATION: {7021 _,,8=3_,__1-_,,2=5=00=-- - - - - - - - - - - International Dealers:
Lahey Computer Systems. Inc.
P.0.8ox 6091
Incline Village, NV 89450
U.S.A.

England: Grey Matter Ltd.• Tel: j0364) 53499
Denmark: Ravenholm Computing. Tel: (02J 887249
Australia: Computer Transitions. Tel: f03J 537-2786
Japan: Microsortware. Inc.. Tel: j03J 813-8222

SElil/ING THE FOKfRAN COMMUNITY SINCE 1967
or M icrosoft Corporation.Pro FORTRAN refers to Professional FORTRAN

MS-DOS & MS FORTRAN a re crademarks

a trademark

Editor's Choice
- PC Magazine

or

lnternatlonar Business Machines.
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© Eastman Kodak Company, 1986

\\.used to take up to $15,000
and a video technician to
~w-oiect real-ti111e PC images.
Now anybody can do it
in five minutes for $.,270:
1.

Plug the unit into your PC.

2.

Place it on your overhead projector.

3.

Begin your real-time presentation.

New KODAK DATASHOW System
Just think of all the applications.
Call for details:

1 800 44KODAK, Ext 865
( 1 800 445-{)325, Ext 865)

RJ 11 Y-connector

TRUE
NETWORK
PERFORMANCE

USERS
REPORT

•~
1. Peripheral Sharing: enables up to
6 PC users to share laser or impact
printers and storage devices.
2. Runs 99% of MS·DOS Software•:
lets you share software you already
own for word processing,
accounting, database, spreadsheets,
CAD/CAM, etc. (PC, XT, AT and
compatibles).
3. Transparent Natural Use: allows
direct access to remote files and
programs on remote PC's. You
don't have to leave your application
and use a special program to copy
files to your PC.
4. Print Spooler: lets you continue
using your PC while your data is
being printed or waiting to be
printed. You use your present
printing commands to automatically
send your data to the printer.
5. Faull Tolerance: Software is
resident on all networked PC's so
any PC can be turned off or fail
without interrupting network
operations.
6. Security: Network users can be
restricted from using printers, and
reading or writing to designated
storage devices.

Bechtel Power Company:
Tai Leong, Senior Engineer 
"Because of our application it was
essential to have a transparent
network ... The Knowledge Network's
easy to use and its programability
satisfies all our networking needs."

• Guaranteed: If you're not satisfied,
return the product within 60 days for
reimbursement.
• Complete: comes with everything:
software, Network Controllers,
phone wire and RJ 11 connectors.
• Proven: more than 800 satisfied
Knowledge Network users.
• Easy Installation: user installable in
10 minutes. Network Controller
connects to RS232 serial port using
standard telephone wires and jacks.
All PC's networked in parallel on a
single "party line."

Holiday Inn, Corporate Headquarters:
Ben Holcomb, Director of Finance
and Planning of International Hotels
- "The Knowledge Network is an
exciting product for the price ... in
fact, we're encouraging other Holiday
Inn branches to use it."
Quantitative Software Reports:
Jay Siegal, Managing Director - "The
Knowledge Network offers the
minimal amount of disruptions to my
complex programs ... No hardware
needed, no new commands ... it
meets my networking needs
perfectly."

• Low Complete Cost: best
price/performance ratio in PC
networking: $299 for the two PC
Starter Kit and $149.50 per Add On
Kit. No networking boards, file
servers, dedicated computers, dumb
terminals or additional bridge
software is necessary.
• No Leaming Curve: uses standard
MS-DOS commands.

lnsMartc
Max Dunn, System Manager - "It's
our number one choice among
software LAN's that we've reviewed.
It's ideal for sharing disks, virtual
drives and our other costly
peripherals."

• Fast: operates at up to 115,200 bps
and uses automatic error correC'.'.ion
Ethernet-like system (CSMA CD/CA).

THE KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
PC Starter Kil $149.50 x 2 =$299 (2 RS232 Network Con·
trailers, phone wire, RJ 11 connectors, software and manual)

2

1 PC Add On Kil $149.50 each (t RS232 Network Conlroller,
phone wire, AJ 11 connector, software and manual)

Shipping & Handling (Allow 10 days for delivery)

10.00

Sub total
CA residents add applicable sales tax
Applied Knowledge
Groups, Inc.
1095 E. Duane Ave.
Suite 203
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 739-0300

TOTAL
Hany Coin, designer of
the Knowledge Network:
"It's a low-cost, complete network.
You don't have to learn new commands,
or buy special network programs to get
the job done."

Payment or Charge: _VISA _MC _AMEX _Check

1·800·443·1254
1-800-422-1254 in CA

NOT COPY PROTECTED

•Ms-DOS (lrom V 2.0and up), Lolus 1,2,3, dBASE(ll & Ill+), Wordstar, Word Perfect, Word, Sidekick, Aeltex The Analyst, AutoCAO, etc. Supports ploUers.
1

58

5

1

1

~~ ic;e~~d~r:~:~!~r: g;1~~1~~~1~~~:~~fe~~iio~:1~~~1~ s i'.2?l i~~~e~~~:r:1e~~,~~~~t~n~~~~ee ~o~u~D~~~r:n~e~~.r~~:~~f~~sr~~ i~~:~~t~~~:!,~~"~f5M~~~~~~fh°~·e~f;~,~~~,~~
trademark d the Xerox Corp. Word and MS·DOS are registered trademarks d !he Microsoft Corp. SideKick and Reflex The Analyst are registered trademarks d Borland ln1emat'°'1ia.1.. \nc.
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.Status Report
Ezra Shapiro

When I began writing Applicato construct a bar graph or pie
Confession time
tions Only a year ago, I prom
chart, you've got to dump out
ised to be honest about my prej
your worksheet as delimited
finds Ezra telling which products
udices. I think it's important for
text, suck the data into another
a reader to know what software
program, build the chart, save it
he uses regularly
a reviewer uses on a day-to-day
on the clipboard, go back to
basis; personal work habits af
Ragtime, and so on. Very
fect program evaluations far more than numbers frames in order of creation, and strange, especially for a program that's
writers usually care to admit. I'm hoping you can choose to display or hide the supposed to be the business person's
that if you know what I like, you 'II have number tags with one menu selection. answer to desktop publishing. I also would
a better chance of determining how my Spreadsheets can reference cells in other have expected the spreadsheet to be
preferences match up with yours. So I've frames using these tags.
capable of importing either Excel or l-2-3
stuck two sections of true confessions to
The word processor in Ragtime is page worksheets; Ragtime reads only delimited
orien ted; if you want to write something text, so you lose your formulas.
the end of this column.
But first, a couple of new products.
that's longer than a single page, you have
I realize the program is pushing the
to stop and create a new frame for the con Mac's CPU, but scrolling is choppy and
Rags or Riches?
tinuation. However, once you've linked not particularly fast. You could endure it,
I have mixed feelings about Ragtime pages, changes flow magically through the but it's on the outside limits of acceptabili
(Orange Micro, $395) for the Mac, a novel pipeline and the text reforms to fit. When ty. There are also some minor bugs re
blend of spreadsheet, word processor, arid you resize a frame, the speed with which painting the screen, but nothing that
page layout program. I like the program Ragtime processes the change is im doesn't correct itself with the next
a lot, but it has some holes I find disturb pressive. The spreadsheet is a solid basic command.
ing. Because it allows you to combine ac engine with a large selection of built-in
The reduced view, which displays a full
tive spreadsheet and text sections any
functions (but no macros), and graphics page in miniature, is completely live.
where on a page, Ragtime is extremely import allows cropping and quick rescal That's great for repositioning and resiz
good at forms design. But like most other ing of images.
ing elements, but if you happen to click
The components work well together, the mouse inside a frame rather than along
integrated software packages I've tried,
Ragtime's parts start looking shabby when and creating business forms is easier than its border, you're suddenly editing the
you compare them to equivalent stand it has ever been. While you can't quite frame's contents (which you can't see)
alones. I don't mean to suggest that have spreadsheet data floating within a text a big mistake that can happen easily.
Ragtime isn't pretty amazing-it is-but paragraph-frames remain fixed until you
The documentation is thorough but not
it lacks a few features that would make it move them-you can shrink a spreadsheet outstanding, and the on-disk tutorial
frame down to a single, naked cell. The shows you how to produce yet another
much better at what it's supposed to do,
which is a shame.
program's potential is amazing. You can three-column newsletter. (Are other Mac
The central element of the package is even save any document as a blank form,
owners getting as sick of these as I am?
the page layout module, and it's here that ready for reuse, without having to manual Seems like they come with every new pro
Ragtime really shines. You create ly delete its contents.
gram.) The press kit contains a full IRS
"frames" on a page by dragging the
So what's wrong?
tax form, complete with boxes and teeny
mouse, as you would to construct a hollow
Well, I can live without a spelling type. "Wow," I thought. "I bet they 'll
rectangle with a graphics program. Any checker, and I can also live without auto show me how I can construct a self-cal
frame can contain text, a spreadsheet, or matic hyphenation. But how can a pro culating tax package." Wrong. The only
gram that prides itself on fast text refor sample you get is the newsletter.
imported MacPaint or PICT artwork.
What's more, frames can be nested, so,
Ragtime doesn't quite make up its mind
matting exist without any sort of soft
for example, spreadsheets can live within hyphens? Any time you change the width what it's trying to be. Is it an all-purpose
text frames. If you're working with text,
of a frame, you've got to go in and pain
comi1111ed
you can construct a "pipeline" between stakingly hyphenate, rehyphenate, or
the two frames by simply drawing a con unhyphenate your text.
Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
necting line. This is all very easy, and the
As to the spreadsheet, I can survive BYTE. Contact him at PO Box 170040,
program provides an informative status without macros and user-defined func San Francisco, CA 94117. Because of the
box anytime you're creating, resizing, or tions. But why are there no graphics? I volume of mail he receives, Ezra, regret
moving frames. Ragtime automatically find this omission truly bizarre; in order fully, cannot respond to each inquiry.
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integrated package, a page layout program
with some extra features, or a forms
design product? I just can't shake the feel
ing that Ragtime's authors lost track of
their purpose along the way.
Spelling Demon
Write Now (Airus, $150) is a great little
word processor for MS-DOS machines.
It isn't the world's biggest or fanciest prod
uct, but I like it. If you don't need much
more power than PFS:Write, Write Now
is entirely adequate and packs some nifty
unusual features to boot.

First of all, you don't get multiple
column formats, footnotes and tables of
contents, sophisticated typesetting, outlin
ing, or any of the features associated with
industrial-strength word processing. You
do get a solid editor that can handle a sim
ple mail merge, basic layout (like headers,
footers, and page numbers), cut and paste,
a choice between function key menus and
WordStar-like command sequences, and
all the usual editing tools.
The neat stuff is in the area of spelling.
If you ask it to do so, Write Now will
check words as you type, beep at you, sug-

Do You Ever Get the Feeling
That No One Speaks Your Language?
Arity/Prolog.
The Language That Spans the Generation Gap.

the ge neral purpo e programming language Prolog , will signi f·
icantly reduce

yo

r development time and allow you lo solve a

wide ra.nge of app !cation problems .

ll

xtensio ns to your existing appl ications. You'll be truly

' multilingual-what better way to span the ge neration gap?

It can take you to new places

You'll discover amazing speed,

power, and fle xibility using the Arity/Prolog programming
environment , with its one gigabyte of virtual memory and
fast, compact compiled code, for conventiona l applications.
And if you're working in new territories, like expert sy st ems or
sophisticated database management systems, you'll be speak
ing the native tongue.
Speak it freely

Our products are not copy protected and we

charge no royalties, so you can use them in as many end-user
applications as you'd like. Why keep the language of so lutions
all to yourself?
Join the t housands of assembly and C progr ammers who
already use Ari t y/Pro log-the language of solutio ns.
Call 1-800-PC-ARITY Today.
Massachusetts residents call 617 -371-1243 .

Software that roar s.

ARITY CORPORATION
30 Domino Dr ive, Concord, MA 01742 U.S.A.
1-800-722-7 489 or in Massachusetts ca ll 61 7-371 -1243

gest correct spellings, and even complete
words for you as soon as it identifies a
unique entry in its dictionary. Or you can
shut off any or all of the above and sim
ply check an entire document anytime you
want. In several weeks of testing, I noticed
no degradation in speed as a result of the
real-time comparisons.
My only quibbles are in the area of per
sonal taste. I'd like a bigger dictionary, and
I'd like to be able to shut off the status
lines that clutter the top and bottom edges
of the screen, and I'd prefer a larger file
size than Write Now's limit of 64K bytes.
But I found the program easy to learn and
use, well designed, effectively docu
mented, and all-around nice.
Once you accept that you're not getting
MultiMate or Microsoft Word, you'll love
this product. It's certainly a good choice
as a basic editor, a first word processor,
or a convenience if you're a rotten speller.
Airus, the company that produces Write
Now, listens to users and provides good
support. I have no qualms recommending
it to anyone.
Confession Time
The question I'm asked most frequently
goes something like this: "Okay, Shapiro,
I read what you had to say in your col
umn, but what do you really use?" It
deserves an answer. Bear in mind that I'm
a freelance writer, editor, and graphic
designer by trade; I'm not an engineer, ac
countant, or programmer (though I do
dabble). That means I'm a heavy user of
word processors and related tools, and I
use spreadsheets and databases to run a
very small personal business. Like most
people, I'm also a creature of habit, and
I'm lazier than I like to admit.
For the past year, my primary editor
under MS-DOS has been Framework,
chiefly because I love the spreadsheet and
the windowing interface. When I have a
complex project that requires fancy for
matting, I confess I haul out good old
WordStar 3.3, though heaven help me if
I need footnotes. I've never been able to
crash WordStar, and I learned to use it
before anybody told me that it's difficult
to master. I maintain that when the going
gets tough, the tough use WordStar. I have
tried, and failed, to shift my writing over
to XyWrite, WordPerfect, Yolkswriter 3,
Microsoft Word, and PC-Write. Of the
five, I'm most attracted to XyWrite; it's
fast, powerful, and programmable, but I
haven't had the energy to completely
redefine the keyboard, which I'd want to
do before making the switch. Walter
Feigenson (formerly of New Star, now of
MicroPro) tells me that the new version
ofWordStar will ease my embarrassment
over my old standby; I sure hope so.
cominued
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'\Nhat's New at

" The Source " of the
electro-mechanical components
for the hobbyist.

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS?

W

e warehouse 60,000
items at American

3% ". 10Mb
HARD DISK DRIVE
(IBM Compatible )

THERE'S NO RISK.
With our full 90-day warranty ,
any purchase can be returned tor
any reason for lull credit or refund .

ei ·

Build It yourself fr om •ubaosemb'8s. No wiring nee. fjus t plugs

together). Hook·up di<>gram In·
PC 8300 HOME COMPUTER eluded.
Includes: Keyboard, 1 cas
1Advo1'cod vonlon of tho Timex 10001

sen~ di9it.al doto drive, 2 game con·

~

42-key mechanical keyboard rnot mem·
b<anel . Contnins 21( of RAM . •' Revetse
video, Z80A. 6.5 MH1 process0<. ROM 8K
BASIC. Graphics cap•bility/sound-music.
TV or monito<. Joyslicl< input opemrns on
115 VAC. Includes: AC adapter. TV cable.
~nd

tro1le1$, f)Ower SLIJlply. a I memory
boord$. an<1 ooo cassen e. copati1e
of running CPIM. hos bullt~n w0<d
D M
pioces$0<.
Item #7 4 10 ACCESSORJES .
Comploto - $99.00
ADAM PRINTER
DATA DRIVE
Item P6641
$9.95

PAINTER POWER SUPPLY
Item 16642 $14.95

prerecDfded tapes tor Slnc::loir d'l'\8.x
1000-ZX81. Mfs - Powe1 3000.

CONTROLLERS !set of 41
Item '7013
$9.95

$29 . 95 ew Complete. les.s top cover pl.ate.
Un orig. boxesl · Fric1fon feed . Takes stan<101d
• • 16K RAMPA CK upgrade
p•per 8 Y. • • 11 • . ICus1omer

hem #10336

Composite Video Monitors

ASSORTED CASSETTES

roturns; tested - opornliof'lal.)

l---''"t~"'
" m"'# 1.;..;0=-3"'3""7__$"--"'1..;;0'-•..;;0...;0;._N.;;.
'
e""
--l Item #8839

Auto redial: la:s t

dialed

re~ll . Comes
wi th a.ttachmen1S 011t111 ust1s- runs CB & car tadlos.

lo• bo1h types of Comes ready ro plug In /
- 5V@ .S amp.
m1g. ;in<:I. AC OC Output :
+ SV@3 emp.
+1 2V@6amp.
Input 115V/60H. Dim.: 9 Y. ·w •
11ght. Colo<: brown wlc::ream.
Famou.s moke mfr.
3¥- " H. IRubber ft. incl.I
l1em # 9997 $29.95 ew Item 1950 1 $24 . 95 New
power 21daptor &
banery Indicator

l1em #7786 $19 . 95
6 9 . 50
PUMPS-COMPRESSORS-BLOWERS-MOTORS-POTENTIOMETERS- COUNTERS
TIMERS-RELAYS-VOLTAGE REGULATORS-POWER SUPPLIES
IBM COMPATIBLE
" DISK DRIVE
$

3~
EXPANSION MODULES .

12" Monitor
!Controls fron t panel mounted l
t 2•. IJlo&n phosphor, high resolution I12

--

3~ "

DISK
DRIVE

• ...-.

MINI MICROCOMPUTER
REGULATOR

Tabor

-

TC·500

·· l

IBM PC Jr.
Sida·bv·sidc mounting !PC Jr.

APPLE
Side-by-side mtg. wlt/1 disk S1or09e
space In frcnt. FloPllv disk con11ol
JOH• JoB . Op. volt. : 120/240VAC. 501
l<>r bl><lld cepable or hondling 4 disk
60Hz., 65VA max. Con1<ols rront panel mtd. drive con••olle:r boa1d. Conta:ins :
2 Tabor TC-500 3Y. " disk drives . drives. Contains: 2 Tabor TC-500
Mf r - Mot0tola - Alpha Sorlits
Total
capaci1y
360K
.
Item
#9825
3 ll" cf.sk drives. Total cap. 360K .
It em #10043
$29.95 New
Item # 8826
$~
$99.00
New
15" Monitor
$~ $99.00 New
1S" screen. Same $pet$ as Bbove.
Each un;t supplied with two 3 ~· flexible
$34 . 95 New
Item #10044

lioos cemerJ and bandwidth hom lOHz to

Outpllt: + 5. 15V @ 70 A
+ 12V@4A
+12V@4 A
+ 5.2V@ SA
fnptit: 115/230V nominal,
.72 5KW cont. 4 7-63Hz . En·
CI0$1!d in metel housing.
Dim. : 1 s·w" HI. H x 6 • doep.
Mlt _ Ta<jd Pra<j . # 4 XSS l & IA
fl em # 9 7 49 $ 2 9, 9 5 New

COMPUTER GRADE
TELEPHONE
POWER SUPPLY
700 fl . Range
Wall or Base
Mount
Full duple x: talk
& liste.n slmult.
num~r

ASCII KEYBOARD
ltomt 6643 $19.95

pair of cassett e cables. Will run an

' 1 available per each customer.I

48· KEY - Timex Z81 / 1 000
Thlsaxpansionmodutejustplugs
ltem# 6712 $5 . 95 Now
lntovourColocoVision. With Printer
Power SupPly and date dtlve tboth 66·KEY - Commodore C· 1 6
lnclude<IJ, vou wil have" wo<lclng
Item #9394 $ 5. 95 New
At;lem Computer. Adam Keyboard.
one Smanbasic cassettea1'd hook· 75-KEY - Timex or Adam
up diagram elso included.
For computer upgra de . . .
1---'1""
1e;;.;m;._
# 9;:.;9;:.;1..:8;.___;$..:5:;.9;::;..;.'5.=..::0'-+-..,....;,;
11;;;
•m
.;...,#..:7.;,4;;,
29;;..,....:$..:5;..;;.;.9;;..:;;5_N
. -e' '--I
Y
A A
CORDLESS

mount s on 1op). W1tt't Uoppy disk

dri·1 Jelte.

IBM PC / XT
Stacked mounting. replaces old·
fashioned 5 Y. " dLsk drWes. Con·
tolns: 2 Tabor TC· 500 3 \\ • d;sk

drives. Total capacity 3601( .
Plugs r'gh t into your conuoller.

Item # 8827

Single·sided,
quad density ,
Capacity: 164K bytes. Wilt work
w ilh any 5 Y." dl.s cont!e~r~

$~~5
$49 . 95 New
• Total cap. SOOK bytes with

Item # 8924

special softwarn.

$1J)9':00 $99 . 00 New 3 Y. • DISK ETTES !Pack of 51
diskettes.
hem #9495
$9 . 95 New

MIN IMUM
AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS. 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHI E, N .J . 07074
ORDER
YESI P lease send me the follow ing items :
O My c heck o r money ord er is enclosed.
$ 15.
Item
How
0 Charge my credit card .
Byte-37
Oot cnptkm
Price
Total
0 Visa D Master C~ rd 0 Amex.
No.
Many?
Cord No.
Exp. Date

140 VA

Signature

Provides vo ~u>ge regul.ation and u ltra ·i s~e ·
1ton ror mictop<ocessor-based equipment .

Con tams less 1han 3 % harmonic distor·
tioo. bener than 60 dB uaverse noise
re, ction Coruains dual outlet '°'CPU &
monitor. afld 6 h . line cord.

lnpui:
95 - t 30V, 60Hz.
Output; l 20V@ 1. 17A
Dimension&: 1P . .. l x 4' -." H x

s,,,....w

Mounted on metal base with rtibber feet .

Mfr - Sola •63-13-\ 14
Item 1 9999 $99 . 00 New
Inquiry 16

Tel.,phone: Are• Codo

~"7££

Total
Shipping & handling. we ship UPS unless
othe<wlse specified. Add $ 3 plu~ 10% tot•I.
Canadian: D plus P.O. cost. Chorg 0<1ly.

C,tfr-4£ 1987
""Ith e "'o 0 G s 8 ,.,

1

0 rder,

Solas Tax tN.J . re•ident$ only,
please odd 6% or to1all
ORO ER TOTAL

Number

N3ma

Address
"c "'lty=:..:__ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State

Zip

A# inquiries and free catalog reqvesrs call 201 .939.2 7 10.

Fora/I phone orders, cal/ TOLL-FREE 800-524-0809. lnNewJersey, 201 -939-2710.
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Y2 Size, Yz Cost & Not A Clone!
Monochrome Graphics Y2 Card 
$139 vs.$295*

In California Call:
Jn Colorado Call:
In Florida Call:

In Georg ia Call:

Kcnfil Software@: 800-662-0505

Micro Data Products@: 303-360-6200

In Ohio Call:

lnf(1td (i:j'. 5 13-663-5488

First Source @: 305-648-0501
OToole l111crpriscs@ 800-558-9379

In Con nt.!c ticut Call:

P.C. Ois.tribuling (fl· 800-626-00 12

P.C. Distribu1ors (i 800--l28- I 888

In Tcnnl.!sscc C.1 11 :

Majors Di s1ributing (fl. 404--'S-l-828 I

ln'Jb;asCall:

Multi Cornpuicr Produl'ts@. 800-648-44 1 ~
Co1npu D Distributors@ 214-264-2626
Hil1 z Computer Products @J 800-433-1007

Ashford lntc malional @ 404-939- 7533

Jn Illinois Call:

In ~' l ll5SIX' hU!<oe US. Cul\:

Comark. U.S .A. Fie"@, 800-323-6135
P.C . Distribu1ing@. 312-298-1400
Seate Wide@ 312-932-0890
J.H. Lawrence@· 800-121-3328

In New York Cull:

Grear Lakes Di stributing@ 716 -69 1-8981

Vitlco

In Virginia Call:

El~c1ronics.

In c. @800-517-8731

In Canada Cull:

TCS Supply Distributors (fl 703-591-5054
JB Milrkcring@613-938-3333

In Pennsylvania Call:

Pcopk· & Tcchnolo£y (ell ~OO-:!-P-5494

Dr. Dr. Zucker

KBL Milrkcti ng@ 5 16-434-90 I 0
Manchcslcr Equipment @ 5 16-435- 11 99
Micro-Bu y@5 16-420- 1633

It's another

, lJ<:1<1:1~1~0~~1~1)
§?§

235 Santa Ana Court • Sunnyvale. CA 94086
(408) 720-1942 • 1-800-458-6200 CA • 1-800-624-4920 US

Hcrcuks i ~a 1radcmark nfHc:rculc~ Computer Technology. Inc.
• A,·crage price of 400 dc:alcrs according to June Jq86, suncy by Store Board Inc., nall a~.
ZUCKERBOARD i!'> ;i rcgi!.lcrcd trademark of Ad\·anccd Transducer Dc,·icc?.. Inc .

Inquiry 345

Tc.,a~

APPLICATIONS ONLY

I use Instant Recall (the pop-up free
form text database) constantly; it has
replaced Borland's Reflex as my database
of choice, though I still use Reflex when
I have to accomplish structured analytical
tasks. I load Ready! every time I need to
generate an outline, and I run SideKick
only when I need an ASCII table. I've
become addicted to Cruise Control for
precision cursor control; every time I
remove it to test another terminate-and
stay-resident program, I find myself miss
' ing it. For telecommunications, I use
Mirror because it can transfer in the back
ground and because I'm familiar with the
Crosstalk interface. If I had to construct
heavy-duty spreadsheets and databases, I'd
use VP-Planner and Paradox.
Over on the Macintosh, I began using
Microsoft's Works as an interim solution
while waiting for final copies of Word 3.0
and Excel 1.03, and I've been surprised
at how much time I'm spending with it.
I gnash my teeth at its many limitations
(for example, who ever heard of a database
without a "logical flag" field type?) ; but
I use it for just about everything, though
I expect to move my writing to Word 3.0
when it gets here. I use More when I'm
developing anything for which outlining
is appropriate. For telecommunications,
I find Works barely adequate (no macros,
but I can upload a document without hav
ing to convert it to ASCII text). When I'm
downloading binary material, I use two
simple but effective shareware packages,
MockTerminal and BackDown. Both are
desk accessories; MockTerminal dials and
establishes contact, and BackDown is an
XMODEM downloader .that operates in
the background, so I can keep working
during the transfer. I use both Super Paint
and GraphicWorks, and my current love
is Fontographer, a typeface design pro
gram from Altsys.
I'm not yet as firmly entrenched on the
Mac as I'd like to be, so I'm still not ready
to vote in several categories. Reflex for the
Macintosh and Omnis 3 are battling it out
in the database management arena, and
PageMaker and Ready,Set,Go! 3 are run
ning neck and neck for layout. I've also
been toying with building my invoicing
system into Ragtime.
Please note that I'm not endorsing any
of this stuff; it's merely what I use. Choos
ing software is a very personal process;
what's right for me may not be right for
you. And there are scads of excellent pro
grams out there.

comparisons, but here's a rundown of
what I own.
I've got an "ancient" Compaq portable
equipped with a loaded AST Six-Pak Plus,
an NEC V20 CPU, an 8087-2, and a
Fast88. (I've received a lot of mail since
I mentioned the Fast88 in my column last
October. It's a miniboard that gives me a
clock speed of 4.77 or 8 megahertz,
switch- or software-selectable. I'm hop
ing it will delay the inevitable purchase
of a 286 or 386 machine by a few more
months. Great product.)
My hard disk is a grubby external 30

megabyte box, with a grinding drive from
Tandon (sold to me as a 35-millisecond
unit, but it's never run faster than 50 to
60 milliseconds). I use a Logitech C7
serial mouse. My Macintosh is a Mac Plus
with a DataFrame 20 SCSI external hard
drive; no problems there. My Tandy
TRS-80 Model 100 has 32K bytes of RAM
and an Ultimate ROM II from Traveling
Software.
I own three modems, all external : a
Hayes 300, a Prometheus 1200, and a U.S.
Robotics Courier 2400. All have per
comi1111ed

When You're Looking for Answers,
Come to the Library
Manufactured.
Designed , I ed In U.S.11 ·
and ser\I c
Runs Xenix'"
AUfo Cad

Novell Network

EGA system
with EGA mon\\or
and EGA card

$1850

$809
B ~sic Sy~tern

• FullY ieM comP~~le
• BOBB-2 8 MHZ C
d se\ectab\e
• 4.77 & 8 MHzd~~. .yeooar
• 3501< 11op~Y controller
K
• f\opPY dn"'e
panc1able \o 640

•

256~ memorvi~-processor$

• Qp\1on Mam
1
• 1soW power suPP Y

4 75

·s' approved
fCC Cl~e~r warranlY

• Keyboard

one

l

S175

s1so

coMPUTER LIBRARY
659-8784
Sales (415 J(
415 ) 659-8849
Tech supporl
~·

$175
59•
$139
$428
533
$229

569
579
575

5349 Randall Place
»~
,...,._ Fremont, CA 94538
~
ts AValfable
Quantity orscoun

Hardware
The second most popular question I'm
asked is, "What equipment do you recom
mend?" That one's a toughie because I'm
a consumer with a limited budget just like
anybody else. So I can't make any official
Inquiry 174

CALL
$580
598
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APPLICATIONS ONLY

Items Discussed
BackDown ................... $30
Ron Risley
P.O. Box 1724
Orange, CA 92668
Cruise Control ............. $29.95
Revolution Software Inc.
715 Route 10 East
Randolph, NJ 07869
(201) 366-4445
Excel 1.03 ................... $395
Word 3.0 (Mac) . ............. $395
Works ...................... $295
Microsoft Corporation
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080
Fast88 .. . ..... . ............. $149
MicroSpeed Inc.
5307 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 490-1403
Fontographer . . .... .......... $395
Altsys Corporation
720 Ave. F, Suite 108
Plano, TX 75074
(214) 424-4888
Framework II ............... $695
Ashton-Tate
20101 Hamilton Ave.
Torrance, CA 90502
(213) 329-8000
Instant Recall ................ $69
Precept
3790 El Camino Real, Suite 173
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 327-6885
Mirror .......... . ....... . . $69.95
SoftK.lone Distributing Corporation
1210 East Park Ave.
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 878-8564

formed flawlessly. Checking my records,
I realized that I paid almost exactly the
same amount (about $400) for each of
them, with a two-year gap between each
purchase.
For printers I have an Okidata 192P with
a cut-sheet feeder and a PS-800 from
276
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MockPackage . .... .. .......... $35
(includes Mock'ferminal,
MockWrite, MockPrinter,
MockChart, and EZ-Menu)
CE Software
801 73rd St.
Des Moines, IA 50312
(515) 224-1995
More ...... . .. .. ... . ... . . . .. $295
Ready! ...................... . $99
Living Videotext Inc.
2432 Charleston Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-6300
Omnis 3 Plus ............. . .. $495
Blyth Software Inc.
3655 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 571-0222·
PageMaker ............. . .... $495
Aldus Corporation
411 First Ave. South, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
Paradox . .................... $695
Ansa Software
1301 Shoreway Rd., Suite 221
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 595-4469
QMS PS-800 ............. . . $5895
QMS Inc.
1 Magnum Pass
Mobile, AL 36618
(205) 633-4300
Ragtime .................... $395
Orange Micro Inc.
1400 North Lakeview Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 779-2772

QMS (the Postscript laser printer). The
Okidata has been a reliable little work
horse since it replaced a Mannesmann
Tally a year ago. The PS-800 is wonder
ful. I've .never had another laser printer,
so I can't say how it stacks up against the
competition, but I've had no trouble, and

Ready,Set,Go! 3 ... .. ......... $195
Manhattan Graphics
401 Columbus Ave.
Valhalla, NY 10595
(914) 769-2800
Reflex . . .................. $149.95
Reflex for the Macintosh .... $99.95
SideKick (MS-DOS) . . ...... $84.95
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Ultimate ROM II .......... $229.85
Traveling Software
11050 5th Ave. NE
Seattle, WA 98125
(206) 367-8090
VP-Planner ................ $99.95
Paperback Software International
2830 Ninth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 644-2116
WordStar 3.31 ............... $350
WordStar Professional ........ $495
MicroPro International Corporation
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-1200
Write Now . .................. $150
Airus Inc.
10200 Southwest Nimbus A ..e., Suite G-5
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 620-7000
XyWrite III . .. . ............. $395
XyQuest Inc.
3 Loomis St.
Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 275-4439

the laser output is spectacular. If you're
looking for a hardware object of lust, I
cheerfully nominate laser printers, and the
QMS is a fine choice.
I own more cables than the average
small public utility company.
That's about it. •

This is the one.
example, said our
Whatever the yardstick,
"compiler's documentation,
ease of use, speed of
RM/FORTRANrn blows
the others away.
Microsoft 3.31
,
execution, and debugging
99 300
Sieve? RM/FORTRAN
facilities place it first for
runs 26% to 228%
recommendation."
Lahey 2.0
~
But.why spe:id any
faster.
89,700
Whetstones?
more time readmg when
RM/FORTRAN is
\
you should be filling out
20% to 33% better.
*Single r&•i.siCJl'l. Run on IBM PC/AT CG MHz) with 80287, PC-D<_:' 3.2.
the COUpOn and getting
__)_ \
1
your free "RM/FORTRAN
And those aren't our
__)
Tools, Utilities and
benchmarks. They're the6~~"""~
indu~try standards.
~-.a ~- Applications Directory" and
~ - sample benchmark programs to
With RM/FORTRAN, ~~ ~
you can actually feel the
-:- ~
run on your own PC.
~ l Remember, if it isn't
difference in the seat of your pants . . . because
you'll do less sitting and waiting for those
---~--- / RM/FORTRAN, it's just a
~ A 1Fortran also-ran.
big, complex mainframe programs to run on
your micro. In fact, an ARPANET Bulletin
Ryan-McFarland
RYAN-McFARLAND
Board user said, ". . . for serious conversion
609 Deep Valley Drive
work of mainframe Fortran code, use the
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
Ryan-McFarland ..."
or call 213-541-4828
RM/FORTRAN is also the first and only PC
Fortran GSA certified at Full Level ANSI 77
3
Knock me out. Send me the benchmark
Bwith no discrepancies. So programs move effort
programs and the free Applications Directory.
lessly from your mainframe to a PC, XT, AT or
compatible. And they also port to 68000-based
systems or new 80386 machines. You may already
be using version 1. 0 under the name "IBM PC
Comeany
Title
Professional Fortran by Ryan-McFarland."
I treet
RM/FORTRAN comes with popular
extensions from VAX, VS and Fortran 66. That's
City
State
Zip
more mainline mainframe extensions than any
Phone (
)
other micro Fortran.
And there's more. PC TECH Journal, for

I

1• 111

Ir:-----------~I

' ~~
I

I
I
I

I

I

I
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Tape
Back-Up:

Laser
Optical:

Warranty:
~

'

355 Earhart Way
Livermore, CA 94550
12 months (RTV).

(415) 443-1669
TELEX 821892 NMSUD

DOS, XENIX, AIX Compatable

PRICES VALID THROUGH 5101187
-

Published prices assume C.O.D. or C.l.A. Compatible with all popular networks 
- One year RTV warranty 

~

Ask about our family of
ESDI, SMD, and SCSI Controllers
Inquiry 203

U.K.

Taking Control
Dick Pountain

The theme of this month's colfully interactive like Logo: You
These systems let
umn is control. I've recently
can execute statements directly
been playing with three different
from the keyboard or define
a microcomputer control events
systems that allow a microcom
named procedures and func
puter to control events in the real
tions. It's also a multitasking
in the real world
world. What they have in com
language-essential for control
mon is their use of a high-level
applications. For more details,
language to achieve this control. That's can have them start automatically when see the text box "The Scorpion Language"
significant to me because I'm basically a you tum it back on, if you wish. The Scor
on page 280.
software person. If the high-level language pion also has a ROM socket from which
You can include machine code in Scor
pion's programs, for example, to handle
is also interactive, you can build applica
you can auto-boot a program.
The card contains 21 assorted I/O con
interrupts, but performance considerations
tions by rapid prototyping, the industry's
jargon for "try it and see."
nectors and 16 sets of servo output pins seldom require this. The Scorpion lan
in addition to an edge connector that guage is about as fast as interpreted
Scorpion
brings out the system bus-although it
BASIC on computation-intensive jobs;
The first system is the Scorpion controller seems unlikely that you would want to ex
however, typical control programs are not
from Micro-Robotics Ltd. This is a stand
pand the I/O capabilities much further.
computation-bound. They tend to be loops
that read the various interfaces and spend
alone single-board computer to which you Three of the connectors are for a serial ter
need add only a terminal to talk to it and minal, an optional LCD, and an optional
much of their time waiting; the interfac
any mass storage you may want. My "ter
20-key keypad. The rest are all concerned ing primitives are quite fast enough to read
minal" was a Macintosh running a sim
with controlling various devices.
a device thousands of times a second. You
ple VT100 emulation program and con
Eight analog-sense inputs read either may need a little practice to design multi
nected to the Scorpion's serial port. This voltage or frequency from external sen
tasking programs in which the individual
port conforms to the S5/8 standard that sors; two shaft-encoder inputs receive tasks are small enough and fast enough not
employs TTL voltage levels; the IBM PC feedback from the rotating drive shafts of to degrade each other's performance.
does not work with this standard , so motors; four digital outputs can drive
I received an assortment of gadgets to
Micro-Robotics also offers an adapter card 500-mA peak loads or 100-mA continuous plug into the Scorpion, such as a thermo
to raise the port to full RS-232C com
loads; the servo outputs can drive Futaba couple, an optical sensor, a one-line LCD,
patibility.
servo motors that have automatic feedback and a stepper motor. Combining these into
The Scorpion is contained on a small position control; and you can configure simple systems was extremely easy with
card, measuring only 4 by 6 inches, on a user port for pulse-counting TTL signals the Scorpion language. Micro-Robotics
which a CMOS Hitachi HD6303 micro
at up to 0.5 megahertz or for digitizing also offers more complex devices, such as
processor is mounted. This 8-bit pro
waveforms and generating frequencies. a tiny vision system that plugs into the
cessor is a descendant of-and code-com
Finally, there is a network connector for Scorpion's user port and can capture and
patible with-the old 6800 and has the Philips FC network, a new standard process an image at a resolution of 128 by
become popular as a slave processor and
for connecting the application-specific 256 pixels in 100 milliseconds; it uses a
for applications that require low power peripheral chips used in video, teletext,
lens from the miniature Pentax 110
consumption. It is packaged in a tiny and speech-synthesis systems . The net
camera. The nicest thing of all about the
surface-mounted flat pack and looks quite work can handle 64 digital I/O lines, 32 Scorpion system, though, is the price: A
lost among the other chips. In addition to analog inputs, 8 analog outputs, a color basic Scorpion with power supply is £249;
the CPU, the Scorpion has sockets for a video display, a speech-synthesis ouput,
the vision system is an extra £130.
system ROM, a user ROM or EPROM , and an infrared handset decoder.
24K bytes of RAM in three chips, a clock/
This splendid array of I/O channels RTX Robot Arm
calendar, and lots of interfaces. The whole would be useless to me except for the The second system is a serious robot arm
system draws only 80 milliamperes, and high-level language that makes them ex
cominued
you can easily power it with a 12-volt bat
tremely easy to use. The Scorpion lan
tery, although I used the optional adapter. guage, devised by Micro-Robotics, is Dick Poumain is a technical author and
The RAM is nonvolatile and is maintained loosely based on BASIC or Logo, depend
software consultant living in London,
by a rechargeable lithium cell fitted on the
ing upon whom you talk to. It has a sim
England. He can be contacted c/o BYTE,
card. When the Scorpion is switched off, ple, clean syntax superior to either one One Phoenix Mill lane, Peterborough,
programs are retained in memory, and you and resembles a simplified Pascal. It's NH 03458.
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Inquiry 242

QSP SUPER MICRO

286

AT™

,~-_..

-~""
-,,.,

J.
.

.

.
./f:. ·:.;

~~

•ZERO WAIT STATE
• l MB high speed (120NS) DRam on board
• 6/8 MHz (10 MHz opt.)
• Licensed Phoenix BIOS
• Built-in 2 serials & l parallel port
• Reset button & turbo mode LED
• Hold up to SV2ht drive
• Clock/calendar w/battery backup &
• rechargeable AA battery set mounted
• 200 Watt power supply
• Setup software
• Hard cover User's Manual
ALL FOLLOWING MODELS WITH AN
IBM"' COMPATIBLE ENHANCED
KEYBOARD

CALL FOR BEST PRICES ON OUR
ADD-ON CARDS
Above configuration +
- 1.2 MB floppy drive
- WD HIF disk controller

MODEL l +
- Hercules compatible
monographic w/printer port
- Mono monitor

MODEL l +
- EGA card (16 colors,
640 x 350 Res .)
- EGA monitor

MODEL 2 +
- Seagate 30MB high speed
hard disk (39MS)

w/256K, !FD + CTL, K.B.,
150 WATT P.S.

--

~..._._

Open
Saturdays

!!--~,.¥
-~ -PH

-

_

IN C

SALES: (408) 435 -8222
Technical Support (415) 657-1410
780 Montague Expy., Ste. 207
San Jose, CA 95131
No surcha1ge ror MaslerCard or VISA; Fortune 1000 Purchase Order welcome.
De&lar and Cotp0rate inqvirles welcome: IBM, Intel. Hayes and Heri::uln ern
registe red 11ad8T\arks or lhelr respective compan ies : PC, AT. PC XT, PC AT e1e
lra demarks of IBM Co1po1a1ion
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called RTX from Universal Machine In
telligence Ltd. A serious robot arm is one
that's big enough to knock you down if it
gets angry, as opposed to a toy for pick
ing up matchboxes at parties. RTX stands
4 feet, 3 inches tall, and I wouldn't pick
a fight with it. Although it's primarily
aimed at educational users, it has suffi
cient power and precision for light m
dustrial jobs.
RTX doesn't look like the typical in
dustri al robot; it has a vertical z axis that
makes it look rather like a photographic

enlarger. The actual arm, which operates
in the horizontal plane, slides up and down
a vertical column, or linear slideway, to
add the third dimension . The vertical
motor, which does all the 1ifting against
gravity, is installed in the base unit, so it
can be bigger and more powerful (20
watts); it can lift 4 kilograms.
RTX has five movable joints controlled
by seven motors. The arm has shoulder,
elbow, wrist, and gripper joints-the wrist
has two. The wrist unit is a box with its
comi1111ed

The Scorpion Language
When the Scorpion starts up, it asks if
you want to clear memory. If you answer
no, the system keeps the program current
ly in memory and may automatically run
it. If you answer yes, you get an arrow
prompt, and the system is ready to pro
gram. The Scorpion language, complete
with a simple full-screen editor, resides
in the system ROM; it uses TO, as in
Logo, to define procedures, for example,
TO greet PRINT "Hello world!" END.
You invoke this procedure by typing its
name, greet.
Procedures can contain parameters and
local variables defined with LOCAL.
Scorpion supports the control structures
IF... ELSE, WHILE , REPEAT, and
FOREVER and imposes block structure
by using brackets. For example:
IF test > 200
[ WAIT 100 TURNOFF 2 WAIT 100
TURNOFF 1]
ELSE [ TURNON 1 TURNON 2 ]
\1any procedures can coexist in memory;
you can selectively LIST them , or you can
EDIT them with the built-in editor. There
is no mass storage on the Scorpion card,
so you save programs on your terminal's
disks by typing LIST ALL and capturing
the output via JUUr communications
package's ASCII file-transfer facility
like downloading fran BIX.
The Scorpion supports 24-bit signed
integer arithmetic, Booleans, bit-wise
logical operators, pointers, and pointer
arithmetic. You can input hexadecimal
numbers if you use the $ prefix. As in
BASIC, you can use scalar variables
without previously declaring them, and
you use DIM to declare arrays. The Scor
pion also supports tables of constants.
These have an advantage over arrays: You
can embed them in a procedure without
first initializing them.
Multitasking is straightforward; to run
a procedure as a task, you type START

procedurename; to terminate a task,
you type STOP. '_IST TASKS tells you
what tasks are running. (Task 1 is the
system task, and it is always running.)
You can even run tasks that haven't been
defined as procedures. For example,
START [FOREVER WAIT 1000 PRINT
"Hello world'" ] will generate "Hello
world!" every second. START is a func
tion that returns the task's identification
number, so if you want to have tasks start
ing and stopping under program control ,
you could enter tasknumber := START
[ FOREVER WAIT 1000 PRINT "Hello
world!" ] and later STOP tasknumber.
In addition to WAIT, which gives a pause
measured in milliseconds. AWAIT iauses
until a Boolean expression becomes true,
for example, AWAIT test > 200.
The core of the Scorpion language,.
however, lies in the built-in keywords hat
access the various 1/0 channels. Each
type of interface has its own dedicated
keywords. The analog sensors are
SENSE 1 through SENSE 8; the shaft
encoders, SHAFT 1 and SHAFT 2. The
servo ports are controlled by ANGLE ,
SETANGLE, and MOTOR . The digital
outputs are switched on and off with
TURNON and TURNOFF, respectively,
and read or set by OUTPUT A simple
configuration composed of an infrared
sensor connected to analog port 1 and a
motor connected to servo port 3 could,
for example, advance the motor whenever
the sensor is illuminated:

FOREVER
IF SENSE 1 > 200
[ temp := ANGLE 1
ANGLE 1 = temp + 10 ]
The real beauty of an interactive language
like this one is that you can always find
out instantly, fron thE" kE"vhoard, what is
happening to the devices. For example,
typing PRINT SENSE 1 gives you the
value at the sensor input.

TimeWand™ - Gathering Information

Develop Data Reports

Bar Codes, Computing, and the TimeWand ... a Closer Look.
"A successful business runs on accurate, timely
information." An obvious statement perhaps, but one that
every personal computer user must keep in mind. In order to
get the reports we require, we must ensure that the information
on which we base our decisions is as up-to-date as possible.
This is where a bar code reading system such as the TimeWand
can be used to improve efficiency in the office or workshop.
The TimeWand provides a convenient way to ensure that your
computer has all the facts, all the time.
Let's use inventory control as an example. Once an inventory
system is set up on the computer, you are faced with the
important task of keeping the inventory up to date. The
Time Wand gives you a quick and efficient method of getting
information into your computer system. To enter an item into
inventory (such as the copper elbows shown above), all you
need to do is scan the item, the quantity, and transfer the data to
your computer. By using Time Wand, you bypass the
time-consuming steps of writing down every transaction,
deciphering hand-written notes, typing in each inventory
transaction by hand, and searching for transcription errors that
might have occurred. The Time Wand is an ideal tool for
gathering information for use in your business.
Inquiry 324

From time-billing to tracking work orders to monitoring
security, the Time Wand provides an inexpensive solution for
your data collection needs. Call or write Videx today for more
information about how the Time Wand can help in your
business.

Time Wand (2K version) - $198
Recharger - $149
TimeWand Communication Software (IBM) - $299
Software available for the Macintosh, Apple II
family, and Tandy (Model 100 and 200).

1105 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330-4285
503-758-0521
See us at ID Expo March 25 thru 27th
Long Beach Convention Center
Yidex is a registered trademark and TimeWand is a trademark of
Yidex, Inc.
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own three degrees of freedom: The whole
box can swivel horizontally in "yaw," and
the gripper unit that emerges from it can
"pitch" through a vertical quadrant and
"roll" about its own axis. This allows
complex motions and enables the simple
pincer-type gripper to approach most
points in its space from any direction.
RTX doesn't have any sophisticated senses
(e.g., sight), but each motor has feedback
control via shaft encoders so that it is
aware of its own position. For example,
the gripper's feedback control stops it
from closing further when it has applied
a chosen force. The motors drive the joints
through toothed belts and precision reduc
tion gears, and the whole robot arm is
solidly constructed from stout alloy
castings and vacuum-formed plastics.
RTX is controlled from an IBM PC via
an RS-232C connection. The robot itself
contains intelligence in the shape of twin
Intel 8031 microcontrollers that each have
128 bytes of on-chip RAM and 256 bytes
of RAM for external workspace. Each
8031 is capable of controlling five motors,
leaving some spare capacity for custom
applications. The low-level driver pro
grams for the 803ls reside in ROM and
were written in a mixture of assembly lan
guage and PL/M. They operate asyn
chronously as slaves to the IBM PC's
8088, which communicates with them by
message passing using a 3-byte message
format over the serial link.
The driver program that runs on the
IBM PC was written in Turbo Pascal, the
few time-critical routines being compiled
either as INLINE code or EXTERNAL
procedures. The driver becomes memory
resident when it's loaded with the START
command. You can control RTX in three
main ways: by writing relatively perma
nent programs in Turbo Pascal using a
supplied library of procedures; by
manually leading the robot through a se
quence of moves (via the LEARN mode
in an interactive FORTH system) and then
compiling them into a FORTH word; or
by controlling RTX manually from the
IBM keyboard using either FORTH or a
program called Test.
Test is invoked from the DOS prompt
and is a menu-driven program that lets you
set up numerous parameters, such as
motor speeds and accelerations, and the
maximum force and error limits for each
joint. It also permits soak testing of each
motor, absolute numeric control of the
joints, and initialization to the start posi
tion, which is frequently necessary dur
ing your first programming attempts after
you've messed up the arm positions.
Programming RTX was an education
for me. I had never really thought much
about just how complex articulated mo

Copying diskettes will never be easier
than pushing one button
While your computer is
busy doing other things,
your Victory Duplicator can
be malting as many as eight
copies of a diskette at once
-producing up to 400 copies
in an hour. Dua!Master'"
models can even make
multiple copies of two different
diskettes simultaneously.
Just insert the diskettes
and press one button.
Copy different formats,
flawlessly.
An automatic format analysis
program makes it possible
for the Victory Duplicator to

copy virtually any 51/1, 31/ 2
or 8-inch diskette. The system
tests for quality and accuracy
at every stage of the process.
It practically services
itself.
Each drive has a separate
controller to maximize up
time. Simple diagnostics to
verify drive alignment and
industry standard drives
allow you to maintain your
system without waiting for
outside service.
All at an attractive price.
Victory Duplicators offer
fast copying, serialization,

copy protection, a commu
nications port, a four-month
warranty and much more
all for one low price.
Call l-8~421-0103.
Call today for more
information. (In Texas,
call 512-450-0801.)

VICTOY
ENTERPRISES
Technology, Inc.

8910 Research Blvd., Suite B2
Austin, Texas 78758

The Real
World Ru

on Real 1
Modern intellige nt
time response and higl
has been the designer
ing real-life applications.
OS-9 is very compact. highl y adaptable, and full y ROMable. It's
C source code compatible with Uni x, and it's supported by a wide range
of outstanding software tools, including graphics and networking options.
Man y leading suppliers of 68000 and 68020 based systems offer read y-to-run
OS-9 packages for the ir products. Or you can use a Microware PortPak to
install OS-9 on your own custom hardware.
When microseconds cou nt, you can count on OS-9.
•

~e Emerging Standard.
Microware Systems Corporation
1866 N.W. 114th Street • Des Moi nes, Iowa 50322
Phone 515-224-1929 • Telex 910-520-2535

•

•

•
•
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OUR PLUG-IN CARDS
GIVE YOU PLUG-IN
CONTROL.
Your IBM PC/XT/AT or
compatible can control any
IEEE-488 instrument.

You can:
D Plug-in to BASIC, C,
FORTRAN, or Pascal.
D Use HP-IB plotters,
printers, and instruments.
D Spend less time programming.
D Call {617) 273-1818 and put us to the test.
Complete hardware and software solutions for just $395.

oc~

Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford Street
Burlington, MA. 01803

Introducing The Most Important
Programming Development
Since The Introduction Of C ...

ADVANTAGEC++ ForMS/PC-DOS,
Exclusively From LIFEBOAT.
They say you can't be all things to all
people. But Lifeboat's ADVANTAGE
C++ proves that you can bel This
exciting new product, developed by
AT&T, represents a major program
ming breakthrough.

ADVANTAGEC+ +
•Opens the door to object-oriented
programming.
•Allows programs with greater resili
ence, fewer bugs.
• Lets you write reliable, reusable code
that is easier to understand.
•Includes many enha:1cements to C,
yet maintains full compatibility with
existing C programs .
•Is the key to developing large and

sophisticated programs more pro
ductively.
•Has all the benefits of C, without
its limitations.
ADVANTAGE C ++is now available
for the most popular C compilers,
Lattice C and Microsoft C.
Why be limited to just C ... when you
can have all these pluses! To order or
obtain a complete technical specifica
tion sheet call: 1-800-847-7078

In NY: 914-332-1875.
55 South Broadway Tarrytown N.Y. 10591

11rranAT
••••.,v,...
The Full-Service Source for Programming Software.
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tion is, and the experience has given me
a new respect both for robot system pro
grammers and for the human brain, which
handles it all the time unconsciously. One
thing I learned is that controlling a robot
is an inherently concurrent exercise; al
though you could in principle program a
complex movement as a strict sequence of
different joint movements, the result
would be awkward and slow. In practice,
you need all the joints to be moving at the
same time, which brings in considerations
of synchronization and communication.
On RTX, the driver software can handle
this for you.
Other complications arise as well. Sup
pose you want the gripper to follow a
smoothly curved path. You might approx
imate the path with a lot of tiny linear
moves, but this would be tedious and slow
as the arm would stop before each move.
If you tell RTX to move the arm to a new
position, the software will drive it there
by the most efficient route it can find.
RTX software also has an "interpolation"
mode in which you create a series of seven
element arrays of distance increments (one
for each motor) that describe the curve;
the arm then smoothly follows the curve.
The Turbo Pascal library contains 14
procedures that can be used to control the
arm. They are implemented via a software
interrupt so that you can in fact use them
from C or other languages by putting the
command code in AX, putting a pointer
to an eight-word table of parameters in
BX, and calling the interrupt.
I did most of my R TX programming
from FRTX, the FORTH system. This is
a multitasking FORTH-83 system with a
special teach-and-replay vocabulary
added. To teach RTX a new movement,
you can type LEARN NEWMOVE and
then start to manually make the required
movements using the cursor and function
keys to control each axis. When you press
the End key to finish, the sequence of
moves is compiled into the dictionary as
a FORTH word called NEWMOVE,
which you can execute by typing its name
or use in the definition of other words. You
can compile the current location of the
arm as a constant, using PLACE name,
so that you can refer to this location by
name. RTX worked well, as long as I
entered the moves slowly and deliberate
ly. The cursor keys start an arm movement
and the space bar stops it; it's hard to avoid
instinctively holding down the cursor key
and causing an overshoot.
As with the Scorpion, the interactive
nature of FORTH makes programming
RTX a cinch. If something happens that
you don't understand, it takes just seconds
to write a test word to read a port or in
spect a memory location so you can see
cominued
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Avocet offers an entire line oflow-cost
microprocessor development tools.
1'd rget Mi cropr ocessor
Fa mili es Supported
1802/1805 68000/68010 COP400
6502/65C02
68020
HD64180
6801/6301
8048/8041
NEC 7500
6804
8051
TMS-32010
6805/6305
8085
TMS-32020
6809
8096
ZS
68HC11
FS/3870
ZSO
Host Operat ing Systems
CP/M

DOS

VAX Unix

Microprocessor development
tools without the shock
of a big price tag.

With Avocet, you're wired into a
family of support products you
can trust.

The AVMAC family of assemblers from Avocet
lets you develop microprocessor code on your
personal computer or VAX. Avocet has been
developing PC software since before there were
PC's. Our products have been refined over sev
eral generations giving you powerful and flexible
development tools. They work with your existing
operating system and text editor, so they're
easy lo install and easy to use.

Each assembler package includes the AVLINK
linker, AVLIB librarian, AVREF cross-reference
generator and other utilities. And Avocet also
offers you a host of other tools you need, such
asTRlCE self-powered in-circuit emulators.
AV PROM programmers, text editors and the
AVSIM full-screen simulator/debugger. So the
PC on your desk can hold a workbench full of
development tools.

Do a ll of your development on
a single PC or VAX without
switching systems.

Try before you buy. And we'll
ship in 48 hours or less.
You probably need your tools right away. And
that's when you'll get them. When you order
from Avocet, we'll also send you a complete
demonstration kit for both our assembler
and our AVSIM simulator/debugger.
Try the demo for thirty days-if you aren't
completely satisfied, we'll refund your purchase
price, less $35.00 for the demo disk. That's
yours to keep, which is a good deal by itself!
We're sure you'll find Avocet the best connec
tion you've ever made.

If your next project calls for a different micro
processor, just call Avocet. There Jre Avocet
assemblers for most common microprocessor
families. So modifying your development system
is as easy as changing diskettes. Check the
chart- the assembler you need is probably there.

Call l-800-448-8500.
Avocet Systems Inc ., 120 Union St.
P.O. Box 490, Rockport, ME 04856
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VAX VMS

AVMACMacro
Assemb ler s ......... . .... from $349
AVS I M S imul a tor/
Debugge r s .............. fro m $299
O th er De ve lo pm e nt
tools ............. Call for full catalog

AVtJCET

SYSTEMS,

INC.
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what's going on. RTX costs £5000, which
is cheap for a robot of this capability. The
people at Universal Machine Intelligence
tell me they already have orders from
customers in light industry, including one
who is using RTX to manipulate cloth
under ·sewing machines.

Martello

FULLY POPULATED!
4MB at 256KB Prices

The King's Bishop™ ..... $595
• 4 Megabytes of dynamic RAM
for your AT. XT-286, or com
patibles-FULLY POPULATED!
• Runs at 6 MHz with Zero Wait
state; 8, 10, 12 and 16 MHz
with One Wait-state
• Acc esses 16-bit words
• Completes conventional
memory (backfills) to 640K
• Fully supports Extended and
Expanded (LIM/EMS)
operation
• Ram Diagnostics and Print
Spooler software inc luded
• Two-year Limited Warranty for
registered users
• 8 MHz Zero Wail-stole version-$695
10 MHz Zero Wail-stole version-can tor
Price

The Queen's Castle™.... $295
• 2 Megabytes of dynamic
RAM for your PC/XT or
compatible-FULLY
POPULATED!
• Runs at 4.77 and 8 MHz
• Completes conventional
memory (backfills) to 640K
• EMS Software for expan
ded (LIM/EMS) memory
operation, RAM Disk. RAM
Diagnostic s, and Print
Spooler
• Two-year Limited Warranty
for registered users
Dealer and O.E.M. Inquiries Invited

,.,;:;' mn
Mi.
4
liiiii

Systems Group
2805 East Columbia Road
Boise, Idaho 83706
.we ·re building our reputation on innovation.
IBM PC/XT/A Tare 11ademorks o f ISM Como10:1on

For Orders ond lnformot1on:

1-800-642- 7661

For Technical Service ond in Idaho: (208) 386-3800
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The third control system is a FORTH de
velopment system called Martello from
British Telecom, the U.K.'s equivalent of
AT&T and one of our largest corporations.
British Telecom made a small foray into
microcomputing about a year ago with a
range of business desktop computers that
were "badge-engineered" from Rair and
ICL Martello is a product from British
Telecom Research Laboratories, a dif
ferent division of the huge company, and
it's intended for scientists and engineers
interested in instrumentation and control.
The significance for me, as a FORTH en
thusiast, is that it represents another big
step in the acceptance of FORTH . An
other large U.K. utility, British Rail, is
presently evaluating FORTH as a possi
ble replacement for assembly language
programming in its critical train safety
systems. Despite its lack of academic
"respectability," FORTH seems to be in
creasingly accepted by those who have to
get things done. 1
Martello is based on the relatively new
STE bus (also known as the IEEE PlOOO).
The basic system contains a 19-inch rack
with 16 slots for single Eurocards, a CPU
card, a disk controller, and twin 800K
byte 3 Y2-inch floppy disk drives that oc
cupy two slots. A 55-W switching power
supply is hidden in the shallow base of the
unit It is a conventional FORTH system
from the hardware point of view, relying
on conventional microprocessors rather
than on dedicated FORTH engines like the
Novix chip. The system I tested had an
8-bit 8085 CPU; Motorola 68000 and
Hitachi 64180 CPU cards should be avail
able soon. Other available boards include
a color graphics subsystem using an NEC
7220 graphics processor. You can include
more than one CPU board for multipro
cessing systems, and STE permits multi
ple bus masters. The 8085 card can ad
dress up to 1 megabyte of bus memory,
128K bytes of which can be local.
My chief interest in Martello was the
software, Martelforth, which contains a
FORTI-f-83 standard kernel in ROM plus
some significant enhancements. It was
partly developed by Microprocessor Engi
neering Ltd . , a veteran firm on the U .K.
FORTH circuit The most obvious en
hancement is that Martelforth includes a
"proper" disk filing system rather than the
orthodox single-blocks file; FORTH
source programs are kept in named files

that are organized into a hierarchical
directory system, as in PC-DOS or UNIX.
For serious applications I find such a fil 
ing system essential , and I can't under
stand the FORTH purists' resistance to it
Code inside the files is still organized into
numbered blocks, so you can easily port
code from conventional systems. The
built-in full-screen editor is extremely
powerful, featuring search and replace,
on-line help, and full-block, rather than
the usual single-line, moves.
Other tools and utilities supplied on disk
include an interactive debugging and trac
ing environment that "animates" the
source code as it executes in single-step
fashion, while showing the contents of
stacks and other vital system parameters.
A floating-point package, ROM-code gen
erator, EPROM programmer, and an 8085
macro assembler are standard with
Martelforth. Its ROM includes an inter
rupt handler, and multitasking uses inter
rupts rather than the simpler but less
powerful round-robin scheduling normally
used in FORTH. Thus, you can synchro
nize tasks to external events in real time.
Finally, there is a professional-quality
floppy disk test program that can ex
haustively test the physical performance
and integrity of both drives and disks.
All in all, Martello is a good example
of what a modern interactive development
system can look like and would, I'm sure,
come as a pleasant surprise to anyone who
thinks that machine code and swearing are
the only way to develop control systems.
The Martello system I tested costs £1975,
including the license for the software.

Don't Be Scared
Control systems have always frightened
me. They smell of solder, oscilloscopes,
and assembly language programming, but
using a high-level language takes a lot of
the fear out of them. More important, it
also saves development time. •

Companies Mentioned
British Telecom Research Laboratories
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich, Suffolk
IP5 7RE, UK.
(0473)-642933
Micro-Robotics Ltd.
264 Newmarket Rd .
Cambridge CBS 8JR, UK
(0223)-323100
Universal Machine Intelligence Ltd.
The Royal Victoria Patriotic Building
Trinity Rd.
London SWl8 3SX , U.K.
(01)-871-1339
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Includes 80288·Besed 8 MHZ onlt. A Ml BIOS, i 12K on 1 MS Monther
Bhan~. 1.2 MB Roppy Drive, W.D. HardlflloSl.JW ControlleP. Clock/Calendar
W/Battery Back Up, AT Style ~eyboarEI. 200-W ffower Supply,MSEIOSa.'1
W/Manual. System Manuals, Full 18 Months W.arraQty, Ritn all major
softwlre tor IBM-PC/Ar

Includes 8088·2 Dual Speed (4.7MHZ-7.4MHZ) unit. 640K RAM. 360K
Floppy Drive W/Controller, AT' Style Keyboard, 135W Power Supply, MS·
DOS 3 .1 W/Manual. System Manuals, Full 18 Months Warranty, Run
all major software for IBM-Pc• and PC/XT".

Color System

Monochrome System

lluk svsmm Plua .•.
• Moriodlrome G<aPlllcs AdtPlet
• 121'TL Monochrome Monrmr

Basic System Plus . . .
• Color Graphics Adapter
• 13" RGB Color Monitor
(640 x200)

$ 795
AT™ $1 .359
XfTM

Seagate Hard Disk

Hard Disk Kit

" IBM's

$389

• 20 MB Half Ht. ST225
• Western Digital Controller
• Boots From Hard Disk
• 65 MS Access Time

20 MB 4026
30 MB 403B
40 MB4051
•
•
•
•

EGA System

Brother"
Monochrome
Monitor
: \B21\'! ~~..~ike $119
•

$549
$829

Basic System Plus . ••
• Enhanced Graphics Adapter
• ~3~~H•'~j" RGB Color Monitor

XT™ $ 9 95
AT™ $1 ,559

Amber or Green

High
Resolution
RGBColor
Monitor

: ~!~ ~~~~n
•

XT™ $1 ,275
AT™ $1 .839

EGA
Compatible
Color Monitor
• 31 " mm Dot Pitch

$339

Resolu1ion
RGB - 1 6 Colors

•

13" Screen

$449

• 640x350
Resolution
• RGB - 1 6 Colors

$769

39 MS Access Time
Linear Voice Coil Activator
Boots From Hard Disk
Auto Head Parking

Fully DOS compatible Each system comes complete with Ready-to-Install
Hard Disk, Cables. Controller, Manual. Software. and Mounting Hardware.

Add $1 50 fur External Case.

Ar Multifunction Card
• Expandable to 3 MB (OK)

si 89

•

Parallel, Serial and Game Ports

•
•

Parallel, Serial and Game Ports
RAM Disk & Printer Spooler

xr
Mullifunction Card
• Clockt!i:alendar. FDC
(Software)
Mini 1/0 Card
•

N w!

High Speed 250 Printer $479

$105

•
•

• 136 Columns

S 89

:
•

Parallel, Serial and Game Ports

Mono-Graphics Adapter
S 99
Color Graphics Adapter
S 89
EGA Card-Short Card
$259
• EGA. CGA. MDA & Hercules

:
•

~~,-~~~~bK

90

Name Brends·TEAC. Panasonic.
Mitsubishi.

1.2 MB FIOPPVDisk Drive
Hard Disk Card-20MB
• 31~ Hard Card
•

s

S 125
$408

Boots from Hard Disk

e IBM xr Compatible
~a~~~ ~o1~rat~b~ Modem 5 139
• Short Card

MSP.20( 80Column) $329
MSP.26(136Column) $489
• 200cps Drafl/50 cps NLO
• IBM. Epson Compatible

• ReP.laces BOBB witn BO!lB6
• Socket lor B02B7 on Boord
ShortCard

•

Technoland's Policy:
w~ accePl Mas1e r Card and V l~ A fn'? .surcharge), money ord~r, ~hashief s ctieck. personal ctieck ( p leas~ allo w 1O days to

f aster sh•Pping11va1lab te 111 •ddi•onal

Any item bougtit from T echnoland (including sofrware if unopened) may be returned for a f ull refund within JO days of !ti e
date it was snipped if for any reason Vol• are no! 100% sa1isfied. All Tectinoland products carry Technoland's one year limited
wanan1y: some p1oduc1s also carry manufacturer's warranty. Selected Technoland producls may carry additional warranties.
Warran1y policy 1·eciu.ro-1s tla\ you sut1mit proof of purctiase and obtain an AMA number from us by telephone.
IBM . Hercules. Compaq, ATI. Panasonic. TEAC. Mi l subishi. A RC. Sanyo. W estern Digital and Seagate are l rademarks ol 1he1r
respecl ive companies. MS·OOS is a lrademark of Microsof'I Corporation. IBM PC. IBM XT and IBM A T are trademarks of IBM
Corpor ation.

Quantity Discount Available !
Inquiry 305

Profeaaional Offi ce

Citizen Printer

Tiny Turbo Card
$449
• ~t')(¥e•ed Accelerator for PC and

~~;'~efi:gci~r:e~~~itJ~~o\.
~t~·::;g,~~l:i:':~:~8:!_ W e pay sh1ppmg (UPS ground 1

i~~~r~i~~~mc!:,s~~[li~y
Equipment

Compatible

•

Clear Printing at 250 cp s.
Double-Size and Double
Strike Printing

Flop!t)'. Disk Drive

Parallel Interface

•

Fully Hayes Compatible

Enhanced K.yboardl 6339.

S 79

135W Power Supply
200W Power Supply

s

•
•
•
•

Separate Cursor & N'umeria Pads ·
Keys in Standard Locations
LEO Status Indicators
1 2 Function Keys

79
$119

Order Toll Free:
(800) 222-3978
In California: (213) 724-2781
Technical Support: (213) 724-1684
Customer Service: (213) 724-1685
Mon. - Sat 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p.m.
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As your introduction to
The Library-of Computer and Information Sciences

Take any 3 bool<s
!Publishers· prices shown)

The Data
Dictionary

c..·· ·- i.

42100

$2995

41 612

$2950

66400

$2895

37990

!So ftb ound\

32259-2

$35 00

70106-2

!Counts as 2 choices\

$4295

\Counts as 2
choices\

DATABASE

54447-2

$3395

85950-2

63250

$1995

!So ft bound!

39640

MJMERICAl

32284

$2295

LEADER

•

~i.~~-oc~-

GERALDM.

WFJNBERG

.

KE}rORR
55520
$3950

!Count s as 2 ch01cesl

77620

525.00

35700

!So ft bound!

$2850

$19 95

55506

' - . - --~....~
11-IE ISM FC USER
1NTERFAC£

!So ftboun d!

........
. . ...
.. ..
PO•FA811fff

• ••••

.,

'
-.....1.f:!

~-

.,

}(

HE'.1'RI' SIMPSON

53920
32490-2

53495

79164

52995

$1495

!So ftboun d\

70735
69930

•
522.50

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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88018

$28.00

!Softbo und\

!Count s as 2 ch01ccs \

40107

"
- ;/_

<:,I ~"' /\

"

$1895

!So ftbound!

MICROS

'

'

39983-2

52295

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS

GRAPHICS

'

$2195

tSol1bounJ1
_,,._

!So ft bo und!

soHWAfl/E

"

$1895

!So ft boun d \

1Softboun d i

TECHNICAL

._...

64900-2

$2495

!Sof tbound \

i!?I

I'

$2895

68430

ll ECO MING · A

~ "':~
_,_._ .

32486

53495

!Counts as 2
cho1ccs1

IBM ENVIRONMENT

,-==----

1

$1995

!Softbound)

$3995

!Count s as 2
cho 1ccsl

for only s1 00 each
lbu s1rn I cigree to bt y 3 more boo ·s

-al handsome d iscol nts-within th e nexl 12 mo nlhs.

.llt0 t.JI J 0_!.____

Introduction to
Robotics

67116

527.50

67109

527.50

34462

52495

56283-2

Al AND ROBOTICS

::::-

52995

32439

51595

34137-2

58088



525.00

ISoltbouncli

54995

!Count s as 2
choices!

c

.~~
::.,-:~..§=

34422

53595

!Counts as 2
choices!

73870

52500

ISoftboundi

37206

52495

(Softbouncli

85379

:m I )

52995

52495

ISoftbouncli

ICombboundl

PROGRAMMING

----

52340-2
!Counts JS 2
choices!

SYSTEMS DESIGN

!Counts as 2
choices)

56495

!Counts JS 2
chrncesl

69940-2

$34.50

!Counts as 2
choices I

;OFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

42535-2

560.00

51917

51995

!Co unts JS 2
choices I

COMMUNICATIONS

4 Good Reasons to Join
I. The Finest Books. Of the hundreds o f books submitted to us each year.
o nly the very finest arc selected and of fere d Moreover. our books arc always
o f equa l quality to pub lishers· cdittons. never economy editions.
2. Big Savings. In addition to getting 3 books for only SI.DO each when you
1oin. you keep sav ing substantia lly. up to 30% and occ1',11 irul l1· even more.
lf'or example. your total sav ings as J trial member-incl uding th." in troduc
tory o ff er-can easily be over 50%. That's like getting eve ry other book free' I
3. Bonus Books. A lso, you wil l immediately become e ligible to parti cipate in
our Bonus Book Pl an . w ith savings o f up to 65% off the pub li shers· prices
4. Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals 116 times per yca rl. you will
receive the Librilr y o f Computer and Info rmat ion Sciences News. describing

the Main Selection and Alternate Selections. together wi th J dated reply card
If you want the Main Selection. do not hin g. and it will be sent to you automat·
ically. If you prefer another selection. or no book at all. ~1111\1lv indicate you1
choice on th e card and return it by the date '\JC'• 1 f1 ~<. You w1 I h..ivL· Jt lcJst IC
days to decide. If. because o f late mail c\1• 1vc1;• of the News. you shoulc
re ceive a book you do not want. we guarantee return postage
If the reply ca rd hJ s been removed. p lease write to The Library of Com·
puter and Information Sciences. Dept. 7-EC7. Riverside, N.J. 08075 tc
obtain membe rsh ip info rmJtion and an app li cation .
8ytc 3/ 81

MAKLH l'RS I

•

ts Y l t:.

.!O':I

\ 1u;hm r~ ~e po1 t

Ot sU op Pubh\l\u1Q

At $999, theWY-700 Graphics Subsystem
is easilyaffordable. And its 1280 x800
resolution makes the best of software
packages like these:
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Ventura Publisher
PageMaker/PC
Frontpage
DeskSet
Pagemaster
Rim System
Compound Document
Processor
Display Ad Make-up
System
AdvanTex
GENERAL PC SOFTWARE
Lotus 1-2-3
Symphony
PC-Paintbrush

Wyse raises the standards for
high resolution graphics, while
lowering the cost.
Now you can have high
resolution and full IBM soft
ware compatibility.
So Desktop Publishing
applications can get the screen
treatment they deserve. You
can run spreadsheets like Lotus
1-2-3 with four times
more data displayed on
the screen. Computer
Aided Design packages
can deliver their full
potential. And Graphics
based pc environments
finally have the high res
olution they were made for.

COMPUTER-AIDED
DESIGN
AutoCAD
(advance
In-A-Vision
Generic CADD
VersaCAD ADVANCED
Workview
Procad PC
P-CAD Systems
GRAPHIC SYSTEM TOOLS
MS-Windows
GEM
MetaWindows
HALO
KEE PC

You can do it all on the
3571 N. First Street, San Jose,
WY-700. A complete system,
CA 95134. Or call toll-free, today,
monitor and board, for just $999. for more information.
With a large 15-inch display,
Call 1-800-GET-VVYSE
full tilt and swivel, and a crisp
1280 x 800 pixel resolution.
The WY-700. It's your best
solution for high resolution.
I
I
I
I
Write Wyse Technology,
YOU
NEVER
REGRET
AWYSE
DECISION.
Attention: Marcom Dept. 700,

WYSE

WYSE is a registered trademark of Wyse Technology. WY-700 and the "V" shaped design are trademarks of Wyse Technology. <!:l 1986 Wyse Technology.
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Amiga Developers Conference
Bruce Webster

Commodore put on another Devery worthwhile, especially
Bruce learns more
velopers Conference, some I 8
since there was a minishow on
months after its first one. Like
the last day with different com
about the Amiga and products
the first one, it was held at the
panies exhibiting their wares. It
Doubletree Hotel in Monterey,
gave me a chance to see some
to be used with it
California. Unlike the first one,
products that were just being re
it was not a resounding success.
leased or still under develop
Much of the information presented was
However, these videos weren't slick,
ment, and it let me line up a number of
recycled from the first conference; many
weren't professional, and weren't aimed
products for review. Speaking of
of the handouts were the same and were
which ...
at making you run out and be baptized by
even dated May 1985. A lot of developers
John Sculley. They were done by the cra
were unhappy with the conference itself,
zies at the Amiga development group in
StarBoard II
feeling they had spent a lot of money and
Los Gatos, had no rock songs or heart
One of the firms represented at the con
had not learned anything new. Many ex
warming images, and were aimed mostly
ference was MicroBotics, maker of the
pressed unhappiness with Commodore's
at having a good time. Several "commer
MAS-20 hard disk that I discussed in my
struggles in marketing the Amiga. One
cials" poked fun at Commodore ("The
December 1986 column. MicroBotics
developer (while at the conference)
has released its next product: StarBoard
Amiga 999! l'>tally incompatible with
drafted a letter to Commodore reminding
any previous product!"), the Amiga folks
II, a memory-expansion box for the
the folks there that the developers' sur
(RJ Mica! and Dale Luck doing their Bar
Amiga. Redmond Simonsen (yes, war
vival was closely tied to the success of the
tles-and-Jaymes imitation), and even
gamers, that Redmond Simonsen) is the
Amiga and asking if Commodore could
Apple (Terry Ishida doing a wickedly
marketing director at MicroBotics, and
please do a better job of selling the thing.
he was kind enough to let me take a Star
good imitation of the Pathological Liar as
Forty-two of the developers attending
an Apple spokesman).
Board II home.
signed the letter.
The best videos, though, were two
The StarBoard II is slightly longer and
done by Allan Hastings. One was a space
The Commodore representatives , to
about twice as wide ( 1.5 inches versus
their credit, were for the most part honest
combat video, along the lines of 1he wst
0.75 inch) as the Alegra memory unit.
about past mistakes and current prob
Starfighter. The other had a "worlds
Like the Alegra, it attaches to the expan
lems, a candor that most found reassur
within worlds" theme, taking you
sion bus on the right side of the Amiga
ing. Also reassuring was confirmation of through the screen of a computer sitting
with two screws. As with the Alegra, I
a second straight quarterly profit (with
on a table inside a house, through space
recommend standing the Amiga on its left
hints of strong profits in the third quarter)
to a planet, down to the surface, cross
side (after unplugging it, etc.) for maxi
as well as a steady climb in Amiga sales.
mum ease in connecting the Star Board II.
country to a house, completely around
Most interesting were the sales figures re
the outside of the house, then through a
The StarBoard II differs from the Ale
leased. They're probably covered by the
window to a room where a computer sat
gra box in several important respects.
nondisclosure agreement I signed, so I
on a table. Both of these were done with
First, it passes the expansion bus
through, so that you can attach other ex
won't repeat them here. However, if they
frame-by-frame computer animation on
are accurate, they would indicate that
pansion devices (like another StarBoard
an Amiga, Allan using an 8mm video
camera with single-frame advance to
Amiga dealers are selling far more sys
II). Second, you can put I megabyte of
RAM in it with 256K-bit chips. Third, it
photograph each image after it was pro
tems per store than Macintosh dealers
sold during its first year.
cessed. The result was truly amazing.
can be upgraded to 2 megabytes without
using I-megabit chips; instead, an op
Did Commodore announce any new
Allan hopes to show the films at the next
tional daughterboard (known as the
machines, new hardware, new software,
SIGGRAPH conference, and I think
and so on? Sorry, no comment.
many of the attendees-used to equip
Upper Deck) lets you double the number
ment costing tens or hundreds of thou
I almost didn't go to the conference
of 256K-bit chips in the box. Fourth, it
sands of dollars-are going to be sur
dinner Friday night, but I'm awfully glad
has an optional Multifunction Module
continued
prised at what can be done with
I did. The food was better than most mass
banquets, the company was great, the
equipment totaling less than $3000.
As a developer, I would have probably
awards presentation didn't drag on, but
Bruce Webster, a consulting editor for
best of all were the videos. Yes, there
decided that the conference was not worth
BYTE, can be reached clo BYTE, P. 0.
my time and money. As a reviewer of Box 1910, Orem, UT 85057, or on BIX as
were videos, just as there were at the
Amiga hardware and software, I found it
Apple IIGS Developers Conference .
bwebster.
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10MB $845
20MB $949
30MB $995

Marauder II

TURBO SPEED 4.77/8 MHZ WITH
16-BIT 8088-2 PROCESSOR
PLUS THESE QUALITY FEATURES:
1. Dual Speed-Keyboard Switchable
2. 640K Mbrd ., 256K RAM On Board
3. 8087 Co-Processor Socket
4. Eight Expansion Slots
5. 135-Watt Power Supply
6. Front Panel Turbo/Power/HD Lights
7. Can Boot-up in Turbo Mode
8. Unique, Heavy-Duty AT Style Case
9. Built-in Speaker
10. Runs all MS-DOS programs including 1-2-3,
Flight Simulator, etc. and GW BASIC
11 . Brand New (Not Rebuilt) Famous Brand
Hard Drive and Controller Card
12. System Boots From Hard Drive
13. 360K Direct Drive (Not Belt Driven)
Famous Brand Floppy Drive
14. Four-Drive (Not 2-Drive) Floppy Controller
15. AT-Style Keyboard, 84 Keys, LED Indicators
and Large Return Key
16. Monographics (Hercules Compatible) Card
W/Printer Port
17. High Resolution TTL Amber Screen Monitor
18. System Assembled and Diagnostic Tested
in our Labs.
19. One-Full-Year Limited Warranty
20. 20-Day Return For Refund Policy

2~~415VISA•527-5834
MASTER • COD
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that contains goodies like battery-backed
clocks, a socket for a 68881 floating
point coprocessor, and a switch that turns
the StarBoard II into a RAM disk that can
survive a system crash and reset.
It took me only a minute or so to re
move the Alegra and another few minutes
to attach the StarBoard II. I powered up
the Amiga and found myself with 2.5
megabytes of RAM-nice! The Star
Board II I've got doesn't have the Multi
function Module, so I couldn't test that
out, but the RAM itself seemed to behave
perfectly.
I was going to put the Alegra away in
the Star Board's box but then realized that
the StarBoard had the expansion bus
coming out the side. So I just plugged the
Alegra into the StarBoard. I had no way
of securing the Alegra since I didn't have
jackscrews long enough to reach through
the StarBoard to the Amiga, but the Ale
gra bus connector seemed to hold snugly
onto the StarBoard'sexpansion bus, and I
placed the external disk drive so that it
would press the Alegra against the Star
Board. I powered up again, rebooted, and
now had a system with 3 megabytes of
RAM.
The StarBoard II (with 512K bytes) is
only $495, about $120 more than the
Alegra unit (with 512K bytes). If you can
afford the extra bucks, you probably
should get the Star Board II.

Inquiry 209

Discovery Software International was
also at DevCon II (not to be confused
with DefCon IV), showing off Marauder
II, the latest version of its disk backup
program for the Amiga. They were kind
enough to give me a beta copy (it should
be out in final release by now) . I've tried
it out, and it has copied every copy-pro
tected program I've tried it on with abso
lutely no problem. I must confess that I
breathe easier knowing that I can safely
file away my master copies of Deluxe
Paint, Instant Music, and other such pro
grams. Every Amiga owner should have a
copy for just that reason.
In a note of irony, Rick Ross of Discov
ery Software told me of their dismay over
what has happened with another utility
they've developed and released. Said util
ity is not copy-protected and has been
heavily pirated. Ross is also getting tired
of the constant escalation between soft
ware manufacturers, who want to protect
their programs, and firms like his, who
offer programs to help users make backup
copies. Ross would like to see more firms
go to the "random word" or "key wheel"
form of protection. In these methods, the
disk itself is not protected in any way.
The owner is encouraged to make a work
ing copy and to put the master away

safely. Each time the owner runs the pro
gram, it requests a random word from a
random page in the manual or asks the
user to look up and enter a given value
from a table or calculating wheel . This
limits casual distribution of the program
since each user has to have a copy of the
manual or calculating wheel. Ross prom
ises that his company will make absolute
ly no effort to unlock or crack this type of
protection, that their concern is that the
user be able to safely put master disks
away, and that they do not condone piracy
in any form.
I, for one, believe him. As a software
developer, I am not thrilled by piracy;
there's nothing like having a program
you've worked on for a year and a half ap
pear on a nationally known pirate bulletin
board three weeks after its release. As an
end user, I am not thrilled by protected
disks that can (and do) get clobbered. I've
been happy to see a number of firms drop
copy protection; I just hope our commu
nity can reward that trust with some hon
esty and consideration.

Other Items
A number of products were shown in var
ious stages of development. James Bay
less of New Horizons Software showed
ProWrite, an Amiga word processor with
many Mac-like features. It is due out by
the time you read this-but we all know
how that goes. The beta version I have is
far from complete and looks promising
but for one problem: It uses interlace
mode, which has an intolerable flicker.
Adjusting the colors with the Preferences
utility doesn't help since Pro Write sets its
own colors. You probably want to wait
until Commodore releases an Amiga that
doesn 't need interlace mode for high
resolution text processing . . . assuming
that ever happens .
NewTek was also present. NewTek
puts out DigiView, which lets you hook
up a TV camera to your Amiga and pro
duce hold-and-modify images. HAM
pictures can have up to 4096 different
colors on the screen simultaneously.
They were showing a beta versionofDi
giPaint, which~as you might guess-is a
paint program that works on HAM
images.
Some of you might not realize what a
difficult feat a program like that is, so let
me describe how HAM images are set up
on the Amiga. A HAM image uses six bit
planes, which means that each pixel
each colored dot on the screen- uses 6
bits to determine its color. If the first 2
bits are "00," the remaining 4 bits (yield
ing a value from 0 to 15) are used to look
up the pixel's color in the color table ( 16
values chosen from the total palette of
co111i11ued

Inquiry 341 for End-Users.
Inquiry 342 for DEALERS ONLY. 

Inquiry 70

MAC INKER™
MAC INKER™, Automatic
Ribbon Re-inker. Re-ink any fabric
cartridge or spool for less than 5
cents. Over 70,000 in the field and
we support
ALL printers.
Universal
Cartridge or
Universal Spool
MAC INKER

S5 s. 5o. We have cartridges
re-inkable in 10 colors. Ask for your
printer type or for complete listing.
Bottle ink $3.00/each. Shipping $3.oo.
PROTEUS'", the 'Siamese' Buffer.
It is a Data Switch with buffer on
both ports. Switch manually or via
software. Saves time, space and
money. Or ask
about our MAC
MASTER line
of Universal
Buffers and
Printer Controllers (serial or parallel
uptol MEG).
PROTEUS 64 K-199.00
256 K-299.00 Shipping $4.00.
Of course we have Data Switches,
serial/parallel, 2 way, 4 way, crossed
etc., at most competitive prices (all
lines switched).
CABLES priced $10-25. We carry
cables for all common computers
and peripherals. Rapid tum-around
on custom orders.
MERCURY MODEM. Really 100%
Hayes* Compatible. 300/1200 baud,
speaker, full status light display
and 2 years warranty. Includes
QUICK LINK,
easiest and
most reliable
Comms Soft
ware (available
for IBM PC or
Macintosh) $149.00 Shipping $4.00.
*Hayes is a trademark a f Hayes Microproducts.

MAC THE RIPPER. Our newest, original
and welcome pzinter companion. Pulls off
paper perforations and tears the sheets
apart. Takes little space and will pay for
itself almost immediately in saved time and
tedium. Ask for brochure. Introductory
Price $299.00. Shipping $10.00.

Order Toll Free.

Call or write for free brochure.

1-800-547-3303

In Oregon 503-626-2291 (24 hour line)
We are and always will be your

Cl!lmpuler
Friends®

14250 N.W. Science Park Drive
Portland, Oregon 97229 Telex 4949559

Dealer inquiries welcome.
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4096 colors). Each color has 4 bits'
worth of red, green, and blue; that is, the
color is described by combining one of 16
values of red, one of 16 values of green,
and one of 16 values of blue. So far, not
too impressive.
Now, if the first 2 bits are "01," the
pixel has the same color as the one to its
left, except the last 4 bits replace the red
value in that color. If the first 2 bits are
"10," the last 4 bits replace the green
value in that color, and if the bits are
" 11," the last 4 bits replace the blue
value in that color. This allows for subtle
shading from left to right, which lets Di
giView produce the sharp, colorful im
ages that it does.
It's amazing enough that DigiView can
produce a HAM image using a black
and-white video camera and red, green,
and blue filters-then chooses the best
palette of 16 colors and fills in with de
rived shades. 10 then be able to manipu
late that image by drawing, cutting, past
ing, repainting, and so on is remarkable.
I have neither DigiView nor DigiPaint, so
my comments are based on what I saw at
DevCon. If you want more information,
contact NewTek.


Four Books for the Amiga
I collect books, and I am always on the
lookout for books that can teach me what
I am too lazy to dig out on my own. For
that reason, I have been collecting Amiga
books lately, seeing what I can gain from
them. I've picked up four so far; here are
·
brief reviews of each.
1he Amiga Programmer's Handbook
by Eugene P. Mortimore (Sybex, 1986,
$24.95) is meant to be a companion to (or
interim substitute for) the Amiga ROM
kernel and Intuition technical manuals. It
contains a function-by-function listing of
all the major libraries. For each function,
the book lists the syntax of the function
call, the function's purpose, its input
parameters, and what the function is sup
posed to do. The book groups functions
according to task: Exec, graphics, anima
tion, text, layers, Intuition, and work
bench.
My biggest complaint with this book is
that it contains absolutely no code exam
ples. Consequently, the book is insuffi
cient to stand on its own; it needs other
documentation to support it. Even so, it
might make a good second text if you 're
getting stumped figuring out just what
your program is supposed to be doing.
Inside Amiga Graphics by Sheldon
Leemon (Compute! Publications, 1986,
$16.95) aims at helping experienced pro
grammers quickly get their hands dirty
with graphics programming on the
Amiga. It assumes a certain familiarity
with C and/or BASIC, using examples in

both languages to show you ·how to carry
out tasks involving graphics.
This book isn't usable as a stand-alone
text, but it obviously wasn't designed to
be. It fills its niche well, introducing
graphics but not going so far as to lose
you. The C ex:i.mples are not for the
novice.
Inside the Amiga by John Thomas
Berry (Howard W. Sams, 1986, $22.95)
appears to be the best all-around text I've
seen for the Amiga programmer. While
neither perfect nor comprehensive, it
does explore the major areas of the
Amiga-Intuition, Exec, graphics, etc.
with lots of diagrams, example code, and
other aids.
Unfortunately, the book has a number
of quirks, and a fair amount of the infor
mation in it is outdated or wrong. I'm not
sure the MAP and XREF listings of a
sample link-occupying almost 40
pages-serve any useful function. Some
of the C source examples take far more
statements to accomplish their task than
they should. At least one acquaintance of
mine, involved with technical support for
the Amiga, was very unhappy with the
book. However, I'm not sure what else to
recommend for now.
The Amiga by Michael Boom (Micro
soft Press, 1986, $19.95) is subtitled
. "Images, Sounds, and Animation on the
Commodore Amiga." Unlike the other
three books, this aims squarely at the
novice user who has bought the machine
and is now wondering what to do with it.
It is reminiscent of some early Macintosh
books, with ties to specific software. 1he
Amiga uses Amiga BASIC for its pro
gramming examples (all rather simple)
and refers to Deluxe Paint, Deluxe
Music, and Deluxe Video for its sections
on art, music, and animation. (Not sur
prisingly, Trip ,Hawkins of Electronic
Arts wrote the introduction.)
This is a good book for novice Amiga
owners. It introduces many concepts
well, has code samples and other helpful
information, and just does a good job of
introducing the Amiga without getting
you lost in the maze oflibraries and ROM
calls.

COMDEX
A few days after getting back from the
Amiga conference, I flew down to Las
Vegas and COMDEX/Fall. This is the
big trade show in the microcomputer in
dustry, designed for dealers, corpora
tions, and manufacturers more than for
end users. And "big" is the operative
word here; even at a brisk pace, I had to
walk several hours to cover all the ex
hibits (located in the Las Vegas Conven
tion Center and four hotels).
continued

SOITWARE
ANSA
Paradox . • . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . , . , . S~S0.00
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Prodesign II
. . .......... . . Sl 80.00
ASHTON-TATI
Dbase Ill+ ...... . . . . . • . . . .... S407.00
Framework • . .... . .. . ... .... . . 410.00
Multimole . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... . 248.00
Mullimale Advonloge
. 315.00
BORLAND
Database Tool Box
. . . S 39.00
Graphics Toolbox
. . . ... 39.00
Lightning . . . .
. . 61 .00
Reflex .
. .. . .. 85.00
Sidekick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.00
Super Keys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 41.00
Turbo Jumbo Pock .. . , . . . . . . .
175.00
Turbo Pascal 18087 +BCD) ..... . 65.00
Turbo Tutor ........ . ...... . . . . .. 21.00
BPI
AR, AP, General Accounting
and Payroll . . , • . , , •. , , S175.00 each
In ventory. Job Cost and
Church Management . .
. CALL
BREAKTHROUGH
Ti meiine . .... . , .. , .. •. , , . . .... S230.00
. . CALL
Timeline Graphics . , . .. , .. , .
BROWNBAG sonwARE
Homebase . . ...... . ..... . .... S 44.00
PC Outline . . , . . .
. ... 64.00
U1ili1ies . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . ...... 93.00
CENTRAL POINT
Copy II PC ... . .
24.00
Copy 11 Options Boord
. 80.00
PC Tools . ... . .. . .
. . . . 24.00
CHIP SOFT
TURBO TAX
Persona/ Federal
.. . S 45.00
Personal State . . . . .
. .. . . S 28.00
Professional Federal .
. . . Sl 80.00
Professional State
. ... . . Sl 20.00
COMPUTIR ASSOCIATES (I.U 5.J
Easy Plus !windowing) . . . . . . . . . CALL
Easy Systems Acclg. lper module) . FOR
Supercok IV . . . . .. . . . . .. ... .. .. PRICES
Super Prorecl Plus .
COSMOS
Revelation . • , . , , • . , .. , •. , , • . 5500.00
DAC
Easy Accounting ....•• , .•... . . S 48.00
Easy Payroll .
. . . . . . 36.00
Payroll Tutor . , .•. . ..... •. , .. .. .. 14.00
Accounting Tulor
. 14 .00
DIGITAL RESEARCH
Gem Collection
. . . . . . . ..... S 75.00
Gem Desk lop . . . . . . . . . . • . .
30.00
Gem Drow Plus
190.00
Gem G raph
. . 148.00
Gem Wordchort .. . .. .. . . .. .. .... 88.00
EXECUTIVE SYSTIMS
XTree.
..s 29.00
FIFTH GENERATION
Foslbock . • , .. • , .•• , .. . , .• .... S 95.00
FINOTGROUP
Keep Track Plus .. . .. . . .
58.00
FUNKSDnwARE
Sideways . .
. S 37.00

... s

.s

HARVARD
Presentation Graphics
. . S230.00
Total Project Manager . . . . . . .
280.00
HOWARD SOFT
Tax Preparer . , • • , . . . • • . • • . . . . S 199.00
CA Sup.
. . . . ... . . . • . . . . ... . . 80.00
IBM
Display Write IV , , •• , •• , • • , . •. , $360.00
DOS 3.1
. 65.00
DOS 3.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
. 80.00
JAVELIN
Jave lin . . . . . . . . . . .
. ...... CALL
LAnlCE
C Compiler . .
. . .... $250.00
Run C
... 94.00
LEADING EDGE

Word Processor w/Mail
Merge & Spell . . . . . . . . . .

80.00

Newsroom Pro • . , •. . , .. .. .• .... 79.00
Certificate Maker
..... . ... . . 36.00
STERLING sonwARE
In telligent Backup . .
. S 80.00
SUMMIT
Better Basic • . , •. , , ••. , • • . .
. Sl 55.00
SYMANTEC
Q &A
. ... ........ . . . S235.00
T/MAKER
Click Art Personal Publisher . .. . Sl 15.00
TURNER HALL
SQZ ...
58.00
. . .. 58.00
Note It
UNISON WORLD
Art Gal lery I . ... .. . . .. .. . .. . .. S 21.00
. . 24.00
Ari Gallery II .
PrintMoster
. 32.00
Newsmosler • , . • . , • • .
. . .... 55.00
WORDPERFECT CORP.
WordPerfect
. . .. S215 .00
WordPerfect Library . . •• . •• , , •. . • 64.00
WORDTICH
Quicksilver . . . . . . . . ... ... , , . • . 5325.00
MS DOS Libraries • .. . . . . •. , . . .. . 52.00
LAN File Server . . . . . . . . .
70.00
DBXL
. . .. . . . .. ... . . • , • . . , . . . CAL L
XIROX
Ventura Desktop
. .. . .. . ... . S675.00

. ... ... ..s

All orders shipped
within 24 hours!
LOTUS CORPORATION
Lotus 1-2-3 ... , , .. , .... , •.. , , . $305.00
.. 110.00
Laius Repor t Writer
Symphony , • , , . , , •• , ... , , • • • , .. 435.00
Symphony Spell Checker
105.00
Freelance Plus ......... . .... . .. 355.00
Grophwriter ............ .. ..... 320.00
Hal
. .. .. .... . . . . . . . . . . 109.00
MECA
Manag in g Your Money .. . . . .... Sl 19.00
MERIDIAN
Corban Copy . . . . . . .
.. ... Sl 09.00
(minimum of two pieces)
MICROGRAPHX
In-A-Vision . .. .. . ............ . 5275.00
PC Drow .. . .. . . .. .. ...... , , ... 220.00
MICROPRO
Propak . , , • , •• , , •• , •• , , .•• , , •• . 245.00
WordStar .
..
. ... 175.00
WordS tor 2000 . . . . . . . .
. .. 245.00
WordSlor 2000 Plus .
. .. . 290.00
MICROPROSE (strategic games:)
Crusade in Europe
S 25.00
Decision in the Desert
.... . . S 25.00
F-15 Strike Eagle
.. . . . . 22 .00
Silent Service .. . . . ....... . .. .. . . . 22.00
Solo Flight ........... • , .
. .... 22.00
MICRORIM
R:Base System V
......... $365.00
MICROSOFT
C Compiler !Version 4) . .. . . .. . . $265.00
Cho rt . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .. 185.00
Cobol Compiler ...... ......... 415.00
For tran Compiler . .. . .. .. .... . .. 215 00
Macro Assemb ler
..... 90.00
Multi plan .
. .... 125.00
Project !Version 3) . . . . • . . .
265.00
Quick Basic .
. . . . 62.00
Windows .. . .... . . . . . .. . . , .
. 62.00
Word !Version 3.1 ) . . , • • •• . . , .•• , 2B5.00
Fli g ht Simulator . . , , .. , , .. .• . . ... 33.00
Learning DOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.00
MICROSTUF
Crosstalk XVI ... . •.• . , . . . .
S 99.00
Crosstalk Mk IV
.. . .. . .... 155.00

NASHOBA
Nut she ll . . .
. ..... . .. . . • .. Sl 05.00
NEW ENGLAND sonwARE
Graph-in-the-Box !Pro)
. S 55.00
Graph-in-the-Box IUnpro) . . . . .. 85.00
NANTUCKET
Clipper . . •• . , . ..• , .. • .. ....... $345.00
PAPERBACK 5onwARE
VP -Planner . . . . . .... . ..... S 55 .00
VP-Info ... .. , . . . . . . . . . .
. . 55.00
PAUL MACE sonwARE
Mace Utilities
... . .. S 62.00
PETER NORTON COMPUTING
Norton Commander . .
. . S 39.00
.. . . . 52.00
Norton Utilities
QUAID sonwARE
Capywrite lw /zero disk) ... . ... S 3B.OO
ROSESOFT
Prokey . .. .... ..... . .......... S 7 5.00
SIMON & SCHUSTER
Typ ing Tutor . . . . ... ..
$ 32.00
Webs ter Spell Check
. 35.00
Webster Thesaurus
45.00
New World Writer . .
. . . 79 .00
SOFTLOGIC
Carousel . . . . . . . . . .
. S 30.00
Cubit ... . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .... . . 30.00
Disk Optimiser . . . ... . ..... . . . . . . 30.00
. . . 30.00
Double DOS • . , . , . . . .
SOFTSTYLE
Printworks . ... . . .. . . .. . ... . . , . S 38.00
Prinlworks !loser) ....... . .. ... . . . 68.00
5onwARE GARDENS
Dan Bricklin 's Demo Program . S 60.00
sonwARE GROUP
. . . $335.00
Enable . . .•• , , .
sonwARE PUBLISHING
First Choice , , • .. • ... .. . . .. . . . . S 90.00
Pro Writer • . . . . . . . . • .
. . 11 5.00
Pro File . . .... . .... . . . .. .. •. , . .. 142.00
sonwARE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
Smortkey , , • • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . S 36.00
Smortkey w/Smartprint
49.00
5onwARE TOOLS
Viewgen !Version 2)
95.00

.s

HARDWARE
AMDEK

310A . .. ............ .
AST (expansion cords)

... Sl49.00

Rampage AT.
. . 445.00
Rampage PC ..
. . . .. 260.00
Six Pock
. .. 165.00
C. ITOH (printers)
C310 .. .... . ...... .
. .. CALL
C315
....... CAL L
FUJITSU
P.C. Half Height Drive
85.00
HERCULES
Graphics Plus
. . .. . . 185.00
IBM
ProPrinter
.. . $420.00
ProPrinter XL .
650.00
IMSI
PC Mouse & Dr. Holo II
. .. . Sl 05.00
INTIL
Above Board AT 128 ........ . . . $375.00
Above Boord PC 64 . . . . .•• . ..... 240.00
Above Board PS 256 • , .. • •. ..... 340.00
8087 !IBM) . . . .
. .. • , • . . . . . 11 5.00
8087 18 mhz.)
..... 160.00
80287
185.00
MICROSOFT
Mouse !serial ) . . . . • . . . . . .
. Sl27.00
Mouse !bus)
, . • . . 120.00
Moch 10
. . .. . . 285.00
NEC
. $595.00
1401 Multisync Monitor
PARADISE
EGA Auto Switch . .
. . . S390.00
PLUS
The Hord Cord 20 meg
. S7 10.00
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Modem 1200 !Internal) .
. Sl30.00
Modem 1200 !External)
. 170.00

.s

Mul tifunction Card

TEaMlz
• No surcharge. Viso or M!;sterccll).

• Add S2.00 for C.0.0.- AU C.O. D. cash or .certified check only.
• Pri<;~ s~b[o<:t lo chc ngo wilholJ1 ootic&.
• Short shipmenrs mu•t be t'llport.,;d to us wllhih 24 hauls ol rcc.aipl.
• Non-defecilive good$ must bo raiurncd wfl h seols lptoct wltl>in 10 doyJ of rec<iipl

for ltJll refund.

• S.lifpping costs wlll nol be rafundcd.
• No returns OCC\!pled without RMI\ II .
• No relurn$ on non· d~rettive hardware.
• Monogeme nl rese!"l'e> Ille- righl to dior11e up to 10% reStodii119 fee.
• Shipping chorge ~,00 per item in CaU{omia; S4.00 per item elsewhere. Thi•
does nol opply ta bulk order$. Shipping costs- for hardware llen>• will be
hig~er.

• Torms c~tandcd lo l'orlune J,000 companies, govemme11t i11•1ilulfons, 51;hools
and u11iver>ilres.
INQUIRIES:

ORD!<R ONLY:

818 . 881 ·6096 800 ·225 ·8084

w /1200 Modem
... 300.00
Complete System ... .
. .. 160.00
SEAGATI
20 MB. Hord Drive
. . 5445.00
w/Wd. Contro ller . .
SIGMA DESIGNS
EGA Cord ..... . ..... • . . .. . .. S390 00
TOSHIBA
321
S465.00
341
... . . . ... . ...... . . ... .. 750.00
U.S. ROBOTICS
Oir()<l 1200 (ext.) . . .. •• .. . .. . .. S125.00
Direc t 1200 (int\ ... . .. .. . .. .. ... l 10.00
Dir ect 2400 (int . .. . . . . . . . ... , . . 195.00

CABLES
6 -fl. Modem Coble . .
. .. S 15 .00
6· fl. Pc roll el Prin ter Coble . ..... . . l S.00
Sutge Pro lec to'5 . , . • . ... . .. , . • .. . 24 .00

6925 Ca nby Si re.el, Suil e #'103, Re seda, Ca li forn ia 91335
Inquiry 361
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Inquiry 5

ACCORDING TO WEBSTER

Items Discussed
Advanced Personal Computer System . .. . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. $10 ,000 +
Datavue Technical Systems
4355 International Blvd.
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 564-5780

--

-

AMERICAN MADE
IBM AT
COMPATIBILITY
and

lOMHzPOWER

$1595!
1 YR PARTS/
LABOR WARRANTY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE
IN THE INDUSTRY.
LOW PRICES
FOR GUARANTEED QUALITY!
ADTEK AT;SYSTEM (1MB/10MHz)w20MBHD
ADTEK AT; SYSTEM (1 MB/10MHz) w40MBHD
ADTEK AT;SYSTEM (640K/8MHz) w1.2MFD
ADTEK AT; SYSTEM (640KB/8MHz) w20MBHD
ADTEK AT; SYSTEM (640KB/8MHz) w40MBHD
TURBO XT SYSTEM (512KB/8MHz)
w360KFD w/1 pp, 2 sp, FD controller,clock/
calendar, battery backup, reset button
on MB, 6full size expansion slot in this
configuration
TURBO XT SYSTEM (640KB/8MHz) w20MBHD
MITSUBISHl/TEAC 360KFDD (for AT]
MITSUBISHl/TEAC 360KFDD (for XT)
60MB Tape Backup
AT 1/0 EXP.CARD 1-SER/1-PAR
SECOND SERIAL PORT FOR 1/0 CARD
ATMFUNC. CARD/WITH OKB/1-SER/1-PAR
COLOR CARD
MONO/GRAPHICS CARD W/PRINTER PORT
GENOA SPECTRUM GRAPHICS CARD
EGA COMPATIBLE CARD
EGA COMPATIBLE CARD/W PRINTER PORT
12' MONOCHROME MONITOR (AMBER)
12' TAXAN 630 WITH 553 CGA CARD
14' MITSUBISHI CGA MONITOR
14' MITSUBISHI EGA MONITOR
14' NEC MULTISYNC EGA MONITOR
AT/XTMAXl-SWITCH K/B
NEC V20-8 for TURBO XT
8MHz Math co-processor for AT
8MHz math co-processor for XT

$1984
2395
1395
1784
2195
859

1395
109
99
899
89
29
229
99
99
255
299
339
109
599
319
449
569
75
19
299
159

Write or call for FREE brochure and price
list of ADTEK's full line of AT;/XT Systems
and Accessories.
IBM AT is a registered trademark of ln!emational Business Machines Corp.

ADTEK
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION
3706 Realty Road
Dallas, Texas 75244

(214) 241-5811
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DASCH (for the Macintosh) .. ... .. . ...... . . . .. . . .. . . ... .. . . $395 to $545
Western Automation
1700 North 65th St.
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 449-6400
DigiView .... . . . ... . . .. . ........... .. . . .. . ... . .... . . .... .. . . . $199. 95
DigiPaint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Price unknown
NewTek
701 Jackson, Suite B3
l'lpeka, KS 66603
(913) 354-1427
Marauder II ...... . .. . .. .. ... .. . . . .. . . ... . .. .... ..... .. .. . . . .. $39.95
Discovery Software International
903 East Willow Grove Ave.
Wyndmoor, PA 19118
(215) 242-4666
ProWrite .... . ...... . ...... . . .. . . . .. . . ..... . ..... . .... . . .. .. . $124.95
New Horizons Software
P .O. Box 43167
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 280-0319
StarBoard II
with 512K bytes . . .... . ..... . ... . . .. . . . ..... ....... . ......... .. $495
with 1 megabyte. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $595
with Upper Deck and 2 megabytes · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $879
Upper Deck(with OK bytes) . . .. .. .. ... .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . ....... $99.95
Multifunction Module (without 68881) .... ... .... . .. . .. . . ..... .. . $99 .95
MicroBotics Inc.
P .0. Box 855115
Richardson, TX 75085
(214) 437-5330
A few trends were obvious. IBM PC
clones keep getting cheaper. Several
booths were advertising AT clones-not
PC, but AT-for much less than $1000.
A number of firms, including most of the
major clone makers, were showing
80386-based systems . Unfortunately, it
looks as though said manufacturers ca n't
agree upon a 32-bit bus standard, which
will probably leave them all at the mercy
of IBM. They appear to be too concerned
about short-term gain to worry about
long-term survival.
Another buzzword appearing in just
about every microcomputer manufactur
er's booth was "desktop publishing."
Most people seemed to think that desktop
publishing meant word processing on a
high-resolution, reverse-video, mono
chrome monitor (in unconscious emula
tion of the Macintosh). Unfortunately,

the state of the art in desktop publishing
on MS-DOS machines isn't very impres
sive, at least compared to that found on
the Mac. Why? Because the basic con
cepts of clipboard, scrapbook, and re
source type are inherent in the Mac oper
ating system and ROM routines, making
it easy for applications developed by dif
ferent firms to pass text and graphics
back and forth . An item in the Micro bytes
conference on BIX reported that two dif
ferent IBM PC users groups were now
using Macs to do their newsletters, one of
the groups doing so after having tried
"desktop publishing" on an IBM PC and
having found it wanting.
And speaking of the Mac . .. Apple
pulled out of COMDEX, so they weren't
there to push their vision of desktop pub
lishing. Bad move, since it means that at
cominued

·
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ACT'OROTNG TO WFRSTFR

A

MESSAGE To OuR
SUBSCRIBERS

endees who haven't used the Mac (and
Nho missed the Aldus/PageMaker booth)

F

ROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE SUBSCRIBER
list available to other companies who wish to send our subscribers
material about their products. We take great care to screen these companies,
choosing only those who are reputable, and whose products, services, or
information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct m ail is an efficient
medium for presenting the latest personal computer goods and services to
our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of our mailing list,
and look forward to finding information of interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other information
we may have is ever given) .
While we believe the distribution of this information is of benefit to our
subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes of any subscriber who does not
want to receive such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict the
use of your name, simply send your request to the following address.

13'1TE MAGAZINE
AnN:

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

P.O. Box 6821
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854

BACK ISSUES FOR SALE
1985

1986

1987

$4.25

Feb.

$4.25

March

$4.25
$4.25

April

$4 .25

$4 .25

May

$4.25

1984 SPECIAL GurDE
(VOL. 9, No. 9)

$4 .25

$4.25

1985 INSIDE THE IBM PCs
(VOL. 10, No. ll)

Aug.

$4.25

$4. 25

Sept.

54.25

54.25

Oct.

$4 .25

$4 .25

Nov.

$4.25
$4.25

$4.25

June

$4.25

SPECIAL ISSUES and INDEX

Jan.

$4.25

$4.25

July

Dec.

$4.25

$4.25

BYTE '83-'84 INDEX

$ 1.7 5

BYTE 1985 INDEX

$2.00
TO

IBM PCs
$4.75
$4.75

Circle and send requests with payments to:

BYTE Back Issues
P.O. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449

D Check enclosed

.

Payments from foreign countries m ust be mad e in US fu nds payable at a US bank.
0

VISA

D MasrrCard

CARD # - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Exr. DATE _ __ _ _ __

SIGNATURE - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 
The above prices include post1ge in the US. Please add S .50 per copy for Canada and Mexico;
and S2.00 per copy to foreign countries (surface delrvery ). Please allow 4 weeks for domestic
delivery and 12 weeks for foreign delivery.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STATE - - - - - Zrr _ _ _ __
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lidn 't have a chance to see just what the
Mac can do. Commodore wasn't there
(again), and Atari was (again). Rumor
has it that Commodore didn 't have a
booth because the Interface Group re
fused to allow them to let third-party de
velopers exhibit in their booth. If that's
true, it might also explain Apple's pull
out, since Apple pioneered that concept.
Then again, Atari did it anyway; but there
were rumors of a heated exchange on the
floor between the Interface Group and
Atari officials. If all this is true, it shows a
lot of shortsightedness on the part of the
Interface Group. After all, the Atari
booth was one of the most crowded in the
show-even on the last day-when many
other.booths looked deserted.
I stopped by the Western Automation
booth. This firm makes the DASCH ex
ternal RAM disk for the Macintosh.
which I reviewed in the June 1986 BYTE.
When I wrote that review, the prices for
the SOOK-, IOOOK-, and 2000K-byte ver
sions were $495, $795. and $995 , re
spectively; they have now come down to
$395, $450, and $545 . Since the DASCH
has an external power supply, you can
power your Mac down (or have it crash)
and not lose anything. At $545, a 2
megabyte RAM disk could do wonders
for development speed.
A number of firms were claiming to
have the "world's fastest personal com
puter. " Several companies with 80386
based systems were bestowing that crown
upon themselves. The folks at Levco ran
some benchmarks on their Prodigy 4
(16.67-megahertz 68020 Mac upgrade)
and on a Compaq 386 and documented
themselves as being faster . But the win
ner (though not yet shipping) was prob
ably the Datavue Advanced Personal
Computer System. The computer-an
IBM PC compatible - uses a discrete
logic implementation of an 8086 proces
sor, which they call their 86150 CPU .
This CPU consists of two large (about 12
by 15 inches) boards in a box that sits
under a regular AT-like system. Datavue
claims that the processor executes in
structions at a speed equivalent to a 150
M Hz 8086-about 15 times faster than an
IBM PC AT. Anticipated cost is in the
$10,000+ range, but hey, you know how
these power users are.

In the Queue
Two hardware reviews are coming up
next month: the PAL expansion chassis
for the Amiga and the Magic Sac (Macin
tosh emulator) for the Atari ST. I'll also
have a few software reviews and other bits
and pieces. Until then. see vou on the bit
stream.•

•
Introducing ShapeScan. Only $795 abundle.
Until now, when you shopped for a scanner,
you'd need to carry along a calculator. First you'd
use it to figure out how to justify a base price in
the range of a good computer. Then you'd have
to total up all the salesperson's add-ons.
"Oh, by the way," the sales rep would say,
"you'll need an interface card." Add about $300.
'"Oh, by the way, you'll need an interface
cable." Add $50 or so.
"Oh, by the way, you'll probably want a
graphics editor." Add $150.
Now you don't need a calculator- or a fat bank
account - to buy a scanner. ShapeScan is priced
hundreds of dollars under competitive models.
Better yet, there are no "Oh, by the way" add-ons.
ShapeScan bundles together everything you
Scanned-in computer image

need for image scanning and editing. At one
incredibly low price. No surprises.
Besides saving you money up front, ShapeScan
will save you time for years to come. Because it
turbocharges your personal productivity. In less
than a minute, it captures artwork that would
take you many hours to recreate on your
computer. Ditto for logos, fancy typography,
graphs and charts, engineering diagrams,
documents, or whatever.

Scan, then paint.

Most scanners just scan. Then they call it
quits. But since ShapeScan includes the
top-selling PC Paintbrush®+, you have all the
tools to turn a scanned-in computer image into
your own masterpiece. Get creative! Rotate or
flip the image, expand or shrink it, color it, and
zoom in on a portion of it. Cut, paste, and add
headings, text, lines, circles, or boxes. You can
even import art or text from other systems, and
export your completed creations to a desktop
A masterpiece/
publishing system.
So don't pay big bucks for a scant
scanner. Get ShapeScan - the total
solution at a price that's absolutely
scantastic. Call 800-247-1724 today.
Dealer inquiries invited.

®

The scanner has one moving part. so it's the
ultimate in reliabl1ity andease ofuse. Price
also includes PC Paintbrush+, interface
card, and interface cable.

PC Paintbrush is a regislered trademark ol ZSoft Corporation.
IBM PC/XT IAT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines.
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Conducted by Jerry Pournelle

Amiga Defense
Dear Jerry,
In your December 1986 column you
commented about Activision's Little Com
puter People and said "... I don't think the
current version of Amiga's operating sys
tem has the answer."
The problem is that the Amiga's oper
ating system is getting blamed for faults
in applications programs. Allow me to use
the example of Little Computer People.
The program was translated from 8-bit
versions and 8-bit operating systems. In
most of those operating systems, what
happens if a file is not found or ifthe disk
is write-protected? The program either
gives a message (the preferred result) or
crashes. Either way, the programmer is
responsible for what goes on.
In the case of the Amiga, a requester
pops up and asks for the correct disk, or
to remove write-protection, or whatever.
This removes the programmer's respon
sibility of protecting the user from such
problems. The programmer can take con
trol of such things or, if the programmer
is lazy, he can just leave it to the OS.
The sad part is that the system calls
make it so easy for the programmer. In
other words, what you thought was caused
by the OS was really the fault of a lazy
(or careless) applications programmer. If
you don't have them already, get the
Addison-Wesley Amiga manuals and the
AmigaDOS manual from Bantam. Take a
half-hour sometime and scan the Intuition
manual and you'll see some examples of
what I'm trying to say: The stuff is there,
but some of the early programs we're see
ing don't use it!
I have enclosed a disk with select
choices of programs from the public do
main. Just put it in instead of Workbench.
(Since I don't yet have version l.2 of the
OS, use the l.l version with this disk.)
Warren Block
Chadron, NE
!'ti love to agree with you. People seem
to have the notion that I've got it in for

the Amiga and nothing could be further
from the truth. I wish it well.
However, the software is suitable for
hackers and hobbyists, but not for the rest
of us.
I have several versions of the Amiga
Kickstart program. Each works only with
the corresponding Workbench. Although
-
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many Amiga programs will run with the
newest Kickstrirt 1. 2, not all will. You have
to figure out which to use.
You blame the programmers and, of
course, you 're right. 171e fact is, though,
that programs ported over to the Atari tend
to work; those ported over to the Amiga
tend to have problems. It may well be that
the Amiga attracted a disproportionate
share of bad programmers, but another
explanation is that the Amiga is just
harder to program for.
It may be worth the extra effort and skill
required, ofcourse. It can be spectacular.
But it's not easy.
For example, I we/U in and.fired up the
Amiga with Kickstart 1.1, and inserted the
disk you sent me. After the machine
trundled awhile, I got
Can't Cancel DF1
Assign failed returncode 20

I don't know what that means, and I
suspect most ofus don't want to find out.
1he Amiga will be a wonderful machine
for the rest ofus when it gets an operating
system for the rest of us. Until then, I
recommend it for people who like to find
out what returncode 20 means.-Jerry
Flash: /later found out you'd done a
no-no on that disk; also that AmigaDOS
1.2 is a bit more stable. It's still harder
to port to Amiga than Atari.

Turbo Denmark?
Dear Jerry,
For several years now, many people
here in Denmark have been puzzled by the
mysterious similarity between computer
programs marketed by Borland Interna
tional and programs marketed here by
Poly Data some time in advance. Turbo
Pascal, for instance, was somewhat disap
pointing to me when first marketed, as it
was clearly an outdated version of Cam
pas Pascal (now Poly Pascal), an old
friend of mine.
The differences between the two prod
ucts have diminished over time, although
Poly Pascal is still a somewhat more
polished product. The likeness is not
superficial. A close inspection of the in
ner workings of the two compilers show
them to be different only in minor details.
Now a similar situation seems to have

EARTH
LAUNCHES
NEW STARS

EARTH COMPl.ITERS launches two of
the "Hottest" new stars in the S-100
Universe. Both the TURBOMASTER
8™ and TURBOSLA VE I™ are Star
Performers, featuring high-speed Z80H
CPUs.
EARTH's new stars are fully compatible
with the Multi-user TurboDOS operating
system, and will operate in most S-100
systems including pre-IEEE-696 systems.

TURBOMASTER 8
This outstanding new 8-Bit Single
Board Computer offers features that
are out of this world:
•On-board ST-506 Disk Controller
• TurboDOS, CP/M, MP/M
Compatible
• 5-1/4" and 8" Floppy Controller
• Up to 256K of memory • 2 13erial
• 8MHz CPU • l Parallel Port

.

TURBOSLA VE I
:.~.:---·
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The perft;et companion to the
TURBOMASTER 8 or other
8/16-Bit master processor. This
high-speed slave utilizes an
8MHz Z80H CPU and offers
extensivey exclusive.
• No paddle boards
• S-100, IEEE-696 comp.
• 2 RS-232 ports, 50-38.4K Baud
• FIFO communications
EARTH also manufactures a
growing line of PC compatible
stellar performers such as:
' .i
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• TURBO SLAVE P C™ - an
8 MHz Z80 Single Board Slave
that runs CP /M applications on a
PC and is compatible with the
TurboDOS multi-user operating
system.
• PASSION-286™ - a high
perfomance 80286 accelerator that
boosts PC performance up to 5
times for only $395.
• EARTHNET PC™ &
EARTHNET S-100™ - the
low-cost ARCNET compatible
way to tie PC and S-100 systems
together.
To put these stars to work for you,
call or write EARTH COMPUTERS
BE SURE TO ASK ABOUT HOW
YOU CAN WIN A FREE Z· 80
CO-PROCESSOR BOARD.
.....

_

_

( ,....'!------:: ~ _,;;:.-

EARTH C O M PUTERS

=

P.O. Box 8067, Fountain Valley, CA 92728
TELEX: 910 997 6120 EARTH FV

(714) 964-5784
Ask about EARTH COMPUTERS' other
fine PC and S-1 00 compatible products.
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The Better Net
The Com~uPro
ARCNET® PC Board

Better Compatibility
The CompuPro ARCNET PC is
compatible with all versions of
Novell Netware and Advanced
Netware™, and DR-NET™ running
in all types of PC-compatibles. No
other board can say that!

Better Reliability
The CompuPro ARCNET PC
board offers distinctly more reliability
than other boards. Why' Read on.

Better Design
The CompuPro ARCNET PC
board uses unique circuit design to
increase signal margins. Better inter
face circuitry insures operation with
even the fastest PC-compatibles.

Better Specs
The CompuPro ARCNET PC
board meets all FCC requirements!

BetterMade
The CompuPro ARCNET PC
board is manufactured, tested and
burned in right here in the USA. It is
not subject to the wide swings in
quality often experienced with
foreign-manufactured boards.

Better Value
All of this adds up to the fact
that the CompuPro ARCNET PC
board is the best value in Novell
compatible network boards.

Better Call Today
Call us today for the name of
your nearest CompuPro dealer.
They are prepared to discuss a variety
of network and multi-user solutions
to meet your requirements.

/iimpuPra·~
Viasyn Corporation
26538 Danti Court
Hayward, CA 94545-3999
(415) 786-0909
TWX: 510-100-3288
Easylink Mailbox 62877579
Trademarks : CompuPro: Viasyn Corporation. ARC
NET: Da tapo int Corporalion. Ne tw are, Advanced
Nelware: No ve ll. Inc. DR-NET: Oigi l al Research Inc.
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arisen concerning Turbo Prolog and PC
Prolog from Poly Data. What is going on?
There is no doubt in my mind that at
least several of the Borland products are
developed over here, but what is more in
teresting is this question: Is Borland In
ternational in reality a Danish company?
And how about the mysterious Frank
Borland? If he exists, maybe he isn't
American after all!
Sven Korsgaard
Odense, Denmark

Fascinati11g. In fact, there has never
been any such person as Frank Borland.
Whe11 I first asked Philippe Kahn about
the origin of the company name, he said
''It 's an Irish company and Borland is a11
ancient name for Ireland.'' 1his was
before any but a handful of people had
ever heard of the company.
He also told me some tales ofthe origin
of Turbo Pascal. These stories te11d to be,
uh, fanciful, particularly the parts about
Philippe's contributions to the code itse(f
I later found out where SideKick and
SuperKey came from: not internal devel
opment at Borland, as is usually thought.
For that matter, some of the connections
between Borland, Kahn, and ETH (Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology) in Zurich
are better remembered by Philippe than
by the professors and staff at ETH.
In other words, Philippe Kahn is a
master of marketing and will go down in
history as such. 171e products are reliable,
and he does in fact write a good part of
the documentation himse(f He sells good
stuff at good prices. However, I tend to
buy salt by the kilo when listening to
stories about the origins of the products.
I've heard before that Turbo Pascal was
originally a Danish product. I know for
a fact that SideKick and SuperKey were
not. I do know I use all three and I still
say Philippe Kahn and Borland have done
a great deal of good for this industry.
-Jerry

BASICally, What I Said
Dear Jerry,
You said in your D~cember 1986 col
umn that you throw out anything written
in BASIC. (Well, you didn't state it that
firmly, but the implication was strong.)
We have developed a business records
program in BASICA (compatible with
GW-BASIC) for the IBM PC. This was
done for internal use and provided ledger
record keeping and invoicing. Like many
small in-house projects, the program was
ultimately coveted by other small busi
nesses. We improved it, and now it is
distributed by Dynacomp Inc. It is not a
great, multifunctioned, stand-alone ac
counting system for all businesses; on the

other hand, we have reduced the direct
price from $59.95 to $9.95. It is a good,
graceful program for the record-keeping
needs of many small businesses. I would
like to send you a copy, but if it is just go
ing to be thrown away, I won't waste your
time or mine ....
Paul Horvick
Minneapolis, MN

No, no. What I said was that I throw out
disks that arrive without documents and
prove to be games with BASIC choose-a
number player interfaces. Incidentally,
most of that stuff is on such cheap media
that I won't even put them in my machine
for fear it will mar the disk heads.
Some very good programs are written
in BASIC Even better ones are written i11
QuickBASIC or other compiled BASIC I
wrote my accounting system in CBASIC
Accounting programs had better have
decent documents, though; I don't see how
you can afford to sell it at that price. But,
by all means, send a copy. -Jerry

Computer Shopping War Stories
Dear Jerry,
I recently moved from Jacksonville,
Florida, to the Philadelphia area. One of
my first activities was locating all the local
computer stores as groundwork for pur
chasing a computer for software develop
ment and general office use, as part of a
consulting deal I won up here.
Your advice, "If you don't know what
you're doing, buy from those who do,"
needs the addition, "if you can find some
one who knows and cares!"
I settled on three criteria for my new of
fice computer: It must be able to handle
at least two users, run good versions of
UNIX, and have acceptable Pascal, FOR
TRAN, and C compilers available. Figur
ing that since I had been allocated a mean
figure of $6000 to spend, I might as well
go for service and support, I went to Com
puter Land. Huge mistake number one.
Upon entering the store, I was ignored
for five minutes. Then I touched a com
puter and had instant attention.
Now, I may be a lone stranger in a dif
ferent state, but I do not consider it polite
for a salesperson to open with the ques
tion "Hello. How much money do you
want to spend?" But I considered the dif
ferent cultures and manfully set the
perceived slight aside and answered "Oh,
I don't know. It depends on what you have,
I suppose."
Talk about getting off on the wrong
foot. I finally convinced this person that
I was serious only after I named $5000
as the figure and was asked what kind of
system I wanted. I named my three speci
continued

Get the Courier HST™
9600-bps modem.
Thenwatch the rest of
the world play catch-up.
USRobotics new high speed
technology delivers over 1,000
characters/second on more dial-up
phone lines. For less than $1,000.
The new Courier HST (High Speed
Technology) dial-up modem combines four
great ideas that add up to a new standard for
personal computer data communications.
It's full-duplex, with high speed (9600
bps) and low speed (300-bps) channels
automatically assigning the high speed
channel direction. This asymmetrical
solution avoids the problems of echo
cancelling technology or inefficient
half-duplex schemes.
The most powerful data signalling tech
nique-1i"ellis Encoded Modulation-lets
Courier HST achieve maximum speed over
a much wider range of phone line condi
tions than other 9600-bps modems.
A unique error- and flow-control method
allows Courier HST to send up to 1.100
characters a second over long distance
phone connections.
It's familiar as any 2400- and 1200-bps
modem. Same features, commands and,
in most cases, the same software. Jn fact,
Courier HST automatically falls back to
2400, 1200 and 300-bps, connecting you
with nearly all modems.
High speed. High accuracy. High value. And
a two-year parts and service warranty. Get
the USRobotics Courier HST. priced under
$1,000. And watch the rest of the world play
catch-up.

CALL 1-800-DIAL-USR
In Illinois (312) 982-5001

-----------

Yes, please send me your FREE 8-page
book explaining the new Courier HST and
today's new high speed technology.
: Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

I

I Titl."------------
1 Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
I City_ _ _ _ _State_ _ Zip_ __ _
I Business Phone (
I
4/87-BY -2400F
I

. __________________________________... - ---ilohotics
- ---------i
I

Inquiry 319 for End-Users. Inquiry 320 for DEALERS ONLY.

ruJ.i

_8100 McCormick Blvd., Skokie, Illinois 60076..J
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications.
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Programmers!
Integrate
Instant Graphsrn
Into Your
Software
Everything's Invisible
But Your Profits
Graph-in-the-Box"' OEM
Interface requires only a few
hundred bytes ofcode and comes
fully documented
The world's easiest to use business graphics pro
gram can now be fully integrated into your own
applications, giving your software the graphics
edge. Add instant, full-featured business graphs to
every program you develop. Pass us your data via
memory or file and we will create, display or prim
the chart and return to your application. You can
control every detail of the chart or we'll do it
automatically. Our technical reference manual
includes examples in Microsoft's'" Basic'",
Pascal'" and C'" plus Borland's Turbo Pascal'".
• Drivers for over 90 printers and plotters
including color, laserjet, 24pin, etc.
• l l chart types, 500 observations, 15
variables
• Invisible to the end user
• Interrupt driven
• Memory residentll28K/removable from
memory
• Supports CGA, EGA, Hercules, Tecmar
Graphics Boards
• For the IBM PC, XT, AT, 3270 PC, PC Jr,
PC Convertible and true compatibles

De1ie!op111ent kit $187.60. Includes
Gra jJb-in-tbe-Rox diskette, full
documentation and tecbnical
reference manual. eE1U Licenses
m1ailahle.

'\t\\· Englaml Softwarr.

Inc.
OD! Saks lli\ision
Grm1wichOfticr Park-~
Grm1wich. CT 06851
(205 )62'i0062

Registered 1'mdemarks: Microsoft Basic, Microsoft C.
Microsoft Pascal, Borland Turbo Pasca4
Graph-in-the-Box, Instant Graphs.
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fications. "I don't know anything about
UNIX or Pascal, but I know the computer
you need," came the reply. I was quickly
whisked off, set in front of an IBM PC
AT, and told "This is it."
Unfortunately, the AT would not boot
off the hard disk. After about 15 minutes
of trying to boot the thing, and ignoring
my suggestion that there was probably no
system on the hard disk, the salesperson
went off to ask her boss. She promptly and
cheerfully returned with a disk that was
"just what I needed." It was a "get to
know the PC" disk, one of those programs
that start off drawing the keyboard on the
screen. I had reached my limit and asked
to see someone who knew a little bit more
about the machine. Her boss came out.
Putting my temper firmly on hold, I again
asked about the machine's capabilities.
After being assured that the machine
would do everything I wanted it to (even
though he could not answer questions
about extended versus expanded mem
ory), I asked about price.
The boss quoted a figure about $500
above what I had said I wanted to spend,
but he gave me a 15 percent discount that
brought it down. That was just for the
hardware! The software (even though they
didn't know anything about UNIX- or,
more accurately, though I didn't have the
heart to tell them, XENIX) was extra, as
was the memory configuration I re
quested, and everything else. They would
not even bother to give me a quote on the
total system price!
Just about at the end of my tether, I
finally said that I would have to think
about it, but I would definitely have to see
the stuff all together and operating before
I plunked down the cash.
"Oh. We don't do that. You have to buy
it first," they said. Needless to say, I
thanked them and deposited their business
cards in the first trashcan I passed after
I left the store. I tried three more Com
puterLand stores; only two people knew
what UNIX was-and they didn't know
where to get it!
Episode number two was even worse.
My wife and I use our little CP/M com
puter for just about everything. We want
to upgrade to a 68000-based system just
because they are new, exciting, cheap, and
fun to play with. However, the Mac meets
only two of those criteria, so we decided
to take a look at the Atari 1040ST. A com
puter store in our neighborhood sells
them, so off I went.
Admittedly, I was in jeans and my hair
was a bit windblown, but I wasn't grungy
or anything. I walked into the store, sat
down in front of a machine, and moved
the mouse around. Zoom! Right over my
shoulder appeared a pair of polite sales
people. When I asked for a word pro

cessor and the system disk, saying I'd like
to just "play around for a little while," one
of them said "We don't let people touch
our disks. Just show me what you want
to do and I will do it for you." Now, I don't
let strange people touch my disks either
(especially if it's not write-protected) , but
I very politely explained that I wanted to
do it myself. I offered to buy any software
or disks I damaged in the process and
promised not to touch or examine any data
disks.
No good. I was not supposed to touch
the disks. After ComputerLand, this was
too much. I got up, thanked them, and
headed for the door. They said some rude
things to me on my way out, and I was
rude right back.
The only places where I have been
treated with courtesy and respect are
Radio Shack and a small mall-oriented
computer shop called the Electronic
Boutique. Unfailing politeness and a will
ingness to dig out the answers have been
the rule there. (Unbelievable, isn't it?)
Well, the whole point of this is, how
about writing a column on computer
shopping etiquette? I mean, it seems that
the normal rules of politeness do not apply
here. There was a time when anyone shop
ping for a computer was almost always
welcome to at least try out the stuff he was
shopping for! I don't feel very confident
about buying anything from someone so
rude. If they are going to be so (the only
word I can think of is terrifically im
polite), then why should I do business
with them? But then I am left with just
mail-order suppliers, who are generally
very polite and helpful, thank goodness!
Paul Raulerson
Norristown, PA
Stories like yours need telling often. Un
fortunately, many (most?) computer store
managers don't seem to read BYTE
anymore.
Ofcourse, I agree with your stipulation
about Poumel/e's rule and that finding a
good dealer is often as difficult as
deciding what computer to buy; indeed,
in some cases I'd choose the better dealer,
even if he didn't handle the particular
machine I wanted.
By the way, from the criteria descrip
tion in your letter, the machine you want
is the AT&T PC 6300 Plus, only make sure
you get the largest possible hard
disk.-Jerry

Copyrighting Software
Dear Jerry,
In October's Chaos Manor Mail, a
reader questioned why the simple copy
right notice that appears in books is in
adequate protection for software. In
cominued

The Magnificent Seven.
~CA-30

$2,995
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~ PCX-2

.'$1195
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Meticulously enginee red. Exactly com
patible. lncredibl y priced. In the three
most competitive areas, Tandon's new
line ofXT and AT compatibles are more
than a match for any orher models, from
anyone. Including IBM<!>
For greater disk storage capacity and
fast access time, few can measure up to
our PCA TM-40, a 40 megabyte AT com
patible micro. And you'll really appreci
ate the magnificent view from our
monitors. They're h ig!1 on resolution
and larger by a wide margin.
What's more, Tandon offers one of
the most complete product lines in the
industry. Which means we can meet

the needs of your business, large or
small. And because T.c1.ndon's average
price is 40% less than equivalent IBM
systems, we can lower the cost of your
business computing requirements.
A ll of which proves that for XT and
A T compatibles that are re li ably
designed and affordabl y priced, your
choice is magnificently sim ple. Tandon.
Fot· your T.c1.ndon Fact Pack and the
name of a dealer near you call us ro ll free
now on:

800/556,1234

Ext. 171

In California:

800/441,2345

-~···~·~Pl<~~..~c send me your

comprehensive packet of li teratur e
and product rC\'icws which proves why Tandon
is the magnificent cho ice.
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lan'C/on
Less money. More micros.
405 Science Driv e,

Ext. 171
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PCXTM and PCArn arc trademarks of Tandt\n Corporation. IBM® and IBM PC AT®arc rci.:i stcrcd t rade ma rk s; IBM PC XT 1,.. is a registered trademark of
International Business Mach ine s Corpora1ion. Prices displayed arc manufactu rer's suggested p r ices and do not include moniwr.
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#1 Lint for MS-DOS

essence, copyright protection prohibits
software users from doing three things:
copying, distributing copies, and adding
enhancements or making new versions. If
these were the only three issues with
which a software publisher had to be con
cerned, then I agree that the copyright
notice would be sufficient.
However, copyright protection does not
prevent a software purchaser from selling,
lending, licensing, or leasing his copy to
anyone else. It does not prohibit copying
the program for backup purposes or using
the software at as many locations as the
user wishes or with an entire network of
machines, and it may not prohibit the user
from reverse-engineering the software.
Further, copyright protection does not
prohibit a user from bringing a lawsuit for
damages he believes resulted from use of
the software. Lotus Development Corp.
has been sued in Florida by a construc
tion company, which alleges that a latent
defect in Lotus's Symphony program
caused it to lose $250,000 in a construc
tion bid. Other potential examples include
liability of software developers for errors
in computerized medical diagnostic
techniques, architectural programs,
elevator control programs, tax preparation
programs, and securities investment ad
vice programs, to name but a few.
It is only through software licenses that
software developers can address these
issues. If these licenses are invalidated, it
is the users who will ultimately bear the
price if software developers have to insure
against damages resulting from use of
their software. Software costs would rise
and the small software developer respon
sible for much of the industry's innova
tion might find it difficult to survive.
It will take the legislatures and courts
many years to define the rights of software
users and the extent of software devel
opers' liability. An awareness of the issues
by both software developers and users is
essential to help shape resolutions.
Lawrence B. Levy

The professional
diagnostic facility for C
PC-lint lets you zap swarms of C
bugs and glitches at a time.
Now you can uncover the quirks,
inconsistencies, and subtle errors
that infest your C programs .. .
waiting to bite you. PC-lint finds
them all . . . or as many as you
want ... in one pass. Set PC-lint
to match your own style.

Outperforms any lint at any price
• Full K&R support and
common ANSI enhancements
(even MS keywords)
• Finds inconsistencies
(especially in function calls
across multiple modules!)
• Modifiable library descriptions
for 8 popular compilers
• Super fast,one-pass operation
1
• Suppress any error message
• Zillions of options

PRICE $139 •MC• VISA• COD

t

Well, the lotus suit was withdrawn. And
the one thing that I am certain of is that
when all the controversy is over, the
lawyers will have made lots ofmoney. But,
then, they always do.-Jerry

1

ORDER TODAY,
30-day guarantee
~

Runs under MS-DOS 2.0 and up, and •

~ AmigaDOS. Uses all available memory. I"
,~
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Tradem arks PC -llnt (Gim pe l Software).
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3207 Hogarth Lane,
Collegeville, PA 19426

(215) 584-4261
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Richmond, CA
1hanks for that story! 1he picture ofthe
little round disks hanging up to dry
(suspended by lines through the center
holes) is hilarious. Glad to know it can
be done, but I'd sure hate to have to do it.
-Jerry

Not So Easy
Dear Jerry,
I noted your dislike of copy-protected
software again, which is why I am writing.
Why isn't it possible to write a transfer
program that will bypass all copy-pro
tection schemes? Suppose you transfer one
sector at a time?

Read Sector 0000, track 0000, disk 1,
and write to memory locations
abc&-xyz&
Read memory locations abc&-xyz&
and write to sector 0000, track 0000,
disk 2

Palo Alto, CA

Includes USA shipping and handling. t
Outside USA, add $15. In PA add 6%. '

)
·i,

early-morning hours of June 19, 1986,
in the Mankato (Minnesota) State
University Library. Water not only
stood in the envelopes but also got in
side the plastic jackets and into the
disks and liners themselves.
Disks that were only slightly wet
(water didn't spurt out when they were
squeezed) were dried with a hair dryer
(no heat-blow only) and copied suc
cessfully onto new disks.
Dripping disks were peeled out of
their jackets when possible and cut out
with a paper cutter when necessary.
The extracted disks were then wiped
off with a rag (thermal underwear!)
and hung up to dry. A temporary jacket
was made by cutting 1/16 inch off the
write-protect edge of a new floppy and
removing the blank disk. One at a
time, the dried inner disks were in
serted and successfully copied to fresh
ones.
Joseph E. Ryus

!

Drippy Disks
Dear Jerry,
Here is a summary of an article I
thought would interest you. It's from
"Hanging Your Software Up to Dry" by
Nancy B. Olson, published in College and
Research library News, November 1986:
A complete run ofthe software serial
SoftDisk was soaked when a waterpipe
somewhere overhead broke in the

With the use of incrementing, one could
read and write the entire disk, and by
using the same memory locations, only
one sector is ih memory at a time, so the
copy-protection scheme never gets a
chance to act.
Cecil H. Royce

Chattanooga, TN
Alas, copy-protection schemes do things
like mislabel disk sectors, reformat the
disk by putting data in places it's not sup
posed to be, and many other odd schemes.
One detection method is to bum a hole
in the disk, then write to that sector; (fit
can read back what it wrote, the copy is
illegal.-Jerry •

NEC introduces MultiSpeed'." The world's fastest
In fact, when you discover everything it comes with,
portable computer. It's designed to make you a runaway
you'll be delighted at what it goes for.
success.
So if you're a person who's going places, try the
MultiSpeed is multi-talented. It's small. Light. And
portable that helps you get there ahead of everyone else.
gives you the option of running at a clock
You 'll find MultiSpeed at Bell Atlantic
Standard Features
speed of either 9.54 or 4.77 MHz.
Business
Center, CompuMat, CompuShop,
Clock Speed
9.54/4 .77 MHz
MultiSpeed can do most anything your Memory
Computerland, Connecting Point and Micro
640K by tes
desktop PC can. It has the most advanced
Age. For the location of your nearest dealer
Bu1ll·in Software
5 programs
LCD screen technology. So it's easier to read.
call 1-800-447-4700.
Disk Drives
Dual 720K (3 5")
What's more, it's PC compatible and
If you have any questions or would like
Screen type
Super·twist L CD
even does windows.
technical information call 1-800-NEC-SOFT. Or
And MultiSpeed is a very smart buy. It Keybd. Comp atibili ty IBM PC/XT"
write NEC Home Electronics, Computer
Separate
comes with a bundle of built-in features that Numeric Keypad
Products Division, 1255 Michael Drive, Wood
Weight
11.2 tbs.
cost a bundle on other portables.
Dale, IL 60191-1094.
· 10M PC/XT is a registered trademark of
Interna tional Business Machines Inc.

C&C

Computers and

Co~munications

Take the Multiandron.

MultiSpeed··

t-IEC
Inquiry 206

The fastest, tightest code

(Though the same can hardly
be said ofthe nameJ

. We have to tell you, we had a hard smallest, fastest FORTRAN code a
time getting the name down this short PC can handle.
Because Microsoft's newFORTRAN
"Now Microsoft's FORTRAN Opti
Compiler actually has a far longer
mizing Compiler generates such
list of features.
fast code that an IBM PCIXT
It uses the same optimizer and
approaches the speed ofthe VAX."
Peter Osgood,Mn; Project Alhena, Director of the
code generator technology that made
Real Time Lab Project.
our CCompiler the industry leader.
And we've added special loop
This compiler has already passed
the toughest test there is. It's been
optimizations that give you the
Microsoft FORTRAN Optimizing Compiler Version 4.0.
+ Full ANSI FORTRAN 77 Compiler with Fastest Executable Code for
MS-DOS. NEW!
+ Uses the Microsoft. C optimizing lechnol~·. plus loop opti mizalion. NEW!
Execution Speed
Microsoft
Ryan-McFarland
nnt Professional
· (in Seconds)
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
FORTRAN
Y. 4.0
V. 2.11
Y. 1.22
Sieve
7.97
9.33
38.51
79.04
Whetstone
53.82
58.67
Lookup
5.82
18.61
26.02
+Fully GSA certified for ANSI 77 compatibility with no errors al the
highest level. NEW!
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+ Numerous IBM VS and DEC VAX extensions. NEW!
+Microsoft CodeView: Window-oriented source-level debugger. NEW!
- Debug using your original source code, the resulting disassembly or
both intermingled.
- Walch and change the values ofyour local and COMMON variables
as you debug.
-Set conditional breakpoints on variables, expressions or memory; trace
and single step.
- Walch and change registers and flags as you execute.
- Easily debug graphics oriented programs since program output is kept
separate from debugger oulpul

GSA-certifiedas Full ANSI FORTRAN
You can open windows, and watch
77, and 100°Ai error-free.
both variables (local and COMMON)
and CPU registers change.You can
"The Microsoft FORTRAN Opti
set conditional breakpoints using
mizing Compiler let us port the
200,000 line Boeing Mathematical
variables and expressions.
Library (BCSLIB) with virtually no
Debugging gets even easier with
changes. This ANSI FORTRAN 77
. the compiler's advanced diagnostics.
code was ported directlyfrom Cray,
Detailed error messages are
CDC, DEC, IBJVI and other main
thoroughly explained and cross
frames and workstations:'
referenced in our new manuals.
Ivor Philips, Boeing Computer Services, Program lvlanager
1Wathematical Software Libraries.
Documentation that has been
Weve also included the same completely revised and expanded
1dvanced intrinsic math func with tons of examples.
t.ions found on VAX® and
If we're talking your language, use
one of the numbers below for more
details about the Microsoft®ANSI
FORTRAN 77 Optimizing Compiler ·
L 4.0 with CodeView,
and the name of your
like our new ffiJ GE
nearest dealer.
memory model, and porting the
(Even if the call's toll-free,
biggest mainframe programs has
it may be a good idea to refer to it as
never been easier.
"FORTRAN 4" for short.)
Among the many additions we've
made to our package is our exclusive
Microsoft®FORTRAN
CodeView™windowing debugger. It
The High Performance Software.
lets you trace through programs at
any level you want, from source
1\i\S-DOS
code to assembly language.
T"ll ,t' ®

"T

T ('o

____ _._ -

___ -

A _l _l

Call (800) ,126-9,100. Jn Washington State or Alaska, (206) 882-8088. Jn Canada,
('116) 673-76:18.

J\l\icrosofl and
are registered trademarks and CodeView is a trademark of
Microsoft. Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of Jntornational Business
Machines Corporation. V;\,X is a registered trademarkofDigital Equipment Corporation.

+ Medium, Large and Huge Memory Model Libraries. NEW!
+ Mix models with NEAR, FAR and new HUGE pointers.
+ Common blocks and arrays greater than 64K.
+ Choose from three math libraries and generate in-line 8087 /80287
instructions or floating point calls:
-floating point emulator (utilizes 8087/80287 if installed)
-8087/80287 coprocessor support
-alternate math package-extra speed without an 8087/80287
+Link your FORTRAL~ routines with Microsoft C (v.4.0 or higher), Microsoft
Pascal (v. 3.3 or higher) or Microsoft Macro Assembler.
+ Largest number of 3rd party support libraries available.
Inquiry 368

+ Provides more detailed diagnostic error messages (almost twice as many
as competitors) and extensive documentation with non-AL~SI 77 fea
tures highlighted. NEW!
+Proven reliability-tested with over 2.5 million lines of code compiled
and executed.
+ MS-Dos~ network support with file I record locking and sharing.
+ Microsoft Program Maintenance Utility rebuilds your applications
after your source files have changed. NEW!
+ Other utilities including faster overlay linker (links over lMbyte object
code), library manager, EXE file compression utility, EXE file header
utility, MS-DOS environmentsetting utility and setup utility.
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Smartplotters for choosypeople.
• 4-model lineup of A/B (ANSI), A4/A3 (ISO) format plotters to meet your specific requirements.
• Flat-bed configuration with high-resolution graphic drawing capability.
•Designed for space-saving 60° tilt angle installation.
• Total reliability from the plotter specialists-Roland DG.

~ XYPLOTIER

XY PLOTIER

DXY-980A
• MAXIMUM PLOTTINGAREA: X AXIS 380mm Y AXIS 270mm
(X AXIS 14.9" YAXIS 10.6" )
•MAX IMUM PLOTTING SPEED: 230mmlsec (9.05 in/sec.)
• PEN USED: BPens
-.. • INTERFACE: Parallel (C entronicsJ: Serial (RS-232CJ

DXY-880A

• MAXIMUM PLOTTINGAREA: X AXIS 380mm YAX IS 270mm
IX AXIS 14.9" YAXIS 10.6" )
• MAXIMUM PLOTTING SPEED : 200mmlsec. (7.9 in.I sec.)
•PEN USEO: BPens
•INTERF ACE: Parallel (Centronics): Serial (AS·2 32C)

.,~--·..,~ ,._

PIG MEA.: XAXIS 41 6mm YAXIS 276mm

• :\'AXlS 10.8"1
MPLOi!INll SPEE D: JOO mmlm . 1.11 8 01 /ste.)

• l!EN useo: aPert$

• 11mnFACE : Pmllel (Ce n1t o•11es1. Sert!l (AS-231C)

1006-14 Takaoka-cho, Hamamatsu-shl, Shizuoka-ken 433, Japan
Phone: (0534) 36-8700 Fax: (0534) 37-8271 Telex: 4225070 AMDROL J

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTER - - -- -- - -

-

- -- -- -

U.S.A.:
Roland Corp US

CANADA:
Roland DG Canada Inc.

AUSTRALIA:
Roland Corporation Australia Pty. Ltd.

Phone: (2131685-5141 Telex: 0674489 RCUS LSA

Phone: (6041273-4453 Telex: 4357819 ROUAMO VCR

Phone: (021982 8266 Telex: 27769 ROLAUS AA

ENGLAND:
Roland (U.K.) Ltd.

SCANDINAVIA:
Roland Scandinavia A/S

NEW ZEALAND:
Roland Corporation (NZ) LTD

Phone: (011568 4578 Telex: 934470 ROLAND G

Phone: (01132 47 22 Telex: 19720 ROLAND OK

Phone: (091398·715 Fax: (091391·065

-

- - -- -

BENELUX:
FRANCE:
W.GERMANY:
AUSTRIA:
SWITZERLAND:

Roland DG Europe N.V.
Phone: (014158 45 35 Telex: 71046 R08Nl 8

• If the above doesn't cover your inquiries, please contact Roland DG Corporation, Japan.
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Inquiry 261

lllX
The Best of BIX is a look at a few of the thousands of messages
posted on BIX each month. Excerpts this month are taken from the
Amiga, Atari Sl IBM PC, Apple II, Macintosh, BASIC, and Pascal
conferences. For more information on joining BIX, turn to the
advertisement on page 354.

AMIGA
The Amiga window this month begins with the problems faced by
someone writing a printer driver. From unknown references to stack
allocation problems and type mismatches, the concerns are voiced,
met, and dealt with through the efforts of other BIXen. The window
closes with a look at circle and ellipse drawing in C..

PRINTER DRIVER PROBLEMS
amigo/hardware #705, from tweiss (Todd Weiss), Tue Dec
9 13:04:06 1986.
This message is to anybody who hos (or knows how to
write) a printer driver. I hove al I the code written,
assembled, and compiled. I cannot seem to I ink it
correctly, however.
Here ' s the scoop. I hove written and assembled/
compiled the fol lowing segments:
printertog.osm
init.osm
doto . c
dospec i a I . c
render . c
woit.osm
as per the documentation (what there is of it) in the
RKM and through other sources . If I I ink them together
without the ostortup.obj module, I con get it to link
wi!h 2 unresolved references : ~base and ~cxovf (I
think). When I do this, the command table is active (I
con use escape codes that don't require a dospeciol or
render code), but anything that requires the code
doesn't work . When I use ostortup . obj or c.o, I get
al I sorts of crazy errors. Looking through the RKM, it
seems impossible that Commodore's code would hove
I inked either (too many dupl icote and missing
declarations) .
amigo/hardware #706, from ofinkel (Andy Finkel,
Commodore Business Machines), Tue Dec 9 13:14:10 1986 .
A comment to message 705.
Actuol ly, we put that in the manual right from our
printed source, so I'm almost certain that it I inks (as
long as you odd the missing woit . osm module) . The
~base and ~cxovf sound I ike Lattice constructs.
Hove
you tried s upplying 2 ULONGs with the proper names to
make it happy? The printer drivers use NO startup, and
the printertog.obj file MUST be first. Perhaps we con
get someone more fomi I ior with Lattice to comment on
_base and _cxovf? Do you hove a I is ting of
lstortup . os m?
amigo/hardware #707, from tweiss, Tue Dec
1986. A comment to message 706.

9 13 : 24:46

Thanks for the r e pl y , And y . (That was fast!) Yes, I did
include the woit.o s m. I 'I I try to odd 2 ULONGS and
I' I I Iet you know what happens . By the way, the
documentation is extremel y confusing on this issue as
one version shows o s tortup.obj as the first link file
and another shows printertog.obj as the first . Is
there any chance of getting "authoritative"
documentation on the procedure?
amigo/hardware #708, from cmcmonis (Charles McMonis,
Intel) , Tue Dec 9 14 : 01 : 03 1986. A comment to message
706.

The -v option to LC2 wi I I disable s tock checking and
the references to ~base and _cxovf.
amigo/hardware #709, from oflnkel, Tue Dec
1986. A comment to message 707.

9 14:51:06

Actually, you need to use the -v option on the LC2 poss
to disable stock checking . You also need to do this
when you spawn "child" tasks. Otherwise, Lattice gets
confu s ed. The link order I us e (and I'm one of the
authors) is:
prlntertag.obj
in it.obj
wait . obj
data . obj
dospecial .obj
render.obj
This may be viewed as definitive. However, the only
thing that really matters is no startup file, and
printertog.obj must come first .
(BTW, if you think you've found dupl icote symbols in
the printer I isting, tel I me which ones .. . )
amigo/hardware #710, from twelss, Tue Dec
1986. A comment to message 709.

9 15 : 05 : 41

Declaring the 2 ULONGs didn ' t do the job. I' I I try
this. The duplicate symbols ore not in the printer
I istings (at least none that I found) . The problem was
that when I used ostartup.obj (as shown in the RKM), a
few symbols (like _sysbose) ore defined in both places .
Without using the startup, there's no problem with
that . Thanks for the info on the -v option.
Unfortunately, it's been quite a while since I've done
any programming I ike this (and then it was very
little) . I'm mostly used to PL/I and Assembler on a
VAX, so I figured I'd run into plenty of si 1 ly problems
on my part.
amigo/hardware #712, from jmelssen (John Meissen,
Lattice), Tue Dec 9 17:22:58 1986. A comment to
message 709.
That's correct. The compiler generates stock-checking
code at the entry point of a function unless you use
the -v option of phose-2 . The only reasonable way this
could be done was to check the contents of A7 against a
static data location, and branch to on overflow
handler. The static location is in the startup routine,
and the handler is in le. I ib. And, BTW, if you forget
to use -v when spawning port of your code as a separate
task, ~ottice doesn ' t get confused, but your program
sure w1I I. The location containing the bottom of the
stock is fi I led in by the startup code. The new task is
created some time later and is given a separate s tock.
However, the stock-checking code sti I I refers to the
original static location with the original bottom-of
stock value. IMHO, the best way to handle stock
overflow detection is in hardware. I've worked on
systems that hove stock in s truct i ons with overflow
detection and the approach seems to be much cleaner .
Too bod Motorola didn't th i nk so.
amigo/hardware #713, from ofinkel, Tue Dec
1986. A comment to message 712.

9 17:25:50

>And, BTW, if you forget to u s e -v when spawning port
>of your code as a separate ta s k, Lattice doesn't get
>confused, but your program sure wi 11 .
Yes, this is a better way of saying it. I tend to
th i nk of (compi I er-added) opt i ons such as stock
checking as being port of the compiler rather than port
of my program. fuzzy, I know .
am i go/hardware #715, from tweiss, Thu Dec 11 11:50 : 23
1986. A comment to message 710 .
Using the -v switch and no startup module, the driver
compiles and I inks fine. At this point, I don't hove
continued
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Stop fooling around. It's time to get hardcore about software. With
Microsoft.
We'll give you all the resources you want. Tens of millions in
R&D funding. Along with one of the most elementary tools for
thinking- a door, which leads to your own private office. All backed
by management that truly does speak your language, because they
probably helped write it. ·
We're serious about software design. If you are, too, then apply
right now for one of these opportunities.

Software Design Engineers
We're working on everything from compilers, operating systems, and
networking to sophisticated graphics, powerful productivity software
and more. You could be, too, if you have programming experience and
a background that includes micra's, "C", 8086, UNIX*/XENIX®, or
MS-DOS®.
There are opportunities to work with our teams in systems,
applications, or languages.
If you qualify, Microsoft offers you an opportunity to live and
work where the quality of !ife is high and the cost of living is low- the
beautiful Pacific Northwest. Along with amenities such as a health club
membership, workout facilities and parcourse, plus an array of benefits.
To apply, please send your resume in confidence to:
Human Resources, Dept. HC/SW-0387BYTE,
MICROSOFT CORPORATION, 16011 N. E.
36th Way, P.O. Box 97017, Redmond,
WA 98073-9717. We are an equal
opportunity employer. And no phone
calls, please. If we like what we see,
we'll call you.

-"

MICROSOFl:
©19~7. Microsoft Corporation
"'UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
XENIX and MS-DOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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~IX
the manual for my printer (on bock order) and hove
figured out the control codes based on a higher
revision of the manual. This works fine, except I
can't figure out the codes for graphics dumps.
Hoving said al I of this, I've gotten the command
table fi I led in and the dospeciol() routine written.
The command table works properly, but the dospeciol()
routine never seems to be col led. I'm stumped! I seem
to be doing everything correctly, and al I I'm using
dospeciol for is to modify OutputBuffer and •vi ine.
Still, I can't set tabs or do a printer initialization
for this reason.
Any idea of why dospeciol might not be col led?
I'm not so worried about dospeciol as I om with
render(). If dospeciol isn't being accessed, that
makes me worry a I ittle bit about render() (when I get
it written).
Does anyone hove any knowledge as to when, where, and
how dospeciol is col led? Thanks .
amigo/hardware #716, from oflnkel, Thu Dec 11 12:32:56
1986. A comment to message 715 .
Dospeciol is col led whenever on escape command of the
proper form is detected by the printer driver (i.e.,
someone sends ESC(1m). Dospeciol wil I then either
return 0 (to indicate that the command con be found in
the doto toble), o positive number (indicating the
number of characters that the ESC sequence translated
to) , or a negative number (to indicate no characters
ore to be inserted).

PC/ AT SYSTEM 1ODO

~359

·

WITH MONITOR & VIDEO CARD
MONO $1359 I COLOR $1559

--

··~

. '.,•. .l :Jl

111111111 1

.

-

amigo/hardware #718, from twelss, Fri Dec 12 03:33:04
1986. A comment to message 716.
Thanks, Andy. That explains it, as I om outomoticol ly
returning a 0 from dospeciol. One more question: I
hove since found out that my printer supports 3
densities. Looking through the documentation on the
setdensity() function, I hove a very hard time figuring
out 2 things:
1) Where does the user get to select the density of
the print, and
2) How is setdensity() coiled? It isn't in the
piog for the H-P Plus, and the only mention I see of it
is a very vogue one in render.c. Unfortunately, my C
isn't great, so I'm having o difficult time deciphering
the H-P Plus density section.
I'll get this thing together come hel I or high water .
By the way, I forgot to ask , but hos any
documentation been released by C-A regarding drivers in
addition to the RKM?
amigo/hardware #719, from oflnkel, Fri Dec 12 10:10:07
1986. A comment to message 718.
Setdensity is coiled first thing. You get the
parameter (1-4) of density picked from the x parameter
of the render col I when SPECIAL_DENSITY is set, if the
user wonts to give a setdensity col I via his/her
dumprport col I. Otherwise, on our printers we pick o
default and let the user select another density via the
printquol ity item of Preferences (I imit of 2 densities
this way).

• 200W Power Supply/Case
• K-136 AT/XT Keyboard
• 1024K Memory
On 80286 Mother Board
• 1.2M High Capacity Floppy Drive
• AT HCO/FOC Controller
• Mono or Color Graphic Adapter
• Assembled and
Fully Tested

SYSTEM

529

5

I'

.........

'llmll".

WITH MONITOR & VIDEO CARD
S739

• 360K Drive • Floppy Con trol Card
Mono or Color Graphic Adapter
• Assembled and Fully Tested

WE'LL DELIVER IT

amigo/hardware #720, from twelss, Fri Dec 12 11:46:45
1986. A comment to message 719 .
Thanks. Andy. I hove one more (hopefully the lost)
ques tion. I've gotten the escape codes for graphics
dumps and om finishing up render.c . I hove also gotten
copies of drivers that hove been modified by other
people. Since they hove done it, I know it con be don~.
but I can't seem to compile it for the fol lowing
reason: When the compiler gets to something I ike

MAGITRONIC TECHNOLOGY INC.
9·02 43 ROAD. LONG ISLAND CITY. NY 11101

WEST COAST
SHIPPING
NOW AVAILABLE

if (err•(•(PD->PWrite)("x",1))),
conri1111ea

All Orders are Shipped UPS COD Cash, Certilied Check or Money Order.
IBM"' PC/XT are registered trademarks ol IBM .
Inquiry 175
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~IX
I get on error stating that this is a void (error # 91
of Lattice V3.03C) . I can't see a switch that would
al low this, but I know it' s been done. What's the
secret? (By th~ way, dospeciol is working fine now and
I om using the -v switch . )

Also , I'm having trouble with the Amigo constantly
sending mouse movements to my program. I thought I hod
all the rep o rt flogs off . I don't understand it. but
whenever I move the mouse my program s lows down
c onsiderably. Any ideas ? Or patches?

amigo/hardware #721, from oflnkel, Fri Dec 12 17:01:37
1986 . A comment to message 720 .

And lastly , the Moc hos o fun c tion t o clip both
rectangle s and el I i ps es fr om bitmaps; the Amigo only
hos rectangles. Any quick-and-dirty ways to do this? (I
think I hove on idea : Use draw/el I ipse into a bitmap
a nd use that bitmap as a mask.)
I dunno ...... Thanks
in advance.
J.K.

Check out the typing of PWrite; make sure it is defined
as a LONG. Then change the size of err to LONG .
suspect that's it. Also, make sure that render isn't
defined as a VOID anywhere.
Green Hi I Is doesn't bother us with these kinds of
errors, since it seems to be able to handle them
without any problem. I hove to I int my code to find
these out .
amigo/hardware #722, from cscheppner (Carolyn
Schneppner, Commodore Business Machines), Fri Dec 12
19:49:48 1986 . A comment to message 720.
If you ore using 1.1 and 1.1 headers, some of the
structures in prtbose . h contain variables declared as
pointers to functions such as PWrite, dospeciol , and
render . They ore declared as pointers to VOID
functions and this is wrong. Green HI I ls seems to be
reol ly unconcerned about type mismatches, but Lott ice
is much more picky (I think this is good , BTW) .
Solution is to change the prtbose . h header so it col Is
them int or LONG functions. I think this is fixed i n
the 1.2 headers.
The other type of mismatch problem is caused by the
fact that render.c is typed as int on its entry line,
but the variable err that it often return()'s is o
BYTE. I change "int render( ... )" to "LONG render( ... )"
and "BYTE err" to "LONG err". Seems to work fine. The
code receiving the return value (cdumprport in the
printer.device) is e xpecting a 32-bit int, anywa y .

SLOW CIRCLES
omigo/softw.devlpmt #3063, from mthont (Myo Thant), Sun
Nov 16 23:26:15 1986.
Does anyone know why the circle/el I ipse routine is so
slow? (I'm using Aztec C.) Not only does it d r aw
slowly, but it pauses be fore it even s tarts to draw .
Does anyone hove o fix, or know of o 68000 routine to
do the some?

omigo/softw.devlpmt #3064, from rje s up (Rondell Jesup),
Sun Nov 16 23:38:17 1986 . A comment to message 3063.
El I ipses ore slow because they toke lots of calculati on
to draw. Recheck your flogs . Sounds I i ke REPORTMOUSE or
s ome such is on. Are you using a console device and
tel I ing it t o rep o rt t o you? Your idea to draw on
el I ipse and then us e it as a mask is good . Remember,
j n 1. 1 and before there WERE no el I ipse routines .
omlgo/softw . devlpmt #3065, from jdow (Joanne Dow), Sun
Nov 16 23:40 : 23 1986. A comment to message 3064.
The circle draw uses the more general el I ipse rout i ne.
And the ellipse routine is set up very general . For
many specific applications you con do better with
custom code. <A_A>
omlgo/softw . devlpmt #3142, from jlm_kent (Jim Kent),
Sot Nov 29 18:39 : 13 1986. A comment to message 3064.
Actually there ore ways t o draw el I ipses with a
"stepping" algorithm so that the per-pixel overhead is
only s l ightly more than a I ine's overhead. You con
even do el I ipses with axis not olong ' x or y , us i ng
stepping alg o rithms . The end conditions get hair y,
th ough . But anything you do a pixel at a time on obit
plone machine is going to be fairly slow, even if
there's NO calculati on inv o lved .
omigo/softw.devlpmt f3067, from cheoth (Chari ie Heath) ,
Mon Nov 17 00 : 45:45 1986. A comment to message 3063.
What is y our pr o gram doing? Do you need "real time "
co ntr o l o f the mouse, con y ou s acrifice multita s kin g
co mpotobi I it y during the time when yo u wont ver y high
s peed resp onse?
cominued
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)-l'Vll l

Don't waste your money on inferior products!
SuperStar™ diskettes are:
HIGHCLIP (65 +)...not ANSI (40%)1
American made...not cheap im ports!
Backed by areal LIFETIME WARRANTYI
Yes, you can txJy acheaper diskelle...bul
thars exact what you11 be getting!
5.2 " I K TT
.29ea
SSDD
.33ea
DSDD
.38ea
SSDD-96TPI
.46ea
DSDD-96TPI
1.06ea.
DSDD·HD
3.5" DISKETTES:
SSDD
1.06 ea.
DSDD
1.25 ea.
Order in mulptiples of 50 only.$ 35.00 min.
1·800-62Hi827
(In Illinois, 1-312-256-7140)

Parl No .
7600
7602161
7609

7624
7630
7670
7640
7650
7664
7852
7860
7870
7950

Inquiry 89

QTY 10•
Description
Clock/Calenda r
. S39.00
Eprom Programme r
12 4 or 28 Pini .
S7700e a.
5 Function Combo 11.
. SB!l.00
641384K Mull1lunct 1on
$137.00
64Kl2M EMS RAM/C lock .
. S129.00
256KI 1.28M EMS RAM
Multif un ction
S179.00
641256K RAM
S!iJ.00
641512K RAM . . .. .. .
m.oo
641384K RAM/C lock .
. SB!l.00
128Kl3 MEG AT Combo .
Sl79.00
0 K Piggyback Card
11.5MBJ For 7852 . .. .. .. .... Sll5.00
128K12MB AT RAM Only .
. SIJl.00
Shor t Slo l Paralle l/ Serial
S59.00

COD CASH OR CASH IERS CHECK UNLESS
PRE VI OUSLY APPROVED COMPA'NV CHECK
303-779-0819

ORDER LINE 800-525-7674

VISNMASTERCARD ACCEPiED.

DISK WORLD!, Inc.

VOLU ME BUYER
PRICE LIST

APPARAT
6801 S DA YTON

Inquiry 24

ENGLEWOOD . CO 80112

Thinking about Image Processing on an IBM PC?
Think Data Translation.

Are we out of our skull? Data Translation's Image
Processing boards and software for the IBM PC, XT, and
ATare priced below the competition's, but offer awider
range of functions.
Since Fred Molinari sets prices, we had his head exam
ined. As you can see, Fred and his skull are doing quite well.
And so is Data Translation. We're semng a lot of Image
Processing boards and software for PCs, for reasons other
than price: • Full-functionality-on-one board

·Real-time processing· Different resolutions for differ
ent applications • Standard video, VCR, or slow-scan
capability • Application and subroutine library software
Simply put, Data Translation has the best values on
Image Processing boards and software for PCs.
Now, can you think of using anyone else's? If so,
may we suggest that you have your head examined?

CALL (617) 481-3700
To learn more, see us in Gold Book
1987, or call to receive our first-ever
1987 3-Book Set, including 1987
Catalog, Product Summary Price List,
and Applications Handbook.

011851
Frame Grab

andO T1858

FrameProc
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'With012859 hall·s11e B·channel multiplexerboard.

Woild Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (6171 4Bl-3700 Tix 951646
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham Berks, RG112QZ, England Tix B51B49B62 (#DI
International Sales Offices: Australia (611 2-66352B9; Belgium (321 2-7352135: Canada (4161 625-1907: Chile (21 2-2536B9; China (40BI 727-B222: Denmark (45) (02) IB71BB: England
(44) 734-793B3; Finland (35B) -90-372144; France (33) 146306B39; Greece (30) 951-4944; Hong Kong (B52) 3-31B5B5; India (91) 2-231040; Israel (972) 3-32429B; Italy (39) 2-BlB21:
Japan (Bl) 3-502 -5550, (Bl) 3 -375-1551: Korea (B2) 77B-0721 -5; Malaysia (60) 3-36299; Morocco (21) 9-30 -6949; Netherlands (31) 70996360: New Zealand (61) 2·663-52B9: Norway
(47) (02) 559050; Peru (51) (14) 31 -B060; Philippines (63) BIB -0103; Portugal (351) 1545313: Singapore (65) 271 -3163; South Africa (27) 12469221: Spain (34) l455B112:
Sweden (46) B-7617B20; Switzerland (41) 17231410, (41) 22360B30: Taiwan (B6) 2-709-1394; IB6) 2-531-2434; West Germany (49) B9B09020.
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131X
omlgo/softw.devlpmt #3074, from w.volkoegls (WI I llom
Volk, Aegis Development, Inc . ), Mon Nov 17 16:31:25
1986. A comment to message 3063.
Creot ing a mask is the more efficient way to do a
Cl ipRegion a lo the Moc. The Moc, I gather, hos a
rather high-powered multipolygon clipper, hence the
region stuff.
omlgo/softw.devlpmt #3079, from dhubbord (David
Hubbard), Tue Nov 18 21:46:16 1986. A comment to
message 3063.
Regarding circle generation, there is a good discussion
in "Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics" by
Foley and Von Dom (Addison-Wesley). Also, check out
"Microcomputer Displays, Graphics, and Animation" by
Bruce Artwick (of Flight Simulator fame) (PrenticeHol 1). A custom routine sounds I ike best bet.
Dove H.
omigo/softw.devlpmt 13085, from mthont, Wed Nov 19
19 : 26:51 1986 . A comment to message 3063.
I talked to Coralyn at Commodore, and she said the
reason everything was so slow was because I hod a high
res 4-bitplone screen opened , and that was slowing down
Intuition. (Beat that!) Anyway, I got things going at a
reasonable rote and I could always close the Workbench
screen to speed things up. (Oh boy, here come the er ies
from those who desire multitasking ... . ) But the fact is
I can't spore any bitplones, so .... By the way cheoth,
I'm writing a game on the Amigo, a surgery game, and I
was displaying on EKG pattern on the screen, which is
supposed to be "real time," but as I moved the mouse
(to cut into the patient for instance) the EKG slowed
down . Too much octuol ly, but now it's a I ittle better .
Ideol ly, I'd I ike it to be in a separate task, and
timed, but I haven't figuired that out yet!

Oh wel I. As for the masking with the el I ipses, that's
what I' I I do. Right now I'm having sprite troubles. (I
con only get one sprite on screen at a time ; as soon as
I put a second one up, the first one disappears!) I' I I
fi x it ....
Thanks .
J . K.
omlgo/softw.devlpmt #3087, from cheoth, Wed Nov 19
19:50:14 1986. A comment to message 3085 .
That's tough with 4 bitplones HIRES. It's okay to
close down the Workbench screen if it ' s done through
the Intuition col ls and it is reopened when you exit.
You can't guarantee it wil I be closable, though,
because there must be no windows open in it except for
the WBench windows, else it can't close. However ,
that's not I ikely to improve your speed, because the
WBench screen doesn't use any extra cycles unless it is
being displayed. The only way I con think of to improve
speed is to instol I yourself ahead of Intuition in the
input . device, and snarf up the MOUSEMOVE events. Yo u 'd
need to think through a lot of possibilities to make
sure this works safely. For on example, check out how
"Grobbit" works. For implementation, the closest thing
to on exomp I e I know of is pope I i , and the chapter on
input.device in the RKM .

ATARI ST
The Atari ST section begins with a long thread discussing the disk
format used by the ST Access speed, FATs. and similarities to the IBM
PC format are mentioned. The second thread concern s itself with

SEEING THE SOLUTION SHOULD BE Wll

Wi th Truevision® graphics products from
AT&T. seeing even the most comple x busi
ness so lutions is no problem.
Truevi sion gives your PC new powers to
capture, display, manipulate, crea te and
duplicate TV-quality images.
Quickly. Simply. And economically.
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Start with a Truevision Advanced Raster
Graphics Adapter (TARGA) card in your
AT&T- or IBM-compatible PC to put real-li fe
images on your screen! Then use our award
winning Truevi sion Image Processing
Software (TIPS) to superimpose te xt.
Change color s. Magnify. Even create original
artwork with ease!

Solve your presenta tion problem s with
Truevision PictureShow software to show
your digitized images right on your PC in an
electronic slide show.
Or, use the Truevi sion Film Printer to pro
duce in stant color prin ts, 35 mm slide s, and
high color reso lution tr ansparencies in
minu tes, in hou se.

Truevision is a registered trademark a f AT&T IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
Suggested reta il price s: TARGA 16 ($2995), TARGA 24 ($3995), TARGA 32 ($4995), TIPS ($1250),

~IX
reading Shift/Control/Alt keys in coniunction with other keystrokes from
within a C program.

ST DISK FORMAT ,

sector-read program. I'm told you can speed it up
considerably if you turn off error checking. The
drives are not slow, but in sequential reads, they turn
off while you process - you might want to just leave
them on to speed things up .

atarl.st/tech #1216, from dmlchael (Michael Decorte),
Thu Nov 13 23:51:55 1986.

atar I .st/tech #1218, from dmichael, Sun Nov 16 01 :40:46
1986. A comment to message 1217.

First, does anyone have some suggestions as to where I
can find some accurate information on the disk format
for the ST from the software point of view (where and
how are the directories and stuff I ike that - not what
are the sector gaps)? I understand the STs have the
same format as the IBM; is this right? Second, can the
first 2K of the ST be modified? I want to change the
BIOS ca 11 s. In other words, is the first 2K in ROM?
am going to try a program (might be an accessory) that
wi 11 change the disk I/O routines so that they do disk
buffering. Should speed things up about 5 times so
that sequential disk access is on par with the IBM,
Amiga, and Mac.

Thanks for the info. I wi 11 look in Hitchhikers. As
for the drives not being slow - I did a few tests a
while back. I used program loads, a file copy, and
data loads as tests. The conclusion that I came to was
that the ST ~eads 1 sector/revolution. That's 512
bytes/sector * 1 sector-read/rev * 5 rev/second = 2560
bytes/second. Not good. On the other hand, assuming 9
sectors/track, you could read 512 * 9 * 5 = 23040
bytes/second. This is the best possible time and is
optimistic, but people have increased sequential I/O
fivefold using a simple track buffer . It kl I ls almost
5K, but I have a meg here, so 5K won't ki 11 me.

P.S. The name of a book would be just fine for disk
format info.
atari.st/tech #1217, from sprung (Ron Sprunger), Fri
Nov 14 01:27:38 1986. A comment to message 1216.
The directories start on track 1, sector 3 for single
sided, and track 0, sector 3 for double-sided (side 1) .
Format is the same as IBM, but I don't have the details
at hand as to how the offsets are referenced, etc.
As for the first 2K of memory - it's not in ROM, but
it IS protected. The detai Is are in the Hitchhiker's
Guide (DevPak); the Abacus books probably have it as
wel I. David Smal I had an excel lent article about the
controller in the last issue of STart, along with a raw

atori .st/tech #1221, from sprung, Sun Nov 16 13:10:05
1986. A comment to message 1218.
>1 sector per revolution ...
I hope that's on a badly churned disk; that is, where
the sectors have been really spread around. For track
reads , the XBIOS routine FI oppyRead is easy, but make
sure you have the updated version from I ist ings and, of
course, you'll have to figure from the directory just
what it Is you want to read . I use it for disk copies,
and they go fast e nough. If you rea I ly want to change
the BIOS, I won der if Dave Sma I I 's approach wou Id
serve. In The Amazing MouseTrap, he installs and stays
resident, but change s the trap-14 vector to himself, so
comi1111ed

t THAN UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Finally, catalog the images on your PC for
convenient, efficient retrieval with True vision
PicturePower Database Management
Software.

Pictures that communicate are serious
business. So when you're serious about
seeing solutions, talk with Truevision.

We're changing the way personal com
puters see things.

AT&T Electronic Photography and Imaging
Center. 7351 Shadeland Station, Indianapo
lis, IN 46256. 1-800-858-TRUE.
Display shows actual, unretouched image.

Truevision desig n and developmen t by : RADAKAKACCCEJHDHJHBHDJCMGMBPLRASJSJSBSJW '' AT& T 1987
PiclureShow ($150), Pi clurePower ($945), True vision Film Printer ($2995).

AT&T
Inquiry 30
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that he can Intercept and act on right button clicks,
but pass al I else through to TOS. (Hope I didn't
mangle that too badly.}

otarl.st/tech 11220, from jtlttsler, Sun Nov 16
12:44:57 1986. A comment to message 1216.

atari.st/tech 11273, from dmichael, Sat Nov 22 01:47:57
1986. A comment to message 1221.

No, the first 2K of the ST ore only accessible when the
68000 is in supervisor mode. _(The physical reset
vector comes from the first 8 bytes of ROM.) Software
con enter supervisor mode and modify the "system RAM . "

1 sector per rev. Thot's the timing I got for file
transfers and program loads. About changing the trap 
you read my mind.

otorl .st/tech 11302, from Joni, Thu Nov 27 02:41:17
1986. A comment to message 1216.

atori.st/tech 11222, from dsmoll (David Small), Sun Nov
16 15:44:44 1986. A comment to message 1218.

About disk buffering ... ! did a _little_ work on this a
wh i I e bock. I• 11 toss out what I Iearned.

The problem with track buffering is going track to
track. Atari uses a seek-with-verify that manages to
miss the first sector of the next track on chained
reads; hence, you always lose one rotation. TOS adds o
fierce amount of overhead.

You wont to hook into the hdv_rw vector (at $476).
Even though it's not documented as such, it seems that
ALL sector-oriented reads/writes go through here, even
the floppies. Resist the temptation to hook the TRAP
13/14 handler to catch f loprd/f lopwr co I ls . It's a pain
in the neck.

atari.st/tech 11303, from Joni (Ian Lapore), Thu Nov 27
02:43:07 1986. A comment to message 1222.
I hope everyone is familiar with the formatting
uti I ities that correct this seek-with-verify timing
problem . I first ran across it in Analog, in the form
of a program called FORMAT PLUS. This BASIC program
requires TOS in RAM. It changes the BIOS format
routine such that subsequent disk formatting results in
a different track layout.
I started analyzing the track format it creates, in
hopes of writing a C program to do the format ...
primori ly to el iminote the need for a RAM TOS. Several
beat me to it (QFORMAT . PRG, et al.}. What I did
determine was that the number of slack bytes between
sectors was reduced sf ightly, and the resulting extra
room was used to add a "dummy" sector or two to the end
of the track. This (apparently} provides time for a
seek~with-verify to happen without the start of track
marker flying by, and the resulting 1-rev wait for it
to come around again.
Using disks in this format, and turning off the
write-verify switch, truly DOUBLES floppy I/O rotes.
(As long as track-sized reads/writes are being done.}
The track format is sti I I 9 sectors per, with no
interleaving. As far as the BIOS/XBIOS/GEMDOS routines
are concerned, it is a s tondord format disk. If need
be, I can upload a couple of the programs that do this
formatting. I swear by this. I couldn't go back to the
standard format disks and sti 11 get any work done.
atari .st/tech 11219, from jtlttsler (Jim Tlttsler,
Atari Corp.), Sun Nov 16 12:42:38 1986. A comment to
message 1216.
The best source of information about the ST disk format
is to use the Hitchhiker's Guide to the BIOS in
conjunction with your favorite MS-DOS document (I might
suggest one of Peter Norton's books like "Inside the
IBM PC," but I won't). The Guide will explain the
Ioyout of the boot sector, inc I ud i ng the prototype BPB .
Thi MS-DOS reference should fi I I you in on how to
interpret that in terms of FATs and directory space.
otori.st/tech f1272, from dmlchoel, Sot Nov 22 01:45:33
1986. A comment to message 1219.

The oppl ication I was working on was write-through
caching for either floppy or hard drives. I was
working it such that the writes went into cache, then
were passed along to the regular handler (the old value
in the vector}. A read would be checked against the
cache mop. If I cou Id return All the sectors requested,
I handled it, and the regular handler never sow the
coll. Otherwise, I would count the accesses to the
sector(s}, and when the counter got to a certain value,
that sector would be cached. Unfortunately, this never
got finished, due to problems sensing and dealing with
media changes on the floppies. (Actually, I con SENSE a
media change okay, I just can't seem to clear it
afterwords. The work proceeds ... slowly).
Anyway, I hope this helps.

STATUS OF SHIFT/CONTROL/ALT KEYS
otori.st/tech 11254, from dbetz (David Betz, Senior
Editor, BIX), Fri Nov 21 10:21:25 1986.
How do I determine if one of the Shift/Control/Alt keys
was pressed along with a keystroke fetched with
bconin()? The getshift() function tel Is me the current
state of the modifier keys, but since the ST buffers
keystrokes, it is possible that the current state does
not correspond to the state at the time of the actual
keystroke.
otorl .st/tech 11255, from sprung, Fri Nov 21 11 :21 :58
1986. A comment to message 1254.
According to Hitchhiker's Guide, "If bit 3 in the
system variable 'conterm' is set, then the high byte of
the upper word wi 11 contain the value of the system
variable 'kbshift' for that keystroke. [The default
state for 'conterm' is OFF.]" Conterm is at $484.
atori.st/tech f1260, from dbetz, Fri Nov 21 11:41:24
1986. A comment to message 1255.
Thanks!

That's just what I needed to hear.

otorl .st/tech 11261, from jlm_kent (Jim Kent}, Fri Nov
21 14:45:56 1986. A comment to message 1260.

Thanks for the book name. It should contain the info
that I am looking for. Hitchhiker's is fine if you know
how the FATs and directory are interpeted, but not very
good if you don't.

Try looking at the high word that cconin(} returns
normally. Don't think you need to check the system
variable. It ' wi 11 be 0 if nothing fancy is pressed,
otherwise the high word wi I I tel I you about arrow keys,
Alt keys, and other good non-ASCII stuff.

otarl.st/teeh 11274, from sprung, Sot Nov 22 01:50:45
1986. A com~ent to message 1272.

otori.st/tech f1291, from mpock (Don Milne}, Wed Nov 26
12:51:40 1986. A comment to message 1261.

Yes, I hod to do some FAT stuff today, and found the
Norton book Ideal for the purpose. It doesn't
necessorl ly tell you exactly where everything is, but
it gets you close enough that you con find it with a
sector dump. It's the first time I ever understood how
FATs work; now I con actually find a file or directory
reliably with sector dumps.

Jim, I don't think that conin returns when only the Alt
key is pressed, and if you press any other key, the
high word contains only the scan code (not modified by
Alt). So if you want to interpret the key differently
when Alt is active, you ore sti II left with the problem

continued
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The Personal Consultant Series - proven
performance, practicality, and support.

Texas Instruments would like you to prove for
yourself the simplicity and capabilities of our
Personal Consultant rn Series of expert system
development tools.

The Personal Consultant Series
get started and keep going.
This Demonstration Package will introduce you to
the Personal Consultant family of compatible ex
pert system development tools. As the lowest
priced member of the family, Personal Consultant
Easy is designed to get you started immediately in
learning about and creating medium-scale expert
systems for use on standard personal computers.
The more advanced Personal Consultant Plus lets
you expand your expert system with the additional
features and capabilities needed to create larger,
more complex applications for AT-class personal
computers.

IBM is a rcgisrcrcd trademark of lntemarional Business Machines Corporarion.

Inquiry 307

See for yourself. You can experience
a hands~on demonstration for only $25.
Our easy-to-use Personal Consultant demo
will let you:
• Interact with an actual expert system
application.
• Modify this application by adding ·
additional knowledge.
• Develop and save your own 10-rule system
to show your colleagues.
Get started today! To order your Demonstration
Package, or for more information, call toll-free:

1-800-531-6789
VISA and MasterCard are accepted.

TEXAS..,,

Pc1sonal Consultant is a trademark of Texas Instruments incorporated.

© 1987 Tl

Personal Consultant products have been helping
thousands of people just like you build practical
applications of expert systems on TI, IBM~ and
compatible personal computers since 1984. And,
to support you, we provide the proven perfor
mance of these development tools, low-cost
application delivery, hotline support, a range of
training programs, and knowledge engineering
services to help your company get started or
expand existing programs.

261765-048
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NRI Trains You AtHome As You Build
Your Own mM PC Compatible Computer

GET THE KNOW·HOW
TO SERVICE EVERY
COMPUTER ON THIS
PAGE ...
AND MOREi
Learn the Basics the NRI Wayand Earn Good Money Troubleshooting
Any Brand of Computer
The biggest growth in jobs between now and 1995,
according to Department of Labor estimates, will
occur in the computer service and repair business,
where demand for trained technicians will actually
double.

You can cash in on this opportunity-either as a
full-time corporate technician or an independent
service-person-once you've learned all the basics of
computers the NRI way. NRl's practical combination
of "reason-why" theory and "hands-on" building skills
starts you with the fundamentals of electronics, then
guides you through advanced electronic circuitry
and on into computer electronics. You also learn to
program in BASIC and machine language, the
essential languages for troubleshooting and repair.

Total Computer Systems Training,
Only From NRI
No computer stands alone ... it's part of a total
system. To really service computers, you have to
understand computer systems. And only NRI includes
a powerful computer system as part of your training,
centered around the new, fully IBM PC compatible
Sanyo 880 Series computer.
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IBM is a Regislered Trademark of IBM Corporation.
Epson is a Registered Trademark of Epson America, IM
Apple and the Apple logo are Registered Trademarks of App
Computer, Inc.
Compaq is a Registered Trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporal
@ 1985 AT&T Technologies, Inc.

You,start with
the step-by-step
assembly of the new, highly-rated, Sanyo
computer. You install and trouble
shoot the "intelligent" key
board. Then you assemble the
power supply, install the disk
drive, and add extra memory to
give you a powerful 256K RAM system.
The new 880 computer has two operating speeds:
standard IBM speed of 4. 77 MHz and a remarkable
turbo speed of 8 MHz, making it almost twice as
fast as the IBM PC. Next, you'll interface the high
resolution monitor and begin to use the valuable software
also included with your complete computer system.
It all adds up to confidence-building, real-world
experience that includes training in programming, circuit
design, and peripheral maintenance. You'll be learning
about, working with, servicing, and troubleshooting an
entire computer system-monitor, keyboard, computer,
disk drive, power
-· ~

supply-to ensure that you have
all the essential skills you need
to succeed as a professional
computer service technician.

Your NRI total systems training includes:
• NRI Discovery Lab"' to design and modify
circuits • Your four-function, digital
multimeterwith walk·you·througli
instructions on audio tape • Digital logic
probe for visual examination of keyboard
circuits •The newest Sanyo 880 Series
Computer with "intelligent" keyboard and
360K double·density, double·sided disk
drive • High resolution monochrome
monitor • 8K ROM, 256K RAM • Bundled
software including GW BASIC, MS·DOS,
WordStar, CalcStar • Reference manuals,
schematics, and bite·size 1essons.

No Experience Needed,
NRI Builds It In

This is the kind of practical,
hands-on experience that makes you uniquely prepared, with
the skills and confidence you need for success. You learn at your
own convenience in your own home. No classroom pressures,
no night school, no need to quit your present job until you're
ready to make your move. Your training is backed by your
personal NRI instructor and the NRI technical staff, ready to
answer your questions and help you when you need it. You get
it all with NRI at-home training.

100·Page Free Catalog Tells More
Send the postage-paid reply card today for NRl's big,
100-page, color catalog on NRl's electronics training, which
gives you all the facts about NRI courses in Microcomputers,
Robotics, Data Communications, TVI Audio/Video Servicing,
and other growing, high-tech career fields. If the reply card is
missing, write to the address below.
I

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR FREE NRI CATALOG!
~~~SCHOOLS

For Career courses
•{1:.illl

McG raw·Hill Continuing Educati on Center
t:~·l':"'ll
3939 Wisc on sin Avenue, NW, Wa shingto n, DC 20016 I.Ml

approved under GI Bill
D check for details .

We'll give you tomorrow.

rH CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY
[J Computer Electronics

D TV/A udio/Video Servicin g

D
D
D

0

0

Satell ite Elec tronics
Robotics & Industrial Control
Industria l Electronics
Telephone Servicin g
Digital Electronics Servicing

Name (Please print)

D

D
D
D

D

0

D

Basic Electronics
Elec tr icians
Smal l Eng ine Rep air
Air Conditioning, Heating, & Ref.
Locksmit hing & El ectronic Security
Photography
Bookkeeping & Acco unt ing

Age
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AT LAST: Professional
Typesetting Capability
For PC Users
With PC 'JEX™- the best-selling full
implementation of Professor Don Knuth's
revolutionary typesetting program 'fEX.
FINEST Typeset Quality Printing From:
dot matrix
laser
phototypesetter

L:-;1
00

i:l I

WIDEST Range Of Output Device Drivers:
• Epson FX, LQ
• HP LaserJet*
• Toshiba
• Apple LaserWriter
• Corona LP-300*
• APS-5 phototypesetter
• Screen previe\ , with EGA or Hercules card
MOST COMPLETE Product Offering:
PC 1t;X (not copy protected) includes the following:
• Our specially written PC TEX Manual, which en
ables you to start using 1t;X right away.
• Custom "macro packages" that provide formats
for letters, manuals, technical documents, etc.
• The U.TBX document preparation system, a full
featured macro package for preparing articles,
books, reports, etc., and U.TBX User's Manual.
• A,MS-TBX, developed by the Amer. Math Society
for professional mathematical typesetting.
Site licenses, volume discounts, and interfaces to
PC Paintbrush, PC Palette, FancyFont and Fontrix
are also available.

PRICED FROM ONLY $249.00!

-

Laser printer,
fonts & software
from $2995.00

For more information call or write:

'JEX,

Inc.

12 Mad1·omt Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941 (415) 888-8853
This ad, with space for the photograph, produced by PC TEX
Typeset on the Epson FX80, the Corona LP-300 laser printer,
and the Autologic APS-5 phototypesetter.
'JE,.X is a trademark of the Americ an Mathematical Society. Manufac
turers' product names are trademarks of individual manufacturers.
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atarl.st/tech f12g5, from neilharris (Nell Horris,
Atari Carp.), Wed Nov 26 13:13:15 1986. A comment to
message 12g1.
You con use the BIOS function 11 (kbshift) to read only
the shift status. This function returns the fol lowing
codes :
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Meaning
Right shift key
Left shift key
Control key
Alternate key
Caps Lock on
Right mouse button
Left mouse button
unused

atarl .st/tech #1298, from hlsoft (Andy Pennell,
HISoft), Wed Nov 26 13:42:55 1g86. A comment to message
1295.
Kbshi ft (BIOS cal I 11) wi 11 •nah return the mouse
buttons as documented, though the keyboard bits do
work. The BIOS routine reads a system variable at $e1b ,
but, sadly, this has nothing ta do with the mouse.
Another "feature" of Hitchhiker's I guess.
atarl .st/tech #1306, from jtlttsler, Fri Nov 28
12:31:44 1986. A comment ta message 1298.
Actually, what the kbshift BIOS cal I is documented as
doing in the Hitchhiker's Guide IS correct, but open to
misinterpretation, admittedly. It says
0
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

Right shift key
Left shift key
Control key
Alt key
Caps Lock
Right mouse button (CLR HOME)
Left mouse button (INSERT)
(reserved)

What bits 5 and 6 are used for is returning the state
of the keyboard mouse button equivalents, Alt/Cir Home
and Alt/Insert, not the physical mouse button states .
The other thing that might need clarification is that
the Caps Lock bit indicates the current state of Caps
Lock as if it were implemented with a lacking push
button; rather than indicating the switch is closed , it
wi I I toggle with each Caps Lock keypress.

>bit 3 in "conterm" forces return of kbshift states ...

For IBM PC / XT, AT or compatible, DOS 2.0 or higher, and
512K RAM. Hard disk required for printer drivers and fonts.
*HP LaserJet and Corona require additional interface boards.
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of detecting Alt at the time the key is pressed . Ron's
solution should handle this easily .

atarl .st/tech #128g, from mpack, Wed Nov 26 12:50:16
1986. A comment ta message 1255.

(Printer drivers and interfaces additional.)

Personal

IJIX

Inquiry 232

Thanks, Ron. I have a use for that information myself.
I wonder why it defaults to off? Is there some
disadvantage to having It returned all the time?
atarl .st/tech #1309, from sprung, Sun Nov 30 00:15:04
1986. A comment ta message 1289.
I don't know, but It seems a pain to have to go
supervisor just to te I I the machine you want al I the
keyboard Info, doesn't It?
atarl.st/tech #1312, from dbetz, Sun Nov 30 0g:14:30
1986. A comment ta message 1309.
I have run Into problems with some programs If I leave
bit ·3 on . They seem to think that they are going to
get a value from 0 to 255 from the high word of
bconin() and crash when they try to use the ful I value
with the shift bits as an index into a table.

cominued

•

Eco-C88 C Compiler:

C Programming Guide

A full, professional C compiler with many ANSI enhancements at an
unbel ievably low pri ce.

(Purdum, Que Corp.)

The second edition of the B. Dalton bestseller.
Perfect for those just getting started with C.
Includes discussion of many X3J 11 ANSI Standards
Committee recommendations. Many error messages
from Eco-C88 give page references to this book.
Price is $20.00 plus $2.00 shipping.

• Prototyping, enum, void data types, plus structure passing &
assignment • All operators ana data types • Over 200 Ii brary
functions • cc and mini-make for easy use • 8087 support • A')M or
OBJ output • Lint-like tiered error messages • Fast code • CED
editor (edit-compile-link from within the editor) • Expanded user's
manual • Not copy protected •All for only $59.95!

•

C Self-Study Guide

Eco-C88 Flexi-Graph Graphics Package

(Purdum, Que Corp.)

Everything you need to write dramatic graphics effects into your
Eco-C88 C programs.

Using a question-answer approach, this book is
filled with shortcuts, tips, techniques, and traps to
avoid when learning C. Price is $17.00 plus $2.00
for shipping.

• EGA, CGA, and ZlOO support• Over 100 graphics functions (many
are PLOT-10 compatible)• Most assembler support routines are
outside small model code-data• Write thru BIOS (for compatibility)
or to memory (for speed)• Graphics function help from CED editor
• World, pixel or turtle color graphics modes • 47 standard fill
patterns, 17 line dashing patterns, Hershey fonts, plus user
defineable fill, dash, and fonts• Supports view areas, rotateable
fonts, clipping, arbitrary fill areas, extensive error checking,
examples, and user's manual • Only $39.95

•

C Programmer's Library
(Purdum, Leslie, Stegemoller, Que Corp.)

Another B. Dalton bestseller. An intermediate C
text for the programmer that wants to get the 'most
from the language. Contains source code for many
functions including an ISAM file handler. Price is
$22.00 plus $2.00 for shipping.

Eco-C88 Windowing Library
Use this library to build pop-up windows, help windows, selection
menus, special effects-anywhere you need an attention getter.
• CGA and EGA support • Control any program that goes through
the BIOS • Use up to 255 windows • No special window commands
- use plain old printf( ) to write to a window • Resize and move
windows • Custom window titles and borders• Can be used with
ANSI device driver • Most window code-data are outside small model
•User's manual and examples for only $29.95

•

To order, call or write:

1-800-952-0472

Ecosoft Librarian

1-317-255-6476
(tech. info.)

ORDER FORM CLIP & MAIL TO:
Ecosolt Inc .. 6413 N. College Ave .. Indianapolis. IN 46220

Combine your modules, functions, and subroutines into your own
library for easy link commands. Compatible with any standard
MSDOS OBJ files •Add, delete, and extract from a library• Get
table of contents or index of a library • Combine libraries, control
library page size, use switches for combinations, process complex
library requests, use wildcards, and do library directives from
command files • Complete with user's manual for only $29.95

•

or

(for orders)

D Eco-C88 C Compiler $59.95 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

0 Eco-C88 Flexi-Graph Graphics Package $39.95 - - - - - - - - - 
0 Eco-C88 Windowing Library $29.95 -

-

- - - - - - - - - -

0 Ecosoft Librarian $29.95 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
0 Developer's Library $25.00 ($50.00 if not with order)--- - -- - 
0 C Programming Guide $20.00 - - - - - - - - - - - -- 

Developer's Library

0 C Self-Study Guide $17.00 -

Contains the source code for for all library functions, including the
transcedentals, memfiles, and those written in assembler. $25.00
with order, $50.00 if ordered later. (Sold only to Eco-C88 owners .)

-

- - - - - - - - - - - -

0 C Programmer's Library $22.00 - - - - --

- - -- - -- 

SHIPPING -----~~~~----S4·00
TOTALllND. RES. ADD 5%TAX) - - - - - --

0 VISA

PAYMENT:

Ecosoft Inc.

0 MC

- - - - -

0 AE

D CHECK

CARD# _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ EXPIR. DATE - - - - 

6413 N. College Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

-

ADDRESS------ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 
CITY _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __

Eco-C88 C compiler requires an IBM PC, XT, or AT (or compatible) with
256K of memom. 2 disk drives and MSDOS 2.1 or later.

TATE _ _ _ __

ZIP _ _ _ _ _ PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

-
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When 200,000 users like
BitCom, it must be good.

131X
IBM PC and Compatibles
The IBM PC section begins with a question of how to prevent a format.
Spec1lically. someone wants to make it more dilficult to accidentally
format the hard drive. A numbPr of suggestions making use of .BAT
files are given. The section ends with a look a the uses and interrupt
codes for a varie ty of COM ports. whether standard or not.

TO CATCH A FORMAT
i bm.pc/sof twa r e # 1839 , fro m d n ico l ( Dav i d Nico l) , Tu e
Dec 2 15 : 3 8 : 22 1986.
I om having trouble with DOS 3 . 2 . I started to wr i te a
program, FORMAT . BAT, to catch any attempt to reformot
the hard disk (Okay - I hove since heard that DOS 3.2
warns you). But I keep getting error messages about
intermediate file error . If you are really unlucky, the
keyboard can seize up entirely - all you can do is
switch off. The . BAT file was something I ike
REM hard disk saver
if X%1 == XA goto jok
echo silly trying to format hard disk
goto e x it
: ok format %1 %2 %3 %4 %5
: exit

Whether you need to dial to on-line services or main
frame communications, don 't buy communications
software unti l you 've checked out BitCom 3.02. It's
the program that thousands of users prefer because
it gives you so many features for such a low price:
I
I

Powerful script language with more than 80 functions.
Supports 132 column by 44 row and 132 column by 25 row
(with graphics card).

I

Transfers multiple files using YMODEM batch, and supports
the popular XMOOEM CRC method.

I
I
I

Auto speed change to match that of remote computer.

I

Now, trying to trace down the error I find that
without any TSRs loaded or anything (DOS is not happy
about secondary command processors), COMMAND on its own
wi 11 enter a new process - but COMMAND DIR to run DIR
at the next level falls over with SPECIFIED COMMAND
search directory not loaded. This is not what the DOS
book says. What am I doing that's silly? It's a
standard AT with a PGC card . I had CED loaded, but even
without that, and with no other TSRs, I am st i 11
running into trouble .
ibm . pc/software #1840 , from jrobie (Jonathan Robie),
Tue Dec 2 16:29:15 1986 . A comment to message 1839.
I'm not sure what your problem is, but I wrote a
program to . do the same thing months ago and left it in
ms . dos/batch as message #108. It works on my comp uter
under DOS 3.2. Hope it does the job for you!
ms.dos/batch #108, from jrobie, Mon Aug
1985.

Supports COMl through COM4.
Programmable terminal emulation including VTl 00, IBM
3101 and most ASCII terminals .
1 10 to 9600 baud range.

"AMONG INEXPENSIVE COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAMS,(BITCOM IS) A CHAMP... IT MIGHT
EVEN KNOCK SOME OF THE BIG BOYS OUT OF
THE RING."
- PCWORLD

Only $69.00 Not Copy Protected.
Order Today, Call
(408) 263-2197
BIT Software, Inc.
755 Ames Ave., Milpitas, CA 95035

BitCom3
©BIT Software, Inc. 1987 BilCom is a Trademark of Bit Software, Inc.

4 23:12:01

I have a good friend who just formatted his hard disk.
Since I'm the person who has to boi I him out when he
does these things, I thought I'd wr i te a batch file to
protect him.
This batch file e xpects a format statement in the
formt a : /s/v
That is, the first argument is the drive identifier,
and the second is the I ist of parameters to be used
when formatting the disk .
If the drive identifier refers to a floppy drive,
then it simply cal Is the standard format program
(conveniently renamed FORMATX . COM). If a hard - disk
identifier or an invalid identifier is given then it
displays an error message.
echo off
if %1
a: goto :a
. , .,,
A: goto : a
b : goto : b
r ~ '
if %1
B: goto :b
echo You may only format a disk i n drive A or drive B!
echo Please place a disk in drive A or B, then try
again.
echo Use the form:
echo
format a: /s/v
echo where the first argument is the drive and the
second is the I ist of parameters for the format
echo command.
continued

.1 2 ~
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Error-Correcting
2400 bps Modems from
Multi-Tech Systems:

When it has
to be as good
as it is fast
• Dial-up 2400 bps modems have arrived. More
datacomm users are upgrading from 1200 to 2400
than ever before. But there can be a flip side to
increased speed: more transmission errors.
• That's why our MultiModem224E™ offers MNP™
error correction. Available in our 2400 bps desktop,
internal and rack-mounted modems, MNP gives you
100% error-free transmissions, no matter how bad the
phone line. MNP does it without the speed degra
dation of less efficient, software-based protocols.
• Another important point: MNP Class 3 has
emerged as an industry standard. It's now in the
public domain, and has been implemented in
virtually all 2400 bps modems that offer error
correction.

• So, why buy error-correcting modems from Multi
Tech? There are many good reasons, including :
1. Multi-Tech modems are 100% Hayes-compatible
(more so than Hayes' own 2400 bps modems*),
and our MultiModem224E with error-correction
costs less than a Hayes Smartmodem 2400™
without this feature.
2. Bonus features, like speed conversion, both
synch and asynch operation, battery-backed
option settings and phone number memory.
3. Versatility: the auto-dial/auto-answer Multi
Modem224E runs at 2400, 1200 or 300 bps, with
or without error-correction, automatically!
4. Our two year warranty means something. Since
Multi-Tech modems are designed and manufac
tured at our Minnesota headquarters (as they
have been for the last sixteen years), you can be
sure we'll be here when you need us.
• Please call us toll-free at 1-800-328-9717, for
additional information ... get a modem that's as good
"lnfoWorld-815185- reprints available
as it is fast!
Trademarks: MultiModem and the Multi-Tech Systems logo:
Multi- Tech Systems Inc.• MNP: Microcom Inc.
Smartmodem: Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

::::::;~;~~~rr~~~•>
The right answer every time.

Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.• 82 Second Avenue S.E. •New Brighton, Minnesota 55112 U.S.A.
1-800-328-9717 • 1-612-631-3550 ·TWX 910-563-3610 (Domestic)• Telex 4998372 MLTTC (International)

into the COMSPEC setting. That's why it complained
about the "COMMAND search directory."

goto :bye
:a
:b formotx %1 %2
:bye
echo off
ibm.pc/softwore #1841, from skluger (Slgl Kluger,
Deflnlcon Systems), Tue Dec 2 16:35:03 1986. A comment
to message 1839.
I om currently running 3.2 and I haven't gotten any
error messages from your .BAT file, yet it doesn't work
anyway. You cannot fol low a label with a command, I ike
:ok format a:
because whatever fol lows the label on the some I i6 e is
ignored . Also, you ore not testing for lowercase
110: II•••

As Sigi mentioned, you can ' t put o command on the
some line as a label. Put it on the next I ine instead .
Also, if you ore writing a botch file to override a
program like FORMAT, you should rename the :-EXE or .COM
file to a different name. If you're in the s ome
directory as the program, it wi I I go ahead and run the
program, not the botch file. (The search order is
.COM, .EXE, then .BAT.)
And, as you noted, DOS 3 . 2 hos enough warnings in
FORMAT.COM that botch files I ike th i s aren't really
ne ces sary any more. I just tried to format my hard
disk:
C: \WINDOWS >
format c:
Enter current Volume Lobel for drive C: fixed disk

Changing that I ine to two I ines as in
WARNING, ALL DATA ON NON-REMOVABLE DISK DRIVE C: WILL
BE LOST! Proceed with Format (Y/N)?n

:ok
format %1 %2 %3 %4 %5
worked for me. Also, this, of course, assumes you only
wont to format A:; how about B:? I even tried running
it from a secondary COMMAND.COM, and it, too, worked!
ibm.pc/softwore #1842, from geory (Michael Geary), Tue
Dec 2 20:48:48 1g86. A comment to message 1839.
If you wont to execute a secondary command processor
and give it a command I ike DIR, do it I ike this:

C:\WINDOWS >
ibm.pc/softwore #1843, from skluger, Tue Dec
21:34:57 1986. A comment to message 1842 .

2

That is, if your hard disk hos a vo Iume I obe I . If it
doesn't, you wi II only get the WARNING message. I
haven't formatted a hard disk in about 2 weeks so I
don't quite remember, but I think it asks you AGAIN if
you soy yes the first time.

command /c dir
You need the "/c" . If you put anything before the /c,
COMMAND thinks that is the directory you wont to put

continuei

3 MEGA BYTE AT-286 SYSTEM
•TURBO AT·286 w/3MF Motherboard
• 80286 CPU
• 6/8, 6/10 or 6/12 Dual Speed
(Keyboard Selectable)
• Phoenix BIOS
• On board Rechargeable Battery
• On Board Serial/Parallel/Game Port
• 3MB Memory Capacity On Board
• 80287 Socket Ready
• Chip Technology VLSI Chip Set

WISETRON INT'L, INC.

TURBO AT-286 System•
• 80286 CPU
• Phoenix BIOS
• 640K On Board Up To 3 MB
• Slide in Case w/220W Power Supp
• 6/8, 6/10 or 6/12 Dual Speed
(Keyboard Selectable)
• 1.2 MB or 360K Floppy Drive
• Western Digital WA-2 Controller
• AT Type Keyboard
• Hardware Reset Ready
• Serial/Parallel/Game Port

M
-

(Manufactured for WiseTEK)
We also have TURBO XT (4 LAYER), MINI AT (XT Size)
513 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035
Distributors, Dealers, Education,
TEL: (408) 263-1237
Corporation, VAR, OEM Welcome
FAX: (408) 263-1870
AT and XT are the registered trademark ol lnlernational Business Machines.
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MICRONIC INT'L CORP.
108 E. 16th Street
New York, NY 10003
TEL: (212) 529-4699
FAX: (212) 529-9926
Inquiry 334

Single-board
simplicity for remote
micro-to-mainframe
communications
A Sync-Up modem card - that's all you
need to link your remote PC, XT, AT or com
patible to your synchronous mainframe. And
you can make the connection at 4800 bps,
dial-up or dedicated line, or 2400 bps dial-up.
Insert the modem into any expansion slot,
plug in the Telco connector, install the com
munications software and your link is ready.
Sync-Up is simple. If your mainframe
is supporting 201C or 208A/B modems,
implementation is a matter of minutes, with
no changes required at the mainframe end.
Sync-Up is versatile. It's available with
the following UDS software options: DIAL
for use with your existing emulator package;
BSC for 2780/3780 or 3270 emulation;
or SNA for 3270 or 3770 emulators.

It supports most other synchronous com
munications packages.
Sync-Up is economical. Prices start
at $625, quantity one, for a 201C without
software.
Sync-Up is NOW. 201s and 208A/Bs
are available for immediate shipment.
For technical details and complete
pricing information, contact Universal Data
Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville,
AL 35805. Telephone 205/721 -8000;
Telex 752602 UDS HTV.

[Ji] Universal Data Systems

®

MOTOR OLA INC.
~Systems

Gnx4>

Inquiry 318

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
DISTRICT OFFICES: Apple Valley, MN, 612/432-2344 •Atlanta, GA, 404/998·2715 •Aurora, CO, 303/368-9000 • Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2336 •Boston, MA, 617/875·8868 •Columbus, OH,
614/895·3025 •East Brunswick, NJ, 201/238·1515 •Glenview, IL, 312/998·8180 •Houston, TX, 713/988-5506 • Huntsville, AL, 205/721-8000 • Issaquah, WA, 206/392·9600 • Livonia, Ml ,
313/522-4750 • Mesa, AZ, 602/820-6611 •Milwaukee, WI, 414/273-8743 •Mission Viejo, CA, 714/770-4555 • Mountain View, CA, 415/969-3323 • Richardson, TX, 214/680-0002 •St. Louis,
MO, 314/434·4919 • Silver Spring, MD, 3011942-8558 •Tampa, FL, 813/684 -0615 •Uniondale, NY, 516/222-0918 •Van Nuys, CA, 818/891·3282 •Willowdale, Ont, Can, 416/495-0008

Created by Dayner/Hall. Inc., Winter Park, Florida

OVERFWWED ENVIRONMENT TABLE

lbm.pc/hardware #1656, from skluger, Wed Nov 19
13 : 52:14 1986. A comment to message 1655 .

lbm.pc/software #1846, from anon (John Masters), Thu
Dec 4 13:36:31 1986.
I had an overflowed environment table and I added the
I ine
SHELL=C : \bin\command.com /p/e :320
in my CONFIG.SYS. (By the way, I'm using DOS 3.2 . )
It's working fine in terms of the environment variable
table size. However, one problem I am having is that
COMMAND.COM doesn't execute AUTOEXEC.BAT automatically.
I tried to add "/C autoexec" option to the I ine. Then
it executes AUTOEXEC.BAT, but the control doesn't
return to the terminal. It freezes the computer after
it finishes executing AUTOEXEC.BAT. Anybody know how to
expand the environment table size while hav i ng
COMMAND.COM execute AUTOEXEC . BAT automatically?
lbm.pc/software #1847, from dondumltru (Donald
Dumitru), Thu Dec 4 18:15:05 1986. A comment to
message 1846.
use
SHELL=C:\path\command.com c:\path /e:nn /p
where "path" is the path to the command processor, and
"nn" is the environment size. This is under DOS 3.1,
though I have the same thing on another system with DOS
3.2 - maybe there is a requirement on the order of the
switches. (By the way - the c:\path thingy tel Is
COMMAND.COM where to reload itself from.)
ibm . pc/software #1851, from geary, Fri Dec
1986. A comment to message 1846.

5 01:03 : 33

have
SHELL=C : \bin\command.com /e : 512 /p
and it works fine. AUTOEXEC.BAT is in the root
directory; it's DOS 3.2. It also worked if I swapped
the /p and /e:512.
ibm . pc/software #1858, from gstrahl (George Strahl),
Sun Dec 7 20:32:37 1986. A comment to message 1851.
I thought the /p option indicated that the AUTOEXEC.BAT
should be executed next. My XT clone works nicely with
SHELL=C:\command.com c:\ /p,
although I have not used the /e:xxx option. Am I wrong
about the /p usage?
ibm.pc/software #1859, from dmick (Dan Mick), Sun Dec
7 20:37 : 58 1986 . A comment to message 1858.
/p means that a copy of COMMAND is permanent and should
not be removed upon receipt of an EXIT command . I
don't know whether it affects AUTOEXEC execution ar
not.
ibm.pc/software #1861, from geary, Mon Dec
1986. A comment to raessage 1859.

8 04:03 : 36

Yes, /p means both those things: Make COMMAND.COM
permanent, and execute AUTOEXEC.BAT.

COM PORTS
ibm.pc/hardware #1655, from dmlck, Wed Nov 19 13:25:14
1986.
Al I this talk about COMn has me confused. On the PC
XT-class machines, COM1 is the 3xx addresses, COM2 i s
the 2xx addresses, and each have their own IRQ (3 and
4, I think, but whatever). What are COM3-whatever?
Qmodem lets me do al la way up to COM16, but what good
does that do unless there's a reasonably standard
port/IRQ mapping for them?

According to my ProYAM manual, here are COMn
port s/!RQs :
COM3
COM4
COM5
COM6
COM7
OM8

IRQ4
IRQ3
IRQ3
IRQ2
IRQ2
IRQ2

3E8
2E8
2B8
2B8
2F8
278

(The last three are marked "alternate for IBM" and COM5
is marked ".Co Iumb i a".)
ibm.pc/hardware #1658, from geary, Wed Nov 19 19:03:43
1986. A comment to message 1655.
COM1 and COM2 are the ~nly "standard" ports, and
they're as you de s cribe. Serial card vendors can, of
course, bui Id nonstandard cards using whatever port
addresses and interrupt vectors they choose . Or even
different serial chips. How they're addressed (COM3,
FOOBAR4, etc.) is entirely up to the software used with
them.
ibm . pc/hardware #1682, from rlatham (Richard Latham),
Thu Nov 20 22:12:27 1986. A comment to message 1656.
The guys who originally wrote the BIOS obviously
expected to run up to four serial ports. They left room
in the equipment I ist area for four UART addresses.
ibm.pc/hardware #1692, from geary, Fri Nov 21 02:28:56
1986. A comment to message 1682.
That's right, and there is also room for four parallel
printer port addresses In that same area. It's
interesting to look over the BIOS and hardware design 
the PC architecture was obviously thrown together in a
big hurry. (I get a kick out of seeing the I ight pen
connector on the monochrome display adapter, which is
not usable because of the long-persistence phosphor on
the monochrome display.)
ibm.pc/hardware #1708, from dmlck, Sat Nov 22 00 : 44:08
1986. A comment to message 1692.
Depends on the monitor. We can use the pen with a
Paradise board, anyway. But you've gotta really crank
the contrast, and the FTG does a worse job than the
Micrografx. But it works ... sorta . . . .
ibm.pc/hardware #1827, from jmontl {Joe Miramontl), Sun
Dec 7 02:35:40 1986. A comment to message 1656 .
Based on my use of an Everex half-card modem, and the
ProComm software, and some playing around with Debug,
here is my understanding of the interactions between
COM1 , COM2, and additional ports. Here are the apparent
addres s es and hardware. Interrupt assignments for the
four "supported" COMn: ports . as recognized for my
system:
BASE
COM1:
COM2:
COM3:
COM4:

ADDR
3F8
2F8
6F8
7F8

IRQx
4
3
4
3

INTx
0C
0B
0C
0B

When DOS first loads, vectors 06, 07, 0B, and 0C al I
point to a dummy routine, since DOS supports only
naninterrupt-driven serial I/O through the BIOS. The
BIOS has support for 4 serial ports and maintains a
four-entry table (cal led RS232_BASE in the BIOS
I istings) to store the I/O port addresses. BIOS I/O is
performed through software INT 14h with a code of 0-3
in DX, which acts as an index into the port addresses
in RS232_BASE. The BIOS then performs wait-mode I/O,
without benefit of interrupts.
ProComm gets around this restriction by taking over
the hardware interrupt vector 0B if COM2 : ar COM4 : has
continued
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TEST EQUIPMENT THAT MEASURES UP TO YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS

DMM-300

$79.95 DMM-200

$49.95 DMM-700

$49.95 DMM-100

$29.95

3.5 DIG/TOMM I MU LT/TESTER

3.5 DIGIT FULL FUNCTION DMM

3.5 DIGIT AUTORANG/NG DMM

3.5 DIGIT POCKET SIZE DMM

Our best model. A highly accurate, full func

High accuracy, 20 amp current capability and
many range settings make this model ideal for
serious bench or field work. Tilt stand for
hands-fr ee operation. 2000 hour battery life

Autorange convenience or fully manual oper
ation. Selectable LO OHM mode permits
accurate in·circuit resistance measurements
involving semi-conductor junctions. MEM
mode for measurements relative to a specific
reading. Probes and battery included.

Shirt-pocket portability with no compromise
in features or accuracy. large, easy to read
.5" LCD display. 2000 hour battery life with
standard 9v cell provides over two 'years of
average use. Probes and battery included.

tion DMM loaded with many extra features.
Audible continuity, capacitance. transistor.
temperature and conductance all in one hand

hold meter.Temperature probe, test leads and
battery Included.
Basic DC accuracy; plus or minus 0 .25%
DC voltage: 200mv - 1OOOv. 5 ranges
AC voltage: 200mv - 750v, 5 ranges
RMistance: 200 ohms - 20M ohms,
6 ranges
•AC/DC current: 200u A - 10A, 6 ranges
• Capacitance: 2000pf - 20uf, 3 ranges
• Transistor tester: hFE test. NPN, PNP
•
•
•
•

• Temperature tester: 00 - 20000 F

with standard 9v cell. Probes and battery
included.
Basic DC accuracy: plus or minus 0 .25%
•DC voltage: 200mv - 1000v. 5 ranges
•AC voltage: 200mv - 750v. 5 ranges

1(

• Resistance: 200 ohms - 20M ohms,
6 ranges
•
•
•
•

AC/DC current: 200uA - 20A, 6 ranges
Fully over-load protected
Input impedance: 10M ohm
180 x 86 x 37mm. weighs 320 grams

• Conductance: 200ns
• Fully over-load protected
•Input impedance: 10M ohm

MODEL 2000

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic DC accuracy: plus or minus 0 .5%
DC voltage: 2v - 1OOOv. 4 ranges
AC voltage: 200v - 750v, 2 ranges
Resistance: 2k ohms- 2M ohms. 4 ranges
DC current: 2mA - 2A, 4 ranges
Fully over-load protected
Input impedance: 10M ohm
1 30 x 75 x 28mm. weighs 1 95 grams

DPM-1000

$54.95

• Basic DC accuracy: plus or minus 0 .5 %
• DC voltage: 200mv - 1000v. autoranging
or 5 manual ranges
• AC voltage: 2v - 750v. autorangjng
or 4 manual ranges
• Resistance: 200 ohms - 20M ohms,
autoranging
•AC / DC current: 20mA - 10A, 2 ranges
• Fully over-load protected
• Audible continuity test er
• Input impedance: 10M ohm
• 150 x 75 x 34mm. weighs 230 gr ams

$349.95 _____,...._.

.20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
Model 2000 combines useful features and exacting
quality. Frequency calculation and phase measure
ment are quick and easy in the X-Y Mode. Service
technicians will appreciate t he TV Sync circuitry for
viewing TV·V and TV-Has well as accurate synchroni
zation of the Video Signal. Blanking Pedestals, VITS
and Verticle/Horizontal sync pulses.
•
•
•
•

Autoranging. pen style design for the ultimate in portability and
ease of use. Custom 80 pin LSI chip increases reliability. Audible
continuity tester and data hold feature for added convenience.
Case, test leads and batteries included.

lab quality compensated 1OX probes included
Built·in component tester
1101220 Volt operab·on
X-Y operation •Bright 5" CRT •TV Sync filter

MODEL3500

$499.95

35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
Wide bandwidth and exceptional 1 mV /DIV sensitivity
make the Model 3500 a powerful diagnostic tool for
engineers or technicians. Delayed triggering allows any
portion of a waveform to be isolated and expanded for
closer inspection. Variable Holdoff makes possible the
stable viewing of complex waveforms.
•
•
•
•

3.5 DIGIT PROBE TYPE DMM

lab quality compensated 1OX probes included
Delayed and single sweep modes
Z A.xis intensity modulation
X-Y operation * Bright 5 " CRT •TV Sync filter

* Basic DC accuracy: plus or minus 1%

2 YEAR

WARRANTY
ON ALL

•DC voltage: 2v - 500v, autoranging
• AC voltage: 2v - 500v, autoranging
• Resistance: 2k ohms - 2M ohms.
autoranging
* Fully over-load protected
• Input impedance: 11 M ohm
• 162 x 28 x 17mm. weighs 75 grams

MODELS

ORDER TOLL FREE

:j:J~J~~l~s~~~~!~ 800•538•5000
(408) 866-6200 • FAX ( 408) 378-8927 •Telex 171-110

Inquiry 151

COPYRIGHT 1986 JOA MICRO DEVICES
THE JOA INSTRUMENTS LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JOA MICRODEVICES.
JOA INSTRUMENTS IS A TRADEMARK OF JOA MICRODEVICES.

OR VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE
1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA. (408) 947-8881

EIX
been selected, or hardware vector 0C if COM1: or COM3:
was selected. It does this on the fly as you change the
"parameter" settings (Alt-p). This con be seen eosi ly
by chon9ing the COMn: settings, opening a "DOS-Gateway"
(alt-F4). and running either of the excel lent memory
mopping uti I ities (PMAP or MAPMEM), which, among other
things, wi I I show which resident programs stole which
vectors.
The problem with al I this is that even and odd ports
shore the some hardware interrupt vectors. On a machine
with a well-designed I/O channel (BUS). like the DEC
11/XX series computers, this would be no problem, since
the multiple interrupts would be "either'ed" or "or'ed"
electrically or "chained" and the processor could then
go out and read status ports to find out which COMn:
interrupted (POLLING). IBM, however, curiously put tri
state drivers on the IRQx (interrupt request) lines.
(Tri-state means positive, negative, or open circuit).
These types of drivers short out if more than one is
enabled for a given interrupt I ine. These drivers ore
enabled whenever hardware ints ore enabled (bit 3 in
port ?FCh - modem line control - is set).
The point of al I this is that you con hove beoucoup
ports connected to IRQ3 (or IRQ4), but only one con
hove interrupts enabled. You can't, for example, hove
your mouse hooked up to COM1:/COM2: and expect to use
COM3:/COM4: for ProComm. Both ports get ints enabled
o~d you end up with tri-stote drivers shorting each
other out (almost as bod as it sounds, but the boards
won't be harmed). This causes you to lock up your
mouse, and while ProComm wil I dial any number you like,
you won't see anything on the screen. You CAN, however,
put a noninterrupt-driven device like a serial plotter
on COM1: and your interrupt-driven mouse on COM2: and
use COM3: for mostly-interrupt-driven ProComm.
The upshot of al I this for software writers is that
if you're going to use COM3:/COM4: with interrupts,
then you must first check for interrupts enabled on
COM1:/COM2:, and vice verso. (And, if so, remedy the
situation.) ProComm does not do this; on easy oversight
to make.
If any of this is incorrect, please let me know.
Skip the next message if you've already read more
than you wonted to.

ibm.pc/hordwore #1828, from jmonti, Sun Dec 7 02:38:29
1986. A comment to message 1827.
As a diversion, I was curious what would happen if I
were to modify the bus drivers on my serial cord and my

modem cord, making them open-emitter drivers, so that
the bus or'ed the multiple interrupt requests. (The
actual implementation was 1N914 diodes terminating into
about a 1K resister to ground . This gave about 0.0/2 . 5
volt levels. Pretty bod, but better than the 0.5 volt I
was seeing with the drivers bottling each other.
Sadly, while the hardware could now support multiple
interrupts with pol ling, the software was not up to the
mark. I mention it, however, as a viable solution if
anyone needed to design a custom system with more than
two interrupt-driven serial ports. And for those who
ore curious about such things, as I om, the interrupt
latency on on 8088, at 4. 77 MHz, is 60 microseconds
(worst case 200), and on on 8086 at 9.54 MHz is 20
microseconds (worst case 50). If anyone knows the
figures for on AT, please let me know. (Times were from
the rise of IRQ3 ti II it f e 11 bock -- ti me ti I I ser i a I
port read.)
ibm.pc/hordwore #1829, from borryn (Barry Nonce), Sun
Dec 7 10:44:38 1986. A comment to message 1828.
Interesting, Joe. Do you wont some configurable/
modifiable communications software to try out with the
"new" hardware? Toke a look at "telecomm. tech/
example.code," and watch (shortly) for a buffered,
interrupt-driven int 14 replacement that I' 11 be
posting.
lbm.pc/hordwore #1832, from geory, Mon Dec
1986. A comment to message 1827.

Keep in mind that these port assignments apply only to
the Everex modem. If another manufacturer's modem or
serial cord al lows selection of COM3 or COM4, they may
or may not fol low the some port and interrupt
assignments.

APPLE II/MACINTOSH
The Macintosh thread is based on a long message on truncating
Macintosh interface files for faster program compilation times. The first
Apple II thread deals with whether it is possible to BLOAD a text file in
DOS 3.3. The next thread looks at accessing a clock through ProDOS
on the llGS, and leads to a general discussion on slots and devices.
The final thread looks at what is required to boot from the RAM disk on
the llGS.

,/:..~ @/'Mountain

I-~0#7
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MULTIPLY THE VALUE"°"'~:'°.o
OF TURBO PASCAL*
o~~'SI
Supercharge your TURBO Pascal with
"f',~,s>

COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

20 meg drive card for XT or AT

.. . $529

No. 99620 .. ........... ..
30 meg drive card for XT or AT

.. .S619

No. 99600 . ......... ..
20 meg hard drive w/controller
hardware and software 65MS

No. 96836 . ..................

SAVES TIME
SAVES MONEY

$509

REMOVES PERFORATED EDGES FROM:
• PRINTER PAPER
• MULTIPLE PART CHECKS
•INVOICES/STATEMENTS

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS

The Wholesale Outlet • To on1er can
1 Interstate Avenue
518-459-7883
Catalog also available
Albany, N.Y. 12205
Dept. BYM
MCNISA OR COD CASH
All orders shipped FOB Albany • Prices subject to change
Inquiry 329

TURBOLINK + and add the capabilities
Q
that transform TURBO Pascal into the most power
ful software development tool available today:
• Creale 576 K TURBO Pascal Programs
• Call Pascal Modules from:
- BASIC, BASICA, Compiled BASIC
- MS Pascal and FORTRAN
§~!~~~~'. ~g~~~~~D~~g~~~e Pascal
- TURBO Pascal version 3.02A
(Supports networking)
- TURBO Prolog
• Automatically Generate Turbo Pascal
Compatible lnline Machine Code
• Use all TURBO Pascal variants together in a

=

$439

No. 96835 . ..•..........•.....•
30 meg hard drive w/controller
hardware and software 65MS

8 04:06:18

AVAILABLE AT LEADING
OFFICE/COMPUTER SUPPLY STORES
OR CALL TOLL FREE
Ra-Lo INC.,
1-800-334-5447 OR 1-800-637-3524 (WA)

15091 928-4139

VISA/MASTERCARD

$14.95 plus $2.00 Postage and Handling

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Inquiry 253

•

single program
Includes complete matrix operations library

Order TURBOLINK + today for only:
(S&H Included)

$149 95
•

(foreign orders add $10.00)

CALL (303) 971-0729
Inquiries, Orders (VISA. MC): 9:00am-1 :OOpm. MT, Mon.·Fri.
Technical lnformalion; 5:00pm-7:00pm, MT. Mon .. Thurs.

PATHFINDER SOFTWARE, INC.
P.O. BOX 43
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80160
"TURBO Pascal is a registered lradema1k of Borland International
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IBM PC AT performance!
PCjr price!

TRUNCATING INTERFACE FILES
moclntosh/softw.devlpmt #685, from ccrowfor (Chris
Crowford), Mon Dec 1 21:43:13 1986.
Some of you may recol I that owhi le bock I posted
results of a direct comparison of compi lotion times for
the some program in Lisa Pascal and MPW Pascal. You
wil I recall that the timings were 7 minutes for Lisa
Pascal, 8 minutes for MPW Pascal on a 512K Moc, and 6
minutes on a Moc Plus . I mode on experiment today that
hos striking implications . What I did was to carry
over my truncated OSintf, Toollntf, and Pockintf files
from Lisa Pascal to MPW .

*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMPRO LITTLE BOARD/186
8Mhz 16 Bit 80186 CPU
512K RAM-No Wait-States
2 Serial Ports 50-38.4K Baud
Parallel Printer Port
4 Drive Mini/Micro Floppy Controller
SCSI Bus Hard Disk Interface
DOS Compatible ROM -BIOS
Boo1s PC DOS 2.x, 3.x
Computer Board Assembled & Tested w/Tech Manual & DOS U1ili1ie s ....... $489.

*MS DOS 3.2 & GW BASIC . • . • • • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • •

An explanation is in order at this point .
Every Moc Pascal program that makes use of the
Toolbox and OS must use these interface files to tell
the Pascal compiler where al I the Toolbox and OS
routines ore. Of course, with a Toolbox as big as the
Moe's, that odds up to a bunch of interface stuff. As
it happens, any given program wi 11 I ikely use only a
fraction of the stuff in the interface files. What I
did was to go through the interface files, ripping out
al I references to stuff I knew I wouldn't use . This
created my truncated OSintf. Toolintf, and Pocklntf
f i I es.
Now, my earlier comparison was unfair to MPW,
because I used the truncated files for Lisa Pascal but
not for MPW. I didn't think there'd be much
difference. Boy, was I wrong! When I ported over the
truncated files and ran the test, I got a time of 5
minutes, 15 seconds on a 512K Moc. That's only about
65% of the time that the compi lotion with regular files
takes!
The conclusion I draw from this is that those
interface files really cost lots of compilation time.
My truncation was not heavy-handed; I could probably go
.through my truncated files and remove as much material
from them as I have already removed.

* AMPRO LITTLE BOARD (Z80) same as 80186 Board but ZBOA CPU, 64K RAM, 16K
EPROM, CPM 2.2, ZCPR3 & Manuals $239.
With SCSI Hard Disk Interface $279.
,;ENCLOSURES w/POWER SUPPLY . • • • . • • • • • . • • .

.$139.

1\- XEBEC OWL 10Mb SASI DRIVE w/Built-ln Con1roller . • .. ••. .... •.•.• ..... $449.

<>SEAGATE ST225N 20Mb SCSI Low Power '12 Ht Drive
n WYSE & KIMTRON TERMINALS •••••••.•.••..••.

. .•.•. •. . .

. . $549.

. ........ from $395.

Complete technical support. Comple1e systems available. Write or call for more
information. Most orders shipped same day. Prices and availabili1y subjec11o change.
VISA, Mastercard, Money Order, COD. Checks allow two weeks. Purchase Orders
welcome. Prices FOB Buffalo Grove, IL.
IBM PC AT. PCjr, PC DOS are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporalion. Little Board is a trademark al
Ampro Computers. Inc. Concurrent DOS is a trademark al Digital Research. Inc.

DISKS PLUS, INC.

Dlllll Pl.II

356 Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089-2312
TLX: 650 249 2139 MCI UW
(312) 537.7888

Microcomputersand Accessories

Shipping & Handling is 53.00
for the firs1 valet. S.50 more
for each add~ional valet
Fl residents add 5% sales tax

R

OW: Valet #578
(ll\0 " 17")

I'm

• Durable, nylon construction conveniently transpor1s
and stores ten 5'A'' disks in individual pockets.
• Slim enough to carry in a briefcase or purse.
• Less than 1" in thickness fully loaded.
• Individual disks quickly and easily identified.
• Hook and loop closure.
• Plastic business or ID card window.
Custom fabric color & Imprinting available for
Corporate or ogamzatmn 1dent1f1cat1on!

:tq..r
Industries, Inc.
d,,®

7800 N.W. 32nd Street
P.O. Box 520646 • Miami, Florida 33152-0646

685.

DOS 3.3 POKE FOR BLOAD

.$99.

;,3.5" DS 720K MICRO FLOPPY DRIVE .

Some of these concerns may seem paranoid to you, but
my first I ine of defense against bugs hos always been
hysterical paranoia.

I've been using a l$lOAD! compiler directive in my uses
statements. The syntax is !$LOAD filename!. This dumps
the symbol table the first time it is encountered and
then loads it on consecutive compiles. Only problem is
that if the heap Is fragmented enough, you end up with
some weird errors. This is apparently because the
!$LOAD! expects the symbol tables to get loaded into
the heap contiguous Iy. Other than that, it speeds
compiles up tremendously . Now, if only something could
be done about Links ...

from $99.

<>5.25" DS 360K FLOPPY DRIVE ............ , ................... .

And it is here that I finally come to the debatable
point I would I ike to present. How far should I go In
this effort? The temptation · ls to rip and slash out
anything that I do recognize. My fear, though, Is
three-fold: 1) How do I know that minor routines that I
don't recognize aren't cal led by higher-level routines
that I •do• use? Might this somehow confuse the
compiler? 2) How do I know that the routine I am NOT
using today may become necessary tomorrow? 3) Is there
some chance that such radical surgery might not cause
weird bugs further down the road? Or that the
truncated material might contain information necessary
for my program to run on machines with other
configurations than mine?

moclntosh/softw.devlpmt #693, from scotty (Barry
Wilson), Wed Dec 3 20:21:25 1986. A comment to message

. . $89.

)ocket, Clock, 2 Channel RS232/422,
. from $149.

*512K EXPANSION BOARD (1Mb Tc
Buffered Expansion Bus & More . .

Order Placement numbers - (8001 327-2303 or in Florida (3051 592-8767
D Please send me _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ disk valet(s).

D Check enclosed (Payable to Ricks Industries. Inc.}
D Please charge my: D Visa D MC
Acct # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E:rpira1ilm O•lll _ __

Company _________________ _ _ lid•----
Sii1nelur1 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~E -------------------------

apple/software #444, from bll l.p (Bii I A. Pugh), Thu
Dec 18 19:04:23 1986.

AOOAESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE - - - ZIP _ _ _ __

Any DOS 3.3 experts out there?

If so, I need help from

Dealer, Distributor and Volume Inquiries invited.

coll/inued
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Lotus HAL Let You Do More With
(And GetMoreFrom)
1-2-3 Than Ever Before.
Lotus HAL"' is a rnernory resident corn pan
ion product for Lotus 1-2-3® that enhances
the full range of l-2-3's capabilities-and
acids new ones.
[t increases l -2-3's power and flexibility,
so you can work rnore efficiently and becorne
rnore productive than ever before.

Benefits For All
1-2-3Users
Lotus HAL works by giving you easier
access to all of l-2-3's nurnerous capabilities.
And it'sextrernelyusehil for 1-2-3 users of
all levels.
If you're new to 1-2-3, Lotus HAL will let
you use it with greater confidence and speed.
ff you're farniliar with 1-2-3, Lotus HAL will
rnake it easier for you to access aclclitional
power and capabilities.
And if you're an advanced 1-2-3 user,
Lotus HAL will show you new features and
functions that will acid extra flexibility to the
powerof 1 2 3 you've already tapped.
How does LotusHALcloall this-forall users?

Easier
Commands
Lotus HAL rnakesexecuting 1-2-3 procedures
even easier than before. Because it accepts
phrases like "total sales," "graph Jan to Mar,"
or "copy this to AlO,'' etc. rn fact, Lotus HA L's
vocabulary includes English words and
phrases. So you can customize a cornrnancl
dictionary ofyour own-with the words and
operations you' re rnost used to and rnost
cornfortable using.
Since Lotus HAL makes 1-2-3 more access
ible for all users, you 'II learn rnore-in less
tirne-about all the capabilities of 1-2-3.
For instance, if you 're presently using only
the spreadsheet, Lotus HAL will show you
how to create graphs and do database func
tions-far rnore sirnply than ever before.

Time-Saving Shortcuts,
Easy-Tu-Create Macros
With Lotus IIAL, you'll take shn1krn<: and
accomplish rnulti-step tasks quickly and
easily. So you'll greatly reduce errors-and
save time.
332
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And, with a sirnple "undo" cornrnancl,
Lotus HAL even lets you recover frorn errors
you've already rnade.So if you' re a novice
user, you'll learn faster and with greater
confidence. And if you're an experienced
user, you can experirnent rnore freely and do
''what ifs'' -without fear of having a rnistake
destroy hours or work
Lotus HAL also rnakes developing rnacros
sirnpler than ever-so sirnple, in fact, that
even novice users can create 1-2-3 rnacros
with Lotus HAL And no rnatter how farniJiar
with 1-2-3you are, you'll benefit frorn being
able to write and testrnacros to rnake sure
theydo what you had in rnincl.

New Power
Lotus HAL will let you take 1-2-3 as far as
you neecl. And U'you've been taking it far
already, Lotus HAL offers you new cornrnancls
that will further enhance your productivity.
Forexarnple, Lotus HAL lets you replace
items anywhere in the worksheet (even
within forrnulas ). and create aclynarnic link
between cells in rnultiple worksheets. [t also
lets you audit your worksheet- so you can
find rnistakes without having to review the
entire sheet' 'manually.''
Best of all, while Lotus HAL greatly
enhances l-2-3's commands, it doesn't
changeeither 1-2-3 or the worksheet. It's
always available, but it never gets in your
way. And you can share rl;11;1 as freely when
you're using Lotus HA Las you did when you
were using 1-2-3 alone.
In fact, youcancloeverythingyou'veever
clone with 1-2-3 even better... plus agreat
deal more.
And since Lotus HAL is partofthe 1-2-3
system- and the Lotus family -yougetan
unparalleled commitment to c-u~l m1c1·serv
iceand support that will keep you up
and running.
1

© 1981l..11Lus01'\'dupmPnl Corporation
Lol t:saml l ·2 '.l are regisll'rt'd tradrmarksufLotus Orvr!upmen!
Cw·i)oratiun. Lritus IJAL<1nd 1 2 :JC( 1:npani1111;1n: '. radcm<1rksuf Lotus
[)t~veluJ mll' nl C!Jr] >[)rat ion.
Lotus HAL isdistinguislwd from IlAL which is;i I r;ukmarktft.,lanll'l for

its Hotel arnl Ll'ismeSortwan·.
Sys!~rn

Hl'qt1in• r11 cnts.

!.(1! us H:\I. n·qulf\'S l 2 :1 ltt>lt•asl' I 1\. Rrll'<lSl' :!(1!" Ht•kase 2.n I r(~· · Jll'l"SOrtal
rnrnpillersfnrn lBM~CO~IPi\f..), :md AT&T, plus I 2 1Cl•rtffied Curn pati
hll·s,0052 O!Jrhighl'r. Pll·asl· ref Pr to your I 2 :J p;u-kage or I 2 :J
dun11:11 ·r1!c1t1ur1 f1Jf <1 J>J>T! )j >ri<tll' I 1ar1!wt1rPcu1ifig1ira1 ions and IJOS
require11u'r1tsri:·cor 1s 11 it _\" <1 t1rcil·all·r
Lotus] l.·\l. rl•sidesin llll'll\lJry '·" 11 h l -2 ;Jand 1·1 .11• ... witll it; a mi1 1i111um
s~·stem rn11figur at iun ur;:JJ2f..: is rl'quired
'Lo! 11::; I IAl.d1J1•s 1H1l operall• wi1h l 2-:J for t!w !ll~I /!Cjr( HOM \'l'rsion ),
Iii~! PC Comwtit 1le or /kll'ase 1/\ fnr the HIM ;J27011C

Makel-2-3
even better...
with Lotus I-I \L.
If you are among the two million people
working with Lotus 1-2-3, you owe it to
yourself to try Lotus HAL.
You 'll save time ... increase your produc
tivity on 1-2-3 ...enjoy new functionality...
unleash new power.
You'll see how easily you can execute 1-2-3
commands. And how the' 'undo command''
can rescue you from serious errors you've
already made.
And, you'll do so ata remarkably low price
Because Lotus HAL costs only $150
Visit your local authorized Lotus dealer or
if you' re already convinced, simply use the
coupon below to order Lotus HAL directly
from Lotus.
Or order Lotus HAL(Product No. YM-1377),
by calling Lotus, toll free ,at

1-800-345-1043.

Lotus HAL
A 1-2-S Companion"'thatmakes 1-2-Sa more
powe1fu land accessible productivity tool.
1, - - - - - - - - - - ,

I

Complete and return 10: Lotus Ill'\d<•!'llll'IU
Corporation. 90Annex, At lanta, Georgia,
30390-1371 or call J-810-345-1043.
D Yes. I'd like to tr v Lotus I!AL for 30davs
\\·ith out obligation. (YM-13i7)
·
D Please send more information a!u1111
Lotus l!AL. (YM-1385)

I
I Sendmc_

I
I
I

unit(s)ofHAL@$15 1each _ __

I

I Sales1ll:o;"
I 1btal ..

I

D I've enclosed mv check or monev order made

I payable to: Lot tis Development Corporation.
I Please charge my:
\I~\

1

·

I .:~, . .

[1

I'-,_ - 
l!AL
1

I
I

City _

I

1·;

- - --

- - -'tate_ _ Zip _ _

(_

I ·Fl.. GA. )IA. )Ill.

·P.l'sidcnr sof: Jll' follow ing s1a11•s apply app licali!l' sales tax: CA, DE.

I

~ II .

)IN. MO. NJ. ~Y . O!I. n.

·, \ \\',\ Offer good in

1_' S.A anti Canada only. In Ca11a1\a make payment by credil card or

I

lnterna!ional Poslal \lonry Ord<'r CODsand purchast' orders will not

L )l'tlCTCJlll'_'1._ - -- -- -- -- -\\'lien you purfh:L~(' l..otus H:\l.dirrtrly from Lorus, take your f1r:.1
30(!ays tolry it rn 1t. lf aftC'r30days Lotus HALdoesno111f'rfon11 as
dl•srrilml ai:d .rnu 've purcl1a sL d it dirl'ctly from Lotus. we'll g! adly
give you a ful! rcfm 1d.
1
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®/PCSingle

~~~~uter

Basemodel5.75" x 8 11

~eg.Price~395.
Quantity discounts available

IBM PC® compatible single board
computer mounts to 51/4" drive
• Includes Floppy Disk & Color Graphics
CRT Controllers plus more
Also includes: Legal BIOS• BootsMSDOS®• Printer
Fbrt • 2 Serial Fbrts • 256K RAM• Clock Speed at 4.77 MHz
•Alphanumerics and Graphics Modes for Color Video
Controller • Standard IBM® Keyboard Fbrt.
Options include: 512KRAM • Piggybackl/Ochannel
OtM Expansion Board • XT-Compatible Hard Disk SCSI
Interface• Real Time Clock with battery-back-up • Clock
speed of 9.5 MHz (Twice as fast as a PC)
The Megatel Quark/PC is for OEM and end user
applications that require PC compatibilify in a compact
single board computer. The Quark/PC BIOS will run most IBM
PC®soflware including Flight Simulator and lotus®. To meet
your specifications a set of options let you add memory,
speed and XT-compatible hard disk interface. Not only does
it quickly mount to a 5 1/4" drive, it also comes with floppy disk
and CRT color graphics controllers - all for just S395.
To order or enquire call us today. Dealer enquiries welcome Megatel Computer
Technologies (416) 745-7214150 Turbine Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2S2
Telex 065·27453 U.S. Address: 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo,NY 14206 Distributors:NCS
Electronics Vaese, Italy • SES Electronics Nordlingen, Germany • ~rdix
Microtronics Biggin Hill, UK • Microcomputing Ghent, Belgium • Asp
Microcomputers Melborne, Australia
Quorkiso regislereO lrodemorko!F ana I( MFG CO lTO_, ISM. IBMPCondPCDOSore •8Q1\leied lrodemorksot
ln!emotionol Business Machines CoHl lotus 1\ o reQi\lereo lroC1emo1k 01 \ol1A Development Corp MSOOS is o
reg istereo1ro oemo1kolMic1oso!tCorp
See us at

megatel

Ceblt

Sland •E06

you. Is it possible to directly BLOAD a text file into
memory? I'm thinking af making a very smal I patch or
poke(s) to DOS 3.3 in memory to get It to ignore the
type of file that is specified so that it wi 11 load the
data in the text file straight into memory as if it
were a binary file . Anyone know how?
bi 11 .p
apple/software #445, from jerryh (Jerry Hewett), Fri
Dec 19 12:36:58 1986. A comment ta .message 444
Yes, it is possible to BLOAD text fi Jes from Sloth 3.3
-- I just wish I could remember what I changed and
where to make it possible (we're talking a *long* time
ago .. ,). Why would you want ta modify Sloth 3.3 when
ProDOS does that (and a whole lot more!) already? You
can load *anything* into memory -- even a directory or
subdirectory! The feature is bui It into ProDOS. In
your case, the command would be:
BLOAD <fi lename>,TTXT,A$<address>
Is there a . rea I ly good reason why you haven't dropped
Sloth 3.3 I ike a hot rock and moved over to ProDOS?
apple/software #446, from mdavis (Morgan Davis), Fri
Dec 19 13:17:47 1986. A comment to message 444.
I hove the answer for you (it's on a disk I have in a
program I isting). So when I get off BIX, I' I I I ist it
out and report the answer here . (Not that I actually
use DOS 3 . 3, mind you. I had ta [he says, with this
sour look on his face] when a cl lent wanted a ProDOS
and DOS 3.3 version of a uti I ity I wrote. ProDOS is so
much simpler with its "T" parameter .. . )
apple/software #447, from mdavls, Fri Dec 19 13:43:56
1986.
Assuming you have "normal" DOS in memory (not relocated
to the language card or anything) the fol lowing POKEs
wi I I a I I aw you to BLOAD any f i I e.

UX-BASlc+·

POKE -23706, TYPE

where TYPE is one of the fol lowing values:
00
01
02
04
08
10
20
40

The profitable way
to program on XENIX:M
UX-Basic+ is the choice of leading UNIX™ corporations like IBM,
AT&T, NCR and Siemens as well as thousands of professional
programmers.
UX-Basic + provides
• powerful structured business Basic
• C-ISAM"' routines for lnformix"' compatibility
• direct access to XENIX system calls
• Native Code Compilerforhighest performance
(available as part of the Performance System, $795)
UX-Basic+ is available under XENIX on the IBM, Compaq, and other
PC/AT compatibles as well as on awide range of UNIX systems.

HCR Corporation
130 Bloor Street West
10th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5S 1N5
Telephone (416) 922-1937
Telex 06-218072 HCR TOR
Fax (416) 922-8397
UX-Basic+ is atrademark of UXSoftware Inc. XEN/Xis atrademark of Microsoft Corp.
UN/Xis aregislered lrademark of AT&T in !he USA and other counlires. C-ISAM and
lntormix are trademarks of lnformix Software Inc.
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Text file
Integer BASIC program
Applesoft BASIC program
Binary file
Special "S" file
Relocatable "R" file
Spec i a I "A" f i I e
Special "B" file

--Morgan

PC/AT DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM $595
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POKE -23699, TYPE

Inquiry 130

apple/software #448, from blll.p, Fri Dec 19 15:33:24
1986. A comment to message 447.
Okay, thanks for the info. I really appreciate it.
Why do I need to know this for DOS 3.3, you ask?
Because I am used to ProDOS and am unfamiliar wi th DOS
3.3, but a situation came up where I needed to make a
program compatible with DOS 3.3 programs.
Don't worry, I am slowly but surely converting over
to ProDOS .... I just wish that more people would do the
same so I would not have to remember so much stuff for
BOTH DOS types; I just learn and become expert with
one...
bi 11.p
apple/software #449, from bl! I.p, Fri Dec 19 15:34:52
1986. A comment to message 447.
The DOS 3.3 type I have loads itself into the language
card area of RAM (Pronto DOS), so which memory
locations do I poke now?
bi II . p
apple/software #452, from mdavls, Sat Dec 20 14:07:19
1986. A comment to message 449.
continued

Ar

Codex, we understand that all the speed in
the world won't get you anywhere if you can't depend on
it. And that's why we developed our V. 3 2 modem to give
you 9600 bps full-duplex dial transmission, rivalling the
reliability of a dedicated leased line.
Admittedly a pretty big claim.
But then, it's really what you'd expect from the rec
ognized leader in high speed modems. In fact, more data
communications professionals prefer Codex than any other
brand: And it's our high speed modem expertise that has
allowed us to make a modem that not only meets, but
exceeds the V. 3 2 standard.
Our V.32 modem uses the same VLSI tech
nology and forward error correction scheme
(Trellis Coded Modulation) as our
high speed leased line modems that
reliably transmit data up to 19,200 bps.
So, you can be sure of continuous
high quality transmission over a wide

range of line conditions. This now allows you to cut connect
time and save money by sending data at up to 9600 bps full
duplex over ordinary dial lines.
We've even added a proprietary long haul echo can
cellation feature, eliminating both local and distant echoes
that can plague dial networks. So even if the phone com
pany sends your data over satellite links, it arrives intact.
Plus our V. 3 2 modem includes a soft strap front panel,
multiple ACUs, a nest card option for maximum space savings,
and operates in synchronous or asynchronous applications.
To find out more about the Codex V. 3 2 modem, call
1-800-426-1212, Ext. 235. Or write Codex Corporation,
Dept. 707-35, 7 Blue Hill River Road,
Canton, MA 02021-1097. You'll discover
that when we tell you about a V.32 with
high speed performance and
"-"
reliability, we're not
blowing smoke.
MOTOROLA

co®

d"Y

Visit us at Interface booth #1032, March 30-April 2.
"McG raw-Hill's OClla Communicmiem Brand Preference srudy cires Codex a soffcring the bt:sr technology, best price performance ratio. best scrvic(.' org:-.nizarion. and most info rmative literature fm various
modem, multiplexer and network control product categories.© 1986 Codex Corporation. Mmorola and® arc trademarks of Mororola, Inc. Codex i!>" registered trademark of Codex Corpor:ir ion.
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Wei I, I would suggest, then, that you use normal DOS,
make the pokes, and then use DDMOVER (or something
similar that moves DOS to the language card) fol lowed
by a Master Create of your disk. That will at least
al low you to make the changes and make them permanent
on that one disk. Of course, that means whatever file
type you poke for BLOADlng wil I be the only one
a II owed.
It might be better to poke the fol lowing, if you
don't care about any file type error handling:

POKE -23587,96
POKE -23586,234
POKE -23585,234

(RTS)
(NOP)
(NOP)

This wil I bypass the file type checking routine. This
might be best if you're going to Master Create the disk
(at least you can BLOAD any file that way).
I hate DOS 3.3.

THE CLOCK THROUGH PRODOS
[Message 377 picks up on a thread dealing with klutch's
problems with his llGS.]
apple/gs.other #377, from klutch (Bruce Klutchko), Tue
Dec 2 20:39:07 1986. A comment to message 367.
As it is, I am having trouble accessing the clock
from ProDOS 1. 1 . .1·, and suspect that ProDOS-8 wi 11 be a
help.
I do find the -machine a tremendous improvement over
my II e's, as I love the keyboard and the obi I ity to set
the options on the control panel. My greatest problems
are *not* Apple's doing, such as not being able to use
my DOS 3.3 RAM disk software (on which I was totally
dependent) for my AE Ramworks card. I may have to
rewrite the software to ProDOS now. Also, I was very
much dependent upon using an enhanced AppleWorks with
the AE desktop expansion. I did buy V2.0, but as of
yet, of course, this software isn't compatible.
Therefore, I wi 11 sti 11 have to run my business on the
II e's in the office. But I suspect I wi I I be spending
much of my free time on the IIGS.
apple/gs.other #380, from robmoore (Rob Moore, Apple
Computer Inc.), Wed Dec 3 04:47 : 32 1986. A comment to
message 377.
ProDOS-8 wi I I handle the clock for you. If your dealer
cal Is his Apple distribution center, he should be able

to get system disks. If he can't, then go to any other
Apple dealer and make a copy if you want. I believe
that AppleWorks 2.0 does expand the desktop in the GS.
I'm not positive, though, because I don't use
AppleWorks much. In any case, I hope this helps. Let me
know if you have other questions.
apple/gs.other #385, from gs.softteam (Apple Computer
Inc.), Wed Dec 3 13:43:45 1986. A comment to message
380.
The clock is implemented as a function under one of the
tool sets (namely, the miscellaneous tool set). It
does not appear in a slot, I ike the ThunderClock did.
Nor does it place the time in page 2 locations as the
ThunderClock did. Under ProDOS-8, the "get time" cal I
wil I access the IIGS clock via the miscellaneous tools.
APDAwill be the earliest source of technical
documentation and development software.
Ray Montagne (IIGS Software Team)
apple/gs.other #388, from mdavls (Morgan Davis), Wed
Dec 3 19:27:50 1986 . A comment to message 385.
ProDOS Tech Note #1 stated that the clock under ProDOS
wil I deposit the ASCII time string into page 2. Now,
under ProDOS-8, this won't happen. What was the
rationale behind NOT making ProDOS-8 compatible? P16 is
fine, but I would think that in order to avoid undue
problems, Apple should have kept things compatible. We
can't always trust tech notes now.
apple/gs.other #393, from gs.aoftteam, Thu Dec
12:38:51 1986. A comment to message 388.

4

The main compatability issue here is that the original
clock (usually a ThunderClock) was implemented as a
peripheral card. There were no additional slots
available to do this.
Second, your statement asking the rationale of
ProDOS-8 not being compatable with P16 is in error.
ProDOS-8 has been modified to recognize when it is
running in the IIGS and, thus, wil I use the IIGS clock
when possible. ProDOS-8 running in an A pple Ile wil I
sti I I run with a ThunderClock .
ProDOS-16 actually has no cal I to read time. Since
new (P16) opp I ications wi 11 I ikely be running in the
ful I native environment (16-bit), the opp I ication wi II
have to make calls directly to the miscellaneous tool
set and avoid the additional performance hit if the

colllinued

GANG, SET & UNIVERSAL (E)PROM PROGRAMMER
High Performance (E)PROM Programmer
Through years of dedication, BYTEK has achieved the ultimate in device programmers with the System 125. Compare
FEATURES, Compare PRICE and you'll agree, BVTEK is the #1 CHOICE in (E)PROM Programming Equipment.
THREE PROGRAMMERS IN ONE:

0 GANG EPROM Programmer: Support for MOS/CMOS

EPROM/EEPROMs.
ORDER TODAY:
El SET EPROM Programmer: 16, 32 and optional 64-Bit
800-523-1565
Words
El UNIVERSAL Programmer: (Optional) Bipolar PROMs,
In FL: {305) 994-3520
Logic Array Devices, 40 pin Micro Computer Devices,
Telex:
4998369 BYTEK
3 Voltage Devices, 8 an d 16 Bit Emulation, and GANG
adapter with additional 8 ZIF sockets.
CA Sales Office:
STANDARD FEATURES:
(415) 487-4694
• RAM: 64K BYTEs, (expandable to 1MBYTE)
• 3·Way Device Type Selection: Manually, Auto ID or from Menu
• Stand Alone Operation (includes C\l\TA EDITing)
• 25 Key Integrated Keyboard, 32 Character LCD Display
• RS232 PC Interface for Terminal Mode
MADE IN THE U.S.A
• Parallel Printer Port
DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOME
• Computer Remote Control

jl9J CEJ

Model: 5125-GL
Shown with optional PROMCel.

UV Erasers from $67
Mastercard or Visa Welcome

-

(B[Y[T[E[K
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Instrument Systems Division• 1021 South Rogers Circle• Boca Raton, Florida 33431
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FOR PEOPLE

TMORE, BUTAREN'TWIELIN
TO PAYTHE PRICE.

CitizerrM just took all the features of a high~end printer and
made a small change.
We put them into a low-end printer. The Citizen 120D.
We created a dot matrix printer with more features and a lower
price than any other printer in its class. One that produces clean, pre
cise letters at a draft speed of 120 cps, with superior correspondence
quality at 25 cps.
We added little extras, like a 4K-byte buffer; proportionally
spaced printing, full graphics capabilities, and a unique paper loading
system that's a small wonder. And we gave it the ability to survive the
longrun with most leading computer systems.
Because after 50 years of placing a world of precision on your
;;: we've come to realize something. Good things do come in
1Lpackages.
fur more information, call 1-800-556-1234 Ext. 34. Or in
Califomia1 call 1,800A41-2345 Ext 34.
The Citizen 120D. Never has
so muchbeen offered to so many

7

for

little.

IJIX
cal I were to be made through P16. If P16 hod
implemented the time col Is, then P16 would hove ended
up mok in g the too I ca I I . I t ' s just faster to Iet the
application do it itself.
Roy Montagne (!!GS Software Team)
apple/gs.other #394, from delton (Don Elton), Thu Dec
4 17:55:04 1986. A comment to message 393.
I think Morgan's point was . that the ProDOS-8 GS clock
driver doesn't put the dote/time string at $200 like
the ProDOS driver does on a Ile with a ThunderClock.
Software that depends on the Apple-documented policy
that al I user clock drivers put the time dote string In
ASCII at $200 would thus fail on the !!GS because of
the difference between the Apple software specs and the
apparent performance of the Apple driver .
apple/gs.other #395, from mdavls, Thu Dec
1986. A comment to message 393 .

4 18:41:42

You misread my message. What I said was, since ProDOS
16 cannot run on on Apple lie, Apple lie, or Apple II+,
I felt as though the clock incompotibll lty was not on
issue. However, since Apple mode It clear in Tech Note
#1 that you' I I get on ASCII string of time data into
page 2 whenever you use the "get time" col I , I would
have at least expected the 8-bit (ProDOS-8) to adhere
to this in order to ovoid problems for existing Apple
II software being used on the GS in emulation mode . As
it is, I now hove to rewrite the clock routines in a
few of my programs so that it wil I work correctly on
the GS in emulation mode. It was nice having most of
the work done for you; but now I' I I hove to unpack
those damn dote bytes (which isn't anything new to me)
and write on algorithm to calculate the day of the week
from that information, and so forth. My "time" routine
wi I I probably quadruple in size.

apple/gs.other #397, from gs.softteom, Thu Dec
20:06:32 1986. A comment to message 395.

4

ProDOS-8 supports the !!GS clock as the ProDOS "get
time" ($82) ml i col I hos always been documented.
Applications executing "get time" receive the time in a
hex format in the BF-hundred page ($BF90-$BF92). I
don't hove Tech Note #1 right now, but I think it
describes instol I ing a clock driver into ProDOS, and
not how ProDOS returns the time. I wil I get a copy of
the tech note and try to clear up any discrepancies .
Stoy tuned ....
Roy Montagne (!!GS Software Team)
apple/gs.other #400, from mdovls, Fri Dec
1986. A comment to message 397 .

5 03:58 i 47

You're partiol ly correct. Tech Note #1 detoi Is the
global page dote bytes, but also discusses how you wi II
get a string of ASCII characters into the input buffer
whenever "get time" is executed .
Have I ever I ied to you, Roy?

:-)

BOOTING THE /RAMS DISK
apple/gs.other #405, from mdovls, Sun Dec
1986.

7 03:58:12

Is there a set of commands that wi 11 Iet you "boot"
/RAM5 as if it were a real disk-storage appendage on
the GS? Since it's mopped to slot 5, drive 2 (or
wherever, drive 2), can this be done? If not, is that
just a I imitation of ProDOS-8, or is it also true with
ProDOS-16 (or with the hardware itself)?
apple/gs.other #406, from delton, Sun Dec
1986. A comment to message 405.

7 07:07:02

A Personal Langliage
When it comes to problem solving, the
APL•PLUSSystem is the undisputed leader.
That's because the APL•PLUS System
works with you. It goes far beyond what
application software like Lotus®or dBASE®
could possibly ever offer. And, it won't tie
you down with the details of standard
programming languages.
The APL•PLUS System is a personal
language, with productivity features that
help you concentrate on getting answers,
338
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rather than struggle with intricate calcula
tions and modeling.
With it you can manipulate tables of
numbers as easily as single numbers and
· get quick results from your computer using
short, simple statements.
When you've reached the limits of
other packages, move up to the APL•PLUS
System. It's a powerful and flexible tool
that grows with you as your needs become
more sophisticated. With over200 built-in

applications-like graphics, report
formatting and communications-you
have all the tools at your fingertips to
quickly and easily solve those seemingly
impossible problems.
Best of all, the APL•PLUS System
interfaces well with software packages
you're already using - like databases,
spreadsheets, and graphics packages.
The APL•PLUS System also makes it
easy to link those packages that aren't

You can boot from the RAM disk, slot 5. Go to the
"slots" section of the control panel and keep hitting
-->until "RAM disk" comes up . /RAMS is still mapped
to slot 5, drive 2, but it boots from there instead of
the 3 . 5-inch disk in slot 5. You have to copy ProDOS
onto the drive and a system program as you might expect
and you probably have to use FILER first to format the
disk (so boot code gets written). I haven't tried it
without this latter step, since the Apple Memory
Expansion card (slinky card) has this same requirement
and it probably applies to the JIGS as wel I.
apple/gs.other #407, from delton, Sun Dec

7 07:07:46

There's also an option to boot from ROM disk but I
don't know where that one tries to boot from.
apple/gs.other #408, from gs.softteam, Sun Dec
13:00:48 1986. A comment to message 406.

7

Close, but not quite. When you set the boot device to
RAM Disk at reset, the RAM disk is assigned unit 1.
The 3.5-inch drive that was unit 1 wi II be unit 2 . The
Apple !!GS works I ike all other Apple II products in
that you can only boot from unit 1 in any given slot
containing a block device.
In order to accomplish booting from various devices
in slot 5, the assignment of unit numbers to devices is
based on the control panel setting for the boot device.
When set to boot off "SlotS" or "SCAN," booting wil I
occur off the 3.5-inch drive closest to the computer
(unit 1). When set to boot off the RAM Disk or the ROM
disk, whichever of these devices is selected and
installed wil I be assigned unit 1. A detailed
explanation of device-mapping on slot 5 has already
been offered on this forum, but I don't remember what
message number. You may want to search for it.
Ray Montagne (IIGS Software Team)

apple/gs.other #409, from gs.softteam, Sun Dec
13:17:23 1986. A comment to message 408.

7

I found my previous explanation. See apple/gs.flames
#287 for more information on SmartPort device mapping.
Ray Montagne (JIGS Software Team)
apple/gs.flames #287, from gs.softteam, Sun Nov
14:15:24 1986. A comment to message 284 .

2

I have been waiting for this one to show up and was
sure it would. If you count the number of devices
supported on the IIGS and the number of internal slots,
you see that there are more devices than slots .
Serial port 1
Serial port 2
80 column card
Mouse
Smart Port
Disk ][
AppleTalk
RAM disk
ROM disk
This being the case, the only way we could support
the RAM disk and ROM disk was to logically insert these
devices into the SmartPort device chain . Boot devices
can only- boot off the first device in any given port .
When dealing with SmartPort, we have 3 bootable devices
(Slots, RAM Disk, and ROM Disk). In order to support
booting off of any of the 3 different types of devices
on SmartPort, the logical arrangement of devices has to
change, depending on the boot configuration set in the
control panel, so that the boot device is moved to the
first device in the chain. SmartPort does this at boot
time by assigning unit numbers to SmartPort devices in
a two-stage process. First, unit numbers are assigned
cominued

((

The APL*PLUS®Svstem and You.
currently talking with each other.
With all this problem-solving power,
it's no wonder STSC's APL*PLUS System
is the personal choice of so many business
professionals-financial planners,
business analysts, actuaries, scientists,
mathematicians, engineers, statisticians,
and consultants. Especially since the
APL*PLUS System is available on a full
range of computers from desktops to
mainframes.

Put the power, speed, and flexibility
of the APL*PLUS System to work for
you. See your local dealer today to get
your APL*PLUS System. If they don't
have it, refer them to STSC or call STSC
toll-free, (BOO) 592-0050.
In Maryland or Canada, (301) 984-5123.

Available nationally through Softsel, Micro Central, and
distributors worldwide. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Problem-Solving at the Speed of Thought

S'sc

STSC, lnc.
2115 East Jefferson St.
Rockville, MD 20852

APL•PLUS is a service mark and trademark of STSC,
Inc. PLUS•WARE is a trademark of STSC, Inc. Lotus
and dB ASE are registered trademarks of Lotus Devel·
opment Corporation and Ashton-Tate, respectively.

A PLUS*WARE™ PRODUCT
Inquiry 354

© 1986 STSC, Inc.
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in ascending order, starting with the RAM disk, ROM
disk, and then the SmortPort devices such as AppleDisk
3.5 & UniDisk3.S . Once al I devices hove hod their unit
numbers assigned, the second-stage assignment tokes
place. During the second stage, the boot device is
moved to unit 1 (the first device on the chain) and al I
devices that were ahead of the boot device in the
first-stage assignment ore moved behind that device in
the second-stage assignment. This is how your device
I ist in ProDOS con appear different for various boot
· configurations. ProDOS 1.1.1 only supports two devices
per slot. When using o RAM Disk and two 3.5-inch disk
drives with slot S set as the boot device (or scan, for
that matter), the first physically connected 3.S-inch
drive will be unit 1, the RAM Disk will be unit 2, and
the second physically connected 3.S-inch disk drive
wi 11 be unit 3. Since ProDOS 1.1.1 only supports 2
devices per slot, one of the devices wi I I be lost. But,
alas, we anticipated your frustration and mopped the
second two SmortPort devices into slot 2 when using
ProDOS-8. This means that with ProDOS-8 your second
3 . S- i n ch d r iv e wou I d opp e or in s I o t 2, d r i v e 1 of the
ProDOS device I ist. You con recover lost devices on
ProDOS 1.1.1 applications by copying ProDOS-8 onto that
disk. ProDOS-16 wi I I recognize SmortPort devices and
wi 11 I ist al I SmortPort devices as slot S with the
appropriate unit number.
I hope this explains the missing device problem. It
hos been pretty confusing to most everyone at Apple,
too.
Roy Montagne (IIGS Software Team)
apple/gs.other #410, from mdovls, Mon Dec
1986. A comment to message 406 .

8 01:26:03

>Go to the "slots" section . . . and keep hitting-->
>unt i I "RAM disk" comes up.
Yeah, yeah, yeoh .... ond then what? (I don't hove a
GS in front of me, so I can't visualize the rest of the
procedure.)
While at Jerry's place o few days ago, we used
UniCopy to move on entire 3 . S-inch disk to /RAMS for
booting and using from there. Much foster, of course,
than the AppleDisk 3 . S. Rother than 44 seconds to boot
P16, it tokes less than hol f that time .
apple/gs.other #412, from delton, Mon Dec
1986. A comment to message 410.

8 19:18:S2

Okay, ofter "RAM disk" comes up as the startup slot,
you hit return to accept and then move to the quit bar
to get out of the control panel. Next time you boot,
the system wi I I boot from /RAMS instead of whatever was
previously set up.

BASIC
Topics in this excerpt include the degree of support for windows and
mouse devices in OuickBASIC 2.0 and Turbo BASIC, and solutions to a
variety of programming problems.

WINDOWS AND MICE IN BASIC
boslc/newboslcs #406, from shalom (Sholom Hamada), Sot
Dec 27 21:19:S6 1g86.
I hove o question about Microsoft's QuickBASIC and
Borlond's upcoming Turbo BASIC. Why won't they
implement some windowing and mouse commands in BASIC
proper? Microsoft BASIC for the Moc contains such
commands as MENU (to create and interface with pul 1
down menus), mouse functions (to get mouse coordinates
and values), DIALOG (to create and interact with dialog
boxes). WINDOW (to open actual windows, not just to
redefine x,y coordinates), EDIT FIELD, etc, etc. If it
con be done for the Moc, why not for the PC?

I assume, of course, that these commands need
interfacing to some windowing system . Wei I then, why
can't QuickBASIC interface to Microsoft's own Windows?
And if Borland could create such o sophisticated user
interface for *developing* TurboBASIC programs, then
why can't they al low BASIC programs to utilize those
foci Ii ties?
Is there some difficulty in implementing this that
I'm not aware of? Is there some company that sel Is
QuickBASIC code for doing these things? Is there some
way of interfacing these BASICs to Windows, GEM, etc?
bosic/newboslcs #407, from btonkln (Bruce Tonkin), Sot
Dec 27 22:00:32 1986. A comment to message 406.
I con only offer my suspicions concerning these
questions, but I think they're probably reasonably
close.
1. Windowing techniques ore pretty difficult to write
without making some assumptions about the hardware .
So, if you wont o general-purpose access to windowing
environments, it's going to mean o fairly hefty
I ibrory. Now: QB sel Is for $99, and TB wi 11 sel I for
$99.9S. I' 11 bet those I ibrories could be sold for
more than the $99, al I by themselves . Certainly , the
MSC package with I inks to Windows sel Is for about
$400.
2. MS and Borland ore both assuming (probably
incorrectly - certainly incorrectly in my case) that
developers aren't going to use BASIC , but C or Posco I .
So, windows is offered on those languages and not on
BASIC.
3. Windows support under BASIC would mean o different
col I ing convention than for C. The parameters ore
passed in o different order. That would mean either
changing BASIC or having o different version of windows
for BASIC developers, with twice the support
requirements as for the current package.
4. How much of o market is there for windowing
environments? Is there enough of one to go beyond the
support furnished in C? MS may hope that Windows
catches on in the MS-DOS market, but I see no signs
that it hos, or wi I I ever do so. If it does, fine; you
con bet MS wil I support it on al I their products, one
way or another. If it doesn't, or unt i I it does, why
commit resources to it beyond what is currently in
place?
You may guess from my comments that I don't think
much of windowing environments. You'd be right. My
impression is that they demand o great deal of
overhead, o foster processor than is present in most
current micros, and o lot of work to get going
correctly. My personal opinion is that they offer
nothing to the user and should be avoided whenever and
wherever possible, but that's just my PERSONAL op1n1on.
My impressions (as opposed to my opinions) ore fairly
widely held in the industry.
There ore, of course, o few misguided souls who
disagree with my opinions. :-)
boslc/newboslcs #408, from lkroft (Lorry Kroft, Borland
Internotlonol), Sun Dec 28 02:11:22 1986. A comment to
message 407.
As we did with Turbo Posco I, Turbo BASIC wil I hove a
wide range of source-code Toolboxes that wi I I give you
additional program copobi Ii ties. There ore odd-on
products for BASIC. One company is Crescent Sof twore
in Connecticut. Ethan Winer hos o BIX account, so you
might get ohold of him.

EGA SCREEN DUMPS
boslc/progrommlng f30S, from jhuguenord (John
Huguenord), Tue Dec 9 00:S0:20 1986.
continued

·

,e_yLook
So · erentBut t
~Do

~~out

eSame?

This is Toshiba 24 pin letter quality.

rh1s is 9 pin print e r

quality~

When we developed the P321 and
as well as continuous forms tractor feeder.
P341e 3-In-One™ dot matrix printers, we had
Tlw affordable and compact P321: If
just two goals in mind.
you're keeping an eye on the bottom line, we'd
Superb 24-pin letter-quality reproduc like to direct your attention to our P321. When
tion.And a price that's as close as possible to it comes to virtually all business and corre
standard 9-pin models.
spondence needs, it fills the bill nicely.
One look at the print sample shows you
You get letter-quality reproduction in a
we succeeded. So will one look at the price.
printer that looks great on the bottom line.
In fact, we were so successful, we gave
Tlw affordable extended-carnage P341e:
these 24-pin printers with the 9-pin price a
If you need to do full-size spreadsheets, you
special name: Tlw Affordab/,e Class.
need our wide-carriage P341e.
And we included features-starting
Like the P321, the P341e uses our
with type font cartridge capability-that put
24-pin printhead that lasts up to four times
them in a class by themselves.
longer than other printheads, and has made us
Both the Toshiba P321 and P341e
the number one seller in the business.
printers produce letter-quality documents at
So buy a Toshiba Affordable Class P321
72 CPS, drafts at 216 CPS and high-resolution or P341e printer today.
graphics at 180 x 360 dpi.
You'll get letters that look perfect every
Each printer has our industry-standard time at no extra cost.
P351 command set for more sophisticated
For the Toshiba printer and computer
word processing and high-resolution graphics. dealer nearest you, call 1-800-457-7777.
And each printer has standard applica 1. IBM PC is a registered trademark of lntemational Business Machines Corporation.
tion compatibility with the entire IBM PC1
line of products.
-----
-------
Options include downloadable
disk capability and type font car
tridges for an unlimited range of type
""""
styles, a one- or two-bin sheet feeder
1'321
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America. Inc.. Infonnation Systems Division

It's simple.
With Intels Inboard™ 386/AT.
It fits right into your IBM®AT or
compatible, and gives you all the per
formance of a 386 system.
Without having to buy a 386 sys
tem. ~ich, if you've priced one lately,
is about three times as expensive)
Inboard 386 is based on the revo
lutionaiy 32-bit, 16 MHz 80386 chip
we invented. So it'll workwithall the

software you've got sitting on your
desk. As well as any add-in boards you
may have hiding in your computer
like, just for instance, the Above™
Board.Which we also invented.
Inboard 386 lets you whiz through
recalcs with Lotus® l-2-3~ And it
makes your network server serve you
even faster In fact, it'll make any
program serve you faster
And with 386 control software,

Inboard and Above are trademarks and Intel a registered trademark oflntel Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark oflnternational Business Machines Corp. Lotus and
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you can take advantage of exceptional
To find out more, check with
multitasking capabilities. Like put
your favorite computer dealer
or call us at (800) 538-3373.
ting together a presentation while
your computer is downloading data.
And see why Inboard 386
(A slightly more efficient way of
beats the system.
doing business)
Don't forget our five-year
warranty. Or toll-free technical
support line.
1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. © 1986 Intel Corporation
Inquiry 367
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Inquiry 82 for End-Users.
Inquiry 83 for DEALERS ONLY.

I need help again on my current program. Two problems:
1) Is there o pub I i c do mo in pro gr om ( u t i I i t y) that wi II
al low EGA graphics screen dump to on IBM graphics
printer or equivalent? 2) Is there o way to chain too
nonBASIC (QuickBASIC in this case) .EXE or .COM file
(e.g., o Turbo Posco I program)?

7Wo great reasons co
make !he switeh.
oniy \ w hlgn. 1:JU1 stiJI
With the same high

quality features~ have
come to expect lrom
DAT.... SPEC Swltd'1 Boxes:
CJ Reinforced print!d
draiit boards

Cl Full shleldrng

basic/programming #306, from dmick (Don Mick), Tue Dec
9 01:04:45 1g86. A comment to message 305.
You can't *Chain* to a non-BASIC program, but you con
"RUN" or "SHELL" it. No help on the first one, though.
hosic/progrommlng #307, from borryn (Barry Nonce), Tue
n~c
9 01:11:49 1986. A comment to mes$oge 305.

Switch
Boxes
[])[]Jl][] uOJ[]CI

construction
D Gold-plated contacts
O All pins switched
And now. backed by a
lifetime warranty
Visit your local DATA
SPEC dealer and see our
full line of slim style data
switch boxes and other
computer accessories.

There ' s o pub I ic domain "Print Screen" program in the
Listings conference . It's in the ibm. I ib area, and
it's called "prtsc . lqr" . It contains source code, .doc,
and .com files for o print-screen TSR program that is
designed for Okidoto 92/93 printers *Without• the IBM
compotible Plug-'N-Ploy kit.
I'm sure you con modify It to do EGA graphics on on
IBM printer, if you know o little assembler.

FINANCIAL CALCULATIONS
basic/programming #201, from olf (Eric Klein), Wed Dec
3 10:22: 18 1986
I need to find the annual percentage gain based on the
initial price, the final price, and the amount of time
that hos passed by. For example, something that was
worth $100 two years ago and is worth $121 today would
hove on annual percentage gain of 10 percent. $100 *
1.1 * 1.1 = $121. Does anyone know the correct
formula?
Eric Kl ten

WJ-O*•& t iij[.ldt&@Jid-t@?iM•MI

A 0/V/S/Or-IOF ALLIANCE ~ESEARCM CORPORATtO,.,

20120 Plummer Street • P.O. Box 4029 • Chatsworth,
CA 91313 • (818) 993·1202
In Japan: Call Data Spec Japan LTD.. TO/<yo, Japan, T~I. (03) 774·7741

Note: The answer I ies in a BASIC finance program that
is provided with Apple II computers. (Or, at least,
used to be.) Unfortunately, I no longer hove this
program.

FIGURE IT OUT
FOR YOURSELF

basic/programming #302, from btonkln, Wed Dec
23:21:34 1986. A comment to message 301.

3

It al I depends on how often you're compounding . The
answer to your question would come from o little
subroutine that looked I ike this:

If you can figure out this puzzle, you may be able
to qualify to join MENSA, the society for people

X=FINAL/INITIAL RATE=100*((X(1/PERIODS))-1) RETURN

whose intelligence is at or above the 98th
percentile on a standard "IQ" test.

where "final" is the final valuation, "initial" is the
initial valuation, "periods" is the time period over
which interest is to be calculated, and "rote" is the
interest rote per period (normally, per year). This
calculation implicitly assumes that interest is
continuously compounded and would hove to be altered if
the interest would be compounded at fixed intervals
(quarterly, monthly, semi-onnuol ly, or onnuol ly). In
that case, the formula would be more complex.

Below are four views of the same
alphabet block, which bas a different
letter on each of its six faces. W'hat is
the missing letter in view D?

A~9$~

If accuracy is important, I suggest al I variables be
mode double-precision.

PASCAL

TO: MENSA 2626 East 14th St.
Dept BYS 7, Brooklyn, NY 11235
D Send brochure, telling how I may already have
qualified.
D I'll take the at-home test. Enclosed is $9.00 (Check
or money order in U.S. funds, only, please).

This month's excerpts include questions about data file integrity and
security using Turbo Pascal, and a discussion of writing to the lower
right corner of the screen without scrolling.

Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

Address
City/State/Zip

~

continued
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Inquiry 17

Problem: Mysterious DataLoss
Solution: NewVerbatim DataHold
Protects when Static Strikes.
Static Danger is Everywhere. Your
data is vulnerable to loss from an
unseen enemy-static electricity! Even
small static charges could cause sudden
mysterious data loss from your diskette.

And static lurks everywhere.just walk
across a carpeted floor and you build
up a static charge of up to 1,500 volts
enough to ZAP your data.

It's DataHold or Data Loss. DataHold
is Verbatim's ingenious diskette liner
that disperses damaging static charges
instantly. Compare Datalife to other
popular brands which retain static
charges up to four minutes and your
choice should be obvious.

DataHold,available exclusively from
Verbatim Datalife, for unsurpassed
data protection.After all, it's your
choice, DataHold or data loss.

Verbatim®
A Kodak Company

Verbatim• 1200 W.T. Harris Blvd.• Charlotte, N.C. 28213 • 800-538-1793

\

Inquiry 322

Inquiry 158

131X
FILE SECURITY TECHNIQUES
pascal/turbo #2283, from prez (Pres Tuesley), Sot Dec
13 12:48:11 1g86.
I hove on opp I icotion written in TP that cal ls up a
remote database, transmits some information to it (one
"record" at a time), and gets bock updated information.
I om having problems with I ine noise and other glitches
confusing the program and causing it to lock up or
crash. Until I make this program bulletproof, how con I
insure the integrity of the disk file I om saving this
info to? I find that if the program crashes without
closing the file, the directory doesn't get updated and
ALL of my i nformot ion is Ios t. I understand that I can
close the file ofter every entry is added, but this is
also VERY slow (I hove been told). Since I om using
Concurrent DOS (nee Concurrent CP/M), I don't hove the
obi I ity to duplicate my file handle and close that,
like MS-DOS can . Hos anyone out there solved this
prob Iem before?

Real-Time Multitasking Executive
• No royalties
• Source code included
•Fault free operation
• Ideal for process control
• Timing control provided
• Low interrupt overhead
• Inter-task messages
Options:

pascal/turbo #2284, from bbrown (Bob Brown), Sot Dec 13
13:00:50 1g86. A comment to message 2283 .

• Resource Manager
• Buffer Manager
• Integer Math Library
• Language Interfaces:
C
Pascal
PUM Fortran
• DOS File Access :
CP/M-80
IBM PC DOS

AMX is TM or KADAK Products Lid
CP /M-80 is TM of Digital Research Corp
IBM, PC DOS are TM ol IBM Corl).

Pres, what's the load I ike on the database end? And
how long does it toke to send a record? If you're the
only user, or if the machine is I ightly loaded, and if
you con overlap (buffer) your communications, then it
might not make any difference that closing and
reopening a file is a time-consuming operation. If
closing/opening tokes less time than sending the next
record, it's invisible to the remote (sending) end. You
probably also wont to put a checksum on each record and
reject those where the checksum doesn't match when the
record gets to the other end. There's a
telecommunications conference on BIX where a lot of
this kind of stuff is discussed, but I'm not a member,
so I can't point you to the right area. You might wont
to just wonder over there and ask your question again .

AMX for 8080
$ 800 US
8086
950
6809
950
68000
1600
Manual (specify processor) 7 5

::Ill: KADAK Products Ltd.

(604) 734-2796
Te lex: 04-55670
206-184 7 W. Broadway, Vancouver. B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5

llF

pascal/turbo #2289, from jimkeo (Jim Keohane), Sot Dec
13 13:34 : 41 1986. A comment to message 2284.

• Eliminate Confusion
• Reduce Training Time
• Increase Productivity ~;;:==:~;;;;;;;~~~t:
Need Custom Keytops?
Call us at 602 634-7515

P. 0. Box 201, Dept. BY,
Cornville, AZ 86325

~--

I
1
I
I
I
I
___
I
I
I
I
I
I
Specily Keyboard Make/ Model: - - - - - - - - - - - - - J
@l
1
I Name _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I C1ly.S1..Zip
I ., .,. 1I•
I D
D
KEYTOPS-Kits to support most software, including:
_
PC to 5251
$21.95
_DisplayWrite 3
$21.95
_
PC to 5520
$29.95
_
WordPerfect 4.1 $29.95
KEY EXPANDERS Touchdown·· key expanders en large small . critical
keys (Return. Shift. Backspace. etc) on the IBM
FULL KIT $21.95 PC and look-a likes to full -size. AT-style keys. Full
MINI KIT $10.95 kit has 12 separate expanders. Mini-Kit: Enter/ Rel.
both shifts. backspace. All kits support LED where
D Black
D Gray
needed. Must specify keyboard

Language conversions available!

D Send me FREE INFORMATION

Addrm

----- -- ------VI SA

L

MC#

Visa or MC orders: 602 634-7515
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pascal/turbo #2290, from borryn, Sot Dec 13 13:59:42
1986. A comment to message 2283 .
I think a good, fast, CRC-bosed protocol is what you
need . Wont one already coded in Turbo? Join the
pc . bix conference, look at the read.me topic to see
which message in the source.code topic is the
BIXMODEM.INC file (I forget which it is), and then
capture that message from the source.code topic.

li~9~

r-------

Pres, the receiving program should be able to detect
loss-of-carrier, or garbage-on-I ine, or time-out, and
then close the file at that point . The garbage-on-I ine
condition con be detected by some simple protocol, I ike
a checksum, appended to each transmission. If the
checksum does not match what was received, you *might•
want to hove the recieving program request that the
transmission be repeated. After a number of
unsuccessful retries, assume it's hope l ess and close
the file.
-Jim

Exp. _ __

Sarne Day Shiornent • U.S. Postage Paid

.I

Inquiry 135 for End-Users.
Inquiry 136 for DEALERS ONLY.

[Editor's note-BIXMODEM.INC, copyrighted by Barry
Nance, is almost 10K bytes long, too long to print here.
Barry has, howeve1; granted permission for us to include it
on BYTEnet Listings (see page 4) and on this issue's listings
disk (see insert card following page 352).]

WRITING TO THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER
pascal/turbo #2291, from bbrown, Sot Dec 13 22:50:23
1986.
If you (read
character in
a window set
window rolls

I!) use WRITE (not WriteLn) to put a
the bottom right corner of the screen, or
with the Window procedure, the screen or
up. Is there a way to ovoid that?
co111i11ued

From the United States you can call just about
anywhere in the world through the vast, reliable
AT&T Long Distance Network.
So, whether you're doing business near the corn
fields of Kansas or the rocky coast of Maine, the
AT&T Long Distance Network is virtually as close
as the nearest phone.
And, you can always count on the nationwide
AT&T Long Distance Network's quality service.
Providingyouwithfullservice AT&Tlongdistance .
operators ready to help place calls or give credit for
misdialed long distance numbers.
And, whether you're traveling around the coun
try or to many foreign locations, it's reassuring to
know you have the AT&T Card.
Use the AT&T Card to plug into the AT&T
Long Distance Network. To order your AT&T Card
today, simply dial

1800 CALLATT, Ext. 229.

AT&T

The right choice.
© 1986AT&T

Inquiry 54

131X
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

I

3

For PC-AT 220W

For PC XT 135W, 155W

poscol/turbo #2292, from dondumltru (Donold Dumltru),
Sot Dec 13 23:18:42 1986. A comment to messoge 2291.
What is happening is this: The Turbo Write and Writeln
procs use the BIOS TTY-Write function for their output .
The problem is in the BIOS routine . The only woy oround
it involves using o different system for screen writes.
You could creote your own user-written I/O driver for
ConOut. See page 209 in the TP monual. You would need
to do your own hondl ing for the cursor. (Does ol I this
moke sense, or do I need to go into more detai I?)
P.S. It is certainly possible to handle the bottom
right corner as o special cose - hmmm,

~-

2

For BABY AT 200W

~.JI ~ -·

~-

•

pascal/turbo #2293, from barryn, Sat Dec 13 23:23 : 52
1986. A comment to messoge 2292 .

·~

•

4

For TV GAME

a. - 5V/7A, + 12V/1A,
b. 4 5V/10A, + 12V/1A,

5V/ 1A
5V/ 1A

I think you're on to something, Don. If only a certain
message from a program con ever oppeor on I ine 25 (ond
couse the scrol I when it "touches" column 80), then
moybe something besides Write() should be used to put
thot messoge on the screen in that Iocot ion. Use
Write() for everything else, but do something special
for the bottom right corner.
pascol/turbo #2294, from dondumltru, Sun Dec 14
09:56:08 1986. A comment to messoge 2293.

~

CHUNG YU ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
P.0.BOX 30-535 TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.0.C .
FAX, 002-886-2-3971968 TLX, 24451 CYELEC
TEL, 002-886 - 2-3918100, 3414596

But yes - if possible, the best choice is to use some
other screen-writing technique for the lost line only ,
(Assuming it is reosonoble .... ) Could we hove some more
info on the opplicotion?

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

In re

)
)

SUPPRESSION DEVICES CORP. f/k/a
ELECTRONIC PROTECTION DEVICES.
INC ..
Debtor

)
)
)
)

pascal/turbo #2297, from dondumitru, Sun Dec 14
10:32:52 1986. A comment to messoge 2294.

No. 84-681-JG
(Chap ter 11)

NOTICE OF ORDER ESTABLISHING
BAR DATES FOR WARRANTY CLAIMS
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that an Order Barring Warranty Claims and Providing for
NOlice of Same has been entered and pursuant to said Order:
I. Thal. except as otherw ise s pecifica lly provided in this Notice, any and all claims
by any person or entity ("'Claimant " ) against Debtor (i) arising from any warranty
express or implied of products sold by Deblor to anyone prior to February 20, 1985
('"Debtor's Pro<lut"H''). and (ii) regardless of when or whether Claimant purchased the
given item of Deblor's Products directly from Debtor or from some other vendor (the
··warranty Claims " ). arc forever barred and may not be the subject of any action in this
or any other forum.
2. That Claimant may select either Option A or Option B below (but not both), and
selection of one Option shall operate as an irrevocable bar to invocation of the othe r
Option:
OPTION A
If Claimant wishes to preserve whatever rights it may have to ob1ain any one or more
of the following remedies (the "Normal Course Remedies'') : (i) repair; (ii) replacement:
(iii) payment or other value (as by repair of computer equipment damaged by failure of
Debtor's Products) of up to a maximum amount of $2,500 for each Warranty Claim under
Debtor's performance warranty, Claimant must deliver written notice of its Warranty
Claim with proof of actual damages to Electronic Protection Devices. Inc., a De laware
corporation. 35 Dunham Road, Billerica. Massachusetts 01821 ( " EPD -Del"), so that
such written notice and proof are received by EPD-Del at the foregoing address before
5:00 p .m . . EDT. June 30. 1987.
OPTIONS
If Claimant wishes to preserve whatever rights it may have to obtain any form of
relief 01her than the Normal Course Remedies specified in Option A , Claimant must file
a proofof claim against the Debtor before 5:00 p .m .. EDT, April 15, 1987 with Clerk.
United States Bankruptcy Court, I IOI Boston Federal Office Building, 10 Causeway
Street. Boston. MA 02222-1704.
3. That nothing in this Notice shall be deemed to constitute EPD-Del as, or to imply
that EPD-Del is. a successor to the Debtor generally responsible for Debtor's liabilities.
EPD-Del is hereby assumi ng no debts, liabilities or other obligat ions of Debtor othe r
than Warranty Claims seeking the Normal Cou rse Remedies set out in Option A above.
Debtor estimates that on or before March 31, 1985, end users had purchased more
than 95 percent of Debtor's Products (which are not to be confused with those producls
1ha1 have been sold or are being sold now by the Delaware corporation known as Elec 
tronic Protection Devices. Inc. , and referred to herein as EPD -Del). Any purchaser who
believes he purchased one of Debtor's Products and may thereby be affected by said
Order is urged to respond to thi s Notice regardless of the date of his purchase. For further
informal ion. call or write Debtor's attorney, Peter Nils Baylor, Esq., Nuuer, McCl e nnen
& Fish. 600 Atlantic Avenue, Boston. MA 02210. phone (617) 973-9700.
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Actually, I was thinking thot you instal I o new ConOut,
in which you look at where the chorocter wi I I be
printed. If it is in the bottom right corner, then use
the BIOS Write-Choracter/Attribute-at-Cursor-Position
routine; otherwise, use the TTY-Write routinP . Now that
I think obout it, I'm not so sure that Turbo •does• use
the TTY-Write routine. TTY-Write doesn't let you give
it an ottribute; it uses the ottribute thot is olreody
in thot cursor position. Ack . Anybody brove enough to
go troce through it? I guess I om ...

Inquiry 99

Wei I, I •wos• wrong when I said Turbo used TTY-Write.
It uses BIOS co 11 INT 10h, AH=09h (Write Attribute/
Choracter at Cursor Position). Turbo does all the
cursor positioning itself. Whot happens is this: It
writes o character, then positions the cursor to the
position after the written chorocte• . Then, if the
cursor is beyond column 80 (or whotever the instol led
width is), it increments the cursor row. Then, if the
row is beyond row 25, it scrolls the screen . Using the
nor ma I Turbo Write routines, there is no way to avoid
the scrol I . You need to use something else to write to
thot lost chorocter position. (Probobly o simple BIOS
Write-Attribute/Chorocter-ot-Cursor-Position thingy,
but don't scrol I the video. And moke sure you put the
cursor bock somewhere believoble, or Turbo moy get
lost. And if you ore using windows, you need to be even
more coreful ... )
poscol/turbo #2298, from bbrown, Sun Dec 14 10:37:38
1986. A comment to message 2297.
Don, thonks for the detective work! I'm sti II in the
design-the-external-interfoce stoge of this project;
think I' I I just try to ovoid the lost byte in ~och
window. Since I know now thot it's necessory, I con
pro' ly do it.
poscol/turbo #2299, from dondumitru, Sun Dec 14
11:15:27 1986 . A comment to messoge 2298.
Now just o minute! Before you go ovoiding the last _byte
in the disploy, toke a look at this I ittle gem. It
solves the problem . ..

continued

THE MAKERS OF VTERM/220
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES
HAVE CHOSEN OUR
DEC TERMINAL EMULATION SORWARE.

Among our largest customers are ~
l dit 1illie.• f Al O•M. itmll!aJ .......
i•t ,., Ir b t 0 , . . . . . And the
- • 1 l ..... gf ti v if
Big institutions can be very close
mouthed about the competitive edge they
get from a powerful tool like VTERM/220.
So while they'd prefer that we not name
names, we can still tell you the reasons why
we have more satisfied users than all our
competition combined.
First of all, giant institutions don't stay
giant by being sloppy. They spec things
down to a gnats eyebrow. ThatS why we're
proud to say that VTERMs biggest fans are
large corporate, scientific and government
installations that perform very serious evalu
ations of communications software. They
give VTERM the highest praise for accu
racy ofemulation, ease of use, multiplicity of
features, speed of execution, and just plain
quality.

Inquiry 355

and national character sets.
Just look at VTERM/220s outstanding
VTERM/220 is not the only thing we
features:
• Plug compatible VT220 and VTlOO video
have to talk about. Theres also our VTlOO
and keyboard emulation with customizable emulator VTERM III, and our TektronixT"
key mappings.
4010/4014 graphics emulator, VTERM/
• Powerful file transfer including the most
4010. Both of these VTERM's have a lot of
thorough implementation of KERMIT the power of VTERM/220, including file
available on the PC, plus XMODEM, and transfer.
So if you're looking for terrific terminal
our proprietary protocol VTRANS with
complete host-side software for VMS:M emulation programs for your IBM PC or
other compatible computers, you and
RSTS/E:MRSXJl M/M + TM and UNIX:"
50,000 other users have found it at Coeffi
•Host data capture and conversion to
Lotus® 1-2-3,® Symphony® and dBase~
cient. We're the leader in DEC Emulation
• 132-column display via horizontal scrolling
Software. Just ask AT & oops.
Call us today at
or optional video board.
212- 777-6707ext.405.
• Scrollback buffer for redisplay of up
to 2,000 lines (eighty screens!).
• "Hot Key" toggle between
host session and PC DOS.
• Programmable
softkeys
with script-like capabilities.
Coefficient Systems Corporation
•Full support for multinational
611 Broadway, New York, N.Y.10012

Coefficient
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The Amazing A-BUS
Plug into the future
With the A-BUS you can plug your PC (IBM , Apple,
TRS-80) into a future of exciting new applications in the fields
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc.
Alpha's modular A-BUS offers a proven method to build your
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for
first time experimenting and teaching.
A-BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal,
and no knowledge of electronics is required'
An A-BUS system consists of the A-BUS adapter plugged into
your computer and a cable to connect the Adapter to 1 or 2 A-BUS
cards. The same cable will also fit an A-BUS Motherboard for
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination.
The A-BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries).
The complete set of A-BUS User's Manuals is available for $10.

An A· BUS system with two Motherboards
A·BUS adapter (IBM) In foreground

About the A-BUS:

Smart Stepper Controller sc-149: s299
World's finest stepper controller. On board microorocessor controls 4
motors simultaneously. Incredibly. ii accepls plain English commands like
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many complex sequences can be defined as
"macros" and stored Ji the on board memory. Foc each axis.you can control:
coordinate (relative or absolute). ramping, speed. step type (half.full.wave}.
scale factor. units. holding power. etc Many inputs: 8 limit & "wait until"
switches. panic button, etc. On the fly reporting of position. speed. etc. On
board drivers (350mA)for small steppers (M0-103) Send for SC-149 flyer.
Remote Control Keypad Option
RC-121: $49
To control the 4 motors directly. and "teach" sequences of motions.
Power Driver Board Option
PD-123: $89
Boost controller drive to 5 amps per phase. For two motors (eight drivers}
Breakout Board Option
BB-122: $19
For easy connection of 2 motors. 3 ft. cable ends with screw terminal board.

• All the A·BUS cards are very easy to use with any language Iha t can
read or write to aPortor Memory.In BASIC,use INP and OUT(or PEEK and
POKE with Apples and Tandy Color Computers)
• They are all compatible with each other. You can mix and match up to 25
cards to fit your application. Card addresses are easily set with jumpers.
• A-BUS cards are shipped with power supplies (except P0-123) and
detailed manuals (including schematics and programming examples).

Relay Card
RE-140: s129
Includes eight industrial relays. (3 amp contacts. SPST) individually
controlled and latched. 8 LED's show status. Easy to use (OUT or PO KE in
BAS IC). Card address is jumper selectable.
Reed Relay Card
RE-156: s99
Same features as above, but uses 8 Reed Relays to switch low level signals
(20mA max). Use as a channel selector. solid state relay driver, etc.

Stepper Motor Driver
sr-143: s19
Stepper motors are the u/lima te in motion control. The special package
(below} includes everything you need to get familiar with them. Each card
drives two stepper motors (12V. bidirectional. 4 phase.350mA per phase).
Special Package: 2motors (M0-103) + ST-143: PA-181 : $99

Analog Input Card
AD-142:s129
Eight analog inputs. 0 to +5V range can be expanded to 1OOVby adding a
resistor. 8 bit resolution (20mV). Conversion time 120us. Perfect to
measure voltage, temperature. light levels. pressure, etc.Very easy to use.

Stepper Motors M0-103: S15or4torS39
Pancake type, 2V." dia. '14' shaft. 7 5°/step. 4 phase bidirectional. 300
step/sec. 12V,36 ohm. bipolar. 5 oz-in torque. same as Airpax K82701-P2.

12 Bit A/D Converter

AN-146: s139
This analog to digital converter is accurate to .025%. Input range is -4Vto
+4V. Resolution: 1 millivolt. The on board amplifier boosts signals up to 50
times to read microvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. Ideal for thermocouple.
straingauge,etc. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 channels using the RE-156 card).

RE-140

Current Developments
Intelligent Voice Synthesizer.14 Bit Analog to Digital converter, 4 Channel
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer. Voice Recognition.

Digital Input Card
1N-141 : s59
The eight inputs are optically isolated. so it's safe and easy to connect any
"on/off" devices. such as switches. thermostats, alarm loops. etc. to your
computer. To read the eight inputs. simply use BASIC INP (or PE EK).

A-BUS Adapters for:

24 Line TTL 1/0
DG-148: $65
Connect 24 input or output signals (switches or any TTL device) to your
computer. The card can be set for: input, latched output. strobed output.
strobed input. and/or bidirectional strobed 1/0. Uses the 8255A chip.

IBM PC. XT, AT and compatibles. Uses one shorl slot.
Tandy 1000.1000 EX & SX,1200,3000 . Uses one short slot
Apple II. II+. lie . Uses any stot.
TRS-80 Model 102. 200 Plugs into 40 pin "svstem bus··
Mo'llel 100.Uses40 pin socket (Socket is duplicated on adapter!.
TRS-80 Mod 3,4,4 D. Fits 50 oin bus (With hard disk.useV·cable).
TRS-80 Model 4P. Includes extra cable. 150 pin bus is rer.essedl.
TRS-80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin 1/0 bus on KB or Ell.
Color Computers (Tandy).Fits ROM slot. Multipak or V·cable.

IN-141

Clock with Alarm
cL-144: S89
Powerful clock/calendar with: battery backup for Time, Oa te and Alarm
setting (time and date): built in alarm relay, led and buzzer: timing to 1/100
second. Easy to use decimal format. Lithium battery included.

A-BUS Cable (3 ft, so cond.) CA-163: s24
Connects the A-BUS adapter to one A-BUS card or to first Motherboard.
Special cable for two A-BUS cards:
CA-162: $34

Touch Tone® Decoder
PH-145: s19
Each tone is converted into a number which is stored on the board. Simply
read the number with INP or POKE. Use for remote control projects, etc.

A-BUS Motherboard
MB-120: S99
Each Motherboard holds five A-BUS cards. A sixth connector allows a
second Motherboard to be added to the first (with connecting cable CA·
161: $12). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way tcr a single A·
BUS adapter. Sturdy aluminum frame and card guides included.

A-BUS Prototyping Card PR-152: s15
31fz by 4'h in. with power and ground bus. Fits up to 10 l.C.s
A0-142

AddS3.00per orderforahlppln~~~~ ALPH~

v 1... MC. checka, M .O. welcome.
NY rHldenta edd ..iea ....
C.0 . D. edd $3 .00 ell1ra .
cenade: ahlppl ng lass
0v.r.... •dd 10""
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. . .

AR-133...$69
AR-133.. $69
AR-134 ... $49
AR-136...$69
AR-135 ... $69
AR-132...$49
AR-137...$62
AR-131...$39
AR -138 .$49

.

a

[J1U @
Q 'fl nfr::>
0

.

i/P,VQl
\..':::!_)

L:;U'0;:7

a d1v1s1on of Sigma Industries. Inc .

242-B West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820

'~

c2:?.)

Technical info:

(203) 656-1806

~:~!~~n°~~y 800 221-0916
New York orders:
(718) 296-5916
All lines open weekdays 9 to 5 Eastern time
Inquiry II

Inquiry l42

PROGRAM NewWrite;
TYPE
MoxString = STRING[255);
PROCEDURE BIOSWriteStr(PosX, PosY : BYTE; s :
MoxString; f, b : BYTE);
(• V.rite 's' at 'PosX', 'PosY', using foreground
color 'f' and background color 'b'.
This routine does •not• handle
Turbo's windows . The cursor is left
where it was on entry. •)
CONST
MinX
1;
MoxX ~ 80;
MinY
1·
MoxY ~ 25 ;
VAR
RECORD
ox, bx, ex, dx, bp, si, di, ds, es, flogs
INTEGER;
END;
OldX,
OldY
BYTE;
i
: INTEGER ;
BEGIN
PosX : = PosX - 1;
r . ox : = $0f00 ;
INTR($10, r);
r.ox := $0300;
INTR($10,r);
OldX := LO(r.dx);
OldY := HI(r.d x );
FOR i := 1 TO ORD(s[0)) DO BEGIN
PosX := PosX + 1 ;
IF PosX > MoxX THEN BEGIN
PosY
PosY + 1;
PosX : = MinX;
END;
IF PosY > MoxY THEN BEGIN
PosY : = MoxY;
(* possibly scrol I - beware that IBM PC/XT BIOS
scro I I routines destroy BP! (Other
BIOS' may also.) •)
END ;
r.o x · • $0200 ;
r.dx :• (PosY-1) • 256 + (PosX-1);
INTR($10,r);
r.ox := $0900 + ORD(s[i]);
r.bx : = HI(r . bx) • 256 + 16 • b + f;
r . cx :=$0001 ;
INTR($10, r);
END ;
r . ox := $0200;
r . dx : = OldY • 256 + OldX;
INTR($10,r);
END; ( ~ Bio s WriteStr •)

IMPERIAL JET TURBO PC/XT SYSTEM
10 MHZ 0 WAIT PC/AT SYSTEM
* 110% FASTER THAN IBM AT*

12 MHZ MINI PC/AT SYSTEM

••
••
•••
••
••
•=
••=
=

$1340
$1440

* 135% FASTER THAN IBM PC/AT*
* 6/8/10 MHZ I & 0 WAIT SWITCHABLE *
* 12 MHZ I WAIT STATE *

IMPERIAL JET TURBO PC/XT
LCD CONVERTIBLE
12 MHZ PC/AT TURBO LCD CONVERTIBLE

$1090
$1690

IMPERIAL JET TURBO PC/XT MOTHERBOARD
lOMHZOWAITSTATEMOTHERBOARD
MULTI-DISPLAY CARD

$ 199 =
$ 149 •

$
=
=
139 •
•--------------------------------------··
:
IMPERIAL COMPUTER CORP.
:
* MONO/GRA & COLOR/GRA CARD*

••
•
:
:

•
•
:

935 S. San Gabriel Blvd.,San Gabriel, CA 91776 •

Tel: (818) 285·1256 ( 3 Lines)
Telex: 3719072

1MPER1AL

FAX : (818) 285·9488

:

~-······························-'

~erican

Semiconductor·

THEBAREXT
TURBO SYSTEM

s399

"Looks, tastes and acts ,
like the IBM, AND, it's
100% COMPATIBLE!"

FREE SOFTWARE WITH PURCHASE!
(INCWDES WI~ SPREADSHEET D-BASE MANA/ifR
AND COMMUNICATION. LIMITED 1/MEDFFfR!)

AT CLONES s999po

BEGIN
Cl rScr ;
BIOSWriteStr(70,25, 'Hello there - this is just o
test. ',YELLOW.BLACK);
WRITELN('Testing .. . ' );
END . (* NewWrite *)
pascal/turbo #2300 , from borryn, Sun Dec 14 12:13:33
1986. A comment to message 2299.

Portable Clone •. S 799.
XT Power Supplles
(150 W) .. . ,. .. ,
79.
XTIAT Keyboards
69.
External Hard Drive
Case with
BOW Power
Supply .. ,,,,,, 169.

100% IBM C OMPATIBLE
HARD DRIVES
SEAGA TE • MICROSCIENCE
· MINISCRI BE
(51/0 & J~'d
20MS H a ll H e19h 1ST 225
293
20MB Po11<1l:!le $hock Mouri!

32 5

Hll• OC a• CISA~a: l a~le

425

Mo\!le•Bo a rd~

lfaPandatllelo640KI

. HI GH-SPEED
HARD DRIVES
(AT·AT·XT·RLL Compatible)
20MBA TH1 -Sp eed
JOMBA TH t-SpeeCI

50·160MB

Looks good to me.

MISCELLA NEO US

JOMB $hoc~ M o~nl D11 ve

S299
499

$ 139

XT CllrnPi;1 ll t>le Tu 1bo

TEAC01 rec1

FloPPV

Dro~es

99,

A DD- ON CARDS

~

CHIPS
79

pascal/turbo #2301, from bbrown, Sun Dec 14 13 : 14:27
1986 . A comment to message 2299 .

"
S 79

Neat stu f f!

Than k you very much!•

. . 235.

"'

Inqui ry 358 for End -Users.
Inqu iry 359 fo r DEALERS ONLY.
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Announcing BYTE's
New Subscriber Benefits
Program
Y
ur BYTE subscription brings
you a complete diet of the latest in
microcomputer technology every
30 days. The kind of broad-based
objective coverage you read in
every issue. In addition, your
subscription carries a wealth of
other benefits. Check the check
list:

El'1TE
Number
Crunching

I

DISCOUNTS

,:#
, r

ill 13

issues instead of 12 if you
send payment with subscription
order.

llJ' One-year subscription at

J:tl Subscription Service:

In
addition to BYTE's 12 monthly
issues, subscribers also receive
our annual IBM PC issue free
of charge, as well as any other
annual issues BYTE may
produce.

$22

for ten or more at $17.50 each.
(Call or write for details.)

SERVICES

ill BIX: BYTE's Information
Exchange puts you on-line 24
hours a day with your peers
via computer conferencing and
electronic mail. All you need to
sign up is a microcomputer, a
modem, and telecomm soft
ware. For further information
and cost, call 1-800-227-BYTE.

Reader Service: For information
on products advertised in
BYTE, circle the numbers on
the Reader Service card
enclosed in each issue that
correspond to the numbers for
the advertisers you select. Drop
it in the mail and we'll get
your inquiries to the advertisers.

~ TIPS: BYTE's Telephone
Inquiry System is available to

BONUSES

ill Annual Separate Issues:

( $20 off cover price).

llJ" Two-year subscription at $40
ill Three-year subscription at $58
l£i One-year GROUP subscription

If you
have a problem with, or a
question about, your subscrip
tion, you may phone us during
regular business hours (Eastern
time) at our toll-free number:
1-800-423-8912 (in N.J.,
201-981-1963). You can also use
Subscription Service to obtain
back issues and editorial indexes.

subscribers who need fast
response. After obtaining your
Subscriber l.D. Card, dial TIPS
and enter your inquiries. You'll
save as much as ten days over
the response to Reader Service
cards.

Program Listings: Listings of
programs that accompany
BYTE articles are now avail
able on BIX, on disks or in
quarterly printed supplements
(see reply cards in this issue),
or call 1-800-258-5485.

!il Microform:

BYTE is available
in microform from University
Microfilm International in the
U.S. and Europe.

ltJ BYTE's BOMB:

BYTE's
Ongoing Monitor Box is your
direct line to the editor's desk.
Each month, you can rate the
articles via the Reader Service
card. Your feedback helps us
keep up to date on your
information needs.

BYTE Deck: Subscribers
receive five BYTE postcard
deck mailings each year-a
direct response system for you
to obtain information on
advertised products through
return mail.

TOLL-FR EE NUMBERS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE :
Subscriptions & Back Issues:
1-800-423-8912
(in N.J., 201-981-1963)
BIX: 1-800-227-BYTE
Program Li<Jtings Orders:
1-800-258-5485

And. . . welcome to
BYTE country!

13'111

THESMALLsYSTEMS JOURNAL

BYTE
LISTINGS
JDUR-WAY!
It's easy. Now there are
three ways to get source
code listings that go with
BYTE articles-on disk ,
in print or on line.

LISTINGS ON
DISK BYTE listings on
disk are right for you if
you want to compile or
run programs quickly.
Disks are now available
by annual subscription as
well as individual orders.
BYTE offers listings in 11
popular disk formats.

ON DISK

IN USA:

Please send me single disks in
the format checked for the
following 1987 issues:

0
0
D

0
0
0
D

January

0

August

February
March

September

May

D
D
D
D

December

June

0

IBM PC Issue

April

plement contains source
code listings described in
the issues of BYTE.

July

Month - - -- -- - -

·~··
FOR DIRECT
ORDERING CALL
TOLL FREE:
800-258-5485
Call: M-F, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Eastern Time
(603-924-9281 for New
Hampshire residents)
For credit card
orders only.

0

$8.95

IBM PC

$69.95

OUTSIDE USA:
Single
Annual
Month
Subscription
(one disk) (13 disks)

0

$10.95

!Save $46.40!

0

$89.95

ISave $52.40!

Apple II
Kaypro 2 CP/M
Tandy Mod 4
MS-DOS 8 Sector
Tl Professional

D

3Yz inch:

0
0
0
0

Annual
Subscription
(13 disks)

D

$9.95

Apple Macintosh

$79.95

D

$11.95

ISave $49.401

0

$99.95

!Save $55.40!

Atari ST
Amiga
HP 150

D

8 inch:

0

0

$9.95

CP/M

$79.95

0

$11.95

!Save $49.40!

D

$99.95

ISave $55.401

Year - - - - - - - - - 

IN PRINT

1987 Supplement Issues

1986 Supplement Issues

FOLD

IN USA:

IN USA:

HERE

1987 Annual
Supplement
Subscription Rates

D

January through March 1987 for
only $6.95.

0

January through June 1986 for
only $8.95.

0

April through June 1987 for on
ly $6.95.

D

July through September 1986
for only $6.95.

D

July through September 1987
for only $6.95.

0

only $18.00
!Save $4.851

October through December
1986 for only $6.95.

D

October through December
1987 for only $6.95.

D

1986 Annual Subscription for
only $18 00 I Save $4.851.

OUTSIDE USA:

OUTSIDE USA:

only $21.00
!Save $4.851

OUTSIDE USA:

D

January through March 1987 for
only $7.95.

D

January through June for only
$9.95.

0

April through June 1987 for on 
ly $7.95.

D

June through September for
only $7.95.

D

June through September 1987
for only $7.95.

0

October through December for
only $7.95.

0

October through December
1987 for only $7.95.

D

1986 Annual Subscription for
only $21.00 !Save $4.851.

LISTINGS FROM
BIX (BYTE Information
Exchange) By joining
BIX, you can download
BYTE source-code
listings at standard BIX
rates. See BIX informa 
tional ad listed in Reader
Service index in this
issue.

0
0
0
0
0
D

November

Disks of listings for December
1985 and all 1986 iBBues are
available at the prices stated at
the right. Please mark the
appropriate format and note
the iBBue date below.

0

514 inch:

October

IN USA:

LISTINGS IN
PRINT This print sup

Single
Month
(one disk)

COMBINED DISK
AND PRINT
SUBSCRIPTION
Bundled together ,
giving yo u the
convenience of disk
based source-code plus
the ease of reference of
print.

IN USA:
Annual Subscription
(13 disks & 4 Issues)

D $84.95
I Save $54.251

514 Inch:
0 IBM PC
0 Apple II
0 Kaypro 2 CP/M
D Tandy Mod 4
0 MS-DOS 8 Sector
0 Tl Professional

3Yz inch:
0 Apple Macintosh
0 Atari ST
D Amiga
0 HP 150
8 inch:
0 CP/M

OUTSIDE USA:
Annual Subscription
(13 disks & 4 IBBues)

D

$104.95
ISave $60.251

FOLC

HERE

0 $94.95
I Save $57.25)

0 $114.95
!Save $63.251

D $94.95
!Save $57.251

D $114.95
!Save $63.251

I

MARCH1987
Name _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Addre~ ----------------------

D
D
0

Cny _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

0

Zip _ __ _ _ __

County or Parish _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Country _ _ _ __ _ __
Credit Card# _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp. Date _ _ Signature
Please allow 4- 8 weeks for delivery.

Date _ _ _ __

Check enclosed
MasterCard
VISA
U.S. Funds enclosed llf ordering
from outside the U.S. please remit in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank.
Thank you.I

FOLD
HERE

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 10 PETERBOROUGH, NH
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

~ '1JE Listings
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458-9990

111 ••••• 11 •• 1•• 1.1.1.1 •• 1.1.1 •• 1.1 •• 1.1 .. 11 ••••• 11.1
FOLD
HERE

Remember how computers remembered?
Mercury delay lines? Punched cards with
fill columns and round holes? Hand-wired
magnetic cores? In case your memory needs
refreshing, The Computer Museum would like
to share its memories with you.
The Computer Museum Memory Poster

We have created a limited edition, 20"x32"
poster of the picture shown below. Printed in

full-color, it includes an identification key to
help you recall the memories you've forgotten.
To get your poster, along with an information
kit on museum membership, exhibits and
activities, send a tax-deductible contribution
of $25 or more to:
Memory Poster, The Computer Museum,
300 Congress Street, Museum Wharf,
Boston , MA 02210.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.

COMPUTER MEMORIES FOR SALE

YES! Please refresh my computer memories. Atax·
deductible donation of $25 or more made payable to
The Computer Museum is enclosed.
Ad dr~•--------------

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State __ Zip _ _._
The
Located on Museum Wharf
Computer 300 Congress St reet, Boston, MA 02210
Museum (Gil) 42 6-2800
A
Special thanks to this publication. Seit ex America Corp. (color

separa tions), Grafik Communicatio ns, Ltd. (design), David Sharpe
St udio (photography) and VM Software. In c. (poster).

Six great reasons to ;oin EIX today
• Over

140 microcomputer-related conferences:
Join only those subjects that interest you and change
selections at any time. lake part when it's convenient
for you Share information. opinions and ideas in
focused discussions with other BIX users who share
your interests. Easy commands and conference digests
help you quickly locate important information

• Montftly conference specials:
BIX specials connect you with invited experts in lead
ing-edge topics-CD-ROM. MIDI. OS-9 and more.
They're all part of your BIX membership.

• Microhytes daily:
Get up-to-the-minute industry news and new product
information by joining Microbytes.

• Public domain software:
Yours for the downloading. including programs from
BYTE articles and a growing library of PD listings.

• Electronic mail:
Exchange private messages with BYTE editors and
authors and other BIX users.

Well
Send
You a
BIX User's Manual and Subscriber Agreement
as Soon as Weve Processed Your Registration.
JOIN THE EXCITING WORLD
OF BIX TODAY !

• Vendor support:
A growing number of microcomputer manufacturers
use BIX to answer your questions about their products
and how to use them for peak performance.

What BIX Costs •• How You Pay
ONE~flME

REGISTRATION FEE: $2 5

Hourly
Charges:
(Your Time
of Access)

BIX
Tymnet*

Off-Peak
6PM-7AM
Weekdays Plus
Weekends
& Holidays
$9
$2

Peak
7AM-6PM
Weekdays

$12
$6

JOIN BIX RIGHT Now:

Set your computer's telecommunications program for
full duplex. 8-bit characters. no parity. I stop bit OR
7-bit characters. even parity. I stop using 300 or 1200
baud.
Call your locallymnet* number and respond as follows:
Tymnet Prompt

You Enter

Garble or "terminal identifier"
login:
BIX Logo-Name:

a
bix <CR>
new <CR>

After you register on-line. you're immediately taken to
the BIX learn conference and can start using the system
right away.
FOREIGN ACCESS:

TOTAL

$11/hr.

$18/hr.* •

• Continental U.S. BIX is accessible via Tymnet from throughout the U.S. at charges
much less than regular long distance. Call the BIX helpline number listed below
for the Tymnet number near you or Tymnet at 1-800-336-0149
• • User is billed for time on system (ie.. Vi Hr. Off-Peak wfl!Jmnet = $5 50 charge.)

To access BIX from foreign countries. you must have
an account with your local Postal Telephone & lelegraph
(PTT) company. From your PTT enter 310600157878.
Then enter bix <CR> and new <CR> at the
prompts. Call or write us for PTT contact information.

BIX and Tymnet charges billed by Visa or Mastercard only.

lllX

BIX HELPLINE
(8:30 AM-11:30 PM Eastern Weekdays)
US (except NH)-1-800-227-BYTE
Elsewhere
(603) 924-7681

ONE PHOENIX MILL LANE
PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458

(603) 924-9281

I

- - --

-THE BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters maximum), plus company name, address and
telephone number. Do not send logos or camera-ready artwork.

RATES: 1x- $475 3x - $450 6x - $425 12x - $375
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISNMC Accepted.

DEADLINE: Ad copy is due 2 months prior to issue date. For example: October
issuecloses on August 1. Send your copy and payment to THE BUYER'S MART,
BYTE magazine, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more informa
tion call Karen Burgess at BYTE 603-924-3754.

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

COMPUTER PROTECTION
• UPS• LINE CONDI TIONERS • ISOLATORS
• MODEM PROTECTORS
• AC POWER INTERRUPTERS
- HUNDREDS OF HINTS & PRODUCTS 
FREE CATALOG

1-800-225-4 876

BAR CODE

Self-Inking Printer Ribbon

DATA INPUT DEVICES

For users of Okidata and other open spool ribbon
printers . Conlrolled Printout Devices are a new kind of
printing ribbon that re·ink themselves, and will last 15
times longer than the ribbon you are now using . For
further information please call or write.

Bar Code & Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcom·
puters & term ina ls, including IBM, DEC. AT&T. CT ,
Wyse. Wang. All readers connect on the keyboard
cable & are transparent to all software_ Low cost bar
code print programs & magnet ic encoders are also
available .

ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC.

CONTROLLED PRINTOUT DEVICES, INC.

TPS Electronics

171 So. Main St, f'OB 389, Natick, Mass 01760

POB 869 , Baldwin Rd .. Arden, NC 28704

4047 Transporl . Palo Alt o. CA 94303

1-800-225-4876

(704) 684-9044

Inquiry 681 .

Inquiry 670.

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
Inquiry 761

FREE CATALOG

IBM PC ACCESSORIES!

PRINT LABELS READABLE AT 50 FT.

Thousands of parts and new surplus electronic parts
af super lolli prices. Fl:\ST ORDER PROCESSING
AND SHIF'P.ING (95% ol all orders shipped within
48 hours)
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG.

Our NEW Catalog includes every Accessory ANY IBM
PC USER might want ! PC Stands/Pedestals, Travel
Cases/Oust Covers, Switches/Cables, Buffers/Con
verters, Surge Protectors, Floppys/Ribbons, PC
Toolkits and MORE! Low Direct Pr ices, Same Day Ship
ping and Satisfaction Guaranteed! Simply call/write for

Print Labels with Large Text and/or bar codes on PC
with Epson/OkidatallBM printers. Text to 1"x l " reads
at 50 ft _ Bar codes 39. I 2of5. UPC/EAN, MSI. DOD·

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

a FREE COPY of our LA TEST CATALOG today.
Tipz Direct , Inc. Simply Call 1-800-FOR- TIPZ
P 0 . Box 690, San Francisco. CA 94101 ·0690
1-B00-367-8479 or 415-567-4067

POB 20406. Los Angeles. CA 90006-0406

1-800-826-5432
Inquiry 650.

Inquiry 759.

LOGMARS, AIAG. Menu driven S49 -299. OR print lrom
any program (i.e., dBase, Lotus. Wordstar) $179; $239
large text Subrtns too for BASIC. Turbo, C.

Worthington Data Solutions
130 Crespi Gour\. San\a Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458-9938
Inquiry 767.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
-

•RIBBONS•
OVER 300 AVAILABLE 

APPLE IMAGEWRITER
DIABLO HT 2 mis
EPSON MX·RX 70/80
OKI DATA 80·82·92

BLACK
$2.25
2.40
2.25
.85

THE GUIDE TO HIGH- TECH
CONSUL TING AND CONTRACTING

CARTRIDGES & MORE!
Nylon or multistrike cartridges in limited quan
tities for COLECO ADAM. $19 .50/dz . & $2.50
ship. in CA 6% sales tax. Free62 page catalog
with 1 ,OOO's of cartridges & other accessories
for all computers.

COLORS
$275
n/a
2.75
1.25

Nationwide 1-800-331-6841

New step·by·step. how-to inlormation book: Getting
starled , career building. hardware & software /Ob sources:
part/fulltime, career change. moonltght. Contracts : taxes:
clien!IJOb shop/recruiter negot1a t1ong tech ni ques
Bus1nesS1fi nance . eng ineering, scientific. Author strategies
raises wagesr $ 16.95 + $3 p ostage

Allied Business Machines, Dept. B

In Ohio 1-513-865-0947
MCIVISAIAMEX
. DEALER SUPPLIES

Madd en Associates
Dept. B. 2039·F C.vic Center Drive
North Las Vegas. NV 89030

9281 Earl, La Mesa, CA 92042
Inquiry 706.

Inquiry 651.

Inquiry 676.

BAR CODE
BAR CODE READERS

. . .SOFTWARE PUBLISHING .. .

Read Bar codes into any program with program
transparent, keyboard interface Bar Code Reader
for IBM P.C , AT a nd compatibles-5385.
Minis/CRTs /micros RS-232 Reader-$399. All metal

GOS o!lers a wide v~nely of services thal will help get your
sollware to the market Address your needs wilh GOS.
• IBM style cloth/v1nyl 3·ring b1nderstst1ps
• Labels. sleeves, disk pages. bulk diskettes

• Disk duplrcat1on with 100% veril1cat1on
• Shrink wrapping and producl assembly
• Quick turn·around.
A well packaged product can make the drtference in making
a sale. Call us now! VISA/MC

construction, auto-discrimination of 9 bar codes.

Roriab le Readers for physical invenlories-$650.

Worthington Data Solutions
130 Crespi Court, Santa Cruz. CA 95060

GLENCO DEVELOPMENT SVSTEM S(3 12) 392-24 92

(408) 458-9938

3920 Ridge Ave. , Arhnglon His . IL 60004
Inquiry 692.

Inquiry 767.

COMMUNICATION
ASYNC MANAGER & TUTORIAL

*

Interrupt driven transm it & receive
Buffered 110 to 64K
XON/XOFF Modem controls t'.:- XMODEM .:: Use lour
comm ports simultaneously Wrinen in assembler HLL
calls for C and Pascal • Complete with object libraries, sam
ple programs, and a comprehensive manua l. Currently sup
ports Lattice C, MS·C. and MS Pascal . Please specify
language and compiler when ordering.
$59 + $4 S&H. (CA 6%) Cash/CK/MO only

*

*

*

*

CIRRUS SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 51924, Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 949-4254
Inquiry 666 .

COMPUTER DIGITIZERS

•
•
•
•

LOWEST PRICES ON DISKETTES

BAR CODE MADE EASY

VIDEO IMAGE PROCESSING

5V• " DSDD39it, High Densily $1 .25.
31h " SSHD $1 .35, DSHO S1.45.
Lifetime warranty
• rnctudes tyvek sleeves
100% error lree
• Rein!orced hli::l nng
Finest quabty
• Labels & wnte protect tabs
Boxed Produds
• Same day shipping
Add 3.00 shipping per 100. Minimum 100 disketles.
Send check or call. CA residents add 61h% sales lax.

E·Z·AEAOER"" keyboard interfaces and mull1·user
AS-232 models make 11 easy to add bar code to virtually any
compuler/terminal WITHOUT SOFTWARE MODIFICATION
Immediate shipping. ~ ~ warranty Bar code ptinling
sollware available Call tor details on fast accurate. ~ data
enlry Substantial reseller discounts

• STORE VIDEO PICTURES ON DISK
• CAPTURE & PRINT REAL·WORLD IMAGES

Data Bureau Inc.

PERCON~

PERCON®
2190 W. 11th St. Eugene, OR 97402

213-479-0345

(503) 344-1189

1633 W.stwood Blvd., Ste. 120, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Inquiry 673.

Inquiry 722 .

• Custom Applications Include:
- Video Databases
- Desktop Publishing
- PC Ba sed Video Telephones
- Color/B&W T·Shirt Systems
• Digilizers (Computer Eye. Chorus, etc .)
• Video Toolkits !or DBASE Il l. LOTUS 123, etc .
See HAL SYSTEMS next page

Inquiry 694 .
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COMPUTER DIGITIZERS

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION

HARDWARE

HAL SYSTEMS

INTERCHANGE HEWLETT PACKARD
FILES ON IBM PC
IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PC 's and com·

SANYO 550/555 USERS
.. 5 95.00
TURBO B0ARD·7.2 MHZ .
5749.95
20 MEG EXTERNAL HARD OISK SYSTEM ..
SANYO VIOEO BOARO (ORIGtNAL) .
. .5174.95
.5 49.95
f\S. 232 Bl)
HARO DISK CONT WICABLES & SOFT fST-506) .. 5249.95
76BK MEM, CLK , & EXPANSION BO·
(FREE RAMDISK, SPOOLER. & SOFTVIOEO·RUNS
IBM PROGRAMS)
5199.95
TAMPA BAY DIGITAL

Image Processing Specialists
674 Route 202-206N
Bridgewater. NJ 08807

pahbles to read and write files wnt1en by Hewlett Packard

Series 70. BO. 200. 300, 1000. 9000 compu1ers Call for

1-800-227-0158
(in NJ 201-218-1818)
201-469-0049 (24 hr. BBS/Mod em)
'A picture 1s wor th a thousand words"

da1a sheets, config diagram. pricing Oswego Software
Inc. specializes in HP disk file copying, program
translators .

Oswego Software Inc .
507 North Adams Street. Oswego, Illinois 60543 USA
(312) 554-3567
TELEX 858757

1807 Gul f-to-Bay Blvd., Clearwater, FL 33575

813-443-7049
Inquiry 756.

Inquiry 717.

Inquiry 694.

COMPUTER INSURANCE

DOCUMENTATION

COMPUTER OWNERS INSURANCE
Call loll free for coverages and premiums
• COMPUTERS OVERSEAS
• CO PUTE AS YOU LE ASE
• COMPU TERS YOU LEASE TO OTHERS

COMPUTER ASSEMBLY MANUALS

EPROM/EEPROM PROG. $250

BIG BLUE SEED for IBM"" BUILDERS: Pans hsl. place·
menl diagrams. instructions for assembling 75 bare
cards. Now includes 640K. Turbo & AT MthBds. $17.95.
APPLE"' BUILDERS NEED APPLE SEED: lnslruchons
for assembling 85 Apple·compa1ible bare cards including

Programs 2716-27512. 25xx and 68764166 eproms
via RS·232. Also 87 4x micros and 28xxA & 52Bxx
EEPROMs. Automatic baud rate select. built in help
menus. no personality modules'
16 BI T 110 MODULE S75
Low cost oonlw l via RS·232. Expaci:ls to 512'

the popular 6502 II + and lie MthBds

SAFEWARE

$14.95

Both for S30 . Bare cards available Check/MONISA/MC

The Insurance Agency Inc.

1-800-848-3469

INTELLITRONICS
P.O. Box 3263, Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 669- 0614

NuScope Associates * . Dept B
P.O. Box 790 • Lewiston New York • 14092

IN OHIO (614) 262-0559

· A Division of Kosmic Micro Tech Inc
In qui ry 697.

Inquiry 715.

In quiry 738.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
ASSEMBLERS & TRANSLATORS
Over 20 h ig h qu ali1y. lu ll func tion. fast relocatable and
absolute macro assemblers are available immedialely.

Source language !ranslators help you change microcom
puters Call for info about MS/DOS. CPMBO. ISJS verso ns

RELMS'"
PO. Box 6719
San Jose. California 95150
(408) 265-5411
TWX 910-379-0014

DUPLICATION SERVICES
Speed,
Quality,
Value,
Security,
Support,

FULL SERVICE
DUPLICATION

USED APPLES & IBM ' s
Macintosh 512K - $1150.00
Apple II+ and lie - call
lmagewriter I - $275.00
Motherboards & accessories - call
We buy.sell , & horselrade - Apple, IBM, & CBM.

•

800-222-0490
(20 1) 462-7628 (In NJ)

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

SHREVE SYSTEMS

MegaSoft, Inc.

8 45 Lark Ave ., Shreveport, LA 71105
3 18 -865-6 7 43 4-9 p.m. C .S .T . V IS A / MC

P.O . Bex 710, Freehold, NJ 07728

Inquiry 734.

Inquiry 742.

DAT A/DISK CONVERSIONS
CONVERSION SERVICES

BLANKET SERVICES

Convert any 9 track magnetic tape to or lrom over
700 formats :ncluding 31/i: sva: 8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan·
ning Services.

D iskette duplica tio n • Packaging • Stock
ing/Drop shipping • 48 hour delivery •
SUPERLoK copy protection • No master
ing fee • No charge for standard labels •

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd .. Oept. #B
Buffalo Grove. IL 60089 (312) 459-6010
Inqu iry 725.

SAVE Direct Manufacturer XT/AT'Compellbl• Wholesaler
XT Clone Bare Bone (case 150WPS 640K)
XT Compteie S,.,;ttn f~·• 4 (2) FCJJ,!Su Drives
Hi res '.";.r·a.· Mono Graphic Card keyboard 2cp l sp fHC)
AT Clone Bare Bone {case. 200WPS. 512K. Phoen.x Bias. 80286

713

w. Main

$695

61 10Mhz)

AT Como'e:e Sys:em(atiove• 1 2t18 FIO Cu:~ i! H "!i

$1195

t.'¥."'';,o ll!i ~.:W Grapfl c Card Keyooarc:I 2c~ 1SD. RTC)
Dealer lryqulries Invited Co llJ p: e1e ~11-· ~6 '-t: Ulrn
DAR HAN COR P.
&.: ~ C· ti.C:: Accett.ed
908 E Main SL Alharnbra , CA 9 180 1
(818) 570-0396 or 284 - 2142
GJNe t Ad vanced Netware Avai lable

Star-Byte, Inc.
St., Lansdale, PA 19446

215-3 68-1200

$295
$695

800-2 43-1515

Inquiry 672.

Inquiry 749.

EDUCATION
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk
Over 600 formats ' 3 /2, 51/•. or 8 in ch disks ; 9
track mag tape; 10 MB Bernoull i cartridge. Data
base and word processor transla tion specialists
1

Computer Conversions, Inc.
9580 Black Mountain Rd ., Ste
San Diego. CA 92126

J

(619) 693 -1697
Inquiry 668.

M EGABYTES OF MEMOR Y

COMPUT ER FAC T BOOK
• LEARN about Computers the Easy way.
• Written in Clear, Easy to understand Enghsh.
• Facts, Short Cuts, a Wea lth of information, Hun ·
dreds of ways to Improve you r skills.
•When You Need reliable Information Fast turn
to the COMPU TER FACT BOOK

Lowest Prices Guaranteed in US. Dealer lnq. Invited
Fully Populated 2MB Memory Boards

J ALI:. TREE SYSTEMS - JRAM BOARDS
JRAM 2
$134
OPEN 7
JRAM 3 Aboveboard

183

JRAM AT

183

JRAM AT Aboveboard 239

for FREE Information write to:

JOISKEITE

135

DAYS A WEEK

M-F 9-8
S-S

9·6

VISA, MC, AE, CHOICE

~~~SJ~LIES

C~~~
703-847-4740
800-642-2395
Info rmatio n and Technolo g y Servi ces, Inc ,

COMPUTER & ARTS Publlcatlons
5580 La Jolla Blvd., Suite 472-G
La Jolla, CA 92037
Inquiry 667.

Inquiry 696.

FLOW CHART
DISK/DISK or TAP E/DISK
CONVERS IONS - AUTOMATICALLY
a now compu' ei-? Con'<'ert 'fOLir d iiilit In juSl 1·2 days.

SotfV

SAVE TIME - SAVE MONEY!
DISK/D ISK or TAPE/DISK Conversions start as low as $14.00
tor IBM. CP/M, MS·DOS, UNIXV, XENIX & most other
systems. (Apple, Macln1osh, Commodore conversions start
at S25.00). Call or write loday for a cos! saving quotalion lo
fi11 your disk-to-disk or cape-to-disk dala conversion needs.

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES
1210 W. Latimer Ave., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 8 66-6080
Inq uiry 671 .

356

FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU!

8 1 Great Oaks Blvd , San Jose. CA 9 5 119

XPNDR2 PROJECT CARDS
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER DISK SYSTEM
The 6809E signals are brought out to pins on a
40·pin wirewrap connector; on top the disk con
troller mounts vertica lly. 4.3X7.2" drilled for ICs;
5V and GND buses; all the right stuff. Includes App
Notes. Cardguide available. Free Brochure.

1-800/672-3470, ext. 897 (CA residents)
1-800/538-8157, ext. 897 (Outside CA)
408/629-5044 (Outside the U.S.A.)

ROBOT I C MICROSYSTEMS
BOX 30807, SEATTLE, WA 98103
(206) 782°6809

Precise llowchar1ing is fast and simple with Flow Charting
II+ . Draw, edit and print perfect charts: bold and normal lonts,
24 shapes- 95 sizes; fast entry of arrows. bypasses & con·
nectars; Fast lnsen Line: shrink screen displays 200 -column
chart; 40 column edit screen lot deta il work, much morel

PATTON

& PATTON

Inquiry ?19

In quiry 736.
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HARDWARE
P68000 µLAB" -

HARDWARE/ADD-ONS

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS

DOUBLE!

GM CAR COMPUTER READ-OUT
Diagnostic Data from 1980 112. & newer cars are
presented on C64 or IBM PC !or study. NEW: In/er·
face for "87 cars wilh high da1a rates for IBM PC/
analysis. Trouble shoot a study car performance.
Interfaces wit h Basic programs lrom $120 to $200
Write for product information

Notebook Computer"

~~:~~r~=-i~ ;~~~·rc,~~v1

machine

P68000 LAB"" includes: a 680001,p, 4K SAAM, Cassetle In

terlace, LED Display . BK EPR OM, Integral Keypad .
P68000µLAB"" operating system
Optional Accessories Include.: Analog-Digital ~o n v ~r ter ,
0191tal Signal Processors, 3 Wire Wrap Expansion K11s
EDUCATIONAL & STUDENT PRICE - $197 . SO
To Order, Ca ll OUASffRONICS at 1-800-245-4192
1n P A 1-4 12-745-2663

Also Avlt!llltile !of 8086

PSHIS 11 LAe·•

Inquiry 731.

Double your hard disk storage capacity with a
PERSTOA 200 Series Controller. Advanced ALL en
coding is use d to incr ease data transfer rate to 9 or
10 mbits/sec. The PERSTOR 200 Series Controller
works wilh most ST506/412 drives. Call for more info.

Systems and Software, Inc.
7825 East Redfield Road, Scottsdale, Arizona 852 o
(602) 948-7313
Inquiry 755.

Inquiry 684.

HARDWARE/ ADD-ONS

HARDWARE COPROCESSOR

HDWRE/POWER PROTECT 

Motherboard Clock $59

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR

POWERLINE GREMLINS??
POWER FAILURES??

PC COPROCESSOR/MEMORY CARO

SideClock does not use an expan.sion slot! The lnnoven
tions' Clock/Calendar, installs,,.. seconds: Just open the
computer cover and snap it into place. Never enter the

time and date again, SideC!ock does it for you.
Replacable ballery & software included. 30 day$$ back
gtd 2 year limited warranty. $59 + $3 s/h. S ite discounts.
Dealers welcome .

..

ARISTO

681 1 El Camino
713/480-6288

a21~0 .

Housion, TX

nosa

800/3ARISTO

Inqu ir y 656.

Turn Your PC into a Mini!

The PC 4000 plug-on caid lor PC and compatrttes
uses !he h'IJh speed N°"'' FOfth CPU that ex!lCIJtes
Forth 1n siliooo-no assembler Al A MIPS. 100+
times faster 1i1an the PC PC ~000 nnd PC run 1n
parallel and sttare up to 512K Or>-ca1<1 memory Fooh
soflware rnduded C also avmlablc

The MEIRICK STANDBY POWER SYSTEM
is 1he TOTAL SOLUTION to your
powarllne prolllems.
400 watt system - $495;
BOO wal l system - $795

MEIRICK Inc., POWER SYSTEMS DIV.

Software Composers
2 10 California Avenu e, Sui l e I, Palo A lla, CA 94306

(41Sl 322 -8763

Box 298, Frisco, CO 80443 3 03-668-3251

In quiry 746.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXECUTIVE ELECTRONICS, INC.
938 Main St. Dept. B., Yarmouthport MA 02675
(617) 362-3694

PC 1/0 BOARDS
.s34900
Four Port RS-232 w/soflware
RS-422/485 Serial
. •14900
RS-232/422 with 2 4 Parallel 1/0 .
. , •19900
RS-422 Synchronous .
. . •29900
.. •19900
EPROM/RAM
ND & Digital 1/0
. •29900
Call About Custom Designed Boards

Sealevel Systems Inc.
Box 1008, Easley. SC 29641

~O.

(803) 8 55-158 1
Inquiry 740

HARDWARE/GRAPHICS

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS PLOTTERS

IBM & MACINTOSH
$799 SIX LB. LAPTOP COMPUTER

Houston DMP·40!41&42. A·BIC·D·size
loline LP3700 A-E size. 1 pen

$966/$25TI
$3364

ms

Choose the new landy 102 or NEC 8201 porlabte computers
& combine it with our battery-operated 312- disk drrve. integ ated
ROM soriware (the Ultimate ROM 11). carrying bag. & either our
IBM t.APDOS" or Macintosh "MACDOS" disk sharing solf.Aare
Just plug our portable disk dlfectly into your IBM er Macintosh
sena! port for comple1e data compatibility with ycu favorite so~ ·
ware For FREE laptop catalog 1·800·343-8080

AROEN SYSTEMS, INC. (213) 479-6707 ext. 29

19310 North Creek Parkway, Bothell. WA 98011
(206) 483-8088

DI GI T I ZERS
~~cs MM1201 ,

Grco MD7· 1212 complete

pow. cable

$374
$516

Hl((K;t)I HDG-tme f901 n ¥.1'1 +tJS
GA.APHICS BOAA DrMON ITOR COMBOS
ClrctHO i.tbOEOA • NEC '"°$'/f>C
$1099
Art ist 1 & Mitsubishi 1 9 ~ monitor (C6922LPAG)
$3418
Large corp. & inshlutional PO's accep!ed OAC
12335 Sarna Monica BL #240, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Inquiry 655.

Travellng Software, Inc.

Inqu iry 762.

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS
640K Motherboard UPGRADE
640K memory without using an expansion slot! Allows
easy insertion of 256K dups on the system board 100%
compatible 30 day$$ back guarantee. Compaq Portable
& plus: $29; $94 with memory. IBM-XT, 32/U & Portable:

$39, $104 with memory. IBM-PC: $49; $114 wit h memory.
$4 s /hl Site discoun t. Dealers welcome.

M ORE THAN A M IDI I NT E R F AC E

Professional List Management

• Use MIDI software lcr scoring, sequencing, interactive

Arclist - mainframe mailing list management for the
PC/XT/AT. Capacity 20 million names. automatic zip
and state verification , print any label, custom charts
and reports. merge·purge with excellent near-dupe
recognit ion, match codes. postal presorting. Nth
sampling, much more. $595. Demo disk available.
Take control of your list Call !or free brochure.

music 1raining, etc. with your own mus/ca/ Instrument or
MIDI input • Drive MIDI synthesizers, effects. recorders, drum
machines ab;. lrom any acous1ic inst rument. Avail. for Com
modore 64, Apple II. Mac, Atari, Amiga. & more. $189.00 U.S.
(plus $10.00 S&H) • Money Back Guarantee Payment by
money order, VISA or Mastercard.

PITCHRIDER ™

A RISTO

16811 El Camino #213·0. Houslon. TX no58
713/480-6288
800/3ARISTO
Inquiry 657.

MAILING LIST

3318 Oak

by IVL

S~~~i~~~~~l~~e~~~~-da, VBX 1R2
(604) 383-4320

Inq uiry 699.

Arc Tangent, Inc.
923 Olive St., POB 2009, Santa Barbara. CA 93120
800-843-5928 (rn CA. 805-9 65· 7277}
lnqulty 6$4

MODEMS
APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
lie RAM/80 Column Boards, 64K $39. 256K $109.
512K $139. 1.0MEG $238. 256K-1.0MEG includes
XMe PLUSWORKS Slwr. 11+ 80 Col Bd $49. lie
Keypad w/16 Keys $39. 11+/e Cooling Fan w/surge
protect $29.95. Add $3 Shipping. Write for com
plet e list.

NEXO DISTRIBUljlON

LOAD CELL INPUT & CONTROL
L ocal/remote control of plant processes v ia m ul ti-drop
bu s from single serial p ort; co m pa tible wit h all com
put ers. Ba sic softw are inc luded.
• Load cell input • 8 chann el AC ou tput •
• 24 channels ACIDC input/output •
• Count up/down/metered p um p control •

SCALE-TRON INC.

914' East 8tla St. Ste 109. Nalional City. CA 92050

P.O. Box 424, La chine, Quebec, HBS 4C2 Canada

(61 9} 474-3328

(514) 634-7083

lnq,lt.J)' 713.

Inquiry 739.

MODEMS - AS LOW AS $119
300/1200 Baud , external. 2 year warranty - lree
compuserve time. Toll·lree customer service number.
Hayes Compatr ble AT Command set, Auto
Answer/Autodial RS232C Conneclor - 8 led status
lights. We will beat any advertised price. Compati·
ble with most computers and terminals.
We accept Visa/MC

JEMCO SYSTEMS
POB 511263. Salt Lake City. UT 84151·1263
800-433-4606 (In Utah} 298-1661
Inquiry 700.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
I HD64180/CP/M'" CO-PROCESSORS
Plug-in co-proce ssors for PC, PC/AT.
Blue Thunder ZBO co-processors
6-mhz
$249.95
~ 0-mhz
$399.95
12.5·mhz
$599.95
HD64180 co-processors
$295 and up
All CQ-?I~ .,.,th Cp/M em1Jla~0<. Sol'lware only
emulator 2!SIM 0nl,y S99.95..
Z -W O RLD
408- 98 0 -1678
2065 Martin Ave. #110. Saora Clara. CA 9505Q
See Ad Page 198.
Z80'"

Inquiry 340

Tape Backup for TANDY 6000 XENIX
Th e X-Drive provides 25 MB of data
storage on a 3M DC600A 1/4" tape car
tr idge. No card slot is used. Call or
write for complete informa ti on.

RADIO RANCH, INC.
11658 W. Judson Road. Polo IL 610 4
815/946-2371
Inquiry 733

Telex 910-240-0220

IBM, CP/M, MAC SOFTWARE
Over 2500 disk s covering IBM/ PCDOS/ MSDOS,
CP/M and Macintosh. All major public domain user
groups represented. Priced from $6 (US) disk (even
lower in quantity). Fast service, shipped around the
wor ld. Call or circle inquiry #664 for our FREE 32
page minicata log of highlights.

CANADA REMOTE SYSTEMS LIMITED
(1-800-387-1901)

(1-416-231-2383}

Inquiry 664 .
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PUBLIC DOMAIN
-

SOFTWARE ACCOUNTING

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

50 AMIGA DISKETTES - $8.50 each. 25 ATARI-ST
DISKETTES - $8.50 each. 490 IBM DISKETTES - $4.25
each. 60 SANYO 550/555 DISKETTES - $4.25 each.
SAMPLE DISKETTE & CATALOG: AMIGA or ATARI-ST $8
ppd . IBM or SANYO $5 ppd
AU prices include FREE SHIPPING! Visa/MC • No Extra
Charge! 48 hr. Turnaround! Phone Orders Welcome! Oualily
Media Used!

CUSTOM PAYROLL

IBM/APPLE/MAC SOFTWARE $10/DISK

All sysiems Mve mul11ple pay categones, calcuta
1on or
ta>es. user defined daducMns. 40 I(k)
handling, many reporis, payetiocl<S. 1•1-2 forms. and
~e Prices
much more CusAom leatures are av
stao al $695 for sys1&m, manual, and PC Basic
sol.free code

2,500 Top Titles in Word Processing, Spreadsheet.
Graphics. Database, Integrated, etc. lnslanl Access!
604·732·7508 In Canada

Call
Toll Free

Delivery anywhere in North America. Don't Miss Our

Limited Time Special: Order 10 Disks, Get 5 FREE! Call
now for FREE giant catalog. M/C, VISA, AE. COD

Box 8036, Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

P.O. Box 354 - Dept. B , Mason, Michigan 48854
1-800-874-9375 (M·F 10-5 Esn1-ST7·628-2943

800·663·8844

24 hr.
Hot Une

to place your order. Super fast 2-day Air Courier

Datasmith, Inc.

Computer Solutions

Inquiry 669,

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

(913) 381-9118

SOFTSAVE
Inquiry 745.

Inquir y 674.

THE BEST OF THE BEST!

1986 INCOME TAX PROGRAM

Service Plus-Delivery Rating

Public Domain & User Supported Software for IBM PC

PCTAX-MASTER, the complete 1986 Federal Income Tax prepara·
ijon progam tor IBM-PC, XT. AT. PC Jr and compatibles for only
$95. FOfm 1040 with 22 schedules and forms. Menu driven, lasl,
integrated, easy to use. Prints forms. Free lelephone s~rt. YEmy
updates, <Vlei 15 day IT(l00y back guaranlee. Free pop-up scien·
tilic calculalor wilh order.

Complete set of programs for delivery services. Rates
bill using your rates, zones, wt. breaks, etc. from sim
ple rating to multiple zones, types. Reports include in·
voicing, driver pay, sales by customer tonnage reports,
aged receivables, statements, custom labels and more.

VISA, M.C., C.O.D. call: 1·800-628·2828 EXI 820

SRI CORP.

or compatible . Word Processing, Database, Spread

sheets, Utilities, Games, Accounting, etc! 60 disk
package $205.00, or rent 2 wks. $75.00. Info & Super
Sampler Disk $6.50, Deluxe Word Processor $6.50,

bolh $12.00. MCNISA

BLUE CIRCLE GROUP, INC.

D<>mo• $t9.95

Questions and info call: 1-718-417-0165

5253 Chicago Ave. S, Minneapolis, MN 55417

F.,11 Systom 5495.00

P.O. Box 70012, Houston, TX 77270
(713) 864-5285

DA TAX

(612) 823-4111

1923 Linden Street, Ridgewood, NY 11385

Inquiry 659.

Inq uiry 753.

PUBLICATIONS
TAX PAK

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Subscribe to the new qua11erly pub licalion on Al and per
sonal computing. Annual subscription $19.95
• Feature arl icles and reviews
• Al programming lips
' Interviews
• Lalesl hardware and software
Don't miss out. Call or wrile lor more information or send
$19.95 !or your subscription to PC Al.

PC A I

Tot>i c:N!Clung ai yn.Jt ~psi O,....Ji. g ~ tO LSe.Ve<s.
3.8 include AUl1l Fwng, 1000 En1oesK;heckfuik, foo prOO!C·
bon, Ched< Eci:119 Son1ng by Oat<1 & Check !lJo tw..~
Reixirt Screen Pn Scquenoal & b\' Ca'.i!!JO!Y POP.U?P10
mfl(!!IS &full Sc1een ~P Mt!t'kls May be used as a Sodget
Mallage< $39.95 chl;IMCMSll

pi e client s. alphanumeric inpul.

DEB/SOFT APPLICATIONS

CANDELARIA WORKS

(6021 439-3253

Inquiry 785.

PC-CHECKBOOK

Schedules A BC D E F G R SE W Forms 1040,
1040A, 2106. 2119, 244 1, 2468,3903, 4562. 4684 .
5261. Not copy protecled · For IBM-PC. 8 ..CPM
(280) 8..CPM 86 Kaypro IV Morrow MD3 . Personal
$37. Professional $185 Yearly updale $27 & $125.
Professional includes: IRS Approved forms. mulli·

3310 West Bell Rd., Ste 119, Phx., AZ. 85023

•

•

:;955 Club Dr.. Allanla, GA 3031 9

P.0 . Box 35398, Houston, TX n235

(404) 266-2420

(713) 729-2362

l
l

I

Inquiry f!ill.

Inquiry 665.

SALES/MARKETING TOOLS
Telemarketing Software $95
TeleMAGIC islhe #1 package for people who do business by
phone. Super rast auto dialer. instant retrieval by several keys.
Huge no!epa:i. MakM ... Cl~ "' lists, r~ lait>ets, let!l!l!5.
Utterly simple lo ~...e lnc.re<iely pct't\~ No. copy pror.ec-bor\
Interface with YOUR word processor. One billion records. DOS

~u"a~~:e. ~=~~~~~~~~~:~~:b1e~~~!~r~o~~n. ~~!

~c~ci'T &T. GE. Bell. Sears. hundreds or olhers. VlSA. MIC.

Remote Control
1320 Ocean Ave ., Suile E, Del Mar, CA 92014
800-992-9952
In Cal. 800-992-5228

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•
•
•
•

General Ledger
Accounts Recvbl.
Order Entry
Sales Analysis

•
•
•
•

PC-Wrile"' Shareware Ver. 2.7
Fast, powerful word processor/text editor for IBM
PC. Spetllng checker, screen clip, mailmerge, split
screen, ASCII files, macros. Supports proportional
printing, laser Jet, 300+ printers. $16 for all soft
ware, tutorial/guide on diske11e. OK to copy.
Registe r for manual/support, $89. Full 90-day

Purch Ord/lnvntory
Accounts Payable
Job Costing
Job Estimating

$99 EA. + s&h wldBASE 2. 3 or 3 + SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS6809-B Convoy Court

San Diego. CA 92111

Cr. Crd/ChklCOD

guarantee.

Quicksoft

(619) 278-8222

(206) 282-0452

Visa/MC

219 First N. #224J, Seattle, WA 98109
Inquiry 732.

Inquiry 735.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
INCOME TAX SOFTWARE
LOTUS 123. APPLEWORKS, EXCEL spreadsheet
lemplates to ealculale your 1986 Federa Income Tax plus
a look al 1987 & 1988 lax changes. Lots of Forms and
Schedules. IRS accepted printout. $50.00. Quick
Delivery VISAIMC. Orders: (800) 826· 7146 UG/Oealer
discounts.

ISLAND COMPUTER SERVICES
3501 E. Yacht Dr., Long Beach. NC . 28461

(919) 278-9483

2441,

3468, 3903F, 4136. 4562. 4686, 5695. 6251
• Prints on IRS lorms or acceptable format
• BASIC source, IBM PC , XT. AT or Compatibles
• Demo disks $10.00 + 2.50 Shipping
Prices slarling al $39 .95

COMPUTER KEYES

Unique Computer Systems

21929 Makah Rd., Woodway, WA 98020

140 E. Commonwealth Ave. #208. Fullerlon. CA 92632
In CA 1-800-331-5088
(714) 525-7118

---

(206) 776-6443

SOFTWARE BASICS

TIME & BILLING

COMPILED BASIC TOOLS

400 clients/20 paitn ers/80 job & 40 out of pocket
categories/20 areas of practice/fixed fee or hourly/
more! Prints billing/slatemen\slaged rec's/more! Free
phone support. $149 (VISAIMC/AMEX). MS-DOS/
CPM·BO. Olher original soltware.
FREE catalogue.

We now carry a complete line of libraries and
tools for Compil ed BASIC in addition to our
FINALLY! se11es. Get our catalog of top b ra nd
products fo r Compiled BASIC, by calling 1-800
423-3400 (9:00 AM to 8:00 PM EST)

MICRO-ART PROGRAMMERS
614 Alameda Padre Serra, Santa Barbara, CA 93103

(805) 962-0922 (24 hours)
Inquiry 708.
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Heads·down data ent1y with two-pass verification for
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded with features
like: Auto dup & skip. verify bypass. range checks ,
& table lookups. Fully menu driven only $395 .
Call for free 30 day trial period.

Inquiry 786.

Inquiry 698.

....

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

ALL FORMS TAX SOFTWARE
• Individual Federal Incom e Tax Software
• Schedules A-E, G, R, SE, W
'F orms 1040, 111 6, 2106, 2119, 2210,

dFELLER Inventory
Business inventory programs wrillen in modifiable dBASE
source code.

dFELLER Inventory $150.00
Requires dBASE 11 or 111. PC.QOS/CPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms)

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

Feller Associates

851 Parkview Blvd., Pillsburgh, PA 15215
PA & AK call ( 412) 782-0384

550 CR PPA, Route3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849

(906) 486-6024
Inquiry 686.

Inquiry 703.
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SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION

SOFTWARE/GENERAL

Service Plus Inventory II

BENZENE RING SUBSTITUTION

SongWright Ill

lnvenlory localion & conlrol tor warehouse & dislribulion
centers. Fast. comprehensive & guaranteed 10 increase pro
ductivily. Handle s 1000s ol product codes (SKUs) each
having as many locations as needed. Many reports including
full activi!y by product codes, picksheels by FIFO, lot #, serial
#, or expir. dates. Demos available $19 .95 Full syslem
$695.00 Add'I modules availabht. Requires Harddisk IBM
XT, AT or compalible mutliuser or singl e user available .

This unique benzene l unctional group substitution
program is an ideal learning/teaching aid lor high
school or college chemistry students/teachers.
Menu selection provides lor 1OOO's of substituted
benzene molecules. Display al molecule and
nomenclature. IBM or compatible. $35 + $2 s&h .

Music Processor f or IBM Compatibles

- I

-

-

THE EXECUTIVE'" VERSION 2.4
Organize you rself! The Executive integrates a
customi zable rolodex with activities by name, auto
dialing, calculator, calendar with alarm & word process·
ing with inside ca lcu lations. Mail merge your rolodex
entr ies. 140 p. user manual . 30 day guarantee . $79

EXECUTIVE MASTERY SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 578-C, Concord, CA. 94520
orde r s
(800) 682-2 860
(415) 680-0202
Inquiry

766.

P.O. Box 613, Gurnee IL 60031

Route 1, Box 83, Lovettsville, VA 22080

(312) 473-1804

(703) 822-9068

Inquiry 720.

loqlJily 748.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
ENGINEER'S AIDE

...

Integrated Process Engineering Software
•Pipeline/Ductwork Sizing
• Orif~e/Control Valve Sizing
• Project Financial Analysis
• Pump/Fan(Compr. Sizing
•Heat ~ Sizing
• Conversions/Specilicalions
Pull-down menus, pop-up help, money back
guarantee. All for $395 (IBM & Macintosh).

Engineering Programming Concepts

-

SMALL BUSINESS & HOME
Loans/Sav'g/Calculator/Cost Schedule/Help Access
List & Search. Files: Create, Read, Add Data·Charge
Accts. Budget, Inventory. Tally, Auto Phone. Payroll.
Invoice Sales/Ser./Paymts/Rtns. Check/Bank Stmts.
Text-File. Sorts. lnstrs. List Code-Basic. IBM & Com.
patible. 256K
COD/M.0 ./Csh -Chk.
$39 .95 + $5 S/H

800-247. 7893
305-456-0 4 17
46 0 T amarin d Dr ., Halla nda le, Fla. 33009

CALC·DATA, INC.

P.0. Box 925, Camarillo, CA 93011 ,
805-484-5381

-

Inquir y 683.

NEW INTEGRA TEO ENVIRONMENT
Al FOR THE IBM PC

LP88-LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Affordable Engineering Software

A power1ul menu·driven system for sol~n g linear programs wl
up to 510 constraints & 2510 vanaties. Features rnduda 111
teractive & balch operation. spreadsheet·style input& editing,
slorageof pro ti ems & bases, Smplex Algorithmreslart. reporl
gererator. sen$ti~ty analysis. Aeq. IBM PC, t92K. $99 w/PIJ87
support. user's gurde. VISA/MC.

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal
Analysis • Plotter Drivers • Graphics • Signal
Processing • Filler Design • Report Proof
reader • Transfer Function Analysis.

TOPS! IS A FULL VERSION OF OPS5 WHICH RUNS
UNDER MS ·DOS, UNIX OR CP/M. AF AST. EFFICIENT
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TOOL.
PROTOTYPING: $125
PRODUCTION : $250
PROFESSIONAL: $375 SHIPPING, ADD $5

BV Engineering

DYNAMIC MASTER SYSTEMS
POB 566456, Alla nta , GA 30356

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC.
P.O. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309

(703) 549-5469
Inquiry

680

2200 Business Way Suit e20 7, ivers1de, CA 92501
(714) 781-0252
VISA/MC

(404) 565-0771

Inquiry 662

CASH

Inquiry

A complete set of programs to help small business people
track sales and receivables efficiently. Reports include: Aged
Receivables, Statements, Cash Due today or future date,
Sales by category, customer, YTD, custom labels, and much
more. Add on modules available.
Demos $10.95
Full System $89.95

Buy only the modules you need. MS·DOS, PC·DOS &
CP/M-80. Free catalog .

SRI CORP.

Earth Data Corporation

P.O. Box 7001 2, Houston, T X 77270
(713) 864-5285

(804) 231-0300

Inqui ry 751.

Absolutely smashing User Supported Software
$4.95 per disk. PC-Outline, AutoMenu , PC -Key
Draw, PC-DeskTeam, PC-Write 2.7, Poster
Banner, DOSamatic, utilities galore, games, much
more! Money-back guarantee. IBM PC, PC Jr, or
compatible s. FREE CATALOG.

Describe the work, MlcroGANTT® project management
system calculates the schedule and budget. Optimize the
schedule and resource loading interactively. Customize
the reports, including Gantt Chart and Net_,work Diagram.

SHAREWARE EXPRESS

P.O. Box 13168, Richmond, VA 23225

Inquir y

Telex #282923

678.

GREAT SOFTWARE, CHEAP!

CONTROL YOUR PROJECT!

PLUS

'1

679

31877Del Obispo, Sui le 102M , S anJuan Capis1rano, CA 92675
In q ui ry

787.

SOFTWARE/CHURCH
Church Package
Parishioner Time, Talent and Treasure System pro·
gram is written in modifiable dBASE source code.
• Contributions • Disbursements • Ledger

• Names With mailing labels
• Personal information database.

Reqwes dBASE II or Ill PC-OOSICPM·80 SZOO.

NAMES A ANOMS-OOS sollware a l FINAL LlOUIDATION prices
Mic1osofl Basic Compilers. & lnterprelers, Mulli plan . dBASE JI,
CCP/M·86, Wordstar. Spellstar. & Mailme1ge.Supercatc 2, Lallice
"C", AM Cobol, Realwolid General Ledger. Sales Anatysis. Payroll.
much more! AU software is new. In original factory sealed packages.
We also have a limited number of manuals for your favorite pro
grams. Plus both new and surplus hardware. Don't miss this one.
Send for FREE CATAL OG today!!

w/AC, DC. Trat1Siant., Cl.iriltf, Wom. Caw and ~t..C.N> analysiS .
E.c;...2 will h •no~ aicUJI• of ll?Pf0.1 500 nodes nnd 2500 com
pot'let'l\I. In •ddi'I~ to va l ue 11.ndi 1c:l!lilane•.
~I'll

i;..,*

petlllnftM ~ e ~!Gin , T.mptrtilurt Coerfaen&, Delay,
PhtM Anglo lr<I contin uous 'QI piecewue IQ\oUnt\Witi191 lnc:;k.ldn
_,......png.,.~ oemo - S1S.ECA .. 1675.
0n. yut i.Willt Ul'fttlll $ 120.

TATUM LABS

Feller Associates

Inquiry 6\ 5.

SURPLUS SOFTWARE. CHEAP!!!

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
lCA.·1 18 a PC btHd hlgt'I PtffORftlnc:e an1fog dtci,,11 Pnul~

POB 698. Sandy Hook. CT 06482

550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 486-6024

(203) 264-3755
Inqu iry 757.

r

GIL ELECTRONICS
P.O. Bo x 1628-C, Soquel, CA 95073
Inq u iry 691 .

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'"
Membership·61 fields plus alternate address: labels,
letters. reports any lield(s). Offering· 256 funds: optional
pledge; statements; post to 255 xfyear. Finance-GIL with

budget: up to 500 sub·totals & 99 depts: month & YTO

'Qr

reports anyt.'ime
an)' morlh Siz e 2000 people/flop·
py: 25000/1o meg. Ad too shorl' Write!

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BMB
P.O. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514

(219) 262-2188
Inquiry 737.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MSC, the leader in FEA technology, markets a full
line of FEA tools for personal computer s. Starting
at $45 lor MSC/p,rl INTRO on either th e IBM PC
or the App le Macintosh, our products are design
ed to be complete and easy to use. Interlaces lor
most CAD systems available.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
LAND SURVEYS
L·PLOT ... A Metes& Bounds program to plot/print plats
of Any scale- Any description- use Any measurement!
Cale. areas. error al closure, plols multi tracts. IBM/compal
with monographics. CGA or EGA capability. $19 0. 30-day
FREE t rial. Visa/MC/chk .

LAN/SCAN, INC.

The MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation

P.O. Box 6863, Abilene, TX 79608

815 Colorado Blvd. Los Angeles, California 90041
(213) 259-3888
Inquiry 707.

I

SongWright Software

PCO DIGITAL SCIENTIFIC

SRI CORP.
P.O. Box 70012, Houston, TX 77270
(713) 864-5285
Inquiry 752.

Prinls qual ity lead sheets, songs, scores wi th Iext and
symbols, multiple staves; transposes to any key ; plays
tunes. Screen graphics editor: IBM/Epson/Star printers.
Send $49.95, $2 s&h o r write for free sampJe output.

(214) 824-6 419
Inqui ry 704.
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGE

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?

Minnesota

Now you can call 2-D and 3-0 graphics routines
within your FORTRAN program .
GRAFMATIC: 75 callable routines for
screen output. $135 .
PLOTMATIC: Pen plotter driv er. $135.
For the IBM P C, XT, AT and compatibles. We sup
port a variety of compilers, graphics boards and
plotters.

MICROCOMPATIBLES

Tl PRO + TURBO + GRAPHICS
= graph1cs, 1urtlegraphics, music. scr and curs con · ~.

Inquir y 741.

NEW-TUABOFIX patches IBM TURBO 3 .01A 10 1un on Tl.
windows. plot & draw· $39.95 or wilh TIGralix Or TURBO
$30.00. Specify IBM or MS DOS TURBO.

& R standards. Supports multiple keys, variable
key lengths, lixed or var iable length data records.
Easy to use sample programs and quality
documentation . Fast, Flexible, Efficient. Source
code and no royalties for only $99 plus shipping .

PROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 15272, Portland, OR 9 72 15
VISA/MC/CHECK
7AM-7PM MON-FRI

PEACOCK SYSTEMS, INC.
2 108-C Gallows Rd., Vienna, VA 22180

-

(503) 233-4465
Inq uiry 728.

I

PJN INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 201363, Austin, TX 78720
(512) 258-1235

(206) 937-1081

•
(213) 479-4792

Ada®
• Appropriate for an y Ada compiler •
• Con venient

6" x 9"

f orm at •

• Quantity and educalional discounts available,
$12.95 (postage included) •

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGE
SCREEN PROGRAM GENERATOR
SPG I creales BASIC program code Quickly and easily.
Design your screen direclly and SPG I will generate the
BASIC program code to handle the display and inpul of
data. Controls use of color, editing, graphics , cursor
movemenl and function keys. Generated code easy to
mo d il y I merge I compile. IBM PC & compatibles 128K.

S49 .95 + $3 S&H (CA I"")

T ree b eard S o ftware
5901 Warner Avenue.Suil e428. Hun\ing1on Beach, CA 92649

(714) 840-6939

HYPER C COMPILERS/TOOLS
Apple II ProDos Professional compiler, COOS com·
piler, ProDos enlry level compiler, 65C02 Assembly
Language Dev. Syslem, Macintosh compiler. full
source code for both Appl e II and Macintosh pro·
gramming tools.

For fu!1her lnformallonlcatalog contact

WSM GROUP, INC.

(602) 298·7910

B Y T E - MARCH 1987

CROSS ASSEMBLERS for
VAX VMS and PC/MS DOS
New Low Prices
Relocatable Macro Cross Assemblers,
Linker s, Libr ar ians
Targeted to almost all Microprocessors

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446

215-362-0966

MC/VISA

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
HP-PC HYPER-CALCULATOR
Pop·UP MS-DOS programm able scienlilic calculator
em ulates HP-11 C . Hex/ocVbin tttnmeltC. two-way data
transfer, program & data disk storage, HELP, alpha
prompts, 100 registers, 1000 program steps Free 8087
version, utility programs $39.95 + $1 s&h .

SUNDERLAND SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
P.O. BOX 7000·64
REDONDO BEACH. CA 90277
CALL T OLL FREE 80 0-628-2828 ext. 502

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS ON PC'S
1

0ocum0'lt Prepara!lOn Sy-Sem Combnes Te<t and Graphics. • PRIME FAC·
TOR FFT Subroutine library Call lrom Turbo Pascal. C FOrlran, Basic Up
lo 65,520.0a!a Pomls 20 available • TURBO PASCAL from Borland
• TELEVISION for Image Convnunicahons • 8087 Coprocessors. ah vaneties
• DASH·16 AID Converter Board flom Me!raByte
FREECustomer Se1vice - Sa~s!achon GUAAANJEED

ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 11 386, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

(714) 662-0660
Inquir y 652

MATRIX CALCULATOR
Matrix marupulat;ons, Linear Progiamming,
System of Eqns. Multilin Regr., Oifl Eqns.
Spread S h eet - like Editor/Printer. Free
DSIKUTIL software, 160 + pg . manual. $59.95
Source in Turbo Pascal Option at $60 includes
Free Turbo Pascal Linker program.
SoftTech Inc.
14640 LaBelle, Oak Park, Ml 48237

1-313-544-8544
Inquir y 744.

;~E~~i!JD~~1~~~~g~~~~~i~= ~ tgfu1~~~~~~~i¥:~~~~1

P.Q, Box 32005, TUCS ON. A,z.8575 1
Inquiry 768.

(617) 969-7274

I

Inquiry 6B2.

Inquiry 750.

Inquiry 763.

Personal Engineering & Instrumentation News

Gensoft Corporation(4121 521-0235
319 South Craig SI., Pittsburgh, PA 152 13
'"Ada 1s the reg1ste1ed lrademark ot 1he Ur111ed States Govemment.
A.di. Joint Progi am Olll ce (AJPO)__...

.... ~ry 690.

Inquiry 687.

MAGAZINE

Inquiry 723.

0 Ada Language Reference Manual 0
.J

SCIENCE/ENGINEERING

FREE

Circle below for FREE sample of Personal Enginet-mng &
Instrumentation NfMS. Monthly magazine gives News,
Reviews and Applications Tips for the Areas of Analog and
Digital Instrumentation, Design Automal ion and Data Acq
& Control. Subscriptions: $301yr ($60 outside US)

28 Rice St., Newton Center, MA 02 1S9

\I

Inquiry 726

! wy!~a~v~~:a~.t~:ra..~~~;a~~~P.~'.!i1h
40 GRAPHICS LAB

Inquiry 653.

FORTRAN UTILITIES

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

Suile 537, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025

(503) 485-6841

CROSS-REFERENCE UTILITY: Mainframe grade symbol X·
ref list ing lor variables, subprogram calls and labels. Variable
map shows type, length, alloc, scope, usage tag, etc . All
FORTRAN 77 compilers. $49.95 + $2.50 S&H .
UTILITY LIBRARY: Assembly language routines l or screen,
cursor, keyboard, time, sound, elc. MSllBM and IBM Pro/RM
FORTRAN compilers. $39.95 + $2 .50 S&H .
VISA/MC/MO/check (2 wks)
IBM PC with DOS 2.0+ .

4302 SW Alaska St., Suite 207, Seattle, WA 981 16

your 16-color 256K EGA. It could change the way you think
about 3-0 space. Rotalelhe venerable tesseract (hypercube)
and other supplied 40 shapes. Or define your own shapes,
controlling the color and' placement of each lin e in lhe x, y,
z, and w axes.
Order today for $44.44 plus $4 S&H. CA add 2.89 tax .
For Compaq, IBM PC, compa tibles CGA or 256K EGA

ALPHA Applied Researc h
M c l ean Blvd., Eugene OR 97405

2355

Inquiry 721.

$49.95.

Inquiry 701.

SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
Scientific SubloOtines !or technical p{ogram
ll'iing 1n Fortran PascaJ Modular 2 and C
Sooroe ancfObject code for a vanety ef. com
pilers. Quality soltware al a1fordabfe prices.

(703) 847-1743

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAS1! Use the Pr/Sc key l o make quality scaled
B&W or color reproductions of your display on any
dot matrix, inkjet. or laser printer. GRAFPLUS sup·
ports all versions of PC or MS-DOS with IBM (incl.
EGA), Tecmar, and Hercules graphics boards

360

$400. $50 for demo
SHANTHA SOFTWARE INC.
50 West 97th SI. Room 11 N, New York Cily 10025
(212) 222-SNIP
T ouchtone toll free: 950-1088-wall-FORMATH

CBTREE FOR C PROGRAMMERS
B·tree I SAM driver written completely n 'C' to K

TIGrafix

..

• Hyphenation. secn/eqn/ref numbering
• In dexes , table of contents. footnotes
• Dot·matrix. d aJSY.,\'hcci. lase r printers, a ll m o nitors

Inquiry 658.

trots. + mOfe. Use basic pies w/o reprog.Source & doc indud·IJ
ed. TIGrafix $89.95, + TURBO w/8087 & BCD · $169 .95.

I

• Equa tion s, mat11ces. ratios, 1ntegr.als. diag ram s

• Macros. fonts. Greeklmath symbols

BERSTIS INTERNATIONAL
P OB 441. Millwood, NY 10546

Inquiry 71 0.

I'

forMath® text-formatter

Language

Powerful string & data handling facilities. Interpreter com
patible with mainframe SNOBOL4. 32K slrings. 32 bit in·
lagers, 8087 for lloat & large memory model. Sample pgms
rnclude ELIZA. For > 128K IBM PC & DOS or equiva lent.
Delinitive " green" book by Griswold et al avalhtble.
Guide +5V• " SSDD diskelle .
. .. $44.95
Guide + diskette + " green" book .
.$59.95
"G r ee n" b ook only ..
. .. $26 .95
Poslpaid in USA. In NY add tax. VISA/MC (914) 271-5855

301 Prelude Drive, Dept. B
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

f

SNQBQL4

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

i:; ~

= SCIENTIFIC SOURCECODE ~

Ad v. Scienlilic Atla'tfJ.is & Graphics-see BYTE 9 /66 p 32
.. GR APH ICS: 20 types. block , lin/log , contour. 30 plots.
.. PROBABILITY: slallshcs. mUl/poly 1egression, reliability,
.. IMAGING: ttt. snr, ray11ace. con volve. fraclals , aulooorr .
..MATRI X ops: invers e, elgerwocton. complex.. sim, eq1..
50 CAE tools i n Basica. " Elegant code" loaded wilh graphics tricks ;
fra ctals the 4-co!or limit! Science handbook & disk
MCNisa (800) 541 · 0900 (800) 334-3030 In CA

no + $ J 1&• - SIMPLICATIOH Onlld.
P. 0. Bo~ 654. Men!\J Parll, CA 9Ml26
Inquiry 743.

>

SOFTWARE/UTILTY

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SCl-CALC

UTILITIES

EditingTools 2.1

Pop·up scientific expression evaluator, more power·
ful than other pop-up calculal ors_Complete expres
sion editing facilit y. Full range of functions: scientific.
statistical. logic. Requires IBM PC compallbi5ty _
Introduct ory price $79.95
From fhe producers of SCI-GRAF

Microcomputer Systems Consultants
32 West Anapamu, Suite 190, Santa Barbara, CA 93101

A

perb tex'C editor With

IBM PC, DOS 2/3 70 KB
We print pictures (300 + pie. maker enclosed) mix
ed w11h multilonts on Toshiba, Epson, etc. OR run
our mem. resident calendar, calculator , DOS ser·
vices etc or even YOUR own codes.
What can 't if do? at $45 US?

an

1nteffigent DOS shell
lood m~1ple direaonos as tJlenus E(fll multiple
fi les. Mo"e--fe•I among files . Oon'I use yO\Jr PC
wt1"li0\Jt 11 Oply $35. + S4 slh OpnmlzcdJur
Pascal source code QPl1ona1.

Jou Laboratories

LCS

P.O. Box 460969, Garland, TX 75046

214-495-8862

(805) 963-3412
Inquiry 711.

(514) 279-5678

P.O . Box 956, Outremonl, Quebec
Canada. H2V 4A9

Inquiry 702.

Inqu iry 705.

SOFTWARE/SORT

STATISTICS

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS

PRINTER! CACHE! RAMOISK!

Menu-driven . Mulliple & stepwise regression,
ANOVA, lime series, discriminant cluster and factor
analysis, principal components. scatter plots.

PRINT-matic ($16) sends predefined control codes to any
printer from within applications ANO allows you to change
lonts while printi.i'g. WARP-TEN ($16) is a programmable
disk cache that speeds up your PC disk accesses . RAMbak
($16) automates the saving of new or changed RAM disk files
lo floppy disks and/or hard disk subdirectories. PC , XT, AT,
compatibles with 256K DOS 2.0 + . (MN Res. + 6%). NCP

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Sup·
ports most languages and filetypes including Btrieve
and dBASE Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and
much morel MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing
P.O. Bo x 678 · Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

histograms, t-tests. contingency tables, non
parametrics. lmpon expon data. Spreadsheet, sort,
join, merge. $79. IBM PC/Macintosh. Quantity
NCSS-8
discount.

Software Brewing Company

865 East 400 Norlh, Kaysville, UT 84037

~ }

•
•

P.O. Box 12094, St. Paul, MN 55112

801-546-0445

612-636-2727

Visa/MC/CHK

Inquiry 747.

Inquiry 716

I

SOFTWARE/ST A TIS TICS
P-STAT®
Full mainframe package for PC/XT/AT & com
patibles_ Statistics. data & file management. data
display, report writing and survey analysis all in one_
4GL PfOQramming language, online HELP &
EDITOR. command or menu driven. $95 demo and

site license

ava1la~e .

P-STAT, Inc.

STATISTICS CATALOG!

File Genie'• is a file conversion system which gives you

us and lel our technical advisors help you find lhe
stacistics programs you need.
Write or call now to get a FREE cacalog of stalistics
and qualily control software.

the necessary tools to easily analyse and conve11 any file
to a new structure. Ideal for re-structuring unusable data
or word processing files. Search and replace 1n multiple
files using "wild card" file descriptions. MSIPC-OOS.

$69.95 MIC VISA

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS

TEAM AUSTIN , IN€ .

9010 Reseda Blvd .. Ste. 222
Northridge, CA 9 1324

(609) 924-9100

471 Wall Street. P.O . Box AH , Princeton, NJ 08542
Telex: 466452

FILE GENIEn•

If you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call

(BOO) 451-3030

6809 Convoy Ct .. San Diego, CA 92111

(818) 993-8536 (CA)

USA 800-822-0852

(in CA) 800-822-0853

Inquiry 758.

Inquiry 695.

Inquiry 729.

SOFTWARE/TOOLS
dBDOCGEN"
dBASE'" DOCUMENTATION GENERATOR

STATISTIX'"

HANDS OFF'" PC SECURITY

$75 - Satisfaction guaranteed

- locks Hard Disk.
- Restricts Floppy Use.
·Protects Subdirectories.
·Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software.
- IBM PC, XT, AT and True Compatibles .
- DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk System
- Keep Other Peoples HANDS OFF Your System

dBASE owners ea51ty· documenl yoor dBASE llJ>l
plicallons . Documencs . DB~(wlth s1<uc1ure and
flekl names), .N DX (with ' n<Jex) .CMD. ,f M, and
-FMT !!fas. Only S99 .5D + $4 UPS Gncl or +· $6
Blue S&H VISNMC
CALL TODAY (503) 233- 8676

A comprehensive, powerful . yet easy-to-use
statistical analysis system for IBM PC/ XT/ATs, Apple
ll's. and MS DOS mach1nes 1 Clear; oop manual.
Write for information .

TOP PRIORITY Data Products, Inc.

801 West Iowa Ave,, St Paul. MN 55117

NH

ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE
(612) 488-4436

1731 S.E. 55th Ave .. Por11and, OR 97215-3396

The Statistician
REPEATOIAE1s tl)e lasleslSet• ng M0t001k1L ew
r.ele3Se. 1ncludas DBMS, screen ,sySlllf'\. edllor . .\
2'50 + routinCs. $ 19 for a)l LNKs & S'(Ms . $89 Wt1'l
full (560K) source and 300p printed manual.
MCNISA/AMEX/COD/PO Call for free demo &
manual on disk. Logitech & other versions.
4536 S E 50th, Portland, OR 97206
( 503) 777-8844; BIX: pml

PM1

includes: Mul!ip1e Regression (Ste pwise, ridge, a ll
sUbsets . backward elimination)
• Time se rie s analysis • descriptive statistics
•transfor mations • SUNey research • nonparametrics
• X-Yp lot s • ANOVA •random samp les • data base
• data editor • search & sort • hypothesis tesls

For IBM . MS-00$, XENIX, CPM, TF1$-00S

QUANT SYSTEMS
Box 628, Charleston. SC 29402
803-571-2825

..

31 4 CanterbYry Dr .. Pitlsburg h, PA 15238

14121 963-1624

1
T6~~·;Ac:~

SOURCE CODE LIBRARIAN &
REVISION CONTROL SYSTEM
TLI B ~ keeps ALL versions of your prO!}fam In ONE
Compact library file. even wilh hundreds of re'Vl:Sions .
• 5 limes faster than SCCS • LAN compatible
• Free put:ic doma;n M AKE (with SOO.Jrce) by L Dyer
MS/f'C.DOS 2_x & 3,x _$99.9 + $3 S&H'VISNMC

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
POB 4156, Cary, NC 27511

1·800-334-0854
(Ext. 814)

Inquir y 730.

Inquiry 7 7.

VISNMC

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.

Inquiry 754.

Inquiry 714.

Inquiry 760.

• $89.95

Ir

(919) 469-3068
lnq ui1 y 661 .

r
SCREEN MASTER

RATS! Version 2.0

For business professionals, programmers
and home users

RATS. the best sel1
Eoonomomc sollware package.
now includes daily and weekly da!a. a new ea~1or to use
500 page manual. and many advanced features. Use
RATS for time·senes and cross-sechon regression, in

Create demos. prototypes. tutorials. w/384 color com
binahons & animation Capture screens lrom programs
Design menus instantly. Enhance high level languages
w/23 utilities. Run-time module for distribution. Simple

cluding OLS. ARIMA, VAR. logil, and pro!:>I IB!d PC or
compat1bJe_ $200 MC/VISA. Call I or brochure

enough !or anyone · complex enough for any job

GENESIS DATA SYSTEMS
5403 Jonestown Road. Harrisburg. PA 17112
(71 7) 65 2-1200
Inquiry 689.

PADLOCK/PADLOCK II DISKS
PADLOCK furnishes the user with a method for providing
protection against unauthorized duplication J rom DOS
commands $ 99 . PADLOCK II disks come preformalled
with finger-print and serialization. PADLOCK II disks of
fer superior protection . Ask about our HARO DISK pro·
tectian with uninstall capability. MCNISA.

VAR Econometrics, Inc.
P.O. Box 1818, Evanslon, IL 60204- 1818

GLENCO ENGINEERING
3920 Ridge Ave .. Arlington Hts .. IL 60004

(312) 864-1910
Inquiry 765.

(312) 392-2492
Inquiry 693.
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Protect your hard disk data!

PAL FOR SIDEKICK!

Personal Appointment Localor au toma tically shows
coming appointments. searches yo ur file, maintains
to-do list. automatically repeats appoinlments, ex·
amines multiple files. Resident alarm too' Only
$49.95. Cheap at twice the pric e'

r

ware, the makers of CopyWrile, so you can count on the
same reliability speed and ease of operation you' re us·
ed to with CopyWrite. MS-DOS $75 U.S. Check/Credit
card.

PAL SOFTWARE

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles SI. E. 3rd Fl.
T oronlo, Ontario, Canada M4 Y 1S2
(416) 961 -8243

1-800-541-0900

lln CA.I 1-800-334-3030

Recover deleted files fast!

Second Chance protects hard disk dala files by making
fast reliable backups. Second Chance 1s from Ouaid Soh·

Ste. 128 110 Green St., New York, NY 10012

212-334-9172

UTILITIES

UTILITIES

UTILITIES

Inqu iry 718.

.. 

Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery. You
lype in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and
reslores iL Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk;

I

view, change or creale formats. change a file's slatus.
change data in any secl0<, MS· DDS $75 U,S
Check/Credit card welcome

I

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles SI. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

...

VIDEO ANIMATION

A T'S DON'T NEED 360kB DRIVES

CONCURR ENT DOS BACKUP

Video Animation

The 1. 2mB drive ha s long been known to RE A D b u! NOT
reliably WRITE on 360k8 floppies. With "CPYAT2PC' "•
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WAITE 360kB floppies saving a
slot for a sec ond hard disk or backup tape. " CPYAT2PC" (Not
Copy Protected) offers '!he preferable SOFTWARE SOLU
TION. ONLY $79+$4 SIH VISA/MC/COD UPS BIA

BackPact.• uns lik1< BACKUP/AES ORE end sup·
ports DOS and CPIM meclie as well as users. Backs
up and restores up to 1000Kim1n. on an AT and
360Klmon_ on an XT. Supports r e le~ s e 4. 1- Also
avBJlable oa CPIM-00 and CPIM plus. $150.

Wouldy oulike to do real animation on video tape? The Pico
Systems Video Animation Controller and an ediling video
recorder are all you need. Any compuler with a spare RS-232
serial port can run •hi!;; controller_No special sotlware, just
simple words and numbers command the controller to in
sert n frame s of video lrom your screen to an exact location
on the tape, with absolute frame accuracy guaranteed.

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-621-0851 xTT7
415-593-BTTl (CA)
212-334-1858 (NY)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089 Dealer inquiries invited

Bright Light, Inc.

Pico Systems

520 Felfowshlp Rd. #C301 , Ml . Laurel, NJ 08054

819 Marshall Ave.• Web ster Groves, MO 63119

(609) 778-0772

(314) 962-6103
Inquiry 724

Inq uiry 709.

WORD PROCESSING
HEBREW I GREEK I ARABIC
Rus sia n and European L ang uag es. Full
featured, multi-languag e word processor sup·
ports on -screen foreign charac ters w ith no hard·
ware modification s, $350 (dot matrix) or $500
(la ser) + $5 s/h. Or send $15 + $4 s/h for
demo. Req. 512Kl graphics

,.

Gamma Productions, Inc.
710 Wilshire Blvd ., Suite 609, Santa Monica CA 90401
~

I

(213) 394-8622

I

,_ .. ....-.
-.. I

..

•

Inquiry 688.

Advertise your computer products for
as little as $375 in THE BUYER'S MART.
For more information call
Karen Burgess at BYTE 603-924-3754 .

._
I

I

I

..

TRI160STATE
COMPUTER
BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10038
(Bel. Maiden Lane and Liberty SI.)
(212) 349-3134 • Open weekdays 9-6, Sunday 10-4

MC & VISA

ACCEPTED
NO ADDITIONAL

CHARGE

CALL TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 1-800-221-1926
PANASONIC BUSINESS
f'X 600
PARTNER
256k expaooable t.o 640k
1·360k drlve, 20 MB HD

xr

$1095.95

IBM AT HARD DISK
512k 1.2 drive 20 MB HD
IBM keyboard .. $2595.95
IBM AT 512k 1.2 drive
$2199.99
IBM XT New Model 268
256K, 1-360K drive, key
board & controller $999.95

As above w/20 MB
$1899.95
AT&T 6300
128K-1360K drive, monitor
w/keyboard .
. $1449.95
PANASONIC BUSINESS
PARTNER AT FX 800
512K exp. to 8 MB 1-1.2
drive, 20 MB HD $1899.95

362

SHARP PORTABLE
PC 7000 .. • .. $749.95
MACINTOSH Plus
$1599.95
MACIN'IDSH 512K
800k Drive . . $1299.95
TOSHIBA T1100 Plus
w/640k. , ,
$1599.95
MODEMS
Hayes 1200 . . , $349.00
Hayes 2400B . • $499.00
EPSON EQUITY I
256K, 2-360k drives, with
monitor & video card, DOS
& Basic, parallel & serial
ports . .. , , .• , . . $849.95

As above w/1-360K, 1-20
MB, Hard Drive. $1099.95

EPSON EQUITY 11
640K/2·360K Drive
$999.95
EPSON EQUITY 11
640K/360K Drive
20 MB Hard Drive
w/mono-monitor. $1399.95
w/cofor-monitor . $1599.95
EPSON EQUITY 111
640K, 1.2 Drive, 20 MB
$2195.95

PRINTERS
Apple fmagewrtr II. 459.95
IBM Pro Printer XL 489.99
IBM ProPrinter .
349.99
New Epson LX86 . 209.95
Epson DX 35 .. . . . 479.95
Epson LX 80 .. . . . 139.95
(Homewriter 10)
Epson LO 800.
479.95
Epson LO 1000 ... 679.95
Epson EX 800 (new)439.95

PRINTERS
Epson EX 1000 . . 529.95
Epson LO 2500 ... 969.95
Pana. KXP 1092 . . 269.95
Pana. KXP 1592 . , 379.95
Pana. KXP 1595 .. 509.95
Pana. KXP 3131 . . 229.95
Pana. KXP 3151 . . 359.95
Oki ML 192 . . ... 269.95
Oki ML 192 Plus . 339.00
Oki ML 292e. . .. 379.95
Oki ML 293e .
499.99
Oki ML 193 Plus . . 499.95
Toshiba P321 PIS. 409.95
Toshiba P341 . . . 549.95
Toshiba P351 PIS. 899.95
. 409.95
NEC P6.
NEC P7 . . . .. .... 585.95
Silver Reed EXP 800619.95

SOFTWARE
Epson FX
Epson FX
Epson FX
Pan. KXP
Pan. KXP

86E . . 339.95
286 E. 479.95
286 .. 429.95
1080i. 179.95
1091i. 229.95

SOFTWARE
Bank St. Writer. . .. 49.95
Crosstalk XVI. . . . 99.95
D'Base Ill Plus . . 384.95
DAC Easy 1\ccounl'g 47.95
R. Base System 5 . 329.95
Fast Back. • . .•..• 89.95
Flight Simulator .... 32.95
Framework fl. .... 384.95
Lotus 123 v. 2.01 .. 284.95
Manag'g your Money106.95 M -

Microsoft Windows . 67.95
Microsoft Word. . 279.95
M ullimate 3.3 . . . . 229.95
"Advantage .... .. . 279.95
Supe rkey .. . . . . ... 39.95
PFS Professional Fife1117.95
PFS Professional
Write.
. 147.95
Sideways .
. . . 39.95
New! Twin. . . . . .
69.95
T)Ping Tutor Ill. . .. . 34.95

New Version
WordPerfect 4.2 .

199.95

'.">i:::-...U

LASER
HP Laser Jet. .. . 2250.50
HP Laser Jet Plus 2995.95

All items subject to availability and price changes. Mail and phone orders C.O.D., MC and VISA, S&H extra. Not
responsible for typographical errors. All systems fully tested and installed by Tri State Computer. Printer price
w/purchase of cable only. Special to BYTE readers - Full Size Printer Stand $9.95
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Graphics Board Color Desktop Publishing
Hercules Color Graphics . ... 149
Clone Color Graphics/Port ... 78

Multitech Options
• Software monitor
and monochrome
graphics card .. $219
• Color monitor
and gr. card . .. $399
• EGA monitor and
EGA card .. .. . $659
• Multifunction,
EMS, 0-1.5 MB . $219
• Daughterboard to
wxpand to 3 MB$128

• 512K expandible
to 1 MB

Diskettes and Tapes
DalOQI. • •......• • . ...• .. :zr

Maxell MD2·DM 10 dislts . . . . 19
Maxel MD2·HD 10 disks . . •.35

20MB Turbo System
(4.77/8MHz XT Compatible)
640K, 360K Floppy, 20MB,
AT Style KBD, One Year
Warranty
FCC Approved

$
895

PCAM
30MB Turbo System
(4.88/8MHz XT Compatible)
640K, 360K Floppy, 30MB,
AT Style KBD, One Year
Warranty
FCC Approved

$
955

Desktop Computer

Hard Disk Drives

6 times product ile
300 DPI • • • . . • . • • . • . . .CALL
H P Laserjet ........ ... .3845
H P Laserjet Prof ..••.. .. 2345
H P Laserjet Plus ...... .. 2995
Camon LBP·BA·11' . . . . .. 1898

Seagate Sl225, 20MB Kit .. 361
Seagate Sl238, 30MB Kit ..459
Seagate ST251 40MB Kit ... 669
Seagate 4038 30M8 . .. . .. 569
Seagate 4051 40M B. . ••• . .169
Seagate 4096 BOMB/
Thompson 4508
software . ............ 1049
132 column, 14"
Western Digital 1002 ..... .125
NCL (like WO 1002) •..... . .82
Samsung monochrome . . . .79
Western Digital WAH ...... 189
Multitech soltwhite . . • • • • .n9
NCL (like WO WAH) . ... ... 154 , Multitech 14" reversabte ... 159
Western Digital WA2 . . •. , • 239

Monochrome
Monitor

Maynard 10MB ... .••.• . . . 499
Maynard 20MB . . ••••• .. . . 599
Maynard 30MB .. , • ....... 799

:II

Input Device
Mouse System Mouse . .. .. 139
Mach Ill Joystick . .
33
Game Card .. . ..
. ... 44

IBM PC XT 256K ........ 1150

~ II

!l(!U -.

Graphics Board
Monochrome

Compaq lltslq)ro .
3861.oMB . , . .... . . ... 4900

ATI Wonder ... . .•• . ••• . . . 299
Paradise EGA/Auto S~ch .. 365
Video 7 Deluxe/Auto Switch . 389
ASr 3G Plus 640x350 .. . .. 3&7
Epic EGA EGA/CGA .. . .... 235
NEC EGA for MtAtisync . ... 399
MIAtltecll EGA . . . . . .. .. 249

Pri ter-Dot Matrix
Near Letter Quality

Games
Flight Simliator, Microsoft ... 32
Jet. Sublogic Communication :ta
F-15 Strike Eagle, MicroPro . . 29

US Robotics Direct 1200 Ext 11!1
us Robotics 1200 Internal .. n5
US Robotics 2400 Internal .. 189
US Robontics 2400 External 348

.J

ASr Premium 256K ... • ... 289
Wtilunction six pack . . ... . 78
ASr Rampage PC 2S6K •••• 234
ASr Rampage AT 512K . . .. 445

Framework II .... .. ...... 425
Symphony, Lotus • •. ..• ••. 42&
1-2·3, Lotus ... .. . ... .. . . 305

Power Supply

~~a~I~..Th~.~~. ~'.~up. : L~~~;;;1J

150 WatV135 Wan . . . . . .69159
Ruby Surge Protector ...... 59
Backup PO'Ner Supply 800W 663

Investment

Dos

Dollars & Sense

Mu11isc1111302............

OU'

256K 150 Nano . . •••••• ••. 21
2561< 120 Nano . ••••••• •. .29
64K 150 Nano .... .. . .... . .9
8087 . . · ·······---· ··· · .119
8087·2 8MHz . .. .. .. .. .. .166
8087·3 5Mhz .. . ..... .... 117
80287.J 5MHz •• .••• , .... 189
80287-8 BMHz . .••..• .... 299

Accounting
Dae-Easy Accounting • . ... 43
Open System, Accounting .. 399
BPI Accounting ...... . ... 295
Computer Associates ...... 349

Da

Programming
Language
Turbo Pascal w/8087 BCD .. .58
Turbo Prolog. Borland .. . . . .58
Microsoft Quick Basic . • ••• .12

Project Management
Hatvard, Project
Management. ... . . ... . . 299
Microsoft Project . . . . . . . . 238

u __ _

Tax Planning
or Preparation

"lllllllgcment

Sony
m
ta
~- .......... . . Jll . - - - - - - - - - - .
Multi loclt EGA •• • •• • • • • • • . . . . . 3911
\ .. 111'> ·..n

dBi\SE
... Ill Pl.LS
'

Compaq Portable 256K ... 1595
Compaq POltable + 20MB 1995

Floppies
Fujitsu 360K ... .• . • •••. •..80
ilshiba 3W" 720K • •••. .. 139
l!ac 360K ... ... .. .... ... 89
l!ac 1.2MBIFG •••••••••• .129
ilshiba 360K .. .... .... ... 99
ilsli>a 1.2MB . ....... . . .129

Alternative Mass
Storage
Arctive 20 Internal 1ai>e . • .4511
Archive 60MB Internal . . ... 895
Archive 60MB External .... 895

Epson LX 86 ...... .... .. %45
Epson EX 85 . .. ..... ... .. Sii
Epson FX 286 . ... ... .... 5Z5
Epson EX 800 .. ... . ..... S11
Epson EX 1000 .. ... . . . •.
Epson LQ 2500 .. •. ••• ••• 1095
IBM Proprlnter . . . . ... ••. • 311
CitiZen 1200120CPS . .. . . 189
Panasonic 1091 I 240 CPS .. m
NEC P6 XL 216 CPS 24 wire 478
NEC P7 216 CPS 24 wire .. .680
NEC P5XL 290 CPS 24 wt e !Ill
ilshiba P-321 216 CPS . . .. 434
Toshiba P-341 216 CPS . . .. 132
Toshiba p.351 288 CPS .... 933
Toshiba P-351 c 288 CPS . 1153

:m

$
3500
Zenith 181 (64()( 2
3 h ", Floppies,
$
720K) . ...... · 1845
1

Tax Preparer,
HowardSoft

.\~

dBASE Ill Plus, Ashton T . • .399
Rease 5000, Microrim . . •. 308
Reflex,Borland . •• . . .. •... 98
Paradox Ansa Software .. •. 442
13100 (640K 3'h' ',
Floppy/lOMB
Hard, 720K) . . . . . .

. .. ....... 211

Microsoft Word 3.1........ 211
EJ$\I. Mlaol'ro . . .. . ... ... 'II
Webster Spell Checlllr ••. • ••fl

Managing Your
Money

Chips

$565

~4.2

$94
\'ilJnl:mt 2000+ •• • ••.••• m
$117 .
Dow Jones
Market Analyzer + $269
The difference be!Ween f"CAmtr.
lean and other suppliers is
ser·
Dow Jones
Market Manager + $189 vice. We guarantee kM prices, ca-ry
products that are ftjy backed bV

Microsoft MS DOS 3.2 . , .. .. 79

NEC Multisync

1'11r<ttonPL·147llJx400 •.. . . . .. w

Norton Utiities, Norton •... •51
Carbon Copy, Meridian . , •.. 111
PC bol, Central Point . . •... at
Mace Utilities . . . . . . ••••••• 45
Lightning . . . .. .. ... ..... . 54
Disk Optimizer . .......... . 21
Software Carousel . ••••••• •21
Double Dos ...... .... . . . . 2t
V Feat1n, Golden BllN . .•.. 14$

Memory Expansion

EGA
Color Monitor

Good Lease

SQZ1 .... •••• · .. ····· · ··· "
Double DDS .. .. .•.•••. .• •13

Ketronics 5151 . . .
. .158
Keytronics 5153 .
.254
Maxiswitch (ike 5153) . . .129
Clone AT Style Keyboard . . .69
I

Real Estate
Analyzer ill

Utilities

I tegrated

Thompson Color 640/200 .269

Hercules Graphics Card . . .. 194
Everex Edge .. •.• . .•• .... 239
ATt. ..Mon·o/color/hlgh/res . .239
Clone monochrome graphic .95
Persyst Bob/MG mono/RGB .171

Pro Design II . . . . .. • . . . . . 1T.I
Generic Cad • • • • • .. . . . ... 99

Modem

Real Estate
Portfolio

Good Buy

Cad/Cam

Key Boards

Color Mo itor

Microsoft Mouse... . ...... 111

IBM PC /liT 5121( •. . ••• .. .2395

Graphics Board EGA

$165

Hard Cards

GENIUS full screen monitor1330
click Art Personal Pub .. .. . 115
Scl.aser Plus . . . . . . . . ... 344
PageMaker/Aldus . .• .. • .. .495
Harvard Professional Publish435
Polaroid Palette • • • • •.. . .1589

Comerslone . .. .. ......... a

Desktop Management
Sidekick. Borland ........... 49
OesbllW ................ 13

File Management
PFS Arst Clloice . ..... .. •• •. 95
PFS Profl!Ssional File ... ••• 145
PFS Professional Write .•••121

Chipsoft Turbo
Tax Personal
Chipsoft Turbo
Tax Pro
Turbo Tax
State

$199
$48
$288
$145

manufacturer's wamnies and offer
customer service and technical
support.
"1\11 you canl It's easy to do
business with PC American. We olfir
temis to quaified institutions, accept
map- credit cards, wh transfers,
checkS, and cash .
'Ills you canI Give us acall.Let us
make It possible for you.
TERMS: We accept cashier check,
Money Orders. Visa. Master Card,
3% extra on American Express,wire
transfe15, qua~lled PD."s and C.OD.'s.
All equipment carries new factOIY
warranty. Prices are SUbject to
change. Any return item must be
accompanied !JV areturn authorlza·
tion number and description. IBM,
Compaq, Seagate are registired
trademarks of their respective
companies.

HOURS
MONDAY  FRIDAY

8:30-5:30
SATURDAY

10:00-2:00

·

- pc1mer1can
*
!!:!=

·--·

Inquiry 65

PLOTTERS

¢ompu$ave
Call Toll Free: 1-800-624-8949
A DIVISION OF ADLANKO CORPORATION

DIGITIZERS

PRINTERS

COMPUTERS

Canon LBP·A1 . 1935 Alps P2000
699
CIE Triprinler .. 1395 CIE LIPS-10 .. 2345
Citizen MSP 10 .. 269 Citizen MSP20 . 309
Citizen Prem .35 , 459 Citizen 1200
175
Genicom 5010 . .2365 Fujitsu 2600 . . 1255
Toshiba Laser . _. 2499 NEC P6 ... .. 428
Panasonic 1080i 195 NECP7 .
609
Panasonic_1091 i . 258 NEC CP6 . . . 539
Panasonic 1092i _CALL NEC CP7 . . . . 729
Panasonic 1595
565 Okidata 192 + _CALL
Printronix L1012 . CALL Okidala 294
CALL
Diconix 150 cps/ Portable/ 4 Lbs .
. 329
Laser Printer Headquarters
SAVE
Data Products/Data South/Diablo
CALL
Epson/Juki/QumetStar!TelevideoiTI . _. CALL
Bullers/ Cables/ Sheet Feeders
SAVE
Stands/ SwitchBoxes/ Tractors
SAVE

AT&T6300t1Drive .1295 Laser 128/Ap _ 382
Sharp PC7000 . . 985 Wyse 286/1 .2M . 319
Toshiba T1 100 + _1675 Wyse 286t20M . 2145
Toshiba T3100
3195 Zenith 181 ... 1675
Cordala PC Port.& Desk12 Drives . ... . 895
Cordala AT: Porl./ 1.2 MDrive ....... 1595
Packard Bell AT: 640K/ 44M Orive
... 2195
Packard Bell AT 640Ki 72M Dnve
_2595
Panasonic Business Partner: 2Orives _ 849
Panasonic Business Partner 20M Drive _1149
Panasonic Bus Partner 286: 1Dri ve .. _1429
Panasonic Bus.Partner 286: 30M Drive .2039
Pan ~sonic Executive Partner 2 Drives . .. 1675
Panasonic Senior Partner: 1 Drive ....• 1065
Sperry IT: 1Ml 44M Orive ••.. . ... .. 2799
Wyse + Turbo: 640Ki 2 Drives
.1025
Wyse + Turbo: 640Ki 20M Drive
.. 1475
Allos/Corvus/ITTINEC/Televideo/Olhers . CALL

MONITORS
Mitsubishi 6922 2125 Amdek 410 . . . 158
Mitsubishi 8918 . 2875 Aydin 19"EGA . 1995
NEC Mullisynch . 555 Goldstar RGB 259
Packard Bell EGA . 415 Samsung TTL .. 82
Sony Mulliscan . CALL Taxan 840 . __ 849
Wyse 700 W/Card _699 Thomson 450A . 165
Taxan 760: 14" EGA &560 Auto Card _• . 659

1111 EGA Wonder

Houston 41142 . .2325 Hewlett7475 __ 1575
Houston 51152 .. 3295 Hewlell 7570 . 4449
Houston 51i52MP .3695 loline 4000 . .. 4295
Houston 56A
. 4195 Roland 800
CALL
Calcomp 1041 GT . 5295 Roland 880 .. 879
Calcomp 1043GT . 7295 Roland 980 .. 1165
GouldtTaxantOther Makes &Models . . . CALL

TERMINALS
Adds 20120
419 Altos V .
CALL
Freedom I Turbo . 429 Ampex 232 ... 485
IBM 3164 Color
899 Wyse 30 . . . . 289
Kimlron KT?
419 Wyse 50
. 369
Televideo 905 _ 285 Wyse 60 . . . . 408
Televideo 955 •. _ 399 Wyse 85G . . . 432
HazellinetLibertytlink/Visual/Zenilh .. . CAL.L

Calcomp 44x60 . 4995 GTCO All . . . CALL
Hitachi 11x11 .. 585 Kurta Penmouse .185
Hitachi 15x15 .• . 1195 Kurta 12x12 .. 499
Houston TG1011 499 Kurla 12x17 . 559
Houston TG1 017 595 Kurta 36x48 . .3595
Houston TG8036 . 2845 Summa 12x12 . 379
MS BUS Mouse . 109 Summa 12x18 . 659
Mouse Systems PC Mouse t Serial
.119
Many Other Models And Mice
CALL

BOARDS
Z72 Grappler +

. . 69
Orchid Turbo PGA . 999 Taxan Gold .
319
PC Parallel Port . __ 35 PC Serial Port . . 35
Tax an 560 EGA . 319 Tecmar EGA . . 265
Tseng EVA 480
382 Vega Deluxe . . 359
Alloy or Adv.Digital Slave Boards _.... CALL
Arislocad: Pro-To-Go II ... . .... . .. 695
Artist 10: 1024x1024 (Interlaced) _..... 2145
AST Advantage Pr em ium 512K . ...... 449
ASTRampage: PC-XTi256K
275
ATI Graphics Solution •••...• , , • • . 175
NEC GB·l Board (Mullisynch)
.. . 385
Genoa/Hercules/Number Nine/Quadrum . CALL
SigmatSTBiTATNerticomNutek
CALL

MODEMS
Prometheus 1200 . 272 AT &14024 . . 472
Prometheus2400G .255 Hayes 1200
365
Ven-Tel 2400 +
372 Hayes 2400B
535
Zoom 1200ST
189 Zoom 1200XL 229
Anchor Volksmodem12/ External &PC . _118
Anchor Lightning 2400/ Exlernal &PC . . 295
lncomm 2400: Upgradeable 4800 +
_ 295
Prometheus 1200B: Wilh Soflware
125
Racal·Vadic 2400/ External & PC ...... 409
- • . 318

Soft*Rite ))

CALL

DISK DRIVES
Seagate 4038 . . 559 Seagate 251 . . 669
Seagate 4096 . . 1125 Seagate 4051 . 699
Seagate 20M Kil 369 Priam I0-130 . 2495
Seagate 30M Kil
412 Toshiba 3.5" . . . 119
Apple & IBM Compatible Drives . ..•. SAVE
OTHER FLOPPY AND HARD DRIVES

Alloy • CDC • CMS • Corvus • Fujitsu
Genoa • IOMEGA • Irwin • Milsubishi
Maynard • Miniscribe • Mountain • Teac
Peachtree • Maxtor • Tandon • Titan
Tallgra>S
Tecmar
Western Oigilal

LANbasic!

Soft*Rite announces a Superior three-part programmer's tool.
Microsoft BASIC™ compatible in every place that counts. *
LAN basic

LAN screen
LANscreen makes the burden of defin ing your database reco•d structures one
that you will look forward to instead of
dread. Standard fields and types such
as "Money", "Telephone" and " Date" are
one keystroke to generate. As many as
255 database structures can be related
to a single screen! Segmented data
input can be done automatically by edit
ing the field display. Part numbers with
spaces or dashes and slashes are auto
matically parsed down to the essential
raw data. Definable Upper and Lower
limits for numeric inputs along with
ACCEPT/ EXCEPT input fi lters are stand ard features. Screen Mask generation is
done with a " freestroke" approach . You
may put mask elements and data
input/ output cells wherever you wish .
COLOR them too! EGA support too!
'Drivers lns1 alle d for IBM PC-NET /MS-NET

LANdbase

LANba sic is your ow n personal so luti on 10
powerful I data manipulation. How many times
have you go1 exci1ed over some new "1o1al "
databa se package only lo find ou1 (a fter
spend ing a fair amou nt of 1ime and money)
1ha1 yo u were st uck in some corner. unable 1o
do so me fun c ti on 1ha1 has become standard
in "In Bu si ness for M oney's" Ba sic? The
manual is 400 pages long. so we ca nn o1 fully
describe all 1he fea tures. bu1 here are a few in
AD DITION l o the one·s yo u are now us ed 10:

I

·x·

*

COM DATA$ 14 common areas ALWAYS
available to inside or outside. chain ed or
Re- assig nable printer
linked programs
ports LPT1 -LPT4
Generic filename use that
allows file an d da1abase loca1ions to be re
defi ned ou1s id e of basic in a user-crea1ed
REDIRECTOR file. to ease multi-user sys tem
USESCREEN . < 1-16 >
conf igu al io n
SCREEN INPUT. < any fi eld > * SCREENOUT
PUT. <any field >
OPENDB. <remo te or
loca l da1abase manager> *
DBGET. < variable from DBM . au 1oma1ical ly
defines and dimensions in LAN basic> *
DB PUT.< same>

*
*

*

LANdbase is the home for your data.
LAN basic calls are coupled to LANd
base via network comunications (PCnet
or?). A single keyvalue and function
number will return a record . Multiuser
record locking is handled by simply put
ting an
after the read call. (i.e.
RDDBEOUX, <argument>. Automatic
"health checking" to warn you of poor
hardware performance and lost or frag
mented data. "Paranoid" mode of operalion where files not accessed for some
time will be closed and reopened to
flush buff ers and insure integrity. Pass
word , Userlevel and Data encryption
functions. Several DBM's can be
installed in the network system to
improve performance and reliability_Tog·
gle mode screen (printer) reporting to
record log -o n or other access activites.
Bill Fairman 's tried and proven true C
Tree(c) data management product .

*

*

I

Soft *Rite Multi-User Programming Tools
15381 Chemical Lane, Huntington Beach, CA. 92649
(714) 898-0525
364
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More Word Proc•••ore (120): Includes
Zuri,Oedil,E88,XE, and PC-Fedil
Dog•t•r with Cull• (258): Advenlure and
Wumpus
G0Ut1rd (258): Keeps score for 1 or several
golfers. Prinla interesling reports
Boyond tho Tltonlc (262): Another
adventure game.
Pa·Golt (263): Helps you keep score and
evaluate your game
Footboll Fun (264): Thi• disk leis you
manage a football betting pool
Trlv/1 M•chlne (285): Yet another trivia
game
Stonohongo BBS (330): Another Bullelin
Board Program
ROS 3.3 BBS (335)
Colllo BBS (336)
NoChongo BB• ooltworo (340·342)
MultlComm (343): !his communi cations
software can h.andlei many BBS numblrc
Commun\ca\lona ut\lltl•• (345): tor the
technical
PIBTERM (346·347): Source code lor !hi&
communications program (Two disks)
Sllc-Work1 (508): this spread- sheet has
an information filer, a letter writer, and a
communications program
LotuoFlnonclol Utlllt111 #1 (810): Track
your investments and IRAs, perform
refinancing analyses. (Requires Lotus 1-2-3)
Symphony m•cro conv1r1lon aide
(811): Requi res Symphony
Lotuo ASCII utllltl11 (613): Allows all
codes and embedded printer controls, etc.,
Requires Lotus l ·2-3
123/Symphony Prognmmlng
Toola
(619): Has a utility called Decode which
creates an anaslysis or a 1-2-3 or Symphony
worksheet. Requires eilher Lotus 1-2-3 or
Symphony .
Lotuo Flnanclol Utllltl11 12 (622) :
Calculate proforma income statements, track
your income and more. Requires Lotus 1-2-3
1·2-3 (624) Cash now ledger
Vlrtuol Spr11d1h11t (625):
Virtual
memory for 1-2-3 version 2.0 & Symphony.
Requires either Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony
Artma1tar (726): User friendly graphics
program
Mopmakor (727): Helps you draw maps. II
requires monochrome and color monilors and
cards
Vlncont (728): Use ASCII graphics 10 make
drawings
Graphlco Somplor (729): This disk has
several small graphics programs including
3dploL Salum, World Map, and others
Magic K1yp1d (730) : This is a screen
design/slide show program
Kroft Point (731): This graphics program
requires a joystick
Plcturoo(733): These can be displayed on
your scre en or your printer, includes Snoopy
calendar, pinups, more
YourART vorolon 4.0(734): Allows you lo
create medium resolution graphics
Altlmlr•(735): a generalized drawing and
graphics program
C11hTrockor 5.15 (830):
This disk
contains a home accounting program
Micro Accounting Sy atom 1.3 (831 ):
Another home accounting program
Bonkor'a
Toolo(832):
Predict
be.nkruplcies, perform risk assessments, and
loan analyses

El1ctrlk Ch1ck(837): Record your checks
and reconcile your account
YackP (838): Combines an address book,
home accounling, and home inventory
Tren1tok(840) : Load stock data from the
source, and lhen analyze.
MCBS(841 ) : AGL program foi" a business
Home Budg•t Man•gem•nt (844) :
Home accounting program
Bu1ln••• dl1k(845): Budget and finance
p<ograms as well as a dep<ecialion program
GO
Ganaral
Lodger
1.1
(846) :
Accounting program for lhe home or small
business
Cl"lackmat1(848):
Checkbook program
with a reconciliation feature
·
PC - 0001(849):
Accounting package
features double entries; works well for small
businesses
CBASE1.0 (921): Database program
Omah1 Databa11 Program (922):
Allows multiple data files which can be linked
together
Keep-In· Touch (923): Database manager
helps maintain information about people
POBL 2.5 (924):
Database includes
communications, a label maker and more.
XY (1006): Performs curve fittings, will also
plot points onlo your CRT or printer. Includes
version for 8087 Math co-processor
Probablllty and Statlotlca (1 007): Fil
curves, calculale probabilities and
dislribu1ions, etc.
Statlatlc1 Plottlng (1008) : Contains
plotting p<ograms
BASIC 1ubroutln11 (111 O):
Various
utility subroutines: Change sub directories,
read directory, readfwrite screen, more
Swl11 Army Knlfa (1112): Some BASIC
programming tools
BASIC compllar toolo (1113): Includes
p<ogram squeezer
BASIC ganaral toola (1114): Compare
liles, unprotect "protected" BASIC files. design
the screen, make flowcharts, more
WHIZZARD SCREEN 1/0 (1115) : Fas!
scroons for BASIC
Turbo P11cal (1217)
Games/utilities
(requires Turbo Pascal)
TSCRIPT And Turbo DEBUG (1218):
Helps you shake lhe bugs au! of your Turbo
programs
New Fonte (1221): Has Turbo source for
creating your own fonts
PXL: 1.21 (1222): Pascal cross reterence
lister
Expert Syat11n1 (1223): Written in Pascal
TurbolO (1224): Pascal routine for 1/0
Source Ex1mpl11 (1307) : Wrilten in
MicroSoft ·c·
Source Exampl1a (1308): Wrilten in
Desme1·c·
C2dBASE (1309): For dBASE users who
like "C"
Source Ex1mpl11 (1310) : Written in
Latl i ce~-

YACC (1311 ):
Ye! Another Compiler
Compiler
Fttth 2.1 (1408): A programming language
like Forlh
A111mblar Roulln11 (1504): For BASIC
(source code only)
Monitor utllttl1e(1505): source code only
(Assembler)
Source code only (1509): For belch file
ulililies (Assembler)

ALL PROGRAM DISKS SHOWN
ABOVE ARE NEW THIS MONTH

Inquiry 3l7

WA>;M \1511): Assembler
D1vlc1 Drlver1 (1512): For printing on
COMPAOs
A86 2.16 (1513): Excellent assembler
Source cod• (1514) : For communications
ulilities
PC/370 A111mbl1 (1517): Link and run
IBM 370 Assembly Language programs
Source FU11 (1520): For DOS utilities
Programming
MUMPS 4.03 (1609) :
language
Programming Toole (1611)
Programmer'• Guidi (1612): Tips for
wri!ing and marketing your applications
ICON (16131162211623) Programming
language (three disks)
dBASE Ill routln11 (1614):
Over 60
dBASE Ill routines (Requires dBASE Ill)
Global Concordenc1 (1815): Li sts all
global symbols in your applicalions
dBASE II program• (1616):
For
accoun ling, mail labels, form tellers, a nd more
(Requires dBASE II)
Augu1ta (1617): Small ADA compiler
MUMPS (1617): Data manager runs under
MUMPS (see disk 1609 Jor MUMPS)
Aotrology 9.0 (1714): Calculates and
analyzes zodiacs
TV Schedule (1715): Make a viewing
schedule lor your favorite programs, plus a
video tape log
PC Calculator (1716): This calculator
resides in memory
Oatabaao Publlahor (1723): Prinls a
catalog of your products. Can handle 1000
items
Allwet (1724·25):
For engineers that
analyze water and distribu ti on systems.(two
disks)
Managar'1 Planner (1726) : Calendar
program for managers
Appllcatlona tor th• homo (1727):
Incl ude s HEATCALC, a list of loll free
telephone numbers, and a home inventory
program
Roclpo CookBook (1728): Manages your
recipes
Bowllna Socratary (1730): Keep records
for your bow ling league
GSDf!AWIGSMAP (1731) : Helps you lo
draw geological maps. Requires digitizer,
and HP ploller
DataBrldgo Lobalor (1732):
Makes
labels
Church Mamborahlp (1733):
This
application helps your Church track
membership informa tion, and pr int labels and
reports
Ll1tMat1 (1734): Mailing list program thal's
compatible wilh Mullimate
MAXl·C.R.A.S. (1810): This disk has a
Check Register Acmunting Syslem
Progrom Wizard (1907): Anolher DOS
menu program
Moro DOS ulllltl11 (1912) : Includes
Other. Mjog. Grep, and many more
Qlllar 2.1E with WFU (1914) : Bolh
programs are file managers
DIR Scanner 2.12 (1917): DOS "shell "
program. Handles subdirectories and tiles
quit e well
Bolch Commandar (1918): DOS shell
Compli cated
CSYS 3.0 (1919·1920) :
DOS menu program with many features (two
disks)

File directory llatar1 (1921 ): Several
sorted direclory programs
Eohall (1922): Recall DOS command and
edit them. Also has EZDOS
DMDOS (1923): Fil e manager works wilh a
mouse, and allows you to view two directories
at once
Tracor (2303): Uses Iha LOS PAF system
Progenitor (2304): Genealogy program
G1n11logy 4.0 (2305): Creale, edil, and
print your family tree
Fronch Longuago Toachor (2522)
Vldoo Cham (2523) :
Teaches aboul
chemistry
Beginning Spanlah (2524) : Habla
espanol?
German Language (2526): Tutorial
World (2527): Draws maps of all parts or
the world
Mora BASSIC tutorlala (2528): Includes
PC-BASIC Review. Poughkeepsie. and more
PFSA (2529):
Perlorms large algebra
problems. (Requires 8087 co-processor)
TVS a programmer'• adltor (2712):
Could be used as a word processor as well
WordStor Utllltl11 #1(281 O) : Index Jiles,
convert files saved in documen t mode to
non-document mode, and includes patches
for some printers
Neil (2811 ):
Text formatter / pr inting
program
FORMIT (2813) : A very powerlul lex!
formatting program
Word Proc111lng Utlllll11 (2815) :
Includes word counter and a simple spell
check program
Uncomatlc Benner Maker (2918):
Allows your banner to use mullip1e fonts
FontGen (2917): Creale fonts for Epson
FX, IBM, Proprinter, or compe.lible printers
Fili Ulllltl1a (31 08): Conta ins ulilies to
modify sectors on Iha disk, individual files, etc.
Hard dlok Backup Utllltlu (31 09):
Better safe !hen soriy. This has several hard
disk be.ckup p<ograms
MaaterKey (311 O): Like Norton U!ililies,
only bellerl
PAL 1.4 (3209):
This program makes
Sidekick even more powerful. (requ ires
SideKick)
Blaqua Book 2.0 (3210): Helps you keep
track at names and addresses
Par1onal Dat1book (3211):
Ano ther
BP?:linlmenl calendar program
Batch Fiio Utlllllt1 (3103):
Add new
features to belch files Z80MU 3.1 (3438): Run ZaO programs
under PC DOS
EGAutlllt111 (3439):Pallelle-&elling, 43 line
mode pitches, NANSl.SYS
Comm1ndo
(3440): DOS lile handler. Can manipulate
squeezed fi les and files in .LBR formal
Prlnt -To· Olok (3441) : Thi& disk has 12
differenl programs that print lo disk. Some
have source code.
Dlok drive utllltl11 (3442): Includes a
RAM disk, a cache program, a fas! format
program, and more
Utllllle1 for advanc•d u11r. (3443): with
technical informalion
EGA domoa (3444):
Show oil !he
capab ilities of your EGA board and monitor
with this demo program
Keyboard Utllttl11 (3445): This disk has
several keylxlard ulilili96 including speedkey,
ScrollK. KBFIX, and CEO

We accept checks (allow 10 days to clear), money orders, Visa
Mastercard, American Express, and COD (add 1.90).
Minimum order • 5 program disks. Free catalog upon request
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FOLKS DOWN IN TEXAS DON'T LIKE PAYIN' BIG BUCKS
ESPECIALLY FOR IBM-PC SOFTWARE

-

SO WE SELL IT FOR ONLY $6.00!
OVER 600 DISKS. FULL OF IBM-PC COMPATIBLE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND USER SUPPORTED SOFTWARE_
APPLICATIONS

FINANCIAL

0 GENEALOGY ON DISPLAY (#90)
0 GENEALOGY - FT (11240) From Pine Conesollware.
LABELMAKER (#146) Our favorite label tile and
maker. Menu driven.
D FAMILY HISTORY (#361) Family history, anceslor
and decendant charts. Sample programs.
0 FORM LETTERS (#388) LOTS of samples of the
mosl commonly used business letlers. Modify!
PC-SPRINT (#507) Detailed instruction on how lo
double your computer's speed !or less thal $50.00.
0 MSDOS-CPM/80 INTERFACE (#561) CPM lovers•
This program allows '.IOU to transfer information be
tween and emulale C0 M and MSDOS.
0 NAME GRAM/BREAK DOWNIFOAEWAAD (#477)
Discover the words inherenl in your phone number, do

0 PC-CHECK MANAGER (#275) Keeps multiple
checkbooks in balance.
0TAX FILE OBS (#295) Tax record keeping system
that saves you money on April 15.
0PORTSWORTH PACKAGE (Ht01) Evaluates your
ever-changing stock por!lolios.
PC-GENERAL LEDGER (#237) An exceptional ac
counting system. Used by some CPA's.
LOAN AMORTIZATION (#399) For output 10 screen
or prinler. Lots of on-line help.
MR. BILL (#469,470) Prepare invoices, client repml ,
audit trail, etc.
0 (3) ANALY.TIC CALC (#430-4321 3 disk set . Com·
plete spreadsheet, database, graphics. word proces
sor - fassst!
0 (2) PC ACCOUNTING SYSTEM (#559, 560) General
purpose ledger system Iha! includes payroll, depreci·
ation. accounts receivablelpayable, inventory, process
m 1099's and a good general ledger
PC-PAYROLL (#565) Handle all payroll problems
with this complete menu-driven payroll system. Includes
laxs, reports, forms, etc.
0(2) SALESEYE (#501, 502) Never let another
prospect or lead gel away! Prinls memos and lellers
as well .

0

D

i!!.a.1 anagr ams.
LJ THE WORLD DIGITIZED (#494, 495, 496) A car
tographer's dream. Locale and display over 100.000
locations
0100 LETTERS (#3CO) Most commonly used lrom lel·
lers. and business ap;ilications at your fingertips .

COMMUNICTIONS
O aMODEM (#310) VYi1hou1 a doubt the fastest and
best communications software you can buy at any price.

D PC- TALK (#16) Thll classic " Freeware" communi
cation program .
D ABBS (11'212) Beccme a SYSOP and start a bulle·
tin board.
D FIDO NET (#333) Bulletin Board System. Perhaps
the easiest to run .
PROCOMM (#499) Commun ication software that
makes a hacker's dream come true

0

DATABASE
D vcR dBASE (#493) Keep track of those favorite
VCR !apes !hat you never can seem to lind when you
want them .

DATABASE PROGRAMS

0

PC-FILE (#5)Perhaps the granddaddy of user sup
ported database programs lrom Jim Bullon.
NEWBASE (#238) Menu driven database lor the be·

0

0

0

0

GAMES
DTOP GAMES (#274) The most requesled arcade
l}:Eo games.
U ARCAOE GAMES (#293) Another goodie bag of top
arcade games
0 PC JR GAMES (#354)Games that will work only on
PC JR. Combat, Dungeons and Dragons, Global Ther
monuclear War .
D MISC GAMES (#390) Good selection of educa •' ;n
al, adventure, and arcade games.
D PINBALL RALLY (#557) You asked !or it! Here are
three pinball games that vary in complexity, PINBALL,
RAIN. TWILZON2 .
D ONO (#567) Dungeons and Dragons, this uses text
characters instead al graphics.
D REFLEX POINT (#487) Sell slyled achongame simi
lar to ROBOTECH cartoon series.

.....r.
PC·DBMS (#383) A relational database manage·
men! system that provides on-line help and screen edil1n luncilons.
CREAT0Rl(#339) Creale. repor1 and sort makes this
a super database management system .
MAIL MASTER (#481) Easily sort. index. and list
your multiple mailing data bases.

0

EDUCATION

D

EQUATOR (#249) A teaching loollor math, science
and fin ance .
D PC-TUTORIAL (#403) A lirst course in computer
usage covering various aspects of MS-DOS. Good!
D PC·PROFESSOR (#105) Learn Basic the easy way.
One of the best tu1orials on BASIC.
0 PC-DOS HELP (#254) Type "he lp" for the DOS
command you !argot.
DPC PROMPT (#558) Fascinating on line memory
resident DOS helper that also supports BAS ICA. ED
LIN. OEBUG . and TURBO PASCAL
PC-SPRINT (#507) Tutorial on how to triple your
PC's speed .

0

D SCREENCOOE (#503) Build your screen applica
lions and watch SCAEENCODE generate the code !or
DBASE II and Ill, BASIC, and more.
0VISIBLE PASCAL COMPILER (#510) Watch your
program step lhrough ils roulines as you learn lo pro.
ram it in PASCAL
EXTENDED BATCH LANGUAGE (#124) Makes the
PC do menial !asks you never lhoughl possible .

GRAPHICS
0 PC·KEY DRAW (#344-345) A small CAD system.
Lots of demonstration tiles .
0 PC-PICTUAE GRAPHICS ('136) Drawing package
allows you to zoom, color, and store pictures.
D PC-GRAPH (#418) Allows user to creale graphics
from PC-File report tiles
D PRESENT (#471) Professional slide shows are a
snap with the advanced graphic fea tures of this pro
gram . Includes a screen "capture ...

LANGUAGE
DcHASM (#10) Cheap assembler with tulorial.
D xuSP (#148) Lisp language interpreter.
D PROLOG & UNIFORTH (#417) Complete with edi
tor and documenlalion.
ESIE (#398) Build and generate an expert system
in a !lash.
DP-BASIC (#381) BASICAwork-a-like lorclones, etc.
0TINY PASCAL COMPILER BUILDER (#540) Leam
to create your own Pascal Compiler and language com
piler/includes tulorial.

MATH AND STATISTICS
DEPISTAT (#88) Statistical analysis al small to
medium-signed data samples.
DsTAT- TOOLS (#509) (1 012) Do single size experi
ments. sludentized ranges, caluclate the size al specific
sample sizes.
DsTAT-TOOLS (#509) (2 ol 2) Do calculalions that
require lhe enlry of original observations, exact ran
domization tests, mean squares, elc

MUSIC
0PC-MUSICIAN (#127) Compose music on your PC.
save and play again.
PIANO MAN (#279) Play your keyboard like a piano.

D

DsvSMENU (#250) Build a menu driven menu sys
tem. Excellent lor hard disks.
PC-OESKMATES {#405) Beller than Sidekick and
all of the rest of the memory resident desktop ulJilttte:s.
ALIGN (#217) Disk Alignment tool. Needs Cats Eye.
D TOP UTILITIES (#273) All of the most requested util·
ities on one disk.
DuNPROTECT (#414) Various routines lo disconnect
prolection schemes.
D PATCHES (#376) Make back up copies al some of
lhe most popular commercial programs with this col
leclion.
D DOSMATIC (#498) Fabulous task-swilching and
menuing ul ilily that allows several programs lo run al
once.
0PC- TOOLS (#536) Lots of useful ul itities with both
EXE and "C" source code. BROWSE , DUMP, MERGE.
WORO COUNT, ROFF, GREP, etc
Does-KAT (#537) Diskette cataloging system !or ar
chival purposes. Database can hold up to 9,999 dis
keltes and 16.000,000 liles.
CsTILL RIVER SHELL (#481) An enhancement al !he
PC-DOS working enviornment. Faster and uses Key
Commands.
PC-PROMPT (#558) The on-line mode makes this
memory residenl ut ilily tops. Great lor beginners and
advanced users alike.

0
0

0

PRINTER UTILITIES
OSIDEWAYS (#265, 411) Printstex lsidewa ys on an
prinler.
D SETPRTR (#79) Sets up Epson print from a menu.
DPRINTER UTILITIES (#411) Smorgasboard al ulili·
ties and tools.
0 EPSON PAINTER UTILITIES (#326) Spool, set up
roulines au designed for Epson codes .
D BANNER (1t386) Make long banners with large lel
lers. Includes MS-FORTRAN source codes.
OwsMxao (#526) Allows Word Siar to print more
ways lhan you imagined on an Epson /Compatible
prinler. Useful for malhemalical and scienlilic notation.
~on

WORD PROCESSING
0PC-WRITE (2) (1178) A & B Our most popular lull fea

tured word processor thal is actually lasler than Word
star. Now with spelling checker .
DICTIONARY {#378) Dictionary type spelling
checker.
DPC TYPE (#455) Jm Button's conlribulion lo a full
lledged word procesor
0(2) NEW YORK WORD (#528. 529) Powerful word
processor Chai creates keystroke macros, split screen
editing, mail merge and more. Watch out Micro-Soll.

D

SPREADSHEET TEMPLATES

0

PC-CALC (#199) Fabulous 123 work-a -like !ram the
author of PC-File.
0(2) LOTUS 1-2-3 TEMPLATES AND MACROS
(#406, 414) Why spend hours writing your macros when
lhese are ready made? Modify !hem yoursell.

I

TEXT PROCESSING TOOLS

0

WORDS TAR AIDS (#375) Collection of the most
useful ulililies !or the Wordstar user.
OUTLINE (#414) Create and collapse and out
line. Great for plans. essays, etc.
D PC-STYLE (#505) Better than your high school En
~h leacherr Analyzes your writing ability
lJPOLYGLOT & LETTERFALL(#542)Twoeducalion
al programs to match sentences, words, and delinitions,
Q&A's. Typing lulor is great!
D SIDE WRITER (#523) Print your lex! files sideways.
Allows lhe 132 column barrier to be broken. Great lor
large spread sheets .
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UTILITIES
D GINA CO (#66) Polished routines wrinen in basic for
or expert. We love it!
LJ UL TRA·UTILITlES (#133, 245) Recover lost liles,
modify sec!ors. elc. Like Nor1ons.
~ beginner

TOTAL# ~~~~~-

x$6= - - - - 

No COD's or Purchase Orders • U.S . Funds Only
Foreign Orders add $5.00 to all Shipping/Handling

DISK DIRECTORY

x$6= _ _ __ _

We Warranty Alf Disks Against Defects In Duplication

(Erplana!ion ol all hies & programs)

SHIP TO: ~---------------OTHER - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -
SUBTOTAL
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 61/ 8 % TAX

CHARGE MY:

SHIPPING AND HANDLING

0

(1 @ $1.00 and 50¢ !or each additional disk)

MASTERCARD

0

VISA

CARD NO.--- - - - - -- - - -- -- 
EXPIRATION DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Inquiry 172

IEEE488
(GPIB/HPIB)
D
D
D
D
D

1

E xon

2
3

General Motors
ob1I

4

Controllers
Buffers
Converters
Extenders
Interface Boards

Fo rd

5
6

IBM
Texaco

7

E I du Pont

8
9

Standard Oil (Ind )
S andard 0 11 of Cal

for PCs, Macintosh, HP plotters,
instruments, printers, etc.

10

Call or send for your
FREE Technical Guide

11

Gul f Oil

12

At lan 1c Ric field

13

Shell Oil

lO ech

14
15

Omdental Pe troleum

(21s) 439.4091

General Electric

US Seel

23400 Aurora Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44146
Inquiry 147

sag

WORDSTAR V. 2.26 or SuperCalc V.1.12
or WORDPAC (incl.

~~~~;~~)ao~d
Microsolt
BASIC.

00
•

each

Find oul about
the many options that
will turn your TARGA board
into a more powertul system.

Wordstar/SuperCalc includes a763 page
Osborne System Manual withextensive
CP/M Tutorials as well.
Combination: Any 3
above for $95.00.
52 Page IBM PUBLIC
DOMAIN $4.00 List of
13,000 Programs
Also Catalog P.O.
Solware for IBM
Apple, C·64, CP/M,
MAC, Amiga, coco.
Ask about S25 Special.

Benelit from the largest and most knowl
edgeable TARGA System Integrators. Get
the Crayon 2.5D Animation Program
that uses TIPS (No Additional paint pro·
gram to buy or learn)
Turn your PC into a powerlul video system:
Paint Box, Rotoscoper, Animator. Titler,
Character Generator or Desktop Publisher.
Call: JANE JENKINS today!

Every year, functional
illiteracy costs Amer ican
business billions.
But your company can
fight back .. .by joining
your local community's
fight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for
Literacy at toll-free
1-800-228-8813 and find
out how.
You may find it's the
greatest cost-saving
measure your company
has ever taken.

Crayon Graphics Center

800-221-7372 Don Johnson
PDSC·33 GOLD ST. ·L3·NYC 10038

756 N. La Cienega Blvd., LA, CA 90069
(213) 65] 2322
Fax (213) 65]5658

~

Inquiry 239

Inquiry 76

controls up
to 4 motors

C~

~
~

tr~::.i~~1:;rr·/-~~

r

comput~~ /~'8
0

With

o ~E~~
MOTOR
CONTROLLER

EPROM AND RAM DISK
AND DRIVE EMULATORS
For the IBM PC• and Compatlbles
APPLICATIONS

•

D1skJess control and commurncarrom systems

•

Dedicated works1arrom - cusromizpd smart rerm1n<'ll5

•

Industrial cont rol and manuf <'IOuring test systems

•

Solid state speed. rer1ao111cy and pertormance

•

Self com a1ned EPROM progrcimming c1rrU1try !simply
copy a Master Orsk to ROMOISK)

•
•

Emula tes a 9 secror, 40 track SSOD or DSDD diskette
Comp.:H1ble EPROM. D;namrc RAM and Static

Microstepping & Circular Moves

•

• RS232 interface • Accel/Decel
BASIC Version . . . . . ... . ....... $985
16K BASIC, Battery Backup . .. . $1335
CNC Version ............. .... $1950
Stepping Motor Tips Cookbook .. .. $8
CALL OR WRITE
CENTROID (814) 237-4535

•

•

FEATURES

RAM versions
Two autoboot modes <md a Me mode
RAMd1sk versions .lre Demery backed up
1/0 mapped - does nor occupy system RAM space

EPROM version PCA-1 PSOKJ

S49S

~;;l~~A~r~~r~r~~~i !:bO~tl llBOK/ S995
~i~~
Static RAM vrrsion PC SRAM-2 f360K )

1I--- II
VJS4

.

CURTIS, INC. 22 Red Fox Road

A literate
America isa
good investment.
n!'I.

0

~(:~ C~alition

for Literacy

St. Paul, MN 55110 612/484-5064

Box 739, State College, PA 16804
Inquiry 53

foquiry 78
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ACP Has It All!!
CLOSEOUTS!
PRICED TO MOVE
AS IS WHERE JS!
A220 Color/Graphics/Video / Mouse . S 95.00
SHARP PC7000 Portable .
. 850.00
SHARP PC5000 Lap top .
., 199.00
3M DCIOOA Da ta Cartridge
. 12.85
3M DC300A Data Cartridge .
. 14.85
256K Intelligent Bull er . r
. 169.00
Quad board II w/64K . .
. 89.95
Ouadlink .
.
r
169.95
Rixon 1200 Baud Modem (int.)
. 88.00
STB RIO w/ 64K..
. 89.95
STB Super Res 400 Color . .
. 249.95
Orchid PC Turbo 186 w/128K .. ..... 199.00
Orchid PC NET Blossom w/64K .
199.00
Smith Corona (OEM)
Letter Quality Printer ..
. 149.00
O&A IBM Soltware/New Vers. . . .... 249.00
6 Slot IBM Compatible
Expansion Box .
. 149.95

WHILE STOCK LASTS!

IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT
YOU NEED...CALL US!I!

IBM® COMPATIBLE CARDS

HARDWARE

HAYES (2 Yr. Warranty)
1200 RS·232 Exlernal .
. S375.00
12008 w/SMARTCOM I (INT.) . . . ... .. 345.00
2400 RS·232 Exlernal.
. . 575.00
2400 wl SMART COM 11 (INT.) .
. .. .. 525.00
Smart modem 1200 . _
. . 385.00
Smart modem 1200B .
L
..... 349.00
Smartmodem 2400 (INT.)
. 575.00
Sma rtm odem 2400B . . . . . . . . . . .
535.00
Hayes Compat ible (Ext.)12008 ..
11 9.00
Hayes Compa tible (Int.) 1200B. , .... 99.00
Hayes Compa tible (Exl .J 24008 .
. 299.00
Hercules Color Card .
. .. Sl86.00
NEW' NEW! NEW' NEW' NEW' NEW'
Hercules Plus Graphics .
239.00
INTE L (5 yr. Warranty)
. . New Price
Above Board PC AT PS .

KEYTRONICS
. . Sl59.95
5150 Keyboard .
189.95
5151 Deluxe Keyboard ..
5153 Deluxe Keyboardw /Touchpad . 285.95
PC Jr. Numeric Keypad ....
. 29.95
Advanced Keyboards
. 58.95
ACP 5150 Keyboard .
ACP 5151 Deluxe Keyboard . .
.. .. 79.95
.. .. 66.95
ACP 5160 ATIXT Keyboa rd . .
ACP 5152 XTIAT Keyboard .
. .. 79.95

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
8087 (PCI XT/Compaq)
8087-2
80287-6 . .
80287-8 .
80287·10 ...

. . S115.00
160.00
. . .. 199.00
. ... 249.00
. .. 449.00

64K RAM (150ns) .
64K RAM (120ns) .
256K RAM (150ns) .
256K RAM (120ns) .
256K RAM (100ns)
lM b RAM.

AST
AT Adva ntage /OK .
SALEI $399.00
AT Advantage/1 .5Mb .
. 599.00
AT Advantage/3 Mb .
. 899.00
Rampage AT w /OK .
.. . 299.00
Rampage AT wl 512K
. 359.00
Rampage AT wl2Mb .
.. .. 549.00
Preview 110 XTIAT .
. . . 189.00
AST ·3G IID "EGA'. .
. 399.00
Sixpack Premium w 1256K
... 339.00
S1xpat Premium EGA
. 599.00
Sixpack PLUS /OK .
. . . 169.00
SPECIAL' SPECIAL' SPECIAL' SPECIAL'
Knight Security Soltware . : . . ... ... 149.00
COMBO PLUS/OK .
. ... 69.00
5251111
. 579.00
525111 2 .
499.00
5251111 Plus .
L
. 649.00

COMPUTERS
Zenith Z·148 Bundle
Zenilh Z·l81 Laptop
Zenith Z· 158 XT . .
Advanced 286 618 MHz AT .
AST Premium AT .
AS T Turbo Laser .

DCA

. . S999.00
. CALL
. ... CALL
. CALL
CALL
. .. CALL

S1899.

AT

VALUE

SH OWN WIT H
OP TI ON AL
M ONITO R AN O
SECON D
DI SK DRIV E

HERCULES

MEMORY UPGRADE SETS

/Printer /Graphics.
. .. S 69.00
A220 Co lor /Graphics/V ideo /Mo use .. . 95.00
A240 Mono/Printer /Graphics..
. .. 79.00
A250 Mono /Printer /Graphics /1 32 col. . 59.00
NEW! NEWI NEW! NEW INEW.I NEW!
A261 Mono /G rap hics /
69.00
Printer·Short Card
A271 EGAl256K RAM·Short Card .... 169.00
A320 384 Multifunction Card-OK RAM . . 69.95
A340 Mul tifunction/Floppy .
. 69.95
A350 640K RAM Card-OK RAM . .. .. ... 59.00
A410 Flopp y Card-2 Drives .. .. . .. .. . . 29.00
A4 10 Floppy Card-4 Dri ves.
. .. 39.00
A510 Parallel/Serial/Optional Serial . . 59.95
A520 Parallel Card .
. .. 35.00
A530 Ser ial Card .
. . . . 49.00
A610 AT sMb Mulli· func\ion·OK ...... 89.95
A620 AT 3.5Mb RAM Card .
. . 89.95
A630 AT Para llet/ Seriall Op tional Serial 59.00
A640 AT Floppy /Ha rd Conlroller.
. 199.00
A650A T 110 Card·SerlPar/ Clk
. 55.00
A950 AT Mot herboard-OK . . .
.. 399.00
A950 XT Motherboard·OK .
99.00
A950 XT Turbo Motherboard·OK .
119.00

SUPER SALE!

SUPER

. S 8.90
. . . . . . 11.50
23.50
, .. 29.50
. . 39.50
350.00

MICROSOFT
Microsof t Mouse .
Microso ft Bus Version.

.. .. .. Sl39.00
155.00

MOUSE SYSTEMS
(3 Yr. Warr anty)
PC Mouse w/Paint Plus .
PC Mouse w/Ready & Painl .
ACP Mouse w/Keyboard

QUA DRAM

. Sl 3800
. . 148.00
. SALEI 99.00

TAX AN
760 EGA Monil or 14"
... S550.00
660 EG A Monitor 12"
. 540.00
560 EGA Card w/Au los wilching
... 299.00
SPECIAL' SPECIAL' SPECIAL' SPECIAL'
560 EGA Plus
... 749.00
EGA Moni tor 660 or 760 .
Advanced EGAl256KI
Short Card
ATl EGA Wonder .
Orchid Turbo EGA .
Paradise Auloswitch .
Quad EGA Plus /Quadram .
RIX EGA Paint .

PLUS..
AST "ADVANTAGE AT® w/ 3Mb
...List Sl 745.DD
That's right... get a 3Mb factory populated
AST Advantage card plus ser ial/parallel
11 0 . tested'

. $169.00
. . . 289.00
. . CALL
. .. 349.00
299.00
59.00

PLUS ...
FREE Software inc luding S IDE K I CK·~
DESQVIEW • and SU PERPAK"'
STAN D· ALONE PRI CE S ON ABO VE...
• SHARP "AT" (as above) . . .. . Only Sl 199.00
• AS T "Advantage Card" 3Mb ... Only SB99.00
FACTORY
OPT IONS
WARRANTY
AVAILABLE _ _ __
IN CLUDE D

PGA SPECIALS
IBM Professional. Limited Quantity IBM PGA
Card. Regular $2995.00 . . . . . . . SALE$995.00

HARD DISC CARDS
Filecard 10 Western Digital .
. .. S299.00
Filecard 20 Weslern Digital
...... 469.00
Filecard 30 Western Digital
. 588.00
10 Mb Drive only .
. . . .. ...... 149.00
21 Mb XT Subsystem WO .. . ...... 388.00
21 Mb XT Subsystem CMl/Tandon . . 349.00
21Mb XT Subsystem Seagate ST225 . . 419.00
30 Mb XT Subsyslem Seagate ST238 .. 499.00
30 Mb AT Drive (40MS.)
Seagate ST4038 .
599.00
40 Mb AT Drive (40MS.J NEC 5046 ... 699.00
CALL FOR HIGHER STORAGE DRIVES'

.s

TOSHIBA

SHARP "AT" Model 7501K ...
(made by t he same Mfg. as Epson E~ u i l y Ill)
• 80286 6/ 8 MHz Swit chable
• 512K RAM Expandab le to 640K
• Hard Disk Con tr oller • 84 key AT Keyboard
• 1.2Mb Floppy w / Con troller
• 8 110 Slots
• Se rial and Pa ralle l Port s
• MS· DOS 3.1 & GW Basic included FREE

MORE EGA ...

Silver Quad board PCI XT . .
. .... $139.95
Liber ty PCI XT OK .
169.00
liberty 2 Mb .
. ... . . 418.00 3- 112" DRI VES
Quadspri nt PCI XT Accelera tor.
. 199.95 10 Mb 3·112" Drive/ Rodine equiv. . . Sl 88.00
.. . 299.00
Quad EMS 110 • 256K
. 339.00 20 Mb 3· 112" LaPine LT200
Quad Amberchrome Monitor .. .. . .... CALL 30 Mb 3· 112" LaPine LT300 ..... . .... 359.00
Gold Quad board .
. . . . . . . CALL BEST BACK-UP!
Use the same back·up device we use at ACP
Alpha Micro VCR Backup Card .
. . $399.00
PRINTERS
AlphaMicro
VCR.
. .. 899.00
BRO THER
. . S249.00 DISK DRIVES
M1109 Dot Matrix .
69.95
. 399.00 ACP IBM Drives OS .
M1509 Dot Matrix .
Toshiba FDD4403 3-112"
EPSON (3 Yr. Warra nty)
w/5·112" Bezel .
. 129.00
. CALL Toshiba N0040 PCI XT 360K .
EX 800 250 cps/50 cps NLQ .
.. 95.00
.. . CALL Toshiba N004E-G AT 360K .
EX 1000 Wide Carriage .
. 105.00
. 389.00 Toshiba N008Df.G 1.2Mb ..
FX85 160 cps NLQ..
.. .. . 129.00
.. 549.00 TEAC FD-55B. .
FX286 160 cps Wide
. ..... . .. 99.00
P321 "3 in r 24 Pin LO Printer .
2P341 24 Pin/2 16 cps . .
P351·C Color .
P351Model 2...
P351 24 Pin/288 cps .

"... combined retail value
over $4700! You get...

MONITORS
Amdek 310A TTL .
. Sl55.00
NEC Multisync .
. . 599.00
Princeton MAX· 12 TTL ... ... ...... . 179.00
Roland's CD240 HiRes Color
.... 359.00
Samsung TTL IBM Green .
. .... 88.00
Samsung TTL IBM Am ber.
. 88.00
TECO CGA Monitor.
. .... 299.00
TECO EGA Monitor .
. 399.00

SUPER
VALUE!

s599

•

Advanced PC/XT
.. .over 4000 Satisfi ed Cust omers!
Manufactured by Toshiba. This is the lines! IBM
compa tible manul ac lured today ... we can p.rovo ii'
• FCC /U PApproved
• (II J6CK Floppy
• Serial/Parallel/LCD
• Com~s1te Video
• Mouse & Ke~board
• RGB " · -- Graphics
:

i~~Kbe~~:~ Di;mitb~31i&.64 0K

DISK ETTES (BOX OF 10)

S479.00 OS/DDfor,PCI XT (40tpi J
. 659.00 • ACP Gener ic .
6.00
1195.00 •Verbatim Datalile .
.. .... 16.00
. . . 1075.00 • Maxell MD·2 . .
. .. 19.00
. 945 • Fuji .
. 16.00
moo & rnoo .
.. .... CALL OXIHi·Density lor AT (96tpi)
Toshiba Color Printer
. CALL •Verbatim . ..
. . 32.00
• Maxel
..... 35.00
LIMITED SPECIAL!
• Fuji .
26.00
8 PEN PLOTTER
SS
/DD
lor
Apple
II/etc.
Roland·s DXY-800 Flatbed X·Y Plotter.
•Verba tim ..
.. .. 14.00
including Parallel/Serial Interlace.
•Maxell MD· I .
17.00
IBM. Compatible formerly
•
Fuji
.
..
... 14.00
sold lor 5995.00 ....... . NOW ONLY S499.00
Macintosh/I
BM
Conv.
3·112"
SPECIAL OFFER WHILE SUPPL YLASTS 11
. . 36.00
DXY 101Pen Plotter .
. . 299.00 • Maxell Ml-20 0 . ...
. .. 36.00
• Fuji MF·2DD (1351piJ .
MORE
ACCESSORIES...
EGA SPE CIALS
Flip-Soll I holds up to 75 disks)
• EGA Monitor
ACP 5·114" Disk Holder
f1us Upgrade Card .
ACP3-112" Disk Holder .
• NEC Multisyn c
Head Cleaner 5 114 or 8"
pl us EGA Car d ..

s

!~~\~!! 5319
Advanced

•

8 MHz XT Turbo
•
•
•
•

4.7718MH z Switchable
OK. expandable to 6411<
XT/AT Deluxe Ke yb oard
Runs all Major sollware

• Zinc-lined FCC Case
• 150WPo wer Supply
• .Phoerix BIOS
wrillen \or IB M

9D DAY WARRANTY

Mail Order: P.0. Box 17329 Irvine, CA
Retail: 1310 B E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA

Inquiry 91
LIFFllME WAliHll , I\

HACKERS BEWARE!
PC Security and
Managemen

30 INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

CGS-3 Library for CGA Card

20 and 30 drawing. rotation. scaling, real-time animation.
1

~~~~,~~~~~~~;~~~:1~~~edif~ :Je~~~~~e~nu·~:al~~~~Oc~i~:
ing/scrolling in any direction. Keyboard support. Read/Check
keyst.rokes while program keeps running Sound/Musical ef·
feels. And much more.
ReQui1ed IBM PC/CompatiblefCGA/OOS 2 X.3 X. Support 8087!80287.
Ca~able from MS/IBM Fonran/Basic/PascalfP1olortJAssembler
CGS-3 library ·+- 20f3D Tu1or + 100-page manual

$40

EGS·3 Library for EGA/Hercules Card
Includes all functions for CGS-3 library plus: Screen page
control. Programmable color palette. Display/Remove lex!
wrlh down-loadable fonts. Draw/Fill with Patterns sized up
to 64X64 color pixels Graphics screen dump
~·

~ lOCKlOO
• M u h 1-lcv

I

access restriction
• File Protection
• File Encryption
• Complete Usage Reports
• Physical locking

only 5495 ea.

Required IBM PCtCompatible. 256K EGA or compatible or Hercules Card.
Support 8087!80287. Callable from MSflBM FortrantPascal/Pro·

~0%~~~g1e~ ~Jlo~~~~b~~~u:i
$65
LITE-3 Interpreter for EGA/Hercules Card
Interactive Graphics Command lnlerpreler includes all abilities
ol EGS-3 Library. Compiling/Linking nol required. Single-step
graphic command facilities.
Required IBM PCtCompat1ble. 256K EGA or compal1ble Of Hercules Card.
Sup~ 8007180287. BASICAfTurboPascat MS/IBM forlran/Basic/Pascal/

~0~ 30Dvr~r~~m!1~~·a.L~:~J~~~e~~re1er

+

~i:. 'a~~~·~ ~rt,:,~~h50n\'~r'! ftt06~· s1si
1

1

$70
Call
$5.00

Demo (applied toward pllrchase)
Please add $J S/H. TX residenls please add 6 125% tax

215 7 flint stone Dr. •Tucker. GA .\ llllil·i
·ICl-l--1\)l- HO+_.

Inquiry 22

Fillrex Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 820425
Houston, Texas 77282

(713) 555.5747
MCNISAICHECKIMD

with

"Ready to use in your
IBM PC or compatible."

-- ~

=-

FOUNTAIN-XT COMPUTERS
48<

3M
69<

ALF formats brand-name factory certified disks,
and double-checks them for defects. You save the
time and hassle of formatting disks yourself. and
pay no more than for ordinary blank disks!

• IBM COMPATIBLE
• 640 k RAM
• 2· 320 k FLOPPIES
• HIGH RESOLUTION MONOCHROME
MONITOR
• AT-STYLE KEYBOARD
• PARALLEL PORT
• 8 EXPANSION SLDTS
• GRAPHICS CARD
• CLOCK CALENDAR CARD
• MANUFACfURER"S WARRANTY

H & S SALES, INC.
P.O. BOX 795
RAYMORE. MO 64083

1-800-321-4668
in Colorado, 303-234-0871

ALF

1315.F Nd1on St.

Denver , CO 8021S

I

2

DC :DOA

IS

s

S·Side 13~
D·Side 19~

S"

S

Disks

S·Side 1540
S·D~n.


~:~~d:.18~
D·Side 2095
D·Den.


Delawa'e 1·800 ·451 -1849

,.,..

P.0, 90X I04'• 7. W ILlillNCTQtol ,

OE . 19~

Ois~ette+O k1ahorro~el-~1~;~~N~·~-~
l,01111ecnoic

N~~'l.g:,,1;P9R~~~\~~~.1

(816) 331 -3 933

Verbatim~

WITH "ANTI-STATIC"
OATAHDLD
PROTECTION
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
1- - 

5 114"

Diskettes- - 

S·Side 795 I D·Side 995
D·Den. "''"·3 bx.
D·Den. rn,n 3 bx
s-sid~ 1511 o-sid~
~ High
95
96 tp1
96 tp1 18 Den. 20
I

1

- - - 3 112· Diskette s - -

S·Side 12fili
--

D·Side 17fili

8" O is ke t tes - -

~:~~dn~ 1542 ~:~~di 17fili ~:~~di. 20fili

PREPAID ORDERS- NO SHIPPING CHM.GES IN USA °"1.Y
IBM: REG1SfERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES CORP.

Inquiry 129

Inquiry JO

Univ ersal Graphic s
T ools for Turbo Pascal
(El.A, Hercules, Cl.A, HP Laser Jct and
plotter drivers and much more... }

No R oyal t ies
The Turbollalo"IM UnivcrsJ\ Graphics Tools
(Quinn-Curlis Model # IPC-TP-005) arc
LUIU(lr · hi; 1h 1,·c: set of ove r 170 high performance
graphics procedures and functions which work
with over 41 of the most popular graphics display
adapters, dot matrix printers, l:::i.ser printers,
planers, digilizing t'1blcts 1:111d mice. Drivers can be
loaded dynamically at runtime, so that your
program can support a wide variety of graphics
devices without the need 10 recompile. These
procedures take up less than 2K of source code in a
Turbo Pascal program. Multiple character fonts,
polygons, circles, line styles, area fills, display

files, rubberb~rndi11g, vicwporfs, device,
normali1.ed, and world coordinate systems arc all
supported. $ 1311.
To Order: Ca\\ (6\7)444-71'!1 CH write Quinn-Curtis. 49
Highland Ave ., Needham. MA 02194. Mastercard, Visa ,
Company PO's, Personal checks and COD orders accepted .
Add S5 for ..11 1r-pinb! ou 1side of North America.

Inquiry 252

-

ATS & OfHER CONFIGS. AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY TOLL-FREE

3 1"D· k

DataCartridges

12.95
S·Side 79_5 Dc rooo 12.95
D·Den
oc 300• 16.60
D·Side 99_5 DC JooxL 19.55
D·Den
oc3ooxLP 19.85
S-Side
oc 600• 22.00
96tpi 1 ~
HEAD
D·Side 19
CLEANERS
96tpi
~ 1275
HIGH 2195
- EA.
DEN.
- 3 0 Cle a nings
4

Crw~r;sr~~v~~rr~!.Uf~~)fu~ii.~~.

Inquiry !09

SAVE TIME
FORMATTED DISKS

5 -" D'sks

PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE
isn't copyrighted. Thousands of useful programs
available for most computers from user group
libraries.
User Group Libraries

Rent

Buy

IBM PC Blue 220 Disks
Capitol -I BM 45 Disks
Sanyo UG MS DOS 80 Disks
Aulhors Showcase (IBM)
35 Disks
Amiga 50 Disks
Atari ST 55 Disks
Macintosh 85 Disks
GP M UG 92 Disks
SIG M UG 270 Disks
CBM 64 Gold 50 Disks
Apple DOS 120 Disks

$230
50
85

$450
105
225

40
65
75
90
45
175
105
130

140
200
220
255
249
330
150
200

MAS TER CARD• VISA• DINERS• AMERICAN EXPRESS

Rental is for 7 days with 3 days grace for return.
Use credit card, no deposit' Call for free catalog or
send Disk for free Directory of programs. Specify
Computer!
24 HR
RECORDING
(7021
794-3660

Inquiry 216

PUBLIC DOM AIN SOFTWARE
INTEREST GROUP INC.
2400 Santa Aila
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
702 732-0169
800 527-3744

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

D·Side
D·Den.

17l5

S· Sid~ 1995

96tp1
RX50 2095
Format
-

D-Sid!! 2195
96tp1 HIGH 2395
DEN.
-

- BC'_

~:~~~- 17~ b:~~~- 19~lg:~; 22~

"Bernoulli"cas;';~l~es
~~g. 46 9 ~

J~g.71 9E~

BBS
NUMBER
(I021
794-3665
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CHIPS
256K 0-RAM (set of9) ............. S27
64K 0-RAM (set of9) ... .. . . ... .. . . .S9
V-20(8MHz) . . .. . .. . .......... Sl0.95

DISK DRIVE
CONTROLLERS
From National Computer Ltd., Japan's
premier maker of controllers
• These compact AT-compatible controller
cards are among the smallest available.
• Co-resident, IBM-COMPATIBLE

• Hard disk drive on a plug-in card gives
PC or compatible the storage capacity of
an XT
• Uses NEC technology for high reliability
NOC 5126 AT Winchester only ....... S179
• Fast, easy installation
(a half card-so small you won't believe
·two year guarantee-parts and labor ' it's AT-compatible)
21-Megabyte .. . . ........... .. ..... $429 NOC 5125 AT Winchester/Floppy . .. .S189
30-Megabyte ..... . . ... ..... ..... .. $479 NOC 512 7 XT Winchester only ..... .. S79
40-Megabyte ......... . ........... $649 NOC 3011 SAS! Controller ........... S91
40-Mb AT MegaCard . . . .
. ... $749 Double your drive capacity with the
LOGIC ARRAY KXP 230Z .. .. ...... $199

INTELMATH
CO-PROCESSORS
8087 . .. . .. . .. ..... . .. .. ....... S125
8087-2 ... .. .. . ..... . .......... S179
80287-6 ... . ... .. .. . . . . . ..... .. S225

MODEMS
1200-Baud external, Hayes-compatible,
uses AT command set ............... $99

SOFTWARE
Rix EGA Paint .................... $49
On Track Disk Manager .... . ........ $65

HARD DISK DRIVE KITS

(Half height, boots from hard disk
includes controller, cables, manual)
20-Megabyte. . . . . . . .
. .. ........ $375
30-Megabyte ... .. . ..... . . ......... $410
40-Megabyte .. .. ... ... . .. .... ..... $555
50-Megabyte .. .................. .. $675
80-Megabyte . .. . ... ... .. . . .. . . . .. . $799
(with Disk Manager software)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
360-K ... . .. . .. .. ...... . .. . .. .... $89
1.2 Megabyte, Al:Compatible .... . .... $129
1.2 Megabyte, PC-Compatible
(enables your PC or XT to read and write
AT-formatted diskettes)
was $299-clearance price NOW ...... $129

'~

t

...

t'lfr

..,

ll r.'!

.

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER:

BOARD LEVEL PRODUCTS
FROM MYLEX
Multifunction card
0-K ...... .. ................. . . $82
384-K ......................... $123
Envision 1 (mono/color/graphics) ... . .. $147
Envision II (mono/color/graphics,
char. RAM enhanced modes) ....... $156
Color Adapter 1 .......... . ......... $77
Business Master I (man I par adapter,
enhanced text modes) . . . . . .. . . ... .. $80
Business Master II (h igh-res. man graphics,
enhanced text modes) ...... . .... ... $91
Enhanced Graphics Adapter .......... $279
(EGA, CGA, MDA, HGC compatible)

We accept Visa, MasterCard and American
Express (no surcharge) and Money Orders.
Minimum charge card order S25. No sales
tax outside California. (CA residents
add 6% .)
Personal or company checks require
three weeks to clear.
We insure all orders.
Shipping and handling minimum SS up to
3 lbs. within continental U.S. Call for
shipping info on other orders.
Prices and availability may change.
Returns require authorization and are subject to
restocking charge.
Normal manuracturers' warranties apply.
Not responsible for typographical errors.
IBM, MultiSync, MegaCard, Mylex EGA
Paint and On Track are trademarks of their
respective companies.

CAl,IA 800-443-7355
ht Calif. Call 800-345-4868
Customer Service and Local Sales
18017 Skypark Circle, Suite L, Irvine, CA 92714
370
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714-2 50-3 386

MON-FRI 7AM-5PM Pacific Time
Inquiry 138

Inquiry 2

RS·422

VAR's
OEM's
RESELLER's

Communications Board

Save 20 to 40%
Import Direct

818-889-1092
•For IBM-PC/AT/XT and
compatibles
•Dual RS-422/RS-485 interface
•Differential drivers to 4000 ft.

Ii\

IBM-PC* Logic Boards
$68 J2

XT Std. 4.7 MHz 640k Motherboard

SI 1 .0 (Full IBM comp. w/BIOS-Ok)

XT Super Turbo 4.7-10 MHz
Work s with any standard Centronics parallel
interface• Reset button• Mu ltiple co py
repeat function • Auto diagno stics • Self-test

Fast Delivery

Order by Check/MO or VISA/MC/AX

Call Toll Free

\.VQUA TECH, INC.

SYNTHESIZER

$313116.

SI 10.3 (fits Std. XT Box, w/BIOS-Ok)

Super Baby 286 6-12 MHz AT

$348 116.

330 Central Avenue• Fillmore, CA 93015

IBM-PC* Components

Inquiry 52

WAVEFORM

Baby 286 Turbo 6-10 MHz AT

SI 13.5 (fits Std. XT Box, w/BIOS-Ok)

478 E. Exchange SI. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726

Inquiry 243

$105 2l

SI 3.7 (V-20, w/BIOS-Ok)

(Partial List)
80/132 M/G/P Herc. Compatible

R5·2!2

$67 U

(80x25,I32x25 ,!32x44, & 720x350)

$49 ll

Color/Graphics/Printer
(640x200 RGB Std.)

$57 .2.1

Multi Disk 1/0
(Floppy Ctrl, Par, Ser, Clk, Cld)

$66 ll

Amber Monitor Hi Res
(Tilt-swivel Base & Anti-glare Screen)

$56

RT/ AT/XT Keyboard 5339 Style

~

(Hi-quality with great feel)

$59 l!I

DS/DD Floppy Drive

• For IBM·PC/XT/AT and
compatibles
• Generates user-definable signal
• Up to 2000 points per envelope

IT\
W QUA

$795.00

TECH, INC.

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726

• For IBM-PC/XT/AT & comp .
• Dual RS-232C interface
• Optional software supports
COM1, COM2 , COM3, COM4
• Jumper selectable interrupts

Ii\

Fast Delivery

~ QUA

TECH, INC.

478 E. Exchange SI. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726

(Hi-quality w/Di.rcct Drive motor)

AT Mini Box w/Lock

$35

1.1

$78

ll

(Perfect chassis for Baby 286's)

Baby AT Power Supply
(180 Watts in a XT size)

EGA Card w/PrinterPort

$168 ~

(Now affordable)

Super Modem Card

$184 M

(30011200/2400 Baud, Hayes Comp.)

2 Meg EMS Memory Card

$200 H1

(Full EMS Std. w/l Meg RAM)
Inquiry 245

Inquiry 244

20 Meg Hard Disk Drive

$318 fil.

(Half High, w/Ctrl)

AT Portable Case Baby 286

72 Digital 1/0
. •"'

.! i --

1'

<

\ 1

•

.

-..•.:·rii--,.,· ·-

. ;. ••

I

#

"..':f

ACS Imports specializes in buying custom and
standard electronics components to fit your
specific needs. We have years of expertise ·
buying and importing components.
ACS Imports will solve your sourcing needs.

~ ... -~ ~

,lI ; ~"'f , ,.,~:-~~
-· 1I~"'!.. ( ,,.., v lL ,_ .,
,"! .
:"-"" .•·~ ·,.;:-;-..._ .
•

·- 1., ::
'

-.;

,

•

•

•

1 1.. .

L

!

....!

_.~,

Z•• ' "•• • 111•

·~

PXB·721
Parallel Expansion Board
• For IBM-PC & Compatibles
• 72 Digital 1/0 Lines
•Simple Programming
• Uses One Expansion Slot
• Fast Delivery

S195

(j) QUA TECH, INC.
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
l216) 434-3154

Inquiry 246

TLX : 5101012726

$497 ll

(AT Key, 180 Watts, Amber TTI..)

Call:
•
•
•
•

For IBM & Compatibles
Flexible and Inexpensive
Money Back Guarantee
Free Technical Support

Ii\

Fast Delivery

~ QUA

818-889-1092
ACS Imports
5311 Derry Ave. #A
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
TLX 510 601 8224
FAX 818 889 5605

•JBM is trademark International Business Machin es
All prices are FOB Taiwan - Import Quantities

TECH, INC.

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434 -3154 TLX : 5101012726

Inquiry 247
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Inquiry 221

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.

FIND THE WIDEST RANGE
OF DP WORKSTATIONS,
ACCESSORIES m::~~
& SUPPLIES
IN THIS FREE
GLOBAL
GUIDE

IOvernight
PCCB IHas Super Values
Delivery Aueilob le. Cell In Your
Toll FREE Order Today 1-800-245-4122

LX-86

Ust '349 00

s229s5
FX-85
Ust
599 00

...all at

RS232C IBM PC Compatible
Paper Tape Transmitter/Model 612

1

s33995

Stops and starts on character at all speeds ,
uses manual control or X-on. X-off 90-260
volt, 50-60 Hz power. 50-9600 baud, up to 150
char/sec synchronous or asynchronous;
gated internal or external clock , RS 232C.
current loop or parallel output, reads 5-8 level
tape, 7-11 frames per character. even or odd
parity. Desk top or rack mount.

FX-86E
CALL

Addmaster Corporation, 2000 S. Myrtle
Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016, (818) 358-2395,
Telex 674770 Addmaster SGAB
Inquiry 3

•Multi-user Database!
•Powerful!
•Multiple Operating
System Compatibility!
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
• Full Dealer Support!

s5999s

Cell In Your
Toll Free Order
Today 1-800-245-4122

CA420i

ss7ggs
LQ-800

Ocltclflcx IS cl !rademcirk of 0d t cl Access

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Ust '799 00

95

Lll-1000
Ust '1095 00

se99ss

24000 Telegraph Road
Southfi eld. Michigan 48034 USA
/313/ 352-2345

L0-2500
List ' 1595"'

Inquiry 58

1049 95

The Most ESSENTIAL CA
For The EQUITY I
• Able To Brng The
Mother Boan:l tn
512K
• Y:i The Si.ze of Other Cards

• 3 Year Warranty
• Save Lip tn $70.00

s99ss

¥:I [ii rn

AN 1/0

Versatile
Accurate
"a nd Fast

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.
3879 East 120th Ave.
Thornton, CO 80233
(303) 450-6727



'- •



,

~-::;. -·~: ·~  .

AP·8

• 8 ·bit AID and DI A 1o 50K11Z a mp lifier. an t1
aliasing f ilters. elc.5299.

AP-12

• 12-bi t A/O and DIA t o 40Khz . ;:ina log mu lti·
pleJ<er. amplifier. S/H. 8-b11 1/0. clock. etc. $<150

PC-12

• 1 2·bit AID orO / A to 60Khz.ana log mu lt iple~er .
amplifier. anh-aliasing tilter. S/H. on board VCO
fu nclion g e nerat o r. 8-liit 1/0. e1c. 5750

PC-OMA

• Our best available analog int e rlace. 12-bit AID
or DIA lo 100Khz. OMA driven lo allow real -lime
processing .on board ltmer for l(U01iming jelle1.
innut and output f111e r s. ampJi fie r .S/ H. mu l1iplexer
500Hi to 100Khz phase-locl\ ed (lo timerl func
l1on genera!or. lully pro gra mm able S l 25 0

PC-model designation refers lo IBM PC comp atible boar•s.
AP for Apple ti. Prices inch1de so flware Peripheral multi·
channel inp u t s ignn1condit1 oner and fi ller. and PC -based FF T
board available soon For purchase or in1o please contacl ·

CANETICS. In c

.._---1-800-245-4122
B Y T E • MARCH 1987

:-·
F•••

MODELS

Call PCCB Today

Add 2.9 % for use of Visa, M/C, Choice
& Discover. Add 5% for use of American
Express. Restocking fee: 20% of mdse. cost.
hue Price• Are Good For M•il Ord•r Dept. Only

1

Series
Analog Interfaces
for your PC/APPLE

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

372

EPROM
~ ~PROGRAMMER
.:. .

Inquiry 49

I

l

_

_,

APROTEK 1000
ONLY

$265. 00

Al

- -- ~

!Cl

0

COMPLETE WITH
PERSONALITY
MODULE

117 AC POWER-RS -232 CONNECT
-6 BAUD RATES - HANDSHAKE TO HOST

ALLOWS READ, WRITE, VERIFY & COPY
Comes complete with IBM·PC. Apple, or CPM
(Specify Computer) Driver Program on Disc.
Programs the following 5 Volt 24 or 28 pin
devices: 2716 series through 27512, 25xx series,
68764 plus others. Please Specify Personality
Module desired with order. Additional Personality
Modules only $15.00 ea. Full 1 year warranty.
TO ORDER CALL 1I 6 OR WRITE
APROTEK
10 71 A AVENIDA A CASO
Add
s4 00 Shipping USA
CAMARILLO. CA 93010
VISA or MC Add 3%
Info 18051 987 2454
We Accept Govt School & Large Corp P 0 s

Inquiry 27

Call PCCB For Super Values

~

COMPUTER SUPPLIES

45 South Service Road, Plainview, NY 11803

0

Ust 5995 00

5

&LOBJJJ;.

~~c

EX-1000

499

The GLOBAL GU IDE offers more variety than
any office equipment, computer or soflware
dealer; plu s, toll-free order convenience. Use
th e Reade r Service Number or dial
1-800-8-GLOBAL (That 's 1-800-845·6225).

Inquiry 122

s459s5

5

HUGE SAVINGS!

PO Box 70549. Pasadena. Ca 9 1107
Tele ph one ! 818 ) 584 ·0438

UNDERSTAND
Feeds and refolds
paper in the same
space you use for
your printer! Swing
paper r eceiving tray
down and bottom
shelf becomes a
storage for paper.
Only $44.95.
Other stands and
trays available from

$19.95.

CALL TOLL FREE

1 ·800·344-6934

@
Inquiry 127

US:..

1

Grand 'Union
Micro Systems
2222 Gumtree Llin11. Fallbrook. CA 92026
For Cu1 tom11r S11Nlc11Call (5191723-0662

LIST OURS
TOOLS FOR TURBO PASCAL
ALICE
FIRSTIME
FLASH UP WINDOWS
TURBO HALO
SCREENPLAY
SCREEN SCULPTOR
T-DEBUG PLUS
TURBO EXTENDER
TURBO PASCAL ASYNC MGR
TURBO PROFESSIONAL
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
TURBO WINDOWS
OTHER TURBO TOOLS

68
95
75
59
90
79
129
99
100
89
125
91
60
50
85
65
100
84
70
-19
100
83
80
65
CALL CALL

NEW Products
ADVANTAGE C + + for XENIX-Take
ad\'antaRC o( object-oriented p~.1mn1i 1J.g
methods. Add resiliency and llt:xibili ~ r to your code.

Build lar~e and sophisticated proltfilJlls more

produt·tively.
List $695

Ours $660

AllVANTAGE Make-Feature-packed
MS/PC-DOS \'crsion of UNIX MAKE utility.
List$125
OursS99
SSPIPC-Fast. extremely accurate librar}· or over
P,!~c"..f.'tx~%outines. Callable from c. FORTRAN,

List S:l50

Welcome to Paradise. The MS/PC-DOS and XENIX software source that caters to your programming needs.
Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise ...
• Lowest price guaranteed
• Huge inventory, immediate shipment
• Special orders
• Latest versions
• Knowledgeable sales staff
• 30-day money-back guarantee

VENTUll·\ PUBLISHER tXEROX1-Dcsktop
publislu'ng software, li),~htninJ,? fast, loaded with
fealures. Create pro(essional-lookinJ,? docu
mentation at minimal cost!
Ours$805
List$895

We'll Match Any Nationally Advertised Price.
LIST OURS
c++
ADVANTAGEC++
PFORCE++

$ 495
469
395 CALL

CCOMPILERS
C-86PLUS
497
DATALIGHT -C
60
DATALIGHT -C DEVELOPER'S KIT 99
LATflCEC3.2
500
LATTIC C IV/SOURCE
900
LET'S C
75
W/CSD DEBUGGER
150
MICROSOFT C 4.0
450
MARK WILLIAMS C
495
SUPERSOF'TC
395
WIZARDC
450

445
49
79
269
545
59
109
2i5
289
339
369

CINTERPRETERS
C-TERP
INSTANTC
INTRODUCING C
RUNIC
RUNIC PROFESSIONAL 1.1

125
150
250

235
379
105
89
169

495
395
150
195
495
595

445
349
98
125
325
509

CCOMPILER
500
C CROSS REFERENCE GENERATOR 50
150
CFOODSMORGASBORD
C-SPRITE
175
CURSES
125
DBC-111
250
LMK
195
RPG II COMPILER
750
RPG COMBINATION PACK
11 00
SECRET DISK
120
SIDETALK
120
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES 120

269

ASSEMBLERS, LINKERS
3861ASM/LINK
ADVANTAGE LINK
MACR0-86
PASM-86
PLINK 86 PLUS
QUELO 68000 X-ASM

300
500

Lattice Specials

GRAPHICS
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
GRAPHIC
GSS GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT
TOOLKIT
GSS KERNEL SYSTEM
GSS METAFILE INTERPRETER
GSS PLOTTING SYSTEM
l!ALO-ONE LANGUAGE
wrrENFONT PACK
HALO-FIVE MICROSOFT
LANGUAGES
METAWINDOWS
METAWINDOWS PLUS
METAFONTS
METAFONTSPLUS

:15

95
125
85
17&
135
635
939
85
85
85

295
250
350

225
195
289

495
495
295
495
300
425

379
379
239
379
209
297

595
185
235
80
235

415
115
189
59
189

LIST OURS
C UTILITY LIBRARIES
AS'INC MANAGER
BASICC
C ESSENTIALS
CFOODSMORGASBORD
IV/SOURCE
CTOOLSPLUS
ESSENTIAL C UTILITY LIBRARY
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS
W/BREAKOUT DEBUGGER
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
GREENLEAF COMM
THEHAMMER
MULTIC
MULTI COMM
PFORCE
TIMESLICER
W!LIBRARY SOURCE
TOPVIEW TOOLBASKET

135
175
175
129
85
100
95
150
188
300
175
135
185
J:l5
l'.J5
185
195
250
1:15
185
1:15
185
195
175
149
1:15
149
135
2-15
395
295
265
lOOOCA LL
189
250

SCREEN DISPLAY, WINDOWS FOR C
CWORTHY
295
269
CURSES
125
85
WISOURCE
250
184
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
225
179
339
IV/SOURCE
395
FLASH UP WINDOWS
75
68
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
319
500
ON-LINE HELP
149
109
219
PANEL
295
POLYWINDOWS
CALL CALL
135
SCREENPLAY (LA TTICEl
150
175
195
SOFTSCREEN HELP
199
VIEW MANAGER
275
199
225
VIT AMIN C 3.0
VCSCREEN
84
99
1-15
WINDOWS FOR C
195
239
WINDOWS FOR DATA
295
ZVIEW
245
189
FILE MANAGEMENT
BTRIEVE
XTRIEVE
IV/REPORT GENERATION
BTRIEVE/N
XTRIEVE/N
IV/REPORT GENERATION
CTREE
RTREE
C TREE/R TREE BUNDLE
C(JL
DBClll
W/SOURCE
DBC Ill PLUS
DB VISTA
WISOURCE
DB QUERY
WISOURCE
FABS
FABS PLUS
INFORM IX
INFORMIX 4GL
INFORMIX S<lL
PHACT

245
245
390
595
595
940
395
295
650
395
250
500

750
195
495
195
495
150
195
795
995
795
295

BASIC
BETTERBASIC
SUMMIT ADD ONS
BETTER TOOLS
FINALLY
MICROSOFT QUICKBASIC
PROFESSIONAL BASIC
8087 MA TH SUPPORT
PANEL-BASIC
TRUE BASIC
AD DONS

LIST OURS
MAKE, LINT, PROFILE, UTILITIES
C CROSS REFEl<ENCE GENERATOR 50
35
LMK
195
135
POLYMAKE
99
78
OTHER l'OLYTRON
CALL CALL
PMAKER
125
89
PFINISH
395
235
THE PROFILER
125
9-1
PC LINT
139
105
PRE-C
295
159
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES 120
85
DEBUGGERS
ADVANCED TRACE 86
BREAKOUT
CODESMITH 86
CSPRITE
CSD SOURCE DEBUGGER
PElllSCOl'E I 3.0
PERISCOPE 113.0
PERISCOPE 11-X 3.0
PFIX 86 PLUS
XVIEW86

175
125
145
175
75
345

129
99
105
125
59
293

175

145

145
395
60

109
235
-19

195 CALL
75
59
250
195
195
155
295
2C5
195
159
295
229
125
105
125
89
195
119
149
129
195
149
150
109
185
139

425

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM
FASTBACK
INTERACTIVE EASYFLOW
PDISK
SOURCE PRINT
TREE DIAGRAMMER
VENTURA PUBLISHER (XEROX>

75
175
150
195
97
77
895

129
169
6.19
799
639
265

I'ASCAL COMPILERS
MICROSOFT PASCAL
PASCAL2
TURBO PASCAL
OTHER BORLAND

750

329
2-19
529
329
175
379
599
155
425

155

199
139
CALL CALL
95
~9
99
89
99
i5
99
75
50
-15
145

115

150
105
CALL CALL

COBOL COMPILERS/UTILITIES
MICROSOFT COBOL
MICROSOFT COBOL TOOLS
MICROSOl'I' SORT
MICR01SPF
OPT-TECll SORT
REALIA COBOL
SCREENPLAY
RM/COBOL
RM/COBOL8X
VISUAL COBOL IMBPl

700
-145
350 . 205
195
1:19
175 CALL
149
115
995
785
175
1:,5
950
639
1250
895
1150 1015

FORTRAN COMPILERS/UTILITIES
LAHEY FORTRAN
477 CALL
MICROSOFT FORTRAN
350
209
RM/FORTRAN
595
389
ACSTIMESSERIES
495
419
87 SFL
250
225
FOR-WINDS
90
78
FORLIB-PLUS
70
54
GRAFMA TICS OR PLOTMATICS
135
119
GRAFMATICSANDPLOTMATICS 240
219
FORTRAN SCIENTIFIC
SUBROUTINES
295
249
STRINGS AND THINGS
70
54

I

EDITORS
BRIEF
CVUE
W/SOURCE
EDIX
EMACS
EPSILON
FIRSTIME (Cl
KEDIT
LSE
PMATE
PCNI
SPF/PC
VEDIT
VEDITPLUS

195
195
315
465
465

Ours CALL

TIMESLICER-New Microsoft version.
MultitaskinR. linkable library supporting concurrent
tasks and real-time e ..·ent processing with header
liles provided for C+ +, C and assembly. Library
source available!
List $~%
Ours $265

59
119
129
129
87
69
805

300
189
350
329
100
69
CALL CALL

ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES
APL PLUS
JANUS ADA/C PACK
LOGITECH MODULA 2
PC/FORTH
SMALLTALK V
TURBO PROLOG
CALL FOR OTHERS/ADD-ONS'

595
95
89
150
99
100

429
89
63
119
88
75

Programmer's Paradise
bo~k-

42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 11591
914-332-4548

-r~~
Inquiry lb5
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OESK·AOAPTOR TM
CONVERT YOUR DESK

m A COMPUTER WORK STATION

Why buy expensive comp ~ ler furn!ture f or
home or ottlce?
• Convert any desk or table into a computer
work station.
TM
• The Desk·Adaptor
keyboard holder
lowers keyboard height to optimum keying
height for maximum comfort and
productivity.
• Installed and removed in seconds without
tools. Easily stored when not in use.
• Padded clamps won't mar desk or table
surfaces.
Accommodates all keyboards up to 9.5
inches deep.
$27 plus $3 shipping. MN residents add
6% sales tax.

•
•
•
•
"
"

Built in timer erase optn; foam pad area
Menu selec tion; No modules or adapters
User friendly softw; Complete help menu
Direct tech . support; Full 1 yr. warranty
Stand alone duplicat ion & ve rify ;
Ouick pulse algorithm: 2 7 2 5 6 under 60 sec

• All 24/28 pins to 27011 & CMuS EIEIPROMS
' Micros: 8741, 2. 4, 8, 9, 51 , 52, 55, 9761 & CMOS
' Auto baud RS232 to 19.2k; Fre e PC drivers

• Of set/split Hex, Binary, Int el & Motorola
8, 16 & 32 bit files : Kits fr om $99!

Appro·Tech, Inc.
4201 Broo 1de Avenue
SI. Louis Park, MN 55416

B&C Microsystems
6322 Mojave Or., San Jose. CA 95 120
•Ph 14081 997 · 7685 Tx 4995363
Visa & MC

Inquiry 26

1111 IBM PC /VT220
EM220
$ 169

V°/220. VT/02 1'1111t!arir111
Fill' 7h111.,/i'r

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE IBM PC/XT /AT AND...

132 Column mml!'s
ColorSup/H>rt
HotKl'y

1111 TEK 4010/ 4014
EM4010
$249

7N.:1ro11ix 4010 <'lll1tlt11in11
VT220. VT/02 l'll1ttlario11
Piwm')ill's
High rc•.w /111io11 /um/copy
Supporrs IBM. IBM F.11/w11n'd,
Hc•rru/c•s, 1<.•cmcir anti t1T&T.

For in!or mat1 on in1erchange . backup and archival storage.
IBEXollors a 9·track, IBM l orma!-compatible 'h" magnet c
1ape subsystem for !tie IBM P C. featuri ng ·

• IBM formal 160013200 and 800 epi.

I

~~~is

a Software for PC-DOS, MS-DOS.

• ~~;o~~~-~~2.~~Ev4~:: •t"l-..;1-..4-;"4•

Ari•. . Suitl' IB
Boulder. CO 80301
(303) 447.9251

Jiud..11111rb: vnon - Oi,~i111f f 1Ju 1J•

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
W1<10. O/!Olle or TWX /0t rrlormJfi0n.

'" /llMPC.X r

20741 Marn1;is1
ChatswOftn CA 91311
/818) 709-8100
TWX 910·.S93-2071

JFJM C111~1.

Inqu iry 93

Inquiry 139

DYNAMIC RAMS
1Mbit
41256
41256
,.....,41256
4464
V'4164

S38.00
$ 3.60
$ 2.60

100ru
100ns

20ns
50ns
l50ns
150ns

SW1 00
St0900
S1tt OO
UU.00
S 1lU

s 14 00

..,,.,1•?
3.25
$

••l•I•t:

• E tcK>MS
21$i2

SH &O
I >IO

....

11C2~

s l7~
· ·~
s ,)])

111$6

..

2H1

,,,,,,,,

1100.
• 1000'• (Potb WI

68 f\l\Q
0

Ouelo®

\.!}~

sottware
Development
Tools

Oue to As sembler Packages are Motorola competlble.
Each package Includes a macro assembler, linker/
locator, object librarian, utilities for producing
ROMable code, extensive Indexed typeset manual s
and produces S-records, Intel hex, extended TEK hex,
UNIX COFF and symbol cross references . Portable
source written In "C' ' Is available. It has been ported to
a variety ot mainframes and mini s Including VAX.

68020 Ass embler Package
For CPI M·86, · 66Kand MSIPC·DOS . .

. .$ 750

68000/68010 Assembler Package
ForCPIM·60, ·86, ·66K and MSIPC· DOS . .... $ 595

•toe

68000 "C" Cross Compiler
For MS / PC·DOS by Lattice, Inc.
With Que lo 66000/66010 Assembler Package $1095
With Ouelo 66020 Assembler Package .... .. $1250

Call Patrick Adams today:

Ouelo, Inc.
246433rdW, Su1111 •173
Seattle, WA USA 98199
Phone 2061285·2528

COD, Visa, MasterCard

Telex 910-333·8171

Trad emarks: CP / M. Digit al Researcri; MS, Microso ft Corporation: Ouelo,
Cueto, Inc.
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Inquiry 250

- -
..--- ............
..
- - -

- ---
=

• FULL IBM PC-AT* COMPATIBILITY!
• FULL MEGA-BYTE RAM CAPACITY!

THOUSANDS SOLD
WORLDWIDE!

Keyboard Interface
same as PC-AT

MODEL

1A
100% DESIGNED, MAMJFACTVRED,
ASSEMBUD AND TESTED IN USA!
AIT Corporation is a publicly traded
company. Majority USA owned and
traded on the OTC market under AITC

RJU I
T1ME4(
PRODUCT
SUPPORT '
AND
'SERVICE. '

UNIQUE FEATURE!
Hardware
Reset Switch

VOLUME
DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!
Multi-Speed
80287 Numeric
Processor Spee<>Up
Capabiltty
(Switch Selectable

UNIQUE FEATURE!
Complete Set-Up
Software in
ROM B\OS (No

Disk Required
for Set-Up)

Complete
Documentation
Package with
Full Schematic
Diagrams
Included

Triple Tested
for 1100/o
Quality Assurance!

ONLY!

s499~

•

Highest. Duality
lndustri;J GrtI/e

MIPSocl<Ss!

OEM EVALl/ATION BOARD
D
D
D
D
D

MODEL II 24MHZ .......... . ......... CALL
ATTAK-386" 32 BIT MICRO ........ . .... . ... . . .. .. CALL
CASES, POWER SUPPLIES, PERIPHERALS, ETC. . CALL
TURBO-SCOPE" AID BOARD _.. __.............. $99.95
ATTAK-286'" MODEL 1A BARE BOARD . . .
_.. _. $99.95
ATTAK-286~

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
10 [)A.Y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF
NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED!

' IBM and IBM PC-AT are trademarks of International Business Machines

Inquiry 6

Completely Assembled
and Tested with all
IC's and Components

•OKRAM
• 8 MHZ Version,
Expansion to 12 MHZ
ORDER NOW!
SAME DAY SHIPMENT!
(FOR IN STOCK ITEMS)

© 1986 AITCORP.
MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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Inquiry 36

~IJJ; Ati'''
,.;-'jut
7erv1~

Modula-2
IBM PC/DOS
Native Code Compiler

.-----HARDWARE---
----COMPUTERS,---
PANASONIC Business& Execulive Partners ... CALL
ATARI ST COMPUTERS. . . . . . . . . • ,
.. CALL

UNIVERSAL EPROM
PROGRAMMER KIT 599!!

--MODEMS, BOARDS, DRIVES-
Evercom 1200 Internal. . 119
Hayes Modems .
. . CALL
Practicol Modem 1200... 135
Genao Spectrum.
. . . 185
Hercules Graphics+
189
Auto Switch EGA. .. .. . . 389
EGA Wonder.
. 255
Tecmor EGA Moster . .. . 279
Video 7 Vega Deluxe . 379
384K RA.M Cord .
85
Captain 384K. . .
. 159
Advantage Premium. . 439
Rampage/EGA AT . .
759

SixPakPlus 384K
209
SixPak Premium ..... . . 249
Intel Above Boord PC . . . 225
AboveBoordAT
. . 355
Tolltree J·Rom 3.
. 189
J·Rom 3AT. .
. 249
Haser+. .
. . 439
Microsott Moch 10.
. 265
Seagate 20MB Kit. .
. 385
Seagate 30MB Kit. .
. 449
Filecord 20MB
569
Filecord 30MB . ... . ... 679
Hordcord 20MB .
. 679

•On board power supply, 1101220 VAC;
• Menu selection; No personality m odules;
• Built in monitor for easy 1/0 debugging;
• User friendly softw; Full tech. support
* Detailed 50 page manual with schematics;

•
•
•
•
•

Quick pulse algorithm: 27256 under 60 sec
All 24128 pins to 27011 & CMOS EIEIPROMS
Micros: 8741, 2, 4, 8, 9. 51, 52, 55, 9761 & CMOS
Auto baud RS232 to 19.2k; Free PC drivers
Ofsetlsplit Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola
8, 16 & 32 bit files; Cased 1409C-34 5991

- - - OTHER HARDWARE--
EPSON-All Models .. . .. BEST
J.Y,/FX/EX/LQ. . . PRICES
Citizen 1200
.. . . 189
Panasonic 1080 t . . . 219
Panasonic 1091 I . . . 2B5
Panasonic 1092 ... ... 329
Panasonic P3131 .. . .. 269
Summasketch 1201
3_79

MC and Visa Accepted
$89.95
farbware
1329 Gregory
Wilmette, IL 60091
(312) 251-5310

B&C Microsystems

sweet ffiOO . ...... . .. 749
RolondOXV-880 Platier. . 899
HoustonlnstoMP-29 . 1799
Am:Jek 722. . .
. . 509
NEC 1401 Multi-Sync . . . 639
SonyKV1311 RGB/TV .. . CALL
Sony1302 Multi-Sync . . . CALL
Samsung ffi .
89

6322 Mojave Dr.. San Jose, CA 95120
Visa & MC
• Ph 14081 997-7685 Tx 4995363

Inquiry 108

~---SOFTWARE---

WORD PROCESSING -ACCOUNTINGMonuscript . .
. 339 BPI Enterprise/Mod. .. . . 429
Microsofl Word 3 . . . . 249 Complete Bus. Actng . 159
Word Perteet 4.1 .
209 DAC EZ Accounting . . .. . 42
PFS: First Choice. . . . . .. 89 OpenSystems V3/Mod. . . 429
PFS: Pro Write .
. 115 Real World . . . .
. CALL
Reference Set.
. . 53 Tax Preparer . .
195

Full implementation: "make" util
ity, compiler, native code genera
tor, and assembler level interface.
Complete runtime source is
included. Comprehensive manual.

I

DATA ACQUISITION TO GO

Get the whole
story on graphics

INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

terminal emulation.

FREE IBM SOFTWARE

-DATABASE- -SPREADSHEETS
dBose Ill Plus . .
Rapid File. .
Paradox. .
Powerbose .
R Bose System v .
Reflex. .
Revelation. .

6F~

:ro

File ·

. . 399
259
. 449
. . 199
. . 349
83
529

Lotus/Symphony . . . . CALL
HAL. .
. 103
Framework II . .
. 399
Open Access 11
289
Abilily .
. . 61
Mosaic Twin . ... ...... 57
PFS: Pro Pion.
145

~;~ --UTILITIES

- - GRAPHICS-ClickMPers Publisher . 109
Harvard Pro Publisher. .. 399
first Impression .
. . 389
Chortmoster .
219
Fantasy. .
. . 43
Freelance Plus .
. 339
Harvard Pres.Graphics. . 229
Generic Cod
69
In" A"Vision.
. 255
Newsroom Pro .
. 79
Prinfmoster Plus .
. 36
ProDesign 11
169
Show Portner . .
.. .. 48
ex. Halo II w/Mouse ... 109

Alice Pascal . .
. . . 59
Microsoft c. .
. 269
Quick Basic .
. 60
Turbo Pascal Ver 3.
. 59
Turbo Prolog. .
. 59
Desqview
. 59
Windows . . . .
. 59
Carbon Copy.
. . 117
Fastback. .
. . 95
Norton Utilities .
. . 55
Pop-Up Desksef ..
. 43
HOT . . . . . .
. 45
Disk Optimizer
. . 32
SQZ. .
. .. ... 56
Xttee . . . . . .. .
. . 31
Stotgrophics .. . .
. 449
Total Projecl Manager . . 289

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX™ 4105/6/7 /9 and
DEC VT!OO™ terminals,
call or write:

Q GRAFPOlnT
4340Slcvens Creeks Blvd., Suite 280,
San Jose, CA 95129 (408) 249-7951

Inquiry 126

Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM com
patible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable . Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
ND , 2 ch. D/A, 32 bit Digital 1/0.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.
(201) 299-1615
P.O. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

...
Inquiry IOI

800-662-2686 orders only
tor Ca Orders, Tech Support. 415-668-9350

Call or Write for Free Catalog
PAYMENT: (No Fee For Credit Cord•) Vise. MasterCard.
Ccshle(s Checks. Personal Checks with 2 week hold.
Qualified P.O.'• Cclllornic residents add sales lex.
SHIPPING: UPS grcund-2% per order. $5 min. FREE for SW
orders over S1000. UPS Blue-3% per order. S7 min. FREE for
SW orders over S1500. Printers. Monffor~ Disk Drives,
Computers - Coll ror charges.

All Products New with full wcrrcntle•
Price&. cvcllcblllty subject lo change without notice.

PICTURES THAT THINK
Boxes & Arrows'" is ai IBM PC-based
block diagram editor and computing
system. ti you are looking for some·
thing more than a spread.sheet, Boxes
& Arrows will let you combine compu·
talion with pictorial representation.
• Automatic box & tine drawing
• Labels and algebraic formulas
• Any printer, any display
• No limit to diagram size
• Cati or write for full details
Inner Loop Software
5456 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066

COMPANY

(213) 822·2800

584 CASTRO ST., SUITE 487 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
a division al MCSS, Inc. Compu!er & Sollwore specialists since 1981
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Inquiry 157

ELEXOR

-

-

PC COMPATIBLE
CAT,m640

CAT,m 286

BASE SYSTEM

BASE SYSTEM

• 256K (Optional 640K)
• 150 watt pwr. supply
• AT Style Keyboard
• 4.77 or BMHz Clock Speed
• 24 Hr Burn In

• 1.2 megabyte Floppy
• 512K Ram (1024K Optional)
• 200 watt Pwr. Supply
• AT Style Keyboard
• 1OMHz Clock Speed.

s109900

s42700

rr T. .. . .. .... ... . -·
I .

AT COMPATIBLE

::~::' .. -~:.;,.

The CAT1m 640 is compatible with all software written for the
IBM1m PC. It also runs your software twice as fast as the IBM1mPC.
It runs at 8 megahertz clock rate. More power for expansion. The
150 w. power supply has 8 expansion slots. The keyboard is an :A.T'
style standard. The motherboard is 640K, 4 layers.

THE CAT1m286 is a 'AT' compatible system running
all software written for the IBM.mAT. The CAT,...286 runs
at an impressive but not expensive 10MHz.

OPTION A
Base System plus:
Monochrome
Graphics Card
Monochrome
Graphics Monitor
Parallel Port w/cable

OPTION B
Base System plus:
Color Graphics Card
Color RGB Monitor
Parallel Port w/cable

OPTION C
Base System plus:
Mono. Graph. Card
Monochrome
Graphics Monitor
Parallel Port w/cable
20 Meg Hard Drive

OPTION A
Base System plus:
Mono. Graph. Card
Monochrome
Graphics Monitor
Parallel Port w/cable
20Meg
40Meg

OPTION B
Base System plus:
Color Graphics Card
Color
Graphics Monitor
Parallel Port w/cable
20Meg
40Meg

s59500

s79500

s99500

20Meg

168900 198900

1916°0 221600

2217° 0 251700

OPTION C
Base System plus:
EGA Interface Card
EGA Hi Res Monitor
Parallel Port w/cable
40Meg

-

PRINTERS

MONITORS

DISK DRIVES

,.;:~~~~~.::A;:!~~s

EPSON

FX286 ....... . . . ....... s49900
FX85 .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . 35900
Call for New Epson pricing

Sixpac + w/384K .......... 181° 0
Sixpac Premium 256K . . . . . 29900

l a ndon
TM100-2 360K .... .. . . .. . . 5900
TM100-2 Logo ........ . ... 10900

,..L\McEJ(

OJ<.IDATA
ML192/193 ...... . .. . 37900154900
ML292/293 . . . . . ... . 55900155900

NEW
410 Amber/Green/White .. .. 15900
Call 1-800-654-7762 for more AMDEK
..
. .,

TOSHIBA

MITSUBISHI.
ELECTRON ICS

P321 ..... . .... . . . . . . ... 47900
P341E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77500
P351 .......... . ... . ... . . Call

XC 1410C EGA . .. . .. ... . . 40900

MODEMS

Multisync EGA . .. . . ...... 59900

-:a•

._ . ._. ._. ._...

(!) Hayes·
12008
12008
24008
24008

Internal .... . ......
External . .. . .... .. .
Internal . . . .... . . ..
External . . ... . ....

34500
35500
55500
628° 0

BEST
12008 Internal
Hayes Compal . .. .. . . . . . 12400

HARD DRIVES

~yslrm~

PGS HX12E (RGB) ...... . . 52500
PGS MAX12E (Amber) ..... 15900

••

Q$SAMSUNG
12'' Mono-Green . . ........ 7900
12" Mono-Amber . . ........ 5900
12" Flat w/tilt stand ... . ... 9400

&?Seagate
ST225 20 Meg w/cont ..... 35900
ST238 30 Meg .. . . .. .. .. . 34900

MINISCRIBE
42MB (28MS) . .. . . ... . .. . 59400
70MB (28MS) .. . ..... . ... 99400

OTATUNG

TAPE BACK UPS

EGA Monitor
w/EGA Card ........... 55900

llMJN

~
740 720X400 EGA .. .. .. . ... Call
760 EGA Monitor
w/Paradise Autoswitch ... 11900

10 Meg Tape Bu w/software
1 casette .... . ... . . .. 29900
20 Meg .......... . .... . . 41900

360K Y2 Ht . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5700
1.2 Meg Y2 Ht . . ... .. ... . . 11900

Pr1n c rr o n
Gr~ph l c

inter

TEAC/FUJITSU/QUME

NEC

CMl/ATASl/MICROSCIENCE
10
20
30
40

Meg
Meg
Meg
Meg

w/cont . .. . . . . . .. .
w/cont ... . . . . . . . .
. .. .. . .. . .. . . ... .
for AT . . ..... . . ...

jHfRCUUSJ
Mono Graphics Plus .... . . 19500
Color Graphics . . . ..... . . . 15400

23900
33900
44900
519° 0

8087-3, 5 MHz . .. . . .......
8087-2, 8 MHz . .. . ...•....
80287-3, 5 MHz . . .. . ... . . .
80287-6, 6 MHz . .. . . . . .. . .
80287-8, 8 MHz . . . .. . . . ..
80287-10, 10 MHz ........ .

10900
15400
169°0
17500
24900
33900

DIAMOND
EGA Card 640X350 256K
w/para port ............ 20900
Color Graphics . . ....... .. . 7500
Mono Graphics .... . .. . .. . . 7500
lo Card par,ser,clock,game .. 7500
FCC w/cables . . . . ...... . .. 3500
Hard disc Cont. w/cable ... 10900

MEMORY UPGRADES
64K
64K 150ns (set of 9) . ... .... soo
256K
256K 150ns (set of 9) ..... . 2500
256K 120ns (set of 9) . .. ... 3900

IVIEAD
CO MPUT E R

Terms:
C.O .D.'s Purchase Orders,
Cashier's Checks
Money Orders, Personal Checks

•

Inquiry 183

CO RP .

1000 Nevada Hwy., Unit 101
Boulder City, NV 89005

Call Now for LOWEST PRICES

(800) 654-7762

Shipping:

UPS, Federal Expr ess.
Call for shipping prices,
or we will ship C.O .D.
ALL TRADEMARKS ARE REGISTERED
WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES

(702) 294-0204
MARCH 1987 • BY TE
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n DISK-KING®Receive 25%
FREE Goods!

31\11

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

BASF

$349

WHY RISK THE UNKNOWN ... when you can get
premium quality disks from the Leader and
Inventor of magnetic media ... .tor lessll
* 100% lested & cenil1ed at 65% or higher clipping level*
* 10 mil sturdy 1acket * LIFETIME WARRANTY *

5Y4 OS/DD

100 +
Reg. Price
Net Price'
5.25"
SS-DD-RH 48 TPI . ..
44
DS-00-48 TPI ....
. .. .48
OS-DD-RH 48 TPI' .......
.65
DS -HD-96 TPI for the AT ..
135
3 5" SS-135 TPI ...... ...
1.35
3.5" DS -135 TPI . ........
1.50

The EP-1 ls a great value, here's why:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE! CX-60 Cassette
& 1 2.00 Rebate inside!

,73* .....

Quantities Limited Call Today!

IBM PC Soltware included Of RS-232 lo any computer
ASCl1 Command drrven ope1alion: All in!eltigence in unit
Reads. P1og1ams. Copies over 150 types lrom 2716 lo 27512
Optional Intel micmcontroller prog1ammrng head
Menu-driven Chip Selechon; No Personahty Modules
Fast Slow. Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithms
Intel (8080 & 8086), Motmola, Tekhex. S1ra1gh1Hex Files
Spli1s Files by Base Address and Odd/Even ( 16 bit syslems)

• GotdTexioolZIFICsocket

• FuUOne-YearWannty

• Gene1a1e & Set Checksums
• Ove1-Cur1ent Protection
• 8 Baud Rates 300 to 38.400

• 5.12.S,21.25V Pmgrammmg
• UV Erase1s from $34 95
• Same Day Shrpment

800-222-0490
(In N.J. 201-462-7628)

Full service duplication facility
24 Hour Shipmenl

ME~~ot _

BP~

5.25"/48 TPl-10/bx ...

• pre-packaged with 3M·s Flip ·n File/ 15

1. 19 ...... 3.50"/135 TPl-10/bx ...

PO. Box 710
Freehold, N.J. 07728

10681 Haddington, #190 I Houston, TX 77043
(713) 461-9430 (800) 225-2102

.89
1.79
1.89

DS·HD-96 TPI for the"AT"-10/bx .

59C

Price based on quantity of 250
Includes sleeves, labels and tabs

.35
.38
.52
1.08
1.08
1.20

•

BULK
DISKETTES
MAXELL

Inquiry 184

Inquiry 43

DC -l OOA ....... 11 .79 DC·300XL/P . . ... 18.65
DC- 1000 ....... 12.40 DC·600A. . .
. 20 65
3M H/C Kit. . .. . 5.99 3M Flip 'n File/ 15 . . 4.42

8051
8048

100 +
5.25 "
Reg . Price
Net Pri ce'
SS-00·48 TPl -10/bx......... .82
DS-00-48 TPl-10/bx.
.88
DS·HD-96 TPl-10/bx .
1.79
350" SS-135 TPl -10 /bx
1.79
3 50" DS -135 TPl-10/bx.
1 79
'Net price reflects 20% FREE goods

.68
.73
1.49
1.19
1.49

SIMULATORS - CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
PROGRAMMERS - SIM51 and SIM48 Soft
ware Simulators run on IBM-PC, CP/M-80,
MS-DOS. Designed for validation & debug
ging application software. Simulation
includes all on chip functions plus expan
sion chips. $250. one year FREE updates.
Formats: PC-DOS 2.x DSDD, CP/M-80 8"
SSSD. many 5 '/4' formats. Cross Assemblers
and EPROM pgmrs also available. Logical
Systems Corp. 6184 Teall Station, Syr., NY
13217. (315) 478-0722.

~ UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!.

~ f Nashua
DS-DD
SS-DD
.49.
.52
1 .10 .. _
1.43
Boxcc:

01y less than 10 BX . add 1010
. _ 5 25" / 48 TPl-10 /bx .

.I

~~~

"A Higher Form of Software"
24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield, Ml 48034
13131 352-23451Telex 386s8r
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

loGicol .SY.stczms

350" 135 TPl- 10/bx

PC/XT USERS!

COGTREE Utilities by
Cogitate ......... . ... . . 5129.95
I LYNC by Norton-Lamber .... S199.9 5
I DATAFLEX by Data Access ... Varies
I RM/COBOL by Ryan/
McFarland ............... Varies
I Universe by Omnitrend .
. S 98.50
I Blue Macl by Cognate . . ... 5599.00
I CadPower + by Trilex ... .. . 5995.00
I
Softext Teaching Aids . ..... S 95.00
I PrintSet by Cogitate ....... s 79.95
.T CogiTAPE by Cogitate.. . ... CALLll
.1· Anti-Static Products .... ... . . Varies
.T Uninterrupt1ble Power
Backups . . ... . . . . . .. .. . . . Varies
..T TeleVideo Software .... .. ... CALLI!
I

Dealer Inquiries Welcomed

OS-HD 96 TPI for the "AT"-10/bx . ..... 1.45

COLOR
DISKETTES

Inquiry 59

Inquiry 168

Receive upto
25% FREE GOODS!
on color diskeltes!!
II

Net Price'

5.25"
Reg . Price
OS · DD 48 TPI
.69
DS · HD 96 TPI for the "AT" ••• 1.89
3.50" DS -135 TPI .......... 1 89

.55
1.57
1.57

"Price rellects up to 25% FREE goods Includes Tyvek".
sleeves. color -coded 10 labels. w/p tabs . al:! reinlu1ced hub
ring 10 mil sturdy 1ackel . 75% clipping 100% 1ested &ce 11d 1ed
USA made LIFETIME WARRA NTY

RIBBONS

STORAGE

Ep sonMX/AX /F X70 1801 85 .. 2 3 5 3M
Epson MX / RX / FX 100/ 185 .

Epson L01000
Epsonl01500......

50 .. ••••••• 6 99
lJ 95
4 99 3M Data Oefender050 .
13 95
39901skMrnde1 11 -75 . ••••• 599
D1-.ca~e1

3 15 3M 01De fe11der070 w/ key • .

Ok1data Twm Spool . • • .
99
Ok1data 182f192f193 . . .
3 99
Apple Jmagewnler •.•. •• , 2 39
IBM Proprmter
3 99

Amaray Medra Male 50 . . •
Amarav Micro Mate 3 •.• ••
Pla\JIC Lrbra1y C<ise • • • • •
Mrcrt br' Mrnder 36 , , •• ,

8 90
8 70
1 50
8 70

CALL FOR OUR SUPER LOW PRICES ON COM•UTER TAPlS OISK
PACKS Tums: VISA MIC AMEX P 0 COO Prepa1d21\ cashffrscot1nl
Ne1 30 Sh1ppmg SJ 001100 or lewP.r drsks Rec111cec1 stuppmq ch;irges 011
targe1 quan 1r1res APO I FPO PR HJ AK & CN SB 001100 01 lewe1 -it ._ ..,
Oversea~ aider call ,Im eJCacl ffe•ghl cn..ti

DCB-A-MK I

9102404 712

ocu

l"I

("a~ l u

I

255

1'1

.,. indudtd

I

80

~

Inquiries Line:

l"I

l--::r--;J lZ1
•

Pov.r 1upp\7 •nd nhlu HOT indud1d

1-801-942-2273

LI

serial()parallel
bi- directional converter
INTECTRA ln<.- Depl.232
U29 tftRMINAL BLVD

2034 E. 7000 So.
Sall Lake City, Ulah 84121
Hours: 8 AM·6PM (Min. Tlme)•Hlll day Saturday

B Y T E • MARCH 1987

DCS-B-2MK

ALSO, WB HAV! THB MOST COMPLBTB DATA CONVBRTBR
UNIT
CONVBRTS RS'232 SERIAL TO
C!NTRONICS PARALLBL
OR VICB VBRSA. JUST SY MOVING JUMPBRS SAUD AATB AND
PROTOCOL PULLY PROORAMABLB
PROM 160 TO 19200 BAUDS
INOLUOBS . OTA, ATS,XON/XOPP,PARITY.•k

nDISKCO
DISKCOTECH
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
378

195

l"I Pover 1uppl7 •nd p1ulltl

Same day stnpprn!l

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Toll-Free Order Line:
Telex

1-800-523-9681

WITH TWO SBPARAT5 INPUTS ISBRIAL AND PARALLBLJ AND
TWO SBPARATB OUTPUTS (SERIAL AND PARALLBLJ
CAN SB
WITH ANY INPUT TO ANY
USBO LIKB STANDARD eu"'BR.
OUTPUT .. BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNBCT 2 COMPUTERS TO 1
PRINTllR. OR I COMPUTBR TO 2 PRINTBRS. OR 2 COMPUTBRS
AND 2 PRINTBRS . AND MORB • I COMPUTBR TO 3 PRINTERS
OR 3 COMPUTBRS TO I PRJNTBR
HIOH CAPACITY - M KB TO 26G KB AND - UG KB TO I MB
[MODBLS A AND SJ
PAUSB. COPY AND RBSBT PUNCIIONS
SBRJAL PORTS WITH 7 OR G SITS WORD LBNOTll, 1 OR 2 sroP
BIT, PARITY, XOH/XOPI', DTR, RTS

lnyuiry 90

(415J gfi7"."!t8i8".f)C-34s545

A Ventilation System designed to pro
long the life of IBM'" PC PC/XT. Coldblue'"
fits in the IBM enclosure reducing opera ling
temperatures as much as 27' F by increas
ing airflow across the card area.
The one that really works! $185.
Mandrill Corp. PO Box 33B48, San Antonio,
TX 78265 800-531-5314
Dealers inquiries welcome.

-

Inquiry 144

Inquiry 176

TIMELINE INC.

20 MILLION
1..C.'S IN STOCK!

Mi numum l.C. Order : $200.00
.----C-o-n-ti-ne-n-t a-1 U
- .-S.-A- - Order Desk ~--1-ns-id_e_C-al-if-or_n_i
a ----. .----L-.A-_-&_T_e_c-hn-ic_a_ll_nf_o_ ___,

(800) 872-8878

(800) 223-9977 (213) 217-8912

OEM INQUIRIES
WELCOME

lJ[l~ 0~~ ~IBGl0Qlll ©Ii
•Multiple Modes:

ENHANCED TO 640x400
- ENHANCED TO 640x400

cGA: 320 x 200 EGA: 640 x 350

• PGA RESOLUTION: 640x480 USING MICROSOFT
WINDOWS, LOTUS,AUTOCAD,PCAD, ETC.
•HERCULES: 720)(350
• AUTOSWITCH
e PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

INCLU ES:
EGA CARD,MONITOR,
CABLES & SOFTWARE

MONITOR FEATURES:
•
e
e
e

13" DIAGONAL VIEWING AREA/NON-GLARE SCREEN
MATRIX PITCH: 0.31mm/BLACK MATRIX
ADDRESSABILITY: 640 HORIZONTAL x 480 VERTICAL
PGA COMPATIBLE- OPERATES WITH SEPERATE RED,
GREEN & BLUE ANALOG SIGNALS AND CAN SUPPORT
AN INFINITE NUMBER OF COLORS.

Call for Dealer Prices
(10 or more)

If this monitor looks familiar, you have probably discovered one of the reasons whv this is the best deal of the century.
This incredibly built display was manufactured by the most presti~ious company in the industry. Along with Classic
Technology'~ new EGA adapter using Paradis.is single chip (PEGA 11 )""· combined with Paradise's.. BIOS, we are able to
bring to market the most spectacular EGA package in the industry. IMAGINE YOUR CGA SOFTWARE

RUNNING AT BETTER THAN EGA RESOLUTION

IBM
COMPATIBLE FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
DS /DD
YOUR c.....
H_o_1c_E_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

360 K

QUME TRACK 142
BELT DRIVE

5%"

Y2

HEIGHT

ASTEC

$65.00

65 WATT SWITCHING

PO\l\/ER SUPPL V
~1~1:'.e~:~·:.:~~~1.~~;~ur,~~c·J!:~!v~:1~~ e.o::. L~ng;h
Du1l lnpul volt11Q1 t 19/Z30 VAC • Ov1rvol•1G• prottctlon •

D lminslona•

lhum•I cvclt & burn-In· Hi!lh efficlu"y · Vac:cum lmpr~ 4.4 •Width
n1led tr1n1farm111 • ConocUon coaling• OPI" PCB "L"
2.4" • Htlghl
b"ektl or boald aanllruwUon.
CondlUon, ..o.2
OUTPUTl1 • IV OC• 1,0A +IV DC• l,OAlwllh 'wo • UV •vtPwH In p1111 1
~G.ndhlon.
+12V CC• 1.IU, +12V OC(wlth two+ 12V ovtpuU In P•t1ll1/1

No,1

:\~~~~:~.~~A !,32~AD~:~. ~::•I

=~~~·

$29.95

~ ~

MITSUBISHI 4851
DIRECT DRIVE

$89.00

i2to 10-$19.001

Multitech 504 CP/M SYSTEM
INCLUDES; 2 96 tpi drives
ZSOA Microprocessor
Ports: Centronics parallel.Two serial JUST ADD A TERMINAL!
Single board, 64K

$299.00

Com11 with 1U 1attw1r1 81 manual.:

Magic Work1h111, Word Righi, Anelyn,OSORT,
NAO !Name and Addrau Svneml

1

THEY'RE BACK!
But only 30
are left. Act
now, they'll
go fast!

Minimum Order: $25.00. Shippin9 & handling charges
via UPS Ground: $ .50c/l b. UPS Air: $1.00/lb. Minimum
Charge: $4.00. We accltl)t cashiers checks, MC or VISA.
No personal check CO D' s. Items reflect 5% cash or check
discount. California residents add 6%% sales tax. We are
not responsible for t_v pographi ..al errors. All merchandise
subject to prior sale .Phone orders welcome.Foreign Orders
require special handling PricH wbfoct to ch•ngo without notlco.
15% Restocking fee for returned orders

Double Strength'' Solution .
delivers a high performance
computer and power graphicsl
11

SB JBOFX and GTJBO not shown actual size

So don't wait any longer for the
computer size, speed, memory
and graphics you've been wait
ing for. The SB180FX and
GT180 team not only gives
you the latest features you're
looking for, you can have
them for a great low price.

Three lwriwntal 'Plit screens
and one window screen. Size
and position fully programmable.

u

c

~

The SB180FX is only 5. 75" x 8". It
gives you a Z-80 compatible CPU
E running at 6, 9 or 12 mHz. You
{!. also can get 512K bytes of RAM,
"" up to 32K bytes of ROM, two
5 38.41 baud serial ports, a parallel

i

Cl

c

.E
E
t"

Software: Modula 2 by
Borland International
including SBJBOIGT 180
Graffa: 1bolbo.T.

port, a peripheral expansion bus,
three bi-directional parallel ports
and an industry standard 765A
compatible disk controller for up
to four disk drives (any combina
tion of 3 1/2", 5 1/4" or 8" drives).
An on-board SCSI expansion bus
lets you connect directly to a hard
disk drive or additional computers.

58180FX* ...starting at $409.00
GT180 ...............$395.00
Borland International
Turbo Modula 2 ........ $69.00
Modula 2 Grafix Toolbox .$89.00
•minimum configuration: 256K bytes of
RAM and ROM monitor.

TO ORDER CALL

1-800-635-335~~

for technical Information or In Connecticut call: 1-203-871-6170

I Micromint, Inc.
380

B Y T .E • M o.RCH 1987

4 Park Street Vernon, Connecticut 06066 TELEX: 643331

~~

~

Inqui ry 75

TURBO XT Compatible
20MB Computer

Multitech Accel 900
• 6/1 Omhz Switchable speeds
• AT Compatible • 8 Slots
• 80286 Processor • 1.2MB Floppy
• 30 Meg Hard drive • 512K Ram
• Monochrome Graphics/soft-white display
• 2 Parallel, 2 serial, clock/Calender
*DOS 3.1
$2449
SYSTEMS
Multitech Plus 700 2 drives
' 775.00
XT 8m hz Turbo 20 MB
969.00
XT 4 77mhz Flopp y Drive Syslem
669.00
IBM PC AT 8M hz 30MB Drive. 512K . CALL
IBM PC XT 20MB drive. 640K
' ' t 669.00
Sperry IT 44MB dr ive. I Meg
2.800.00
Compag0eskpro286 3DMB drive 2.999.00
CALL
Toshiba Syslems

IBM SOFTWARE
LOTUS 123
ASHTON TATE dBASE 111 Plus
Q&A
CLIPPER dBASE 111 Comoiler
LET'S C Compiler
SUPERCALC IV
MUL TIMA TE ADVAN TAGE
MICROSOFT Word
Windows .
DDS 3.2 W/GW basic
BORLAND TURBO PASCAL W/Bcd
REFL EX
LIGHTENING
NORTON UTILITIES
FASTBACK

O

CALL
CALL
CALL
355.00
.49.00
275.00
CALL
CALL
65.00
' 69.00
.60.GO
.CALL
59.00
55.00
' .95.00

• 640K • 1 Floppy drive .
• ser, par, elk/cal • 8 Slots
* Monographics * Monitor
* DOS 3.2
• FCC Approved

CROSSTALKXYI .
99.00
MIRROR Coinm Software
49.00
PEACHTREE Back lo Basics .
199.00
OPEN SYSTEMS .
.CALL
BPI General Accoun ting
299 .00
ACCOUNTING PARTNER
199.00
MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE
99.00
TOBIAS MANAG ING YOUR MONEY . 99.00
45.00
DAC EASY ACCOUNTING
PFS Proles5ional Write
' 115.00
PFS Professional File
145.00
SATELLITE WORD PERFEC T
209.00
WordStar 2000 PLUS ' '
' 299.00
GENIFER
CALL
FUNK SIDEWAYS
39.00

HARDWARE
AST· 6 pack pr emium W/ 256K
RAMPAGE
HERCULES MONO Graphics Plus .
Intel Above Board
JRAM 3
Microsoll Mouse W/Sltwr .
Mouse Systems Mouse
Turbo 286E
Genoa spectrum .

289.00
. . CALL
195.00
CALL
CALL
'117 .00
' 119.00
' 749.00
SAYE

~Q0~~~!ERBANC
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

TM

Cash prices lndi.cated. We guarantee all Items for 30 days. Within this period, delecti•e mer
chandise returns mus! be accompanied by AMA number. All olher returns will be subjecl lo
·a 15% restocking lee. For prepaid orders, there will be a 3%. shipping charge; 5% lor UPS
Blue Label; SS.DO minimum : C1 m orn ~ n sido nls add 6% sales tax.

LOW COST
HIGH RESOLUTION
DATA LOGGING for
IBM PC/XT/AT®

4.77mhz Floppy Drive
XT Compatible Computer
•
•
•
•
•

$1199

Paradise Au tos witch EGA .
Quadram EGA+
Multifunction card 384K,S.P,C lk
AT Multifunction card OK-3MB ..

640K Ram *2 Floppy drive
ser, par.clock • 8 slots
Monographics • Monitor
Dos 3.2
FCC Class B approved

.388.00
.349 .0 0
. 139.00
' 175.00

HR·20 Oaisywheel
DKIDATA· All Models
TOSHIBA Al l Models
CANNON Laser Printer
HEWLETT PACKARD LAZER
HDUSTDNtNSTRUMENTS

DRIVES/TAPE DRIVES
20 MB Seagate drive
30 MB Seagate for XT
30 MB drive for AT .
360 K Floppy for AT .
Teac 55B
20 MB Hard Card
Plus Hard card
Mountain Hard card ..
10 MB Irwin
Everex Stream 20
GENOA 6DMB tape B/U
ALLOY.

' ' 369.00
' 449.00
.625.00
I ID.OD
'' ' 99.00
.429.00
.. CALL
CALL
'' 329.00
' 569.00
.SAYE
.CALL
CALL
. . .SAYE
.249.00
.275 .00
.CALL
369.00

800-322-BANC CALIFORNIA
'/i!l(,,,;tw
714 - 847  BANC
714-841-6160 ~:i(llJlr'l:·iriJ)OO'il

=

PC Compatible

CASH DRAWERS

Prices are subject to change W/O Notice
©Copyright 1985 Computerbanc
Ail rights Reserved

CALL FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

~1 ELECTRONICS
ROSE
~,.1

Call for quantity pricing or
for. quotes on custom hardware,
software or complete systems.

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 Raibe Road
Columbia Falls, MT 59912
Phone: 406 387-5355
1nquiry 163

m·

•

DATA SWITCHES
SHARE computers , printers,

~-··~~ ~~~J;~r;~~
~~b~=r~a~:;;:~:
INEXPENSIVEwayto network
COMPAT IBLE with
all computers
Businesses, Schools, Homes

WE ALSO OFFER:
Data Bullers, Line Drivers,
Modems, Protocol Com1erters,
Para llel - Serial Com1erters,
Cables. Computers, Printers,
Disk Drives, and more.

Expand system above by 15 analog
input channels (64 max.) ._. $165

Add 16-bit, 12,000 sample/second
capabilities to above for ... $210

' ' 149.00
.499.00
.399 .00
.499.00
149.00
. .CALL
.CALL
' 89.00
269.00
299.00
' ' 139.00
' 120.00
.379.00
.CALL
359.00
239.00
179.00

OUTSIDE

ORDERS
ONLY

15-Bit four input channel system
7 samples/second with hardware
and menu driven software $415

Add thermocouple thermometry to
above, 6 channels for . . _.. . $175

.369.00
.CALL
. CALL
' 1.999.00
.2.199.00
CALL

MONITORS/MODEMS
Amdek 310 A
Color 722 RGB 720 X 350 .
Princeton Graphics HX-12
HX-12E (Enhance graphics)
MAX-1 2
TAXAN all models
NEC Mullisync
IBM Compatible Monocrome
Color RGB Monilor (640 X 200)
Anchor Light1ning 2400
Vo lksmodem 1200 (5 yr wrnty)
Volksmodem t 200 Internal
Hayes 1200
2400
Prometheus 2400
Pro modem 1200 .
Promodem 12 0DB

PRINTERS
PANASONIC KX-P1080i
KX ·P1091i .
KX-P3131 17cps Daisy
Citizen MSP-10
EPSON All Models'
BRDTHER-1509 .

$829

AUTOMATIC - CARETAKER is ideal for a business or
school to share a printer or modem among many computers.
Operation is fully automatic with no software required .
Parallel or Serial 4 channe ls - $295 B channels - $395

r
r
M·S CASH DRAWER
10711 Flower St., Stanton, CA 90680

(800) 544-1749
In California call :

714 821-1133
Inquiry 198

MANUAL - HARDSWITCH is operated with the flip of a
swi tch. 2 :2 and 2:4 models allow simultaneous comm un
ication .
Serial
1:2 · $59
1:4-$ 99 2:2 · $109 2 :4 - $169
1:4 - $139 2 :2 - $119 2 :4 - $199
Parallel
1:2 · $79
LED and spike protection on serial models add $20 .
CODE ACTIVATED - PORTER connec ts one compu ter to
multip le peripherals. A software code selects the peripheral.
Parallel oi" Serial 4 channels - $295 8 channels - $395
Bulfer option 64K - $100
256K - $250
REMOTE - TELEPATH connects multiple computers to
multiple peripherals. A selector at each computer or terminal
chooses up to 4 peripherals and displays busy status
4:4 - $495 4:8 - $795 selector - $39.
====~ ieo.ieto,~~cc. = = = =

..

ROSE ELECTRONICS

(713) 933-7673

P.O. BOX 742571
MC & VISA Accepted
HOUSTON, TX 77274
Dealer Inqu iries lnv !led
CALL US FOR ALL YO UR INTERFACE NEEDS

Inquiry 262

MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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Inqu iry 68

DI-··~
A ~ '1r==
iiiillft•!I'•~=-"'
= =

6809
Single Board Computer

;;;f'="

The Ultimate
Diskette Value .••

Discover The
Dffference ...
Pe~formance

exceeds ANSI specifications by 62 .5°u

•Each disketre JOD°o lested andcerl(fied errorfree
• 65°0 clipping level
• Ouer 10 million passes per track
• Reti~fo1red Hubs WS ·DD only)
• Tyuek 11 sleeves
• W! PtabsandIDlahels

1.09

.49

5'//' - 48 TPI
OS-00

VT220 $150

*plus your PC, XT, AT, or compatible
ZSTEMpc-VT220 Smarl Terminal Emulalor
Double high/double wide characters
Full line graphics. Smooth Scrolling
2-way lile transfers incl. XMODEM & KERMIT
Full keyboard softkeys/MACROS. DOS access
Dala rates lo 38.4 KB. High lhroughpul
CGA, Hercules, MDA. & EGA support
8-bil mode. downloadable fonts.
user defined keys, lull national/multinational modes
ISO and allribute mapped color
ZSTEMpc-VT220 $150. 4010/4014 option $99.
Available soon: VT220 Style replacemenl keyboard
ZSTEMpc-VT l 00 $99. • Choice of the U.S. A/F

2 FOR 1 LIFETIME WARRANTY
•

COLOR

OS-HO 96 TPI
IBM -AT Compatible

Simply top Brand-Name Quality. made in
the U.SA by a leading manufacturer. Fae·
tory polybagged in lots of 25 (min order 50)

30 day money back guarantee. MCNISA

KEA SYSTEMS LTD.
#412 - 2150 W. Broadway
Vancouver. B.C. CANADA V6K 4L9
Support (604) 732-7411
TELEX 04·352848 VCR

Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702
v

Zst~

TIMELESS WARRANTY

11' Performance exceeds A.1'1.Sl. spec(fi.cations by 88%
1" Eachdislc 100% testedandcerl~fied

-L

,,, 14 COLORS fo r data organization

v Pkgs. of 10. lyuek sleeues. wlptabs. and ID labels
OTV. 10 BOXES OR

SS-OD

OS-OD

100 DISKETTES

Inquiry 333

•74 5'1• . Color, BOXED , 48 TPI .98
1.39 3 .5 Color, BOXED
1.95
.64 5'1<' Color, BULK, 48 TPI
.88
1.30 3.5" Color, BULK
1.92
High
Color, 1.6mb .
1• 85
IB M AT Compatib l e ........ ......... ..... .. .

Smart Cash
Register

$95

Tvw 1leeves. wfp tlll$. and IOl1bnl1. fA(E Flnani;lil
Calcul>llu Siflw.irt. Call !or de ~ lls,

RETAIL POS SYSTEM
TURBO PASCAL program

100% dBASE compalible files

All lransaclions logged lo disk
Tra nsfer dala to 123, dBASE, BASIC, PASCAL elc.

v LIFETIME WARRANTY
consislenrly reliable
""" Morerigidjackets lhan ever before

4-characler DEPT

SS-DO

Cashier security

PLU/lnventory Table to 32000 ilems

QTY . 5 BOXES

OS-OD

.74 5.25, 48 TPI ..............................• 97
1.35 3.5, 135 TPI .......................... 1.90
DS-HD96TPI, IBM AT Compatible ............. 1.95

End-Shill summary
HARDWARE SUPPORT:
Receipt Prinier

Call 1orbest3M prices on head cleaning and data cartridges.

nashua

Incredi~le Value

TM

5-characler MFR, PROD

Auto/Manual discount. tax
Cuslom Rece ipls 20140180 col
Cash Drawer BarCode Reader
Funclion·butlon Keyboard

ORDER:
915-837-7180

~ordable Quality

mum

TERMINAL
EMULATIONS

Turns MSDOS computer into complete

V"" High quality and

l<rrA

Inquiry 347

D ensi ty .

ln!: l ~de$

by

NEW

SOFTERM PC,

THE LEADER IN EXACT
RELEASE TERMINAL EMULATIONS
'OVER 30 EMULATIONS
KEYBOARD MACROS
' VIRTUAL DISK CAPABLE
• KEYBOARD TRANSLATE

• HOTKEY
' SCRIPT FILES
" MULTITASKING

• CAPTURE FILES TO DISK OR PRINT
' FILE TRANSFERS WITH 7 PROTOCOLS
(I.E. KERMIT-SERVER.HAYES.XMODEM ,ETC.)
' CONCURRENT AND BACKGROUND
COMMUNICATIONS
AND MORE!!!
A COMPLETE EMULATION & COMMUNICATION
PACKAGE

SEIFTIONICS
800/225-8590

CALL FOR INFORMATION
(303)593-9540

TELEX 450236

BestPnces Ever!

v LIFETIME WARRANTY
'-"" Factory Fresh in BOXES of 10 with sleeues. wlp

Inquiry 272

Inquiry 285

cab. ID labels
QTY. 10 BOXES

SS-DD

.54

OS-DD

.57

5.25.48TPl,boxof10
3.5", 135 TPI

1.12

1.46

High Density, IBM PC-AT Compatible .......... 1.50

SPECIAL OF
THE MONTH

BULK

Made in U.S.A.

,; l.IF£T/Mr: WARRANTY
V' Exceeds ANSI spec!ncafions

"""' lnc/11des T!1t1t.:k sleeves and w l p lab
V' H ub Rln.c7s
Y' 100% tesfl'd and n...'rti/led

v

Made i11 US!\

.

5"4 OS-DD

BULK

MULTIPLES

35¢

ORDERING INFORMATION

TERMS: Free use of VISA. Mastercard. and American
E)(press. P 0 . orders accepted from recognized corporat ions
rated3A2 or better. governmenl and schools on nel30 . SHIP·
PING: Add $3.00 per 100 diskettes or fraction thereof. add

$5.00 for COO orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price on
the same producls and quantities adver1ised nationally.
Toll Free Order Line

S1
382

ll's a simple equation. To plug your PC or PC·
compatible into the modern world of music
making, use the complete line of MIDI soft ware
and hardware from VOYETRA TECHNOLOGIES.

0

SEQUENCER PLUS: 65-lrack total MIDI
recorder /editor.
O CONVERSION PLUS: file converter lor music
notation programs.
0 PATCH MASTER: nelwork organizer and
sound librarian.
0 OP-4001: PC/MIDI inlerface card .
'"I've never seen a more powerful, easy-to-use
music and recording system . .. bug-free."
(PC COMP ANION)

ln!ormat1on l ine

1-800-233-2477 1-801-561-0092

ompUter
ff,aln • I•n C•

PC+MIDI
=MUSIC

199 Collage Avenue
Salt Lake Coty. Utah 84070
Hours: Bamlo5pm
(min. lime)

B Y T E • MARCH 1987

For more information contact VOYETRA
TECHNOLOGIES, Depl. PC, 426 Ml. Pleasant
Avenue, Mamaroneck NY 10543, or call
(914) 698-3377

Inquiry 325

SOFTWARE
DUPLICATION
SERVICES
THE TGrAL SOLUTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

World's Largest Duplicator
Highest Quality
Fastest Turnaround
Attractive Cost Savings
One-Stop shopping
Copy Protections for all formats
Professional Engineering Support
Branches Nationwide
A Division of XIDEX Corp.

CALL
1-800-233-5099
Inquiry 338

@pinecom··

IBM Compatibles

• • • • • • •

- - - 2 SPEEDS TURBO S Y S T E M - - - - - - 
FULLY IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE 4. 77/8MHZ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

640K RAM on Board 4-77/8MHz Motherboard
360K Floppy Disk Drive w/Controller
20 MGB Hard Disk w/Controller
150 Watts Power Supply
Mini 'AT' Style Case With Key Lock
Front Panel LED for Power, Hard Disk
and Turbo Mode
• Hardware Reset Button on Front Panel
•'AT' Style Full Function Keyboard (5060)
• Monoc hrome Graphic Card w/ Printer Port
• 12" Hi-Res Amber or
Green T.T.L. Monitor
• NEC V-20-8 Processor Used
(330% Faster than IBM PC)**

640K on Board RAM
2 Floppy Disk Drives
Disk Controller Card
lSOW Power Supply
FCC Type Slide Case
'AT' Style Keyboard
8 IBM 1/0 Slots
8088·2 Micro Processor
8087 Co-Processor Socket
4. 77 MHZ/ 8MHZ Clock Selectable
Monitor and Display Card Not Included

Fully Assembled and Tested ................. $

SUPRA TURBO SYSTEM - - - 

•
•
•
•
•
•

{!!___..${

...,

:~

})'@rtfiJ /

~

**Based on Norton Utility Program,
System Information's Result.
FULLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED . . . . . . .

56000

(Other Options and Configurations Available, Please Call.)

$

00
1132

t - - - - - B T C 5339 (5152) - - - - - - 1
-----PJNECOM AT SYSTEM----...
12 FUNCTION KEYS ENHANCED KEYBOARD
FULLY IBM AT COMPATIBLE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOR IBM PC/AT
• Positive Tactile Feedback
• Solid State Capacitance Low-Profile key
switches
• Separate Cursor Key Pad
• Separate Numeric Key Pad
• Enlarged Return Key With LED Indicator
for Shiftlock
• 12 Function Keys Supports DOS 3-2

8/6 MHZ Clock Selectable
80286 CPU
1.2 MGB Floppy Drive
200 Watts Power Supply
Hard Disk/Floppy Disk Controller
512K RAM Expandable to 1 MGB
Clock Calender w/Battery Backup
'AT Style Keyboard

Fully Assembled and Tested ...... . .....

IMAGE ACE II VIDEO CAPTURE CARD

$119900

30 MGB (ST-4308) Hard Disk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S620

s27500

Other Options, See Below

TURNS YOUR 'XT' Into an 'AT'
PCJ-286 SPEEDCARD

--~

3 MGB MULTIFUNCTION CARD FOR 'AT'
•User Expandable Up to 3 MGB
with 128/ 512K Increments

For IBM Pc/XT C ompa ti"bl es

• One RS-232 Serial Port (2nd Port Optional)

• 80286/8088 Microprocessor Switch
Selectable
• 7.2MHz Clock Speed
• 8K Cache Memo y
• 7_5 Times Faster Than PC/XT
• Math Co-Processor 80287 (5/8MHz)
Optional
• Fully OMA Compatible
•Runs All AT/XT Software
• Easy To Install, No Soldering Required

#MF-3000

$18400

• One Parallel Printer Port
• One Game Port
RAM Set (Each IMB) . . . . . . . . s10goo
2nd Se ial Port J.C. Set ..... . .. 52600
Shipped With Zero K RAM

2 MGB RAM EXPANSION CARD FOR 'AT/XT'

: ~~~ ·
:..

i-------SALES I T E M S - - - - -......
20 MGB Hard Disk (Seagate ST-225) (79 MS) ........... . 529()00
Western Digital Hard Disk Controller Card WX·2 ....... . 510()00
30 MGB Hard Disk For 'AT' (ST 4038) (39 MS) ......... . 562()00
Half Size Modem Card 300/1200 BPS Hays Compatible
(Logictech) ........................................ . 512500
3 Button Mouse System with Software (Serial) . . . . . . . . . . . . sg500
TIX 1411 RGB Monitor 14" 0.39 Dot 640 X 250 .......... 5JJ()OO
Samsung 12" Monochrome TTL Monitor, Amber or Green . . 5ggoo
Samsung 12" Mo.1ochrome Composit Monitor, Amber . . . . . 57500
Monochrome Graphic Adapter with Printer Port . . . . . . . . . . sg500
Color Graphic Adapter with 2 Composit Output . . . . . . . . . . 57()00
0/576 K Max. RAM Expansion Card For PC/XT . . . . . . . . . . 54500
Fujitsu 360K Half Height Floppy Disk Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5ggoo
Joystick with 2 Fire Buttons For IBM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s1goo
6 Outlets Power Strip with Surge Suppressor and Main Sw.. 518° 0
8087-3 Co-Processor Chip For XT (4.77 MHZ) ........... 511500
8087-2 Co-Processor Chip For XT Turbo (8 MHZ) ........ 516800
80287-8 Co·Processor Chip For AT (8 MHZ) ............. 529900
NEC V-20 Processor (Replace 8088) 40% Faster . . . . . . . . . . . s1300
NEC V-20 Processor (Replace 8088-2) 150% Faster .......... 5}goo

PINE. COMPUTER INC.

Captures video from video camera or TV,
transfer to your PC computer, can display
on your monitor, storage on disk, or
transmits it out via modem to other user.
Requires color graphic card_Install to any
em"ty slot on your computer. Software
and instruction included.

.

..,..:;..=...:_'!!!?

$14700

#MEM0-2000-XT
#RAM-310-AT

• Confirms to Lotus/Intel Expanded
•Memory Spec!. (EMS}
•Up to 2048KBytesofExpansion Memory
• Uses 64K or 256K RAM Chips
• Software and Instruction Manual Included
Memory Set (Each lMB) .... . 510800
Shipped with Zero K RAM

4 SERIAL PORTS (RS-232) ADAPTER _.......,.

...

-:1.J"tU:t

.

~

.__

r,.

.

r

~.

•11111

,. .

I

MS-400-XT

s9200
MS-400-AT

s12500

• 4 Serial Ports COM-!, COM-2,
COM-3, COM-4
• Custom Fully Molded Serial Cabling
and Mountings
• Short Card Design,
Available For 'AT' or 'XT'

COPY II PC OPTION BOARD
"Copies Virtually All Protected Software"

For IBM XT/AT, Comes with Disk Back
Up Utility, Copy II PC Board, Cable and
Instruction

1

9690 Telstar Ave., Suite 204
El Monte, CA 91731

Phone: (818) 575-1882
Telex: 5106017376 PINECOM

TERMS: COD accepted on cashiers check or cash_ Visa or Master Charge accepted with 3% surcharge. Shipping charges for COD orders = 5% of total purchase,
2% for prepaid orders, minimum charge applied.
*IBM is registered trade mark of IBM Corp.
Inquiry 234

MARCH 1987 • B Y T E
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DOUBLE
THEOPTIONCAPACITY ··

OF YOUR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

8051
Convert What You Have
To What You Want!
• RS232 Serial
• 8 Baud Rates
• Latched Oulputs

• Centronlcs Parallel
• Handshake Slgnals
• Compact 3;{ x 4¥, x

1~

No longer wlll your perlphera l choices be linl led by lhe lype

'S'J:1 t:v~~~:r;vP~~~?b: ~r~rs~1~~gr!~rt:=g~ ~
1

~~~:s~e\~cri~~I~ ~~~2h:,>~~R,Yh!~~~~uk~~~~!1t~~~ :nu~~';;l~~
no

l ransfer el!lctency . Oelalled documentation allows
slmpllfled lnstallatlon. Orde r the Model
(Ser/Par or
Model 775 {ParfSel) Tod•) I

r;;;====i
~u~~~n~,~~~1!5 Ji9ErJ':.!~i~

only 1

89.95

ComKlot Op11on s 10.00

'-~-=--~---°"-' C~J9~~1:;':as;1. ~•

PC·XTRA

PASCAL
CROSS
COMPILER

• DIRECT E)\rENSION OF
IBM PC eos
• NO SOFTWARE CHANCES
• NO HARDWARE MODIFICATION
•STYLING CONSISTENT WITH IB"

For MS-DOS Computers
SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
104 Charles Street. Sui te 143
Boston, MA 02114 Tel 617 262 3903

P C HORIZONS, INC.

PoM OUllC• &o:a :rl17

Q

-~""""

1701 E. Edinger. Sle. A6, Santa Ana, CA 92705

.CALL (805) 658-7466 or 658-7467 _
For FAST Delivery

(714) 953-5396

..=..

Inquiry 308

Inquiry 222

Inquiry 271

rune-UP

Perfect your

"ard disk!
your 1 •

FAST 

WordStar

EFFICIENT

l'o pt organizes your hard disk into contiguous files for fas\
efficient, time-saving use' Initial organization averages
under 5 minutes; daily runs average under 1 minute!

CONVENIENT
Run it from your autoexec.bat file!

SAFE
l'opt's contiguous tiles are easier to rec!Ml' ii accidentally
deleted' Vopt's speed allows files to be moved one-at-a
time, rather than taking chances on disk reliability. Detects
and maps bad sectors.

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

$49.95
Add$3 lorS&H
Cali!orniaResiden!s
add 6% Sales Tax

2870 Fifth A'l<!nue
Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92103

619/298-9349

DISK DRIVE 3''2"', 131, lbs., battery aper. or
AIC adaplor (incl.), IOOK s/orage. Wilh TS-DDS
sol/ware $229 Drive witnout sol/ware $179
24K RAM CHIP- Tandy 200 $65, 21$59 ea.
BK RAM CHIP-Model-102 $9.95
Model-100 & NEC 82011$23 31$19 ea.
SIDESTAR-NEC Starlet
$199
128K Ram Disk Car/ridge
SIDECAR-NEC PC-8201A $259
128K cartridge (four 32K banks)

*'

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-732-5012
Calif: 805-987-4788
Canada: 604-856-8858, Australia : 02-419-8899
~PURPLE

~COMPUTING

VISA MIC &
AMER.EXP.

420 Constitution Ave.. Camarillo, CA 93010

Single Board Systems
Introduces

SBS-52 Controller

• Perfect proportional spacing
• Mulli-line headers/footers
• Column printing
• Footnoting
• File merging
• Indexing/table of contents
• LaserJet/daisywheel versions
S99
Sl49
SI99
CES
800-251-2223
509 Cathedral Pkwy. JOA
New York, NY 10025
212-222-8148

Flow

$79

Charting II+

HARD
DISK
CONT.

The New Plus
for Fast
Flowcharting
FLOW CHARTING

8052 Basic VI.I
32 Kx8 Ram
2 Real Time Clocks
32 1/0 Lines
Programs Eproms
Small 3.00xS.00 Size
1-10 $179.00
Single Board Systems
P.O. Box 3788
Salem, Oregon 97302
Phone (503) 581-6570

Inquiry 277

MagicSeries

Inquiry 240

Inquiry 123

•
•
•
•
•
•

with

PORTABLE ADDITIONS

omputer
Surplus
Store

New Shugart Model 1610

5. y," Hard Disk Controllers
Emulates:

is new! Ifs now
Flow Chaiting II+, with more speed
more functions
more printing options;
• IO text fonts; 26 shapes; • Line mode can stop
at a shape: • Backspace key can e1ase a line to
its origin; • Free text en by anywhere, or select auto
centering; • Ve1tical or horizontal printing; one
chart or multiple charts.
Used by Fairchild, Bechtel and more than
500 other major corporations. Edit quickly
and accurately - even major edits - with
Flow Charting II+, the Speciatisl

Xebec S1410 HOC . .

See your retail store or call:

IBM PC Controllers

PATTON & PATTON

• Adaplec 2010A . .
• Adaptec 2070 (ALL 2-7) .
(Shipping & Handling $5.00)

+

+

Sollwa10Corpora11on

800/ 672-3470, ext. 897 C.. omJa
800/538-8157,cxt.897 tional
408/ 629 5044 lntemoi.onol)
Inquiry 219

• Xebec S1410 (1610-3)
• OTC 510 (1610-1)
• SCSI (1610-4)

Worlls wHh:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Micromint COM 180, SB180
Wavemat Bullet
AMPRO All Boards
Macintosh
Apple lie
ACS 1000

Full
90 Day
Guarantee
Manual &
Schematic
Only $8
. .$95
.$150
.$175

222 Phelan Ave. • San Jose. CA 95112
408-280-1740
Inquiry 72

·--T ., - -

~--....

- - - ----!!!!!!!!
"'

.

"THE PC PEOPLE"

800 528 3138 0 rders 0 n Iy
602 - 99-1 - 7870 Customer S erv1ce
·
6-PAK PREMIUM/256K WHILE THEY
LAST!
..... . .... $189
RAMPAGE-AT .. .. ........... $395
RAMvantage512K-3Mb .. . . . . . $259
ADVANTAGE .. . ............ $329
3G-PLUS 256K,HGC,CGA,EGA . $335

PC COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

. . . .!f!"

"BIG BLUE CLONE"

.,...,..,,
"FCC" APPROVED &
ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
BASIC CONFIGIEIATION: 8 MHz 8088·2 CPU, 256K-640K
RAM, 8 SLOTS, 150 WATI P/S, SLIDE CASE W/ SPKR,
"AT-STYLE" KEYBOARD
. . . .. _. .. . .... . .. $329
MS-DOS2.11..
. ......... . ...... $ 75
MS-DOS3.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . .. $ 95
GW/BASIC ...... . .. . ...................... $ 89
360KHHFUJITSUORTEACFLOPPYDRIVE .. . .. $ 89
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER-2 INT. & 2 EXT. . .. . $ 30
MONOCHROME/GRAPHICSCARDW/PTR ... . .. $ 68
COLOR/GRAPHICS CARD . . . . . . . .
. .. . . $ 60
RS-232CSERIALCARD .... .......... . . . .... $ 25
SIX-PAKCOMPATIBLECARDW/0-384KRAM .... $ 85
TATUNG EGA MONITOR &256KEGA, HGC, CGA ... $695

(!)TATUNG

ABOVEBOARD/PC1110 ...... $238
ABOVE BOARD/ AT 2110 . ..... $368
ABOVEBOARD/AT2010 ...... $328
INBOARD 386/AT 0-1Mb RAM
converts your existing PC/AT
toa 16MHz80386 .. . . . . . . . .. $1,098
MATH8087-2 .. $155/80287-8 .. $249

CALL FOR BEST PRICES - WE WON'T BE BEA T!ll

I

POWER SYSTEMS & ACCESSORIES

-

~cordota

•

UNISYS

I

I

I

SCIENTIFIC SOLUTIONS

S-100 BUS PRODUCTS
CPRORAM-1664KSTATIC .................. $ 99
BRACKETS FOR COMPUPRO DRIVE CABINET .. $ 25
COMPUPROSYSTEM816/C3-40Mb . . . . . .. $7,449
INTERCONTINENTAL MICRO SYSTEMS . . . . $CALL

DRIVES

$169500

I

WYPC-286 10 MHz, 640K,S,P,CLOCK. ETC.. . .... $1,698
WYPC-286-85 W/96 Mb28 mSEC HARD DISK .. $2,899

NETWORKING
CONSULTATION &
INTEGRATION QUESTIONS??

(!)TATUNG

ONE YEAR WARRANTY &
30 DAY D.O.A. SWAP-OUT!

CM-1365RGB13" 5-COLORTEXTQUANTITY 5 . . $319
CM-1380FEGA 13" 640X350G/ASWITCH . . ..... $439
TEGA-22 256K EGA 1/2 CARO HGC CGA MOA . .. . $239
MM-1222A AMB/GRN Hl-RESMONO MONITOR . . $ 95
NEC MUL Tl SYNC MONITOR , .

. .......... $CALL

CALL OUR EXPERT SALES & TECH STAFFSll

AUNK

ADVANCED NETWARE STARTER KITS
& SERVERS ••• CALL

MC-3 AT-K.B. GRN/AMB/WHT SCREENS . ... .. . . $399
PC-TERM AT-K.B. GRN/ AMB SCREENS . .. . ... .. $369
............... . ... $399
220DECEMULATION

3-PLUS USER NETWORK SPECIAL
TATUNG TCS-7000/96 SERVER W/ 1 Mb RAM,
96 Mb(28mSEC) HARD & 1.2 Mb FLPY DISKS.
SERIAL& PARALLEL PORTS, MONO MONITOR.
CACO U400-400W UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER
SUPPLY.
NOVELL ADV. NETWARE 286 SFT LEVEL-1 V2.0A
ARCNETT 4-PORT PASSIVE HUB.
4 ARCNET CARDS & CABLES UP TO 100 FT. EACH.
3 B.B.C. WORK STATIONS "FCC" APPROVED
WI 4.7718 MHz 8088 CPU, 4-LAYER MOTHER
BOARD, 640K RAM, MONO/GRAPHIC/PRTCTRL,
& MONITOR, "AT-STYLE" KEYBOARD, 360Kb
FLPY DRIVE,
TAPE BACK-UP 60 Mb EXTERNAL . . . .. . $8,995

Al.lpV'

~\JV

A/D64-PC
.... $369
D/A64-PC ........ $439
1018-PC 128 TILIN-PUTLINES . ..••....• . . ... $369
D/ A64-100 (S-100) . . $298
A/D64-100(S·100) .. $225

26MbPC-INSIDER
.. . . .. •. .• . .. .. . ... $ 389
38MbPC-INSIDER .. . .. .. .. . ....•.... . .... $ 498
51 Mb PC-INSIDER...... . .. . .....
. ... $ 829
51 Mb AT-INSIDER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. $ 749
... $1,179
96MbAT-INSIDER
SMSSIGEN160 INTERNAL60 Mb TAPE SYSTEM .$ 695
IRWIN20 Mb TAPE INTERNAL ........... . ... $ 469
TECMAROIC60/ATINT60MbTAPE.
. .. . $1,095
SEAGATE ST-225HH . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... $ 309
SEAGATE ST-4051 FH . ..........
. . . .. $ n5
QUANTUM 054043MbFH . .
. ... $ 749
MICROPOLIS 132585Mb28mSEC . .. .. ... . . $1,198
.$2,595
MAXTOR XT-1140140Mb28mSEC.. . .
MAXTOR XT-2190 190 Mb28 mSEC . . . . . .. . $2,995
MITSUBISHI 2894 FHB" .. $465/2896 HHS" .. $ 425
MITSUBISHI MF-50148TPl.$95/MF-50496TPI.$ 129
TEACFD-55-BV48TPIFLPYDRV .. .. •••••. .. $ 89
..... $ 89
FUJITSU 5.25"HH48TPIFLPYDRV

PC-400 512K, 2 FLPYS, 14• 640X400 MNTR ..... $ 939
PC-400/20W/20MbH.D. ORV .............. . $1,249
ATD-8·0 8 MHz80286, 640K,S,P, 1.2 FLP .... . . $1,549
ATP-8-0 PORTABLE VERSION OFATD-8-Q ... . $1,629

WYSE

c

STAR MICRONICS SR-15 (DEMO) ••.. • .• .. .... $395
TOSHIBA... ........ . ......... . . . .
. .$CALL
XEROX/DIABL0635W/l/F . . . . . . .
. ..... $729
XEROX/DIABLO D80IF .. . .. . . . . ......... .. $1,295
XEROX 4045 LASER W /COPIER & DRAM ...... $3,995

I

MONITORS & TERMINALS

PC/ITBASICW/512K, 1.2FLPY .... . .. . .. . ... $1,795
PC/ITEXPANDEDW/96Mb28mSEC HDDRV .. $2,895
MICRO/ITBASICW/512K, 1.2 MbFLPY .... . .. $1,395
MICRO/IT EXTENDED W /20 Mb HARD DISK .. . . $1,995

s

TELEX 9103806778 soNE HUND

BC-675 S.P.S. 70 MIN. 1/2 LOAD . $569
BC-1000S.P.S.45MIN.1/2 LOAD $889

i-1"'. , . - ----"""e-i

696 0
- 100
DIV./
RP.
14455 NORTH 79TH ST.
SCOTTSDALE AZ 85260

IEEE488.
. . .$239
IEEE488SOFTWARE .
. .. ....... ...... $ 65
E + EEPROM PROGRAMMER/READER .
. .. $275
LAB MASTER . .•... • .•• • ••••••.•••.. . . . ....$859

P-15 MONITOR BASE W /5 NC PLUGS NOISE & SURGE
& MODEM PROTECTED, DISK STORAGE . . .... . $ 89
U1000 POWER SAVER 1000W U.P.S. (by TOPAZ) W/ 4
. ..... .$CALL
OUTLETS& TRUESINEWAVE.. . .
U400 POWER SAVER 400W .
. .... •. .. . . $CALL

TCS-7000 80286-10 MHz
640K RAM, 1.2Mb FLPY
ORV, 210W P/S, MS-Dm
3.2, DIAGNOSTICS
$1395
TCS-7000/96 WI 96 Mt
28mSEC H.D. DRIVE
$2595

-

WYSE
I

I

I

PRINTERS & BUFFERS

brother

HR-20 20 CPS DAISY WHEEL-AUTO LOAD ... .$CALL
M·1109100/25CPSP&SW/TRACTOR . . ... . ... $189
M-1509 180/45 CPS P & SW/TRACTOR .... .... . $349
M-1709 240/50 CPS P & S WI TRACTOR FX-286 & IBM
PROPRINTER COMPATIBLE W/ "PAPER PARK" AL
LOWS SIMULTANEOUS LOADING OF CONTINUOUS
FORM & CUT SHEET PAPER &AUTO LOADS . . $449

CITIZEN.

PC-SLAVE/161Mb,8MHzV20 .. $649
ATNXFORMS-DOS3.1 . . . . ... $195

ARCNETCOMPATIBLE 1/2CARD ............. $295
8-PORT ACTIVE HUB ......... $449
4-PORT ACTIVE HUB PC/CARD . $225
4-PORTPASSIVEHUB.
. .... $ 49

I

WYSE30 .. . . ..... _.... . .... $299
WYSE50 .. ............ . . . . $309
WYSE60 . .
.$449

MSP-10 ... . ...... $279
MSP-15 .... ... ... $369
MSP-20 . .. .. . . . .. $309
MSP-25
.. . . $469
120D . . .......... $169
PREMIERE35 ..... $459
CORDATA LP-300 LASER PRINTER .
. .. $2,089
ASTTURBOLASER (RICOH BASED) .. . ...... $CALL

DISKETTES & TAPES
100 LOT CASE PRICES/EACH
DYSAN48TPI DSDD .. . .. $1.87/96TPI ..... $ 2.11
DY SAN 96 TPI DSHD-AT . . . .. . .. .. . ... ... . . . $ 2.25
DYSAN" DC-600 TYPE" 600' TAPE .... . .... . $22.99
. .$20.49
3M DC-2000 20 Mb TAPE FOR "IRWIN". .

SOFTWARE
WE SELL ALL WELLKNOWN BRANDS! ORDER CORRECTLY!
OPENED SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE!

NEWSTAR NEW-WORD 3 WORDSTAR
COMPATIBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . $189
BDSOFTWARE"C"COMPILER
.. $ 95
MICROSOFT WORD/PC . . .... . .. . .. ..• . .. ... $280
ASHTON-TATE dBASE Ill PLUS .. ......... . . .. $461
MICRORIM rBASE SYSTEM V . . . . . . .... . ... . .. $418
XEROX VENTURA DESKTOP PUBLISHER $595

MODEMS
ProMODEM 1200BW/MIRRORSOFTWARE .. $125
ProModem1200 ... $249
ProModem1200G • . $169
CTS 2424 ADH ASYNCH/SYNCH (HAYES) .. $269
CTS2424AMH CLASS4 MNP ERROR CORRECT .$349
MT224EH MN P ERROR CORRECTION
..... . $395
MT224ER RACK MOUNTW I ERROR CORR .. $379
U.S. ROBOTICS COURIER 2400 .... .. . .. ..... . $335
U.S. ROBOTICS212A "HAYES COMPATIBLE" ... $195

All merchandise new Advertised prices are cash prepaid only PO s lrom quahhed l1rms & AM Express
95 MC & Visa
968 COD s
( 99 55 min lee) with Ca!.h1("rs. Check MO Sank Wires & APO s accepleti Shipping rmn1mum S411rst Slbs Tax AZ RES O N LY add
6 5(/o sales lax All re1t1rns s JbJeCt to 20°0 restocking lee or cred1l towarcJs ll1lure purchases All prices & ava1lab11fty subject lo change
without n 1•f1C • •

't

Inquiry 26 5 for End-Users. Inquiry 266 for DE A LERS ONLY.
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TOSHIBA

Lap Top Tl 100/T3100
51/.4" External Disk

.~

TlTHBO

IOMH:

~,.,. r ~ t

l.ffB
AT/XT

V -

=----;;:-

18557 Parthenia St.
Northridg e, CA
(818) 712-0582

TURBO XTS750
$1100/w SEAGATE 20 MB & ON EFL OPPY
Hl·RlSAMSER MDllllDR•INl(L11182Cf!NlCV·l!AUNN!llG llllH()JJ\,fASURllWIJBMft
• &a ON BOARD • fULL YaJMPAllBll 8'0S • HOl:UlfS lMULAllC* CflAPHK:S M I•
PARAllll PURI • OPIRAllSMS·OOS.ft·OOS.GWBIS\C • 8SlOIS · ~Ski/Or.ARD 1 fD
COK\ROlll~ 1 SIRIAl 11<0 OP!l PARAUIL. GAWl ClOCklf.llTkllAJl BllllRY. AAM ~SI.
PSPOOl •Al KlYBOAROlwlfOS• \S\WlS • l\\llllJ<fUlllSUORNIS •lll!IIDll •
MAHUA!.S • fUtlYSll·UPtlfSHD • !JllYlARPARIS1lASOR •
PORTABLE XTIAT SYSTEMS ALSO AVAILABLE
PC PRO SYSTEMS. INC.

800-451-5279
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10001

9832 E. FLOWER ST.
BELL FLOWER. CA 90706

Smhz

5mhz

Feature-PACKED.
Source Debugging Power
with MW:ti~WindolA!
Variable View & Mach ine CQJ;le

Readouts
Animates code with Visible Ease!

150/100ns
100ns
120n!.

9415 BURNET ROAD, SUITE #110
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78758

* 512·836-3766

lt,50

150ns

'-lt61.,

120ns
lSOn.s

lt126
!i164
4164

150n:i.
120n!.
150n.s

EPROMS
27512 ~
27256
250n.s

36.00

27C256

200ns

2.50

27C256
27128
27128
2764

250M
tSOns
250ns
200n.s

2761t
25611
2532

t150n.s
450ns

11.25

450n.s
450n.s

2.95
2.25

1,,25
3.78
3.95

1.20
0 .98

COLOR GllAPMIC CONTROLLER
D72ZOAO

•3 25 6L
6116L

120n:s.
150n:s.

2708

626•L
5561.iPL

6116P

1.1+0

TEAC

FLOPPV DISK DRIVE '

FUJITSU

INTERFACE:
11"186

0.32

TERHS A.NO CONDITIONS:

3.60
3. 60

J.10
7.50

RAMS

22. 5 0
] . 25
1.60

150n:s.
150ns

4016

6.90
6.40
4.50

250n .s

2716

18,50

STATfC
556SPL

15. 00
5.10

2.es

2016P

5\

"

2. 85

150n&
150n!.

5.25

lSOni.
100ns

1.50

\.ti O

FDSSB

91.i.OO

H2551

82.00
0.]2

11~69

PRIHE PARTS

100' CUARANT£€0

1) Prices subject to ch11n9e, PLEASE C/\Ll for CURRENT L
llOLUHE f'RICINC.
HIN I HUM ORDER . . • • . $10.00
1) SHIPPHlC & HANDLING
UPS GROUtlO
. • . . • • . $ 3.00
ONE PO!JrlO CHARGES
UPS 2nd DAY • • • • • • • $ l.i . 50
C111 lfornl4 Re:s.ldent subject to seles tax.
3) ]\ SURCi;ARCE ON CREDIT CARO C1<ARGES
OF"F"ICE HOURS: Hml

to FRI

7:]0AH

to 5:30 PH

No power reQu1red 11 current loop port is acl1~e Model232PS·12V OC
PowerSupp1yre<1u1redll turfentloopporl 1spassrve:only$14.95.

Order dlrecl lrom manulacturer TODAY and SAIEJ•
Requost your FREE copy ot8 & 8 ILECTRONJC$.
Catalog which lists a hosto/lnterlace and ~
monitoring equlpmenrtor RS-232 ports.
~--

B&B ~!~~~!!!n!~
1502C 8o1te Memori~ D1ive • l'O. Box 1008 • Onawa. ll 61350

Phone: 815-434-0846
Inquiry 35

Inquiry 371

CALL FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED

275.00
168.00

6rnhz

•Ttrms: Visa MC. cash orderspos!pa1d: P.0."s from
Qualihed ratedlirms accepted. IL rl!''ii1dents ad~ 6W' sales lax.

56 HARVESTER AVE.. BATAV!A NY 14020
TCll FREE 800-431-9008,NY 716-343-613l.

COMPUTER MART

Srnhz

Interface your RS-232 porl to existing currenlioop
system. Model 232CL2 couples and isolates Transmit
and ReceiveData through high speed optical isolators.
Powered from pins 4, 5. 6. 8 and 20 on the RS-232
side: one pin must be high, one must be low.

COMPUTER PARTS GALORE INC.

$395/$749
$339/$389
$579/$679
$ 79/$119
$ 99/$199
$ 89/$129
$ 89/$269
$429/$549
$ 69/$199
$179/$209
$229/ $489
$219/$489
$ 99/$139
$159/$239

80287
80287

on1y$38.85

We have hundreds of intereslin~ items for the
hobbyist in IBM or Apple compatrbles. Pis circle
our response number to get our flyer to you .

XT/AT
SYSTEM
20/30 MB
DRIVE KIT
4038/4051
SEAGATE
FLOPPY DRIVE
360K/1.2M
1200/2400 EVEREX MODEM
1200/1200HC AVTEX MODEM
TTL/RGB
MONITOR
EGA/NEC
MULTISYNC
TTL/EGA
CARD
LV1210/NX10
STAR
FX86/FX286
EPSON
182/292
OKIDATA
5/8MHZ
8087
6/8/10MHZ
80287

142.00
102 .oo

"RS-232C TO CURRENT LOOP
Bl-DIRECTIONAL
CONVERTER"
Model 232CL2

• Panasonic drives

LOWEST PRICES

11.00

SAME-D.\Y SHIPMENT!
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

Unique new high efficiency design for250 & 400
watt Battery Back-up(UPS=Uninterruptible Power
Supply). Runs lull system for 10-45 min. to allow
life back-up. UPS-250 can run as AC power supp
ly on car/boat with 12V ll P. UPS-400, same for 24
V l/P. Highly re liable and cost effective units.
Dealer prices available for quantity buyers.
UPS-250 ..$239.95 UPS-400...$379.95

Inquiry 372

Smht

Inquiry 106

ATI BLE KEYBOARDS

* From
XT$249/Min
Turbo
kits
syst to $599 Complete Sys!

V - 30

Proc~ssors

(2131923-5052

(212) 239 0625

BATTERY BACK-UP UNIT

• EPROM PRGRMR
3.5". s.2s-. 360K.720K.1.2M,
• Apple bare PCB's
• Bare IBM PCB's
• Isolation Xtormers
• XT-A T Proto boards • Stepup/down Xfrmr
• XT-AT Extender •
• ATTAK-286, 4Layer
• XT-AT Fliptop Case
10-12M Turbo AT
• XT-AT Keyboard
• 1 OM-4Layer Turbo
• XT-A T Pwr Supplys
2
Bios XT clone
• Bench switchers
,
•Very fast XT, 4 layer 8-10 Mhz, Dual Bias,

9.00

Bmhz

1

DYNAMIC RAMS

Inquiry 224

Inquiry 156

Inqu iry 370

20

C8087
CB087

TURBO AT Sl.400
$1,95(]/w SEAGATE -4038 30MB
HI RIS SWIVEl·BASIO AllBIR MOKllOR • lilll 1112ffi·61\0 Ml\/ •(IC( WB \1'*S AAM ON
BOARD• fltlDE~IX-208105 • Hll(Ul[S lMULAllDll CRA.PtltS Wil./wPAl!Allll SlR!M roA IS
• DPf:AAlfS M S-OOS . PS·OOS.XlNll.U~ll. CW MSC• 8SLDIS •'Ml C!)!JfO.UR2fDtalD •
lMHAl(lDKLYBDARD/w LlDS. 2111 ~ns FW.{R. 12 MB 1Ul fLDPflY. 011 SCi'IRD
QOC1<1f.IHOOAR • IWlJffll'1 RlSlT • lll181 SOClll • Ol'llOOl IGA OO!nO!I • OPllOOI
~· w•I SIAllOR 1
1"1• •FUUYSllUPl\ISllO•ll.lkUAlS •llll \'WIPARlSILAIOO

43 WEST 33AD ST.. 2ND FL. ,

1'1.(415) 991 - 1051

CA 911017

4 4611

MEGA ENGINEERING

800·225·0105

...

Math Co

~

• Runs SV."' PC Disks; Programs
On Your Toshiba LAP TOP
• 360 KB Floppy Diskette Drive
• Includes Cable & Power Supply

(BOO) '43 - 8853

P.O.Box. 2\ltl

1 MEG
11\256
41256
41256

~~

0

Order lt)l l frC"e:

EVSAN

Printer (Data) Switch

CHAS

$39/up

Dealer Price available

MICROSYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 707
Wayne, NJ 07470
(201) 227-1565
TELEX 6503141175

•Melal case
•Fully shielded
•Push button
(2 layer PC board

or rolary swllch)
•Beige color
•1 year warranly

•• •100% IBM COMPATIBLE•••

JACO Computer Prcduc-ts

989 E. California Ave.

PC/XT TURBO computer
•4. 7718 MHz •640k •'AT' style keyboard •2 360k disk
drives •Parallel •Serial •Gam e • Clock & Calendar
w/battery back-up •Mono graphics card •Green or
Amber monitor •1 YEAR WARRANTY $899.00
($1175.00 with 20meg hard disk drive and 1 floppy)
AT TURBO computer
•6/8 MHz •540k •Enhanced keyboard •1.2meg flop
py disk drive •Parallel •Clock & Calendar w/battery
back-up •Mono graphics card •Green or Amber
monochrome monilor •1 YEAR WARRANTY
$1425.00 ($1900.00 with 30meg hi-speed hard disk
drive)
•• COLOR SYSTEMS ALSO AVAILABLE ••
•• PORTABLE XT COMPUTERS A'AILABLE "
•Floppy drives start at $85 •Hard dri'1ls wk:ontroller star! al S370
•Hayes compatible modems s1art at $125 •Printers s1a11 al $215
WE CARRY THE IBM XT, THE llM AT, AND THE COMPAQ 386
WE CARRY PC DOS 321
WE CAN CUSTOM CONFIGURE ANY 18M COMPATIBLE SYS'TEM'
CALL FOR FREE PRICE LISTI DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED'

Tel: (408) 746-2000

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(prices suti-,-.ec:t' to change wirhout notice)

CABLE (Lifetime warranty)

$9/up

• UL approved, molded, double shielded,
beige color
• D type connector with thumb screw

(screwless)
Switch box
2 way switch
2 way cross
4 way switch

$39/$45
$55/$69
$55/$69

Power center/DB 25

Cable
Printer cable 6'19'/12'
$91$12/$15
Modem cable 3'/6' $71$9
Centronic cable 6'/10'

switch/swivel base $89
$12/$15
Serial C3b!e, Drive cab!e & extension cable available
RS232 Miniature $6/up
RS232 Break-out box $59

lhqu.i~ 1~8

Inquiry 373

If FORTRON CORPORATION

Information & CA Res. (4 l 5) 490-8 l 7 l
Techn ical Support (4 l 5) 490-8403

3225 Seldon Court
Fremont CA 94538

Orders Only fSOOJ 821-9771

FORTRON PRESENTS
THE DEPENDABLE ONES
While some power supply importers
reduce their selling prices by using
cheaper and fewer materials, we at
Fortran do not jeopardize our discrim
inating customer's faith in our standards
of quality by such compromises.

LR58720·8M

Here are some visible differences Fortran
uses:
• Burndy (U.S. madef connectors
which provide error-free connections
from power supply to CPU board and
peripheral~.

• A shielded power cord insures
minimum AC line interference.
• Built-In EMI filter maintain s a
conductive emissions level specifica
tion to greater than 6 dB/uV below
FCC Class B.
• All U.L. recognized materials
and circuit layout to ensure com
plete safety.
In addition to our high quality materials,

our testing facility in the U.S. and our
technical support from five full time
power supply and system application
engineers has made Fortran's PC/XT
and AT power supplies tops in their field.

200 WATT PC AT

• U.L. recognized, certified
• OVP. OCP. short circuit protection
• Meets European safety requirements
• MTBF 34,000 hours
150 WATT PC XT
Direct Replacement for IBM® PC XT
Power Supply

• Four drive connectors
• One full year warranty

REVOLUTIONARY PRICED
Hercules©compatible
Monochrome GraphicslController
-CompatibilityFor PC XT. AT. 6, 8, 10, 12 Mhz.
• IBM© Monochrome/Printer adapter compatible
• Hercules© Graphics Adapter compatible
• Runs direcW Lotus© 1-2-3 AutoCad©,
Symphone ' , Basic

starting at .

• •
(Dealer's quantity price)

-Outstanding Features
• 80 X 25 text mode
• 64K bytes graphics display memory
• 720 X 348 pixel resolution
• Printer interface
-Short Card, easy installation
-Reliability
• Custom-built chip, ICT tested, producing a
nearly zero defect rate.
• lower signal to noise ratio
• one full year warranty
-FCC Class B Certified

FCSSOS

Inquiry 113 for DEALERS ONLY.

Pri ce subject to chan ge w ithout notice.

ENCLOSURE POWER

HARD DISK ACCELERATOR
• Caching eliminates repetitive
disk accesses
·Use up to 15 Mb of extended/
expanded or 500 Kb of standard memory

,,. Floppy's, Hard Disk, Optical Disk,
Tape Drive, or any Combination
,. Custom Design with Injection
Molding Front

DISKETTE ACCELERATOR
SCREEN ACCELERATOR

::- Superb Quality and Pricing

FAST -

Prompt Delivery

]lt4JJ~~"~~~..~:.~~N

SAFE

VCACHE
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

res, INC.

Add $3 for
shipping/ha ndling
Ca lifornia residents
add 6% sales tax

Outside CA (800) 635-5555
CA (818) 993-4801
155

.

1'

u

2870 Fifth Avenue
Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103

REAL WORJD 110
-~-·_,;;. __ h

Affordable. Acceu To Tire
Real World For PCJXrlATs

..

--~·:-:.·---

•

~·

•

·.

·~~ ... - .

_-· .··,,,.

'"".

DYNAMIC RAM
1000Kx1 100 ns
*256Kx1 100 rlS
64Kx4 150 ns
256Kx1 1 00 ns
256Kx1 120 ns
256Kx1 150 ns
64Kx 1 150 ns
EPROM
64Kx8 200 ns
32K x8 250 ns
32KxB 250 ns
16Kx8 250 ns
BKxB 150 ns
BKxB 250 ns
STATIC RAM
6225 6
32Kx8 120 ns
6264 LP-15 BKxB 150 ns



•
net, 1t-llita l!lv mpul bo~rll.
-ADSOO
Software programmable onms al 1,10.100. UUlaes a
hlllhly stable /\ID corIVe~~r . Excellenl accuracy and
~ gh noise immunity 7 digital 1/0 lines. Ideal for lab/
industrial automation.
$239
AD100 • Single channel version of AD500 with 10
digital 1/0 lines. Same programmable gain and high
noise immunity. Useful for transducers, ATE.
education.
$149
DG24 • Digital 1/0 board with 24 TTL 1/0 lines
conf igurable in software. 8255 PPI based.

$95

XB40 • Extender board and cab le for above boards.
Includes easy connect terminal str ip and prototype
area.
$49

· ··

Software examples in Pascal. BASIC. Forth and
Assembly.
Complete documentation and money back guarantee.

Real Time Devices- Inc.
19JO PARK FOREST AVENUE

PO 80X906
S TAT E CO LLEGE. PENNSYLVANIA 16804

(814) 234-8087
Inquiry

Inquiry 191

258

(~)

619/298-9349

124

Inquiry

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio calll-6U-262-0559

565

185591/i P.1rrhenia Street, Northridgc, Cal ifornia 9024

Inquiry

FRIENDLY -

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. covers
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake •Water Damage• Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Af{enc!' Inc.

Inquiry

When MEDIA CONVERSION Fails,
B\TA TRANSLATION Prevails!
Use your data among mainframes, minis, micros,
dedicated word processors, and lypesettersl
We offer translation of lhe logical elements of dala
in addition to conversion of physical parameters,
NOT jusl dumping or ASCII transfer from one
medium into another. For example:
• Translation of the control characters and for·
mat ting features of stand·alone or
microcomputer·based word processors.
• Database reslrucluring-Even from your WOid
processors' File and List Managers.
• Spreadsheet translations-formatting, cell
referencing codes, and formulas.
• Stale and federal compliances-Magnetic
media and file·structure conversions.
ADAPSO member
CompuData Translators, Inc. 6565 Sunset Blvd.
Suite 301, Hollywood, CA 90028 (213) 462-6222
Inquiry

NEW!

267

64

Motion Control &
Data Acquisition

S mart 2 Axis Mo Uon Controller. For many
lypes al mol ora & enoode rs. New LC. [from HP)
~~fa't':.dhW}l;~~~~~o:~g on ll'lc lly. Oplicafly

0

6805/6305 SINGLE CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Tv.o systems allow the IBM PC/XT/AT to be used as
a complete development system for the MOTOROLA
6805 se ries single chip microcompulers. Model
MCPM-1 supports the MC68705P3, P5, U3, U5, R3,
& R5 chips. Mod el MCPM-2 supports the
MC1468705F2 & G2 cmos versions . Both systems are
priced at $495 and include a cross assembler pro
gram, a Simulator/Oebu.g ger program and a program·
ming clrnult board with driver software. A system 1s
als o avail: for the HITACHI 63705 ZTAT micro.

THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE
P.O. Box 53, West Glover, VT 05875

(802) 525-3458
Inquiry 30!

1

Remains in place during keyboard use. Prevents
damage from liquid spills. dust, ashes, etc. Fits
like a second skin, excellent fee l. Available for:
IBM-PC, AT, Apple (all). Compaq, Model 100.
NEC 8201, C64. Zenith 150, DEC, Kaypro.
KB5151, AT&T 6300, WYSE 50 and many
o thers, Send $29.95, check. M.O .• Visa & MC
include exp. date. Specify computer type. Dealer
inquiries invited. Free brochure ava il.

Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
4561 S. Westmoreland, Dallas, Texas 75237
(Z M) 339-0753
lnyuiry

186

Four Axi s Stopper D rive r. Wi th SOffi'IARE &
motor lor l"stent s~tomalion. $95.
Fast AID Board: With program med gain, SSO KHz,
4 lnputs,$220 . CompleteScope hardware &SOFT·
WARE $500. Also: 12 Bit ND, Relay Driver, Real
Time Clock. Circuit developers Project Book $25.

~~; ~i!~_d3~~h~s~"..g~~r';,~(:1 ~gr~i~~g~~
~~b'gn Bc~b~~rds, like those above, on a 50 ft.

Please call (415) 755-1978 for free literature.

( omputerGtlnuum
75 Southgate Ave .. Suite 6
Daly City. CA 94015
Inquiry 69

(415) 755· 1978

~~!..~'~'
159

1
COLOR PLOTTER
FOUR PEN

~

The manufacturer has asked us not to publish their name. But
this four color plotter was produced by one of the Wor lds largest
makers of persona\ cornputers.
The 410 color plotter will connect to the serial port of virtually any
micro-computer. Simple ASCII commands direct one of the four
color pen s to draw circles. arcs or ellipses on paper or transpa·
rency material up to 11 by 17 inches. The plo1ter is capable al
producing the full upper and lower case alphabet along with seven
international character se ts. Text can be printed horizotal. vertical
or diagonal in sizes from 1I 16 to 6 inches. slanted forward or
backward to 85 degrees.
Enlargements or reductions are achieved through elaborale firm 
ware. Pen travel is four inches per second with .004" pen resolu
tion. Standard pens are available in an assortment of 32 different
colors and widths.
Th e ideal plotter for architecture, CAD engineering or graphic
design. At $595 it was a great buy, at $159 its a steal. Support

The Adeus CP/2000, is a 22 character per second daisy wheel printer which
accepts 96 character Diablowheelsand ribbons. This printer was manufactured
by the Olympia Typewritter Company for CosmoWorld USA.
This unit will print 10. 12 and 15 characters per inch propor1ionally spaced with
increments of 1/120". Bi-directional printing, 2 K/Byte buller. and Centronics
parallel intertace make the Adeus CP/2000 an exceptional buy at only St 59.
Origlnal price $595. RS232serial interface$30.00additiona1

Bernoulli Box

p~~~;~~su~o~nsgir~~~s~o;;/~~6\i':r. available Manual only $15 reOTHER PLOTTERS AVAILABLE:

Hewlett Packard • Houstonlnstruments •Roland
Sweet P • CalComp ... please call for prices.

These Oume double sided PC compa1tbre drives bear the IBM
logo. The drive was manufac!ured for IBM for use in lhe recently
discontinued PC Junior computer. We have purchased a large
quantity of these drives and are currently offering them in sets of
two for only 565 each.

Panasonic AT Compatible

was 53540 now only

1$9$111

1

List

10+10 Meg.

~~~~b~~ontrolfer

A2210H
A2220H

QUME 142 half height
TEAC FD55BV half height
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht.
TEACFD55GF for IBM AT
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
PANASONIC475 1.2Meg./96
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.
MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.
Switching power supply
Installation Kit with manual
Dual enclosure for 5Y4"drives
34 pin edge connectors
Scotch head cleaning kit
Flip & File Storage tubs

Ten
call
89
105
155
89
109
109
155
49
10
59
5
19
15

APPLICATIONS:
·Malling Lists ·Editing ·Dal~ Base
Management ·Transfering Informa
tion between incompatible systems

'===rt89

The Smaneam 2400 offern all the lnalu<es ot the
Hoyes Sman Modem 2400 lor a lracllon ol IM P<ic.i.
Now is your opponuniry 10 purcllasc a 2400 baud

modem f0< only S289.

A lso available : The Smwteam 1200 al only 5 159

1__

_

Uses a s1andard RS.232seual po1t hookup
to inle1laceealsllywllh your computer.

\-----"•"·'__.. . '159 95
- Thermal
--- -- ----
--- Prinler

Manulactured by IBM lor use with the PC seri es printers. This 80 corumn "super
quiet" thermal printer is ideal for last low cost drafts. The printer is capable al
interlacing to any computer with an 1200 baud AS-232 serial port . Accepts
either fan fold or 6W' roll led thermal paper. Wilt "NOT' accept writing paper.
Nine pin head allow the IBM thermal printer to output extended foreign character
set, math symbols and bit image graphics. At $59.95 we expect quick sett out.

Also available 31 Mega·
bytes at orny $559.

Our Price

$3450
4540
255
79
99

.?marteam 24to saud

OneTwo
69 65
109 99
119 109
169 159
109 99
119 115
129 119
169 159

COPY:
·Manuscripts · Contracts ·Articles
·Forms ·Invoices

The Bernoulli Box by Iomega. features 10 and 20 megabyte removable car ·
!ridges,. and delivers reliabili!y, expandability, transpmtability. security and
speed in one versatile subsystem. It lels you transfer megabytes of inlormation
salely and swiltly for primary or backup slorage. Or combine several soflware
programs onto a single cartridge !or easy switching from one lo anolher.
Reliable.•• the Box has incredible resistance to shock and vibralion completely
eliminating the possility at head crash.
Expandable..• grow al your own pace by adding inexpensive cartridges. When
security is essenlia:. don't lock up your system .. . just lock up the cartridges
The Bernoulli Box delivers preformance that alien exceeds the best of hard disk
speed and the convenience ol floppy disks. Al these prices don't be caught
wishing you had one arter a loss of irreplacable data.

10 Meg. Cartridge
20 Meg. Cartridge

The Panasonic 475 is jumper selectable between 96 TP I formal
and 1.2 Megabyte as used in the IBM/AT computer.
Suggested price of this drive is 5189 bu! because of unusual
buying opportuni!y, California Digital is able to oiler lhese drives at
only $115 each, quan!ity two.

Omni -R eader... the firsl op ical
charac ler reader designed and
pri ced for the sma ll computer

1595
2095
189
49
65

The fastest, lowest powered, longest warrant ied, most durable, highest
capacity, most rellabl e, lowest priced HAAD-DISK-ON·A CARD
available in the world today.
• liSms Acc•u Tim• • FJS/11$1 Av all.lbi.
• Automatic Hod Unlo.Jdlng • Pn>l'eCIS He;xts and
Alt'<1i.:t • 21< Sector B111t1r • Inc,.~$ Systtm TfllT1UQll;JUI • ll!gh Rrtlllti11H y: 28.COO fir. MT8f
N.:l 0111 eiw "'' " ~ 10~ • t5 5 Wait Po..-., Con5llmp11on - Lowrst' AYaU•blt· 2 Vr11 Wa~ty
longcslAYlH'bblt

Sellllfe
30
M'6ABYTE
WINCHESTER
HARD DISK KIT

1

459

• Winchester Controllers for IBM/PC •
XEBEC 1220 wilh floppy conlroller 229
OTC 5150CX
139
DMTI 5520 half card
129
OMTI 5527 RLL controller
159
ADAPT EC 2070 RLL controller
179
ADAPTEC 2010A
159
WESTERN DIGITAL WD/1002WX2
119
• SCSl/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 51/4'' foot print
219
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 51/4'' 289
OMTI 20L
119
• Winchester Accessories •
lnstallalion Kil with manual
Wincheslerenclosure and supply
Dual 20/34 cable set
Swilching power supply

COMMODORE CHI PS

7400
M

Pir1 No.

7400. - .....

10 •

29

_19
_19

.35

.25

.29

7402..

7404.

3

7405.
7406.
7407.
7408.
7410..
7414 ..

-29
al

-39

-39
.35
.35
.49
7416.. ..... .45
7417 .. ••.•
.45
7420...
.35
7430.
.35
7432.
.39
.39
7438.
.55
7442..
7445..
.79
7446..
.89
7447.
.89
7448. ....... 2.05
.75
7472. •••••
7473.
.45
7474. •• ' •••• .45
7475..
.49
.45
7476.. .

29
25
.25

.39
.35
.35

.25
.25
29
29

•S
,GO
,7!)
.79

HIS

Gil
.35
.35
.39
.35

1-9

Pitt. Ho.
7485.
7486. .
7489.

10-t

.65
.45
. 2.05
.49
.45
.45
.59
.55
.75

7490..
7493. .
74121. -

74123.
74125. .
74126..
74143. . ....
74150. ......
74154. . .....
74158..
74173.
74174 ..
74175..
74176..
74181 . . .....
- ..
74189.
74193..

.55

.35
l.9S
.3
.35

.,,

.35

74367..

29
.29
.35
.35

.1.09

74LS07.
. . 1.09
74LS08. _
29
74LS10.. . •.• 29
74LS14.
.49
74LS27.
.35
74LS30.
29
74L S32.
.35
74LS42..
.49
74LS47.
.99
74LS73..
.39
74LS74..
.35
74LS75.
.39
74LS76.
.55
74LS85..
.59
74LS86..
.35
74LS90.
.49
74L S93. .
.49
74LS 123.. •.
.59
74L S 125.. . , • .49
74LS 138..
.49
74LS 139.
.49
74LS154.. ... 1.09
74LS157.. .
.45
74LS158..
.45
74LS163. . ... .59
74LS164. . . .. .59

..

7115 10
7dS32.
74S7A

4.95

8563 CRTConlr....... 15.95

6545-1CRTC.•••..••. 2.49

8564 VI~ .. .. - . .. . • 15.95
8566 VIC PAL. - . - - . - 39.95

.85
.65
.65

_75

1.49

-55

.99

.89

7 •~

NSOO ...

Part No.

8
1.95

UP070108-5 (5MHz) V20 Chip (Replaces the 8088). . .. __ ..... __ . . . $ 9.95
UPD70108-8 (8MHz) V20 Chip (Replaces the 8088-2). . ..... . . ... .. $11 .95
UP070116-8 (8MHz) V30 Chip (Replaces the 8086 or 8086-2) ____ ___$14_95
UPD70116-10 (10MHz) V30 Chip (Replaces the 8086 or 8086-2).. .. . $34.95

-59
-59

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

69
175

. .. 2.05
.69
.69

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS

s

~9

d9

-39

39

?4$240

·t9

Z80. ZSOA. Z808 SERIES
280. - .. . ........ 1.25

.tj!I

.69

.79
.89
,79

.39

J .95
-39
,:ig
,:i

.39
.59
.69

79
595
1.95
2. 19

.99

.ll9
.99
195

.
•
74$2~4
.•
,
74S'25..l.
•. ••..
?<SW-7'. . . . . . . . .
7"~S288• ....

14

• '4

745373

. 1.49

7 4~$3 74 ..

l.d9

7454n · • .

.35

7•AL.S0e. .

-39
..39

74Al.Sto__
74ALS27., - . • . NAL.S30 •••..
7•ALS32. .. ..
NALS74,,

.35

• 2.95

.39
,3g
.3~

4

.6'9

74AlS138.
7•AJ..S 17'\.

.119

?4A.t.Sl ?S. •

• • .99
7•A.l.S240.... " • 1,49
74.Al.$24.4 t • •
• 1 49
7tt.A.'LS"245. • . . . • . L49
7,a A.l..S373.. • • • . • . . 1..69

74Al.S374. .. • ..
7 4 AlS573.

1.69

, , , ••• I GD

74F
74F(I().
7JF04.•.

..39
.39

741' 1 .. .. •
.99
7.dF 157• . • . . . . . . . .95

74f00.

.J9

741 193. .•........ 3.95

? '1F10. .
74:F.3274F7.t, • . . .

;J9

7•F2•0 ' ' '

.39

74:F244 '

.A9
..59

7t.1F253 .
74F373. .
711F37 '1i ,

7• 66.
74fl38

.89

1.39

•
. .•

\ 39
..99
1.39
1.3ll

CD-CMOS
CQ.4001.
C04008
C040 11.
CD4013
C04016 .

.19

.89
.19

29

.29
.55
C04018..
.59
CD4020.
.59
CD4024.
.49
C04027.
.35
CD4030.
.29
CD4040
.65
C04049.
.29
CD4050
.29
CD4051.
.59
C0.1052. - .
.59
CD4053.
.59
CD4059. . .. , . . . . 3.95
C04063 • , , ,
1.95
CD4066.. -·· --·
29
C D 4069 • _ • .. • .
25
CD4070. . ... ••
25
C04071...
25
C04072..
25

C04017.

Part No.
Price
0765AC. .
. .. 4.49
W01770 . . ..... 19.95
2661-3. . . .
5.95
WD9216 ..
. 9.95

)l9
.69
.S?
.Oil

1t

74ALS
74AL.5()4 ,

~

1~5

1.95

I 4'0
.79
1.49

7d/l.L.SOO_. - •••..•
7•AL502. ·- ••••

Replace the 8086 or 8088 in Your IBM-PC and
Increase Its Speed by up to 40%!

1.95

.35

. 2.95

"82S100PLA (906114-01 )" "13.95

2.05
.79

1.aSHJa•......... 1.29
74S 1119 ... ' ...... 1,69
74S1 96 •
.. 2.49

.35

N$12d.. .••..

8501 Ml'IL •.•••••. _10.95
8502 MPIL.... . • . . . 7.95

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS

s

29
.3S
.3S
.29

74$17-i
.
.79
74S17S. ....... _. . . .79

901225-01 Char ROM ..• 11.95
90 12 26-01 BAS1C ROM .. 11.95
901227-03Kema1ROM .. 11.95
901229-05 Upgrd. ROM ..15.95
'No spec. available
"NOTE 82S100PlA = U17 (C-64)

6532 128x8 RAMJ/Q, Tirn A1 6.49

.19 74LS165.
.75
.19 74LS166 _:. '. .99
.25 74LS173.. .
.59
.49
.25 174LSH4..
.99 74LSH5..
.49
.99 74LS189... . 4.59
.19 74LS191 ..
.59
.19 74LS193.
.79
.39 74LS221. . .
.69
.25 74LS240
.79
.19 74LS243
.79
.25 7 4LS244.
.79
.39 74LS245
.89
.99
.89 74LS259-.29 74LS273_.
.89
.25 74LS279. .
.49
.29 74LS322.. ... 4.05
.45 74LS365.
.49
.49 74LS366..49
.49
25 74LS367..
.39 74LS368
.49
.79
.39 74LS373..
.49 7 4LS374.. •
.79
.39 74LS393. . ,
.89
.39 74LS590
. 6.05
.39 74LS624 .
. 2.05
.99 74LS629..
. 2.29
.35 74LS640, .. .. 1.09
.35 74LS645 .... 1.09
.49 74LS670 .... 1.09
.49 74LS68a.
. 205

.15
1 79

8360 Text Editing• ..... 10.95

6529

__ .. _. _..

9.95

*25 11 04-04 Kernal ROM . . 1 0.95
*325572-01 Logic Array .. 2 4.95

1.2~

s~.--

8701 Clock Chip. . . .

"8721 PIA. . . • . • .
14.95
8722 MMU. - . . . • . . . • . 9.95

6569 VIC PAL• • • • •• _. 14.95
6572 VIC PAL-N. - • . .•• 14.95
6581 SIO•..••.•.... 14.95

.65

745/PROMS•
7• 500.
7•504.
NSOS.

. . . 10.95

6567 VIC-II. . . . .. .... 14.95

3..95
1.25

74LS
74LSOO. .
74LS02. .
74LS04..
74LS05. .
74LS06..

6551 AC!A . . . . . . . . . 3.29

6560 VIC-I.

4.05
1.35
1.35
1.59

74198.. ..... 1.85
74221.
.99
74273.
74365..

WD1770 Oisl<\ Cont.. . . . 19.95
Sl- 3052P 5V Rls.Reg. 2A 5.95

6504A mJ. .. . . . .
1.95
6507 m1. . .
4.95
6510 CPU. . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
6520 P!A... , , .. ... 1.75
6522 VIA. . . .. . . • . .. 2.95
6525 TPI.. .......... 7.95
65 26 CIA.. . . • . . . . . 14.95

AS

SATELLITE TV
DESCRAMBLER CHIP

P.}11 No,

CD4076. .
.65
C04081..
25
CD4082..
.25
CD4093. .
.35
CD4094. .
.89
C0401 03 . . . ...... 2.49
C0401 07 . •••• ' . • • • . .69
C0401 09. , . . .
. , . 1.49
C04510.. ...
.69
C04511 •••
.69
CD4520
.75
CD4522. • , • •
.79
CD4538. . •
.79
C04541. .
.69
C04543. ...•
.79
C04553............ 4.95
C D 4555.. .
.79
CD4566 ....... . ... 2.49
CD4572 (MC14572)_ .39
CD4583.
• .89
CD4584. . .
.39
CD4585. . • . • , • . . . .89
MC14411 P .
. .. 8.95
MC14490P..
. .. . . 4.49

ZBO-CTC.......... 1.79
Z80-0ART... . . ... 4.95
Z80- PIO.. . .... . ... 1.79
Z80A- ...... . .. . .. 1.35
ZBOA-CTC. ....... 1.49
Z80A-OART....... 4 .95
Z80A-P10. .
. .. 1.49
Z80A- SIO/O.. . .... 4.95

zooe.

.. . 2.95

Z808-CTC. .. ..... 3.49
Z808-PIO. . . .
. .. 429

6500/6800/68000 SER.

6502..... . ....... 225
65C02 (CMOS). . 8 .95
6520..
1.75
6522.. .
• .. •
2.95
6532. ••• . . .... 6.49
6551.
• • ...... 3 29
6800. • •• . . .
. 1.75
6802. .
. 3.49
6810.
1.25
6821 ............. 1.29

Part No.
4116-15
4128-20 (Piggyback)
4164-150
41 64-200
TMS4416 -1 2
8118
4 1256-150
50464-15
511000P-10
514256P-10

6500/6800/68000 Cont.
Part No.

Pl'ice

6840. •••••••• - 3.95
6843....
2.95
6845.
. . - . 2.95
6850.....
. .... 1.49
6852. . . • •• . .. . 3.95
6875............ 8.95
MC68000L8. . .
11.95
MC68000L10..... 19.95
8031 . ??~ ~~~~E.~ . 2.9 5
80C31 SH .. . .... 14.95
8035. . .. • • ... 1.49
8073. .
• . . •• ". 29.95
8080A..
. ... 2.49
8085A..
. .. 2.29
8086...
. .. 6.95
8086-2.
8.95
8087(5MHz) .. ... 125.00
8087-2(8MHZ)- .. 159.95
8088............. 6.49
8088-2......
. . 8.95
8116.. .
. 4.95
8155.... .
1.95
8155-2. . '..
. ... 2.49
8156. .
. . . 2.49
8202..
9.95
8203.
14.95
8212............ 1.49
8224..
. . 2.25

Function

8

DYNAMIC RAMS

16,384 x 1
131,072 x 1
65,536 x 1
65,536 x 1
16,384 x 4
16,384 x 1
262,144 x 1
65,536 x 4
1,048,576 x 1
262,144 x 4

8000 SERIES Cont
Part No.
Price
022a. . .
. 2.49
8237-5.. ' .
. .. 4.95
8243.. .
. . . 2.25
8250A..
. . . 5.49
82508 (For IBM) . . . 6.95
8251A. .... . . . .... 1.75
8253-5.. ••••. '
1.95
8254.
. .. 2.95
8255A-5. .
1.69
8257-5. . • • .
2.49
8259-5. ........ . .. 1.95
8272....
. .. 4.49
8279-5.
. ... 295
8741..
. 10.95
8748... .
. .. 7.95
8749. . .. .
. ..... 9.95
8751 .. • "
39.95
8755. ........... 14.95

OATA ACQUISITION
ADC0804LCN. .
3.19
ADC0808CCN..... 5.95
ADC0809CCN.... 3.95
AOC08 16CCN .... 14.95
ADC0817CCN ..... 8.95
DAC0808LCN. .
. 1.95
OAC1008LCN..... 6.49
AY-3-10150.. . .... 4.95
AY-5-1013A. ... ... 3.95
Price

(150ns).
• • ..... . .
.89
(200ns).
4.49
(150ns)..
. . • • • • • • . • . . . . • • . . . 1.15
(200ns). .
_.. • .95
(120ns). . • • • . • • • . • . • . .
• 4.25
(120ns).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.69
(150ns) ..
. .. 2.75
(150ns) (4464) (41464)..
. ... .. 4.95
(100ns) 1 Meg.
.
.
• • • • . 39.95
(100ns) 1 Meg... .... _.•••..•• , . . 44.95

- - - - - - - - - - - S T A TIC RAMS - - - - - - - - - - 
2016-12
2102-2L
2 1 14N
2114N- 2
2114N-2L
21C14
2149
5101
6116LP-2
6116P-3
6116LP-3
6264LP- 12
6264P-15
6264LP-15
6514
43256-1 5L

2048x 8
1024X 1
1024x 4
1024X 4
1024 x 4
1024x 4
1024 x 4
256x4
2048x 8
2048 x8
2048 x8
8192 x 8
8 192 x8
8192 x 8
1024x 4
32,768x 8

(120ns). . ...
......
. . 1.69
(250ns) Low Power (91 L02). .
. 1.95
(450ns)..
.99
(200ns). . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
. 1.05
(200ns) L ow Power.. . ...
1.49
(200ns) (CMOS). . ........... _.
.49
(45ns). ........
. 4.95
(450ns) Ctv10S. .
. 1.95
(120ns) Low Power CMOS. .
. . 2.95
(150ns) CMOS...
1.89
(150ns) Low Power.... ..
. . ... . . 1.95
(120ns) Low Power CMOS. .
. . 425
(150ns) CMOS.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
_3.59
(150ns) Low Power CMOS. .
. 3.75
(350ns) CMOS (UPD444C)
..... 4.49
(150ns) Low Power. .
. 24.95

---------~PflOMS l lPA O M S ---------~

1702A
Ttv1S2516
TMS2532
TMS2564
2708
TMS2716
2716
2716 - 1
27C16
2732
2732A- 20
2732A-25
2732A-45
27C32
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764-45
27C64
27128-20
27128-25
27128A-25
27C128-25
27256-25
27C256-25
27512-25
68764
68766
74S387
745471
N82S123

256x8
2048x 8
4096x 8
8192 x 8
1024 x 8
2048x 8
2048 x 8
2048x 8
2048x 8
4096x8
4096 x 8
4096x 8
4096 x8
4096x 8
8 192 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
8192x 8
8 192 x 8
16,364x 8
16,38-4x8
16,384 x 8
16,384 x 8
32,768x 8
32,768x 8
65,536 x 8
8192 x8
8192x 8
256x4
256x8
32x8

(1µ5)..
. . 6.95
(450ns) 25V....... . .• . •. . . .. ..... 4.95
(450ns) 25V. . .
. 5.95
(450ns) 25V...
. 8.95
(450ns ). . . .. .. _.
. . , .•• . ••••. . 4.95
(450ns) 3 voltage.
9.95
(450ns~..........
. .. . .. 3.75
(350ns) 25V. . . . . . .
4.95
(450ns) 25V (CMOS).
. 6.49
(450ns). ..
. .. 3.95
(200ns) 21 V. .
. . 4.25
(250ns) 21 V. . .
3.95
(450ns) 21 V . . . . . .
. . 3.75
(450ns) 25V (CMOS).
. ... 6.49
(200ns) 21 v .. •. , •••. , •• . ...••• , .. 4 .25
(250ns) 21V. . .
3 .75
(250ns) 12.5V
425
(450ns) 21V..
. .. 3.49
(450ns) 21V (CMOS). .
5.49
(200ns) 128K 21 V. . . .
. 4.95
(250ns) 1281< 21 V. .
. ... 4.25
(250ns) 12.5V..
...
. .. 4.95
(250ns) 21V (CMOS). . • • _.
. 5.95
(250ns) 256K (12.5V). . •
•.
. . 5.95
(250ns)256K(CMOS) (12.5V)..
. 8.95
(250ns) 512K (12.5V) _.
. 19.95
(450ns) 25V.. , .. • , .. , .. • , ... 15.95
(350ns) 25V. . . ••••.• , ••..••• ... _ 16.95
PROM o .c _.
. . 1.29
PROM T.S- .. • .. • • • .. • .. .. • . . 4.95
PROM TS_.
. ...... 2.49

The MM5321 is a TV camera sync generator designed to
supply the basic sync functions for either color or mono·
chrome 5251ine/60Hz lnlerfaced and camera video recorder
app lications. COLOR BURST GATE & SYNC
ALLOW STABLE COLOR OPERATION

MM5321 N............ $11.95
INTERSIL Also Available!
74HCHl-SPEED CMOS
Part No.

Price

74HCOO •• ,
7 4HC02. • . • • . • .
74H C04.
74HC08. . ••• , .
74HC10.. •. , , , ,
74HC14.. , • , ,
74HC30 ·-·.. ••
74HC32. . •..•• , •
74HC74 . •• . . • • • • .
74HC75. •• . . • . • • • . •
74HC76. . , • •
74HC85.••... , •• , ••
7 4HC86. .
74HC123.. , .•
7 4 H C125.. ••• , . •
74 H C 132. . • , ,
•,
74HC138. . • ,
•
74HC139 . .•• • • . .
74HC154.. . . . . . ..
74HC163. •• ,
, ..
74HC174.. • . .

Part No.

.25
.25
.29
.29

Prke

74HCt7S. •• , •• , . .69
7 4HC221. . .
.99
74HC240.. • • . . .
.79
7 4HC244.. • . • . • . •
.79
74HC245.. . •••••• .89
74HC253 ••• , . , .59
74HC259. ,. •
.65
74HC273. ,,.
, , .79
74HC373 • • •• • • • • . .79
74HC374. ... ... _.
.79
74HC393 •• . . . • • .
.75
74HC595. .... .. . .. 1.19
7 4HC688
,79
7 4HC4040..
• . , .89
74H C4049. • •..• , .59
74HC4050.
, .59
74HC4060.. .. ..... 1.09
74HC4511 . ........ l.29
74HC4514. . . . . . . 1.19
74HC4538. . •••••. .89
74HC4543..
• •.•. 1.19

.29
.49

.29
29
.39
.39
.45
.79
.39
.89
.49
.49
.49
.49
1.19
.65
.69

74HCT-CMOSTTL
741<CTOO.•.

.2 9
.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.49
.49
.59

74HCT02
74HCT04.
74HCT08 ,
74HCT10.
74HCT32.
74HCT74___
74HCT86..
74HCT138..

7<HCTl39.
74HCTl57
74HCT174.
74 HCT1 75. .
74HCT240..
74HCT244 ..

74HCT245...
74HCT373

.59
.69
.69
.69
.99
.99
1.19
. - 1.19

74HCT374 .......... 1.19

74C-CMOS
.29
74COO. •• , , . ••• , •
74C02 . ..
.29
74C04..
.29
74C08.
.35
74C10..
.35
74C14.
.49
74C32.
.35
74C74.
.59
74C85.
1.39
74C86 .
.35
74C89.
. 5.19
74C90.. . ••••• ,
.99
74C154.•••..••
. 2.95
74C173... _•••.
1.05

74C l 74 , . , , • , , ••• .79
74C 175. . , , • •
.79
74C22 1.. . . . ..... 1.49
74C240. ••. . • _. ... 1.29
74C244 ...... .... 1.29
74C373 •• , • . .. 1.49
74C374 ••••• ..... 1.49
74C912. . . • . • . .... 7.95
74C915. .
. . 1.39
74C920.. , , ..... 9.95
7 4C921. . • . . . .... 9.95
74C922. . .
• •..... 3.95
74C923. .
. 3.95
7 4C925. . . • .
. .. 5.95

LINEAR
DS0026CN.
. _ 1.95 LM1458N.
. •• .39
TL074CN. . . __ . . .. .89 LM1488N...•. ,, ... .49
TL084CN...
. . . . .99 DS14CB8N (CMOS) 1.19
AF100-ICN..
. 8.95 LM1489N..... . . . . . .49
l..M307N..
.45 DS14C89N (CMOS) 1. 19
LM309K
1.25 l.M1496N. . . .
.85
LM311N.
.45 MC1648P.
. 4.95
LM317T....
• • , .79 LM1871N.
. . 2.95
LM318N.
.99 LM1 872N. . . .
, • 2.95
LM319N. . . • , • • .99 LM1896N-1 ....... . 1.59
LM323K . .. ____ .. 3.95 ULN 2003A- •• , _
.99
L M324N..
.39 XR2206. . . • • • •
3.95
LM338K . .
. ... 4.95 XR2211 ............ 2.95
LM339N..
.39 XR2243.. •• , ,
. 1.95
LF347N. , . .
. .. 1.79 DS26LS29CN . . . . 4.49
LM348N.
. . .69 DS26LS31CN..
1. 19
LM350T. .
. . 2.95 DS26LS32CN....... 1.19
LF351 N. - .
.39 DS26LS33CN. . . .. 1.95
LF353N.. .
.49 LM2901N...... .. . .49
LF355N. .. . . . • ..
.79 LM2907N. , ........ 2.49
LF356N ,.. • • , • , • .79 LM2917N (8 pin).... 1.55
LF357N.. ..... , .. . 1.09 MC3419CL .... •••. 9.95
L M35 8N...
.49 MC3446N.......... 2.95
LM360N. . .
. .. 2. 19 MC3450P.. . _•.. _•• 2.95
LM361N...
. .. 1.79 MC3470P. • , .... . . 1.95
LM380N-8. .
.99 MC3471P.
. 4.95
LM386N-3. .
.99 IVIC3479P. .
. .. 4.79
LM387N..
.99 MC3486P. .
. . 1.69
1.69
LM393N..
.39 MC3487P. .
. .49
l..M399H. .
. .. .... 2.95 LM3900N..
LF411CN..
.79
TL497ACN.. ....... 2.69 I
. . 1.95
NE540H (C540H) .... 2.95 LM3914N..
. . 1.95
NE555V
29 LM39 16N..
XR-L555..
.75 NE5532. . , • .. • .89
LM556N..
.49 NE5534.. . .... , . • . . .69
(LM340K-51 .. 129
NE558N ...
.89 7R05K
7 812 K (J..M340K·-1 2) .1.29
LM565N . .
.99 7815K (t..M340K-15) . 1.29
l..M567V.
.69 7805T (LM340T-5).. .49
NE592N.
.89 78 12T (LM340T-12) . .49
LM741CN..
.29 7815T (LM340T-15) . .49
LM747CN..
.59 7905K (LM320K-5) .. 1.35
MC1350. .
1.49 7905T (LM320T-5) .. -59
MC1372P. . ....... 2.49 75472. . . •••. ·-...
.99
MC1377P.......... 3.19 75477. . .
. ..... 1.29
MC1398P. . .
. 8.95 76477.. . . ...... .. . 5.95
LM1414N..
. 1.29 MC145406P.... . ... 2.95

t~~~~~::

.. .: \~~

1

IC SOCKETS
Low Profil e
8 pin LP.... • , . . ,
14 pin LP.. •...••...
16pinLP.. • , • ,
24 pin LP. . . . • . • . .
28 pin LP.. • ,,,, , , •
40 pin LP.. •• , , , ,
So1dettal1Stndlnl tkMI l

.11
.12
.13
.25

27
29

-nn,l

Wire Wrap (Gold) Level #3
8 pin WW. ••• .... • .59
14 pin WW.
.65
16pinWW..
,,,.
.69
24 pin WW.
, , 1.19
28 pinWW..
1.39
40pinWW..
. .... 1.89
tllh:r ftalg Socmts Also A111tlb5e

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
3!IO

B Y 1' E • MARCH 1987

Inqui ry l30

ELECTRONICS
APPLE COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES
IBM·64K(2) 64KRAM Chips (18). . $ 19.90
KB83
83-Key Keyboard.... $ 29.95
IBM-FCC

IBM-Case
IBM·MCC

IBM-PS
FD55B

IBM-MB

Dial • Function keys defined for con venience
• Includes Midwest Micro Associat es communi·

$34:96 $24.95

Four-Slot Cartridge Expander
Singly or in any combination!
Aprospand-64 (For~ & c-128) $29.95
External Power Supply
CPS-10 trorc-64J•.•..••.•.•. $39.95
Parallel Printer Interface
2K Buffer, Expandable to 10K1

MW-350 trorVJC-20,c-M&c.128J.•.. $54.95 .
Input/Output Card
16-ChannelAnalog Multiplexer

MW-611 (Fo<C-64andC128).•.•. $199.95

[JRS-80/lUIDY COMPATIBLE
1
ACCESSORIES

Monochrome Monitor

$ 99.95

Motherboard.. .. ... $109.95
FREE! QUICKSOFT PC
WRITE WORD PROCESSING
SOFTWARE INCLUDED!

For VIC-20 and C-64
• Conn eds directly lo Uset Port • Manual Answer I

cation software.
CM-1 (Fo•V1C-20andC-64J

Disk O.ive. . . . . .. . . $109.95

IBM-MON

HESWARE 300 Baud Modem

Floppy Controller Card $ 3 4.95
Case. . .•••.•..•• $ 39.95
Monochrome Ca rd . . $ 59.95
Powe< Supply....... $ 69.95

Regular Ust $574.50

IBM-Special

(Includes 9 items above) ••••

$499.95

ADDITIONAL ADD-ONS AVAILABLE!
83-Key Keyboard. . . . .• .. .• • . • •. ••.• $ 59.95
IBM-KB
Enhanced Keyboard.•..•.•...• • ••.. .• $ 79.95
IBM-ENH
IBM-ICB
Integrated Color Board w/Printer Port•. •• .• • $ 99.95
IBM-EGA
Enhanced Graphics 256K RAM.••• . .•.. • . $249.95
Monochrome Graphics Adapter• •.• , , . , , . . $149.95
IBM-MGA
IBM-MULTI Multifunction 0-384K RAM (without RAM)..•. $149.95
IBM-20MBK 20MB Hard Disk Drive, Controller & Cable.... $429.95
Expansion Memory Hall Card (without RAM) . • . $ 59.95
EM-100
14" RGB Color Monitor.•.•..•.•.. • ...• $299.95
TTX-1410
IBM is a registered trademark of I BM Compute1s

E-X.P..A--N-0 TRS-80 MEMORY
All kits come compleie wilh

cocvmema!lon

ProModem 1200/300 Baud
Half-Card Modems

TRS-80 MODEL 4, 4P, & 40 64K/12BK EXPANSION

TRS-64K-2. _. . . . .. .. .. . . ..... . . . ... . $7.95
Expands Model 4 from 16K-64K or Model 4 (Gate Array
Version). 4P and 40 from 64K-120K

TRS-64K-2PAL . .... . ... .. . .... .. . .. $14.95
Expands Model4 (Non-Gate Array Version) from 64Kto 128K

For IBM PC, XT, AT & Compatibles

TRS-80 MODEL 100 BK EXPANSION
M1008K. ......... . . $19.95 ea. or 3 for $54.95

·Auto-answer/Auto-dial· Extensive diagnostics· Buill
in speaker/vol. control ·Auto redial on busy · Ability to
access Com-port 3 ·Hayes compatible • 2 yr. warranty

zuc:K1:m3oAm)

PM12008-2 without software . ..• $129.95
PM12008-25 w/Mirror• Softwore.•. $159.95

Jameco

Parallel Printer Ca rd

mm1.1 ·llH for Apple II, II+ and lie

111
. .

)

-r

• Intelligent interface to
most dot matrix graphics
printers
• Centronics standard

'

• Advanced text prin ting

JE880 Pa•allel Printe. Ca•d•. . •• . • . $49.95
JE883 64KButte<forJE880 ~ $59.95

80-Column
Card for Apple /le
Jameco Extended
rn••o·1·hl1n

• 00 Col./64K RAM • Doubles
amount or data your Apple lie
can display as well as its mem
ory capacity • Ideal for word
processing • Complete with
instructions

JE864 $59.95
Apple II II+ and lie
Compatible Products
APF-1
KHP4007
JE860
JE875
JE877

Cooling Fan •

,.$
.. $
16K RAMCard (\\&II + only)$
DiskControllerCard• • ,. $
•• •••

SW~ching Powe< Supply

29.95
34.95
39.95
49.95

g~;;;~:::=c?.~: $59-:95$ 49.95
AMON
Monoch•ome Monito• ... $ 99.95
SMARTERM II 8(}.Col.Card. ••• $139.95
Big Board-256K 2s6KRAMCa•d $189.95
Big Board-512K s12KRAMCard $219.95
Big Board-1 M
1uegRAMC••d $289.95

Universal 64K/256K
Printer Buffer

r{2 1ot1N11i110N rREt.' tllN ocm;:o>~
L-2]- ----'

TANDY 1000
Expansion Memory
Half Card
Expand the memory of your
Tandy 1000 (128K Version) to
as much as 640K. AJso includes
OMA controller chip.

· our flO!.!;.ble COi'l'il)inn.lloni.: 1•$Cr1l\J 10 Se.ri. , 2~ $cll{ll to

TAN·EM256K Includes 256K RAM. . .. . ... $ 99.95
TAN·EM512K lncludes512KRAM...... . . $119.95
Options tor TAN-EM256K/512K

Parallel. 3) Parane1 DPn1a11e1, "I l>ilr: el ID Serial · Ct.!t

• So M~rD 10lact a· la OU1 DU · Modem &"uopo:rt
• ~l.Abfv b;Ju;d rot l :; • M nuitl in'lutJod

ProModem 1200/300

TAN-C Plug-in Clock option chip (only) •••••.• $39.95
TAN·D RAM Disk Printer Spooler Software (only) $39.95

=; '

·~

=:

~

.-' - --
~ 'f. .'· ,'. .

~I · 1··
-- - ,r
"' .' i . •
!' t,

for Apple 11, II+, lie and II GS
Fully Compatible with the NEW APPLE II GS!

TANDY 1000
Multifunction
Board with
Clock Calendar

• NEY<. single ta'd version • Built-in solt
ware in ROM· Comes with ProCom-A disk
based communications sol!ware · Hayes
compatible •Compatible with ProDOS

Expand thememoryonyourTandy 1000 (128K Version) lo as
much as640K.Completewithan RS232 port, clock/calendar;
RAM Disk Printer Spooler and on-board OMA controller chip.

t

MTAN-256K ln cludes256K RAM.. . . ... . . $179.95
MTAN-512K lncludes512K RAM. . . ..... . $199.95

.

..,..

•

liil

DE-4
U¥-EPROM Eraser•.•• $69.95
UVS-11 EL Replacement Bulb. . .. $19.95
Cond. Foa~ 1 2x24x V,H ar dBlk .

$ 8 .95

$20 Minimum Order  U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send stamped,
self-addressed envelope
to receive a
Sales Flyer  FREE!
3/87

ProModem 2400/1200/300
Baud Modems
For Any Computer w/RS232 Serial Port

Etasesall EPROMs. Erasesupto8 chips within 21 minutes
(1 chip in 1 Sminut:es).Maintainsconstantexposuredistance
of 1•. Specialconductivefoam liner eliminates static build-up.
Built-in safely lock to prevent UV exposure. Compact- 9.00"L
x 3.70"W x 2.60"H. Complete with holding tray for 8 chips.

NCF-2

·Auto-dial/Auto-answer· Auto redial on
busy ·Built-in speaker and volume con
trol • 2 phone jacks with exclusion switch
ing • 2-year warranty

PM1200A-2.•... $199.95

rft

UV-EPROM ERASER

~e:et

h:~e d.n g

·Hayes command compatible ·Call progress tone detection
• Auto redial on busy· Internal power supply • Voice/data switch
ing· Secondphonejackforvoicehandset· Auto-answer/Auto
dial ·Touch tone and pulse dialing· Speaker with volume control
• 8 LED stalus lights • 1-year warranty

UB64K. . . ... ........... $ 199.95
UB256K. .... • ... . ... • .. $ 239.95

..bZ:-..~' . ;'. Com.IBM
patib!e!
1

f

DATA BOOKS
30003
30009
30013
30032
210830
230843

Not\onol U..., D•ta Boo• (82J . • , •• , $14.95
""'"•" o.... Book 48~) . . • . - ...  - . s 9.9 5
Z'iloo D•I• Bool< i8Sl....... . ..... S14.9S
N>tlon•I u-,, Sv-ont 184)••. • . S 6.95
,,.•., ..........., H.ond- 18&). ...... S17.9S
!nld ltlcm•ysmm Hndbk. Set IBti).. . . $24.95

MUmNI SPRITE-STYLE FANS

For IBM PC and Compatibles)

California Residents: Add 6%, 61'2% or 7% Sales Tax

ELECTRONICS
-

,,,_

Dot1o1m.oott.bion

FD558 To.x 5 '" DS IWl<ight. . . . . . $109.95
JU-455 Po•~>0nk~'< " DSIWtoigM .. , 5109.95
TM100-2 1ko<lon$""DSFvl -l!elgM •. , , 5119.95

PM1200G (1200/300 baud).... • .. $199.95
PM2400G t2400112001300 bau•>· ... $379.95
ProCom-B (Communication Software • •• $34.95

Jameco®

DISK DRIVES

MUF'&O. .. . . . . ... . .. . . $9.9 S
Torin Industries (4.68" sci .. 60 cfm)

SU2A1.. .. . . ... . ... . . $8.95
EG&G Aotron (3.125" square. 20 elm)

Spec. Sheets  50¢ each
Prices Subject to Change
Send $1.00 Postage for a
FREE
1987JAMECO
CATALOG
©1987 Jameco Electronics

1355 SHOREWAV ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 • PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 415-592-8097 Telex: 176043
fnquiry 150
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JADE T'UIRB,Q or 286

IX!
-<!
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•
•
•
•
•
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~

•
•
•
•
•

640K of RAM
7 MHz turbo mode
360K disk drive
5151 or AT style
8 expansion slots

$568

360K DISK DRIVE

$1198
OPTION #2

OPTION #3

Mono graphics card
Parallel printer port
Monochrome monitor

20 MB hard disk
Parallel printer port
Monochrome monitor

20 MB hard disk
Color graphics card
Parallel printer port
Hitachi hi-res color monitor

TURBO

286

$698 $1398

286

$1098 $1698

TURBO

286

$1269

$1898

HIGH RESOLUTION
COLOR MONITOR

$269 --•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High resolution 640 x 240
Excelle nt dot pitch .38 mm
16 true colors, 2000 characters
Accepts standard RGB input signals
Non-glare picture tube
Free PC RGB cable included
Per lilt & swivel add 5500

MICROSPEED FAST 88

7 MHz TURBO
~

CARD~g~"PC
• Top rated
• Uses no slots

• 6.14. 6.67 and 7.37 MHz
• No wait slates

10-99
s559s

@HITACHI"

$99
• External switch
• Reset switc h

• 21 .3 MB Formatted
• Lowpower .
• Head Park Zone

$6995 100+
s51so

LIST PRICE 1 199

Dual drive mounting kit

19 9s

$629

Plus

EGA Video Card
Hi-res EGA
monitor _ _

239

PLOTTER

_

s399

• EGA. CGA, MDA
• 100% IBM Compatib le
• 256K of Video RAM

EPSON
p Hl-80
L QFOUR
TTER
PEN
•
•
•
•

~

~=$299
HARD DISK,
CONTROLLER
AND CABLES

List Price s998
~i-res EGA
$
v1deocar c t _

$198
Lisi Price s599

~

9 inch/SEC
M in. step .1 mm
Repetition .3 mm
One year Epson warranty

10 MB Internal Kil
20 MB Internal Kil
30 MB Internal Kil

'299
5 369

'499

HIGH PERFORMANCE

20 MB HARD
DISK FOR YOUR AT

$299

Includes drive. mounting rails and cable
1

30 Megabyte AT Kil
40 Megabyte AT Kil

499

'699

31/2 " DISK DRIVE
FOR YOUR PC/XT/AT



:0---0

• Centronics Parallel
• Parall el IBM Software

2 pen serial H P- GL conversion (HP 7 4 70)

• Plated Media
• Light 2.4 lbs

HARD DISK
DRIVE

EGA Monitor

• Dual Mode Monitor
• Non Glare.. 31 Dot Pitch
• 640 x 350. 640 x 200

Manufact ured
by Hitachi

$399

360K
48 TPI
Double-sided
Double density
Half height

EGA PACKAGE



Lisi Price '699

J

•
•
•
•
•

OPTION #1

TURBO

i

Built by Alpine Electronics lo
IBM specifications, same as Oume 142

640K of RAM
8 MHz 80286
1.2 MB disk drive
AT-style keyboard/case
8 expansion slots

21 Megabyte
Hard g~~ Card

s39

~2a~~ ~;~~~~i~~ ff~~

Down Loading to your
Lap-Top Com puter
Requires DOS 3.20

$1 4 9

I-2.
i

Hitachi 640 x 240
'269
Magnavox 640 x 240  - -- - - ' 319
Magnavox EGA 640 x 350 _ _ _ •4B9
5 399
Jade EGA 640 x 350
Thompson Ultra Scan 800x 560 _s579
Qui max EGA 640 x 350
'4B9
NEC Mullisync 800 x 560 _ _ '599
PGS HX-12 640 x 240 _ _ _ _ •439
. PGS HX-12E 640 x 350_ _ __

NO-SLOT
CLOCK

Amdek 310A am be r _ _____.
Magnavox gree n Hi-res TTL _ _ •119
Magnavox amber Hi -res TT L __ 119
'159
PGS MAX 12E amber__

For Your Apple, PC-XT or Clone

$49

22 CPS
DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER

Hercules Color Graphics _ _ _ 5159
5 B9
Jade Color Graphics
Hercules Mono Graphics Plus '199
JADE Monochrome Graphics __ 599
Quad EGA +
'359
Video 7 Vega EG A
'339
JADE EGA + EGA. CGA. MDA _ •239
JADE EGA + Above Plu s HGA _ ' 2B9

BOB7-3 5 MHz - - - - -  
BOB7-2 B MHz - - -  - - 
B02B7-3 5 MHz
B0287-8 B MHz
NEC V-20 8 MH z
NEC V-30 B MHz

'179
' 269
'14
1 16

MICROSOFt
MS-DOS 3.20
3:

>

In c luding
GW-BAS IC
Su pports 3'h" Drive

$

88

Di ablo 630 C ompatib le
Proportiona l spacing
2K Buffer
Paral lel and serial
- - - - '69
- - - - '159

ne

6 PAGE
Per Minute

10 PAGE
Per Minute
These industrial qua lity ISO- BAR 's
con tain surge suppression circuitry &
built - i n noise filt ers plus a 15 amp ci r
cui t breaker .
6 socket, 1 filter ISO-BAR _ _ _ •44
4 socket, 2 filter ISO -BAR _ _ _ •59
B socket, 4 filter ISO-BAR _ _ _ 5 69
200W standby power supply _ _ 5 269
450W standby power supply _ 5 399
675W standby power supply _ _ s599
1000W standby power supply _ 5 B99

~

Disk Drive~
For Your~ ~d
APPLE ~
as
as

ROLAND DXY-BOO B COLOR

8 PEN
PLOTTER

$399
Lis t Price 5 899

•
•
•
•

Ser ial and Para ll el
A and B size Plo ts up to 17"x 11"
AU T OCAD compa tibilit y
1% accuracy.. 1mm step & .3mm
rep ete

::cJ

-<
>"!

m

la
.,,.

FX-86e & FX-286e

$99

CALL FOR OUR BEST PRICE!
Citizen 120D 120 c p s
Okidata 192 160 cps__
Epson LX-B6 120 cps __
Epson LO - BOO 24 pin _ _
Epson L0-1000 24 p in _
Epson EX-BOO 300 cps_
Epson EX-1000 300 cps_
Epson L0-2500 324 cps _

' 19B
5 339

IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN

STOCK
STOCK
STOCK
STOCK
STOCK
STOCK

Expands to 64K (Paralle l to 512K)
BK
64K
12BK
512K

Paral lel
Para llel
Pa ra llel
Paral lel

in/para llel
in/para ll el
in / para lle l
in/pa rallel

out _ _ •139
out - -'164
ou t _ _ 5 269
out _ _s499

Yo ur choice : seria l i n/se ria l ou t:
para ll e l in/ seria l out : serial in/ parallel
o ut.
BK _ _,169
64K_ _s199

64K BUFFER FOR
YOUR EPSON

sgg

1--------------------------1------------------------.....__________________________.._...,.
Pri ces al our sl• slore locations wi ll be
higher.

JADE COMPUTER
4901 W. Rosecrans Ave . Box 5046 Hawthorne. CA 90251-5046

o Trac tor feed
• Friction fe ed

5 799 " - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - '
20 MB hard disk
lie 1;, high disk drive - - - ---'119
lie 1/, high disk drive
' 99
lie, IH disk drive
' 129
lie 64K , BO column card _ _ _ _ •49
II I BO column card - -- - - -' 119
Serial o r parallel input. Fit s MX.
Grappler printer card
' B9
RX. FX printers
5 39
II I 16K RAM card
1MB RAM card w/ 0 k - -- - -- ' 129
II 1, lie printer card & cable _ _ •49
Lim ited
II I , lie cooling fan
' 59
Quant it y

_

~

$1750
$1950

CALL FOR DETAILS!

low

NEW EPSON

o 240 cps
• Graphics

~

$129
Internal 1200 baud card
with sof tware
' 129
External 1200 baud _ _ ______•139
Internal 2400 baud card
5299
with sof tware
Hayes 1200B in terna l
card w/o so ftware _ _ _ ___ 5 329
Hayes 1200B in ttrna l
card w/Smar tcom II _
_ _ 5 359
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 _ _ _ 5 3B9
Hayes 2400B int e rna l
5 549
card w/ Smartcom 11
Hayes Smartmodem 2400 _ _ _ 5 5B9

LASER
PRINTERS

• Uses No Slo t
• 20 Year Batter y
• I ncludes Software

$199
•
•
•
•

w/OK, p, s. c. c . g, soft ware _ _•B9
3B4K Jade Seven Pak
'139
w ith 384K in st alled
AST Six Pak Plus 64K - - - - ' 1 5 9
AST Six Pak Plus 384K
--'229
AST Six Pak Premium 512K
'3B9

~

-

•

We accepl cas h . c h ecks. credit ca rd s
or purchase orders fr om qualified firms
"" d inslilulions . Minimum prepaid
ord•r '15.00. Ca . & Tx . re sidr.nl s add
sales tax Pric es and ava1lab1hly

subJecl to change without notice.
Shrpping & handlrng c her g es via UPS
Ground SOC/lb. UPS
Minimum charge 1 3.00.

Air

' l. 00/l b .

p LACE QR 0 ERS
TQ LL FREE!
Continental U.S.A.

(800)421-5500
•

•

Inside Callforn1a

(800)262-1710

2101
5101
2102L-4
2112
2114
2114L-4
2114L-2
2114L-15
TMS4044-4
TMM2016 · 150

256x4
256x4
1024x1
256x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
4096x1
2048x8

****HIGH-TECH****

NEC V20 UPD70108 $1195

2708
2716
2716-1

1024x8
2048x8
2048x8

1450ns)
1450ns)

REPLACES 8088 TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10401\\J

TMS2532
2732

4096x8
4096x8

1450ns)(LP)
1200ns)(LPI
1150ns)(LP)

*HIGH -SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION
IN HARDWARE
*PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088
* SUPERSET OF 8088 INSTRUCTION SET
* LOW POWER CMOS

2732A

1450nsl

1450ns)(CMOS)
1450ns)(LP)

1450nsl

1150ns)

TMM2016-100

2048x8

1100nsl

HM6116·4
HM6116-3
HM6116LP-4
HM6116LP-3
HM6116LP-2

2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8

HM6264P 15
HM6264LP-15
HM6264LP-12

8192x8
8192x8
8192x8

1200ns)(CMOS)
1150ns)(CMOS)
1200ns)(CMOS)(LP)
1150ns)(CMOS)(LP)
1120ns)(CMOS)(LP)
I150nsl!CMOS)
I150nsl!CMOSllLP)
1120ns)(CMOSllLP)

V20 UPD70108-8
8MHZ V30 UPD70116·8

4096x8

27C64
2764
2764-250

8192x8
8192x8
8192 x 8

2764-200
MCM68766

8192x8
8192x8

$13.95
$19.95

27128
16384x8
27C256
32768x8
27256
32768x8
SV=Single 5 V olt Supply

****SPOTLIGHT****

LP=Lo w power

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116-250

16384x1

4116-200
4116-150
4116-120
MK4332
4164-200
4164-150
4164- 120

16384x1
16384x1
16384x1
32768x1
65536x1
65536 x1
65536x1

MCM6665

65536x1

TMS4164

65536x1

4164-REFRESH 65536x1

.49
.89
_g,g
1. 49

i200ns)
1200ns)(5v)

6 .95
1.19

1150ns)l5v)

1.29

!120nsll5v)
1200nsll5v)
1150ns)(5v)
1150ns)(5VllREFRESH)

1.95
1 ..95
1.95
2 .95

TMS4416
41128-150
TMS4464 -15

16384x4
131072x1
65536x4

1150ns)l5v}

4 .95

I150ns)(5v)
I150ns)(5v)

5.95
6 .95

41256-200

262144x1

1200ns){5v)

2.95

41256-150
262144x1
5v=Single 5 Volt Suppl y

1150ns)(5v)

2 .95

-

ri; SPECTRO N ICS
~CO RP OR ATION

l\.,9:s

(45 0 n sU5 V)
3.49
i350nsll5V)
3.95
145llnsll5V)
5 .95
1450ns )(5V)
3 .95
1250ns)(5V)(21V PGM) 3 .95
1200ns)!5V)(21V PGM) 4.2S
1250nsll5V)(CMOS)
5.95
!450ns ll5V)
3.49
1250nsll5V)
l.95
1200 n s)(5V)
4.:U.
i350nsll5V)(24 PIN) 17 .95
1250ns)(5V)
4 .2S
1250ns)(5V)(CMOS)
10.95
1250nsll5V)
7.49
21V PGM=Program at 21 Vote.

EPROM ERASERS

REFRESH =Pin 1 Refresh

6500

8000
1.49
1.95
2 .95
2 .49
169.95
129.00
6 .95
9 .95
2.49
3.95
7.95
14.95
129.95
199.95

8200
8203
8205
8212
I

1250nsl
1200ns)
1150ns)
1120ns)

4096x8

2732A-2

( 450ns)

24.95
3.29
1.49
1.49
2.25
4 .95
5.49
6.95
1.69
1.89
1.89
1.95
1.69
1.89
1.95
2 .29
4 .95
2 .49
2.95
3 .95
2.95
3.95
4 .95

8216

8224
8237
8237-5
8250
8251
8251A
8253
8253-5
8255
8255-5
8259
8259-5
8272
8279
8279-5
8282
8284
8286
8288

Z-80
4.0 MHZ

32.768KHz
1.0MHz

1.0 MHZ

2 .69
6502
65C021CMOSl 12.95
9.95
6507
1 .95
6520
6522
4 .95
26.95
6526
6 .95
6532
6 .95
6545
5.95
6551
19.95
6561
34.95
6581

6845
68845
6847
H046505SP
MC1372
8275
7220
CRT5027
CRT5037
TMS9918A

2.0 MHZ
6502A
6520A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

DISK
CONTROLLERS

2 .95
2.95
5.95
11 .95
7 .95
6 .95

1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2797
6843
8272
UP0765

3.0 MHZ
6 .95

65028

6800
1.0 MHZ
6800
6802
6803
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6883

I

1.95
4.95
9 .95
5 .95
5.95
1 .95
2 .95
1.95
6 .95
19.95
12.95
4 .95
11.95
I

1.95

22.95

4.95
8 .95
11 .95
6.95
2 .95
26.95
19.95
12.95
9.95
19.95

MB8876

M88877
' 1691
2143

4 .95
9 .95
9.95
12 .95
12.95
19.95
19.95
29.95
19.95
4.95
4.95
12.95
12.95
6 .95
6 .95

BIT RATE
GENERATORS
MC14411
8R1941
4702
COM8116
MM5307

9.95
4 .95
9 .95
8 .95
4 .95

2.0 MHZ

UARTS
3 .95
4 .95
3.95
4 .95
6.95
9 .95
6 .95

SOUND CHIPS

1 .8432
2 .0
2 .097152
2 .4576
3.2768
3.579545
4.0
4 .032
5.0
5.0688
6 .0
6 .144
6 .5536
8.0
10.0
10.738635
12 .0
14 .31818

15.0
16.0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184
24.0
32.0

.95
2 .95
2.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95
1 .95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95
1 .95
1.95
1 .95

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
1.0MHz

1.8432
2 .0
2 .4576
2 .5
4 .0
5.0688
6 .0
6 .144
8 .0
10.0
12.0
12.480
15.0
16.0
18.432
20.0
24.0

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
4.95
4.95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4.95
4.95

74LSOO
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04

74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
I

74LS15

74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS51
74LS73

74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112

74LS122
74LS123
74LS124

74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145

MISC.
9 .95
19.95
.79
7 .95
4.95
1.95
8 .95
2 .95
19.95
6.95
2513-001 UP
AV5-2376
11 .95
AV5-3600 PAO 11 .95

TMS99531
I TMS99532
ULN2003
3242
3341
MC3470
MC3480
MC3487
11C90

74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157

74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164

. 16
.18
. 17
.18
.16
.18
.18
.18
.16
.22
.22
.26
.39
.26
.17
.22
.22
.23
.26
. 17
.18
.28
.26
.26
.39
.75
.85
. 17
.29
.24
.29
.29
.49
.49
.22
.39
.49
39
.49
.34
.36
.29
.45
.49
2 .75
.39
.39
.39
.49
.39
.39
.39
.99
.99
.99
.39
.39
1.49
.59
.49
.35
.29
.29
.39
.49
.39
.49

74LS165
74LS166
74LS169
74LS173
74LS174

74LS175
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245

.65
.95
.95
.49
.39
.39
,49
.69
.69
.69
.69
.59
.59
.59
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.79
.49
.49
1.79
.39
.49
1.29
.49
.39
.79
.39
1.98
.59
.89
.89
1.49
3 .95
2.49
1.95
.39
.39
.39
.79
.79
.95
.79

74LS251
74LS253
74LS256
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS299
74LS322
74LS323
74LS364
74LS365
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS377
74LS378 1.18
74LS390 1.19
74LS393
.79
74LS541 1.49
74LS624 1.95
74LS640
.99
74LS645
.99
74LS669 1.29
74LS670
.89
74LS682 3 .20
74LS683 3.20
74LS684 3.20
74LS688 2.40
74LS783 22.95
81LS95
1.49
81LS96
1.49
81LS97
1.49
81LS98
1.49
25LS2521 2 .80
25LS2569 2 .80
26LS31
1.95
26LS32
1.95

A new family o f hi gh s peed CMOS logic featuring
the speed of low power Sch otrk'; ISns t ypical gate
propagation delay). c ombined \IVftt1 t t> eadvantages of
CM O S: ver y low power consum p tion. superior noise
immuni ty, and improved output drive.

74HCOO
74HC: Operate at CMO S logic levels an d are ideal
f o r new. all-CMOS designs.

74HCOO
74HC02
74HC04
74HC08
74HC10
74HC14
74HC20
74HC27
74HC30
74HC32
74HC51
74HC74
74HC85
74HC86
74HC93
74HC107
74HC109
74HC112
74HC125
74HC132
74HC133
74HC138
74HC139

.59
.59
.59
.59
.59
.79
.59
.59
.59
.69
.59
.75
1.35
.69
1. 19
.79
.79
.79
1.19
1 .19
.69
.99
.99

74HC148
74HC151
74HC154

74HC157
74HC158
74HC163
74HC175
74HC240
74HC244
74HC245
74HC257
74HC259
74HC273
74HC299
74HC368
74HC373
74HC374
74HC390
74HC393
74HC4017
74HC4020
74HC4049
74HC4050

74HCTOO
74HCT: Dir ect. dr op· in replacements for LS TTL
and can be interm ixed with 74LS in the same circuit.

74HCTOO
74HCT02
74HCT04
74HCT08
74HCT10
74HCT11
74HCT27
74HCT30
74HCT32
74HCT74

74HCT75
74HCT138
74HCT139
74HCT154
74HCT157
74HCT158
74HCT161
74HCT164

.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.79
.85
.95
1.15
1.15
2 .99
.99
.99
1 .29
1.39

7 4 HCT166
74HCT174
74HCT193
74HCT194
74HCT240
74HCT241
74HCT244

74HCT245
74HCT257

74HCT259
74HCT273
74HCT367
74HCT373
74HCT374
74HCT393
74HCT4017
74HCT4040
74HCT4060

74FOO
.79

4001
4011
4012
4013
401S
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4024
4025
4027
4028
403S
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
404S
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4056
4060
4066
4069
4076
4077
4081
4085
4086
4093
4094
14411
14412

.19
.19
.2S
.3S
.29
. 29
.49
.69
.59
.69
.49
.25
.39
.6S
.69
.69
.75
.59

.as

.69
1.98
.69
.69
.2 9
.29
.69
.69
.69
2 .19
.69
.29
.19
.59
.29
.22
.79
.89
.49
2 .49
9 .9S
6 .9S

14419
4 .9S
14433 14.9S
4S03
.49
4S11
.69
4S16
.79
4S18
.as
4522
.79
4526
.79
4S27
1.95
4S28
.79
4S29
2.95
4S32
1.9S
4538
.9S
4541
1 .29
4SS3
S.79
458S
.7S
4702
12.95
74COO
.29
74C14
.S9
74C74
.S9
74C83
1.9S
74C85
1.49
74C95
.99
74C150 S.7S
74C151 2.2S
74C161
.99
74C163
.99
74C164 1 .39
74C192 1 .49
74C193 1.49
74C221 2.49
74C240 1 .89
74C244 1.89
74C374 1.99
74C905 10.9S
74C911 8 .95
74C917 12.9S
74C922 4.49
74C923 4 .9S
74C926 7 .9S
80C97
.95

7400
7402
7404
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7414
7416
7417
7420
7423
7430
7432
7438
7442
744S
7447
7470
7473
7474
747S
7476
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7492
7493
7495
7497
74100
74121
74123
74125
74141
74143
74144
7414S

.19
.19
.19
.29
.29
.24
.19
.25
.49
.25
.25
.19
.29
.19
.29
.29
.49
.69
.89
.3S
.34
.33
.4S
.3S

741 4 7
74148
741SO
741S1
741S3
741S4
7 4 155
74157
741S9
74161
74163
74164
74165
74166
74175
74177
74178
74181
74182
74184
7 4 191
74192
74194
74196
74197
74199
74221
74246
74247
7424 8
7 4 249
742S1
7 4 26S
74273
74278
74367
74368
9368
9602
9637
96S02

.so

.S9
.35
2 .15
.39

.so

.3S
.55
2.75
2 .29
.29
.49
.45
.65
S.9S
2.9S
.60

2 .49
1.20
1.3S
.SS
.SS
1 .49
.75
.SS
1.6S
.69
.69
.SS

74SOO
74S02
74S03
74S04
74SOS
74S08
74S10
74S1S
74S30
74S32
74S37
74S38
74S74
74S85
74S86
74S112
74S124
74S138
74S140
74S151
74S1S3
74S1S7
74S1S8
74S161

.as

1.00
.89
.75
1 .15
2 .25
.7S
2 .00
1 .1S
.79

.as

.79
.7S
1.35
1.35
1.3S
1.25
1 .85
1.95
.75
1.3S
1.9S
3 .11
.6S
.6S
3.9S
1.50
2 .9S
1. 9S

.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.3S
.29
.49
.29
.3S
.69
.69
.49
.95
.35

.so

2.7S
.79
.SS
.79
.79
.79
.9S
1.29

74S163
74S168
74S174
74S17S
74S188
74S189
74S19S
74S196
74S197
74S226
74S240
74S241
74S244
74S2S7
74S253
74S258
74S280
74S287
74S288
74S299
74S373
74S374
74S471
74S571

1.29
3 .9S
.79
.79
1.9S
1.95
1.49
2 .49
2 .9i;
3 .99
1.49
1.49
1.49
.79
.79
.95
1.95
1.69
1.69
2 .95
1.69
1.69
4 .9S
2 .9S

DATAACO INTERFACE
ADCOSOO 1S.S5
ADC0804 3.49
ADC0809 4 .49
ADC0816 14 .95
ADC0817 9 .95
ADC0831 8 .95
DACOSOO 4 .49
DAC0806 1.95
DAC0808 2 .95
OAC1020 8 .2S
DAC1022 5 .9S
MC1408l8 2 .9S

8T26
8T28
8T9S
8T96
8T97
8T98
DM8131
DP8304
DS8833
DS883S
DS8836
DS8837

1 .29
1 .29
.89
.89
.S9
.89
2 .95
2 .29
2.2S
1.99
.99
1.6S

36 PIN CENTRONICS
MALE

FEMALE
IDCEN36 / F RIBBON CABLE
RT ANGLE PC MOUNT
CEN36PC

ORDER BY

HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED
ST IC SOCKETS
HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED
WW IC SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIES
!DIP HEADERS)
RIBBON CABLE
DIP PLUGS llDCl

AUGATxxST

AUGATuWW

14

16

.62

.79

.89

790ST
7908T
7912T
7915T

.S9
.S9
.59
.S9

T0-3CASE
790SK 1 .69
7912K 1.49

T0-93CASE
78L05
78L12

.49
.49

79l05 .69
79L12 1.49

OTHERVOLTAGEREGS
LM323K SV JA T0-3
LM338K Adj. SA T0-3
78H12K 12V SA T0-3

4.79
6.9S
8.95

IC SOCKETS
8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40
64
8
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40

1-99 100 +
PIN ST
.11
.10
PIN ST
.11
.09
PIN ST
.12
.10
PIN ST
.13
.1S
PIN ST
.18
.15
PIN ST
.1S
.12
PIN ST
.20
.15
PIN ST
.22
.16
PIN ST
.30
.22
PIN ST
1.9S 1.49
ST: SDLDERTAIL
PIN WW
.S9
.69
PIN WW
.69
.52
PIN WW
.69
.SS
PIN WW
.99
.90
PIN WW
1 .09
.98
PIN WW
1. 39 1 .28
PIN WW
1.49 1.3S
PIN WW
1.69 1.49
PIN WW
1 .99 1.80
WW=WIREWRAP
PIN ZIF
4 .95 CALL
PIN ZIF
S.9S CALL
PIN ZIF
6.9S CALL
PIN ZIF
9 .95 CALL
ZIF=TEX TOOL

(ZERO INSERTION FORCE)

CONTACTS
20
22
18

8

.49
.49
.49
.49

7805K 1 .S9
7812K 1.39

16
24
28
40

RIBBON CABLE
SOLDER CUP

DESCRIPTION

T0-220CASE
780ST
7808T
7812T
781ST

.,,. ~.!!W~:!.~

24

28

40

1 .09 1.29 1 .39 1.49 1 .69 2_d9

1.30 1 .80 2 .10 2 .40 2.SO 2 .90 3 .15 3.70

s.•o

ICC xx

.49

.59

.6 9

.99

.99

.99

.99

1 .09

1.49

IOPxx

-

.9S

.95

·

-··

-·

1 .7S

-·

2..95

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS Sff D·SUBMINIA TURE BELOW

~~q -

~O<><i>O

I

I I I I 1

1N7S1
1N759
1N4148
1N4004
1N5402
KBP02
KBUBA
MDA990· 2

1112222
PN2222
2N2905
2N2907
2 N J055
2NJ904

D-SUBMINIATURE
DESCRIPTION
SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
WIRE WRAP
ICC
RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

ORDER BY

MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE

1

DBxxP
OBxxS
DBxxPR
OB xx SR
OBxxPWW
OBxxSWW

IDBxxP
IOBxxS
MHOOD xx
HOOOxx

METAL

GREY

9
.82
.95
1.20
1.25
1.69
2 .76
2 .70
2 .92
1.2S
.6S

CONTACTS
19
25
15
.90 1 .25 1 .25
1 .15 1.50 1 .50
1 .95
1 .49
2 .00
1.SS
3 .89
2 .S6
4.27
6 .84
3 .98
2. 95
4. 33
3. 20
1.2S 1 .30 1.J' I
.f
.6S

-··
...
...

--

·

-

...

TIL-311

-

..

.7S

SOLDER HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER
WW HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE WW HEADER
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET
RIBBON HEADER
RIB BON EOGE CA RD

HARD TO FIND
"SNAPABLE" HEADERS
CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER ,
All WITH .1" CENTERS

CONTACTS
34
26
1.68 2 .20
1.76 2 .31
3.84 4 .50
4 .22 4 .4S
1.39 1.59
s.so 6.2S 7 .00
1 .7S 2.25 2.6S 2 .7S

IDHxxS
IDHx xSR
IDHxxW
IOH:u WR
IDS xx
IOM xx
ID Eu

-

20
1 .29
1. 3S
2 .98
3 .28
.99

SHORTING

GOL~LOCQKS
CONTACTS
SPACED
AT . 1"
CENTERS

f,E8]

5/$1.00

4N26
4N27
4N28
4N33
4N37
MCT-2
MCT-6
Tll 111
2N3906
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N6045
TIP31

.so

.2 5
.79
.10

COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM
COM

CATHODE
CATHODE
ANODE
ANODE
CATHODE
CATHODE
CATHODE

JUMBO RED
JUMBO GREEN
JUMBO YELLOW
MOUNTING HOW
MINI RED

.9S

.362"'
.S..
.5..
.3..
.3..
.8 ..
.3..

4x7 HEX W ! LOGIC .270"

DIFFUSED LEOS

-

-

T PA

TP/,
T1 l/,
T H~

T1

1· 99
.10
.14
.14
.10
.10

SWITCHES

IDC CONNECTORS
10
.82
.SS
1 .86
2 .0S
.79

.2S
.2S
2S / 1.00
10/ 1 .00
.2S
.55
.95
.35
.2S
.10

LED DISPLAYS

MOUNTING HARDWARE $1.DD

ORDER BY

LM733
.98
LM741
.29
LM747
.69
LM748
.S9
MC1330
1 .69
MC1350
1.19
MC1372
6 .95
LM1414
1.S9
LM1458
.49
LM1488
.49
LM1489
.49
LM1496
.85
LM1812
8 .25
LM1889
1.9S
ULN2003
.79
XR2206
3.9S
XR2211
2 .95
XR2240
1. 9S
MPQ2907 1.9S
LM2917
1 .9S
CA3046
.89
CA3081
.99
CA3082
.99
CA3086
.80
CA3089
1 .9S
CA3130E
.99
LM340 aee7800
CA3146
1 .29
4 .60
LM3SOT
CA3160
1.19
.59
MC3470
LF353
1.95
.99
LF356
MC3480
8 .95
LF357
.99
MC3487
2 .95
LM3S8
.59
LM3900
.49
LM380
.89
LM3909
.98
LM383
1.9S
LM3911
2 .25
LM386
.89
LM3914
2 .39
LM393
.4S
MC4024
3.49
LM394H
S.95
MC4044
3.99
TL494
4.20
RC4136
1.2S
RC4558
Tl497
3 .2S
.69
NE SSS
.29
LM13600 1 .49
NESS6
. 49
7S107
1 .49
1. 29
NES58
75110
1.9S
NE564
1.95
7S1SO
1.95
.9S
LM56S
7S1S4
1.9S
1.49
LMS66
7S188
1.2S
.79
LM567
7S189
1. 2S
2 .95
7S451
NE570
.39
2 .50
754S2
NE590
.39
NE592
.98
75453
.39
LM710
.75
75477
1.29
LM723
.49
75492
.79
H• TD·S CAN . K=T0-3, T=T0-220

FND-3S71359J
FND-S00(503J
FND-S071S10)
MAN-72
MAN-74
MAN-8940
TIL ·313

37
50
1 .80 3.48
2.35 4 .32
2 .65 -·
2 .79 -··
5.60
9 .9S ...
5.70
6 .76

ORO!:RING INSTRUCTIONS: IN SERT THE NUMBER OF CONT ACTS IN Tl - POSITION
MARKED ..,,. OF THE "ORDER er PART NUMBER LIS TED
EXAMPLE: A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE 06151 R.

DESCRIPTION

.99
TL066
Tl071
.69
1 .09
TL072
TL074
1. 9S
.59
Tl081
Tl082
.99
1 .49
Tl084
LM301
.34
LM309K
1. 25
LM311
.59
LM311H
.89
LM317K
3 .49
LM317T
.95
LM318
1.49
LM319
1.25
LM320 eee7900
LM322
1.95
4 .79
LM323K
LM324
.49
LM331
3 .95
LM334
1 .19
LM33S
1.79
LM336
1.7S
LM337K
3.9S
LM338K
6 .9S
LM339
.59

40
2.58
2 .72
5.28
4 .80
1.99
7 .50
3 .80

so

SPOT
MINI -TOGGLE O N·ON
DPDT
MINI-TOGGLE O N-ON
DPDT
MINI ·TOGGL E ON-OFF ·ON
SPST
MINl · P USHBUTrON N.O.
SPST
MINl·PUSHBUTrON N.C.
BCO OUTPUT 10 POSITION 6 PIN DIP

3 .2•

DIP SWITCHES

3.39
6 .63
7 .JO
2.2S
8 .50
3.95

.8S
.90
.90

7 POS1TION
8 POSITI ON
10 POSITION

RIBBON CABLE
10
16
20
25
26
34

SING LE COLOR
1·
10·
.18
1.60
.28
2..50
.36
3.20

.45

,.
.30
.48
.GO

100-UP
.09
.12
.12
.09
.09

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS
FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE
WITH GOLD-PLATED EDGE-CARD FINGERS

IN ASSORTED COLORS $27.50
100ea: 5.5", 6.0", 6.5", 7 .0''

250ea: 2 .5", 4.5", 5.0"

~

500ea: 3 .0 ", 3 .5 " , 4.0"

- -

- -. - - -

--~

-t;r-_.;;::-,.::.;

SPOOLS
100 feet S4.30
500 feet S13.25

250 feet S7.25
1000 feetS21.95

Please specify color:

.

Blue, Black, Yellow or Red

-l!ill\hlllll~l

EMI FILTER

IBM
BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET
IBM·PRl
WITH +SV AND GROUND PLANE •••• S27.95
IBM-PR2
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAVOUT
S29.95

• MANUFACTURED
BVCORCOM
• LOWCOST
• FITS LC·HP BELOW
• 6 AMP 120/ 240 VOLT

S-100

6 FOOT LINE CORDS
LC-2 2 CONDUCTOR
LC-3 3 CONDUCTOR
LC-HP 3 CO NDUCTOR W / STO
FEMALE SOCKET

J.63"" SO

J .18 '"

FRAME STYLE
TRANSFORMERS

~ ·

~

,.,,$ ~ ··
"'•
~A

•

I

ti

so

ROTRON
ETRI
PAPST

12.6VAC CT
12.6VAC CT
12 .6VACCT
2S.2VAC CT

...,..

"'•
"'•

2AMP
4AMP
8AMP
2AMP

S.9S
7.9S
10.9S
7 .95

Pl00-1
Pl00-2
Pl00-3
Pl00-4

BARE - NO FOIL PADS .•.• ••••• • .
HORIZONTAL BUS •••• •• •••••.••
VERTICAL BUS • • , • , ••• , , • • .•••
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE • , , , • ,

PS00-1
PS00-3
' PS00-4
7060·4S

BARE- NO FOIL PADS • • , ••• •••••
HORIZONTAL BUS • ••• . • . ••• . •• •
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE •. , •••
FOR APPLE lie AUX SLOT •••••••••

.39
.99
1.49

14.95
14.95
16.9S

PS-IBM

•FOR IBM PC -XTCOMPATIBLE
• 13S WATTS

• •5V @ 15A. •12V@4.2A
·SV @.SA, ·12V@ .SA
• ONE VEAR WARRANTY
PS -I BM/150

~·
t:! •

PS·IBM-150

$79.95

~·

ilt"_

•

CAPACITORS

DATARASE EPROM ERASER
• ERASES 2 IN 10 MINUTES

TANTALUM
lSV .3S
lSV .70
lSV
.80
15V 1.35
3SV .40

sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
SOV

sov

.47µf
1.0
2.2
4.7
10

680
.001µ1
.0022

.oos

.01
.02
.OS
.1
.1

sov
sov
sov
sov

. lS

.471tf

.07

12V
SOV

.07
.07
. 10
.12

SOV

.18
.2S

ELECTROL VTIC
AXIAL
. 14
sov
sov
10
.15
sov .15
22
16V
sov .15
sov
47

,1G
.14
.20

3SV
2SV

.30

,,.

RADIAL
2SV
3SV

3SV . 18
16V . 18
3SV .20
2SV .JO
16V .70
2SV IAS

100

220

• 70
1000

2200
4700

sov

1/4

.14

.25
,50
.60

16V
16V .70
16V 1.2S

WATT RESISTORS

5% CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM
I

10PCS S<nlevalue
50 PCS unevalue

.OS
.025

lOOPCSsamevalue.02
1000 PCS samevatue .015

RESISTOR NETWORKS
SIP
SIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP

10 PIN
8 PIN
16 PIN
16 PIN
14 PIN
14 PIN

9 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
8 RESISTOR
15 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
13 RESISTOR

SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPACITORS
.01 µf CERAMIC DISC
.01 µf MONOLITHIC
.1 µf CERAMIC DISC
. 1 µf MONOLITHIC

.38>.6.50"'
3 ~64 A

PS-130

$99.95

$49.95

Ps-A

PS·A

• USE TO POWER APPLE TYPE
SYSTEMS. 79.S WATTS
• •SV@ 7A. •12V @ 3A
-S V @ .SA. ·12V@ .SA
• APPLE POWER CONNECTOR

PS-1558

- '•

$34.95

• 7S WATTS. UL APPROVED
• +SV @ 7A, -+ 12V @ 3A

PS - 1558

~

ti

- 12V @ 250ma , - SV@ JOOma

BOOKSev STEVE CIARCIA
BIULD YOUR OWN
Z80 COMPUTER

S19.9S

LITHIUM BATTERY

DIST"nlOUTION
Tl
TERMINAl
T IE ' BIND I NG
srn 1P1s 1
PO INTS SffllP!SJ POINTS
POSTS

100

1.38 .. 6 .50''

'

.

PS-130

$17.9S
$18.9S
S18.9S
S18.9S
S19.9S

WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS
D IM ENSION S

..

• 130WATTS
• SWITCH ON REAR
• FOR USE IN OTHER IBM
TYPE MACHINES
• 90 DAV WARRANTY

• THIN METAL SHUTTER
PREVENTS UV LIGHT
FROM ESCAPING

.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS

SOV

sov
sov

MONOLITHIC
sov . 14
sov
.1/tl
SOV

• COMPACT-NO DRAWER

3S V
.4S
3SV .4S
3SV .65
3SV .8S
3SV 1.00

DISC
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS

$34.95

S15.1S
S22.7S
S21.80
S30.00

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
$69.95

~-

"'•

S15 . 15
S21.80
$21.80
S22.75

APPLE

MUFFIN FANS
3 .15'" SQ

J

GJO

8 .4 5"'

100

2

1260

2

s.·1J Ji s.4s··

~00

2

1260

~

AS USE D IN CLO.CK Ct R.C UI TS

.

_.;......:_
• - . ...J - ~i• :"..::.i

'I !!:.......•"-.--- -: ,_
.) _.;,-:_
- . .... . ..
·~

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE HANDBOOK
FROM ELCOMP
$14.95
O VER 800 P AGES OF D AT A SHEETS
ON T HE MO ST CO M MONLY USED
ICs. IN C LUDES TTL. CMOS, 74L SOO,
ME MO RY, CPUs, MPU SUPPORT •
ANO M U CH MORE!

2 VOLUME SET
1986
IC MASTER

EPROM PROSRAMMER $59.95

• AVAILABLE IN SERIAL OR PARALLEL
•CONNECTS 2 PRINTER!! TO ONE
C-OMPUTER OR VICE VER.SA
• AU. LINES SWITCHES
• PUSH·BUTTON SWJTCHEs MOUNT ED
ON PCB
• ~FEMALE GOl.O• PLATED CONNECTOllS

MODEL

BUILD STEVE CIARCIA'S

INTELLIGENT

EPROM PROGRAMMER
AS SEEN IN BYTE. OCT. 86

RP525

*
*

•DUPLICATE OR BURN ANY

*

• EASY TO USE MENU-DRIVEN
SOFTWARE IS INCLUDED

*

STANDARD 27xx SERIES EPROM
1

6
• 'ti3"!z~2s,~~~?1
?s~ :;iiW1 fa
HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM
11

• LED INDICATJRS FOR ACTIVITY
• NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
NEEDED
•ONE VEAR WARRANTY

AP-135
$129.95

16K RAMCARD

$39.95

MOLDED INTERFACE CABLES

6 FOOT, lrolb SHIELDED, MEETS FCC
IBM PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE
9.9S
CENTRONICS MALE TO FEMALE
15.95
CENTRONICS MALE TO MALE
14.95
MODEM CABLE FOR IBM
7.95
RS232 SERIAL MALE TO FEMALE
9.95
RS232 SERIAL MALE TO MALE
9.95
KEYBOARD EXTENSION (COILED)
7.95
APPLE II JOYSTICK EXTENSION
4.95

~=--=-::!J

*

*

STAND-ALONE OR RS-232 SERIAL
OPERATION
MENU SELECTABLE EPROM lYPES
NO CONFIGURATION JUMPERS
PROGRAMS All 5V 27XXX EPROMS
FROM 2716 TO 27512
READ. COPY OR VERIFY EPROM
UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD INTEL
HEX FILES
PROGRAMMER DRIVER USER
MODIFIABLE

ONLY $199

KIT INCLUDES PCB AND ALL
COMPONENTS EXCEPT CASE AND
POWER SUPPLY

• FULL HT SHUGART MECHANISM
• OIRJ;CT REPLACEMENT FOR APPi&
D IS K 11

.. S1X MONTH WARRANTY

51/4'' FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

• FULL TWO VEAR WARRANTY

TEAC FD-li6B ~ HTDS/DO(FOR IBM)
TEAC F~SF ~HT DS/OUAD (FOR ISM)
1124.95
TEAC FD-liliCIFV ~HT OS/ HD (FOR l!M A "I) $154.95
TANDON TM100-2 DSJDO(FOR IBM)
0119.00
TANDON TM60-2 'h HTDS/DO(FOR IBM)
979.95
MPl-B62 DS/DO(FORl!M)
$79.95

* EXPAND YOUR 48K APPLE TO
64K

• USE IN PLACE OF APPLE

LANGUAGE CARD

BIRE PC CIRO W/IMSTRUCTIDMS $9.95
~

... "

IC TEST CARD

S99.95

• 3.5" ADD-ON DISK DRIVE

• 100% MACINTOSH COMPATABLE
• DOUBLE SIDED BOOK BYTE STORAGE
• HIGH RELIABILITY DRIVE
HAS AUTO-EJECT MECHANISM
•FULL ONE VEAR WARRANT\"
*Q UICKLY TESTS MANY COMMON
ICs

AD·3C
$139.95

•DISPLAYS PASS OR FAIL
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY
• TESTS; 4000 SERIES CMOS.
74HC SERIES CMOS,
7400, 74LS, 741.. 74H & 74S

• 160 CPS DRAFT MODE. 32 CPS NLQ MODE
• 9 x 9 DOT MATRIX
• SUPPORTS EPSON/IBM GRAPHICS
• FRICTION AND PIN FEEDS
•VARIABLE LINE SPACING AND PITCH

$219.95

IBM PlllHEI ClBLf

IEPUCEMEllT 1188011 ClllTl lDBE

$9.9S

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
FD.100-ll SS/DD (SA/801 EOLC\11
FD ~ OS/DO ISA/851 R EQJlll)

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
TEAC SPECIFICATION MANUAL
TEAC MAINTENANCE MANUAL
VJ HT MOUNTING HARDWARE
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT
"Y" POWER CABLE FOR 5 11~" FDDa
5'!.'' FOO POWER CONNECTORS

$7..85

• 100%APPLE lie COMPATIBLE,

~~~~~ l~o\~h%N1r~1~HIELDED

CONNECTOR
• b':.~JERELIABLE SLIMLINE DIRECT
• S1X MONTH WARRANTV

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES

3008 MODEM

$49.95

FOR APPLE: OR I.BM
INCWO S .<SCIJ PRO-El SOF1 N~RI'

FOO CONTROLLER CARD $49.95
lie ADAPTOR CABLE
S19.95
ADAPTS STANDARD APPLE DRIVES
FOR USE WITH APPLE lie

NASHUA DISKETTES DEALS
51/4' SOFT SECTOR
OS/DD WITH HUB RINGS

$990 69Cea 59Cea
BULK QTY 50 BULKQTY250

BOK OF 10

• FCC APPROVED

NASHUA DISKEH ES WERE JUDGED
TO HAVE THE HIGHEST POLISH
AND RECORDED AMPLITUDE OF ANY
DISKETTES TESTED ACCORDING TO
"'COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS"'. BYTE 9 /84

•BELL SYSTEMS 103 COMPATIBLE

CASE WITH KEYBOARD
FOR APPLE TYPE MOTHERBOARD

• INCLUDES AC ADAPTOR
•AUTO -DIAL
• DIRECT CONNECT
CABLE FOR APPLE lie $14. 95

DISKETIES
NASHUA 51/4"
OS /D D SOFT
OS / QUAD SOFT
OS /HD FOR AT

FOR ATARI 400, 800. 2600,
VIC 20/64 AND APPLE lie

DISKFILE

CIB·2118

VERTICAL

CIB-2FH8

HORIZINTAL

$209.85

DUAL SUMUNE 8" CABINET W/POWER SUPPLY

$9.90
•19.95
•24.95

$218.85

DUAL FULL HT 8" CABINETW/ POWER SUPPL V

NASHUA 8''
SS / DD SOFT
OS / DD SOFT

1 27.95

•34.95

NASHUA 3.5"
3.6" SS/DD FOR MAC

924.95

VERBATIM 51/4"
SS / DD SOFT
016.95
V·MD2D
OS/ DD SOFT
017.95
V -MOH OD SS/ DD 10 SECTOR HARD 119.95

CAB 1FH5
0

TESJ EQUIPMENT FROM JDR INSTRUMENTS
DIGITAL MULTIMETER PEN DPM-1000

AUTO RANGING, POLARITY AND DECIMAL!
• LARGE 3 .5 DIGIT
DISPLAY
• DATA HOLD SWITCH
FREEZES READING
• FAST. AUDIBLE CON
TINUITY TEST
• LOW BATTERY
INDICATOR
• OVERLOAD PROTEC
TION

$54.95

• 4 .77 OR 8 MHz OPERATION WITH 8088-2

AND OPTIONAL 8087-2 CO-PROCESSOR
•DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTS SPEED DURING

DISKETTE OPERATION FOR MAXIMUM
THROUGHPUT AND RELIABILllY
• CHOICE OF NORMAL I TURBO MOOE OR

SOFTWARE SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED

HITACHI

STANDARD 4.77 MHZ $109.95

ROB MONITOR

JOR PART#: MCT-XTMB

MODEL 102()

• 8088 CPU, OPTIONAL 8087 CO-PROCESSOR

•IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT
• MADE FOR ERI CSSON
• 12" NON-GlARE AMBER,
BY HITACHI
LOW DISTORTION SC REEN
•DIGITAL RG B·lBM COMPATIBLE
• RESOLUTION: 720H x 350V
• 12" SCREE N
• ATIMCl\Vt CASE WITH
*RE SOLUTION: 640 H 11. 200V
SWIVEL BASE
• .38mm DOT PITCH
• CABLE FOR IBM PC·IN CLUDED • ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
•OK RAM INSTALLED, EXPANDABLE TO

640K ON-BOARD MEMORY
• ALLICs SOCKETED-HIGHEST QUALITY PCB

• ACCEPTS 2764 OR 27128 ROMS

IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY

MULTl 1/0 FLOPPY CARD

$89.95

PERFECT FOR THE 64-0K MOTHERBOARD
• 2 DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
• 1 RS232SERIALPORT;OPTIONAL2nd

SERIAL PORT
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
•GAME PORT
• CLOCK/ CALENDAR
•SOFTWARE: CLOCK UTILITIES,

RAMDISK, SPOOLER
OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT

$15.95

$99.95

ATTRACTIVE TILT I SWIVEL MONITOR STAND $1285 ·

HALF HEIGHT HARD DISK SYSTEMS
Includes half height hard disk drive, hard disk drive controller. cables
and instructions. All drives are pre-tested and are backed with a full
one year warranty.

10 MEDA BYTE HOD
20 MESA BYTE HOD

MMI 212
SEAGATE ST-225

IBM STYLE
COMPUTER CASE

ALL THE FEATURES OF AST'S 6 PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE
• CLOCK / CALENDAP.
• 0-384K RAM
• SERIAL PORT
• PARALLEL PORT
•GAME PORT
• SOFTWARE INCLUDED
PRINTER CABLE
64K RAM UPGRADE

lMBEI QI BIEEl lHILlBLE

$289.95 $119.95

$79.95

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

*IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT
• 12" NON-GLARE SCREEN
• VERY HIGH RESOLUTION:
1100 LINE S {CENTER)
• 25 MHz BANDWIDTH
• CABLE FOR IBM PC INC LUDED

AN ATTRACTIVE STEEL CASE WITH
A H INGED UO FITS TH E POPULAR PCI XT
COMPATIB LE MOTH ERBOARDS
$9.95
91$11.61

$69.95
• 4 VIDEO INTERFACES: RGB,
COMPOSITE COLOR, HI-RES
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME,
CONNECTOR FOR RF MODULATOR
• COLOR GRAPHICS MOOE: 320 x 200
• MONO GRAPHICS MOOE: 640 x 200

• SWITCH CUT-OUT ON SIDE FOR PC / XT
STYLE POWER SUPPLY
•CUT-OUT FOR 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
•ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED

• LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD

$39.95
$79.95

FULLY COMPATIBLE WI/BM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR & HERCULES GRAPHICS
- •LOTUS COMPATIBLE
• TEXT MOOE: 80 x 25
• GRAPHICS MOOE: 720 x 348
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT; OPTIONAL

SERIAL PORT
•STANDARD TTL COMPATIBLE

OUTPUT
OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT

$19.95

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS

'----------.

w~[

~

$49.95

MONOCHROME ADAPTOR

• RE.PlACEMENT FOR KEYTRONICS

• 720 x 350 PIXEL OIPLA V

PLEASE NOTE: THIS CARD WILL NOT RUN LOTUS GRAPHICS AND DOES NOT INCLUDE A
PARALLEL PORT

FLOPPY DISK DRIYEADAPTOR

$34.95

• '"S1SO'" ST'ILS KEYBOARO
• FULLY IBM COMPATIBl.E
• LED STAT\JS IND ICATORS fOR CAPS I!.
NUMBER LOCK
• lARGE. EASY TO REACH SH IFT &
RETURN KEYS
• 83 l< EVTVPEWR ITER IAYOUT

MCT-5151

ANOTHER FANTASTIC VALUE FROM JDR!
• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL OUTPUT

MCT-5150

K0 ~515 1 1l-

•SEPARATE CURSOR & NUMER IC KEVPAO
• CAPS LOCK & N UMBER LOCK
INDICATORS
!....=;a.;:;....,;;.:~====;:;;::;;;;;fil • IMPR OVED l<EVBOARD LAYOUT

* INTERFACES UP TO 4 STANDARD
FDDs TO IBM PC OR COMPATIBLES
• INCLUDES CABLE FOR TWO

INTERNAL DRIVES
•STANDARD DB37 FOR EXTERNAL

DRIVES
• RUNS QUAD DENSITY DRIVES

WHEN USED WITH JFORMAT

1200 BAUD MODEMS BY EASYDATA

!.:;l!:;iiii:iiiiii;;:=:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.:.I

HAYES COMPATIBLE, AUTO-DIAL. AUTO-ANSWER, AUTO RE-DIAL ON BUSY,
~ER-UP SELF TEST, FULL ONEY EAR WARRANTY

MODEL 12008*
* INTERNAL DESIGN

MODEL 12008*
* INTERNAL DESIGN

EASYDITl·12
* EXTERNAL DESIGN

* 10 INCH CARD
•SERIAL PORT INCLUDED

•HALF LENGTH (5") CARD
* INCWDES SPEAKER

*WITH POWER SUPPLY
•LED STATUS INDICATORS

$119.95

$109.95

$119.95

• IBMATST'o' L.E LAVOUT
• SDffiYARE AUTOSENSE FORXTORAT
COMPATIBLES
• EXTRA IARG E SHIFT & RETURN KEYS
• LED INDICATORS FOR SC ROU., CAPS Bo
NUMBER LOCI(
• AUTO RE P EAT FEATURE

MCT-5339
El WJJ CD.D G:c::JEl:s

~~:m

*FOR IBM, INCLUDES PC TALK Ill COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES

•IBM ENHANCt:.O STYl£ lA"fOU't
• S OFlWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT
COMPATIBLES
• 12 FUNCTI ON KPVS
•EXTRA lARGE SH IFT & RETURN KEYS
•LED INDICA'TORS FOR S.CROU.. CAPS &
NUMBER LOCK
•AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
• SEPARATE CURSO R PAO

INCLUDES PC TALK Ill COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE!
*AUTO-DIAUANSWER/REDIAL ON BUSY
*TOUCH TONE OR PULSE DIAL
*POWER-UP SELF TEST, BUILT-IN SPEAKER
*HAYES COMPATIBLE "AT" COMMAND SET
*BELL 103, 212A, CCITTV22AND V22BIS COMPATIBLE,
FULL OR HALF DUPLEX, FOR OPERATION AT 0-300,
1200 OR 2400 BITS/SEC.
*SELECTABLE AS COM1 OR COM2 FROM AN EXTERNAL SWITCH
* ONE YEAR WARRANTY

ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

20MB

100% IBM COMPATIBLE-PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
* COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA, COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR AND
MONOCHROME ADAPTOR
*DISPLAYS 16 COLORS OUT OF 64 COLORS
* COMES WITH 256K OF VIDEO RAM
* DUAL SCANNING FREQUENCIES
WORKS WITH STANDARD OR
EGA TYPE RGB MONITORS
* LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

HARD DISK
SYSTEM

ONLY

$199.95

EDA MONITOR

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
* EGA AND CGA COMPATIBLE
* SCANNING FREQUENCIES:
15.75 KHz I 21.85 KHz
* 14" BLACK MATRIX,
NON-GLARE SCREEN
* RESOLUTION:
640 x 200 I 640 x 350
* .31 DOT, 25MHz
* 16 COLORS OUT OF 64

INCLUDES HARD DISK CONTROLLER, CABLES
AND INSTRUCTIONS. ALL DRIVES ARE PRE
TESTED AND COME WITH A 1 YEAR WARRANTY.

$36995

$459.95

AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD
ADDS UP TO 3 MEGABYTES 0 F USER EXPANDABLE MEMORY
* SHIPPED WITH ZERO K RAM, USER EXPANDABLE TO 1.5
MEGABYTES RAM ON BOARD, UP TO 3 MEGABYTES WITH
OPTIONAL PIGGYBACK CARD
* USES 64K OR 256K DYNAMIC RAMS
* PARALLEL PORT & GAME PORT
* SERIAL PORT
* OPTIONAL SECOND SERIAL PORT

PIBBYBICK MEMORY CARD lllO MEMORY lllSTALLEDI $49.95

FOR IBM PC/XT/A T AND COMPATIBLES

•

*PROGRAMS 27xxx SERIES EPROMS UP TO 27512
*MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE PROVIDED ON DISKETTE
* AUTOMATICALLY SETS PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE
*LOADS AND SAVES EPROM BUFFER TO DISK
*READ, WRITE, COPY, VERIFY OR CHECK BLANK
*DEBUG STYLE EDITOR FOR EASY MODIFICATION OF PROGRAM ..__,,,._ _ _----TI
* SPLITS OR COMBINES EPROMS OF DIFFERING SIZES
*INTERNAL CARD WITH EXTERNAL CABLE FOR A ZIF SOCKET

BOMB
YOU CHOOSE THE BEST ARTICLE EACH MONTH
BYTE's ongoing monitor box (BOMB) lets you rate each article you've read
in BYTE as excellent, good , fair, or poor. Each month, you can mail in
the BOMB card found at the back of the issue. We tally your votes, total
the points, and award the two top-rated nonstaff authors $100 and $50, respecARTICLE#

PAGE

I
2
3

9
29
52

4
5

67
84

6

101

7

113

8

127

9

129

10

143
151

11

ARTICLE

AUTHOR(S)

Microbytes ............... . .. staff
What's New ................. staff
Ask BYTE/Circuit Cellar
Feedback .................... Ciarcia
Book Reviews ......... . . .. ... Hoenig
Product Preview:
The Commodore A2000 ....... Williams,
Thompson,
Grehan
Product Preview:
Turbo BASIC ................ Stewart
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar:
Build a Trainable Infrared
Master Controller .. ....... ... Ciarcia
Programming Insight:
Building a Random-Number
Generator ...... .. . . ..... . ... Wichmann,
Hill
Programming Project:
Installing Memory-Resident
Programs with C .. ........... Edginton
Probing Space by Camera ..... Sheldon
Digital Image Processing in Art
Conservation . . . ........ ... ... Asmus

tively. An additional $50 award for quality goes to the nonstaff author with
the best average score (total points divided by the number of voters). If you
prefer, you can use BIX as your method of voting. We welcome your
participation.
ARTICLE#

PAGE

u

169

13
14
I5

191
197
209

16

215

17
18
19
20

217
223
226
228

21
22
23
24

235
237
238
251

25

271

26
27

279
291

28

311

ARTICLE

AUTHOR(S)

Introduction to Image
Processing Algorithms ...... . .. Dawson
Low-Cost Image Processing .... McManis
PreScript .................... Sheldon
A Trio of 8-MHz PC AT
Compatibles ........ ... ..... . Miastkowski
AT&T's TrueVision Image
Processing System .... . ....... Tinney
Four Laser Printers ........ ... Little
PC Scheme: A Lexical LISP ... Wong
Concurrent PC DOS .......... Rash
Wendin's Operating System
Toolbox ..................... Levitt
PFS: First Choice . ... .. . .. .. . Allen
WriteNow for the Macintosh ... O'Neil
CAD-3D ..................... DeMaria
Computing at Chaos Manor:
The Curse of Chaos Manor .... Pournelle
Applications Only:
Status Report ................ Shapiro
BYTE U.K.: Taking Control. . . Pountain
According to Webster: Amiga
Developers Conference .... . ... Webster
Best of BIX ................. . BIXen

BOMB RESULTS
Top mention for December's BYTE, which is based on the quantity
of votes received, goes to Steve Ciarcia for his Circuit Cellar project
entitled "Build the Gfl80 Color Graphics Board, Part 2: Hardware."
In second place is Stephen Satchell's evaluation of "23 Modems,"
for which Mr. Satchell wins $100. Winner of $50 for placing third

is Kenneth E. Perry for "Abstract Mathematical Art. " Monetary
awards are given on ly to top-ranking authors who are not part of
the BYTE staff. First place in our tally for quality also goes to Steve
Ciarcia, with Stephen Satchell receiving an add itional $50 award.
Congratulations to all.

COMING UP IN BYTE
Theme:

Reviews:

How do you make a computer blindingly fast? In terms of
design, the choice has always come down to balancing the
demands of silicon and software. Where do you put the
simplicity? Where does the complexity go? In April's theme
on instruction set strategies, we take an in-depth look at
efficiency in terms of reduced instruction set computers
(RISC) and their terminological offspring, CISC (complex
instruction se t computers) and WISC (writable instruction
set computers) .

We're up to our eyebrows in printers these days. Results of
our testing will appear soon. As promised in our preview of
the Apple IIGS, a comprehensive BYTE review is ready to
roll.

Circuit Cellar:
A hardware builder's answer to the store-bought laser pistol.

Special 68000 Series:
Home-buildable projects for the Atari 520ST.

Features:
Features due to appear soon include a construction piece on
building a BERT (basic ed ucat ional robot train er). Another
construction article being readied is one that shows you how
to build an 80386 expansion board that w ill go into your
present IBM PC and /or compatible computer.
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Programming Articles:
"Concurrent Programming in Turbo Pascal"; "A C Interface
for ANSI.SYS."
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Subscription Problems?
We want to help!
If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details.
We11 do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of
the subscription {new and old address, if
it's a change of address). If the problem
involves a payment, be sure to include
copies of the credit card statement, or
front and back of cancelled checks.
Include a ''business hours" phone
number ii possible.
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211 ORCHID TECHNOLOGY.
.17
212 ORCHID TECHNOLOGY.
.17
214 ORION INSTRUMENTS.
.126
216 P.O. SIG . .
............ .. 369
217 PANASONIC COMPUTER .
- 69
218 PATHFINDER SOFTWARE INC. . 330
219 PATlON & PAT10N
. 384
220 PC AMER.MARKETING INC. . 363
221 PC COMP. BROKERS
.. 372
222 PC HORIZONS . .
. . 384
61 PC INNOVATIONS
. 222
223 PC NETWORK .
S6, S7
224 PC PRO SYSTEMS. INC..
.386
. . 62
226 PC TECH . .. . .. . . . . . . .
227 PC'S LIMITED . .
. llO, ill
228 PECAN SOFTWARE SYS. INC. .. 1S7
229 PERM A POWER ELECTRONIC~ . 193
230 PERSOFT INC. .
. .. 8
231 PERSONAL COMP. SUPPORT G ' .208
232 PERSONAL TEX INC..
. 322
233 PETER NORTON . . ...... .. .. .
234 PINECOM COMPUTER INC. .
23S PMI .
7U
236 PM! ..
• PRENTICE-HALL BOOK CLUB~ 33
237 PRINCE10N GRAPHIC SYS.. . 4 41
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Inquiry No.
16S
238
331
239
240
241
242
243
244
24S
246
247
248
249
2SO
2SI
2S2
2S3
2S4
2SS
2S6
2S7
2S8
2S9
260
26I
262
263
264
26S
266
267
268

!'age No.

!'age No.

Inquiry No.

PROGRAMMER"S PARAD'"c . .373
PROGRAMMER"S SHOP . ...... . 261
PROTEUS TECH NO LOGY CORP.. 91
PUBLIC DOMAIN SFT. COPY .. 367
PURPLE COMPUTING .
384
QIC RESEARCH . .
196
QSP . ............... . . . .... ... 280
QUA TECH INC. . . , ........ . . .371
QUA TECH INC. .
. . 371
QUA TECH INC. ..
.371
QUA TECH INC . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 371
QUA TECH INC.
... 371
QUANTUM SOFTWARE . ...... . . 66
QUBIE" . . . . . . .
. . I8
QUELO. INC. .
. . 374
QUICKSOFT
123
QUINN-CURTIS . . . . .
. ... 369
RA-LO INC.
... 330
RADIO SHACK .
. .... CIV
RAIMA CORP..... ....... ...... 20
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES . . . . 70
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. .. 70
REAL TIME DEVICES .
. .. 388
REVOLUTION SOFTWARF '"'r. .. S8
RICK 'S INDUSTR IES.
. 331
ROLAND CORP.
.... 3IO
ROSE ELECTRON ICS
381
RYAN MCFARLAND. ,,, .•. ,,, . 277
S'NW ELECTR. & APPL. . . . .. IS4
S·IOO DIV. 696 CORP. .
38S
S-100 DIV. 696 CORP. . . . . .
38S
SAFEWARE . .. , .... , , , , .... , , 388
SAMSUNG ELECTRON DEVICES234

269
270
271
272
273
274
"27S
276
277
•
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
28S
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
3S4
293
294
296
297
298
299
300

"w:>s
rl"J,i;.

SAMSUNG ELECTRON DEVICES234
SBT CORPORATION
.. . 7S
SCIENTIFIC ENGR. LABS .. ... . 384
SCR CORPORATION.
. . 382
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY .
. . 179
SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY . . . . . 179
SILICON SPECIALTIES ........ .2SS
SILICON SPECIALTIES . . .
.2SS
SINGLE BOI' c n <V<TI'•.« . . 384
SOFT'RITE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 364
SOFlCRAFT (TX)
. .. 21
SOFlCRAFT INC.. . .. . .. . .... . 168
SOFTCRAFT INC .............. 168
SOFTKLONE DISTRIBUTING .. IS7
SOFTLINE CORP............... 77
SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS INC. .. 231
SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS INC. .. 233
SOFTRONICS . . .
. . . . 382
SOFTWARE LINK. THE ........ 31
SOFTWARE LINK. THE , . , .... . 31
SOLUTION SYSTEMS . . ...... 2S9
SOPHISTICATED SOFTWARE .... 74
SOURCE ELECTRONICS .
. . 68
SOURCE ELECTRONICS ........ 68
SPECrRUM SOFTWARE . . .... 187
STSC INC. .. . . ... ......... 338, 339
SUBLOGIC . .... , . , . .. • . . .
.17S
SUNCOAST SYSTEMS.
. . . . . 68
SYMMETRIC COMP. SYSTEMS 260
TANDON . . , . . • • . . . . .
30S
TAXAN CORPORATION.
. ... 24S
TDK ELECl'RONICS.
. .... 297
TEAM TECH ... , ,, .. .... , .... 2S4

Page No,

Inquiry No.
302
303
30S
•
307
308
309
3IO
311
•
•
•
3S6
3S7
•
314
31S
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
118
119
324
371
32S
326
327
329

Inquiry No.
330
332
333
334
33S
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
34S

TECH PC . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . 26, 27
. .26, 27
TECH PC.
. .287
TECHNOLAND ..
.99
TELE VIDEO SYSTEMS .
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.
. ... 319
TIGERTRONICS . . . • • . . .... 384
TIGERTRONICS . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 74
TIME/DESIGN.
. ... . ..... . 183
TIME/DESIGN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183
TIMELINE .
. 379
TOSHIBA AM ERICA . ..• , , , .•• . 341
TOSHIBA AMERICA/ISD ... 172, 173
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS. INC. ... 266
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS. INC. . . 266
TRANSEC SYSTEMS .
. . 2S9
TRI STATE COMPUTER ..... . .. 362
TURBOPOWER SOFTWARE. . .. 239
TURNPOINT AMERICA.
137
U.S./DISK, INC.
.. 36S
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS ... 327
USROBOflCS. INC.
303
.. ... 303
USROBOTICS, INC.
VEN-TEL CORP................. II
VERBATIM .
. 34S
VICTORY ENTERPRISES . .
283
VIDEO SHOW . , , , , ..
. ... 214
VIDEO SHOW . ... , .•.... , . . . . 214
VIDEX . •• , , , , , , , .. , , , , .
. 281
VISUAL Al.ic. . • . • • . . • .. . . .. . 386
VOYETRA TECHNOLOG IES ... . 382
WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS . . 71
WELLS AMERICAN.
. ... 13
WHOLESALE OUTLET . , . , . . . 330

• Correspond directly with company.
INIBRNATIONAL ADVERTISING SECllON
SOO
SOI
S02
•
S04
Sil
SOS
S06
S07
S08
S09
SIO

. .48/li
AO ELECrRONICS. INC. .
ASHFORD INT"L. .
48A
BONDWELL INT"L. •• , , , , , , . . 48E
. . . . 48M
BYTE . , . .. , . . . . .
CLEO
. 481
COMPUAD
.. ... 48F
FACIT AB . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 48K
. 48H
GAMMA PRODUC
GOLDEN POWER . .
. . 48L
.. .480
GREY MATTER .
LF TECHNOLOGIES
. 48G
OREGON SOFTWARE ......... 48C

No domestic i11q11iries, p/eu,-e.

Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER l.D. CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your l.D. card, circle #1 on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I. D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on a 1buch-1bne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [# or
ignoring blank boxes)
Enter D D D D D D D D 00 00

6)
ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

* enclosed

in the boxes] on telephone pad

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [l] llil illl l1J llil llil

7a) When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)
b) Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

END SESSION

DD
DD
DD
0 0
0 0

D
D
D
0
0

llil llil 6.DDDllilllil
llil llil 7.DDDOOllil
llil llil 8.DDDllilllil
[liJ [liJ 9.000llilllil
00 [liJ

10. DD D llil llil
11.DDDllilllil
12. DD D llil llil
13. D 0 0 llil llil

8)

End session by entering 0 0 [l.!J [] [liJ [liJ

9)

Hang up after hearing final message

14.
15.
16.
17.

DD
DD
0 0
0 0

If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 92'1·9281.
If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423·8912.
•Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!
B Y T E • MARCH 1987

No.

WILEY PROFESSIONAL SOFTW. . SS
WINTEK CORP.
. .... S
. 382
WINTEK CORP..
WISETEK INT"L. INC.
. 326
WOODCHUCK INDUSTRIES ... 367
WYSE TECHNOLOGY .
. . 290
XEMAG . . . . . . . . . . . .
382
'1, 6S
XEROX CO
Z-WORLD . . . . . .
. 198
ZSOFT CO RPO RATION . . .... 293
ZSOFT CORPORATION . .
293
ZSOFT CORPORATION . . .... . 299
ZSOFT CORPORATION
... 299
ZUCKERBOARD/ATD . .....
. 274

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*

. ,L

404

l'a~e

D
D
D
0

llil llil
llil llil
llil llil
[liJ [liJ

IL,.

E'1TE

~'!~

MARCH 1987
473RNA

1tnlll

READER SERVICE

(Ti tle) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ (Company) _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests can
not be honored unless the zip code is included. This card is
Address - - - - - - - - - lelephone - - - - - - -- 
valid for 6 months from cover date.
I am requesting information for: 0 Business 0 Personal D Both City
State___ Zip____ _
I purchased this copy by D Subscription
Country _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __
D Newsstand. computer store. bookstore
I 23
24
25
26
27
~ 28
7 29
8 JO
9 JI
10 32
11 ))
12 34
13 35
14 36
15 37
16 38
17 39
18 40
19 41
20 42
21 4)
22 44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

I ll
112
Ill
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
Ill
132

Ill
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
21l
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

BYTE'S

ongoing monitor box (BOMB)
lets you rate each article you've read in
BYTE as excellent. good. fair. or poor. Each
month. you can mail in the BOMB card
found at the back of each issue. We tally
your votes. total the points. tell you who
won. and award the two top-rated nonstaff
authors SI 00 and $50 . respectively. An ad·
ditional $50 award for quality goes to the
nonstaff author with the best average score
(total points divided by the number of
voters). If you prefer. you can use BIX as
your method of voting. We welcome your
participation.

221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
2))
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242

243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264

265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286

287
288
289
290
291
292
29)
294
295
296
297
298
299
JOO
JOI
302
JOJ
304
305
306
307
308

309
310
311
312
JIJ
314
315
316
317
318
319
JJO
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
) 28
329
JJO

JJI 353
354
355
356
357
158
359
360
361
362
)6)
364
365
)66
167
368
369
370
371
372
373
374

332
)))
))4
335
))6
337
338
339
340
341
342
)4)
)44
345
346
347
348
)49
350
351
352

375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
)9)
394
395
396

397
398
399
400
401
402
40)
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418

419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
4 JJ
432
4))
4)4
435
436
437
438
4)9
440

6

1

10

11

12

IJ

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

13

17

21

25

29

))

37

41

45

49

53

57

61

65

69

73

77

81

85

89

93

97

Article No.

Excellent

9

44146)485
442 464 486
44) 465 487
444 466 488
445 467 489
446 468 490
447 469 491
448 470 492
449 471 493
450 472 494
451 47) 495
452 474 496
45) 475 497
454 476 498
455 477 499
456 478 500
457 479 SOI
458 480 502
459 481 503
460 482 504
461 483 505
462 484 506

507
508
509
510
511
512
51)
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528

529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
54)
544
545
546
547
548
549
550

551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572

573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594

595 .617
596 618
597 619
598 620
599 621
600 622
601 623
602 624
603 625
604 626
605 627
606 628
607 629
608 630
609 631
610 632
611 6JJ
612 634
613 635
614 636
615 637
616 638

639
640
641
642
64)
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660

661 683
662 684
663 685
664 686
665 687
666 688
667 689
668 690
669 691
670 692
671 693
672 694
673 695
674 696
675 697
676 698
677 699
678 700
679 701
680 702
681 703
682 704

705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726

727
728
729
730
731
732
7JJ
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748

749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770

771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792

793
794
795
796
797
79&
799
800
80I
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814

Good

6

10

14

18

22

26

JO

34

38

42

46

50

54

58

62

66

70

74

78

82

86

90

94

98

Fair

7

11

15

19

23

27

JI

35

39

43

47

51

55

59

63

67

71

75

79

83

87

91

95

99

12

16

20

24

28

32

36

40

44

48

52

56

60

64

68

72

76

80

84

88

92

96 100

28

JJ

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

Poor

Article No

26

27

29

JO

JI

32

Excellent

IOI

105 109 Ill

117

121

125 129 Ill 137 141

Good

102 106 110 114 118 122 126 130 134

Fair

103 107

Poor

104 108 112 116 120 124

I ll

115 119 123

127 Ill

145 149 153 157 161

165 169 173 177 181

50

185 189 193 197

138 142 146 150 154 158 162 166 170 174 178 182 186 190 194 198

135 139 143

128 I32 136 140 144

147 151

155 159 163 167 171

175 179 183 187 191

195 199

148 152 156 160 164 168 172 176 180 184 188 192 196 200

--------------------------------------------------------·
MARCH1987
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Name

E'1TE

(Title) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ (Company) _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

READER SERVICE

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests canAddress
lelephone
not be honored unless the zip code is included. This card is
valid for 6 months from cover date.
City ___________ _ _ _ State___Zip.___ _ _
I am requesting information for: D Business D Personal D Both
I purchased this copy by D Subscription
Country_____ _ _____________ _ _ _ _
D Newsstand. computer store. bookstore

;,,,,.
I .
I.

I 23 45 67
2 24 46 68
J 25 47 69
4264870
5 27 49 71
6 28 50 72
7 29 51 73
8 JO 52 74
JI 53 75
10 32 54 76
II JJ 55 77
12 34 56 78
13 35 57 79
14 36 58 80
15 37 59 81
16 38 60 82
17 39 61 83
18 40 62 84
19 41 63 85
20 42 64 86
21 43 65 87
22 44 66 88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

I l l IJJ 155 177 199
112 134 156 178 200
Ill 135 157 179 201
114136158180202
115 137 159 181 203
116 138 160 182 204
117 139 161 183 205
118 140 162 184 206
119 141 163 185 207
120 142 164 186 208
121 143 165 187 209
122 144 166 188 210
123 145 167 189 211
124 146 168 190 212
125 147 169 191 213
126 148 170 192 214
127 149 171 193 215
128 150 172 194 216
129 151 173 195 217
130 152 174 196 218
Ill 153 175 197 219
132 154 176 198 220

221 243 265 287 309
222 244 266 288 310
223 245 267 289 311
224246268290312
225 247 269 291 JIJ
226 248 270 292 314
227 249 271 293 315
228 250 272 294 3 16
229 251 273 295 3 17
230 252 274 296 318
231 253 275 297 319
232 254 276 298 JJO
233 255 277 299 321
234 256 278 JOO 322
235 257 279 JOI 323
236 258 280 302 324
237 259 281 JOJ 325
238 260 282 304 326
239 261 283 305 327
240 262 284 306 328
241 263 285 307 329
242 264 286 308 JJO

JJI 353 375 397 419
))2 354 376 398 420
JJJ 355 377 399 421
))4)56378400422
335 357 379 401 423
))6 358 380 402 424
337 359 381 403 425
338 360 382 404 426
JJ9 361 383 405 427
340 362 384 406 428
341 363 385 407 429
342 364 386 408 430
343 365 387 409 431
344 366 388 410 432
345 367 389 411 4JJ
346 368 390 412 4)4
347 369 391 41J 435
348 370 392 414 436
)49 371 393 415 437
350 372 394 416 4)8
351 373 395 417 439
352 374 396 418 440

441463485 507 529
442 464 486 508 530
443 465 487 509 531
444466488510532
445 467 489 511 533
446 468 490 512 534
447 469 491 513 535
448 470 492 514 536
449 471 493 515 537
450 472 494 516 538
451 473 495 517 539
452 474 496 518 540
453 475 497 519 541
454 476 498 520 542
455 477 499 521 543
456 478 500 522 544
457 479 501 523 545
458 480 502 524 546
459 481 503 525 547
460 482 504 526 548
461 4 83 505 527 549
462 484 506 528 550

551 573 595 617 639
552 574 596 618 640
553 575 597 619 641
554576598620642
555 577 599 621 643
556 578 600 622 644
557 579 60I 623 645
558 580 602 624 646
559 581 603 625 647
560 582 604 626 648
561 583 605 627 649
562 584 606 628 650
563 585 607 629 651
564 586 608 630 652
565 587 609 631 653
566 588 610 632 654
567 589 611 633 655
568 590 612 634 656
569 591 61) 635 657
570 592 614 636658
571 593 615 637 659
572 594 616 638 660

661683 705 727 749
662 684 706 728 750
663 685 707 729 751
664686708730752
665 687 709 731 753
666 688 710 732 754
667 689 711 733 755
668 690 712 734 756
669 691 713 735 757
670 692 714 736 758
671 693 715 737 759
672 694 716 738 760
673 695 717 739 761
674 696 718 740 762
675 697 719 741 763
676 698 720 742 764
677 699 721 743 765
678 700 722 744 766
679 701 723 745 767
680 702 72 4 746768
681 703 725 747 769
682 704 726 748 770

----------------------------------------------

l

771 793
772 794
773 795
774796
775 797
776 798
777 799
778 800
779 80I
780 802
781 803
782 804
783 805
784 806
785 807
786 808
787 809
788 810
789 811
790 812
791 813
792 814

~----------· ·
'lb get turther Inform ation on the products advertised in BYTE. fill out the reader service card wlth your name and address. Then clrcle
the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the list. Add a first-class stamp to the card. then drop it in the mail. Not
only do you gain information. but our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you
a bigger BYTE. The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher. who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.

PLACE
POSfAGE
HERE

E'1TE

READER SERVICE
PO BOX 298
DAL1DN. MA 01227~0298
USA

PLACE
POSfAGE
HERE

13'1TE

READER SERVICE
PO BOX 298
DALlDN, MA 01227~0298
USA

Make a
career
move!

For your own subscription to
complete this card and mail.

ll'1TE ,

473RNA

Name _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ __

Subscript ion
Rates

Canada
USA /Mexico

Address _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _
City _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _

Get your own
copy of BYTE!

Stare _ __ _ __ Zip _ _ _ _ Country _ _ _ __ _

THREE YEARS: 0 $58 0$65

D Bill me (U.S.A., Canada, Mexico only)
D Check enclosed (All checks must be payable in U.S. funds
drawn on a U.S. bank.)

0 $37 Europe and worldwide
(surface mail)
Air mail rates outside Europe
available upon request.

Charge to my D MasterCard D VISA
Card

#

Expiration Date _ _ _ __
Please allow 6-8 weeks
for processing. Thank you.

Signamre - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 39 MARTINSVILLE, NJ
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

fl \JJE Subscriptions
PO Box 597
Martinsville, NJ 08836-9956

USA
111 ••• 1•• 1.1 •• 1••• 11 •• 11 .. 1.1 .. 1.1 ... 1.1 •• 11 ... 11 •• 1

r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1

I

I For your own subscription to
II
I

complete this card and mail.

:I

Name _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I
I
I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

I
I

:l

!
•

City - - -- - - - - - - - --

- - - - - -

State _ _ _ __ _ Zip _ _ _ _ Country _ __ _ __

I
I

'
I

Subscription
Rates

Canada
USA /Mexico

ONE YEAR:
TWO YEARS:

0$22 0$25
0$40 0$45

THREE YEARS: 0$58 0$65
0 $69 Europe (air delive1y)

I

:

ll'1TE ,

473RNA

I

:

For direct ordering
call toll free weekdays
9:00am-5:00pm E.S.T.:
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Sharing is nice but
not practical when
you have to stay
on the leading
edge of microcom
puter technology.
From each BYTE
issue theme to
"MICROBYTES"
and "Best of BIX",
no other maga
zine-or group of
magazmes-can
deliver you the
vital technical in
formation pack
aged in one issue
of BYTE.
Don't rely on
others for BYTE
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ing on-line can be
hazardous to your
job. Make a career
move! Have BYTE
delivered to your
door in your
name. Use one of
the adjacent cards
to ensure your
position in micro
computer
technology.
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WHENYOUCAN
BUYONETHAT
PRINTS TWO
IN THE SAME TIME.
With its advanced 24-pin printhead, our Pinwriter'P6 dot
Which is exactly what people have come to expect
matrix printer prints letter-quality characters in a single
from NEC. After all, we're the world's largest manufac
pass. Conventional 9-pin printers need two passes-and
turer of 24-pin printers. And we offer more models. Some
can even print three or more letters in 90 seconds.
twice as much time-to do the same amount of work.
But the Pinwriter P6 isn't just faster. It's better.
For more information, call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA
Because even after two passes, a 9-pin printer just can't
617-264-8635). Or write: NEC Information Systems,
deliver the kind of sharp,
Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough,
dense characters you get
MA01719.
Dear Mr. Keefe,
with our Pinwriter P6 24
·---·-·------ - - --,; pin printer. Take a look at
the print sample
inset above and see for yourself.
.....,.:::;~~~:=;'liiii
So consider the speed. Compare the
quality. Then add in the fact that NEC
offers you the lowest noise level in the
industry and more built-in fonts than
anyone-and you'll see why our
Pinwriter printers outclass every other
NEC Information Systems, Inc.
printer in their price range.

NEC PRINTERS.IBEYONLY STOP
WHENYOUWANT1HEM10.

NEC

C&C Computers and Communications
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The Tandy® 3000 HL makes
286 technology affordable.

We beat the competition ...
If you're currently using
MS-DOS® based computers and
want to expand with more
power for less, take a good look
at the lirndv 3000 HL. It beats
out the IB~I® PC/XT-286 in
price, performance and choice
of options.

on performance ...
Operating at 8 MHz (vs. 6
MHz for IBM's 286), the 'fandy
3000 HL's advanced JG-hit
microprocessor delivers tip
to seven times the speed of a

standard PC's microprocessor.
Run software faster than ever.

on flexibility...
Plus vou can choose vour
options~ Expand with n;ore
memory, hard disk drives, com
munications and more . Even
connect the 3000 I-IL with other
MS-DOS based computers with
the ViaNet™ Local Area Net
work to share resources.

and on price!
The floppy-based 'fandy
3000 HL starts at only $1699.

TAND"=1' COMPUTERS: In Business ... for Business•M
· eased on IBM price list os ol Sepl. 2. 1SU6. Tandy3000 HL price applies al Radio Shack Compuler Cen·
ters and par · ·ng stores and de~ l ers . Mon·
;old separalely. MS-DOS/Reg. TM Microsofl Corp. IBM/
Reg. TM ln1erna1ional Business Machirioo Corp. viaNet/ TM ViaNelix. Inc.

The IBM PC/XT-286 costs
$3995 *. True, the XT-286 comes
with added features, including a
20-meg hard disk. But il compil
rnhly equipped Tcwdy 3000 HL
with il 20-megahyte hard disk
;we/ other options still costs less
tlwn IBM's 286.

Come in today
Drop b y a Radio Shack Com
puter Center and compare the
Thndv 3000 HL. It delivers ad
vanc~d technology for less.
Available al over 1200
Radio Shack Compuler Cenlers and at
participaling Radio Shack slores and dealers .

ftad1e lhaeK
COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Inquiry 254

